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Abstract
After nearly a decade of relative quiet, the increases in the US minimum wage that began in 1990
have coincided with a renewed interest in its effects. Recent work suggests that a relative consensus
on the effects of the minimum wage on employment came undone; on balance, however, the recent
estimates seem if anything smaller than those suggested by the earlier literature, and the puzzle of
why they are relatively small remains. Effects of the minimum wage on the wage distributionbecame
clearer with the declining real minimum wage in the 1980s; nevertheless, the ability of minimum
wages to equalize the distribution of family incomes remains quite limited. © 1999 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
JEL codes: J38; J23; D31; D33

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
The effects of the m i n i m u m wage on employment and the distribution of income have
been hotly debated policy questions for over 50 years. By the early 1980s, research on the
effects of the m i n i m u m wage in the US began to show signs of consensus (Eccles and
Freeman, 1982) - relatively modest effects of the m i n i m u m wage on employment (of
teenagers who were most likely to be directly affected), and on the distribution of income
(because many m i n i m u m wage workers were members of middle-income families). It was
tempting to conclude, to borrow Henry Kissinger's analysis of academic politics, that the
m i n i m u m wage debate was so spirited because the stakes were so low. Recent research has
suggested the employment effects might be larger, or non-existent, at least for increases
over the observed range. Other research has asked whether the growing inequality in the
distribution of adult wages has strengthened the link between m i n i m u m wages and distributional objectives. The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the evidence, old and
especially new, on these topics. The main focus is on the US experience; m i n i m u m
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wages elsewhere are often intertwined with other institutions, such as unemployment
transfers and collective bargaining (Dolado et al., 1997) and this complicates both the
analysis of such laws and a proper evaluation of those analyses.
The next section reviews the theory that links minimum wage increases to employment;
Section 3 describes historical patterns in the level of the minimum wage and of expanding
coverage; the next five sections discuss empirical research on the effects of the minimum
wage on employment and other employment-related outcomes. Next, we turn to the
literature on the minimum wage and the distribution of wages and of income. Finally,
we offer some tentative conclusions and attempt to identify themes for future work.

2. T h e o r y
2.1. Basics

The simplest model of the effects of the minimum wage is one with complete coverage,
homogeneous labor, and a competitive labor market. Instead of the familiar equilibrium
where the demand for labor D(w) is equal to the supply of labor S(w) at equilibrium wage
w* and employment E*, a binding minimum wage (Wm > w*) leads to demand-determined employment Em = D(wm) and an excess supply of labor S(wm) - D(w m) (Fig. 1).
Since we are simply moving back along the demand curve, the employment loss ln(Em) ln(E*) depends only on the elasticity of demand for labor and the gap between the minimum wage and the competitive wage, ln(wm) - ln(w*).
Whether this excess supply of workers is counted as unemployed or as "discouraged"
workers depends on whether they report searching (unsuccessfully) for work, so one needs
further assumptions about labor force participation (in the presence of unemployment) to
say much about the effects on unemployment. One plausible assumption is that workers
decide whether to participate in the labor force based on the probability of being employed
(O(wm)[S(wm))and the wage if successful (w,n), perhaps on their product, the expected
wage. 1
The increase in measured unemployment seems a poor indicator of the costs of the
minimum wage; the effect on unemployment will be small if workers are easily discouraged and withdraw from the labor force. In fact, Mincer (1976) and Wessels (1980) model
labor force participation as a function of the expected reward from participating; declining
labor force participation (which would minimize "unemployment effects") signals that the
minimum wage has made participation less attractive.
Fig. 1 serves as a general guide to both the short- and longterm effects of a minimum
wage, but the presumption is that demand is more elastic in the long run, as substitution of
other factors for the more expensive labor becomes possible.
1Both Gramlich (1976) and Mincer (1976) make this sort of assumption, although in the context of more
complicated two-sectormodels.
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Fig. 1. Minimum wage with complete coverage.

2.2. T w o - s e c t o r models

Historically, minimum wage laws in the US have not applied to all employers, with
exemptions based on industry and size. As discussed in more detail in Section 3, coverage
of the law has expanded gradually. Compliance with the law is not perfect; Ashenfelter
and Smith (1979) argue non-compliance is important, and this increases the de facto size
of the uncovered sector. Given that time series analyses have used data from periods with
different levels of coverage, it is helpful to ask how our conclusions change under partial
coverage. It will turn out that an uncovered sector may dilute but not eliminate the
negative effects of the minimum wage on employment.
Demand for labor in the covered sector D~(wm) depends on the minimum wage; demand
for labor in the uncovered sector DU(w,) depends on the (market-determined) wage in that
sector. In the absence of a minimum wage, workers earn w* in both sectors, and
S(w*) = DC(w*) + DU(w*).

For simplicity, normalize employment so that E* = 1, and wages so that w* = 1. Then
DC(w *) is equal to c,,the fraction of the market employed by covered employers prior to the
minimum wage, and DU(w *) = 1 - c.
Modeling supply is more difficult once the minimum wage is introduced, however, since
there are two different wages that might influence supply, and not all those willing to work
at the higher of these wages will be able to find work.
Welch (1976) assumes that the De(win) available positions in the covered sector are
allocated randomly among the S(Wm) workers willing to work at the minimum wage; f =
DC(wm)/S(wm) is the probability that each will succeed. Because wm > w*, f < c. The
uncovered-sector wage wu then equates the supply of workers willing to work at that wage
who have not already been hired in the covered sector with uncovered-sector demand; i.e.,
(1 - f ) S ( w u ) = D u(wu).

Ch.
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Fig. 2. Minimum wage with an uncovered sector.
T h i s c a n b e r e w r i t t e n as

DU(w,) = S(wu) - DC(Wm)[S(wu)/S(wm)].
N o t i c e (Fig. 2) t h a t at Wu = w*, t h e r e is e x c e s s s u p p l y ( s i n c e DC(wm) < DC(w *) a n d
S(w*)/S(wm) < 1), a n d so the w a g e i n the u n c o v e r e d s e c t o r m u s t fall (to wJ). T o t a l
e m p l o y m e n t is less t h a n e m p l o y m e n t i n the a b s e n c e o f the m i n i m u m w a g e : t h e i n c r e a s e
i n u n c o v e r e d - s e c t o r e m p l o y m e n t o n l y p a r t i a l l y offsets the loss in t h e c o v e r e d sector. 2
G r a m l i c h ( 1 9 7 6 ) a n d M i n c e r ( 1 9 7 6 ) a s s u m e t h a t w o r k e r s choose o n e s e c t o r or t h e
other, a n d i n e q u i l i b r i u m e x p e c t e d w a g e s m u s t b e the s a m e in b o t h . I n the s i m p l e s t
v e r s i o n s o f t h e i r m o d e l s 3, this m e a n s t h a t Wu = Pwm, w h e r e P , the p r o b a b i l i t y o f finding
w o r k i n t h e c o v e r e d sector, is DC(wm)/[DC(wm) + U], a n d U is t h e n u m b e r o f u n e m p l o y e d .
S i n c e r e t u r n s to p a r t i c i p a t i o n in e a c h s e c t o r are t h e s a m e , s u p p l y is a f u n c t i o n o f j u s t Wu (or,
e q u i v a l e n t l y , o f Pwm). It is t h e n e a s y to s h o w t h a t

U = DC(wm)[(Wm/Wu) - 11.
The uncovered wage must then clear the market:
DU(wu) = S(wu) - DC(wm) - U = S(wu) - DC(wm)[Wm/Wu].
I n this m o d e l , t h e w a g e i n t h e u n c o v e r e d sector m a y e i t h e r rise or fall ( a l t h o u g h i f it falls, it
d o e s so b y less t h a n o n W e l c h ' s a s s u m p t i o n s , b e c a u s e the t e r m t h a t m u l t i p l i e s D c is less
2 To see this, note that the horizontal distance between the two supply curves at w* is less than the loss of
employment in the covered sector (since some have reservation wages above w*), and the increase in employment
in the uncovered sector is less than the horizontal distance between the two supply curves at w*.
3 Gramlich allows those who choose the covered sector but do not find a job to receive unemployment benefits;
Mincer considers the possibility that new entrants to the covered sector are less likely to be employed next period
than those already employed (so that job-finding chances depend on turnover). In the simple version of the model
discussed here, unemployment benefits are ignored and there is complete turnover of jobs each period.
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than one for Welch, greater than one for Gramlich-Mincer). In Fig. 2, wu rises to Wu
2. Total
employment falls in either case, and by more than in Welch's model. 4
The Welch model assumes workers can work in the uncovered sector if they search
unsuccessfully for work at win, while the Mincer and Gramlich models assume the worker
chooses one sector or the other. The idea that workers much choose one sector or the other
seems less plausible in the US than in a developing country (where the covered sector is
urban, and the uncovered sector rural, as in Todaro (1969)). Brown, Gilroy and Kohen
(BGK) (Brown et al., 1982, p. 492) suggest a modification of the Gramlich-Mincer model
that allows those working in the uncovered sector to search for covered employment, but
with lower probability of finding covered employment than those who search for such
work full time. As the relative efficiency of search while employed in the uncovered sector
increases, both the employment loss and the increase in unemployment due to the minimum wage are reduced.
The preceding analysis assumes that the wage in the uncovered sector is flexible, and so
free to adjust to a m i n i m u m wage in the covered sector. If, on the other hand, Wm is the
federal m i n i m u m wage in a state with its own lower m i n i m u m wage for small employers
not covered by the federal law, it might be more appropriate to think of the "uncovered"
sector as those employers subject to the state m i n i m u m . In this case, Wuwould not adjust to
the imbalance between demand and supply in the uncovered sector.
The Welch and Gramlich-Mincer models present uncluttered analyses of the uncovered
sector; they abstract from capital reallocation across sectors and changes in relative prices
of covered- and uncovered-sector output. With uncovered-sector employment held fixed,
the proportional change in employment due to a change in the m i n i m u m wage is simple
and intuitive, c~TAln(wm). But once changes in uncovered-sector employment are taken
into account, neither model leads to particularly tractable functional forms for the change
in total employment (Brown et al., 1982, pp. 491-492). As a result, the empirical literature
is only loosely related to these formal models (for an exception, see Abowd and Killingsworth, 1981).

2.3. H e t e r o g e n e o u s

labor

We expect m i n i m u m wages to affect the employment of relatively unskilled workers, and
potentially to have indirect effects on those who are better paid. But even if we are not
interested in the better-paid group directly, there is no observable skill indicator that neatly
divides workers into those whose wage depends directly on the m i n i m u m wage and those
4It"Wu> w*, employmentfalls because wages in both covered and uncoveredsectors have increased, and so
less labor is demandedin each. If wu < w*, the labor force is smaller(S(wL,) < S(w*)) than before the minimum
wage, and some workers are unemployed,so that employmentS(wo) - U is less than in the absence of the
minimumwage S(w*).
5We cannot use the worker's wage directly, of course, because that wage may change when the minimum
wage does. Even without a change in Win,wages of those paid the minimumwage in one year may be very
different one year later (Smith and Vavfichek, 1992).
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who earn more.5 Hence in any "low-wage" group such as teenagers, high schooldropouts,
ol7fast-food workers, there will be a mixture of directly affected and better-paid workers.
In a sense, the better-paid workers are an uncovered sector, but those displaced by the
minimum wage do not have the opportunity of moving there.
An increase in the minimum wage raises the price of relatively unskilled workers, and
makes inputs that are good substitutes for such workers more attractive. Workers in lowwage groups who earn a bit more than the minimum wage often do the same tasks as their
less-skilled co-workers, and are likely to be very good substitutes for minimum wage
workers. Changes in employment for the group as a whole reflect the balance of these
losses and gains. As long as less-skilled labor is also a substitute for the composite nonlabor input, total employment will fall in response to an increase in the minimum wage. 6
But small overall employment impacts may reflect an unattractive balancing of gains by
relatively advantaged workers and losses by those directly affected (Abowd and Killingsworth, 1981, p. 144; Deere et al., 1996, p. 35; Freeman, 1996, p. 642).
As long as the minimum wage is set low enough that it affects only a small share of
employment, the effect of the minimum wage on total employment is likely to be small
and in any case swamped by other factors. Thus, it makes sense to focus on the analysis of
low-wage groups, where the proportion directly affected is larger and so the anticipated
effect on group employment is likely to be larger. This explains the dominance of teenagers as the group most studied in the empirical work. The same line of argument leads us
to expect larger (proportionate) effects on teenagers than on young adults, and larger
proportionate effects on employment of black and female teenagers than on employment
of white male teens.
While recognizing that not all workers are directly affected by the minimum wage is a
step in the right direction, a more satisfactory model would allow for a continuous distribution of worker skill. The simplest model of this type has one type of worker skill, and
each worker's wage is equal to the price of skill times the worker's endowment of skill.
Thus, in the absence of the minimum wage, the wage distribution reflects the distribution
of skill. Once a minimum wage is introduced, those whose value of marginal product is
less than Wm are no longer employed (Kosters and Welch, 1972). As fewer workers are
employed the price of skill rises, and those whose wage was just below Wmare once again
employable. As we shall see in Section 8, however, observed wage distributions are not
simply truncated at the minimum wage; while relatively few workers are paid less than Wm,
there is a pronounced spike in the wage distribution at win. Heckman and Sedlacek (1981)
and Pettengill (1981, 1984) provide more detailed models with continuous distributions of
worker ability that take account of the effect of reduction in low-skill employment on the
rest of the wage distribution. Grossman (1983) suggests that relative-wage comparisons by
workers may also lead employers to raise wages of workers ah'eady paid more than the
minimum.
6Evenif more-and less-skilled workersare perfectsubstitutes, overallemploymentfalls sinceit takes less than
one skilled worker to replace each minimum-wageworker.
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Fig. 3. Minimum wage under monopsony.

2.4. M o n o p s o n y

Although they are not, in the end, intended to believe it, undergraduate students are
exposed to the possibility that a "skillfully set" minimum wage increases employment
under monopsony.
The monopsonist faces an upward-sloping supply curve for labor, and so seeks to
maximize "rr, the difference between revenue R and labor cost:
7r = R ( L ) - w ( L ) L .

Choosing the profit maximizing level of employment yields
R ' ( L ) - w ( L ) - w ' ( L ) L = O,

which implies the marginal revenue product of labor, R ~, is equal to w(1 + I/G), where e is
the elasticity of labor supply.
A minimum wage makes the supply of labor perfectly elastic up to S(wm), and as long as
Wo <Wm < w ~, raising the minimum wage moves the equilibrium rightward along the
supply curve, increasing employment (Fig. 3). Further increases in Wmbeyond w ~move the
equilibrium along the marginal revenue product curve. Note, however, that even a clumsily set minimum wage can leave employment higher than in the monopsonistic equilibrium, as long as (Wm/Wo) < 1 + (I/G).
How much the wage can be raised under monopsony before employment starts to fall
thus depends on the elasticity of labor supply. The consensus view has been that the typical
minimum-wage employer is not a mining company in an isolated company town but a
retail trade or service employer in a labor market with many such employers. The elasticity
of labor supply to any one such employer should therefore be "close to" infinite, and the
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opening for skillfully set minimum wage n e g l i g i b l e ] Moreover, as Stigler (1946) argued,
the fact that w ~varies among employers while Wm is uniform makes it less likely that most
employers affected by the law will be in the employment-enhancing range.

2.5. Search models
Card and Krueger (1995, pp. 373-379) suggest another interpretation of the monopsony
model to re-establish its relevance for actual m i n i m u m - w a g e markets. They present a
model that focuses on turnover behavior, implicitly linked to search behavior by workers
and firms. In any relatively short period, the quit rate q depends on the wage, as does the
number of workers who apply to and are hired by the firm H. Equilibrium requires that
quits ( = q(w)L) per period equal new hires, H(w). This means that equilibrium employment is equal to L = H(w)/q(w); since H / > 0 and q / < 0, if the firm wishes to increase
employment it must raise the wage. In effect, H(w)/q(w) is the labor supply function facing
the firm. The elasticity of labor supply is then OH - 0q, where OH and 0c~the elasticities of
H and q with respect to w. Empirically plausible values of these 0s yields an elasticity of
labor supply of 5-10, which suggests the range of wages over which minimum wage
increases could increase employment is not negligible. I see two problems with this
way of rescuing the monopsony model.
First, H is surely a function of L as well as of w; a large retail outlet must get more
applicants at any given wage than a morn and pop store in the same area. If we assume new
hires are equal to h(w)L, equilibrium requires that h(w) = q(w), and the firm can have any
level of employment it wants at this wage. If H = Lah(w), the elasticity of labor supply to
the firm is now (0 h - Oq)/(1 - A).
Second, H (or h) and q depend on alternative wages as well as the wage offered by the
firm. The elasticity derived in the previous paragraphs shows how supply changes if the
firm increases its wage, alternative wages constant. An increase in the minimum wage,
however, increases wages elsewhere. With complete coverage, an increase in the minim u m wage increases wages at a covered firm and elsewhere ( = other covered firms) in the
same proportion, and so does little or nothing to increase hires or reduce quits.
Burdett and Mortensen (1998) offer a more formal search model in which search frictions generate a monopsony-like equilibrium, and a m i n i m u m wage can increase employment. In their model, employment at any one firm depends explicitly on the wage
distribution as well as the wage offered by that firm. However, if many employers are
paying win, an individual employer has an incentive to pay a slightly higher wage (profit
per worker is slightly lower but equilibrium employment significantly higher). Hence, the
spike in the observed wage distribution we observe at the m i n i m u m wage (Section 8) is not

7 Rebitzer and Taylor (1995) present an efficiency-wagemodel in which the wage each firm must pay to deter
shirking is an increasing function of firm size. This creates an upward-slopingwage-employment relationship that
functions like the upward sloping marginal labor cost function of a traditional monopsony model, but "works"
with a large number of employers.
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consistent with the model. 8 And, with heterogeneous workers and employers, Stigler's
doubts about the ability of a uniform minimum wage to raise employment carry over to
search models as well. 9

2.6. Offsets
Thus far, we have implicitly assumed that if the m i n i m u m wage increases by 10%, both
compensation per hour to minimum-wage workers and cost per hour of minimum-wage
labor to the employer increase by 10% as well. However, this need not be the case. Just as
mandated improvements in non-wage aspects of a j o b (health insurance, safety, layoff
notification) m a y lead to lower wages, mandated improvements in the wage give employers an incentive to cut other aspects of the job package. A number of such margins have
been suggested-fiinge benefits, employer-provided training, and required levels of effort
(Wessels, 1980; Mincer, 1984).
To fix ideas, imagine that employers pay $5 per hour and provide "free" food that costs
$0.50 (per hour worked) to provide and is valued by workers at $0.50 per hour as well.
Then a $5.50 minimum wage would lead employers to end the free meals, leaving their
cost of labor, the compensation received by workers, and employment unaffected. Alternatively, if the $0.50 of food is valued by workers at $1.00, eliminating the free food would
reduce compensation, and so make it impossible for the employer to maintain the old level
of employment; in this case, the free food would be curtailed but not eliminated. With
higher labor costs, employers would employ fewer workers; with compensation as seen by
workers reduced, less labor would be supplied.
F r o m this perspective, the availability of offsets reduces the attractiveness of minimum
wage increases to the workers who are directly affected, but limits the employment loss as
well. If, however, employers respond by raising the effort standard they require on the job,
employment effects may be magnified rather than mitigated. Suppose, for example, a 10%
increase in the minimum wage is offset by a 10% increase in enforced effort. Then
employment in efficiency units is not changed, but employment in bodies or in hours
worked would be reduced by 10%.
More generally, the algebra of effort is discouraging. Suppose that we measure labor in
efficiency units, defined as number of workers (or hours) L times effort e. Demand for such
efficiency units will depend on the cost per unit of effort; a constant-elasticity relationship
would be
8Joseph Altonji has noted that the ability of a tiny wage increase to lead to a large increase in employment
depends on all employers being equally attractive to workers. If workers care about some non-wage attribute that
differs for each worker-employer pair (e.g., commuting costs), tiny wage increases would not bring large
increases in employment, and so would not undo the mass point at the minimum wage. I have not found a
paper that explicitly models this intuition.
9Koning et al. (1995) model both the wage distribution and unemployment durations in an explicit equilibrium
search framework. They find small reductions in search unemployment but large increases in structural unemployment due to minimum wage increases for Dutch youth. They do not discuss the spike at the minimum wage,
although it appears from their wage histograms that it is not very important in their data.
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lnL + lne = ~7(lnwm - lne),
which implies
lnL = 7/(lnwm) - (~ + DOne).
If the elasticity of e with respect to w is a, then
dlnL/dlnwm = ~ / - (~ + 1)c~ : (1 - a)~ - a.
Larger values of c~ make the employment response larger unless demand is elastic; if
demand is elastic, the minimum-wage elasticity of employment is less than 1 in absolute
value only if c~ is sufficiently larger than 1. l°

3. Evolution of m i n i m u m wage legislation in the US
In 1938, the Fair Labor Standards Act mandated a minimum wage of 25 cents per hour, or
about 40% of the average hourly earnings of production workers in manufacturing. Only
about half of production workers were covered, and low-wage sectors (agriculture, retail
trade, and services) were largely excluded.
Since then, the nominal minimum wage has been increased at irregular intervals. When
a new minimum wage becomes effective, it is typically equal to roughly 50% of average
hourly earnings of private workers (closer to 55% in the 1950s and 1960s, 40% in the
1990s) (see Table 1). Moreover, since 1961 the increases have been staggered, with about
half of the increase in the year the law was changed, and half in the following year.
Between increases in the minimum wage, inflation and real-wage growth increase average
hourly earnings by as much :as 30-40%, and so reduce the ratio of the (fixed) minimum
wage to (rising) average hourly earnings. As a result, the relative minimum wage follows a
saw-toothed pattern (Fig. 4).
Coverage expansions have been more discrete, and usually permanent. Coverage
remained essentially unchanged from 1938 until extended in 1961, 1967, and 1974 primarily in agriculture, retail trade, and services. Not only was the fraction of workers covered
expanded, but the expansions were in relatively low-wage sectors where the law was likely
to be a binding constraint. Within industries, coverage was extended based on firm or
establishment sales, with each extension sweeping in smaller and therefore lower-wage
employers in these industries. For example, at the time the $2.00 minimum wage became
effective in May 1974, only 3.7% of workers covered prior to the 1966 amendments were
earning less than $2.00; 13.4% of those first covered in 1967 and 18.0% of those first

10In Rebitzer and Taylor's (1995) efficiencywage model, workers either shirk or they do not, and in equilibrium none shirk. In a versionof their model with contimiouslyvariable effort, one might expect effortto increase
in response to the minimum wage.
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Table !
Minimum wage levels and coveragea
Effective date

Oct. 1938
Oct. 1939
Oct. 1945
Jan. 1950
Mar. 1956
Sept. 1961
Sept. 1963
Feb. 1967
Feb. 1968
May 1974
Jan. 1975
Jan. 1976
Jan. 1978
Jan. 1979
Jan. 1980
Jan. 1981
Apr. 1990
Apr. 1991
Oct. 1996
Sept. 1997

New wm ($)

0.25
0.30
0.40
0.75
1.00
1.15
1.25
1.40
1.60
2.00
2.10
2.30
2.65
2.90
3.10
3.35
3.80
4.25
4.75
5.15

w,Jahe

0.37
0.43
0.36
0.57
0.56
0.53
0.54
0.53
0.58
0.48
0.48
0.49
0.48
0.49
0.48
0.48
0.39
0.42
0.41
0.43

Since last increase

Fraction covered

Aln w~n

Aln(ahe)

Private

Government

0.18
0.29
0.63
0.29
0.14
0.08
0.1/
0.13
0.22
0.05
0.09
0.14
0.09
0.07
0.08
0.13
0.11
0.11
0.08

0.03
0.48
0.45
0.30
0.20
0.06
0.13
0.06
0.41
0.05
0.07
0.15
0.09
0.07
0.09
0.34
0.04
0.14
0.03

--0.50
-0.55
-0.55
--0.55
0.55
0.63
0.63
0.77
0.77
0.83
0.83
0.84
0.85
0.86
0.86
0.86
0.87
0.86

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.40
0.40
1.00
1.00
0.28
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
1.00
1.00

~'Notes: win]abe, ahe is average hourly earnings, private economy. For years prior to 1947, average hourly
earnings were available only for manufacturing. Private economy ahe is estimated as 0.93 times manufacturing
ahe, based on the relationship between the two series in 1947-1956. October data interpolated from annual
averages. Coverage of private workers: first available coverage ratios are for 1953; 1956, 1961, and 1963 ratios
are from 1957, 1962, and 1964 respectively; 1967 and 1968 ratios reflect minor coverage expansion in 1969 as
well. Coverage of govermnent workers was reduced by a Supreme Court decision in 1976, which was later
reversed.

c o v e r e d i n 1 9 7 4 w e r e e a r n i n g l e s s t h a n t h e n e w m i n i m u m ( U S D e p a r t m e n t o f L a b o r , 1975,
T a b l e 1). 11
C o v e r a g e of g o v e r n m e n t - s e c t o r workers was introduced by the 1966 A m e n d m e n t s and
i n c r e a s e d to c o m p l e t e c o v e r a g e in 1975. C o v e r a g e fell i n 1976, a n d r e b o u n d e d in 1985,
d u e to c h a n g i n g S u p r e m e C o u r t d e c i s i o n s .
T h e s e p a t t e r n s h a v e a n u m b e r o f i m p o r t a n t i m p l i c a t i o n s . First, w h i l e t h e m i n i m u m w a g e
r e l a t i v e to a v e r a g e h o u r l y e a r n i n g s v a r i e s s i g n i f i c a n t l y o v e r t h e p e r i o d , t h e s a w - t o o t h e d
p a t t e r n s u g g e s t s t h a t s u c h v a r i a t i o n is s h o r t - l i v e d , a n d a r a t i o n a l f o r e c a s t o f t h e m i n i m u m
u Because the minimum wage for most of the workers first covered in 1966 or 1974 was initially set at $1.90
rather than $2.00, this calculation slightly understates the extent to which recently and newly covered workers
were the most affected. For similar evidence in other years, see Peterson (1981, Tables 16 and 17).
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Fig. 4. Minimum wage relative to average hourly earnings and private-sector coverage ratio.

wage over a 5- or 10-year horizon would have much less variation. Second, newly covered
establishments face a near-permanent change (with the only escape being to shrink below
the coverage threshold).
4. Time series evidence
4.1. O v e r v i e w

Given that federal law imposes the same minimum wage on high- and low-wage states,
and that state minimum wage laws have historically been relatively unimportant, it is not
surprising that time series variation in minimum wages and employment have been an
important source of evidence on the employment effects of the minimum wage. Perhaps
more surprising is that while the general trend in labor economics has been away from
time-series data to cross-sectional or panel-data studies (Stafford, 1986), the time series
evidence has, until quite recently, retained its primacy in the minimum wage debates.
The basic statistical model in the time series literature is
E t = text + ~ M W t + el,

where E is the employment/population ratio, X is a cyclical indicator, often a time trend,
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plus other relevant control variables, and M W is the level of the minimum wage, usually
relative to average wage (usually multiplied by the fraction of employment covered by the
minimum, the so-called Kaitz index, following Kaitz, 1970). 12
Most studies focus on teenagers because a sizeable minority of teenagers' wages are
directly affected by the minimum wage; for older groups plausible variation in employment due to the minimum wage is swamped by other factors. Given this focus on young
workers, the "other" control variables have tended to have a youth-oriented focus as well:
the relative share of teenagers in the labor-force age population, the fraction of teenagers
in the armed forces (and so unavailable for civilian employment, the traditional employment measure), the fraction of teenagers (16-19 year olds) who are 16-17, etc.
E and M W are often replaced by their logarithms, in which case 13 is an elasticity. But it
is not a " d e m a n d elasticity" of the usual sort. With a double-log specification, we have
= (AlnE)/(Alnwm).

If we define E* as the employment of those directly affected by the minimum wage
increase and w* as the average wage of those directly affected, then a natural measure
of the elasticity of demand for low-wage labor would be
~ / = (AlnE*)/(Alnw*).
As noted above, only a subset of teenagers (or members of any other low-wage group) are
directly affected; if employment of those not directly affected does not change (or
increases, because they are substitutes for those in E*), Aln E will be significantly smaller
(in absolute value) than Aln E* (Gramlich, 1976, p. 260).
Moreover, when the m i n i m u m wage is increased by 10%, many teenagers receive no
increase at all. Card and Krueger (1995, p. 117) report that in 1989 two-thirds of all
employed teenagers were already earning more than $3.80 (the level to which the minim u m wage was raised in April of 1990), and half were already earning more than $4.25,
the 1991 minimum. Some of those already earning more than the new minimum received
small increases, but some of those below the m i n i m u m wage work in uncovered jobs (or
for non-compliant employers). On balance, between 1989 and 1992 (when the m i n i m u m
wage increased by 27%), the average wage of teenagers increased only 9% (Card and
Krueger, 1995, p. 121); Deere et al. (1996, p. 31 ) estimate that in March 1990 the increase
required to bring teenagers up to the $4.25 minimum of April 1991 was only 4%. 13 Thus,
Alnw* is significantly smaller in absolute value than Alnwm.
J2Often when coverage was extended, the minimum wage for newly covered employers was lower than the
"regular" minimum wage, and Kaitz's index took account of that difference. His index was equal to
Y i Ci(Wm/Wi) + C~(W~m/Wi)), where ci is the fraction of employment in industry i covered previously, c(i is the
fraction of employment that is newly covered, wl is the average wage in industry i, and wm and W~mare the
minimum wage applicable to previously and newly covered employers.
~3Difference in base period and Card and Krueger's inclusion of 1992 wage growth account for part of the
difference, l suspect most of the rest is due to "spillovers" - wage increases to teens already earning more than
$4.25 are included in Card and Krueger's measure, but not in Deere et al.'s.
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Because the numerator of 13 is smaller (in abSolute value) than the numerator of r/,
> I/3 I. Neumark and Wascher (1997) estimate
while the denominator of/3 is larger,
that among those 16-24 in 1995, 21.3% earned at least the $4.25 m i n i m u m wage in force
at the time but less than the September 1997 m i n i m u m wage of $5.15; because many of
them were already earning more than $4.25, w* increased by only 10.8%, even though
Wm was increasing by 21.2%. If only the employment of those initially earning between
$4.25 and $5.15 was affected by the 1996-1997 increases that brought Wm to $5.15, we
have
~-/3(0.212/0.108)/0.213 = 9.2/3.
Implicitly, Neumark and Wascher take the 4.3% of youth whose reported wage was
below $4.25 as unaffected by the law. Given that their wage data come from CPS data
reports which have some random reporting error and appear to have many responses
rounded to even-dollar amounts, it is not clear that someone reported to earn $4.00 is
unaffected by the law. Even if they really represent employment at establishments that
are uncovered by or not compliant with the law, their wages may be affected. 14
Most studies of young workers focus on teenagers. For them, the share directly affected
is larger, and the fraction of those directly affected who were at or below the old m i n i m u m
(and so receiving the full increase in the m i n i m u m ) is probably larger as well. A rough
calculation based on Card and Krueger's tabulations of teenage wages surrounding the
1990-1991 increase suggests - assuming those below the old m i n i m u m wage are unaffected - that ~7 ~ 5/3-15 The time series evidence is mostly drawn from the 1960s and
1970s, when the m i n i m u m wage had more bite on the wage distribution, so the appropriate
multiplier for time series studies of teenagers is probably less than 5.
Estimates of/3 re-scaled as the proportional change in employment from a 10% increase
in the m i n i m u m wage (coverage constant) are presented in Table 2.
Brown et al. (1982) summarized the studies available at that time, either published or in
draft. W e noted that the estimated reductions in teen employment from a 10% m i n i m u m
wage increase ranged from 1 to 3%, and the estimates were generally "significant"
statistically. 16 W e did not have much luck in finding one or two key choices that would
explain why some studies' estimates were higher than others. Studies which included
"more recent" (i.e., 1970s) data, included more control variables (some early studies

~4See Section8 for evidencethat uncovered-sectoremployersoftenpay exactlythe minimumwage. To gauge
the importanceof those below $4.25 for the calculation,assume that they get the same 21.2% increase as those
initially earning $4.25. Then ~ --/3(0.212/0.126)/0.266= 6.3/3.
t,sThe minimumwage increasedfrom $3.35 to $4.25, a 27% increase. Based on Card and Krueger's Fig. 4.2,
roughly 40% of teens earned between $3.35 and $4.24 prior to the increase, and average wages in this interval
were about $3.75, so the average wage increase of those directly affected was about half of the minimumwage
increase.
16Many of the studies reported separate regressions by race and/or sex and the estimates in the table are
weighted averages of those dis-aggregated results.
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Table 2
Estimated effect of a 10% increase in the minimum wage on teenage employment and unemployment: time-series studies ~
Study

Percent
change in
teenage
employment

Change in teen
unemployment rate (in
percentage points)

Kaitz (1970)
Adie (1971)
Moore (1971)
Kosters and Welch (1972)
Lovell (1972)
Adie (1973)
Lovell (1973)
Kelly (1975)
Gramlich (1976)
Kelly (1976)
Hashhnoto and Mincer (1970);
Mincer (1976)
Welch (1976)
Ragan (1977)
Mattila (1978)
Iden (1980)
Abowd and Killingsworth (1981)
Betsey and Dunson (1981)
Boschen and Grossman (1981)
Hamermesh (1981)
Ragan (1981)
Freeman (1982)
Wachter and Kim (1982)
Brown et al. (1983)
Solon (1990)
Wellington (1991)
Klerman (1992)
Card and Krueger (1995)

-0.98

-0.01
2.53
3.65

2.96
--0.00
0.52
-0.25
1.20
-0.94
-0.66
- 2.31
- 1.78
0.65
-0.84
-2.26
-2.13
1.39
-1.50
1.21
0.52
-2.46
-2.52
-1.14
0.99
- 0.63
-0.52
-0.72

0.45

0.75
0.10

0.00
0.51
0.01

~'Source: Brown et al. (1982), updated by author.

d i d n o t e v e n i n c l u d e t i m e trends), a n d i n c l u d e d c o v e r a g e i n the m i n i m u m - w a g e v a r i a b l e
t e n d e d t o w a r d t h e l o w e n d o f t h a t range. T h e s e e m e r g e d as o u r p r e f e r r e d e s t i m a t e s .
M o r e r e c e n t studies (the last t h r e e in T a b l e 2) find p o i n t e s t i m a t e s o f the loss o f t e e n
e m p l o y m e n t f r o m a 10% m i n i m u m w a g e i n c r e a s e t h a t w e r e u n i f o r m l y s m a l l e r t h a n 1%,
a n d in s o m e c a s e s n o t statistically s i g n i f i c a n t at c o n v e n t i o n a l levels. B e c a u s e t h e s e studies
r e p l i c a t e d e a r l i e r s p e c i f i c a t i o n s t a k i n g a d v a n t a g e o f a d d i t i o n a l y e a r s o f data, t h e i r c l e a r
m e s s a g e is t h a t i n c l u d i n g t h e 1980s r e d u c e s t h e e s t i m a t e d effect o f t h e m i n i m u m w a g e o n
employment.
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While the time series literature began with a focus on teen unemployment, over time
fewer studies even reported unemployment effects. The available estimates varied quite a
lot, although most suggested a 10% increase in the minimum wage would raise the teen
unemployment rate by less than 0,75 percentage point. Labor force participation is negatively related to the minimum wage, which helps account for (or is implied by, depending
where one starts) the relatively small unemployment effects.
In principle, the effect of the minimum wage on young adults (age 20-24) is ambiguous:
raising the wages of those who would otherwise earn less should reduce employment, but
raising the wages of teenagers (who may be good substitutes for young adults in many
jobs) should raise young-adult employment. Since a smaller proportion of young adults is
directly affected, any negative effect is likely to be much smaller for young adults than for
teenagers when that impact is expressed as a proportionate change in employment of all
young adults. While relatively few studies even consider young adult employment, those
that do tend to produce smaller estimated minimum-wage impacts (Brown et al., 1982,
Table 6; Wellington, 1991, Table 3).
4.2. H o u r s v e r s u s b o d i e s

Based more on data availability than unconstrained preference, the time series literature
has measured employment by numbers employed, and neglected variation in hours per
worker. The few studies that have addressed this issue relied on the relative short time
series of published information on weekly hours. This limited evidence suggests that the
minimum wage reduces hours worked by employed teen-aged workers, so that "full-time
equivalent" employment falls more than number employed (Gramlich, 1976; Brown et al.,
1983). iv
At first glance, this makes sense; the reduction in employment is spread across both of
the available margins. However, we know that full-time workers are paid more per hour
than apparently similar part-time workers. This suggests that, over the relevant range of
work-weeks, those working more hours per week produce more per hour. If so, we should
expect employers to lengthen work-weeks in response to a minimum wage increase
(Barzel, 1973). Perhaps firms are raising average output per hour by limiting break time
(Oi, 1997, p. 9).
4.3. D i f f e r e n c e s by r a c e a n d s e x

The effect of the minimum wage on teenage employment is a combination of effects by

17The FTE reduction is perhaps 40% larger than the more widely estimated employment loss, although this
difference is estimated with lmnentable imprecision.
18Card and Krueger (1995, Table 4.1) show that 53% of those teenagers earning $3.35-$4.24 in 1989 (and so
likely to be affected by the 1990-1991 increases in the minimum wage) were female, compared to 48% of all
employed teenagers. For black teenagers, the correspondingproportions were 14 and 12%. These differentials
would be larger, on average, in the period covered by the time-series studies.
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race and sex that m i g h t be e x p e c t e d to differ. G i v e n the l o w e r m a r k e t w a g e s o f blacks and
w o m e n , w e e x p e c t m o r e workers in these groups to be directly affected, i.e., their Wage
increased by law, and their e m p l o y m e n t prospects reduced, and f e w e r at h i g h e r w a g e
levels w h e r e substitution w o u l d increase e m p l o y m e n t , t8 This f o r m a l i z e s a longstanding
p o l i c y c o n c e r n that the n e g a t i v e effects o f the m i n i m u m w a g e on e m p l o y m e n t m a y be
particularly hard on black teens.
E m p i r i c a l l y it turns out there is very little to learn about these d e m o g r a p h i c differences
fi'om the t i m e series studies. Differences b e t w e e n groups are estimated with limited
precision (particularly for blacks, w h o are not o v e r - s a m p l e d in the CPS data used in
all the studies in T a b l e 2), and there is no pattern as one looks across studies. Card and
K r u e g e r (1995, Table 6.9) confirm that this i m p r e c i s i o n persists w h e n the data are
e x t e n d e d into the 1990s. T h e i r point estimates suggest s o m e w h a t larger effects for blacks
than whites, but larger effects for m a l e s than f e m a l e s ; none o f the differences is statistically significant. J9

4.4. Coverage
If the m i n i m u m w a g e had no effect on e m p l o y m e n t in the u n c o v e r e d sector, the proportional c h a n g e in total e m p l o y m e n t w o u l d equal the proportional c h a n g e in c o v e r e d - s e c t o r
e m p l o y m e n t times the fraction o f e m p l o y m e n t that is c o v e r e d ; i.e., d l n ( E ) =
cdln(Ec) = cr/dln(wm). F o r m a l t w o - s e c t o r m o d e l s s h o w that e m p l o y m e n t in the c o v e r e d
sector is likely to change, and the r e d u c e d - f o r m e m p l o y m e n t equations that e m e r g e f r o m
these m o d e l s c o m b i n e c o v e r a g e and the r e l a t i v e l e v e l o f the m i n i m u m w a g e in a m u c h
m o r e c o m p l i c a t e d expression.
The d o m i n a n t e m p i r i c a l response to this p r o b l e m has b e e n to use the Kaitz index, w h i c h
is a c o v e r a g e - w e i g h t e d s u m o f the ratio o f the m i n i m u m w a g e to the average w a g e in e a c h
industry. 2° O t h e r studies try to estimate separate " l e v e l " and c o v e r a g e effects. In this
specification, the effect o f the l e v e l o f the m i n i m u m w a g e tends to be larger (e.g., a 2%
rather than a 1% reduction in teen e m p l o y m e n t f r o m a 10% increase in Win) but c o v e r a g e

t9 The typical time-series study that explores differences by race or sex simply estimates separate equations for
different groups. But the variance of the difference between, say, coefficients for blacks and whites is not the sum
of the two variances, because there is likely a common component between the disturbances in the black and
white employment equation. Hence one cannot tell from the published tables whether the black-white or malefemale difference in coefficients is estimated with reasonable precision. Calculations reported by Brown et al.
(1983, p. 22) suggest that, at least in their sample, the common error component is not large enough to significantly reduce the standard error of the black-white difference.
20While, as noted in Section 2, the functional form suggested by formal two-sector models is too complicated
to be useful, one might at least prefer a form that "makes sense" in the absence of employment responses in the
uncovered sector. That would lead to the level of coverage multiplying the logarithm of the minimum wage. In
principle, wm should be normalized by Wo;in practice, the average wage is used instead. But once we normalize
the minimum wage by an average wage measure (which is greater than the minimum wage for all candidate
average wage measures), the logarithin of the ratio o f w m tO the average wage is negative, and so this form would
force coverage and level effects to be of opposite sign.
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effects are weaker or non-existent (Brown et al., 1983, Table 3). However, while we could
not reject the hypothesis that coverage effects were zero, we also could not reject the
"Kaitz" restriction than lnwm and In c have equal effects. Wellington (1991, Table 1) and
Card and Krneger (1995, Table 6.8) report similarly weak coverage effects including more
recent data; Wellington finds that whether one can reject the Kaitz restriction is sensitive to
specification.

4.5. Leads and lags
With very few exceptions, the time series studies of the minimum wage relate employment
at time t to the minimum wage at time t. This stands in contrast to most other studies of
employment demand, which find that lagged adjustment is important. Two justifications
for this contemporaneous-response assumption have been offered.
First, voluntary turnover rates in low-wage labor markets are very high, so that a desired
reduction in employment can be achieved quickly just by not replacing those who quit. So
there is no "firing cost" or increase in unemployment insurance taxes to worry about, as
there might be in reducing the numbers of more skilled workers. There are relatively few
hiring costs, either; because expected tenure is brief, it does not make sense to make large
investments in training or even screening minimum-wage workers. Hamermesh (1995, p.
836) notes however that lagged adjustment of other inputs such as capital will delay the
adjustment of labor, even if there are no direct costs of adjusting the latter.
Second, changes in minimum wage laws become effective several months after
proposed increases have become law; indeed, when a phased increase is enacted the
forewarning of the second increase is over a year. For example, the increases to $4.75
in October 1996 and to $5.15 in September 1997 were both enacted in August 1996.
In any case, early studies tended to allow lagged responses to the minimum wage, and
for these Table 2 reports the sum of these responses. More recent studies usually assume
contemporaneous response. Hamermesh (1981) and Brown et al. (1983) report the estimates both ways and find that lags (and, in BGK, leads) do not matter much.
This does not mean that the short- and longterm effects of the minimum wage are the
same. The data are not rich enough to identify longterm responses if, indeed, they are
different. But it does mean that shortterm estimates are not very sensitive to allowing the
relatively short lags that have been considered.

4.6. What happened?
Earlier I noted that, especially among studies with sample periods including the late 1970s,
there was reasonable consensus about the effects of the minimum wage on employment.
Studies that include the 1980s all report estimates below this consensus range, and increasingly we cannot reject the hypothesis that the true effect is zero.
What happened? At a mechanical level, the answer is simple: between 1981 and 1990,
the nominal minimum wage remained constant, and its value relative to average wages fell
accordingly. While teenage employment increased, so did employment generally, and
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teenage employment did not increase as fast as declining adult unemployment (and a
declining m i n i m u m wage variable) would have predicted. 2~
One hypothesis is that the m i n i m u m wage had declined relative to other wages by so
much that its further gradual erosion had little effect (Hamermesh, 1995, p. 837). While it
is true that the mid-1980s was a period of relatively low m i n i m u m wages, its impact on
teenagers was probably not very different than it had been in the early 1970s. 22
One might instead look to the data; does a more flexible functional form (e.g., quadratic)
allow one to predict how much the decline in the relative m i n i m u m wage or in the Kaitz
index should have reduced the marginal impact of the m i n i m u m wage? Attempts along
these lines have not been successful; more complicated functions have not been estimated
with any useable precision (Wellington, 1991, p. 35; Card and Krueger, 1995, p. 203). 23
Given the difficulties of estimating even first-order effects, this should not be terribly
surprising.
Another important change in the 1980s was the increase in wage inequality in general,
and the declining position of relatively unskilled workers in particular. This increase in the
dispersion of the distribution of hourly wages has several implications. First, the m i n i m u m
wage relative to the equilibrium wage for teenagers would decline less than the m i n i m u m
relative to an average wage (Deere et al., 1996, pp. 37-38). This means that the number of
teenagers whose wage is directly affected by the m i n i m u m would be declining less rapidly
than a relative-minimum-wage variable would predict. Second, for teenagers not directly
affected by the m i n i m u m wage because they earn more, increasing wage inequality could
either increase or reduce average wages (relative to trend) and lead to supply responses
(relative to trend). Whether the technological or other changes that dominated the 1980s
can account for the relatively slow growth of teen employment in that decade remains an
open question.
Kennan (1995, p. 1955) notes that the predicted change in teenage employment from the
earlier "consensus" is small relative to month to month fluctuations in teen employment
from all causes. "In short, we are looking for a needle in a haystack." Given that the
previous studies used "different but closely related datasets", the likelihood of important
omitted variables, and other problems common to all the time series studies, the "consensus" estimate was none too reliable in the first place. Kennan supports his argument by
21Deere et al. (1996, Fig. 3-6) show significantvariationin the proportion of teenagers employedrelative to
20-24 year olds. This ratio was rising in 1979, declined in 1980 (when the minimum wage was increased),
increased from 1983-1990, and fell in 1990-1992, beforerecovering.They findthe ratio is closelyrelated to the
relative wages of the two groups, and interpret the increase in the 1980s as consistentwith a decliningrelative
level of the minimumwage over this period. But there is no controlfor generalbusinessconditionsin this part of
their analysis.
22The fraction of teenagers earning the minimum wage or less in 1987 (the year after Wellington's sample
ended) was 28.7% (US Census Bureau, 1989, Table 675), while in 1973 (following 5 years of rapidly rising
average wages but constantminimumwage) it was 26.3% (Gilroy, 1981, Table 22). Moreover, coverage of lowwage industries was expanded in 1974, so the fraction of those at or below the minimum who were directly
affected was likely to be higher in the mid-1980s than in the early 1970s,
23Both add the square of the Kaitz index rather than the square of the relative minimumwage.
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showing w i d e variation in coefficients in a set o f t i m e series estimates; but n o n e of his l o o k
m u c h like any o f those in the literature. 24 1 b e l i e v e he overstates the point, but it is valid
nonetheless. E v e n within the narrow boundaries o f the traditional literature, one can see
the sense o f his c o m m e n t - t h e most recent estimates which h a v e precipitated the crisis are
all within the c o n f i d e n c e intervals of the typical early 1980s estimate. 25
W h a t e v e r the cause, the m o r e agnostic m e s s a g e of the m o r e recent t i m e series estimates
has stimulated a r e v i v e d interest in other approaches, w h i c h m a k e greater use o f crosssectional variation.

5. Cross-state comparisons
The basic idea behind use of cross-state c o m p a r i s o n s is straightforward and appealing:
m i n i m u m w a g e l a w s will h a v e a larger effect on e m p l o y m e n t in l o w - w a g e than h i g h - w a g e
states, b e c a u s e the m i n i m u m w a g e will be a binding constraint for m o r e workers in loww a g e states. M o r e recent studies h a v e included m u c h m o r e careful attempts to control for
other differences b e t w e e n states that w o u l d otherwise bias our estimates.
5.1. Early cross-state studies
As cross-sectional data b e c a m e m o r e w i d e l y available - and m o r e w i d e l y used in other
branches o f labor e c o n o m i c s - several studies used 1970 C e n s u s data to estimate crosssectional versions o f the e m p l o y m e n t e q u a t i o n u s e d in the t i m e series studies. R e p l a c i n g
the time subscript with an i subscript for state (or m e t r o p o l i t a n area), w e h a v e
Ei = ogXi -~- /3MWi + ~'i"
Despite the apparent similarity to the time-series version, there was an important difference. In the time-series context, the m i n i m u m w a g e index varies b e c a u s e of variation in
c o v e r a g e and the periodic r e - a d j u s t m e n t of the level of the m i n i m u m ; variation in average
w a g e s is essentially trend and (with trend separately a c c o u n t e d for in the typical study)
does not identify /3. W h i l e cross-section studies also used a Kaitz-like m i n i m u m w a g e
index, the source of variation was different. T h e federal m i n i m u m w a g e was constant
across observations, state laws mattered relatively little b e c a u s e federal c o v e r a g e had been
24Kennan presents time series regressions using employment of young teens (16-17) with minimum wage
elasticities from 0.003 to -0.037. His minimum variable is deflated by the CPI and does not include coverage.
He includes two lags of the dependent variable whose coefficients are, predictably, not inconsequential (they sum
to 0.92-0.96), and complicate the interpretation of the minimum wage coefficient. In some specifications, the
dependent variable in the logarithm of the employment/population ratio, in others it is In(employment); in the
latter, In(population) and its lag are included (with nearly offsetting coefficients), but not adult population. There
is no discussion of why these specifications are preferable to those used in other time-series papers, or why the
variation among them represents variation among a reasonable set of specifications.
25Wolfson (1998) makes a point similar to Kennan's that changing the specification to account for possible
unit roots weakens the estimated minimum wage effect and increases its standard error.
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extended to most workers (and state laws specified minimums no higher than the federal
law), and federal coverage varied relatively little across states. Thus, most of the variation
was due to variation in average wages across states (Welch and Cunningham, 1978, p.
144).
Some of these studies estimated minimum wage effects at the upper end of the 1-3%
range of the time series studies, but others found negligible effects. In general, studies that
controlled for more other factors estimated smaller effects of the minimum wage. But
because the crucial variation was coming from average wages rather than variation in the
minimum wage itself, this approach provided "at best a weak test of the effect of the
minimum" (Freeman, 1982, p. 120).
5.2. P a n e l - d a t a studies

Minimum wage studies using state-level data more or less vanished in the early 1980s, but
have reappeared recently in a much more interesting form. Two unrelated developments
appear to be responsible for this resurgence. First, the availability of Current Population
Survey files with wage-rate data allowed researchers to tabulate their own panels of state
observations over time. This not only allowed researchers to introduce state-level fixed
effects in the analysis, but permitted examination of the effects of the minimum wage on
wages, and on em'ollment as well as employment (and on the interaction between the two).
Second, as the federal minimum remained constant in nominal terms in the 1980s, states
began to raise their own minimum wages a b o v e the federal minimum. Alaska and the
District of Columbia have traditionally set their minimum wage above the federal minimum; but by 1989 13 states had done so, including California, Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania (Neumark and Wascher, 1992, Table l).
A representative estimating equation in the literature using state data over time is
Ei t m_ olXi t .j_ ~ m w i t

+ "Yi + ~t + ,~it,

where "Yi and 8f are fixed effects for state and time, respectively. The state fixed effects
provide protection against the danger that the minimum wage coefficient will pick up
largely regional variation (since average wages are lower in the South, M W tends to be
higher there).
Neumark and Wascher (1992) provide the most detailed attempt to date to combine
federal and state minimum wage laws into a single "minimum wage" variable. To
simplify matters somewhat, in years when a state's minimum wage is less than the federal
minimum mt., the state minimum is irrelevant to those covered by the federal law, and so
"the" minimum wage is mt. for cf of the state's employment, and m~ for cs of its workers.
(There are exemptions from state coverage, too, which make c~ + cf < 1.) In years when
the state minimum is higher, it applies to both federal- and state-covered workers. Thus, in
the spirit of the "Kaitz" index from the time series literature, the minimum wage variable
would be
M W * ~- [cfmax(mf, ms) + c~m~]/Ws.
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However, data on workers covered by state laws is available for only 3 years toward the
beginning of their 1973-1989 sample period. After experimenting with a patched-together
measure of state coverage, they opt instead for
M W = c f m a x ( m f , m s ) / w s.

Based on annual data for 1973-198926 , their estimates of/3 are essentially zero for teenagers if enrollment rates are not included among the control variables, but in line with the
time series findings when enrollment is held constant (Table 3). Neumark and Wascher
also find somewhat larger effects when both MWit and MWi,t ~ are included. Estimated
effects of the minimum wage on employment of those 16-24 are much less affected by
controlling for enrollment; but the implied elasticities for 20-24 year olds are (implausibly, in my view) large relative to those for teenagers atone. 27 Finally, they identify states
with separate "sub-minimum" wage provisions for students or youth, and find the latter
somewhat moderate the effect of the minimum wage on youth employment.
Neumark and Wascher's conclusions were challenged by Card et al. (1994). A number
of issues emerge from this interchange (Neumark and Wascher, 1994, 1996a; Card and
Krueger, 1995).
First, as noted above, Neumark and Wascher do not have the data on state coverage rates
that are needed to construct a strict analogue to the Kaitz index. Since the difference
between available and true minimum wage variables amounts to c~rns/w~, we can write
Eit = ~ i t

-]- /3[ci~max(mf~, msit)/wit] q- /3[Csitmsit/wit] + Ti + ~t q- git,

where the first term in brackets is the Neumark and Wascher minimum wage variable and
the second term in brackets is in effect an omitted variable. Bias on this count seems more
likely to overstate/3 (in absolute value), although this is at best an educated guess. 28 Card
et al. find that, if "the" minimum wage is defined simply as the higher of the state or
26For 1973-1976, they have data for only 22 states, because in these years the Current Population Survey
public use files did not separately identify small states.
27 Using the enrollment variable in Nanmark and Wascher (1992), the elasticities are -0.19 for teens and
-0.17 for 16-24 year olds, and so nearly as large for young adults as teenagers despite a far smaller fraction being
directly affected. Using an alternative enrollment variable that is less mechanically linked to employment status,
the elasticity is larger for 16-24 year olds than for teens, and statistically significant only for the former. See
Neumark and Wascher (1994, Table 2).
28 To think about the likely bias this could create in a model with fixed effects for state and year, we need to
focus on the variation in the two variables in brackets after state and year effects in these variables have been
swept out. In states with no minimum wage, or one that is never increased above the federal level, the first term in
brackets will be very well predicted by year and state dummies, and the omitted variable probably has little
independent variation as well. In states that raised their minimum wage above the federal level in the late 1980s,
both terms will likely be above the level otherwise predicted from state and year effects. Card et al. (1994, p. 492)
also note that Neumark and Wascher's coverage variable refers to all workers, not teenagers, and that measured
federal coverage jumps by nine percentage points in 1985, as a result of a Supreme Court decision on the
applicability of the federal minimum wage to state and local government employees (few of whom are lowwage teenagers). They do not, however, argue that these measurement issues are likely to be related to fluctuations in teenage employment.
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federal m i n i m u m (without coverage adjustment), the minimum-wage coefficient is positive (although not significant when enrollment is held constant). Neumark and Wascher
(1994, p. 504) suggest that n o t adjusting for coverage produces a stronger relationship
between the m i n i m u m wage and teen w a g e s .
Second, Neumark and Wascher do not include the state average wage as a separate
independent variable, and so any effect of average state wages (or the factors that determine it) on teenage employment may lead estimates of/3 to be too negative. Neumark and
Wascher (1994) report regressions (with current and lagged m i n i m u m wage variables 29)
that include state average wages as a separate control variable. The estimates are negative
but generally not significant; however, the restriction that it is the r a t i o of the m i n i m u m
wage to the average wage which affects teen employment is usually not rejected.
Third, the evidence of negative effects on employment appears to depend on controlling
for enrollment. There is a strong negative relationship between enrollment rates and the
m i n i m u m wage in Neumark and Wascher's data, contrary to Mattila's (1978) time-series
results. If enrollment and m i n i m u m wages happen to be negatively correlated, it is important to take account of this chance correlation; in much the same spirit that, e.g., cyclical
variables are typically held constant. If m i n i m u m wages reduce employment and enrollment, reduced-form and enrollment-constant employment equations have very different
interpretations, and it is not clear that the latter are to be preferred. (If the m i n i m u m wage
reduces school enrollment (Neumark and Wascher, 1996b), this is important in its own
right, perhaps more important than the employment loss.)
Suppose there happens to be a correlation between m i n i m u m wages and enrollment. It
seems unlikely that the effect of a one-point reduction in enrollment is larger than 0.01
times the raw difference in employment rates for enrolled and non-enrolled teens.
Neumark and Wascher's results for teenagers are so sensitive to enrollment because the
estimated effect of enrollment on employment is implausibly large; if one constrains the
effect of enrollment on employment to be no larger than the raw difference in employment
probabilities, minimum-wage effects for teens are small. 3°
Burkhauser et al. (1997) also use pooled data by state over time, and rely in part on
differences in state m i n i m u m wage laws relative to the federal m i n i m u m to identify the

29The relative minimum wage variable is apparently not coverage adjusted, in response to Card et al.'s
reservations about the use of federal-onlycoverage. I cannot determine from the regressionsthat are reported
how importantthe differenttreatmentof coverage might be.
3oThe differencein employmentrates between teenagers who are enrolled and those who are not is 0.22
(Neumark and Wascher, 1994,p. 499). Imposingthis estimateon equationsthat allowfor laggedminimumwage
effects leads to estimated effects of a 10% increase in the minimum wage on teen employmentof 0.5 and.7%
dependingon the enrolhnentvariable(based on Neumarkand Wascher, 1994, Table 2, where the OLS effects of
enrollmenton employmentare -0.77 and -0.37). Neumark and Wascher also present IV estimates, but the
minimum wage estimates are even larger than the OLS effects. Alternatively,one can control for exogenous
determinants of school enrollment (Neumark and Wascher, 1995, Table 3). Tiffs produces an employment
elasticity of -0.05 in one specification and 0.05 in another - "essentially zero" (Neumark and Wascher,
1995, p. 202).
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effect of m i n i m u m wage laws on employment. They use monthly data from both the
Survey of Income and Program Participation and the CPS. In response to the Card et al.
critique of Neumark and W a s c h e r ' s work, they define "the" m i n i m u m wage as the greater
of the federal and state minimum, with n o adjustment for either federal or state coverage.
They also control separately for the log of the average adult wage in the state, along with
the prime age male unemployment rate, the proportion of the working age population
accounted for by teenagers, and fixed effects for state and month. Here, "month" is a
seasonal variable that distinguishes January from February, but not January of one year
from January of the next.
They find higher m i n i m u m wages significantly reduce teenage employment, although
the estimates prove quite sensitive to the sample used for the estimation. SIPP data for
January 1990 to M a y 1992 suggest a 10% increase in the minimum wage reduces teenage
employment by 8.7%; using CPS data for the same months lead to a smaller 5.9% reduction; extending the CPS sample to (include 1979-1992) reduces it still further, to 3.7%. Tratios for the m i n i m u m wage variables range from 5 to 8. Using SIPP data, they estimate a
3.6% reduction for 16-24 year olds as a group, which implies a tiny positive effect on
those 20-24. A m o n g those 16-24, effects are larger for blacks ( - 5 . 1 % ) than others
( - 3 . 2 % ) although the difference does not appear statistically significant.
Burkhauser et al. show that most of the SIPP-CPS difference is due to SIPP not separately identifying (and so they excluded) small states. As between the CPS estimates based
on shorter and longer samples, there is no obvious reason to prefer the shorter sample. 31
This leaves the sizeable difference between their smallest estimate and those of C a r d K a t z - K r u e g e r using the same data. As the last line from Burkhauser et al. in Table 3
shows, the key difference is that C a r d - K a t z - K r u e g e r and N e u m a r k - W a s c h e r include year
dummies, while Burkhauser et al. do not. Thus, if one uses cross-sectional variation to
identify the minimum wage effect, it is negligible. If one uses variation over time as well,
the estimated minimum wage effects are substantial.
However, relying primarily on time-series variation when using panels of state data over
time raises the question of whether the state X year design is preferable to a simple timeseries approach. The state x year design uses different patterns in the control variables in
different states over time to better identify these effects, but the simple time series
approach can use published data for more years than are available for state x year
cells built up from public-use CPS files. The wide variation across time periods in
Burkhauser et al.'s estimates is discouraging.
Card (1992a,b) and Card and Krueger (1995) offer a different strategy for taking advantage of cross-state differences in m i n i m u m wage impacts while avoiding the problems
posed by lack of good data on the coverage of state minimum wage laws. They focused on
3~Burkhauser et al. (1999) report that if one corrects for both heteroskedasicityand serial correlation, or allows
for a 1-year lag in the effect of the minimum wage, a 10% increase in the minimum wage is estimated to reduce
teenage employment by about 2% (in specifications that include controls for year effects). But the estimated
effects are much weaker when the sample is extended through 1997.
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increases which raised the m i n i m u m from $3.35 in 1989 to $3.80 in 1990 and to $4.25 in
1991. Based on 1989 CPS data, they calculated the fraction of teenagers whose wages
were above $3.35 but below $4.25; i.e., those whose wage would have to be increased to
comply with the new law. While the overall increase in teen wages needed to comply with
the new law was fairly small, there is considerable state-to-state variation in the fraction of
teenagers between $3.35 and 4.25, in part because some states had raised their own
minimums (Card and Krueger, 1995, p. 122).
They then regressed the change in the mean ln(wage) of teens and their employment/
population ratio in each state between 1989 and 1992 on this fraction. As expected, teen
wages rise more in states with a larger fraction of teens directly affected by the new
law32; each percentage point of teenagers directly affected raising wages by 0.28%.
Employment, however, grew faster in states where the m i n i m u m wage impact was
greater (an extra percentage point of teens between $3.35 and $4.25 increasing the
teenage employment/population ratio by 0.13 point.) Controlling for the growth of overall employment reduced the coefficient of the m i n i m u m wage variable in the wage
equation to 0.22, and in the employment equation to zero (0.01, with a standard error
of 0.03, to be precise!).
Because Card and Krueger's "fraction affected" is different from the m i n i m u m wage
variables used in other studies, it is worthwhile to recalibrate our expectations for what
this coefficient should be. If the m i n i m u m wage law simply led employers to raise
those between $3.35 and $4.25 up to $4.25, the coefficient in the wage equation would
be 0.15. So the coefficient of 0.22 reflects spillovers - some of those being paid $4.25
getting raises, too - or, more worrying, economies in high impact states being healthy
in ways not accounted for by the increase in overall employment to population ratios. If
the 27% increase in the m i n i m u m wage had reduced teenage employment by 2.7% (as
might have been predicted from the time series literature) the coefficient of the minim u m wage variable would be - 0 . 0 3 . 33 Thus, while the point estimate suggests no
employment loss, the confidence interval stretches to (barely) include the traditional
estimate.
The change when controlling for overall employment growth reflects the fact that states
most affected by the m i n i m u m wage increase were those least affected by the recession.
32States which had raised their own minimumsabove the federal level by 1989 are partially accountedfor by
this procedure. A state like Californiathat had ah'eadyraised its minimumto $4.25 had few workers below $4.25,
and so low "impact"; presumablythis impactis reflected in 1989 employlnent.For states that had made smaller
increases, and so had spikes at $3.65, for example, the procedure would not show a reduced "proportion
affected". This is related to the fact that Card's measure counts how many are below the new minimum,but
not how far below they happen to be.
33Simple "topping up" by employerswouldraise the average wage of affected teens by 15% (since average
wages of those in this range increase from the actual mean of $3.68 to $4.25). The average wage would then
increase by 0.15 times the proportionwhose wage was increased, ff the 27% increasein the minimumwage had
reduced teenage employmentby 2.7% (i.e., 1.35 percentage points on a base of 49%), the coefficient of the
minimum wage variable would be -0.0135/0.414 = -0.03. (0.414 is the fraction of teenagers with wages
between $3.35 and $4.25 initially- the mean of the "minimmnwage" variable.)
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C a p t u r i n g as much as possible of this - and any pre-existing trends in growth of different
states - is therefore important. While Card cannot add observations by going back to
earlier years (since, in periods when the nominal m i n i m u m wage is constant and its real
value is declining, his m i n i m u m wage variable is hard to define), adding lagged employ
merit/population ratios (for adults and teenagers) in each state is feasible. Their addition
make no difference to the results (if anything, the minimum wage coefficient increases).
Card (1992b) reports that teen employment grew faster in California than in neighboring states following the 1988 increase in its minimum wage. He also checks for effects on
hours worked per week, but finds none.
Many of those whose wages increase in response to m i n i m u m wage increases are not
teenagers, and many teenagers earn more than the minimum. W i t h these facts in mind,
Card and Krueger repeated the analysis for those whose demographic characteristics
predict they would be low-wage workers. 34 The relationship between proportion actually
in the $3.35-4.25 range in each state and employment/population ratios is very similar to
that found for teenagers.
Deere et al. (1995) take a seemingly similar approach and obtain quite different results.
Using CPS data by state from 1985 to 1992, they estimate the equation

ln(E)# = o~itln(EI)it + /~90 "+ /~9/-92 + "~i @

~°it,

where E is the teenage employment/population ratio, E ~ is the employment/population
ratio of all men 15-64,/390 and J391-92 are year-specific dummies to capture the effect of
the m i n i m u m wage increases in 1990 and 1991, and Yi is a state fixed effect. 35 Their
estimates suggest teenage employment was 7% (males) and 11% (females) lower in 19911992 than it would have been had the m i n i m u m wage not been increased. For blacks, their
estimate is 10%, marginally larger than the average of males and females of all races. They
find similar, although smaller, differences for adult drop-outs.
Probably the most important difference 36 between the C a r d - K r u e g e r and D e e r e M u r p h y - W e l c h results is that the D e e r e - M u r p h y - W e l c h m i n i m u m wage variable does
not vary according to the expected impact of the minimum wage on the state's labor
market. Thus, the regressions present evidence that employment of groups likely to be
affected by m i n i m u m wage increases were lower than would be forecast based on the
experience of the late 1980s, but the inference that these are " m i n i m u m wage effects" is
indirect. Curiously, d u m m y variables for earlier years are not statistically significant; the
34Using a lineal-probability model that predicts (among those employed) the probability of earning $3.35 to
$4.25 in 1989, they identify the 10% of CPS respondents (whether employed or not) with the highest predicted
probability of being in this interval.
35The model in the text is for males. They also estimate regressions for females and for blacks (both sexes
pooled). For females, they include a time trend; for blacks, a dulmny variable distinguishing males and females.
36Other differences beyond Deere et al.'s longer sample period are the different cyclical indicator (men 15-64
rather than population of both sexes), using the logarithm rather than the level of the employment/population
ratios, and including 15 year olds in the dependent variable.
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gradual erosion of the minimum wage prior to 1990 seems to have left no evidence of the
expected improvement in teen employment.
On balance, studies that use states over time as the unit of observation and rely on crossstate variation in the minimum wage variable find minimum wage effects that are not
consistently different from zero. Those that rely primarily on time-series variation in the
minimum wage (i.e., do not control separately for year or trend) tend to be much more
negative than the "pure" time series studies, but the variation associated with sample
period and specification is troubling.
From a methodological viewpoint, the return of "degree of impact" measures that focus
on proportion of workers directly affected or wage increases needed to comply with a new
minimum, rather than the "relative minimum wage" variable that dominates the timeseries literature, is significant. The degree of impact measures are conceptually cleaner,
and remind us that an increase in the minimum wage does not raise average wages of
teenagers as a group by anything close to the legislated increase. But these measures are
not well-suited for studying periods when the minimum wage is constant, and so its impact
should be declining. While there is more to be learned from a year in which the minimum
wage increases by 10 or 15% more than average wages than from a year of modest decline,
the periods between increases should together contain about as much information as the
periods of increase.

6. Studies of low-wage industries
6.1. A traditional method of studying minimum wages

Observing changes in employment in low-wage industries following an increase in the
minimum wage or extension of its coverage to a new industry has a very long history in the
study of minimum laws in the US.
Kennan (1995, pp. 1952-1954) noted that as early as 1915, a Bureau of Labor Statistics
study by Obenauer and Nienburg compared employment before and after a minimum
wage for women was introduced in Oregon retail stores. They found that women's
employment fell absolutely and relative to men's, but attributed much of the decline to
a recession that occurred about the same time. Later studies compared employment in
power laundries in New York (which also adopted a minimum wage for women) to
employment in Pennsylvania (which did not), and of dry cleaners in Ohio to those of
Indiana.
Peterson (1957) and Lester (1960) studied changes in employment in low-wage manufacturing industries as the minimum wage was increased from 40 to 75 cents per hour in
1950. They compared plants already paying 75 cents an hour to plants initially paying less,
but reached different conclusions. Kennan (1995, p. 1954) notes that both recognized that
the growth of high- and low-wage plants could have been affected by factors other than the
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minimum wage; e.g., in hosiery the high wage plants were further along in deploying new
technology.
Studies of the impact of the 1959 increase in the minimum wage on low-wage manufacturing were undertaken by the US Labor Department. Establishments were classified by
degree of "impact"; i.e., the proportional increase in average wages needed to bring all
those below the new minimum wage up to that standard. There was general agreement in
this instance that employment at high impact plants declined relative to low-impact ones,
although the results were somewhat sensitive to the period over which the impact was
measured. The tabular data presented by the Labor Department includes employment before
and after the increase in both high- and low-impact parts of each industry; pooling these data
we found each 10% increase in average wages needed to meet the requirements of the new
law was associated with a 2-3% loss of employment (Brown et al., 1982, p. 521).
Similar studies were done when coverage of the minimum wage was extended to some
employers in retail trade in the early 1960s. Here several comparisons are possible;
different lines of business within retail trade differed in their degree of impact, and data
on uncovered stores was also collected. Analysts at the time reached different conclusions
as to whether the extension reduced employment (Brown et al., 1982, p. 517). Similar
analyses were done in newly covered service establishments. Overall, our reanalysis of the
published data finds negative but quite imprecisely estimated effects.
As this brief summary 37 indicates, these early studies implicitly identified at least four
different ways of defining "treatment" and "control" groups, so that differences in
employment change between treatments and controls could be calculated. The early
Oregon retail trade study includes only covered establishments, but allows a comparison
between adult women (whose wages were raised by the law) and adult men. This in effect
identifies the elasticity of substitution between men and women, rather than the elasticity
of labor demand. The early studies of power laundries and dry cleaning use states which
did not implement minimum wage coverage as controls. In the later studies of the Federal
minimum wage in manufacturing, high-impact establishments are the treatment group,
and low-impact (i.e., high wage) units are the controls. In retail trade, the uncovered sector
serves as the control for the newly covered treatments.
Reviewing this literature 30 or more years later, one is struck both by the ingenuity used
in finding "control" groups and by the absence of persuasive argument in favor of the
validity of the control group chosen or consideration of whether differences reported could
be due to chance alone.

6.2. M e t h o d o l o g i c a l issues

From these variously defined treatment and control groups, an estimate of the treatment is
obtained. If Y is employment, T and C stand for treatment and controls, and 1 and 2 stand
371have emphasized studies that havethe mostin commonwith the more modem studies discussedbelow. A
more completesurveyis presented in Brown et al. (1982, pp. 514-522).
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for the period before and after treatment, then the simple "difference in difference"
estimate of the impact of treatment is
(~r2 - Yc2) - (Ysl - YcJ),
or, equivalently,
(YT2 -- YTI)

(Yc2 - Ycl)-

Given that "assignment" to treatment or controls is not random, there is always concern
about the validity of the implicit assumption that the observed change for the controls,
(Yc2 - Ycl), tells us what would have happened to the establishments faced with raising
wages to comply with the law, had the minimum wage change not taken place.
The control groups in early studies of the minimum wage are vulnerable on this account.
The Oregon retail trade minimum wage was implemented in a recession, which might be
expected to influence men's and women's employment differently. Dry cleaning employment in Indiana may have been growing at a different rate than that in Ohio prior to the
Ohio minimum wage; or Ohio may have been subject to a different idiosyncratic shock in
that year. High-wage hosiery plants were recognized to be using more advanced technology. High-wage plants may be located in different areas than low-wage plants, a particular
concern if the product is sold in regional rather than national markets. The Labor Department was, however, careful to select both treatments and controls from the same broad
region, typically the South, or report data separately by region. Newly covered retail trade
businesses were larger than their uncovered neighbors. Assuming that small and large
retail firms would have grown at the same rate is risky. And, if the minimum wage leads
covered stores to raise prices and lose business, uncovered stores are a likely beneficiary.
In my reading of these early studies and later critiques of them, I find less discussion of
two other concerns that have been raised about more recent studies (Hamermesh, 1995, p.
835): Yvl must not be affected by the treatment, and period 2 must be sufficiently after the
minimum wage becomes effective for the impact to be felt. This is, in effect, the same lags
and leads issue that came up in the discussion of the time series results. But the issue of Yv~
being contaminated is likely to apply with greater force here. In a time series context, one
has many quarters or months prior to the minimum wage increase, and the regression in
effect averages these. In the studies under review here employment is typically measured
only once prior to the change. If one or two quarters' employment is somewhat contaminated by anticipatory employment reductions (or increases, if the employer tries to beat the
price hike) the effect will be more severe where averaging with earlier uncontaminated
periods is absent.
Concern that period 2 is "long enough" after the minimum wage increase is more a
matter of interpretation than a condition for unbiased estimates of the treatment effect. If
T2 is a few months after the increase, the data will give us an estimate of shortterm effects;
if the gap is several years we will get longer-run estimates.
In general, economists tend to be more interested in longer-run effects. However, the
longer the interval between the periods 1 and 2 the greater the likely error induced by any
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non-comparability of the control group (e.g., if treatment and control groups are subject to
different underlying trend growth rates in employment, the bias is proportional to the
difference between T1 and T2).

6.3. Recent studies o f a low-wage industry: retail trade

In an analysis of the effects of the 1988 California m i n i m u m - w a g e increase on wages and
employment in retail trade, Card (1992b) finds that wages grew about 5% faster in California retail trade than in the retail trade industries of a group of neighboring states without
minimum-wage increases. Depending on the choice of base year and comparison group,
employment increased one percentage point faster or slower than elsewhere following the
increase. Given the small effect of the California m i n i m u m - w a g e increase on average
wages in retail trade (roughly half the size of the effect on teenagers' wages) it is not
surprising that e m p l o y m e n t effects are difficult to detect. 3~
Kim and Taylor (1995) use within-state variation to re-analyze Card's conclusions.
They compare wage and employment growth in different sub-industries in retail trade, and
in different counties, using County Business Pattern (CBP) data. They find little consistent
relationship between wage growth and employment growth in the years prior to the 1988
increase (as might be expected given that both demand and supply shifts are at work), but a
significant negative relationship (with estimated demand elasticities of - 0 . 9 based on
industry and - 0 . 7 based on county contrasts) in 1988-1989, the year following the minimum-wage increase. By itself, a 5% wage increase and a demand elasticity of - 0 . 8 would
produce a 4% e m p l o y m e n t decline; Kim and Taylor argue that robust demand in 19881989 obscured this loss.
Ordinary least squares estimates suffer from two problems. First, the CBP " w a g e " is
quarterly payroll divided by employment in one specified pay period. Random fluctuations
in employment in this pay period relative to the quarter as a whole (or simple measurement
error in reporting employment) will induce a negative correlation between measured
wages and employment. Second, there is the standard simultaneous-equations bias. Kim
and T a y l o r ' s instrumental variable estimates are nearly identical to those using OLS for
1988-1989, and essentially patternless in earlier years. 39
Kim and Taylor use the lagged value of the average wage (low average wages mean a
larger wage increase in response to the minimum) and average firm size (which they argue
is positively related to the wage increase because of greater compliance by large firms).
They note that both are significantly related to wage growth, and easily pass an overidentification test. Card and Krueger (1995) note, however, that the demand elasticities
3s Machin and Manning (1994) find significant effects of minimum wages on wages, but if anything positive
effects on employment, using data from industries in the UK that are covered by Wages Councils.
39The bias that arises from the calculation of the wage measure would bias the estimate toward -1. The
simultaneousequation bias would bias it toward zero. The latter might be smaller in 1988-1989, when more of the
wage variation is presumably coming from the exogenous minimum wage increase. Weak instruments would bias
the IV estimates toward the OLS estimate.
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one gets from using the two instruments separately are substantively different, and much
rides on the use of firm size as an instrument. They also note that the results for 1989-1990
(which, without a minimum wage increase, should have reverted to the patternless of the
earlier years) are in fact quite similar to those for 1988-1989; evidence of a negative
demand elasticity vanishes if one looks at 1987-1989 changes; i.e., using 1987 as the base
year. 4° Thus, there are uncomfortable concerns surrounding Kim and Taylor's otherwise
robust elasticity estimate.

6.4. Recent studies of a low-wage industry: fast food
Several recent studies have used the difference-in-difference methodology to study the
impact of minimum wage increases on employment in the fast food industry. Fast food
restaurants are an important employer of minimum-wage workers, and the larger chains
have sometimes taken public positions against minimum wage increases. Absence of tips
make it relatively easy to measure the hourly wage and hence who is a minimum wage
worker.
Katz and Krueger (1992) studied employment responses of major fast-food chains in
Texas (a relatively low-wage state, and hence a sensible place to look for minimum-wage
impacts) between December 1990 and August 1991, a period which brackets the April
1991 increase in the Federal minimum wage from $3.80 to $4.25. On average, restaurants
in their sample needed to raise wages 8% above 1990 levels to reach $4.25, although of
course this ranged from zero to 12%.
Katz and Krueger divided their sample according to the starting wage paid in December
of 1990. Those paying $3.80 would face the largest wage increases the following April,
while those already paying $4.25 would not need to raise wages in order to comply with
the law. Restaurants with starting wages between $3.80 and $4.25 made up a third,
medium-impact group.
A simple summary of their findings is that restaurants initially paying $3.80 increased
the log of full-time employment by 0.168, while those initially paying $4.25 or more
reduced mean log of employment by 0.168. Employment at restaurants Whose wage
initially fell between these extremes was essentially unchanged. A regression of the
change in log employment on the proportional wage increase needed to comply with
the new law (equal to max(0, 1n($4.25/1990 starting wage)), and so equal to zero, by
definition, for the high-wage group), yields a coefficient of 1.85 (SE = 1.00) for employment measured in bodies and 2.64 (SE -----1.06) for employment in full-time equivalents
(FTEs). 41 The least absolute deviation estimate of the latter coefficient was 1.16 (0.55).
40Given the tangled history of the Californiaminimum-wageincrease (it was announcedby a state commission
in December 1987, effective July 1988, alter a May 1987 legislative attempt at repeal was vetoed by the
Governor), I would have thought the 1988 data might be contaminated by the impending increase and so
using 1987 as a base would produce a larger estimate.
4t These regressions included dummy variables for company ownership, chain to which the restaurant
belonged, and the logarithm of city population. None of these mattered.
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There is no sign that restaurants forced to raise their wages to meet the new minimum
wage requirement reduced employment.
Card and Krueger (1994) surveyed fast-food restaurants in Pennsylvania and New
Jersey in February-March and again in November-December 1992, before and after an
April 1992 increase in the New Jersey minimum wage from $4.25 to 5.05. Compared to
the Texas study, the analysis of the New Jersey law had four advantages. First, it allows
two ways of defining treatment and control groups (New Jersey versus Pennsylvania,
and, within New Jersey, the high- versus low-impact contrast used in Texas). Second,
the minimum wage increase in question was larger, and the fraction initially in the
high-wage, no-impact group (>$5.05) was larger. Third, interviewers were more persistent in getting interviews, and in-person visits determined whether non-responding
restaurants had closed. Fourth, the sample was more than three times as large (357
versus 104).
Card and Krueger found that full-time equivalent employment increased faster in New
Jersey than in Pennsylvania (by 2.75 FTEs, SE = 1.34), and faster in the New Jersey
restaurants that made the largest increases in starting pay in order to comply with the law
than in those already paying $5.05 or more (by 3.36 FTEs, SE = 1.30), on a base of
roughly 21 FTEs per restaurant.
Regressing the proportional change in FTE employment on the required proportional
increase in starting wage ( = 0 for Pennsylvania and high-wage New Jersey units) gave
elasticities of about 0.34 (SE = 0.26), with small variations depending on control variables. These become statistically significant if the data are weighted by initial employment
(elasticity = 0.81, SE = 0.26).
Card and Krueger note that the unemployment rate increased faster in New Jersey than
in Pennsylvania during 1992. This makes it unlikely that the employment gains in New
Jersey were due business-cycle differences. It is harder to rule out this explanation for the
within-New Jersey results, although experiments with geographically defined dummy
variables make relatively little difference for the estimates.
Having two natural comparisons - New Jersey versus Pennsylvania, and high- versus
low-wage restaurants in New Jersey - provides opportunities to address the control group
issue. Neither high-wage New Jersey units nor those in Pennsylvania were required to
raise wages in response to the New Jersey increase; if both are valid control groups for the
New Jersey restaurants who were forced to raise wages, the employment changes of the
two control groups should be the same. In fact, the change in mean FTE in Pennsylvania
was - 2 . 1 6 (1.25) while among high-wage New Jersey restaurants it was - 2 . 0 4 (1.14). So
if there are problems with the control groups, they must have problems with similar
impacts on both.
The unexpected results of these two studies have, not unexpectedly, generated considerable controversy. Hamermesh (1995) is particularly critical of the timing of the surveys
relative to the minimum wage increases, arguing that the "before" interviews occurred
after employers in Texas and New Jersey knew that minimum-wage increases were
coming. (In New Jersey, there was a serious movement to stretch out the increase
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over 2 years, which failed just before the increase took place, so what employers knew is
not clear.) Similarly, he argues that the second interview took place before serious
adjustment could occur. Card and Krueger (1995) rely on the traditional argument that
adjustments are likely to occur with neither leads nor lags, given high turnover rates in
the industry.
One disadvantage of special-purpose surveys like those considered here is that one is
unlikely to be "in the field" quickly enough that T1 precedes any possible adjustment to
the increase; that would require an ongoing survey program or prescience denied those
who are in the industry. While these timing issues might lead to underestimating an
employment reduction by affected restaurants, it is hard to see how it could change the
sign o f the estimated effect.
W e l c h (1995) raises the possibility that the employment gains reported by Card and
Krueger came at the expense of non-chain restaurants, for which the minimum wage may
have been an even larger burden. Card and Krueger note that this hypothesis is less
plausible as an explanation for the within-New Jersey results, since presumably the demise
of morn and pop restaurants benefited high- as well as low-wage chain restaurants. Without detailed information on the location of the two groups of New Jersey restaurants, it is
difficult to evaluate their reply.
W e l c h also criticizes the survey methods of the New Jersey study, and points to
implausible employment and wage changes at individual restaurants. In particular, a
majority of those with wages initially above the new (federal in Pennsylvania, state in
New Jersey) minimum reduced nominal starting wages at T2; virtually all of those with the
lowest (highest) employment at T1 increased (reduced) employment by T2. This sort of
mean reversion would be expected if employment is measured with considerable error
(uncorrelated across surveys).
Both the Texas and New Jersey studies have limited assessments of the accuracy of the
survey reports in the form of correlations between the original response and a re-interview.
For e m p l o y m e n t reports in Texas, this is 0.76, in New Jersey 0.70. If we assume that the
reporting errors are uncorrelated both with true values and with each other, these reliabilities are equal to the ratio of the variance in true employment to the variance in measured
employment. This in turn would imply that the fi'action of total variance in the c h a n g e in
employment that appears to be measurement error is just under two-thirds in Texas and
nearly half in New Jersey. 42 Details of the calculation below:

42Let E and E ~represent the original and re-interview reports, and E* be the true value of employment. Then
corr(E, E ~) = coy(E, El)/[var(E)var(E~)l °5 = var(E*)/var(E) and var(e)/var(E) = 1 - con'(E,El). So on this
assumption - which is the benchmark assumption in the re-interview literature - 76 (70)% of the variance in
reported employment in Texas (New Jersey and Pennsylvania) would be "true", and the remainder error. For
changes in employment assume that the errors at T1 and at T2 are uncorrelated with true values and each other.
Then var(ET~ -- Evl) = var(ET2*-ETI*)+ 2var(e).
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NJ + PA

TX

SE of mean employment
Sample size
Variance of employment
Reliability
Variance of error
SE of mean Aemployment
Sample size
Variance of Aemployment
Variance of en'or
Variance of true change

TI

T2

T1

T2

0.49
398
95.6
0.70
28.7

0.46
396
83.8
0.70
25.1

0.65
104
43.9
0.76
10.6

0.63
104
41.3
76
9.9

0.46
384
81.3
53.8
27.5

0.65
104
43.9
20.5
23.4

It is not clear, however, that these difficulties can account for Card and Krueger's
results. Unless the errors in measuring employment were other than random, they
would inflate standard errors but would not bias coefficients. Errors in measuring T1
starting wages would presumably lead to some misclassification of New Jersey restaurants' "degree of impact" groups; this should bias the "wage increase required" coefficient toward (but not through) zero for within-New Jersey comparisons but have no effect
on the New Jersey-Pennsylvania comparison.
Neumark and Wascher (1998) collected similar data for Pennsylvania and New Jersey
fast-food restaurants. Because they were concerned about measurement error in the C a r d Krueger data, they relied on payroll data collected from the restaurants or their headquarters. The data differ from Card and Krueger' s in a number o f ways, although Neumark
and Wascher go to considerable effort to show that most of these differences would not
account for the differences in results between their data and Card and Krueger's. 43
They find similar mean changes in employment, but much smaller standard deviations
(9.6 versus 3.2 FTEs). The difference-in-difference estimate of the effect of the New Jersey
minimum wage increase is - 1 . 0 (SE = 0.43), versus 4.0 (2.2) in the most nearly
comparable estimates from the Card and Krueger data. Various refinements do not change
either Neumark and W a s c h e r ' s finding or the message of the corresponding reworking of
Card and Krueger' s.
Neumark and Wascher do offer one clue to the explanation: of the 5-FTE difference in the

43Neuurark and Wascher's data are from payroll records supplied by the fast-food outlets or their headquarters,
and employmentis measured in hours rather than in bodies. They convert to full-time-equivalentsdividing hours
by 35. Their data refer to non-management employees, but show that in Card and Krueger's data this makes little
difference. Finally, their sampling is from the Chain Operators Guide, while Card and Krueger used the Yellow
Pages. Neumark and Wascher sampled from the same zip codes as Card and Krueger, but in some zip codes their
sample is larger and in others smaller.
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tWO estimates, four-fifths is due to different estimates of mean employment changes in
Pennsylvania - 3.0 (2.14) for Card and Krueger and 1.0 (0.34) for Neumark and Wascher. 44
Both Neumark-Wascher and Card-Krueger appeal to data collected by the BLS to
resolve the controversy. Neumark and Wascher find that employment in Eating and
Drinking establishments (not necessarily "fast food") increased more slowly in New
Jersey than in Pennsylvania (by 0.3 percentage points), although this is reversed if one
limits the sample to the "border" counties originally sampled by Card and Krueger. They
note that in either case, the New Jersey-Pennsylvania difference was less in New Jersey's
favor in 1992 than it was in either of the surrounding years.
In response, Card and Krueger (1998) analyze data on employment at fast-food chains
from BLS "ES-202" data. Results from a longitudinal file (following the same establishments over time, including closings) show that employment grew insignificantly faster
(0.2-0.5 [SE = 1.0] workers per establishment, or less than 1% [SE = 3%] with a
proportional change specification) in New Jersey between February-March and November-December 1992. Comparing employment across all establishments in February and
November (and so including units that opened in between) showed employment growing
about 4 percentage points faster in New Jersey, but a time-series plot of the two states'
employment shows that this result is quite sensitive to choice of end month. 45
In principle, fast-food restaurants (or eating and drinking places more generally) are a
promising place to look for minimum-wage effects. The fraction of these workers who are
directly affected by the m i n i m u m wage is considerably higher than the comparable fraction for teenagers, 46 and so the difference between the elasticity of employment with
respect to the m i n i m u m wage and the elasticity of demand for low-wage labor should
be much smaller.
Nevertheless, my reading of the evidence on employment changes following the Texas
and New Jersey increases is that it is very hard to reject the hypothesis of no effect. The
Texas and New Jersey papers' reliance on special-purpose surveys meant that questions
about pre-existing trends in the two states must be handled indirectly (there is no evidence
on whether employment was growing faster in the treatment or control group prior to the
44One other aspect of Neumark and Wascher's data has proven controversial. The initial round of data
collection was conducted by the EmploymentPolicies Institute which "has a stake in the outcome of the
minimumwage debate"; Neumarkand Wascher then undertooka second round to produce a combinedsample
as representativeas possibleof the zip code areas initiallyconsideredby Card and Krueger. Evidenceof negative
minimum wage effects is stronger in the EPI sample than in the sample collected directly by Neumark and
Wascher. Neumark and Wascher went to considerablelengths to verify the accuracy of the EPI-collecteddata.
The possibility of non-randomresponse (particularlyin the original EPI sample) remains. Since the CardKrueger and Neumark-Wascherdata essentiallyagree about New Jersey, the response bias would have to be
in Pennsylvania.As it happens,one franchiseownersuppliedall of the originalEPI observationsin Pennsylvania.
45Followingthe 1996 increase in the Federal minimumwage, which brought the minimumin Pennsylvania
closer to the New Jersey state minimum, fast-food employment grew substantiallyfaster in Pennsylvania,
althoughCard and Kruegeracknowledgethat other factors besidesthe minimumwage are probablyat work here.
46 Gilroy (1981) reports that 44% of teenagers earned Wmor less. Among non-supervisoryworkers in eating
and drinkingplaces, the correspondingfraction was 58%.
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change). In principle, ES-202-based analyses could circumvent this problem, and allow a
more intensive analysis of how estimated effects depend on the choice of "before" and
"after" time periods. 47 F r o m a broader perspective, it is important to remember that
whatever happened in Texas and New Jersey are just two data points, and (again, in
principle) ES-202 data could be exploited to pool several such state-based experiments.

7. C o m p a r i s o n s of low- a n d h i g h - w a g e workers
With the availability of longitudinal data on individual workers, it became possible to
compare the employment experience of individual workers who were directly affected by
a minimum wage increase with those who were not. These studies can also be understood
as applications of the difference-in-difference methodology.
The first such study (Egge et al., 1970) used data from the National Longitudinal Survey
of Young Men (age 14-24 in 1966) to study employment transitions surrounding the 1967
increase in the m i n i m u m wage from $1.00 to $1.40. They compared those paid between
$1.00 and $1.40 on their current or last j o b as of the 1966 survey (treatment group) to those
paid more than $1.40 (controls). Their exact results depended on how employment is
defined (employment at SUl'vey date or weeks worked in previous year), and the ageenrollment group considered. Overall, they concluded there is little evidence of an adverse
effect on employment.
Using higher-wage workers as controls raises three issues. First, Egge et al. note that
low-wage workers are less likely to be employed, and more likely to leave employment,
even in the absence of the minimum wage. Second, there is little reason to believe that
business-cycle effects between year 0 and year 1 will be the same for high- and low-wage
workers. Third, by construction each individual in the sample ages by one year, and age
effects on employment may well differ for low- and high-wage workers.
Linneman (1982) focuses on adult employment changes due to the 1974-1975 minimum wage increases. He begins with the individual's 1973 wage (if s/he worked in 1973)
or a predicted 1973 wage for non-workers. This wage is adjusted upward for inflation (and
for changes in experience, etc.) to form a predicted 1974 wage, ~. Individuals are then
classified as above- or b e l o w - m i n i m u m wage depending on whether their predicted 1974
wage u) is above or below the 1974 m i n i m u m win; for those with ~ < Wm, he defines
G A P = Wm - v~ (if ~ > Wm, G A P = 0).
A m o n g those whose predicted 1974 wage is below Win, the proportion working at all
during the year falls from 0.64 to 0.51, while the proportion working remains constant at
0.72 for those above the m i n i m u m wage. Similarly, among those working, annual hours
47Neumark and Wascher present regressions that relate the proportional change in employment (in New Jersey
and in Pennsylvania) to the proportional change in the nominal minimum wage, controlling for changes in the
unemployment rate. They find elasticities of -0.11 to -0.1 6, some of which are close to statistically significant.
However, their minimum wage measure does not reflect the usual presumption that the effect of the minimum
wage is eroded by increases in nominal wages in each state as a whole.
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fall by 237 (14%) for those (predicted to be) below the minimum wage, and unchanged for
those above (his Table 4). Given that the logarithm of the real minimum wage increased by
only 0.12 between 1973 and 1974 - less if one takes account of the fact that the minimum
increased in mid-year - these are very large e m p l o y m e n t changes.
Linneman then estimates probit equations for the probability of working in 1974 or
1975, and OLS hours of work equations, as functions of G A P and the standard set of
control variables. Evaluating the importance of the minimum wage once other variables
are held constant is difficult, but it appears that the effect of the m i n i m u m - w a g e increase
implied by his estimates is much smaller. 48 A m o n g those whose predicted wage would be
above the m i n i m u m wage, probability of employment falls, and hours worked if employed
rise, even for those earning three times the m i n i m u m wage.
Linneman concludes by combining wage, employment, and hours-worked effects. He
finds that, on average, earnings increase, with those directly affected losing about $78 per
year, while those above the minimum wage gain an average of $69. Since the (predicted)
wage is not held constant in any of these calculations, it is hard to know how much of these
effects should be attributed to being affected by the m i n i m u m wage and how much to
being a low-wage worker.
Ashenfelter and Card (1981, reported in Card and Krueger, 1995) also study the 19741975 m i n i m u m wage increase, but they divide their sample of those employed in 1973 into
four groups according to their 1973 wage (greater or less than the 1975 minimum wage of
$2.10) and coverage status (based on reported industry of employment). The motivation
here is the recognition that higher-wage workers are likely to have quite different employment probabilities than low-wage workers, and so they exploit differences in coverage to
construct a better control group. They find 1995 employment is lower for those initially
earning less than $2.10, but that this difference is the same whether or not they were
directly affected by the law.
Using coverage status to define the control group has its own problems. First, coverage
status depends on industry and employer size, so that assignment based on (workerreported industry) inevitably misclassifies workers. Second, for whatever reason, wage
distributions for uncovered-sector employers also show a spike at the minimum wage (see
Section 8), so the control group is, to some extent, affected by the treatment. Third, in
markets with high turnover rates, it is not clear that any negative effect of the minimum
wage on employment would be concentrated on those initially employed in the covered
sector.
48Consider first a worker paid the minimum wage ($1.60) in 1973, for whom GAP in 1974 would equal 0.118
(ln 2.00 - In (1.60 + inflation factor)). Linneman's employment probit for 1974 is -0.3433GAP +
0.0588(GAP2) + other variables. Evaluated at GAP = 0.118, the first two terms sum to -0.04. But the change
in the probability of employment is this -0.04 multiplied by the value of the standard normal density, which is
always less than 0.4. So the implied change in probability is -0.016, not negligible but far smaller than the 0.13
decline in probability of working among the workers below the minimum wage. Based on a similar calculation,
the change in hours worked (for those employed at all) is 60 (versus a gross change of -237). For 1975, the
corresponding change in employment probability is -0.004, and in hours worked is -20.
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Currie and Fallick (1996) use the National Longitudinal Study of Youth (age 14-21 in
1979) to measure the effects of the 1980 and 1981 minimum wage increases, using panel
data for 1979-1987. They define a dummy variable ( " B O U N D " ) equal to one if the
individual is employed in year t - l at a wage Wm, t 1 < w t - l < Wm,t, and zero otherwise.
In most specifications, they also require that employment in year t - 1 be in a "covered"
industry, although they acknowledge that their ability to infer coverage (based on industry)
is limited. They also construct a " W A G E G A P " variable, equal to W m , t - wt j when
B O U N D = 1, and W A G E G A P = 0 otherwise. In 1982 and later years, B O U N D and
W A G E G A P = 0 for all observations.
They then estimate an employment equation
Ei,~ = c~WAGEGAPit + X i t ~ + % q- 6t -}- ~il,

where Ei, t
1 if i was e m p l o y e d in year t - 1 and again in year t, and Eit
0 if i was
employed in year t - 1 but not in t. They find that ce is negative and statistically significant, as is B O U N D when it is used instead of W A G E G A P . The probability of remaining
employed is reduced by about 0.03 for the fifth or so of the sample that is directly affected
by the increases in 1980 or 1981. 49
Currie and Fallick recognize that the control group issue is fundamental to their study.
They note that their control group is in fact composed of three sub-groups: those who earn
less than the old m i n i m u m wage in t - l, those who earn more than the new minimum
wage in t - 1, and those who are working in uncovered jobs in t - 1. Separating these
groups reveals that those bound by the n e w m i n i m u m wage increase suffer employment
reductions relative to those who initially earned more than the m i n i m u m wage, marginally
relative to those who earned less than the old m i n i m u m wage, and in fact do much better
than those in uncovered jobs. In effect better-paid workers are the heart of the control
group.
Are better-paid workers an appropriate control group? Because we expect low-wage
workers will have lower employment-retention probabilities in general, one starts with
serious doubts on this score. Currie and Fallick do, however, include fixed effects; so in
effect their regressions tell us that employment of those who are bound by the minimum
wage increases in 1980-1981 was lower, relative to higher-wage workers, in 1980-1981
than in other years. Card and Krueger (1995, p. 228) question whether the fixed effects are
really f i x e d - e m p l o y e r information about productivity, which presumably drives the reemployment probabilities, evolves rapidly for young workers. It is also possible that the
1981 recession was harder on low-wage workers than others, which would contribute to
Currie and F a l l i c k ' s negative coefficient.
=

=

49 Abowd et al. (1997) find that French men age 25-30 who earn the minimum wage are much less likely to
remain employed following an increase in the minimum, compared to men paid just above the minimum. Results
are weaker for younger males (which they attribute to employmentpromotion programs for younger workers) and
for teenage and young-adult women.
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Currie and Fallick respond to these concerns by defining another d u m m y variable
N E A R M I N , equal to 1 if wt-~ is within 0-15 cents greater than wnl,t-t, to capture the
effect of having low wages apart from being BOUND. When added to the regression it is
insignificant (both practically and statistically), and the coefficient of the minimum-wage
variable does not change appreciably. This is a reasonably reassuring response to some of
the control-group concerns, s° although the possibility that the recession was harder on
low-wage youth is harder to reject.
While the Currie-Fallick specification appears at first glance to apply the same methodology to individual data that Card and Krueger used in analyzing state-level data, there
is a subtle but perhaps important difference. Unlike Card and Krueger's analysis of the
1990-1991 minimum wage increases, Currie and Fallick include years when the nominal
minimum wage was constant, and so the real m i n i m u m wage was falling. One might have
expected the employment-retention probabilities of low-wage workers to increase in these
years, as the minimum wage became less binding. 5~ Nothing in Currie and F a l l i c k ' s
specification captures this response directly, and it is possible that the coefficient of
their d u m m y variable for low-wage workers is biased (upward) on this account.
While Currie and Fallick devote a lot more effort to reducing any bias due to controlgroup problems than did Egge et al., these efforts do not change the results very much. The
difference between their results and Egge et al.'s is striking. Since the fixed effects and
N E A R M I N do not account for the difference, what does? Low-wage workers faring well
in expansions and poorly in recessions is a tempting conjecture in the absence of obvious
alternatives.

8. Impacts of m i n i m u m wages on other outcomes
Thus far, we have reviewed studies that locus directly on the link between the minimum
wage and employment. In this section, our focus shifts to the effect of the minimum wage
on related outcomes. While a range of such outcomes have been studied, the emphasis here
is on outcomes that may provide indirect clues about the effect of the minimum wage on
employment.
8.1. Wage distribution spike at the minimum wage
A m o n g those who are employed, the distribution of ln(wage) tends to look bell-shaped,
with occasional spikes at round-dollar amounts (particularly if the data come from house5°In fact, their NEARMIN variable is close to Card and Krueger's (1985, p. 239) suggestion for testing the
validity of their control group.
51 Abowd et al. (1997) find that young workers in the US who are employed at the minimum wage are much
less likely to have been employed the previous year and so a falling real minimum wage facilitates their entry into
employment. An alternative reading of this evidence is simply that those entering employment often do so at the
minimum wage.
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hold surveys rather than employer reports). Often there is another spike, at the minimum
wage, even when the minimum is not a round-dollar amount. Spikes at the minimum wage
are stronger when the minimum wage is more binding; e.g., in wage distributions for
teenagers rather than for all workers, and in years when the minimum wage has been raised
rather than after several years of a constant nominal and eroding real minimum wage.
The first two lines of Table 4 show that, in 1996, 26.7% of teenagers paid by the hour
reported wages at or below the minimum wage, including nearly 12% who were at the
minimum, while for adults the mass point at the minimum is much less pronounced. 52 A
similar pattern is present in other years, with the fraction at the minimum increasing
between 1989 and 1992, reflecting the 1990-1991 increases in the minimum wage. Indeed,
Card and Krueger (1995, pp. 156-157) show that the fraction of teenagers receiving $3.80
per hour was much larger in 1990 (when the minimum wage was $3.80) than in 1989
(when it was $3.35), and the fraction receiving $4.25 was much larger in 1991 (when the
minimum wage was $4.25) than in earlier years.
Data for 1988 show that including workers not paid by the hour (calculating their wage
as usual weekly earnings divided by usual weekly hours) has relatively little effect on the
fi'action at or below the minimum wage, because low-wage workers tend to be paid by the
hour.
For 1978, data are available from an establishment survey as well as the CPS. Employers and workers tend to report similar fractions of workers paid less than $3.00 per hour,
although the fraction at or slightly above the minimum is much higher in the employer
reports. Whether this represents employers hiding non-compliance or workers reporting
their wages with less precision than we would prefer is unclear (Gilroy, 1981).
The data for 1970 reveal several interesting patterns. First, even among non-supervisory
workers as a group, there is a noticeable jump in the wage distribution at the minimum
wage that is, for example, more pronounced than at $1.75 (or, not shown, $2.00). Second,
employers first covered by the 1967 Amendments, for whom the legal minimum was
$1.45, often paid the basic minimum. Third, even the wage distribution of the uncovered
sector exhibits a spike at the minimum.
Wage distributions for European countries also exhibit spikes at the minimum wage,
often more pronounced than those in the US (Dolado et al., 1997, Table 1). Machin and
Manning (1997, p. 735) attribute this to the minimum wage being higher, relative to the
average wage, in Europe than in the US.
These spikes pose a puzzle for nearly all of the models presented in Section 2. Suppose a
firm employs two groups of workers, one at $5.00 and one at $4.50, in the absence of the
minimum wage. Now a $5.00 minimum wage is imposed. What the data show is that at
least some of the $4.50 workers are now employed at $5.00. While one might imagine that
employment of low-skill workers had declined enough to raise the marginal product of
those who remained by 11%, enabling the some of the $4.50 workers to remain employed,
22 DiNardoet al. (1996) showthat minimumwage spikes are occasion'allyevidentin the male wage distribution, and strongerin the distribution of femalewages,particularlyin the late 1970swhenthe minimumwagewas
high relative to averagewages.
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employers should now compete actively for those initially paid $5.00, bidding up their
wages and unpiling the spike at $5.00.

8.2. Offsets
In the absence of a minimum wage, non-wage job characteristics are determined by a
comparison of the cost of improving such characteristics against workers' willingness to
pay for improvements by accepting lower wages. Other things equal, an increase in the
wage (due to minimum wage legislation) increases the number of workers willing to work
while reducing employers' demand for workers. This imbalance gives employers an
incentive to look for cost-saving changes in non-wage job characteristics; if successful,
such offsets could reduce the predicted impact of the minimum wage on employment.
Moreover, offsets can potentially account for the spike at the minimum wage; among
workers receiving the minimum wage, reductions in non-wage job characteristics would
be most severe for those whose wage was raised most by the law.
In an influential paper on unemployment, especially among youth, Feldstein (1973)
suggested that the minimum wage discouraged employers from providing training. Ordinarily, workers pay for training (all of general training, part of specific training) by
accepting lower wages than they could earn in a job without training; this wage reduction
offsets the cost the employer would otherwise bear in providing the training. The minimum wage interferes with this process because reducing the wage below the required
minimum is illegal (even if compensation, including value of training, is above the minimum).
It is clear that, to the extent that the minimum wage reduces employment, on-the-job
training and the general human capital that one obtains just by establishing a work record
are reduced. It is less clear that, among those who are employed, human-capital acquisition
is impaired to any significant degree; the training content of such jobs, and the scope for
reducing training (without rendering the worker useless) may be limited.
Available evidence suggests that training for low-wage workers is significant enough to
be a potential offset to minimum wage increases, but only for some of these workers. In a
1980 survey of employers, "Almost half of the jobs held by low-wage workers involve
formal training," averaging 12.3 days. About 70% of the jobs held by low-wage workers
involve "on-the-job" training, defined as jobs in which it took 5 or more days for a worker
to reach company standards. On average, 24.6 days were required to reach that standard
(Converse et al., 1981, p. 260). However, employers did not report cutting training in
response to the minimum wage; in fact about an eighth of all establishments with minimum wage workers said they had increased the responsibilities of low-wage workers in
order to offset the minimum wage increase, and half of these reported increased training
along with the increased responsibility (Converse et al., 1981, p. 280).
Several studies (Lazear and Miller, 1981; Leighton and Mincer, 1981; Hashimoto,
1982) tried to determine whether minimum wage increases were associated with flatter
age-earnings profiles. They obtained mixed results. In general, there are two difficulties
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with such approaches. First, it is likely that on-the-job training is a complement to other
forms of human capital such as schooling, so that low-wage workers would get less
training even in the absence of a minimum wage. Second, an increase in the minimum
wage has the immediate effect of increasing the wages of directly affected workers. If the
increase has no effect on such workers' wages several years later (when they would, in any
case, have earned more than the new minimum), the age-earnings profile will be "flatter",
but this is an artifact of the fact that the minimum wage is less likely to be binding for older
workers, not (necessarily) a sign that less training is being produced (Card and Krueger,
1995, p. 171).
On balance, there does not seem to be much evidence that reductions in training are a
significant offset to the increase in labor costs due to the minimum wage.
Perhaps the simplest way of offsetting the effects of a minimum-wage increase is to
reduce the fringe benefits offered to workers. However, relatively few minimum-wage
workers receive health insurance or participate in pension plans, so scope for such reductions is limited. Wessels (1980) reports that, in 1972, among low-wage firms (average
hourly wage of $2.00 or less), only 3% of non-office workers had pension plans and 27%
had health insurance; among employers offering such benefits, each accounted for only 2%
of payroll. Paid leave was more common (58% of workers) but again accounted for only
2% of payroll. Not surprisingly, therefore, only 2% of establishments surveyed said they
responded to a minimum wage (in retail trade in New York state) by reducing such fringes.
Fast-food restaurants provide a more promising although atypical opportunity to search
for offsetting changes in fringe benefits, because such employers often provide free or
reduced-price meals to their employees. Katz and Krueger (1992) asked their sample of
fast-food managers in Texas whether fringe benefits had been reduced in response to the
increased minimum wage. While 91% of their sample provided some fringe benefit(s) to
workers, only 4% reduced fringes following the minimum wage increase, and this proportion was no higher in those restaurants forced to raise wages in order to reach the new
minimum wage. Card and Krueger (1994) similarly find no significant difference in free or
reduced-price meals when comparing New Jersey and Pennsylvania outlets, or highversus low-impact outlets within New Jersey.
Another fringe benefit reported by Card and Krueger is the bonus paid to employees
who help recruit new workers-just under a quarter of the restaurants surveyed had such
bonuses. While one might expect a higher minimum wage would make recruiting easier
and so make such bonuses less necessary, their use declined slightly faster in Pennsylvania
than in New Jersey.
Overall, then, there is little evidence that minimum wage increases are offset by cutting
fringe benefits.
While many low-wage employers provide little training and few fringe benefits and so
cannot reduce these in response to a minimum wage - all employers have standards for
punctuality, cooperation, and effort. If employers are required to pay above-market wages,
expecting more effort, etc. from workers is a natural and potentially universal response.
Given difficulties of measuring effort, evidence on changes in required levels of effort is,
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predictably, thin and indirect. Wessels (1980) reports that one-sixth of the establishments
in his sample of New York retailers reduced hiring of extras, and another 3% reduced meal
and rest periods. Above we noted employers' claiming to increase worker responsibility,
which might imply additional effort as well. With effort less directly measurable than
fringe benefits or even training, such hints are all the evidence we have that effort standards might be raised in response to the m i n i m u m wage.
Unlike reductions in fringe benefits, offsetting m i n i m u m wage increases with increased
effort standards is unlikely to blunt the expected negative effect on employment. A 10%
increase in the m i n i m u m wage offset by a 10% increase in effort and therefore labor
services per worker would lead to a 10% reduction in workers (or worker hours) employed.
8.3. S p i l l o v e r s

As noted in the discussions of heterogeneous workers and of the possible unpiling of the
spike at the m i n i m u m wage, it is reasonable to expect that an increase in the m i n i m u m
wage from $4.50 to $5.00 will make workers initially skilled enough to earn slightly more
than $5.00 more attractive to employers. When the m i n i m u m wage is $4.50, employers are
indifferent between such workers and workers earning $5.40 who are 20% more productive. If (some of) these $4.50 workers now must be paid $5.00, those making $5.40 are
now a significantly better bargain. Surprisingly, there is relatively little evidence on the
effect of the m i n i m u m wage on the wages of those higher in the wage distribution.
Gramlich (1976) indirectly estimated the importance of spillovers by comparing his
estimate of the effect of the m i n i m u m wage on average hourly earnings to the effect one
gets by assuming the only effect of the m i n i m u m wage is on those whose wage initially fell
between the old (Wm)and new (w~m) m i n i m u m wages (i.e., Wm --< w < W~m). This direct
effect accounted for about half of the effect on average earnings. Gramlich noted that the
remaining "emulation" may include effects on those initially earning less than Wm (due to
incomplete coverage or noncompliance) as well as wage increases for those initially
earning more than the new minimum. 53
Grossman (1983) estimated spillover effects for workers in nine low-wage (but not
minimum-wage) occupations in non-manufacturing industries. While there is some
evidence of spillover effects, they are estimated with relatively large standard errors.
53Gramlich's calculationof the effect on average wages is based on a time-seriesanalysisof data from 1954
1975, whereas the data for directly affected workers is based on analysis of CPS data surroundingthe 1974
increase. While CPS wage distributionsthat would let one study earlier minimnm wage increases are not
available, it appears from BLS calculations of "wage-bill impacts" which assume wages increase only for
directly affected workers (Peterson, 1981, Table 17) that the 1974 increase had a relatively small direct effect
on wages in covered establishments.On the other hand, coverage had been expanded so that covered establishments accountedfor a larger fraction of total employmentand wages. If the "typical" increase in Gramlich's
sample period had a larger direct effect than did the 1974 increase,his estimated emulationeffects wouldbe too
high. Cox and Oaxaca (1981) estimate a significantlylarger effect of the minimumwage on average wages than
did Gramlich.However,they assumethat minimumwages increaseslead to a proportionateincreasein the wages
of all low-wage workers (includingthose initially somewhat above the minimum).
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Given the details of her sample, her results to not allow us to say much about the importance of spillovers of those "just above" the m i n i m u m wage, where such impacts are
likely to be most important. 54
Converse et al. (1981) asked employers whether, in response to the January 1979
increase in the m i n i m u m wage to $2.90, they increased wages of workers who had
previously been earning more than the new minimum. The authors tried to verify that
these increases would not have been given had the m i n i m u m wage not increased; i.e., that
they were not due to generally increasing nominal wage levels. By this standard, 17% of
establishments employing minimum-wage workers reported a "ripple" effect on wages.
For 64% of these establishments, the increases stopped at $4.00 per hour or less. Given that
the 1979 increase in the m i n i m u m wage essentially matched increases in average hourly
earnings in the economy as a whole, the study was forced by timing to focus on a m i n i m u m
wage "increase" that was quite small by historical standards.
Katz and Krueger (1992) provide detailed information on ripple responses following the
1990 and 1991 increases in the m i n i m u m wage. A m o n g restaurants whose starting wage
was equal to the old m i n i m u m wage, a significant minority increased the wages of those
paid between the old and new m i n i m u m to a level above the new m i n i m u m (for outlets that
paid the old m i n i m u m wage originally, 41% raised wages of those between Wmand w~m to a
new level above w/m in 1990, only 16% did so in 1991). But only 9% of these restaurants
increased the wage of those earning $4.50 per hour before the 1991 increase. These results
are consistent with the idea that spillovers are limited to a minority of workers above the
m i n i m u m wage, and die out fairly quickly as one moves up the wage distribution.
However, they also find that almost no employers delay or reduce the first raise that
new hires receive if they remain with the firm. Card and Krueger (1994) find no significant
changes in time to first raise or amount of wage in response to New Jersey's state m i n i m u m
wage increase, again suggesting a spillover from the m i n i m u m wage of starting workers to
the wage of those who remain long enough to progress above that level. However, since
this first raise averages 5% after 19 weeks on the job, there is again not much evidence of
spillovers extending very far up the wage distribution.
Card and Krueger (1995, pp. 163-166) analyze changes in the teenage wage distribution
following the 1990 and 1991 increases. They find that the fraction of teenagers earning less
than $4.50 declined more rapidly in states most affected by the increase to $4.25 by 1991,
but there was little difference in the fractions earning less than $5.00. 55 They conclude the
54Because she wantedto be sm'eshe was not capturingthe direct effect of the minimumwage on those earning
less than the new minimum, she eliminatedoccupations with any minimum-wageworkers. Among the set of
occupations included in the Area Wage Survey, this left nine occupationsthat were low-wage but not directly
",affected. Five of the nine were office occupations.Moreover, her sample was dominatedby relativelylarge and
relativelyNorthern cities, and the Area Wage Surveyincludesonly establishmentswith at least 50 workers (100
in somecities).The focuson occupationsnot directlyaffected,plus the samplingof cities and establishmentsizes,
led to a samplewhere spilloverswouldhaveto go fairly high up the wage distributionin order to be detectable.In
the median occupation,average hourly earningswere about 80% above the minimumwage.
5.5Of course, this mightjust be a reductionin employmentin the lower tail of the distribution,but recall that
they do not find that employmentfell faster in high-impactstates.
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data "provide some support for the existence of spillover effects up to $4.50 per hour, but
little evidence of spillovers beyond $4.50."
The evidence on spillovers is very limited, but it suggests that increases in m i n i m u m
wages lead to increases for those above the m i n i m u m as well, although these spillovers do
not extend very far up the wage distribution. F r o m one perspective, such spillovers seem
broadly consistent with the goals of minimum wage legislation; if raising wages of those
earning the m i n i m u m wage is a good thing, increasing the wages of those who were
earning a bit more than the m i n i m u m would also be viewed favorably. F r o m another
perspective, these spillovers may be cause for concern. Recall that, in discussing the
effects of the m i n i m u m wage on employment of a heterogeneous group such as teenagers,
"small" overall effects might result from losses to low-wage teens partially offset by
increasing employment o f better-paid teens. The spillovers can be read as evidence that
demand for (and therefore employment of) better-paid teens (and others) increased.
However, the tentative evidence that these spillovers do not extend very far up the
wage distribution 56 would suggest that the gainers and losers are not very different in
their skills or other attributes.

8.4. P r i c e s

The standard m o d e l of labor demand predicts that employment of unskilled workers falls
in response to a m i n i m u m wage because other inputs are substituted for unskilled labor
and because the increased minimum wage increases the cost of and so reduces the demand
for products that use such labor intensively. W h i l e there is a sizeable literature on the
effects of the m i n i m u m wages on prices in general, the effects on relative prices of
industries that use low-skill labor have been studied less intensively.
Wessels (1980, pp. 67-69) summarizes Department of Labor studies comparing price
increases by Southern and non-Southern firms in low-wage industries following the 1961
and 1967 increases in the minimum wage. Since wages were lower in the South, it was the
"high-impact" region and one might expect prices in affected industries to increase faster
there. In manufacturing, Wessels finds little consistent pattern in price increases by region;
but in services relative prices do increase faster in the South.
Katz and K m e g e r (1992) and Card and Krueger (1995) compared the price changes by
fast food restaurants that were affected to different degrees by the m i n i m u m wage. Katz
and Krueger found that Texas restaurants that experienced larger increases in starting
wage (due to the increased federal m i n i m u m wage) increased their prices less rapidly;
this relationship was not statistically significant. 5v Card and Krueger (1995, Table 2.8)
56A recent paper by Acemoglu (1997) finds positive effects of minimum wages on the number of "good" jobs
(occupations with wages significantly higher than the observable characteristics of their occupants would
predict), which would suggest spillovers higher up the wage distribution.
57The elasticity of price with respect to starting wage was estimated as 0.089 (0.133). So one could reject the
hypothesis that the elasticity was equal to low-wage labor's share of total costs, as long as (as seems likely) that
cost share is greater than 0.2.
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report a positive, although statistically insignificant relationship in their New JerseyPennsylvania sample, and a positive and sometimes significant relationship in national
samples (their Table 4.10).
The limited available evidence thus suggests that minimum wage increases often lead to
increases in prices by the directly affected firms, although how they compare to the
simplest competitive prediction is not clear.

9. The minimum wage and the wage and income distributions
Much of the justification for minimum wage laws lies in a desire to help those at the
bottom of the economic ladder. Despite warnings by George Stigler over 50 years ago
(Stigler, 1946) that those who work for the lowest wages are not necessarily members of
the poorest families, public discussions tended to assume that those at the bottom of the
wage distribution were also likely to be at the bottom of the income distribution. The first
careful studies of the effect of the minimum wage on the distribution of income suggested
that the link between low wage and low income was disappointingly weak (Gramlich,
1976; Kelly, 1976). More recent work has to some extent reassessed that conclusion, but
has also focused more directly on the distribution of wages as well as the distribution of
income.
9.1. Effects on the wage distribution

Combining the insights of the theoretical models and the evidence in the preceding
sections suggests that the minimum wage may affect the wage distribution in many
ways. First, some of those who would otherwise earn less than the minimum wage may
be less likely to be employed, or employed for fewer hours. The loss of low-wage jobs
would tend to make the measured wage distribution more equal, although this is not the
sort of equalization that proponents of the minimum wage have in mind. Reduced hours
have a similar effect, if the wage distribution is hours- rather than worker-weighted.
Second, some of those who would otherwise earn less are boosted up to win, producing
the spike in the wage distribution at the minimum wage. Third, wages of low-wage
workers not covered by the minimum wage may be increased or reduced. Fourth, the
increase in the wages of directly affected workers will make substitutes for these workers
more attractive, and this is likely to raise demand for workers just above the minimum.
Wages of such workers should increase, and more may be pulled into the labor force. Fifth,
minimum wages may indirectly affect those further up the wage distribution, although
most work on the subject implicitly or explicitly assumes the effects on well-paid workers
are small.
Meyer and Wise (1983a,b) were the first to focus on the spike at the minimum wage and
the apparent thinning of the wage distribution at lower wages. Their plotted empirical
wage distributions strongly suggested that both thinning below Wmand a piling up at Wm
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were empirically important. They fit a wage distribution that allowed for both thinning and
piling up, but otherwise looked like a standard wage distribution, with ln(wage) depending
on the usual schooling, experience, etc. variables and a normally distributed error. They
then assumed that this distribution would hold below Wm, too, in the absence of a minimum
wage. The difference between the thinned distribution below Wm plus the spike at the
minimum, and the fitted distribution at or below Wm, was taken as a measure of the
employment loss at the m i n i m u m wage. Meyer and W i s e find that their estimate of the
effect of a given m i n i m u m wage on employment was essentially the same using 1978,
when the actual m i n i m u m was low (and so the estimate was based largely on the observed
wage distribution) as using 1973 when the actual minimum wage was high (and so the
estimate relied more heavily on projecting the wage distribution below the actual minimum). 58
This approach was criticized by Dickens et al. (1994), who noted that spillover effects
(which thicken the distribution just above win, and were assumed to be negligible by Meyer
and Wise) would lead them to over-predict the wage density below Wm in the absence of
the m i n i m u m wage, and so over-estimate the employment loss. Using British data, they
find that their estimates are sensitive to the details of fitting the wage distribution above Wm
and then extrapolating it b a c k to lower wage levels. 59
For thinking a b o u t the wage distribution, the important point is that Meyer and Wise
assumed a parametric wage distribution and then estimated the effect of the minimum
wage on the distribution at or below win. In contrast, papers that focus on the effect of the
minimum wage on the distribution of wages or income typically do the reverse; they begin
with the empirical distribution of wages or income, assume that an increase in the minimum wage boosts the wages of those between the old and new minimum, make some
assumption about the extent of employment loss and the effect (if any) on those initially
earning sub-minimum wages, and usually assume that spillovers above the minimum wage
are unimportant.
DiNardo et al. (1996) analyze the effects of changes in the m i n i m u m wage on wage
inequality, focusing in particular on the 1979-1988 period when inequality increased
significantly for both men and women. Their baseline estimates assume no employment
loss and no spillovers; they assume that, had the real minimum wage in 1988 remained at
its 1979 level, the shape of the wage distribution (conditional on schooling, experience,
etc.) below the m i n i m u m would been the same as it was in 1979. Between 1979 and 1988,
the logarithm of the ratio of the minimum wage to average wages fall by 0.27 for men, the
standard deviation of ln(wage) increased by 0.072, and the falling real minimum wage can
58Meyer and Wise tended to emphasize the employment gain from eliminating the minimum wage, which
makes comparison with other studies difficult.However, they report that, over the 4 years 1973, 1976, 1977, and
1978, keeping the minimum wage at $1.60 (a 30% cut, on average, over these years) would have increased
employment by 5%. This implies an elasticity of -0.16.
59The Meyer-Wise approach to estimating minimum wage effects has not been used in the more recent US
literature, but has been used more with European data. For a brief survey and critique, see Dolado et al. (1997, p.
332).
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account for 0.0 l 8 of the increase. For women, the decline in the relative m i n i m u m wage
was 0.36, the increase in the standard deviation of ln(wage) 0.090, and the increase due to
the falling minimum wage 0.027.
W h i l e these calculations are based on fairly strong assumptions rather than fitting a
minimum wage variable to the actual changes in inequality, DiNardo et al. report the
effects of various alternatives as well. Assuming that a higher m i n i m u m wage increase in
1988 would have no effect on those below the actual 1988 minimum, or allowing a
disemployment elasticity of 0.15, 6o has little effect on the estimates. The baseline simulations take anyone earning less than $3.00 in $1979 (rather than $2.90) as being directly
affected by the minimum wage, and this matters a lot: the spike at $3.00 is important. As
one would expect, variations in the minimum wage matter more for inequality measured
by the standard deviation of ln(w) or the 9 0 - 1 0 differential, and less for the Gini, since the
latter places less weight on the low end of the wage distribution.
Changes in the standard deviation of ln(w) of 0.018 (men) or 0.027 (women) are large if
measured against the increases in inequality over the period (0.072 and 0.090, respectively), and obviously smaller if compared to the initial level of inequality (0.501 and
0.429). But given the policy interest in the 1979-1988 changes, the calculated contribution
of the m i n i m u m wage is too large to be ignored. These changes are larger if spillovers are
important. 61
Card and Krueger (1995) compare changes in the wage distribution between 1989 and
1992 in states according to the fraction of their workers who were directly affected by the
1990 and 1991 minimum wage increases. They confirm the prediction of DiNardo et al.
that such increases measurably reduce wage inequality. Machin and Manning (1994) use
data for British industries subject to different m i n i m u m wages and also find that higher
relative m i n i m u m wages reduce wage dispersion.

9.2. Effects" on the distribution of income
Moving from the distribution of wages to the distribution of income is complicated by
several considerations. Many families have several earners, so that a minimum-wage
worker can be part of a relatively affluent family. In contrast, the poorest families in the
US have little or no labor earnings, and the m i n i m u m wage is powerless to improve their
status. Several simple statistics have been used to characterize the relationship between
having wages at or near the m i n i m u m (w < w*, where w* is often set at win) and being part
of a low-income family or household (Y < Y*).
60Since a 32 log-point increase in the minimum wage is being discussed, this presumably means a 5% loss of
employment for those at or below the new minimum. This is a different elasticity notion than is found in the
literature on teenagers, where the proportionate change in employment of all teens (including those above the
minimum wage) is considered.
61The authors note that the wage distribution for women (but not for men) was much denser just above the
1979 minimum than above the same point in the real wage distribution in 1988, which suggests - but does not
prove - that spillovers might be important for women.
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First, among low-wage workers, what fraction are poor (i.e., what is
Prob(Y < Y* I w < w*)? Using 1973 data, Gramlich (1976) chose w* = $2.00 (versus
Wm= $1.60) and Y* = $4000 (roughly, the poverty line for a family of four). He found
that 23 % of adult low-wage workers were "poor", as compared to 6% of all adult workers.
In contrast, only 6.6% of low-wage teenage workers were in poor families, compared with
8.2% of teenagers at all wages. Since there were more than twice as many low-wage adults
as low-wage teens, overall about 18% of low-wage workers were poor. Raising wages of
those in the vicinity of the minimum was not a particularly target-efficient strategy for
raising low incomes. A number of other studies have found the fraction of low-wage
workers who are "poor" to be about 20% (Kohen and Gilroy, 1981, Table 4; Johnson
and Browning, 1983, Table 1; Smith and Vavrichek, 1987, Table 2; Card and Krueger,
1995, Table 9.1; Burkhauser et al., 1996, Table 4). 62 This fraction is roughly doubled if
one sets Y* at 1.5 times the poverty line.
Burkhauser and Finegan (1989, Table 2) show that the fraction of low-wage workers
who are poor fell from 42% in 1959 to t8% in 1984, reflecting both a decline in the
unconditional probability of being poor and the probability that a low-wage worker would
be a family "head" whose earnings would determine its economic status. Card and
Krueger (1995) argue that other forces (declining relative incomes for families with
children, so that now minimum-wage teens have lower family incomes than other teens,
reversing the pattern in Gramlich's data, increased wage inequality among adults) has
increased the fraction of minimum wage-workers who are poor.
A second summary statistic is Prob(w < w* ] Y < Y*): among workers who are in
low-income families, what fraction earn low wages? Because the proportion of workers"
who are low-wage tends to be higher than the proportion who are poor, changing the
conditioning event in this way raises the conditional probability, typical values being 0.30.4.
Tabulations based on the fractions of workers who are low-wage and/or poor can reveal
only part of the story, however. Many families are poor because they have no workers, or
because those who are employed work few hours (Kelly, 1976), others because they work
full time but have large families (Bell, 1981, p. 451). What is particularly striking is that
25.7% of poor families in 1989 had no workers, and only 12.6% had a "minimum wage"
worker 63 (Burkhauser et al., 1996, Table 3).
Given this relatively loose link between being a low-wage worker and being a member
of a low-income family, we should perhaps expect that simulations of the effect of raising
the minimum wage show relatively modest effects on poverty. Most of these simulations
have begun by making assumptions that minimize indirect effects - no employment loss,
no offsets to increased earnings due to increased prices or reduced transfers - and no
spillovers. Earnings gains per household are roughly equal across deciles of the income
62Dolado et al. (1997) report a strongerrelationship in European countries.
63Here "minimumwage" workers are those earning $3.35-4.25 per hour, and so include those whose wages
were raised by the 1990 and 1991 minimumwage increases.
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distribution (Johnson and Browning, 1983, Table 2) or the distribution of family-sizeadjusted income (Burkhauser et al., 1996, Tables 5 and 1A). Of course, even an equally
distributed gain improves an initially unequal distribution, and one gets modest simulated
reductions in poverty (Mincy (1990) estimates that, in 1987, raising the minimum wage
from $3.35 to $4.25 would, on these assumptions, have reduced the number of poor
families by 6.9%). Taking account of possible dis-employment and losses of means-tested
transfers reduce these impacts (Johnson and Browning, 1983; Mincy, 1990; Horrigan and
Mincy, 1993).
Given uncertainty about the size of any employment losses, particularly for adults - and
about whether "disemployment" is best modeled as a proportionate reduction in annual
hours of all low-wage workers or a "lightening-strikes" reduction of annual hours to zero
for an unlucky subset - it is natural to ask whether recent changes in the minimum wage
can be linked to observable changes in the distribution of family income or the poverty
rate. Card and Krueger (1995, Table 9.7) report relatively small and statistically insignificant differences in the change in poverty rates across states with differing impacts of the
1990-1991 minimum wage increase. Neumark and Wascher (1997) relate year-to-year
changes in poverty status to changes in minimum wage rates and find that higher minimum
wages increase poverty, although again the effect is small and statistically insignificant.
Together, these studies underline the difficulty of identifying small impacts in available
data.

10. Conclusions and future directions
My reading of the new and old evidence suggests that the shortterm effect of the minimum
wage on teenage employment is small. Time-series estimates that centered on an elasticity
of - 0 . 1 0 moved closer to zero in samples that included the 1980s. Studies that relate
changes in employment/population ratios by state, as a function of the "impact" of the
minimum wage on the state (measured either by the minimum wage relative to the average
wage, or the fraction of the workforce whose wage must be raised to comply with a new
increase) show much more varied results. A tentative pattern is that studies that control for
year as well as state find much smaller minimum-wage impacts than those which do not
control separately for year effects, and so treat aggregate shortfalls in teen employment in
years of minimum wage increases as minimum wage impacts. It is not clear why year
effects matter so much; since all studies of this genre hold constant the adult or all-age
employment/population ratio in the state/year cell, "year" effects associated with business
cycles should already be taken care of. Given the substantial variability in estimated
minimum wage effects that do not control for year separately, I would put more weight
on those that do, and this tends to reinforce the message of the time-series studies that the
minimum-wage effect is small (and zero is often hard to reject). The recent studies of the
fast-food industry (which estimate a quite different response) and studies that follow
individual employment transitions also seem broadly consistent with this conclusion.
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Even an elasticity of - 0 . 1 would likely seem small to anyone who had not been
conditioned by the evolution of the m i n i m u m wage literature to expect such a small
response. As emphasized in Sections 2 and 4, this is not a elasticity of demand for lowwage labor; but a rough correction for the fact that most teenagers are not directly affected
by the minimum wage 64 would multiply the minimum wage elasticity by about 5 to get the
implied elasticity o f demand. As a demand elasticity, less than 0.5 in absolute value seems
surprisingly small.

10.1. Accounting f o r "small" employment effects

Suppose one accepts this reading o f the literature. How can we account for the small
response?
One possible explanation is that m i n i m u m wage coverage is incomplete, and compliance among covered employers m a y be imperfect. Five-sixths of all non-supervisory
workers are covered by the m i n i m u m wage, but the proportion of low-wage non-supervisory workers covered is lower. W h i l e we do not have a good count, we know that
establishments not required to pay the m i n i m u m wage tend to be small firms in retail
trade and services, who tend to be low-wage employers. But the rough correction
described above counts those who report hourly wages below the m i n i m u m as not affected
by the law, and this probably overstates the importance of the uncovered or non-compliant
sector. Moreover, for a relatively small uncovered sector to absorb most of the workers
displaced from the covered sector by a m i n i m u m wage increase, the decline in the uncovered sector wage would have to be quite large (or demand in the uncovered sector would
have to be much more elastic). W e have little hard evidence on what happens to uncovered-sector wages, but declines in the uncovered-sector wage of the same order of magnitude as the m i n i m u m wage increase seem implausible. Popular press stories extolling the
benefits of the m i n i m u m wage for uncovered-sector employers are not a prominent feature
of the m i n i m u m wage debate! More hard evidence on the behavior of wages in the
uncovered-sector is needed.
A second possibility is that small effects on teenage e m p l o y m e n t mask a perverse
substitution of more- for less-skilled teenagers (Neumark and Wascher, 1996). The limited
evidence of limited spillovers reported in Section 7 is consistent with such substitution; the
lack of strong evidence that m i n i m u m wages reduce black teenagers' employment more
than whites' is less consistent. Closer analysis of wage distribution data may provide some
further clues here. Moreover, studies that look at individuals' labor force transitions
following m i n i m u m wage increases (as in Section 7) have not focused on those earning
a bit more than the new m i n i m u m wage, whose employment prospects should be helped if
such substitution is important.

64And many of those whose wage is increased when the minimum wage rises are already earning more than the
old minimum, and so their wage increase is smaller than the legislated minimum wage hike.
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The limited time-series literature on minimum wages and the work weeks of those who
are employed suggests that hours per week fall when the minimum wage increases, so the
effect on hours worked is more pronounced than the effect on bodies employed. Surprisingly, this line of attack has not been prominent in the recent research, on either side of the
debate. In principle, there is more to be learned here from extending the time series than
for the traditional employment regressions, since the available time series data on hours of
teenagers go back only to the mid-1960s. And since all of the studies that focus on states
over time use data from years when the hours data are available, a parallel focus on hours
in these studies would lead to no loss of sample at all. 65
Another possibility is that the labor market is closer to the monopsony model than to the
competitive market that nearly all studies assume. This has probably been the most
controversial part of the debate stimulated by Card and Krueger' s Myth and Measurement.
Card's (1992b) study of California's increase in its state minimum wage suggested teenage
employment grew faster there than in comparison states, although the difference was
smaller and not significant when the set of comparison states was extended. The KatzKrueger and Card-Krueger studies of fast food also reported faster employment growth
that was often statistically significant for restaurants at which the minimum wage' s impact
on wages was larger; but in Card and Krueger's more recent analysis of ES202 data the
difference is small and statistically insignificant. Fast-food employers often pay bonuses to
employees who recruit friends as new workers, suggesting a less than infinitely elastic
supply of labor at the going wage. But such bonuses did not fall faster in New Jersey than
in Pennsylvania following the New Jersey minimum-wage hike. Finally, the limited price
data suggest that, if anything, prices rise after a minimum wage increase. If employment is
expanding, so presumably is output, and prices should fall. Admittedly, the price data are
limited, and it would be very useful to know whether, in sectors most affected by the
minimum wage, prices rise at roughly the rate predicted by the increases in the minimum
wage and the share of minimum-wage workers in the cost structure. Based on the available
evidence, the monopsony model will not replace the competitive diagram in the souls of
labor economists.
A more sympathetic reading of Myth and Measurement would view the monopsony
models - including models emphasizing search by workers and employers - as being more
appropriate some of the time, and so contributing to rather small effects in the aggregate.
Progress in testing this possibility will depend on far better understanding of minimum
wages and prices - are price increases considerably smaller than predicted by the competitive model, too? - or perhaps on specifying contexts in which the traditional model is
least appropriate.
The possibility that minimum wage increases are offset by changes in other elements of
the job package is unlikely to account for relatively small employment elasticities. Fringe

65 Hungerford(1997) uses panel data on states over time to investigate questions about part-time work. He
finds that minimum wage increases increase involuntarypart-time employment.
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benefit cuts that we can observe are not nearly large or widespread enough to make a large
difference for employment. And, while I find it hard to believe that employers do not
respond to m i n i m u m wage increases by raising standards of effort, punctuality, etc., these
are likely to lead to larger (more negative) effects of m i n i m u m wages on numbers or hours
employed. Evidence on the scale of such adjustments is sadly lacking; but if they are
important, they are likely to intensify rather than resolve puzzle of the small employment
elasticities.
A final possibility is that the demand for low-wage labor is just not terribly elastic in the
short term. The last four words of the preceding sentence highlight the largest and most
important gap in the m i n i m u m wage literature. There is simply a stunning absence of
credible evidence - indeed, of credible attempts - on the longterm effects. As noted in
Section 3, m i n i m u m wages are adjusted periodically, so that there is a modest amount of
variation in the m i n i m u m wage, relative to other wages, over time. But this variation is not
permanent, since an increase will be followed by several years of erosion, and then at some
point another increase; and it provides few clues about the longterm responses (Mincer,
1984, p. 322). Baker et al. (1999) argue that regressions in the typical time-series study
estimate a mixture of short- and longterm effects. In Canada, they find the shortterm
responses negligible and the longterm responses substantial. 66
Changes in coverage have been more nearly permanent. The gradual extension of
coverage to ever-smaller retail trade and service firms has not been repealed. Time series
studies have been consistently unable to find coverage effects in the minority of studies
that try to separate coverage from the level of the m i n i m u m wage (Brown, 1996). Looking
specifically at retail trade and service employment, given substantial time series both
before and after the extensions, may have some ability to detect longterm changes in
the structure of these industries due to the m i n i m u m wage. 67

10.2. Effects on the distributions o f wages and of" incomes

While the effects of the m i n i m u m wage on employment remain somewhat controversial,
and accounting for the relatively small observed responses remain a puzzle, the effects of
the m i n i m u m wage on the distribution o f wages and incomes seem to be more nearly
settled. The m i n i m u m wage does have a visible effect on the wage distribution, particularly for teenagers although also for adults in years when it was high relative to average
wages. H o w much of this effect is due to low-wage workers being less represented in the
wage distribution (i.e., not employed or working fewer hours) is less clear, but it clear from
66 Baker et al. (1999) argue that Neumark and Wascher's (1992, 1994) findings are consistent with theirs; to
my eye, this pattern is weaker when Neumark and Wascher exclude enrollment.
67 Belman and Wolfson (1997) study a range of low-wage industries including several in retail trade. Evidence
that the minimum wage raises wages is weaker than one might expect, although they argue there is little evidence
of employment effects in the subset of industries with significant wage effects. Their focus, however, is on
shortterm impacts and does not make direct use of changes in coverage of the minimum wage law.
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the spike at the m i n i m u m wage that a significant fraction of those affected do receive wage
increases up to the m i n i m u m (at least in the short term).
It is much less clear how the m i n i m u m wage affects the distribution of wages measured
over several years rather than in one year or at one point in time. Suppose that, at any one
point in time, the m i n i m u m wage leads to x% of those affected to not be employed, and
100 - x% to have their wages boosted to win. One extreme possibility is that x% permanently lose their jobs, never to work again. The other extreme is a daily game of musical
chairs, so that over any reasonably period the gains and losses are shared equally by those
directly affected. My sense is that opponents of the m i n i m u m wage tend to see gainers and
losers as different people, with those who would otherwise have earned low wages earning
no wages; supporters of the m i n i m u m wage see a much more nearly equal sharing of gains
and losses. 68 There is not, however, much guidance in the literature for resolving this
difference.
When one moves from the distribution of wages to the distribution of income, the
equalizing potential of the m i n i m u m wage is greatly diluted.
10.3. The future o f research on the minimum wage
A careful reader has by now noticed that under cover of summarizing what we know
about the m i n i m u m wage, I have focused instead on areas where our understanding comes
up short. Filling in these gaps is not easy; if it were, they would not have remained as gaps.
In some but not all cases, use of the CPS micro data public use files - a useful innovation of
the most recent round of m i n i m u m wage research - provides opportunities for disaggregation and focusing on wage distributions that time series studies which are captive of
published CPS tabulations could not address. Progress in filling these gaps will also
improve our general knowledge of how labor markets - or at least low-wage labor markets
- work, and that may well be the largest payoff to the effort.
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Abstract

Jobs differ along many dimensions including firm size. The wage gap due to firm size of 35% is
comparable to the gender wage gap of 36% for men over women and greater than the wage gap of
14% for whites over black employees. The size-wage premium is larger for men and varies across
industries. It is larger in the US than in other industrialized countries. Large firms demand a higher
quality of labor defined by such observable characteristics as education, job tenure, and a higher
fraction of full-time workers. Part 3 examines three behavioral explanations. (1) Productive employees are matched with able entrepreneurs to minimize the sum of wages and monitoring costs. (2) Big
firms pay efficiency wages to deter shirking. (3) Big firms adopt a discretionary wage policy to share
rents, or in Slichter's words, "Wages over a considerable range reflect managerial discretion. When
management can easily afford to pay high wages, they tend to do so." We advance a productivity
hypothesis. A large organization sets a higher performance standard that raises labor productivity but
has to be supported by a compensating wage difference. In the service industries, the pace of work
depends on the customer arrival rate. The economies of massed reserves generates a positive wagesize profile. The capital/labor ratio is higher in bigger firms which also are early in adopting new
technologies. Both forces raise the demand for skilled labor where skill and productivity are often
unobservable traits. Production organized around teams calls for conformance to common work
rules which result in paying rents to infra-marginal team members. The odds of survival are higher
for big firms which enable them to "produce" more durable employees who are more productive
because they get more training. Firm size is a function of external market forces, technology,
managerial decisions, and luck. The surplus of revenues over labor costs per employee is positively
related to firm size for three reasons, lower prices for non-labor inputs, possibly greater market
power, or larger overhead costs to amortize the sunk costs for capital and firm -specific work force.
Rent sharing cannot be dismissed as an explanation for the wage-size premium. Taxation and
regulation can also affect the size distribution of firms. The organization of work and the selection
of employees (whose productive traits are not always observable) are responsible for the positive
relation between wages and employer size.

JEL codes: J3

We started out to find the relation of the concentration of industry to the changing
status of the laborer, and we proposed to investigate that relation from the four points
of view of (1) the rate of wages, (2) the amount of employment, (3) the continuity of
employment, and (4) the length of the working day. Our investigation has yielded
the definite result that, as the size of the establishment increases, the condition of the
laborer improves in all directions - his wages rise, he is employed a greater number
of days in a year, his employment varies less from month to month, and his hours of
labor, per day, decrease. (Moore, 1911, p. 153)
A labor market in which wages depend on employer size means that jobs are different. A
job is described by a vector of variables including the rate of pay, the length of the
workweek, the stability of employment, health and injury risks, the nature of the tasks,
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opportunities for promotion, and the characteristics of the workplace. Jobs can be classified by occupation, industry, ownership (public versus private), geographic location, or
employer size. This chapter is concerned with the size dimension.
Large firms with more than 500 employees are few in number, comprising less than onethird of 1% of all firms but providing jobs for nearly half of all employed persons. Because
firm sizes are related to industrial affiliation, the sectoral shifts over the last half century
have affected the size distribution. Differences in the output mix, production technologies,
and government regulations account for much of the differences in the size distribution of
firms across countries. The wage differential between small and large establishments
which Moore discovered is substantial and pervasive. The wage gap due to firm size is
approximately equal to the gender wage gap and larger than that associated with unionism
or race. The magnitude of the size-wage gap is investigated in Section 2. The literature
surveyed by Brown and Medoff (1989), Groshen (1991), and Troske (1994) offers several
explanations for a positive relation between wages and employer size which we call the
wage-size profile. The explanations that appeal to monitoring costs, efficiency wages to
deter shirking, and rent-sharing are critically evaluated in Section 3.
In Section 4, the chapter advances the elements of a productivity hypothesis. The
mandated effort levels or performance standards are usually unobservable aspects of the
job package. Greater effort can raise labor productivity, but to elicit it, an employer will
have to pay a higher wage. There are increasing returns to establishment and firm size due
to technical economies as well as agglomeration effects. The exploitation of these economies is facilitated by organizing work around teams. Wage premiums have to be paid to
attract workers who will comply with the administrative rules of large organizations. The
volume production of standardized goods and services is evidently more economically
achieved by demanding more durable capital goods as well as durable employees who are
"produced" by investments in human capital. Training raises labor productivity, and
sharing the returns to training generates the upward sloping wage-size profile. Ehrenberg
and Smith (1997, p. 409) identify the relationship of wages to employer size as one of three
puzzles looking for a solution. The hypotheses and evidence reviewed in this chapter will
bring us a little closer to a satisfactory explanation.

1. A diversity of jobs
A wage rate is not the price of labor. Adam Smith observed that competition in the labor
market does not tend to an equality of wages but rather to an equality of the net advantages
of employment. Marshall listed four peculiarities that distinguish labor from other factors
of production: (1) labor services were perishable; (2) conditions at the workplace
mattered; (3) labor was at a disadvantage in bargaining; 1 (4) it takes time to acquire skills.
l Marshall (1920, p. 559) wrote, "It is, however,certain that manual labor as a class are at a disadvantage in
bargaining.., and the disadvantageis likely to be cumulativein its effect." It not onlyloweredhis current wage,
but it also reduced his efficiencyin future periods.
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The labor market is not a single exchange. It is a multiplicity of "markets" in which a job
is defined by a worker-firm attachment. Jobs differ not only in the tasks that an employee
must perform, but also in the obligations of an employer to her employees. A new entrant
often takes a starter job that introduces him to the world of work, teaches him to be
punctual, presentable, and responsive to instructions. It also provides him with a track
record. A second type can be called transitional filler jobs that yield a cash flow in return
for labor time. The people who take these jobs rarely intend to stay for long. Their
employers know this and design these jobs anticipating high turnover rates. A majority
of all jobs are permanent employment relations supported by implicit or explicit contracts.
They correspond to what Hall (1982) called "lifetime jobs" that last for 15 or more years.
Some are located in small firms, but most of the lifetime jobs are in units where work is
organized around teams.
Farber (1997) identified four dimensions that differentiated jobs - task, employer,
location, and individual. This grid defines too many jobs for analytic or empirical research.
For his empirical analysis, Farber turned to three dimensions: (a) the wage rate; (b) full- or
part-time work; and (c) presence or absence of employer provided health insurance. Farber
cited a report prepared by the Council of Economic Advisors dated April 23, 1996 in
which jobs were classified by 45 occupations and 22 major industries. The mean wage for
each occupation/industry cell was assigned to all employees in that O/I cell. A "good" job
was defined as a high-wage job paying a wage above the nation-wide average. Using this
criterion, a majority of the new jobs created between February 1994 and February 1996
were "good" jobs located in a high wage labor market defined by industry and occupation.
What determines the wage of a stacker working in a sawmill? The wage rate is not the
price paid by the employer, nor is it the compensation received by the employee. It is,
however, a useful analytic concept to describe the equilibrium in a labor market. The
workers in the same "market" are presumably close substitutes for one another. Occupation hopefully controls for training and experience, ls industrial affiliation the proxy for
working conditions? In practice, the boundaries of a "market" are fuzzy. Stigler and
Sherwin (1985) examined the co-movements of prices over time to define a "market".
Gasoline Service Stations in Denver and Omaha are placed in the same market if prices in
the two cities move together. Labor economists usually accept geographic proximity to
define a local labor market. They tacitly assume that the wages of lawyers and of nurses
are determined in different markets. High and low wage labor markets are evidently
differentiated by the skills of the workers. Doeringer and Piore (1971) distinguished
between internal and secondary labor markets based on the characteristics of the employer.
The size of the employer measured by assets, sales, or employment can serve as a variable
differentiating related labor markets. Jobs in large firms pay higher wages and would thus
be classified as "good jobs". What is a good job for one person might not be for another.
The rank ordering of jobs has to account for varying preferences for other dimensions of a
job package such as the disutility of work, the effort bargain, or compliance with strict
orders. Although size is not a sufficient statistic to identify distinct "labor markets", the
data reveal significant differences in the nature of employment relations related to
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employer size. The object of this chapter is to examine these differences to explain the
positive relation between firm size and wages.

2. The firm in product and labor markets
A firm assembles resources and organizes production. But what is a firm? In a high
information and low transaction cost world, everyone ought to have access to the same
technologies and equal opportunities to bid for inputs. Firms in a given industry ought to
be alike and achieve the same optimum size and structure. This implication is clearly
refuted by the data which is briefly reviewed in Section 2.1. Further, the wages and
working conditions of employees are systematically related to employer size. The matching of more able workers with larger employers is examined in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.
Worker characteristics and sorting, however, can explain only a part of the relation.
2.1. The size distribution of firms and establishments

At the outset, two issues have to be addressed. First, what is the appropriate unit of
analysis, the firm or establishment? Theory is of little help, and the data indicate that
both matter. Second, how do we measure size, by assets, sales (a proxy for output), or
employment? The capital/labor, K/L, ratio varies widely across industries because of
differences in the technology of production. Within each industry, the K/L ratio is higher
for larger firms. As a consequence, the four or eight firm concentration ratio based on
assets is always larger than that based on sales or employment. Comparisons across
industries or over time are complicated when one uses a sales measure of size. Variations
in labor productivity over time as well as across firms and industries make employment an
imperfect measure of size, but given its ready availability, we shall adopt this measure.
In 1992, there were over 5 million firms in the private sector of the US economy. Most
firms are very small; 644 thousand had no employees, and 88.2% of those with workers
had fewer than 20 employees. The large firms attain their size by controlling several
establishments or plants. The big manufacturing companies owned an average of 10.1
establishments, while the large retail trade firms controlled an average of 111.1 establishments. Across all industries, large firms provided nearly half, 47.0%, of the 92.8 million
private sector jobs. The size distributions of firms F, establishments or plants E, and
employment N in 1992 and 1982 are shown in Table 1 for all industries, Manufacturing,
and Retail Trade. 2 The share of industry-wide employment residing in big firms varied
from lows of 11.8% in Agriculture and 11.4% in Construction to highs of 64.5% in
Transportation/Communications/Utilities and 61.8% in Manufacturing; see Table 2. The
growth of the economy in the postwar years was accompanied by a rightward shift in the
2 These data come from the Enterprise Statistics assembled by the Census Bureau. They may differ from the
establishment surveysconductedby the Bureau of Labor Statistics. We thank Elaine Manual for providingus with
these statistics.
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size distributions of firms and plants, at least through 1970. The shift in the industrial
structure of the economy away from goods towards services pushes the size distribution
toward the left. The share of total employment located in the Distributive Trades and
Personal Services rose from 33.3% in 1957 to 49.8% in 1992.
Employment,by sector

Employment(000)
I. Manufacturing(%)
2. WholesaleTrade (%)
3. Retail Trade (%)
4. Personal Services (%)
5. Government(%)

1957

1979

1992

52853
32.49
5.75
14.85
12.69
14.41

89823
23.42
5.81
16.67
19.05
17.75

108437
16.77
5.52
17.65
26.65
17.13

In addition to these sectoral shifts, the size distribution is affected by market regulations
and technology. Loveman and Sengenberger (1991) reported that bread is mass produced
in Norway and Sweden, but there are over 30,000 bread bakeries in Germany. The latter is
attributed in part to a World War I regulation that prohibited baking bread at night. The
percentage of total employment in large firms was 46% in Germany and 17% in Italy.
Davis and Henrekson (1997) estimated that Sweden led the list of OECD countries with
60.4% of all employees in firms with 500 or more workers. Part of the concentration in
Sweden is due to the dominance of the public sector. Health care and social services are
provided by public sector employees whose pay is determined by some process other than
a competitive labor market. Loveman and Sengenberger (1991) observed that there is a reemergence of small and medium sized firms. The time series data for the OECD countries
exhibit a V-shaped pattern for the share of employment in small enterprises with fewer
than a hundred employees; the trough occurs around 1969-1970. The reasons for the
recent growth in the small firm share include among others, privatization and technological advances which raised the efficiency of small units. Data for the US are shown below
for All Industries, Manufacturing, and Retail Trade. 3
Percentage oftotalelnploymentinsmall firms
Year

Alllndusn'ies

Manufacturing

Retail Trade

1977
1982
1987
1992

40.13
45.51
42.46
38.66

16.17
17.56
18.44
22.08

53.56
51.98
45.53
43.53

3The US data come from the EnterpriseStatisticswhere a smallfirmis one with less than 100 employees.Data
for the OECD countries are reported in Table 3 of Lovemanand Sengenberger(1991, pp. 7-8), while the size
distributionfor manufacturingestablishmentsis reported in their Table 4.
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Table 1
Percentage distribution by size and industry, 1992 and 198T~
Industry and year

Number

Percent in firms with an employment of:
1-19

20-99

100-499

500+

A. 1992 All Industries
Firms F
4451
Plants E
5673
Employees N
92826
Annual Pay W
24249

88.26
70.64
20.22
20156

9.87
11.19
18.44
21551

1.55
5.00
14.34
22407

0.32
13.17
47.00
27632

M. 1992 ManuJaeturing
Firms F
300
Plants E
359
Employees N
18167
Annual Pay W
21916

71.48
51.79
7.44
24992

21.58
19.38
14.64
25998

5.42
7.90
16.16
34680

1.53
12.92
61.76
30909

RT. 1992 Retail Trade
Firms F
996
Plants E
1442
Employees N
19681
Annual Pay W
11964

86.83
59.90
22.53
17900

11.58
11.95
21.00
24549

1.30
5.81
10.48
23821

0.30
22.34
45.99
18817

A. 1982 All Industries
Firms F
3997
Plants E
55355
Employees N
61462
Annual Pay W
10837

90.74
79.96
25.69
12001

8.01
8~25
19.82
13749

1.06
3.01
13.08
18522

0.18
8.72
41.41
14631

M. 1982 ManuJacturing
Firms F
278
Plants E
483
Employees N
22008
Annual Pay W
14370

71.35
41.80
5.70
15599

22.35
14.70
11.86
16277

5.06
7.27
12.74
22032

1.24
36.24
69.69
20099

RT. 1982 Retail Trade
Firms F
947
Plants E
1289
Employees N
14845
Annual Pay W
7849

89.08
68.33
28.87
8767

9.74
11.54
23.11
8886

1.04
4.82
9.68
10400

0.13
15.31
38.34
9140

a Source: Enterprise Statistics, Census Bureau.

T h e u p w a r d t r e n d in t h e s m a l l f i r m s h a r e is o n l y o b s e r v e d i n M a n u f a c t u r i n g w h e r e t h e
c o m p u t e r and other technical a d v a n c e s apparently h a v e reduced the o p t i m u m firm size
w h e r e size is m e a s u r e d b y e m p l o y m e n t . F i r m s i z e is s u r e l y e n d o g e n o u s . S i z e d e p e n d s o n
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Table 2
Employment and annual payroll by major industry, 1992 ~
In firms with an employment of:

A. Employment (000)
0. Total Private
1. Agriculture
2. Mining
3. Construction
4. Manufacturing
5. Trans/Communication
6. Wholesale Trade
7. Retail Trade
8. FIRE
9. Services

Total

1-19

500 +

Ratio b

92826
594
650
4502
18167
5521
6095
19681
6904
30666

18773
332
82
2041
1351
662
1548
4435
1203
7082

43625
70
393
515
11220
3564
2030
9052
3941
12840

47.0
11.8
60.4
11.4
61.8
64.5
33.3
46.0
57.1
41.9

21297
16787
25901
23215
23187
20443
27449
12218
25359
24208

27632
19390
45545
35202
34680
36592
37553
13442
35460
24213

B. Annual payroll per employee (dollars)
0. Total Private
24249
1. Agriculture
16285
2. Mining
39179
3. Construction
26567
4. Manufacturing
30909
5. TranslCommunication
31648
6. Wholesale Trade
31085
7. Retail Trade
12995
8. FIRE
31742
9. Services
22670

1.297
1.155
1.758
1.516
1.496
1.790
1.368
1.100
1.398
1.000

a Source: Enterprise Statistics, US Bureau of the Census.
b Ratio for (A), employment, represents percentage of industry employment located in firms with 500 or more
employees. Ratio for (B), annual payroll, is the ratio of pay in big firms over pay in small firms.

t h e m a r k e t p r i c e s for i n p u t s a n d the t e c h n o l o g i e s c h o s e n b y the firm. T h i s is n o t the p l a c e
to discuss the r e a s o n s w h y s o m e firms s h r i n k a n d die, w h i l e o t h e r s r e a c h g i g a n t i c size. O n e
t h i n g is clear, the large firms in a n i n d u s t r y e v i d e n t l y o c c u p y a d i f f e r e n t p l a c e in p r o d u c t
and input markets than their smaller competitors.
2.2. W a g e s in r e l a t i o n to f i r m a n d e s t a b l i s h m e n t size
W a g e s are h i g h e r in l a r g e r firms. T h i s e m p i r i c a l r e g u l a r i t y w a s d i s c o v e r e d b y M o o r e
( 1 9 1 1 ) w h o c o n d u c t e d a statistical study. H e w a n t e d to o b t a i n w a g e d a t a t h a t c o n t r o l l e d
for the sex a n d a g e o f the w o r k e r as w e l l as t h e l o c a t i o n o f the w o r k s i t e - g e o g r a p h i c
region, city v e r s u s c o u n t r y , a n d i n d u s t r y ; see M o o r e (1911, p. 140). H e settled for data on
t h e daily w a g e s o f Italian w o r k i n g w o m e n i n textile m i l l s classified b y age a n d e s t a b l i s h m e n t size. H i s d a t a o n daily w a g e s are s h o w n in T a b l e 3. W a g e s at the l a r g e s t p l a n t s w i t h
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Table 3
Mean daily wages and mean ages of Italian women~
Age group

In establishments with an employment of:
<20

A. Daily wages in lire
15-20
20-35
35-55
>55
Mean wage
B. Mean ages
15-20
20-35
35-55
>55
All ages
Employment N
Establishments E
Average size N/E

20-99

0.87
1.09
1.1)5
0.92
1.002

17.32
25.83
44.43
58.20
28.23
2166
239
9.06

0.93
1.10
1.12
0.98
1.030

17.30
25.33
44.72
57.53
25.63
32523
804
40.45

C. Regression coefficients
Original
Log

0.039
0.39

100-499

1.04
1.21
1.17
0.98
1.130

17.30
25.22
44.89
57.58
25.14
93566
619
151.16

O.141
0.134

500+

1.24
1.50
1.48
1.16
1.385

17.31
25.34
43.63
57.49
24.32
23058
37
623.19

0.392
0.332

"Source: Tables 1, 2, 4, and 5 in Moore (1911).

500 or m o r e e m p l o y e e s w e r e s o m e 3 8 . 5 % a b o v e w h a t e m p l o y e e s r e c e i v e d at the s m a l l e s t
plants. T h e m e a n w a g e s s h o w n in the fifth line d e s c r i b e a c o n c a v e r e l a t i o n s h i p ; the arc
elasticities w e r e 0.022, 0.081, and 0.167 across the f o u r size c a t e g o r i e s . It is also e v i d e n t
that w a g e s are r e l a t e d to m e a n age. W e e s t i m a t e d a w a g e e q u a t i o n i n c l u d i n g indicator
v a r i a b l e s for plant size a n d a quadratic in e x p e r i e n c e d e f i n e d as X = ( A g e - 16). 4 T h e
a d d i t i o n o f X and X 2 not o n l y i m p r o v e s t h e g o o d n e s s o f fit (the R 2 c l i m b s f r o m 0.59 to
0.97), but also i n c r e a s e s the s l o p e o f the w a g e - s i z e profile. G i v e n w o r k e x p e r i e n c e , w o r k ers in the largest p l a n t s e a r n e d 3 9 . 2 % m o r e than their p e e r s in small textile mills. A r e
w o r k e r s at large p l a n t s o n a h i g h e r p l a n e o f w e l l - b e i n g than o t h e r s e m p l o y e d at small
plants? His statistical i n v e s t i g a t i o n s l e d M o o r e to the f o l l o w i n g c o n c l u s i o n (p. 163), " . . . a s

4 The wage equation was, W~j = SB + QXii + c2X~ + eij, where W#is the mean daily wage in the ith age group
and thejth plant size category, S is a vector of size dummy variables, and Xij is the mean years of experience of
workers shown in (B). The parameters were estimated by weighted least squares using the employment weights
reported in Appendix Table 3 of Moore ( 1911, p. 166). The coefficients of the size dummies are shown in Table 3.
The quadratic in experience was for the original values, W ~ 0.0288X - 0.000738X2. For the log equation, we
had lnW = 0.0254X - 0.000650X2.
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t h e size o f the e s t a b l i s h m e n t i n c r e a s e s , the c o n d i t i o n o f the l a b o r e r i m p r o v e s in all direct i o n s - h i s w a g e s rise, h e is e m p l o y e d a g r e a t e r n u m b e r o f days in a year, his e m p l o y m e n t
varies less f r o m m o n t h to m o n t h , a n d his h o u r s o f l a b o r , p e r day, d e c r e a s e . "
T h e r e l a t i o n s d i s c o v e r e d b y M o o r e w e r e n o t u n i q u e to I t a l i a n textile mills. T h e y p r e v a i l in
n e a r l y e v e r y l a b o r m a r k e t . L e s t e r (1967) r e p o r t e d t h a t a v e r a g e h o u r l y e a r n i n g s in large
e s t a b l i s h m e n t s w e r e 20--25% a b o v e the a v e r a g e h o u r l y e a r n i n g s in s m a l l e s t a b l i s h m e n t s
b e l o n g i n g to t h e s a m e i n d u s t r y . M e l l o w ( 1 9 8 2 ) a n a l y z e d the M a y 1979 C P S data. H o u r l y
e a r n i n g s w e r e p o s i t i v e l y r e l a t e d to b o t h firm a n d e s t a b l i s h m e n t size e v e n after c o n t r o l l i n g
for w o r k e r c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s a n d i n d u s t r i a l affiliation. B r o w n et al. (1990, p. 30) r e p o r t e d
p a t t e r n s f r o m t h e M a y 1983 CPS. H o u r l y w a g e s in firms w i t h 500 or m o r e w o r k e r s were
3 5 % a b o v e w a g e s in firms w i t h less t h a n 25 e m p l o y e e s . T h e s i z e - w a g e p r e m i u m o f 3 5 % was
o f s i m i l a r m a g n i t u d e to the 3 6 % w a g e g a p b e t w e e n m e n a n d w o m e n , a n d e x c e e d e d t h e w a g e
g a p o f 2 9 % for u n i o n o v e r n o n - u n i o n w o r k e r s a n d 14% f o r w h i t e o v e r b l a c k e m p l o y e e s .
T h e b i v a r i a t e a s s o c i a t i o n s b e t w e e n firm size a n d s e l e c t e d v a r i a b l e s t a k e n f r o m t h e M a y
1993 C P S are s h o w n in T a b l e 4. H o u r l y w a g e s o f m e n , d e f i n e d as u s u a l w e e k l y e a r n i n g s
Table 4
Wages and related variables by firm size and sex, 1993 ~
Variable

F1 1-24

F2 25-99

F3 100-499

F4 500-999

F5 1000+

Ratio b

Females
Sample size
Wage
Tenure
Education
White
Married
Part-time
Union~
Pension ~l

2120
8.203
5.664
12.698
91.698
58.726
39.906
1.063
14.554

1087
9.052
6.093
l 2.807
88.960
56.486
24.103
4.019
28.044

1081
10.114
6.843
13.109
88.714
56.152
21.462
7.034
48.293

442
10.525
7.212
13.239
87.330
56.335
19.231
1 ! .848
50.856

3167
10.683
8.128
13.137
85.475
54.500
23.745
13.583
61.544

1.302
1.435
1.035
0.932
0.928
595
12.778
4.229

Males
Sample size
Wage
Tenure
Education
White
Married
Part-time
Union
Pension

2144
10.289
6.338
12.515
90.95 l
55.364
18.470
5.005
12.748

1302
12.381
7.030
12.786
90.860
61.290
8.372
i0.925
38.591

1189
13.459
8.089
13.193
91.926
63.751
7.653
13.832
56.495

451
13.528
9.125
13.181
89.135
66.962
7.539
18.307
61.575

3698
14.951
11.246
13.494
88.886
66.820
9.708
24.784
73.604

1.452
1.774
1.078
0.977
1.207
0.536
4.952
5.774

a Source: April 1993 Current Population Survey
b Ratio = F5/FI.
c Union = 1 if either a union member or covered by a union contract.
Pension -- 1 if covered by a pension or retirement plan.
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Table 5
Hourly wages by sex and firm size ~'
Year and firm size

Male

Female

A. 1983Wages
F1 -- 1-24
F2 = 25-99
F3 = 100-499
F4 = 500-999
F5 = 1000+

6.97
8.54
9.57
9.79
11.34

5.26
5.95
6.51
6.76
7.28

6.178
7.384
8.132
8.272
9.643

0.755
0.697
0.680
0.691
0.642

4.052
4.239
4.689
4.714
5.235

4.880
5.643
6.208
6.363
7.293

0.718
0.634
0.631
0.603
0.619

B. 1979Wages
F1 = 1-24
F2 = 25-99
F3 = 100-499
F4 = 500-999
F5 = 1000+

5.646
6.689
7.427
7.82
8.452

Both

Ratio b

C. Percentofemploymentin
1993
1983
1979

large.firms
47.2
41.2
45.9

D. Wagesin smallfirms
1993
1983
1979

11.690
7.901
6.350

8.897
5.693
4.289

10.348
6.884
5.405

0.761
0.721
0.675

E. Wagesin largefirms
1993
1983
1979

14.795
11.166
8.381

10.662
7.202
5.158

12.872
9.466
7.183

0.721
0.645
0.615

1.266
1.413
1.321

1.198
1.265
1.203

1.244
1.375
1.329

F. Wage rati~ latRe/small
1993
1983
1979

45.7
38.1
37.4

46.5
39.8
42.3

Source: Tabulated from CPS tapes.
b Gender wage ratio of female/male wages.
d i v i d e d b y usual w e e k l y hours, rise f r o m $10.29 in s m a l l firms w i t h 1 - 2 4 e m p l o y e e s , size
c a t e g o r y F1, to $14.95 in size c a t e g o r y F5, 1000 or m o r e e m p l o y e e s . T h e w a g e ratio was
1.453 c o m p a r e d to a ratio f o r f e m a l e w o r k e r s o f 1.302. F r i n g e s i n c r e a s e e v e n faster p e n s i o n c o v e r a g e c l i m b s f r o m 12.75 for m e n in s m a l l firms to 7 3 . 6 0 % in F5. H o u r l y
c o m p e n s a t i o n i n c l u d i n g f r i n g e s is m o r e s t r o n g l y r e l a t e d to s i z e t h a n w a g e s alone, see
B r o w n and M e d o f f (1989, p. 1036). T h e m e a n d u r a t i o n o f j o b t e n u r e o f t h o s e on the
p a y r o l l is l o n g e r in l a r g e r firms w h i c h is c o n s i s t e n t w i t h a m o d e l in w h i c h larger e m p l o y e r s
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Table 6
Average hourly earnings by industry and sex (by firm size, May 1983 CPSy~
Industry and sex

In firms with an employmentof

Ratioh

Total

1-24

1000+

4.677
12.369
9.380
10.300
11.541
7.433
11.696
8.677

4.388
8.316
7.995
7.344
7.761
6.253
8.437
7.526

6.436
13.487
13.679
11.705
13.096
8.438
12.588
10.020

1.467
1.622
1.711
1.594
1.687
1.349
1.492
1.331

4.696
9.606
6.687
6.880
8.697
4.858
6.902
6.656

4.556
9.917
6.344
6.032
5.722
4.403
6.193
5.955

5.013
9.706
8.262
7.714
9.787
5.269
7.538
7.759

1.100
.979
1.302
1.279
1.710
1.197
1.217
1.303

A. Males, 1983

1. Agriculture
2. Mining
3. Construction
4. Manufacturing
5. Trans/Comlnunication
6. Trade
7. Finance
8. Services
B. Femalea, 1983

1. Agriculture
2. Mining
3. Construction
4. Manufacturing
5. Trans/Communication
6. Trade
7. Finance
8. Services

'~Source: Tabulatedfrom the May 1983 CurrentPopulationSurvey.
bRatio = wages in firm size 1000 +/firm size 1-24.
provide more specific training. Employees in larger firms are slightly older and have more
years of schooling. The fraction on part-time schedules is inversely related to size falling
from 39.9 to 23.7% for females.
Table 5(A,B) describes the wage-size profiles based on the May CPS data for 1983 and
1979. The shape of the wage-size profile obviously differs by gender and has shifted over
time. The wage ratio for males in the largest and smallest size categories {F5 over F1 } was
1.627 in 1983 and 1.497 in 1979. The corresponding figures for females were 1.384 and
1.292. The wage-size premium is clearly larger for males. To the extent that small
employers employ less skilled workers and the dispersion of wages expands in a downturn,
it is not surprising to find a larger size-wage gap in 1983, a recession year. The last column
presents the gender wage ratio, G = ( W f / W m ) for each size group. Notice that the gender
wage gap G declines with firm size; the relative wages of females are higher in small firms.
In the last four panels of Table 5, workers are divided into two size groups, < 5 0 0 versus
5 0 0 + employees. In small firms with < 5 0 0 workers, the gender wage ratio climbed from
0.675 in 1979 to 0.761 in 1993; the corresponding rise in large firms, panel E, was 0.615 to
0.721. Panel F presents the size-wage ratio, S = (W~.5/WF1). For both sexes, this ratio fell
from 1.329 in 1979 to 1.244 in 1993.
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Table 6 reveals significant industry differences. The w a g e - - s i z e premium in Manufacturing, described by a wage ratio was, for male workers, ( w L / w s ) = 11.705/7.344 = 1.594.
Notice that the s i z e - w a g e premiums for female employees are smaller even within the
same industry. A comparison of Tables 2 and 6 which come from different surveys reveals
that there is a strong con'espondence in the size-wage premiums across industries. Being
employed by a large firm in Transportation/Communications/Utilities or in Manufacturing
is associated with a larger s i z e - w a g e premium than the size premium in Retail Trade or
Services. Finance, Real Estate, and Insurance falls in between leaning closer to Manufacturing.
The relation of wages to firm size is ubiquitous. Idson and Ishii (1992) assembled data
for Japan and the United States for 1988 (see Table 7). The wage ratio ( w L / w s ) describing
the relative premium in large over small employers is seen to be considerably larger in
Japan, in the neighborhood o f 1.68 compared to around 1.30 in the United States. Loveman and Sengenberger (1991, pp. 18-19) assembled wage data for several advanced
countries classified by employer size. W e reproduce their wage indexes for small and

Table 7
Wages, tenure, and education by sex, 1988 (by firm size for Japan and the US)a
In firms with employment of:
100-999

1000+

Ratiob

925.80
6.31
11.709

1105.04
6.367
12.015

1553.98
7.183
12.421

1.679
1.137
1.061

7.384
3.971
12.970

8.604
5.367
13.093

9.322
6.935
13.145

1.263
1.746
1.014

1493.25
8.958
11.830

1866.54
11.460
12.746

2520.73
15.321
12.898

1.688
1.710
1.090

9.929
4.890
12.781

11.638
6.587
13.255

13.038
9.711
13.460

1.313
1.986
1.053

10-99

Japan, women

Wagesc
Tenure
Education
US women

Wages
Tenure
Education
Japan, men

Wages
Tenure
Eduction
US men

Wages
Tenure
Education

a Source: Idson and Ishii (1992, p. 533).
bRatio = wages in firm size 1000+/firm size 10-99.
c Wages are average hourly earnings in 1988; in yen for Japan and dollars for the US.
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medium sized firms as a percentage of the wages in large firms with 500 or more employees.
Wage indexes by country and firm size
Country

Year

Small 10-99

Medium 100M99

France
Germany
Italy
Japan
United States

1978
1978
1978
1982
1983

83
90
85
77
53

86
92
93
83
74

The flatter profiles in Germany and France can partially be explained by stronger trade
unions and training. The concave pattern observed in the United States and Japan are not
replicated in the European economies. Studies of the labor markets in Peru (Schaffner,
1996), Zimbabwe ( Velenchik, 1996), and Guatemala (Funkhauser, 1997) reveal an even
stronger concavity than that exhibited by the US data.
Are wages related to both firm and establishment sizes? Hourly wages for male employees classified by firm and plant size are shown in Table 8. Holding plant size constant at
P1, wages rose from $7.119 to $9.849 from the smallest F l to largest F5 firms, a 38.3 Fsize wage premium. In the largest F5 firms, the wage gain from small to big plants was
28.3%. Separate tabulations were calculated for employees in Manufacturing and in
Trade. The wage ratio across firm sizes, ( W F 5 / W v ~ ) was 1.588 in Manufacturing and
1.221 in Trade. Within the Trade sector, small plants in big firms, (P1-F5 cell) are located
in Eating & Drinking Places, while big plants in big firms (P5-F5 cell) are located in
Department Stores and Wholesale Trade. Brown and Medoff (1989) found that the partial
effect of establishment size on wages was stronger than that of firm size. 5 The factors
responsible for the w a g e - s i z e profiles are clearly not the same across industries and
gender.
The wage size relation extends across the skill spectrum. A janitor and a lathe operator
earn higher wages if they are working for a large rather than a small sawmill. Doms et al.
(1997) report that across all skill levels, the elasticity of the hourly wage with respect to
establishment size was around +0.06. A tenfold increase in firm size is accompanied by a
16% higher hourly wage. This elasticity appears to be smaller for workers at higher skill
levels. However, at the top of the skill hierarchy, we find a reversal of this pattern. The
salary of the Chief Executive Officer Yis related to size measured by annual sales S via an
exponential relation of the form, Y = A S ~. A n elasticity of ~ = +0.25 means that a
5 Consider the regression, W -- bo + blF + b2P + error, where all variables, wages W, firm size F, and plant
size P are in logs. Data from the May 1983 CPS showed that for females, the plant size effect is stronger than the
firm size effect. Brown and Medoff combined the sexes and included a female dummy variable. The relative
strengths of the two size measures fluctuates by gender and by full- versus part-time status.
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Table 8
Average hourly earnings by firm and plant size (male employees by industry, May 1983 CPS)
Industry/plant size ~

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

7.119

8.686
8.631

9.297
10.162
9.616

9.617
9.326
10.161
9.424

9.849
10.444
11.085
12.637
12.637

7.344

8.034
8.425

7.63
9.44
8.898

10.412
10.398
9.572
9.618

11.664
10.8
10.528
11.322
12.61

6.253

6.529
7.636

9.638
8.152
8.778

7.129
7.046
9.884
7.839

7.634
8.19
8.526
11.774
11.396

Allindustries
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

Manufacturing
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

Trade
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

"The five firm and plant size categories correspond to employments of 1-24, 25-99, 100-499, 500 999, and
1000+ employees.

t e n f o l d i n c r e a s e in firm size l e a d s to a 7 8 % i n c r e a s e in the salary o f the C E O , c o n s i d e r a b l y
m o r e t h a n t h e 16% s i z e - w a g e p r e m i u m e n j o y e d b y h o u r l y e m p l o y e e s . 6 W e shall f o c u s o n
t h e r e l a t i o n o f size to t h e p a y o f w a g e a n d s a l a r i e d e m p l o y e e s a n d l e a v e t h e a n a l y s i s o f
e x e c u t i v e c o m p e n s a t i o n to others.

2.3. Worker characteristics and the skill mix o f the workforce
W o r k e r s are different, a n d t h e m o r e able c o m m a n d h i g h e r w a g e s . A r e t h e w a g e s at l a r g e r
firms a c o n s e q u e n c e o f t h e f a c t t h a t l a r g e r e m p l o y e r s s i m p l y d e m a n d m o r e able e m p l o y e e s ? H e n r y M o o r e tried to i s o l a t e t h e p a r t i a l effect o f size b y h o l d i n g c o n s t a n t t h e g e n d e r
a n d age o f the worker. R e g r e s s i o n m o d e l s a n d t h e m i c r o d a t a to i m p l e m e n t t h e m a l l o w us
6 These regression equations are regularly reported by the Conference Board. Estimates for *l vary across
industries and over time but fall in the range from +0.25 to +0.35; see Table 2 in Baker et al. (1988). These
results were also obtained by Kostiuck (1990) for several samples including a panel dataset. In fact, the relation
held for the salaries of union presidents where a tenfold increase in the size of the union was associated with a
78% increase in salary.
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to introduce a larger vector of variables that hopefully serve as proxies for worker ability.
A standard approach is to specify two log-linear wage equations.

Y = SA1 + e l ,

(1)

Y = S A 2 + X B 2 q- e2,

(2)

where Y is the log o f hourly earnings, S is a vector of 8 d u m m y variables corresponding to
firm/plant sizes, and X is a vector of worker characteristics identified in Table 9. 7
The wage premiums associated with firm and plant size were converted to percentage
increments in Table 10 by taking anti-logs of the parameter estimates reported in Table 9.
M F and L F stand for medium and large firms with 1 0 0 4 9 9 and 1000+ employees, while
SP designates a small plant with less than 25 workers. Full-time males in a small plant of
medium size firms, SP/MF, earned hourly wages that were 25.7% above the mean wage of
$6.62 paid to workers in the base group, single plant firms with less than 25 employees,
SP/SF. Ignoring worker characteristics, Eq. (1), workers in large plants of big firms, LP/
LF, received a wage premium of 62.6%. W h e n education, j o b tenure, and other worker
traits are included in the wage equation, this size p r e m i u m drops to 27.8% which squares
with a matching model. Because big firms assemble workforces with a richer skill mix,
adjusting for worker characteristics reduces the magnitude of the w a g e - s i z e differential.
Reference to Table 10 reveals that the premium for firm/plant size is larger for males than
for females. Moreover, the relation of hourly wages to firm/plant size is observed even
when the sample is restricted to full-time employees.
The estimation of size effects via d u m m y variables is appropriate only if the partial
effects of worker characteristics on log wages are the same across size categories. If the
size and worker characteristic vectors are interacted, a F-test rejects the hypothesis that the
slope parameters B are the same across firm size categories. However, when separate wage
equations are estimated, full-time workers in small firms with less than 100 workers earned
lower wages than their counterparts in large firms with 1000 or more employees in spite of
differences in mean characteristics and slope parameters. 8
Personick and Barsky (1982) analyzed the data from the white collar pay surveys.
Workers in the same narrowly defined occupations such as accountant 3, secretary 2, or
computer operator 3 are likely to be more homogeneous than workers with the same years
of schooling, j o b tenure, and industrial affiliation. These data ought therefore to be superior to the CPS to measure the impact of firm size for otherwise equally qualified employ7 Eq. (1) is a log counterpart of Table 8, but with workers classified into fewer firm and plant size categories.
The base group corresponds to small firms with less than 25 employees. The remaining eight groups are defined
by the four firm size categories identified in Table 4 and two plant size categories (small plants with 1-24
employees and large plants with 25 or more employees).
80i (1991) identified sub-sampleswhich held constant full- versus part-time status, gender, age, and firm/plant
size. The exercise was not wholly satisfactory, but the results lend additional support to the positive relation
between firm/plant size and wages.
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Table 9
Wage equations for full-time employees by sex, 1983 a'b
Variable

Female employees

Male employees
Mean

A. Firm~plant size dummies c
F2SP
0.030
F3SP
0.025
F4SP
0.008
F5SP
0.051
F2LP
0.115
F3LP
0.109
F4LP
0.043
F5LP
0.353

B

t

0.110
0.092
0.147
0.117
0.087
0.142
0.134
0.245

Mean

3,96
3,04
2,76
5.17
5.32
8.38
5.53
17.90

0.032
0.027
0.007
0.040
0.116
0.124
0.055
0.316

B. Worker~job characteristics
Education
12,915
Ten
8.205
Ten-2
145.516
Exp
18.452
Exp-2
496.391
Married
0.744
Black
0.055
SMSA
0.374
South
0.280

0,063
0.020
-0.040e-2
0.025
-0.043e-2
0.122
0.170
0.122
-0.048

33.45
12.09
-8.01
16.02
-13.10
10.52
-8.14
11.48
-4.64

12.684
5,537
72,606
17,772
473.881
0,629
0,078
0,390
0,292

C. Industrial affiliation
Agriculture
0.025
Mining
0.024
Construction
0.084
TCU (Utilities)
0.094
Trade
0.216
Finance
0.055
Service
0.162

-0.351
0.193
0.186
O. 103
-0.129
0.031
-0.112

- 11.28
6.31
9.91
6.08
9.53
1.43
-7.49

0,005
0.005
0.012
0.055
0.240
0.119
0.350

Summary statistics
In AHE
2.155
R-square
0.4064
N
7833

B

0.088
0.127
0.048
0.131
0.075
0.127
0.160
0.232

3.06
4.06
0.83
4.96
4.41
7.50
7.00
17.00

0.064
0.028
-0.058e-2
0.012
-0.027e-2
0,003
-0.100
0.134
-0.047

26.77
14.17
-8.05
8.22
-8.35
0.30
-5.33
13.16
4.29

0.170
0.326
0.079
0.161
-0.190
-0.006
0,026

-2.40
4.69
1.70

6.86
- 12.44
0.35
- 1.84

1.777
0.3352
5973

a Source: May 1983 CPS.
b Dependent variable is in(average hourly earnings).
c F2-F5 correspond to firm size categories 25-99, 100499, 500-999, 1000+; SP, LP correspond to small
plants (1-24) and larger plants (25+), respectively.
e e s . F o r m o s t o f t h e o c c u p a t i o n s i d e n t i f i e d i n t h e i r T a b l e 1 (p. 2 4 ) , w a g e s a r e f a i r l y s t a b l e
for firms with less than 10,000 employees but rise sharply thereafter. Computer operators 3
in firms with 50 thousand employees or more earned 24% more than those in the smallest
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Table 10
Percentage wage differentials by firm and plant size, 1983 a
Firm/plant size ~'

Full-time employees
(1)

(2)

Male employees." percentage wage (differential)
MF/SP
25.7
9.6
LF/SP
36.5
12.4
MF/LP
32.8
15.3
LF/LP
62.6
27.8
Mean wage
8.62
8.63
Base wage ~
6.62
No. in sample
7857
7833
R-square
0.1368
0.4064
Female employees: percentage wage (differential)
MF/SP
19.7
13.5
LF/SP
21.7
14.0
MF/LP
22.4
13.5
LF/LP
41.2
26.1
Mean wage
5.91
5.91
Base wage
5.55
No. in sanaple
5998
5973
R-square
0.09ll
0.3352

All employees
(3)

(1)

(2)

4.0
4.1
9.2
17.4
8.63

31.7
39.1
39.8
73.2
8.02

5.5
3.7
8.4
16.3
8.02

7833
0.4268

8731
0.1529

8705
0.5042

9.9
7.6
9.0
16.8
5.91

24.5
19.7
28.4
46.8
5.55
4.59
7193
0.0978

11.5
8.5
0.2
17.6
5.55

5973
0.3558

7164
0.3824

~Notes: In Eq. (1), In AHE is regressed on 8 firm/plant size dummy variables. Eq. (2) includes education,
tenure, experience and industrial affiliation. Part-time employment, union and pension are included in Eq. (3).
The percentage differential is the anti-log of the regression coefficient minus one, and expressed as a percentage.
b MFttSp denotes a medium size firm with 100499 employees and a small plant with 1-24 employees. LF/LP
stands for a large firm with 1000 or more employees and large plants with 25 or more employees.
The base wage is the anti-log of the intercept corresponding to small firms and small plants with 1-24
employees. It is reported only for Eq. (1).

firms; the w a g e i n c r e m e n t for D r a f t s m e n 4 w a s 16%. T o s u m up, large e m p l o y e r s d e m a n d
m o r e p r o d u c t i v e e m p l o y e e s w h e r e " p r o d u c t i v e " is d e s c r i b e d b y the u s u a l p r o x i e s , e d u c a t i o n a n d e x p e r i e n c e . H o w e v e r , e v e n after c o n t r o l l i n g f o r w o r k e r c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s , the d a t a
s u p p o r t t h e p r e s e n c e o f a p o s i t i v e l y i n c l i n e d w a g e - s i z e profile.

2.4. Self-selection and the size-wage gap
W o r k e r s are n o t r a n d o m l y d i s t r i b u t e d across the size s p e c t r u m . I f u n o b s e r v a b l e d i f f e r e n c e s
i n p r o d u c t i v i t y affect the allocation, n e g l e c t o f t h e s e c o u l d i m p a r t a b i a s i n t h e e s t i m a t e o f
t h e effect o f e m p l o y e r size o n wages. S u p p o s e t h a t u n o b s e r v e d p r o d u c t i v i t y is p e r s o n specific a n d u n r e l a t e d to the i d e n t i t y o f the e m p l o y e r . A fixed-effects m o d e l i n w h i c h w e
t a k e f i r s t - d i f f e r e n c e s will y i e l d a c o n s i s t e n t e s t i m a t e o f t h e size effects. L e t [ W t, Xt, ~, et]
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denote a vector of wages, exogenous variables including establishment size, person-specific productivity effects, and a random variable in year t; no t subscript appears for the
person-specific productivity effects which are assumed to be constant over time and across
employers.
wt = x,/3 + ~ + e,.

(3)

Differencing eliminates the unobserved person effects.
AW = Wt+l -- Wt = 2xxfi + 2xe.

(4)

Dunn (1980) applied this model to a sample of 200 blue-collar workers who changed
employers. Workers who moved to larger employers enjoyed wage gains. The methodology was applied to other samples by Brown and Medoff (1989) and by Evans and Leighton
(1989). The size effects in these fixed effects models continued to be significant even
though differencing attenuated the magnitude of the coefficient of firm size. Differencing,
pushes the coefficients of size and other explanatory variables toward zero because it
magnifies the effect of measurement errors. The validity of a fixed effect model was
questioned by Gibbons and Katz (1992). The value of unmeasured ability need not be
the same across employers. Mobility could achieve superior job matches, so that the
smaller size-wage gap found using fixed effects may understate the extent to which
size-wage differentials are due to unobserved attributes.
Idson and Feaster (1990) try to adjust for a selection bias by first estimating an ordered
probit model to predict the size category in which a worker will be employed. This
equation yields estimates of the truncated means, Aii for the ith person in category j,
which is then included in the wage equation. The methodology is described by Idson
and Feaster (1990). Applying this methodology to 1979 CPS data for men indicated a
significant positive selection bias in small firms and negative selection bias in large firms. 9
Unobserved traits that would raise men's wages also made it more likely that they would
be located in firms in the smaller size groups. The mean wages of workers in a small size
category are thus higher than the mean wages that would have prevailed if workers had
been randomly allocated to size categories. At the other end of the size spectrum, the men
who self-selected into big firms possessed unobserved traits that depressed wages. Adjustment for the selection bias thus magnifies the size-wage gap, i.e., a random allocation of
workers between large and small firms would have increased the size-wage premium.
Idson and Feaster argued that this outcome is consistent with a conjecture by Stigler
(1962), namely, workers with more ambition and energy would do better in a small
firm where their performance will be noticed and rewarded. The procedure used to adjust
the size-wage gap for self-selection into different size categories tacitly assumes that the
"value" of the unobserved &five and motivation is the same across firm sizes. Attributes
such as individual initiative that are productive in small firms may actually be a hindrance
9 Main and Reilly (1993) applied this methodology to data for British workers and found that the selection bias
was negligible.
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in large firms that organize production around structured teams. A random reallocation of
workers across different size firms may thereby produce very different results than those
predicted from this model.
The Idson-Feaster findings are consistent with the earlier work by Garen (1985). Given
the difficulty of metering performance, large firms should hire workers with easily
observed productivity attributes such as education. The reward to less readily observable
traits such as IQ ought, therefore, to be greater in a small firm. Garen did indeed find that
the return to education was higher in big firms, while small firms paid more for higher IQ
scores.
Evans and Leighton (1989) argued that low quality, unstable workers are employed by
small firms, a sorting pattern at variance with the Stigler conjecture. Using firm-level data,
Mayo and Murray (1991) developed estimates of firm failure and employment risk. The
inclusion of these risks in a wage equation eliminated the firm size effect. Winter-Ebmer
(1995) used individual-level Austrian data to compute layoff probabilities. Controlling for
layoff risks reduced the wage-size premium by a third, but size still exerted a significant
effect on wages. These studies introduce the effect of job insecurity on wages, a variable
that was not considered by Idson and Feaster. The compensating difference of higher risks
for firm failure and layoff risks cannot, though, be inferred in advance. Senior and Smith
voiced opposing views: "We believe after all, that nothing is so much disliked as steady,
regular labor and that the opportunities of idleness afforded by an occupation of irregular
employment are so much more than an equivalent for its anxiety as to reduce (such
wages)...below the common average." (Senior, 1858, p. 208)). "What he earns while
he is employed, must not only maintain him while he is idle but make him some compensation for those anxious and despondent moments which the thought of so precarious a
situation must sometimes occasion". (Smith, 1997, p. 105). The development of estimates
of layoff and firm failure risks will allow future researchers to incorporate these variables
in a wage equation which tests for any self selection bias.

3. Some behavioral explanations
Able entrepreneurs usually control large organizations. Firms diner in their choice of
worker quality partly to economize on monitoring costs. Shirking obviously reduces
profits, and a common theme in many models is that it can be deterred by direct supervision or the payment of an efficiency wage. Superior managers realize higher surpluses or
rents which they may elect to share with their employees. They adopt a discretionary wage
policy where employee compensation is a function of the firm's performance. These
models offer what we call behavioral explanations for the wage-size profile.

3.1. Monitoring costs and entrepreneurial ability
McNulty (1980) recognized that there are two human factors of production, labor and
entrepreneurs. The latter is characterized by the absence of a market, but the entrepreneur
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is the moving force who directs the activities of labor. Neoclassical theory had to reconcile
the concept of an optimum firm size with the maintained assumptions of first degree
homogeneity of the production function and perfect competition in factor markets. Kaldor
resolved this quandary by appealing to the fixity of at least one input.
...it is necessary to assume that the supply of at least one of the factors figuring in the
production function should be fixed in which case the "optimum size"...becomes
determinate as a result of the operation of the law of non-proportional returns.
Moreover it is necessary that the factor whose supply is "fixed" to the firm should
at the same time have a flexible supply to the "industry". In this case, therefore, the
fixity of supply must not arise from the natural limitations of the amount available
but from a peculiarity of the firm's production function. That is to say, there must be
a factor of which the firm cannot have "two" units because only one unit can do the
job." (Kaldor, 1934, pp. 66-67)
Management in Kaldor's world involves supervision and coordination. Lucas (1978)
argued that individuals with more coordinating ability become entrepreneurs, while the
rest are employed by them as workers. Lucas is quite candid when he writes, "This
description of management does not say anything about the nature of the tasks performed
by managers other than whatever managers do, some do it better than others" (Lucas,
1978, p. 511). Alchian and Demsetz (1972) posit a model where a firm coordinates
production and supervises performance. Each entrepreneur in the Oi (1983) model has a
fixed endowment of calendar time that is divided between management and supervision. If
each worker requires h units of time for supervision, the time available for management is
simply H = ( [ / - hN). The ability to convert non-supervisory time into efficiency units of
management is determined by a parameter A; management input T = AH = h ( / / - hN).
Output is a function of labor and management inputs, Q = f ( N , T) ----fiN, h(/~/- hN)]. lo
In equilibrium, the marginal value product of labor is equated to its full price, the sum of
the wage paid to labor W plus the implicit cost of supervision occasioned by the diversion
of time from management to monitoring labor.
PfN = W + 3,

(5)

where 3 = PhhfT. More able entrepreneurs with larger values of h assemble larger work
forces but confront higher implicit monitoring costs, ff capital is introduced, greater
entrepreneurial ability is accompanied by a higher capital to labor ratio. In an obvious
extension, M workers of quality/x can be combined to obtain N efficiency units of labor
services, N = /xM. The firm must now maximize profits along both a numbers margin as
well as a quality margin. Wages are an increasing function of quality, W = W(/z) with

J0One could introduce a capital input K or couldintroducelabor of different efficiencies. Both extensions are
examined by Oi (1983).
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W~(/x) > 0. Equilibrium satisfies two conditions:
P/~fN = W(/x) + a.

(6a)

w ' ( ~ ) = [w(t~) + ~]/~.

(6b)

Better entrepreneurs hire more productive workers who entail lower supervisory costs. A
positive association between firm size M and wages W(/x) is generated in this model by
matching high-A entrepreneurs with high-/x employees. The model also implies that the
wage structure is convex exhibiting increasing returns to labor quality. If A is twice as
productive as B in terms of generating efficiency units of labor services,/x A = 2/xB, then A
will earn a wage that is more than twice the wage paid to B because the implicit cost of
monitoring an efficiency unit of labor services is inversely related to worker quality. Kruse
(1992) found that workers who are more closely monitored are paid lower wages. The ratio
of supervisors to workers was higher in large hospitals, Groshen and Krueger (1990).
Brown and Medoff (1989) discount the monitoring cost explanation by appealing to the
fact that workers on piece rates realize higher hourly earnings at big firms. 11 Monitoring is
costly, but it is not the principal reason for the firm-size profile.

3.2. Shirking and efficiency wages
The dual labor market model of Doeringer and Piore (1971) implies a wage-size effect.
Workers who secure positions in the primary sector are asked to put forth more work effort
in return for higher wages, fringe benefits, and job security. A higher wage has to be paid
to elicit a larger supply of work effort, e = e(w) with el(w) > 0. The cost of a labor input
defined as effort times bodies, N = eM, is minimized by setting the elasticity of effort with
respect to the wage equal to unity.

wel(w)/e = 1.

(7a)

If w = w(e) is the supply price of effort, the inverse of e(w), cost is at a minimum when the
marginal cost of effort is equal to the average cost.

w~(e) = w(e)/e.

(7b)

Many models do not derive the relation of w to e.
Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984) assume that if the cat's away, opportunistic workers will
shirk. Such dysfunctional behavior can be discouraged by supervision which raises the
probability q of being caught or by imposing a larger penalty for shirking. The wage can be
elevated so that a worker enjoys a surplus which will be lost in the event of apprehension.
One can determine a "no shirk wage" # which has the property that ifw = #, the expected

~ Large employerstypicallyhave newer and more expensive equipment which can be more efficientlyutilized
by hiring workers who are more productive. We amplify on this point in Section 4.3.
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utility of shirking (and possibly being caught and discharged) is just equal to the certain
utility of working at this efficiency wage •. The "no shirk wage" will be higher, the larger
is the mandated effort standard e, the discount rate r, and the exogenous separation rate b;
it is inversely related to the detection rate q. 12 Instead of an efficiency wage, workers might
be required to post performance bonds in advance. This latter option is dismissed by
asserting that employers would surely renege. Short sighted employers will allegedly
collect the performance bonds and embrace a "hire and fire" policy, t3 Nothing is said
about how a firm sets the effort standard e or how much is spent on setting the surveillance
level q. Shapiro and Stiglitz derive an existence theorem, namely unemployment is the
penalty which coerces a worker to comply with the mandated effort standard.
A more interesting model was developed by Eaton and White (1983). A firm chooses
employment M and an effort e to maximize profits. Monitoring is costly, and workers
demand a higher wage p r e m i u m to supply more effort. There are two equilibria, one where
the employee stays on her effort supply curve, and the other where she receives a supernormal wage, the incentive to refrain from shirking. 14 The effort level is now endogenous,
and the shape of the effort supply curve determines whether an e m p l o y e r elects to pay an
efficiency wage.
The relevance of paying a super-normal wage in large firms to prevent shirking is
questioned by Schaffner (1996). In Peru, workers are protected by a no dismissal law.
Big employers pay significantly higher wages, but the w a g e - s i z e premium cannot be
attributed to efficiency wages. To the extent that larger employers set higher work effort
standards, they must pay higher wages. However, the w a g e - s i z e p r e m i u m in this event is a
compensating difference discussed in Section 4.1.
3.3. W a g e s a n d the a b i l i t y to p a y

Even within a narrowly defined occupation, jobs can differ in tasks, responsibilities, work
pace, or location. A high quality worker m a y be paid a higher wage but m a y yield a lower
"price" of labor. Slichter (1950, p. 80) cautioned that "Neither wages or hourly earnings
represent the price of labor". They are, however, reasonable proxies. A survey of 85 plants
in Cleveland in 1947 revealed a very wide dispersion of hourly wages for unskilled labor,
from 55 cents to $1.09 which is at odds with the law of "one price". Slichter examined the
Conference Board data for 20 manufacturing industries in 1939 to find the reason for this
dispersion. He discovered several regularities of which at least three deserve mention.
12Shapiro and Stiglitz assumed a linear utility function, U(w, e) = w - e. Shirking if successful yields a utility
gain because e is set equal to zero. However, if caught and discharged, the worker's wage is replaced by an
unemployment stipend. The model yields an equilibrium unemployment rate which serves as a disciplinary
device. The same idea is present in the Bulow and Summers (1986) model where unsuccessful shirking puts
the worker in the secondary market with its lower wage rate. The limitations of the Shapiro-Stiglitz model are
discussed by Oi (1990).
~3Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984, p. 442) write, "There is no way to discipline the firm from this type of opportunism". They ignore the value of establishing and retaining a reputation.
14The details of tiffs model are amplified in Oi (1990, pp. S136-S139).
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First, the wages of unskilled labor were positively correlated with the wages paid to skilled
and semi-skilled employees in the same establishment. 15Katz and Summers (1989) rediscovered the same regularity. If a firm paid high wages to its skilled machinists and
mechanics, it also paid above average wages to its secretaries and janitors. Second,
small margins of revenues over payroll were associated with low wages for unskilled
labor. Third, firms that enjoy high net income per worker adopt a liberal wage policy. 16
Wages could vary across employers to equalize the net advantages of alternative
employments. Tasks, work pace, and fringe benefits are not the same and are responsible
for a dispersion of wages. Slichter (1950, p. 91) rejected this hypothesis of compensating
differences and embraced a doctrine of discretionary wages. "It reinforces the view that
wages within a considerable range reflect managerial discretion. That when management
can easily afford to pay high wages, they tend to do so." This idea may have been
responsible for what Weiss (1966) called the monopoly-wage hypothesis that workers
participate in the excess profits of firms in concentrated industries. Kwoka (1980) tested
and rejected this hypothesis using data for blue-collar manufacturing workers from the
1977 Quality of Employment Survey (QES). Although the 4-firm concentration ratio was
insignificant, the log of hourly earnings was positively related to establishment size.17
Hourly earnings across a sample of 41 two-digit industries exhibited a dispersion of
28% which can be reduced to 15% by controlling for worker traits and occupations. Katz
and Summers (1989) concluded that the inter-industry wage structure was stable over
timeJ 8 They contended that the inter-industry wage differences are not compensating
differences but are the results of sharing rents. Boiler makers may get premiums for
their exposure to noise, but why does the employer pay a premium to the secretaries
who write out their paychecks? An alternative to the rent-sharing hypothesis is that
high-wage industries employ a higher quality of labor where quality is unobservable.
Katz and Summers ask the rhetorical question, "If sorting does not take place on observable traits such as education, why should a firm sort on an unobservable attribute?". 19
Katz and Summers try to save the thesis that industry wage differentials represent labor
15The rank correlation coefficient across 20 industries was +0.7098. The data were collected by the National
Industrial Conference Board, The Conference Board Economic Record, Vol. II, No. 10 (March 28, 1940), pp.
120-134.
16 The rank correlation between net income per employee and the hourly wage of unskilled labor was + 0.6969.
Slichter chose to compute bivariate rank correlations for some nine hypotheses. He did not estimate any multivariate relations.
17In his regression (c), Kwoka (1980, p. 370) obtained a significant coefficient on the 4-firm concentration
ratio, but when he added a vector of industry dummies, the partial effect of concentration became statistically
insignificant. Weiss (1966) also rejected the monopoly-wage hypothesis.
~8The correlation of relative wages in 1966 and 1984 across 41 industries was +0.91. Schultze (1989, p. 281)
questioned the so-called stability claimed by Katz and Summers. He noted that for the seven high wage industries
(Mining, Transport Equipment, Tobacco, Petroleum, Communications, Public Utilities, and Primary Metals), the
average of the raw wage premiums was 32% in 1966 and 50% in 1980.
19The bivariate tabulations shown in Table 4 reveal that employees in large firms are, on average, of higher
quality judged by education, job tenm'e, and marital status of men. The evidence is less clear on sorting across
two-digit industries.
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rents by appealing to evidence on quit and vacancy rates. Based on data for 74 two-digit
manufacturing industries, the correlation between wages and quit rates was -0.70. Additionally, there were 14.0 applicants for each job vacancy in the five high-wage industries
compared to only 8.5 applicants in the five low-wage industries. These findings persuade
the authors to conclude that the inter-industry wage structure is generated by labor rents.
High wages incorporate labor rents which are sustained by the discretionary benevolence
of wealthier employers or by the need to pay efficiency wages. 2° The surplus of revenues
over labor costs varies and is probably relatively larger in bigger firms which face lower
prices for non-labor inputs and may have market power. The incidence of unionism is
positively related to firm size. Trade unions capture a part of these surpluses in the wage
premiums which they secure for their members. Threat effects may raise wages in large
non-unionized firms, though Brown and Medoff (1989) found little support for this possibility. Brown et al. (1990) document the relation between wages and per worker surpluses,
but they are at a loss to rationalize why employers want to share these rents with labor.

4. The productivity hypothesis
The investigation upon which we are about to enter as to the influence of the status of
the laborer of the concentration of industry in large establishments is both of theoretical and practical importance. Its practical value lies in the answer to the question
as to whether the form of selection of laborers entailed by the survival in competition
of large establishments places the employees upon a better plane of living than the
one occupied by their fellow workers in smaller establishments. Its theoretical
interest lies in the answer to the query as to whether the productivity hypothesis
will explain the results to which the investigation will lead. (Moore, 1911, p. 139)
That wages are positively related to the size of the establishment and the firm is a wellestablished fact. In the preceding section, attention was directed to three "behavioral"
explanations: (1) matching workers and entrepreneurs to minimize the sum of wage and
monitoring costs; (2) paying efficiency wages to deter shirking; and (3) sharing the surplus
of revenues over labor costs with workers. A strategy followed by some is to look for the
right variable or vector of variables which when included in a wage equation, reduce the
partial effect of firm size to zero. The covariates of firm size are numerous, and new
surveys keep washing up additional covariates. Henry Moore was guided in his search
for variables that could confirm or reject a productivity hypothesis.
2~They appeal to the Akerlof (1984) gift exchange. If a worker is paid a fair wage, she will put forth more
effort. Raft and Summers (1987) contend that Ford paid a super-normal wage as a way of buying peace and
avoiding the kind of shirking found in other industrial settings. Further, Ford wages were raised when assembly
line technology was introduced to improve discipline and to cut down on absenteeism. Again, this looks like
paying for more work effort, a compensating difference and not an economic rent. The estimates of labor and
capital rents can be found in Table 11 of Katz and Summers (1989).
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We begin with a maintained hypothesis, namely wages and productivity move together.
A labor contract is almost always explicit about the rate of wages but is vague about "the
effort bargain", what constitutes a fair day's work. An effort standard is an unobserved
condition of work. Raising that standard results in greater productivity which can support a
higher wage, a topic discussed in Section 4.1. The pace of work depends, in part, on
customer arrival rates in the distributive trades and the service sector. The wages in bigger
stores and hospitals are higher because workers have to work harder (Section 4.2). We turn
in Section 4.3 to the complementarity of capital and skilled labor. The analysis is complicated because both capital and labor are heterogeneous. Firms try to match their most
powerful machines with their "best" workers where ability is often unobservable. The
volume production of standardized goods is most efficiently organized around teams.
Section 4.4 examines how conformance with a common set of work rules and practices
can be efficient but requires the payment of "rents" to infra-marginal team members. The
closing section deals with the decision by larger firms to "produce" more productive and
durable employees.

4.1. Effort, productivity, and the disutility of work
A job involves more than an exchange of money for time. Some dimensions of the job
package (such as the number of paid vacation and personal leave days, health and life
insurance) can be explicitly incorporated into a labor contract. Compliance with autocratic
orders, exposure to an unhealthy workplace, or long commutes are some negative job
attributes. Positive aspects include challenging tasks, opportunities to talk to co-workers,
exercising initiative, or taking time off for personal business. Large employers typically
provide cleaner and safer workplaces, better lighting and climate control, generous timeoff benefits, and superior fringe benefits when compared to small employers. Working
conditions, at least the observable ones, are superior at larger firms and hence cannot
explain higher wages.
Employment agreements, written or implicit, rarely stipulate the effort that the
employee is expected to supply.
Central to the worktime issue is the concept of a fair day's work .... The differing
perspective (between employer and worker) is not resolved by the forging of an
employment contract. Such an arrangement normally consists of two elements: first,
an agreement on the wage per unit of time or piece; second, an agreement on the
amount of work to be undertaken, that is, an effort bargain. It is normal for the wage
rate to be precisely defined in the employment contract. The effort bargain, on the
other hand, is generally implicit and indistinct (Nyland, 1989, p. 57) ...the formal
wage contract is never precise in stipulating how much effort is expected for a given
wage (and vice versa). The details of the arrangement are left to be worked out
through the direct interaction between the partners of the contract. (Baldamus, 1959,
p. 35)
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Disagreements about the duties and responsibilities of the two parties can affect morale,
absenteeism, and may even lead to a job separation. If effort bargains are so important,
why are they left vague and open ended? Simon (1947) offered two reasons: (a) Nothing
will be gained by the organization without the employee's acceptance of the authority. (b)
The precise activities that he performs within broad limits are indifferent to him. Contracts
are meant to facilitate mutually advantageous exchanges, to expedite the allocation of
resources to their highest valued uses. A contract that tries to anticipate too many contingencies becomes unwieldy and raises transaction costs. Some things like effort, responsibility, and loyalty might better be left understood.
Labor productivity varies not only over the hours of a day but also over the days of the
week. The weekly profile almost always follows practice-efficiency. Output is lowest on
Monday, rises to a peak on Wednesday or Thursday, and falls off on Friday. Vernon (1921,
pp. 27-28) wrote:
The cessation of work between Saturday afternoon and Monday morning naturally
causes a greater loss of neuro-muscular co-ordination than that observed between
each week day, and consequently the output on Monday morning tends to be lower
than that observed on any other morning of the week. The loss of practice-efficiency
owing to the week-end rest is so considerable that the remainder of the week may be
needed for recovery, but...the fatigue induced by the daily round of labor gradually
accumulates...first to neutralize the improvement due to practice-efficiency and then
to overpower it. zl
The model is one in which output is positively related to a stock of practice-efficiency
capital P and current effort E. At the start of a week, the stock of P-capital is especially
small resulting in the Monday effect. Although P-capital is replenished by work, it
depreciates with the passage of time. The accumulation of work de-energizes a worker
to the point where he can supply less current effort E. The latter effect overtakes the buildup of P-capital producing the Friday dip. Finally, the supply of energy is not fixed. It can
be augmented through rest and nutrition. Vernon reported that piece rate workers took
spontaneous breaks averaging eight minutes an hour. Output is a function of effort, but the
potential supply of effort is not fixed. Jobs differ in their effort intensity, but so also do nonmarket activities. Watching television requires less effort than caring for a child. Becker
(1985) conjectured that women might select less effort intensive and hence lower paying
jobs than men because they want to conserve more effort for non-market activities.
In addition to the rate of pay, the nature of the work surely influences the amount of time
and effort supplied to a job. Sebastian de Grazia (1962, p. 58) described the situation as
follows:
We should not expect the worker normally to get real satisfaction from a job on
2J He continued, "In industry, it is ahnost invariably accompanied by low output, which Kent has termed, the
Monday effect." (Kent, 1915).
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which he does a piece of the work, a task chosen and organized by others, under
watchful eyes, at a pace not his own, at a time and place not his to say. This, one
would venture, is the disagreeable part of the job effort or exertion or exercise,
physical or mental, under orders and supervision, constrained in time and space.
Physically or mentally demauding work is one dimension of a job. Baldamus reserved the
term, boredom, for professional positions and introduced the concept of tedium for dull,
repetitive jobs. The disutility of the latter kind of work can be partially offset by traction,
the opposite of distraction. "It is the feeling of being pulled along by the inertia inherent in
a particular activity. The experience is pleasant and may therefore function as a relief from
tedium." (Baldamus, 1959, p. 69). At a confectionery, wrapping can acquire a rhythm and
hence traction, weighing cannot. Rhythm and traction go together to reduce the disutility
of a tedious job. Putting several tasks into a job might make it more attractive, but
Baldamus (p. 60) found that frequent changes from one operation to another interfered
with the swing of work resulting in lower output.
Work in the primary sector is characterized by strict work rules, performance standards,
and incentives to supply more effort. A higher effort level means a larger flow of labor
"services" measured in efficiency units. Wages rise with firm size, but labor productivity
climbs even faster resulting in lower unit labor costs. Kwoka (1980, pp. 363-366) asked if
differences in the organization of work led to greater "alienation" of employees in larger
firms? Using a variety of subjective measures of job satisfaction, he concluded that
"worker alienation" was unrelated to establishment size. 22 The payment of higher
wages evidently compensated them for the stricter work rules and effort standards. In
short, the observed wage-size profile can be supported by higher effort levels that result in
greater labor productivity.
4.2. E c o n o m i e s o f m a s s e d r e s e r v e s

The production function applicable to firms in the distributive trades and service industries
differs from that for firms making goods in two important respects (Oi, 1992). First, the
customer supplies an essential input. The number of customers/buyers B per unit time
period belongs as an argument of the production function alongside labor and capital,
X = f ( L , K , B). Second, customer arrivals are random resulting in a stochastic production
function. Patient care is produced by bringing together nurses L, beds K, and most importantly, patient-buyers B. A retail store produces transactions by combining customers,
clerks, inventories, and capital facilities. Without a customer, a retailer could not produce
a transaction, the raison d'etre for its existence. A store assembles an inventory, hires sales
clerks, and stays open even when there are no customers. A teddy bear sits on a shelf
awaiting the arrival of a buyer. On the other side, a shopper travels to a store and sometimes has to wait to be served. Something or someone is almost always hanging around.
22Brown et al. (1990, p. 36) identified 42 working conditions of which 21 were marginallyworse in large
establishments. An adjustment for the quantifiable variables appears to magnifythe size-wagepremium.
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Hutt (1977) is correct, idle resources are productive when they are in a state of pseudo
idleness. All idleness could be eliminated, but to accomplish this, the synchronization of
customers, clerks, and just-in-time inventories would be prohibitively expensive. Idleness
is also observed in manufacturing. Factories are closed at night, workers get rest breaks,
and inventories are held. Neglecting these considerations apparently poses no serious
theoretical or empirical difficulties in analyzing the goods producing sector. This is not
so for the service sector.
It is instructive to review the repairman's problem in queuing theory. A firm has M
machines. The number that arrive to be repaired follows a Poisson distribution with a mean
an'ival rate A. The repair time is exponentially distributed with a mean service time /x.
With only one repairman, there is some probability P0 that none of the machines needs
servicing, and the repairman is idle. When two or more machines break down, a queue
develops. The addition of a second repairman raises labor costs but reduces the opportunity costs of idle, broken machines yielding no output. If A and/x are known, we can solve
for an optimum ratio of machines to repairmen which minimizes the sum of costs for labor
and idle machines. The problem is isomorphic to the problem facing a hospital serving a
population of M potential patients who arrive at random to be treated by R "servers". With
a mean patient arrival rate A and a mean length of hospital stay/X, the sum of waiting times
(empty beds R awaiting a patient and patients waiting for a bed to become available) is
minimized when the ratio of the population to beds satisfies the equation,
(M/R) = [1 + (M/x)] 1. If M and R are both doubled, the mean length of a patient
queue will fall and the occupancy rate of beds will rise. 23
A firm in the service sector confronts a production function exhibiting increasing returns
which is a consequence of the economies of massed reserves. Robinson (1958) showed
that these economies derive from the coordination and synchronization of activities which
are related to the scale of operation and are not a result of the law of large numbers. The
implications of these economies are borne out in the data. A queuing model implies that if
half of the hospital bed capacity in a community is controlled by the largest hospital, that
hospital will realize more than half of the occupied beds. The same principle applies to
airlines. If two or more carriers serve a given route, the one supplying the largest number
of available seats achieves the highest load factor defined as the seat occupancy rate. A
passenger-trip, a hotel room, or an exchange of goods for money may constitute the main
component of the "product" of a service establishment. An examination of selected
industries reveals that the output mix varies with firm and establishment size.
The corner grocery store and the giant supermarket belong to the same three-digit
industry, SIC 541. However, they differ in ways that affect the relation of outputs to
inputs. We begin with the capital to labor ratio. The ratio of the book value of capital
to employment is higher for larger stores, but selling area and inventories per employee are
lower. Delicatessens, fresh fish markets, and bakeries use less floor space but more capital
equipment. Buildings and equipment are newer in bigger stores which make more use of
23The mathematical model is nicely summarized by Mulligan (1983).
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scanners. 24 The capital/labor ratio is higher in bigger stores when the data are adjusted for
differences in the output mix and the age and quality of capital. Larger firms utilize capital
more intensively, by operating more shifts per day in manufacturing and by staying open
longer hours per week in retailing. The smallest independent supermarkets were open an
average of only 91 h a week in 1994 compared to 135 h for the largest supers (see Table
11).25 The rise in the proportion of two-earner families and the spread of car ownership
rates are responsible for the changing structure of retail foodstores. Higher capital/labor
ratios and longer store hours have raised labor productivity, but these have not raised the
real wages of retail workers.
A second significant development is the change in the relation of customer to vendor, in
1950, one could still be served by a butcher or retail clerk. Self service, an institutional
innovation started in the depression, is now the rule, even at convenience stores. National
advertising and brand names have replaced trained clerks who advised customers and
honored implicit warranties. They have undermined the value of store specific human
capital. Transactions have become impersonal and standardized. There is little to be
gained from establishing on-going relations between customers and trained clerks who
know one another. Bluestone (1989) concluded that we have witnessed a Retail Revolution and its byproduct, a de-skilling of the retail workforce. Supermarkets have increased
their demands for part-time employees. Full-time clerks outnumbered part-timers in 1975,
but by 1988, full-timers made up only 41% of workers at the independent supermarkets
and 36% at the chain supers. Store size and the percentage of part-time employees are
positively correlated (see the last column of Table 11). This pattern emerges even though
the relative wages of part-time workers are higher at the larger supermarkets. Differences
in the staffing practices of large and small supermarkets can be explained by a peak load
model. A part-time clerk is like a standby generator which comes on-line only at peak
periods. The base demand in peak and off-peak periods is satisfied by year-round generators, the counterpart of full-time employees. The ratio of standby to year-round generators
will be higher, the greater the gap between peak and base demands. The giant supers stay
open longer and find that fully 55% of sales take place in 3 days, Thursday to Saturday. In
relation to small supers, the big markets confront higher and longer peak sales periods
which are staffed with part-time workers. The de-skilling of the retail work force over the
last quarter century is due in large measure to the increasing dispersion of hourly sales.
Table 12 confirms the presence of the size-wage premium. Wages of part-timers at the
largest independents were 18.3% higher than at the smallest. The premium was 16.3% for
full-time clerks) 6 Customer arrival rates, the size of the market basket, and sales volume
are all greater at larger supers. Labor is more productive as evidenced by sales per
24 In 1981, the average age of buildings occupied by the largest supers was 9.8 years versus 16.6 years for small
supers; see Progressive Grocer (April 1982, p. 23). The percentage of stores using scanners is positively related to
size.
25 Only 2% of independent supers with less than 10,000 feet 2 of selling area were open 24 h, 7 days a week. The
fraction climbed to 47% for the largest size group. The mean store hours and percentage staying open all of the
time were higher for the chain stores.
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Table 11
Selected statistics by store size, 1994 (independent supermarkets by selling area)"
Selling
area

Weekly
sales ( 0 0 0 )

Sales per
employee hour

Basket
size

Employees
total

Percent
part-time

< 10
10 15
15-20
20-25
25-30
30M4
40+

67.0
84.5
123.3
162.1
182.8
302.6
446.5

76.46
80.32
80.11
87.61
83.97
85.86
109.80

11.36
12.66
14.19
15.79
16.33
19.88
22.99

30.1
37.3
54.3
67.1
77.5
117.8
135.9

53.8
56.8
55.3
60.1
61.3
60.0
63.9

Average

127.1

83.86

14.81

52.7

57.9

~'Source: Progressive Grocer (April 1995) Supplement, pp. 47-52.

e m p l o y e e hour shown in T a b l e 11. A n e m p l o y e e at a larger store has to w o r k harder. She
has less idle time, accepts m o r e responsibility, and r e c e i v e s a h i g h e r wage. A firm gets
larger because it can attract m o r e customers w h o supply inputs into the p r o d u c t i o n o f the
services supplied by the firm. A h i g h e r c u s t o m e r arrival rate leads to m o r e efficiency which
supports the h i g h e r w a g e s of m o r e p r o d u c t i v e workers due to the e c o n o m i e s of massed
reserves.

4.3. Capital, technology, and labor productivity
Productivity and w a g e s d e p e n d on the amounts and kinds of c o o p e r a t i n g inputs p r o v i d e d
by the employer. T h e capital to labor ratio is positively related to firm size. L a r g e m a n u facturing establishments utilize capital m o r e intensively by operating m u l t i p l e shifts, a fact
d o c u m e n t e d by Foss (1981). A c c o r d i n g to Shinohara (1962), used m a c h i n e s and equipm e n t account for fully 4 0 % o f the assets of small Japanese firms, w h i l e large firms turned
to the used markets for o n l y 6% o f their capital acquisitions. 27 The h i g h e r relative d e m a n d
for capital, especially n e w equipment, can be e x p l a i n e d in part by the fact that larger and
older firms c o n f r o n t l o w e r " p r i c e s " for n o n - l a b o r inputs. 28 Interest rates are lower, and
sellers of advertising, energy, c o m m u n i c a t i o n services, and insurance typically offer

2c,Wages pertain to 1985, and size is measured by sales volume. The size-wage premium for the chain stores
were larger, 37.8% for part-time and 22.8% for full-time clerks.
27Firms in the United States behave in the same manner. A Survey of Truck Inventories and Use contains data
on the age distribution of truck-tractor fleets. Eric Bond at Pennsylvania State University supplied us with
tabulations dividing fleets by size into thirds. The median age of trucks in the fleet was 6.3 years for small fleets
and 4.8 years in the largest fleets.
28Evidence for this proposition is supplied in Chapter 4, especially Table 4.8 of Brown et al. (1990).
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Table 12
Hourly wages ($) of part-time and full-time clerks: 1985a
Part-time clerks

Full-time clerks

Ratio, part-time/
full-time

Independents
2-4
4-8
8-12
>12
Average

3.98
4.31
4.64
4.71
4.18

4.84
5.11
5.35
5.63
5.01

0.822
0.843
0.867
0.837
0.834

Chains
2-4
4-8
8-12
>12
Average

4.15
5.07
5.49
5.72
5.10

5.45
6.23
6.45
6.69
6.23

0.761
0.814
0.851
0.855
0.819

Sales volume
(in millions
of dollars)

Source: Progressive Grocer (April, 1986).

volume discounts. Finally, the largest and most profitable firms are usually the first to
adopt new product and process innovations. The task at hand is to explore how these
empirical regularities affect wages.
4.3.1. A neoclassical production function
Across the size spectrum, firms embrace different technologies and factor proportions.
Assume for the moment that firms use the same production function combining capital K,
skilled labor A, and unskilled labor B; X = f ( K , A , B). Large firms face a lower price for
capital which is substituted for labor. The capital to output ratio (K/X) as well as the capital
to labor ratio (K/L) are higher in larger establishments. A lower input price not only
expands the demand for capital K but also for its complement, skilled labor A. Hamermesh
(1993) and Griliches (1969) found that capital and skilled labor are complements in
production. A larger firm will demand a richer skill mix (A/B) and pay a higher average
wage. But this is not what we mean by a s i z e - w a g e premium. An inspector at a big bottling
plant earns more than an inspector at a small brewery even though the latter could, in
principle, perform the tasks of the former. W h a t sustains the s i z e - w a g e premium? The
quality of the machinery and/or the work pace might differ across the two bottling plants.
Hence, the " w o r k " performed by the two inspectors is not the same.
The theory has to be embellished. At a minimum, why do large firms embrace a more
capital intensive mode of production? One candidate is a non-homothetic production
function that yields an output elasticity of demand for capital that exceeds unity. A second
proposed by Brown et al. (1990) appeals to input price differences. An airline that orders
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twenty new jet aircraft enjoys a lower unit price than a competitor who demands only one
or two planes. The availability and terms of credit are more favorable for larger firms. The
supply price of capital has to be firm specific, a function of the firm's age and size, its
credit rating, reputation, and the collateral it can put up. A lower relative price for capital
can explain higher relative demands for both capital and its complement, skilled labor. But
why does the large employer have to pay more for skilled workers? A competitive market
paradigm implies that the wage of an inspector ought to be independent of the size of the
bottling plant. Yet wages are higher in the big plant. A d a m Smith told us that competition
equalizes the net advantages of competing employments, not wages. There must be some
other factor that differs across plants. A higher ratio of machines to workers may produce
more noise. The installation of new machines might prompt management to step up the
pace of the assembly line. The acquisition of capital will increase the demand for a
complementary input, skilled labor, but it is often associated with a faster work pace
raising labor productivity and hence wages.

4.3.2. Wage premiums .for computer operators
Technological advances introduce new machines and new ways of doing things that
frequently increase the demands for cooperating inputs. Many of the innovations adopted
by manufacturing plants involve the use of computers. Numerically controlled machines
led the way, but the major changes followed the entry of the microprocessors, the Apple-2
in 1977 and the IBM-PC in 1981. Autor et al. (1997) report that the percentage of workers
using a computer rose from 25.1% in 1984 tO 46.6% in 1993.29 Krueger (1993) estimated
that in 1984, a worker who used a computer was paid an hourly wage that was 0.17 log
points greater than a comparable worker who did not; the gap rose to 0.20 log points in
1988. His data regrettably did not identify firm or establishment size. A 1979 survey of
Canadian workers in the Maritime Provinces inquired if the e m p l o y e e had access to a
computer. Reilly (1995) estimated a wage equation in which the coefficient of establishment size was positive and significant when computer presence was excluded. A computer
raised wages by 0.13 log points, but the effect of size fell to nearly zero. 3o Reilly concluded
that computer access solved the mystery of a s i z e - w a g e premium but replaced it with
another, namely why should computer technology lead to such a large enhancement in a
worker's stock of human capital?
29The direct use of computers at work varied by worker characteristics. Data from the 1993 CPS supplement
(reported in Autor et al., 1997, Table 4) revealed computer use rates for men 41.1, female 53.2, less than high
school 10.4, high school 34.6, some college 53.1, college 70.2, white 48.0, black 36.7, blue collar 17.0, white
collar 67.6, union 39.1, non-union 46.9, part-time 29.3, full-time 51.7%.
3oReilly's sample contained 607 workers in 60 private sector establishments in manufacturing and nonmanufacturing industries. Data from the General Segmentation Survey were obtained on employment size, the
ratio of supervisors to employees, capital per employee, education requirements on new hires, dummy on average
age of capital, and access to a computer as well as the usual worker traits. The coefficientof size was + 0.035 with
no other covariates, +0.039 including establishment characteristics other than computer access, and +0.011 with
all covariates. Computer presence in this sample obviously exhibited a high colinearity with establishment size.
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Table 13
Technology use and education of the workforce, 1988-1990 ~
In plants with X
techiaologies

% of all workers with
a college degree

% of nonproductive
workers with a
college degree

% of
production
workers with
some college

X < 4
X = ~6
X = 7-8
X9-10
X = 11-13
X = >13
Full sample

9.4
12.2
14.0
16.2
15.2
33.1
18.3

24.1
31.2
34.5
34.9
37.5
53.9
40.1

21.2
24.2
27.1
27.7
29.7
34.9
27.9

Source: Doms et al. (1997, Table 1, p. 262).

A t 9 8 8 s u r v e y c o l l e c t e d d a t a o n the a d o p t i o n o f n e w t e c h n o l o g i e s . 31 F o r a s a m p l e o f
single product plants, Dunne and Schmitz (1995) found that the incidence of establishm e n t s a d o p t i n g six o r m o r e n e w t e c h n o l o g i e s r o s e f r o m 7 . 9 % for p l a n t s w i t h less t h a n 100
e m p l o y e e s to 8 5 . 4 % for t h o s e w i t h 5 0 0 or m o r e w o r k e r s . 32 T a k i n g the p l a n t as t h e u n i t o f
analysis, D u n n e a n d S c h m i t z r e g r e s s e d the l o g o f the h o u r l y w a g e o f p r o d u c t i o n w o r k e r s
o n p l a n t size, t e c h n o l o g y use, a n d o t h e r c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s o f the w o r k s i t e . W a g e s w e r e
p o s i t i v e l y r e l a t e d to b o t h size a n d t e c h n o l o g y use. T h e i n t r o d u c t i o n o f t e c h n o l o g y u s e
a t t e n u a t e d t h e effect o f e m p l o y m e n t size o n w a g e s , b u t size w a s still significant.
A strong c o r r e l a t i o n b e t w e e n t e c h n o l o g y a d o p t i o n a n d t h e skill m i x is e v i d e n t in T a b l e
13. 33 T h e p e r c e n t a g e o f e m p l o y e e s w i t h a c o l l e g e d e g r e e r a n g e d f r o m 9 . 4 % in p l a n t s w i t h
f e w e r t h a n 4 n e w t e c h n o l o g i e s to 3 3 . 1 % i n h i g h l y t e c h n i c a l p l a n t s . T h e skill u p g r a d i n g for
b l u e - c o l l a r w o r k e r s , s h o w n in the t h i r d c o l u m n , is less t h a n t h a t for w h i t e - c o l l a r w o r k e r s .
C o n t r o l l i n g f o r e d u c a t i o n r e d u c e s t h e partial effect o f p l a n t size, b u t size is still i m p o r t a n t .
T e c h n i c a l p r o g r e s s in the last 25 years h a s e m b o d i e d a s t r o n g skill bias. I n v e s t m e n t s in
n e w e q u i p m e n t , e s p e c i a l l y c o m p u t e r s , w e r e a c c o m p a n i e d b y s h a r p i n c r e a s e s in t h e
3~The Survey of Manufacturing Technologies collected data from 10,526 plants with 20 or more employees in
five two-digit manufacturing industries; Fabricated Metals, Machinery, Electrical Machinery, Transportation
Equipment, and Instruments. The survey collected information on if the establishment used any of 17 advanced
technologies including such things as computer aided design, flexible machines using programmable controls,
pick/place robots, technical data network, etc. The survey did not ask about the fraction of workers who actually
used the technologies in question.
32The figures for the intervening size classes were 24.9% in the 10~250 size class, 63.3% in the 251-499 class
and 24.0% for the entire smnple of 1837 single product plants. The data were taken from Table 2 of Dunne and
Schmitz (1995).
33The number of advanced technologies was obtained from the 1988 Survey of Manufacturing Technologies.
Education and payroll data come from Troske's Worker-Establishment Characteristics Database, a matched
sample of 34,034 workers and 358 plants (Troske, 1999).
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demand for workers with more formal education and work experience whose wages rose
relative to the wages of less skilled employees. 34 The firms adopting the new production
methods happen to be larger and older because there are major overhead costs. The story is
that a big firm adopts a computer based production method which calls for highly skilled
workers. Doms et al. (1997) assemble some data supporting an opposing scenario wherein
skilled labor is the fixed factor. Older and larger plants happened to have assembled a work
force of more skilled employees and were hence better situated to adopt the new innovations. The larger dataset analyzed by Autor et al. (1997) tend to support the first story in
which skilled labor is a variable input. More research is required to resolve this issue.

4.3.3. Capital and labor productivity

Capital is not an amorphous, homogenous input. Capital imbedded in an air conditioning
system or better lighting is a local public good. It raises the marginal product of a
collective group. Little is to be gained by trying to estimate the impact of a local public
good on the productivity of any particular group of employees. Land exemplifies a capital
input that can be divided and allocated to workers. If land is homogenous, and labor is not,
a firm will maximize output by allocating more land to more productive individuals.
Further, if land is of uneven productivity, the most productive plots will be assigned to
the best workers. Given heterogeneous inputs, the capital/labor ratio will not be equalized
across employees in the same establishment. Given differentiated capital goods, a firm
faces an assignment problem. A new computer will be allocated to the most efficient
operator who has the highest shadow price. The older and less powerful calculators and
word processors are passed down to less productive employees. This assortative mating of
equipment and employees results in a maximum of output. The problem is analogous to a
monogamous marriage market where Becker (1973) argued that "output" is maximized
through the assortative mating of above average men with superior women. Sorting and
matching of equipment and employees of varying qualities take place within and across
establishments. Moore (1911, p. 148) observed:
Because of the use of large fixed capital in large establishments, the more efficient
workers are more valuable to the large than to the small establishments.
Moore (p. 149) goes on to quote from Marshall:
We have hitherto supposed that it is a matter of indifference to the employer whether
he employees few or many people to do a piece of work, provided his total wagesbill for the work is the same. But that is not the case. Those workers who earn most
in a week when paid at a given rate for their work are those who are cheapest to their
employer .... For they use only the same amount of fixed capital as their slower
fellow workers; and, since they turn out more work, each part of it has to bear a less
34These trends are discussedby, among others, Behrmanet al. (1994), Dunne and Schmitz (1995), and Autor et
al. (1997).
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charge on this account. The prime costs are equal in the two cases; but the total cost
of that done by those who are more efficient, and get the higher time-wages, is lower
than the total cost of that done by those who get the lower time-wages at the same
rate of piece-work payment .... But when expensive equipment is used which has to
be proportioned to the number of workers, the employer would often find that the
total cost of his goods lowered if he could get twenty men to turn out for a wages-bill
of £50 as much work as he previously got done by thirty men for a wages-bill of £40.
Hourly wages are positively related to equipment value. The occupational compensation
survey for Seattle reported the following wages for truck drivers, $9.45 for light, $11.15
for medium, $14.68 for heavy trucks, and $15.74 per hour for tractor-trailers. 35 Annual
earnings rise from around $30,000 to $100,000 when a pilot moves from flying a small
plane for a commuter airline to a large jet for a domestic trunk airline. Imagine an equation
in which the log of hourly earnings is regressed on, among other things, a dummy variable
equal to one if the driver operates a tractor-trailer and zero otherwise. The coefficient will
undoubtedly be positive and might be interpreted in several ways. The acquisition of
tractor-trailers increased the demand lbr more skilled drivers, a capital/skill labor complementarity hypothesis. The larger vehicle raises productivity of the unit and yields a larger
surplus which is shared, an ability to pay or what some call a rent-sharing story. Driving a
larger truck or flying a bigger jet means the acceptance of more responsibility and the
assumption of more effort to protect the larger investment in equipment and cargo. This
last suggests that the coefficient of a dummy variable for tractor-trailer represents a
compensating difference.
Large establishments surely attract and retain more capable workers. Moore (1911, p.
163) claimed that:
The large establishments are able to carry out the work of selection (of more capable
individuals) because, in consequence of their large capital and better organization,
they offer opportunities for more capable laborers to reap the reward of their differential ability.
Labor productivity can vary across individuals and firms as well as over time. Some people
are inherently more productive, an unobservable person-specific trait. An employer can
supply the worker with a larger quantity of a cooperating input or access to a superior
technology. She can also demand more work effort or insist upon a stricter pertbrmance
standard which looks like an unobservable job-specific characteristic. Larger firms are
better informed and have access to more favorable credit terms to acquire new capital
goods. The returns to capital and adoption of new process innovations are enhanced by
raising performance standards. Advanced technologies, inherently superior employees,
35Communicationfrom ProfessorMichael H. Belzer, University of Michigan, May 28, 1997.The data pertain
to December, 1992.
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and higher work standards go together to raise labor productivity which supports the
relation of wages to size.
4.4. The organization o f production
An industry is defined as a set of firms that produce the same product. A firm assembles
inputs, allocates them to different activities, coordinates and supervises them, and is the
residual claimant to the surplus o f revenues over costs, be it positive or negative. The size
of a firm depends on a host of variables. Technology clearly matters. Barber shops are
small, many have no paid employees. Mobile homes are manufactured by relatively small
firms because of the high costs of transporting the final product. The technical economies
of scale encourage the survival of large utility companies. Even a narrowly defined
industry exhibits some product differentiation. The smallest firms in "Contract Construction" make home repairs, remodel kitchens, and convert garages into family rooms. Highrise apartment and office buildings are built by large companies. Big firms in the fabricated
aluminum products industry manufacture standardized goods (window frames and siding)
which are produced in capital intensive assembly line factories and are marketed through a
nationwide distribution network. Customized aluminum extrusions (machine tools and
gutters) are usually supplied by small firms. Giant super stores and convenience grocery
stores belong to the same industry, SIC 541, but offer different product lines and services.
Access to capital is an important determinant of size and product type. Small firms
confront a higher price for capital and usually embrace older vintages of technology.
Little et al. (1987) found that small soap factories did not have sufficient wealth to
purchase electricity and produced a lower quality product. A fall in the price of electricity
ought to lead to larger soap factories.
Chandler (1982) observed that the success of many giant firms can be traced to the
introduction of a good or service which was produced in large volume. The rate or flow of
output per unit time period X is the usual metric by which firm size is measured in our
received theory of price. Alchian (1959) developed a model in which the rate X and
accumulated volume V are two components of an output program. Production is characterized by increasing returns in the sense that the unit cost (in present value terms) is a
decreasing function of volume. 36 The economies of volume production are achieved by
producing a standardized good via batch, assembly line methods. The firm incurs high
overhead costs for specialized equipment that is amortized by utilizing it more intensively.
Foss (1981) found that only 5 % of blue-collar workers in small manufacturing plants were
assigned to evening or night shifts compared to 23% in large plants. Large organizations
36An output program is described by the rate of output per period X, the accumulated volume V, and the
planned interval over which the output will be produced. The several dimensions are not mutually independent.
Cost is an increasing function of the output rate X holding constant the total planned volume. An increase in
volume holding the output rate constant leads to a decrease in the unit cost (C/V). The Alchian model is based on
the cost analysis of aircraft production by Asher (1956) and is implicit in the early article by Wright (1936). The
connection to production functions and learning is discussed by Oi (1967).
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are more cheaply administered by standardizing products and processes, a fact recognized
by Clark (1923, p. 96) who opined, "... and the satirist of Main Street, Mr. Sinclair Lewis,
is doing his best to convince us that business is producing standardized people".
Consider two imaginary breweries. B 1 has a product that has caught on and is capturing
a large national market, while B2 supplies a local market where retailers handle several
brands. A disruption in output is costlier for B 1 who has established a marketing network.
His distributors and wholesalers depend on a steady flow of output. The customers of the
local brewery B2 incur a lower cost from a breakdown in output. B 1 will acquire newer
equipment and invest in a safer workplace. Injury rates are a lot lower in bigger plants as
shown by Oi (1974). A steadier flow and larger volume of output enable the larger brewery
B 1 to maintain a lower inventory to sales ratio. The inspectors in the bottling plant and the
men on the loading docks work harder because there are fewer breakdowns and there is
less idle time due to the economies of massed reserves. Hall (1991) offers another example. The productivity of a person making sandwiches in Manhattan is an order of magnitude greater than that of a sandwich maker in a small town. Large employers who engage
in the volume production of standardized goods and services demand more reliable
employees and ask them to put forth more work effort. These employees earn higher
wages than their friends who work for the small brewery with its slower work pace and
smaller volume.
Every evening, a hundred women leaned over a hundred fires to prepare a hundred
inedible meals. Better meals at lower costs could be obtained by giving the job to a team, a
chef and his two assistants. 37 Team production is efficient. A person who only straightens
and points the wire in Adam Smith's pin factory can learn to do this well. Time can be lost
and the rhythm of work broken if one is asked to shift from one task to another. Increasing
returns often accompany cooperative effort when two or more men join together to pull a
barge up a canal, assemble trucks, or mine copper. Workers are placed into teams even
though it becomes harder to ascertain the productivity of individual team members.
In "The O Ring Theory of Economic Development", Kremer, 1993 assumed that output
Y is a multiplicative function of capital and the labor inputs of N team members.
Y = A K ~ [ I l q j ] ~ = A K ~ [ q l × q2 x q3 X " " × qN] [3.

(8)

The input by the jth employee represents her productivity as a fraction of a perfect
employee so that 0 < qj < 1 for all j. The social product can be raised by segregating
workers, putting high-q workers on one team and low-q individuals on another. High-q
secretaries are matched with high-q lawyers. Low-q persons earn lower wages but can
compete with high-q workers because their respective "teams" produce differentiated
products. Given team size, a firm's output is an increasing function of the mean quality
of its work force and a decreasing function of the dispersion of worker qualities. Team
production is more efficient when workers are alike and perform tasks in the same way. By
37 This is one example of the inefficiency of the family described by the 19th century utopian, Charles Fourier
whose life and works were chronicled by Beecher (1986).
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Table 14
The distribution of team size by size of establishment (Quality of Employment Survey, 1973)~
Establishment
size
Team size

1-9
( 131)
3.22
(3.63)

10-49
(172)
7.54
(7.77)

50 99
100M99
(69)
(120)
9.36
10.66
(12.13) (10.75)

500-999
(49)
10.94
(16.59)

1000-1999
(31)
12.90
(18.24)

2000+
(61)
14.31
(15.78)

a Source: Idson (1995, Table 2, p. 199). Note: Cell sizes are reported in parentheses below the plant size
category headings. In each cell the mean team size is reported with the standard deviation in parentheses.

allowing/3 to depend on team size, Kremer can generate a function exhibiting increasing
returns. Larger teams recruit higher quality workers who are combined with high-valued
capital inputs.
How prevalent are teams? In a sample of 633 non-union workers responding to the 1973
Quality of E m p l o y m e n t Survey, 14.4% did not belong to a team. The rest belonged to
teams whose average size was 8.6 persons. 38 Table 14 confirms the anticipated correlation
between establishment and team sizes. Idson (1995) found that a 1% increase in team size
was associated with a 3 . 5 4 % increase in annual earnings. Deardorf and Stafford (1976)
explain this outcome from a theory of compensating differences. If team members are
obliged to work in tandem, they must agree on several dimensions of the job, the length of
the workweek, work pace, number of rest breaks, indoor temperature, and so on. At an
hourly wage of w0 = $10, workers A and B might want to supply H A = 35 and HB = 45 h
a week. If A is required to supply 40 h, he will require a compensating earnings difference
of more than 5 X 10 = 50 dollars to stay on the same indifference curve. Likewise if B is
forced to reduce her weekly hours from 45 to 40, she will accept a cut in earnings but by an
amount less than wo(HB -- H*) = 50 dollars. The c o m m o n wage-hours package, (w*,H*)
assumes the character of a local public good. With only two workers, (w*,H*) can be
chosen to keep both workers on their respective indifference curves, but now, w* will
exceed w0 and the employee is not free to choose hours. Becker (1985, p. s43) noted that
"Firms buy a package of time and effort from each employee with the payment tied to the
package". A n employee is unable to optimize along each dimension of the package. If
there are three or more workers who must conform to a two-dimensional package, (w,H),
at least one worker will almost surely enjoy an economic rent. The magnitude of the rents
will be larger, the greater is the dispersion in tastes and the bigger is the team. 39 The added

38The respondent was asked, "Is there a group of people that you think of as your co-workers, people whom
you see just about every day and with whom you have to work closely in order to do your job?". If yes, "About
how many people are there in this group?" If there were two teams with 5 and 10 members, the mean size using
team weights would be (5 + 10)/2 = 7.5, while the mean size using worker weights would be (5 × 5 + 1 x
10)/15 = 8.33. The mean reported here is a worker-weightedmean.
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cost of compensating employees to conform to prescribed work rules is more than offset by
the increasing returns to volume and to team production.
4.5. Durable jobs and human capital
A good can be produced in a variety of ways. One could build a steel and concrete
warehouse that will last for years or stack the goods in a wooden shack. An investment
in an irrigation network is land-specific. Its durability depends on a host of variables
including the expected period of production, the transferability of the network to another
firm, the cost of "built-in" durability. Bohm-Bawerk believed that roundabout methods of
production were more efficient, but that conclusion surely depends on the discount rate. An
employer can purchase only the services of labor by turning to the temporary help industry. Most firms, especially larger ones, allocate resources to assemble a work force and to
enhance the human capital of their employees in several ways. First, they establish internal
labor markets so that employees can have opportunities for career growth within the firm.
Second, a higher firm survival rate enhances the returns to training and the amount
invested in it. Third, prices of non-labor inputs are lower for larger firms which lead to
a higher capital to labor ratio as well as a higher ratio of mobility inhibiting fringe benefits
to wages. Mincer (1962) introduced the idea that human capital is produced via on-the-j ob
training. That it is optimal to share the returns was demonstrated by Hashimoto and Yu
(1980). The firm and worker are partners in the decision to "produce" human capital. This
decision affects not only the amount invested in OJT but also other aspects of the employment relation, the design of the pay package, recruiting practices, job security, and promotions. The literature has mainly embraced the dual labor market paradigm which
emphasizes the dichotomy of primary and secondary markets and ignores the continuous
variations in firm size.
4.5.1. On-the-job training
The chances of receiving any of five different kinds of training (formal, informal, by coworkers or managers) were higher in larger establishments and in multi-plant finns (Baron
et al., 1987). The available international evidence goes in the same direction. In Canada,
non-apprenticeship training programs were longer in larger firms, Simpson (1984). Schaffner (1996) reports on data from Peru where the percentage of workers completing OJT
climbed with establishment size.
The gap in training investments between large and small employers is larger at higher
skill levels; see Haber et al. (1988, Table 8). The training at larger firms is partially
39The need to compensate employees to conform to the local public goods provided by an employer was
developed by Stafford (1980). With two workers and two instruments (a wage rate and weekly hottrs), a firm can
choose (w,H) so that each worker remains on his/her indifference curve. With three members, an employer can
recapture part of any rent by introducing a third instrument such as a fringe benefit. Increasing firm size is
accompanied by a growing complexityof the compensation package which is consistent with a rent recapture
thesis, a point developed by Oi (1990) in footnote 29.
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directed at molding workers into teams that can work together and to learn how to operate
in a bureaucracy. Haber et al. (1988) found that the ratio of on-site to off-site training is
higher in larger firms suggesting that a larger fraction of the human capital investments
made by large firms is firm-specific.
4.5.2. The wage-tenure profile
On-the-job training is not easily distinguished from learning through experience. Both can
contribute to a worker's stock of general or firm-specific capital. If the former, an
employer has to raise the employee' s wage to retain her. If the investment in firm-specific
capital is shared, the employee forgoes earnings during the training period to be repaid
later in his tenure with the firm. A third reason for an upward sloping wage-tenure profile is
the back loading of pay, the practice of promising a prize to those who stay with the firm
(Lazear, 1981). The cross-sectional data generally reveal steeper slopes at larger firms. 4°
The panel data are mixed and often find flatter wage-tenure profiles in larger firms. Baron
et al. (1987, p. 87) found that a 10% increase in employer size was associated with a 0.13 %
reduction in a wage growth ratio measured by G = (W2/Wo), where W0 is the starting wage
and W2 is the wage 2 years later. The authors argued that large employers do more
screening of job applicants, while small firms evaluate the worker on the job and discharge
the poor performers. Investment in entry level training is greater in larger firms which by
itself implies a faster rate of wage growth. However, Holtmann and Idson (1995) suggest
that the employer share of the training costs is higher in larger firms which operates in the
opposing direction. The internal labor market is not a spot market but is supported by
implicit contracts. There is no reason to presume that the wage will be proportional to
productivity in any short period, but productivity over the contract period must equal or
exceed wages plus training costs.
4.5.3. Durable jobs
Labor turnover rates are inversely related to firm size and are lower for males. Job tenure
in 1993 averaged 4.92 years for men and 2.47 years for women workers. Table 15 reveals
that jobs are more durable in larger firms and establishments. Employers who incur larger
overhead costs for training and hiring have an obvious incentive to reduce turnover
through lower discharge and layoff rates. Workers also incur fixed costs in the search
for a job. The higher ratio of applicants to job vacancies means that these search costs are
higher for jobs located in larger firms. Quit rates are lower not only to amortize the fixed
search costs but also because workers can substitute intra-firm for inter-firm mobility to
jobs in different occupations. Wages at big firms contain post-contractual rents, especially
for infra-marginal team members. This is confirmed by the responses to the question,

40Pearce (1990) found that in the US non-union wage-tenure profiles are steeper in larger establishments.
However, in unionized plants where workers are earning rents, the wage-tenure profiles are flatter. Hashimoto
and Raisian (1985) documented steeper wage-tenure profiles in large Japanese firms. For Canada, Reilly (1995)
found greater average wage growth in larger establishments in some years, but no size differences in other years.
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Table 15
Average tenure by firm and plant size, 1983 and 1993 a'b
SF ~

SP/LF

LP/LF

1983
Male
Female
Union
Not union
College
High school

4.98
4.19
6.85
4.52
4.78
4.73

8.47
4.72
10.80
6.16
7.24
7.11

11.53
7.14
11.86
8.66
10.74
8.84

1993
Male
Female
Union
Not union
College
High school

6.34
5.67
7.10
5.98
6.37
5.92

9.24
6.34
14.22
7.42
8.17
8.35

! 2.06
8.87
14.33
9.63
11.66
8.95

Source: Current Population Survey.
b Average nmnber of years of current tenure are reported, not the duration of completed spells of employment
with the firm (private sector).
c SF = firm size 1-24, SP/LF = plant size 1-24 and firm size 1000 or more, LP/LF = plant and firm size
1000 or more.

" A b o u t h o w e a s y w o u l d it b e for y o u to find a j o b w i t h a n o t h e r e m p l o y e r w i t h a p p r o x i m a t e l y the s a m e i n c o m e a n d f r i n g e b e n e f i t s t h a t y o u n o w h a v e ? " . T h o s e at s m a l l firms
i n d i c a t e d m o r e a f f i r m a t i v e a n s w e r s . 41 T h e i n v e r s e r e l a t i o n b e t w e e n t u r n o v e r a n d firm size
is m o r e c a r e f u l l y d o c u m e n t e d b y I d s o n (1996).
T h e f l e x - w a g e m o d e l o f P i s s a r i d e s (1977) a p p e a r s to d e s c r i b e the b e h a v i o r o f a s m a l l
e m p l o y e r w h o a c c e p t s the first j o b a p p l i c a n t a n d offers h i m a w a g e e q u a l to his e x p e c t e d
m a r g i n a l v a l u e p r o d u c t . It is c o n s i s t e n t w i t h a l o w m o n i t o r i n g cost a n d a s h o r t h o r i z o n .
P e r f o r m a n c e is e a s i l y o b s e r v e d . T a s k s c a n b e a d j u s t e d to fit t h e e m p l o y e e ' s abilities. I f h e
is u n s a t i s f a c t o r y , h e c a n b e d i s m i s s e d , a n d t h e p r o c e s s r e p e a t e d . I f b y c h a n c e , a firm l a n d s
a g o o d w o r k e r , p a y c a n b e raised, a n d the w o r k l o a d e x p a n d e d . S m a l l firms h a v e s h o r t e r
life e x p e c t a n c i e s . A s h o r t e r p a y o u t p e r i o d r e d u c e s the r e t u r n s to i n v e s t m e n t s in s p e c i a l i z e d
e q u i p m e n t or in s e a r c h i n g for q u a l i f i e d w o r k e r s .
A l a r g e e m p l o y e r a n n o u n c e s a fixed w a g e for a p o s i t i o n , e s t a b l i s h e s q u a l i f i c a t i o n
s t a n d a r d s , a n d s e a r c h e s until a s u i t a b l e c a n d i d a t e is f o u n d . V o l u m e p r o d u c t i o n is a c h i e v e d

4~ The responses were coded from 1 = very easy to 3 = not at all easy. The mean and standard deviation for
those in establishments with less than 50 workers were m = 1.937 and s = 0.784, compared to m = 2.399 and s
= 0.716 at establishments with more than 1000 workers. (Source: 1977 Quality of Employment Survey).
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by combining specialized equipment with trained labor. According to Idson (1996), large
firms have the capacity to provide durable jobs for two reasons: (1) the ability to substitute
intra-firm mobility for inter-firm mobility; and (2) lower firm failure rates. To these, we
may add (3) the adoption of a wage policy to encourage low labor turnover.
To sum up, the firms that get and remain "large" organize production around teams,
divisions, and profit centers. Capital is substituted for labor. The capital is newer, more
durable, and more intensively utilized. A large organization also acquires a higher quality
work force. The individuals who are recruited, promoted, and retained possess observable
personal characteristics associated with greater productivity. Education, work experience,
marital status, willingness to accept a full-time position, are proxies for "built-in" productivity which is approximated by the concept of general human capital. Some firms choose
to enhance the human capital of its employees by investing in training. The amount
invested in training by the firm and worker (denote this by I) is positively related to
firm size. The training investment and the returns to that investment depend in an obvious
way on Q = the quality of the trainee ("built-in" productivity), T = tile expected period
of employment (durability of the employment relation), and r = the discount rate. The
back loading of pay provides an incentive to stay with the firm and will be incorporated
into the pay package where the training investment I is large. The resources devoted to
training will realize a higher return by hiring higher quality trainees and reducing attrition
rates. The literature is rich in supplying us with evidence on various pair-wise relations. It
is clear, however, that the discount rate r is inversely related to firm size. Given r, training,
"built-in" worker quality, and completed job tenure [I,Q,T] are determined by a system of
simultaneous equations. The returns to the increment to human capital that was
"produced" by the employer-employee attachment will be shared. The wages of workers
in larger firms are higher because these workers are simply more productive.

5. Why does employer size matter?
This chapter dealt with the determinants of wages for jobs that are differentiated by
employer size. Moore (1911, p. 163) concluded: "Our investigation has yielded the definite result that, as the size of the establishment increases, the condition of the laborer
improves in all directions". Nearly a century later, the facts have not changed. A worker
who holds a job in a large firm is paid a higher wage, receives more generous fringe
benefits, gets more training, is provided with a cleaner, safer, and generally more pleasant
work environment. She has access to newer technologies and superior capital equipment.
She is, however, obliged to produce standardized as opposed to customized goods and
services, and for the most part to perform the work in tandem with other members of a
larger team. The costs of finding a job with a small firm are lower. The personal relation
between employee and employer may be closer, but layoff and firm failure rates are higher
resulting in less job security.
The size of a firm depends on external market forces, the decisions made by the
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entrepreneur, and luck. A firm becomes large and retains its size by organizing production
and assembling the right work force. The characteristics of jobs and of the employees who
staff them are jointly determined by the employer and employees. The implicit employment contracts result in a reduced form relation in which wages are positively related to
size. A monitoring cost hypothesis matches productive workers with large firms to minimize the sum of wage and monitoring costs. Efficiency wages might be paid to deter
shirking. Both explanations are vague about why the frequency and virulence of shirking
would have been greater in larger firms in the absence of monitoring or efficiency wages.
After reviewing a number of theoretical models and the empirical evidence, Brown and
Medoff (1989, pp. 1056-1057) concluded:
Our analysis leaves us uncomtortably unable to explain it .... In lieu of a more
positive conclusion, we offer two observations... First, large employers pay more
for their labor but less for their other inputs because of lower interest rates on
borrowed funds and quantity discounts on purchased inputs... Second, large firms
are also older firms. Is it possible that the size-wage premium is really a relationship
between employer age and wages?... Thus, the employer size-wage effect remains a
fact in need of an empirically based theory.
The surplus of revenues over labor costs per employee is positively related to firm size if
a part of the income of the owner-manager of a small firm is properly counted as a labor
cost. At least three factors could produce this relation of a greater ability to pay by a larger
firm: (1) lower prices for non-labor inputs; (2) greater market power; or (3) larger overhead
cost to amortize sunk costs for capital and a firm-specific work force. It is important to
identify the source of the surplus. If it is a true economic rent (due to monopoly power,
luck, or a fortuitous location), workers could capture a portion by forming a trade union.
Rent sharing may be practiced by an altruistic firm, but our received theory is silent about
which firms will be altruistic. There are other instances in which a post-contractual rent
represents a return to the firm for an investment in human capital. The gross returns to
firms and employees could be increased by sharing the returns. A specifically trained
employee thus earns a wage that exceeds her wage in an alternative employment and
hence has a lower propensity to separate. One could either call this rent-sharing or label it
as a means of "producing" a more productive labor input. The relation of wages to "firm
age" is weaker. The merits of this argument are examined in Appendix A.
The taxation and regulation of business enterprises surely affect the size distribution of
firms and hence the shape of the wage-size profile. One can ask whether an industrial
policy that favors some sectors over others or a policy of subsidizing small business will be
beneficial to labor. The answer will depend on the theory of wages which one accepts. If
wages are the results of discretionary wage policies, intervention might well improve
labor's position. This chapter advanced a productivity hypothesis which begins with the
premise that labor productivity is a function of work effort. Production, especially in the
distributive trades, is characterized by increasing returns. A higher arrival rate of customers, clients, and patients means that workers have less idle time and hence are more
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productive at larger establishments. In the goods producing sector, larger firms organize
work around teams, establish higher effort standards, recruit, train, and retain more
productive employees. Schultze (1989, p. 280) asks us to think about two 30-year-old
college graduates, one manages a Kentucky Fried Chicken outlet, and the other works at
the World Headquarters of the Ford Motor Company. The two are not interchangeable.
Productivity is a function of both observable traits as well as unobservable characteristics.
Jobs at large firms are different from those at small firms. The organization of work and the
selection of employees are responsible for the fact that wages are positively related to
employer size. This view of the labor market argues against interventions to manipulate
the size distribution of firms.

Appendix A. On the relationship of wages to firm age
In the conclusion to their survey, Brown and Medoff (1997) noted that large firms are older
which led them to ask, "Is the size-wage premium really a relationship between employer
age and wages?". The 1987 Survey of Manufactures asked for the earliest date at which
production commenced at this establishment. Dunne and Roberts (1990) could thus introduce plant age as a determinant of wages (average hourly earnings of production workers).
In a wage equation which included establishment size, capital stock, industry, and region,
they found that plants, 30 or more years old, paid wages which were 10% higher than
wages at plants 1 to 5 years old. 42 This result might have been caused by the possibility that
older plants had more experienced workers. Troske (1994) found that workers in plants
less than five years old earned 20% less than workers in plants in business for fifteen or
more years. However, controlling for worker characteristics in his sample of manufacturing workers reduced the partial effect of plant age on wages. A more careful analysis of
this relationship was undertaken by Brown and Medoff (1997). They attached additional
questions to the monthly Survey of Consumers to obtain data on age of firm, probability of
layoff or plant closure, and the employer's ability to pay. 43 In a linear model, a one
standard deviation increase in firm age was associated with a 7% increase in wages. 44 A
plot of the data revealed that the relationship was U-shaped. Wages declined with firm age,
but for firms above the median "age" of 30 years, wages were positively related to firm
age. Controlling for worker/job characteristics extended the negatively sloped segment.
The authors advance several reasons to rationalize the downward sloping segment of the
42Establishmentsthat were part of a multi-plantfirmpaid wages 21% abovewages of singleplant firms.There
is some evidencethat wages were negativelyrelated to the exit and entry rate of plants into the industry.
43This last was calculatedfrom responses to the question, "Without going out of business,do you think that
your employercould afford to increasethe pay of all its workers by 10%?". The questionson firm age and layoff
probability are reproduced in note 6 of Brown and Medoff (1997) who collected data on worker and job traits
including firm and plant size. Of the 1410 workers in private and non-profitsectors from September 1991 to
March 1992, data on firm age were provided by 1076 respondents.
44 The mean of the "firm age" variablein their sample was 40.1 years with a standard deviationof 32.0 years.
In logs, the mean was 3.29 with a standard deviationof 1.09.
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age-wage profile. We shall remark on two of these. First, older firms are more likely to
offer fringe benefits. We are a bit confused by the chain of reasoning in the Brown-Medoff
paper. "One reason is that as noted above, they tend to pay higher wages, and such fringes
have a tax advantage...". Newly established firms are uncertain of their survival and
choose to postpone adopting fringe benefit plans which have a significant fixed set-up
cost. An older established firm can then substitute higher fringe benefits for lower wages.
The relationship to be explained is that between wages and firm age, not total hourly
compensation including fringes and firm age. Second the evidence is overwhelming that
older firms have higher survival rates. The Survey of Consumers respondents evidently
indicated that the odds of layoffs or plant closures were lower at older firms. The authors
assume that workers will accept a lower wage in return for greater job security. This
assumption was challenged by Mayo and Murray (1991) and Winter-Ebmer (1995)
whose studies indicated that increases in the probability of job loss were accompanied
by lower wages. Finally, we question the authors who wrote, "...there is undoubtedly a
positive relationship between the age of the business and the age of the capital it uses. It is
possible that older firms use older capital which requires less skill and so employ less
skilled employees". Dom et al. (1993) found that the adoption of advanced technologies
was more likely among large and hence older manufacturing plants which also hired more
skilled workers and paid them higher wages. The giant supermarkets occupied newer
buildings and operated more sophisticated equipment.
The upward sloping portion of the age-wage relationship was rationalized by the greater
ability to pay by very old firms over 30 years of age. "Ability" in this study is based on the
workers' assessment of whether the employer could raise pay by 10% without going out of
business. If one could get data on profits per worker, which is an alternative and possibly
better proxy for "ability to pay", its inclusion in a wage equation should do away with the
positive branch of the U-shaped profile.
The firm is at best a fuzzy entity in our received theory of price, especially when one has
to cope with joint ventures, multi-product "firms", partnerships, and so on. A recurring
theme in Marshall (1952) is the non-constancy of the human agent. The situation is even
more fluid for a firm in a changing world. The company that produced railway signals in
1920 is still in business in Rochester, but it no longer makes railway signals. Is it still the
samefirm? If Yamaha closes all of its motorcycle factories and deals only in the production and distribution of pianos, do we measure its age from the start of the motorcycle or
piano eras? Acquisitions and divestures pose a hard problem. San Michelle Wines was
acquired by US Tobacco. Does an employee at the vineyard report the age at which San
Michelle began bottling wine or the age at which US tobacco began to make pipe tobacco?
"When a business is sold to a new owner, Dunn and Bradstreet's "years in business"
variable often measures years in business under current ownership" (cited in Brown and
Medoff, 1997). The cross-sectional samples examined by Dunne and Roberts (1990) and
by Brown and Medoff (1997) yield conflicting relationships. A strong test of the relationship of wages to firm age would require panel data in which one could follow wages as a
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firm gets older. We do not have such data, and given the elusive nature of the concept of a
firm, it is unclear if we want to wait for someone to collect such a panel dataset.
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Abstract
The general equilibrium analysis of many important labor market issues is very different in an
economy that is open to international trade than an economy (like the US in the 1950s) in which
trade is not very important. Despite the fact that individual national economies have become increasingly interdependent over the last few decades, labor economists have generally used a closed economy framework to attack many important issues (such as the determinants of the distribution of
earnings) that should, in fact, be approached very differently in an open economy setting. A major
task of this paper is the exposition of the correct approach to labor market analysis for the case in which
the focus economy is open rather than closed. Perhaps the most important implication of neoclassical
trade theory for labor economics is that, under certain conditions, the skill distribution of wages in a
particular economy is unaffected by the skill distribution of the supply of labor in that economy. Our
review of the trade literature focuses on the question of the degree to which these conditions are likely
to be satisfied. Our general conclusion - inspired more from the empirical than the purely theoretical
branch of the trade field - is that the correct specification of the behavior of the labor market is a blend
of the closed and open models. © 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
JE L codes: J30; F10

1. Introduction
This paper is concerned with the general question of how the "openness" of an eco n o m y
to international trade affects the analysis of the labor market within that economy. What
are the differences in the way employment and wages are determined in a closed eco n o m y
(a state of autarky) versus an open economy? H o w will various external events (ranging
from a reduction in trade barriers to improvements in foreign technology) affect the
domestic labor market? H o w does the degree of openness affect the influence of domestic
events (e.g., a change in the skill composition of the labor force) on domestic labor market
outcomes (e.g., the skilled/unskilled relative wage)? H o w does one determine the importance of international factors empirically?
Most of the literature on this topic has, of course, been developed by specialists in
international economics. Our focus, however, is on issues that are of particular interest to
labor economists. This may be a somewhat hard sell. The methodologies of the two
relevant fields, trade and labor, are very different. Trade economists tend to think about
their problems (and the N! special cases) long and hard; labor economists tend to run
regressions (on occasion without thinking very much about theoretical aspects of the
problem).1 However, the opening up of national economies to international competition
- a process that is virtually certain to continue - has profound implications for the way
For a similar characterization of the labor and trade fields, see Richardson (1995). See also the extended
discussion at the end of a paper by a labor and a trade economist who worked together in Blanchflower and
Slaughter (1998). One can either characterize the methodological differences positively (labor specialists are
careful with data while trade specialists are careful with theory) or negatively (labor economists are a theoretical
and trade economists are sloppy empiricists).
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labor markets operate (Klodt, 1992; Freeman, 1995). It is, accordingly, important in the
attack on (and the teaching about) many labor-related questions to be aware of these
implications.
Consider, for example, the labor market effects of the large influx of low skilled
immigrants from third world countries to industrial countries in Western Europe and
North America during the past 20 years. Using a conventional closed economy framework,
a labor economist would proceed to set up a model in which (a) the immigrants earn
roughly the increase in aggregate output in the destination country while (b) relatively
skilled workers in the destination country gain rather substantially at the expense of native
low skilled workers. The size of the transfer under (b) would depend on certain parameters
of production functions discussed in various sections of Hamermesh (1993). Indeed, this
prediction is so obvious that the labor economist would turn immediately to the task of
regressing changes in relative wages on proxies for changes in the proportion of the
population who are immigrants across cities (and then spend the next day in search of
instrumental variables).
A serious problem with this approach is that its basic model assumes, as most of us are
used to assuming, that the economy is closed. The relative prices of all products produced
in the economy are assumed to be set within the country. If, however, a set of products that
are produced in the economy are traded internationally (either exported or imported), the
theoretical framework that motivated the above regression (and its modifications) is not
correct. Indeed, under "classical" trade theory, one would expect that (under certain
conditions) the principle slope coefficient of the regression would be zero.
The plan of this survey is as follows. In Section 2 we review various facts about trends in
the volume of trade and in real and relative wages around the world. In Section 3 we
explore the implications of a rather simple "Ricardian" model of a single economy in
which trade plays a major role. This highlights a number of issues that are especially
important to labor market analysis. In Section 4 we summarize some of the major themes
of neoclassical trade theory, again with emphasis on what the degree of openness of an
economy implies about labor market analysis. In Section 5 the work on various empirical
issues associated with trade and wages is reviewed. Section 6 concludes.

2. Stylized facts about trade and wages
The potential for trade to shape a country's labor market will depend on the extent to
which the economy is based on tradable outputs, the extent to which trade is supported as a
matter of public policy and business practice, and the extent to which there are intercountry differences in the capacity to produce the tradable outputs. Trade also depends on
an international financial system of exchange rates or currency 'regions' and transportation costs. In this review we will pay relatively little attention to the important role of the
financial and transportation systems, yet even from the basic data on trade as a share of
GDP, it is quite evident that the latter two are important in defining 'openness'.
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Table 1
Ratio of merchandise exports to GDP (1913, 1950) and openness (1950-1992) a
Country

1913

1950

1950

1973

1987

1992

Australia
Anstria
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
China
Denmark
Finland
France
W. Germany
Hungary
India
Italy
Japan
Netherlands
Norway
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
UK
USA

18.3
8.2
50.9
15.1

22.0
12.6
20.3
17.5
21.3
16.6
10.6
8.5
7.0
4.7
26.9
18.2
17.8
20.0
14.4
3.6

25.4
16.6
31.0
7.9
10.3
28.7
18.2
14.1
9.3
6.3
9.3
9.2
40.7
42.4
21.4
26.0
7.6 b
23.3
4.2

19.7
30.3
54.5
8.9
22.9
2.9
29.5
16.8
17.1
20.4
35.9
4.6
18.4
10.0
43.8
43.8
25.7
31.5
22.3
24.9
6.8

17.4
35.3
67.8
7.8
26.1
12.6
30.5
25.6
20.6
26.5
38.1
7.6
19.2
8.8
48.5
36.6
31.5
35.1
24.4
26.0
9.8

19.0
38.9
68.5
8.3
27.0
16.7
33.2
26.3
22.4
30.0
33.7
10.7
19.8
9.0
50.6
39.5
27.0
34.2
22.5
24.5
10.9

26.9
25.2
13.9
17.5
12.0
12.3
38.2
22.7
20.8
31.4
20.9
6.1

a Source: Maddison (1991, p. 326; World Penn Tables). (Exports + imports)/2 X GDP (at current international
prices).
b 1951.
A s c a n b e s e e n f r o m T a b l e 1, t h e r e is, at o n e e x t r e m e , B e l g i u m a n d t h e N e t h e r l a n d s w i t h
68 a n d 5 1 % o f G D P (1992) in the f o r m o f t r a d e a n d at t h e o t h e r e n d o f t h e s p e c t r u m , B r a z i l
(8), t h e U S (11) a n d J a p a n (9) w i t h m u c h l o w e r p e r c e n t s o f G D P ( 1 9 9 2 ) a r i s i n g f r o m
i n t e r n a t i o n a l trade. P r e s u m a b l y t h e s e d i f f e r e n c e s arise, o n the o n e h a n d , f r o m t h e close
p r o x i m i t y o f t r a d i n g p a r t n e r s i n the B e l g i u m a n d t h e N e t h e r l a n d s , l o w t r a n s p o r t costs v i a
rail a n d w a t e r to t h e s e t r a d i n g partners, a n d a s u p p o r t i v e f i n a n c i a l i n f r a s t r u c t u r e . O n t h e
o t h e r h a n d , t h e U S a n d B r a z i l h a v e i n t r a - c o u n t r y d i f f e r e n c e s p r o m o t i n g i n t e r n a l trade, a n d
J a p a n is g e o g r a p h i c a l l y s e p a r a t e d f r o m m a j o r p o t e n t i a l t r a d i n g p a r t n e r s .
For many countries (Australia, Belgium, Denmark, France, Japan, Sweden, Switzerland, U K , a n d t h e US), t h e l o n g t e r m t r e n d s i n t r a d e ( 1 9 1 3 - 1 9 9 2 ) s h o w n o m o r e t h a n a
m o d e s t , n o t d r a m a t i c , u p w a r d drift in t r a d e as a s h a r e o f G D P . 2 T r a d e as a s h a r e o f G D P
fell d u r i n g t h e g l o b a l r e c e s s i o n o f t h e 1930s a n d t h e n w a s r e s t o r e d i n t h e P o s t W a r period.
M a n y o f t h e a d v a n c e d i n d u s t r i a l i z e d c o u n t r i e s ( C a n a d a , D e n m a r k , F r a n c e , Italy, Japan,
2 The Maddison data (1913, 1950) are for merchandise trade as a share of GDP. These data necessarily
understate all trade, which includes services. For this reason, the 1913-1992 change overstates the growth of
'openness'.
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The Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, UK and the US have experienced only a modest
(or no) growth in openness from 1973 to 1992.
The Post War period has been characterized by a generally supportive public policy
favoring openness, and for this reason we would expect a rising share of GDP to arise
internationally. On the other hand, the 'industrialized' countries have experienced unbalanced growth: services have risen dramatically as a share of GDP. For example, Sweden
as of 1950 had about 55% of GDP in the form of products that could be regarded as readily
'tradable', but by the mid-1990s this has fallen to 35%. While the world economy has
experienced a higher growth rate for service trade compared to other trade in recent years,
this is from a low base, and there are still major limits on the tradability of most services.
Growth of services as a limit on trade was, to our knowledge, first articulated by Keynes
(1933). He argued that with rising national income there would be an income elastic shift
toward housing, services and other amenities, none of which is tradable, and that the world
economy could experience a transition toward self-sufficiency. This thesis of a shift to
services has appeared in a somewhat different and implicit form in the modern work on
unbalanced growth (Baumol et al., 1985). 3
A fascinating prospect is the potential for increased future tradability of services via
global standards for telecommunications (GATT, 1994; Branscomb and Kahin, 1995) and
improved video images. This new technology could transform such products as medical
diagnostic, educational, consumer financial, and other services into internationally tradable services. From the perspective of this paper, such a development could impact the
character of the US or Japanese labor markets, both of which are less dependent on
international trade, at least as indicted by the rather modest share of GDP arising via
international trade. As will demonstrated below, such a rise in "openness" could
profoundly change the nature of labor market responses to such events as domestic shifts
in the relative supply of skilled labor in the individual countries.
One of the central themes in the theory of trade, indeed all of economics, is the concept
of comparative advantage, the relative productivity of units exchanging different outputs.
The two main forces shaping comparative advantage are relative factor endowments and
the technology of the potential trading partners. For purposes of simplification, attention is
directed to differential factor endowment ratios as the driving force with technology
differences, along with inter-country differences in preferences playing a secondary, if
any, role. From the perspective of trade and especially of labor economics, an important
characterization of a country' s factor inventory is the relative shares of labor with different
kinds and levels of skill. Unlike natural resource endowments such as agricultural land, a
country's labor-based factor endowments can and do change through time. Worldwide,
skilled labor has increased at an annual rate of 3.6% over the period 1973-1993 (from 185
to 371 million) while unskilled labor has increased at an annual rate of 1.6% (from 1485 to
2065 million) (Cline, 1997, p. 183). In this process the advanced industrialized countries
3Of course, trade could be small as a share of GDP if the country and its trading partners had no clear
comparative advantageyet shape wages.
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Table 2
Labor factor endowmentsa, selected countries, 1973 and 1993
Country, group

EU
Japan
Canada
US
Other OECD
Mexico
Other Latin~
China
India
G4
World

Skilled

Unskilled

1973

1993

%GR

1973

1993

%GR

32.4
24.7
2.6
42.6
5.2
1.3
5.4
28.5
9.9
1.8
184.7

49.2
30.5
6.2
72.1
9.7
4.4
13.6
80.7
26.3
13.7
371.3

2.1
1.1
4.4
2.7
3.2
6.4
4.7
5.3
5.0
10.6
3.6

113.1
30.0
6.9
50.8
32.8
15.2
69.8
431.1
225.6
18.6
1485.0

108.5
32.9
7.4
52.7
41.4
29.0
108.8
626.8
315.2
19.5
2065.0

-0.2
0.5
0.4
0.2
1.2
3.3
2.2
1.8
1.7
0.2
1.7

Source: Cline (1997, pp. 184-185), Millionsof persons.
bExcept Venezuela
have become a smaller share of global labor resources, and the relative growth of skilled
labor has been stronger in some of the industrializing countries, notably China, India and
the G4 group (Table 2).
At the level of individual countries, one source of changing factor endowments, immigration, has received a great deal of policy attention. This interest is probably motivated by
concerns other than wage effects and is most evident in certain regions where the relative
supply effects are greater (Fernandez and Robinson, 1994). In the US an estimated 121,000
immigrants were admitted as permanent residents in 1994. Estimates of undocumented
immigrants range from 3,500,000 to 4,000,000 as of 1994 with from 1,321,000 to
1,784,000 in California and a mere 10,000-53,000 in Michigan (US Bureau of the Census,
1994).
Even if all the estimated 4,000,000 undocumented immigrants were unskilled, this
would alter the relative supply of skilled workers in the US, using the endowment estimates from Cline, from 1.36 to 1.47. The impact of such a change in relative factor
endowments would depend in turn on the extent to which the US is a price taker in
world markets and the extent to which the economy is open, as will be discussed in
more detail below.
On a global basis with a stationary technology, one would expect a decline in the relative
wages of skilled labor in light of the rising world relative supply. Yet, in many countries,
particularly OECD countries, and especially the US, there has been a rise in the relative
earnings of skilled labor. The rising relative earnings inequality appears to be appear to be
globally pervasive, raising questions about the forces shaping this development.
This can be seen in Table 3 where the sector specific ratios of skilled and unskilled labor
(columns (a)-(e)) and the overall ratio of skilled to non-skilled labor (e) are portrayed.
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Table 3
Proportions of college equivalent labor (S) and high school equivalent labor (U) in manufacturing (m) and nonmanufacturing (n) industries and the college/high school relative wage (rel) in the US, 1973-1989a

1973
1979
1989

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(D

S~/S

U~/U

&,~/U,,~

S,/U~

SIU

rel

0.190
0.200
0.161

0.334
0.313
0.228

0.166
0.250
0.390

0.355
0.453
0.602

0.292
0.390
0.554

1.34
1.26
1.45

Source:Analysis of CPS data as described in Bound and Johnson (1992).
Despite the overall rise in S/U, the relative wage of skilled workers (rel) has been rising. 4
This implies that a stable relative demand for labor in a country or worldwide setting,
combined with an increase relative supply of skilled labor, is not sufficient to understand
the playing out of worldwide relative wages. What are the roles of trade, technology, and
changing final demand which are shaping relative wages in individual countries? How do
they combine to provide an understanding of the rising wage inequality, defined as
increases in rel, set out in Table 4? In this chapter we seek to outline a framework
which can be used to organize an investigation of the importance of these potential
explanations.
As a background to the discussion it is important to recognize that technology is fastmoving and is distributed unevenly across countries. Much of the discussion of changing
technology position has centered on manufacturing technology, largely because productivity has been better measured in this sector and over a longer time period in numerous
countries - and most manufactured goods are tradable.
There have been various theories of technology. The most simple ones involve learning
by individual firms and reduced costs for those with 'better' technology. Competition
winnows out the technologically backward. From a trade perspective technology is
often treated as having evolved from such a process and being given and known universally at a point in time. Starting with Vernon's product cycle (Vernon, 1966) and continuing to the present (Grossman and Helpman, 1991) there has been a concept of comparative
advantage applied to technology creation.
One country or group of countries with high endowments of skilled labor forms a new
product-based technology in Stage I. In Stage II they export and receive returns to cover
the costs of investment in the new technology. In Stage III the technology moves to other
countries with lower endowments of skilled labor and leads them to then produce a more
standardized version on the good or service. This is in turn exchanged for a new generation
product cycle good produced in the leader countries. This felicitous product cycle is
contrasted with one in which technology migrates capriciously across borders. Most
discussions adopt some systematic transfer as the maintained view, but it was recognized
4 The "college equivalent" and "high school equivalent" units of labor input are defined as in Johnson (1997),
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Table 4
Annual rates of growth of earnings inequality, 1980-1988 in 11 industrialized countriesa
% Growth in inequality

Australia
Austria
Canada
Finland
France
Germany
Italy
Japan
Sweden
US
UK

Men
Women
Men
Women
Men
Women
Men
Women
Men
Women
Men
Women
Men
Women
Men
Women
Men
Women
Men
Women
Men
Women

1980-1988

1988-1995

0.7
1.2
0.4
0.4
1.4
1.6
0.6
0.6
0.2
0.2
0.3 c
-2.4 c
-0.4 c
-2.1 e
0.8
1.0
0.0
1.1
2.8
2.3
2.9
2.3

0.2
-0.6
0,5 b

1.4 u
--0.2b
-0.7 b
- 0.2 h
- 1.4 b
0.0 b
1.2 b
-0.8 d
-0.8 d
2.6 f
3.3 f
--0.1 b

-0.7 b
0.9 d
1.0d
0.9
1.7
1.9
1.2

"Source: OECD, The OECD Employment Outlook (1996, Table 3.1).
b1988-1994.
c1983-1988.
a 1988-1993.
e 1980-1987.
f1987-1993.

v e r y early o n ( V e r n o n , 1979) t h a t t h e w i n d o w o f t i m e i n w h i c h the l e a d e r s m i g h t r e c o u p
t h e r e t u r n s to i n v e s t m e n t i n n e w t e c h n o l o g y c o u l d b e v e r y limited. I f so the i n c e n t i v e s to
utilize s k i l l e d l a b o r for initial d e v e l o p m e n t o f t h e t e c h n o l o g y m a y b e lacking.
O n e o f t h e e m p i r i c a l r e g u l a r i t i e s r e c e i v i n g a g r e a t deal o f a t t e n t i o n i n t h e e a r l y 1990s
w a s the t e n d e n c y for t h o s e c o u n t r i e s w i t h a n initial ( 1 9 5 0 ) p r o d u c t i v i t y or t e c h n o l o g y
deficit to ' c o n v e r g e ' to t h e initial l e a d e r s ( B a u m o l et al., 1991, pp. t 0 2 - 1 0 8 ) , w i t h a n
e x o d u s or p a r t i a l e x o d u s o f t h e early l e a d e r n a t i o n s in m a n u f a c t u r i n g f r o m t h a t s e c t o r - t h e
s o - c a l l e d " d e i n d u s t r i a l i z a t i o n " thesis. A s w e will s h o w in f o l l o w i n g d i s c u s s i o n , i n
c o n t r a s t to a p a r t i a l e x o d u s f r o m a n i n d u s t r y , a f u l l e x o d u s o f a c o u n t r y f r o m a n i n d u s t r y
will l e a v e t h e m o p e n for r e a l i n c o m e g a i n s f r o m a n y a d d i t i o n a l i m p r o v e m e n t s a b r o a d . T h e
f a c t o r s t h a t c r e a t e n e w t e c h n o l o g y are o n l y p a r t l y u n d e r s t o o d , b u t it is w o r t h n o t i n g that,
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historically, new technology has not been introduced in a steady fashion throughout the
industrialized world. From 1580 to 1820, the locus of productivity leadership was the
Netherlands, from 1820 to 1890 it was the UK and from 1890 to 1989 it was the US
(Maddison, 1991, p. 31).
The coincident growth of trade as countries have become more similar in technological
capacity (and factor endowments) in the Postwar period has given rise to the theory of
inter-industry trade and emphasis on differentiated products and country-specific industry
scale economies. The practical implication of this for labor economics (combined with the
declining share of world factors in a single country) is that the export demand curves
facing many countries are presumed to be increasingly elastic. If so, the change in the
relative supply of labor in any one country should result in ever smaller wage impacts to
the extent that the country is increasingly a price taker in world export markets.
Recent technology shifts are not characterized by simple convergence. Countries can
regain or widen a technological lead through new forms of technology. One of the most
celebrated changes is the emergence of network-based technologies as a factor defining
productivity beyond the individual firm. If such infrastructure based technology is first
adopted by a set of leader countries (rather than a global network), this could lead to
technology "divergence" across trading nations. As we will illustrate, technology ebbs
and flows across countries, by production sector, can be important in shaping terms of
trade and income of the labor inputs in those economies.
Finally, there have been changing institutional arrangements and large institutional
differences across countries. Trade restrictions have fallen, yet many countries have
adhered to the notion of suspending free trade (which has been allowed under the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade) to attenuate income and profit shocks. In the US there
were voluntary export restraints on autos manufactured in Japan in the 1980s. The rationale for this policy included the preservation of jobs with good wages and working
conditions. In Europe the support for binding minimum wages has continued, while in
The US the minimum wage is rarely binding, and the US and most of Asia is often
characterized as having wage flexibility. In this setting there can be important links across
trading countries which play out in dramatic fashion, and impacts of institutions which are
different from those to be expected in a single country model.

3. Trade and wages in Ricardian models

It is instructive to begin our exposition of the potential effects of international factors on
labor market variables by considering a very simple Ricardian model of trade. 5 The model
has exportable products and non-traded services with different factor intensities for relatively skilled and relatively unskilled labor. The advantages of such a model include its
tractability and the important role it assigns to technological differences between industries. To start we ignore some relatively important matters that are central to the more
s See Jones and Neary (1984, Section 2.2) for a discussion of this approach.
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traditional models discussed in Section 4 issues (for example, capital as a factor of
production). However, the model set out in this section contains many of neoclassical
trade theory's most important conclusions with respect to the labor market as an economy
moves from autarky (the absence of trade) to free trade.
3.1. Wage determination in a closed economy

It is assumed that there are two types of labor in the economy: relatively skilled (the fixed
aggregate effective supply of which is S) and relatively unskilled (U). The economy is
initially assumed to be closed. There are up to five industries in operation in the economy.
Each of the industries utilizes only one type of labor and no other factors of production.
Industries 1 and 2 are manufacturing industries that use, respectively, skilled and unskilled
labor; industry 3 is a manufacturing or raw materials industry using only unskilled labor;
industries 4 and 5 are service industries using, respectively, skilled and unskilled labor.
Thus, in a sense, industries 1 and 4 constitute the high-tech sector and industries 2, 3, and 5
the low-tech sector. Given constant returns, the production functions for the five industries
can be written as
Qi m_ A i S i '

i = 1,4

Qi = A i U i ,

i = 2,3,5,

(3.1)

where the Ai's are fixed technological coefficients. Given competitive price and wage
determination and the complete within-country mobility of labor between the industries
grouped by skill, the marginal conditions for the economy imply that the skilled wage rate
satisfies
Ws = AlP1 = A4P4,

(3.2)

where P1 and P4 are the prices of the two high-tech goods. Similarly, for the unskilled
wage rate
Wu = A2P2 = A3P3 = AsPs.

(3.3)

It is assumed that the utility function for the economy is Cobb-Douglas in the consumption of the five goods, that is
5

Y = 1--I C/~"

~ . vi = 1,

1--1

(3.4)

i

where Ci is the aggregate consumption of good i. Maximization of Y given the appropriate
budget constraint implies that expenditure on the ith good is given by
PiCi = Pi Z PiQi.
i

(3.5)
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In the absence of international trade, all consumption is produced domestically, or

G = Qi.
These assumptions are sufficient to derive the quantity of labor employed in each of the
five industries. The amount o f skilled labor employed in i = 1 or 4 is Si = vi/(vl + v4)S,
and the amount of unskilled labor e m p l o y e d in i = 2, 3, or 5 is Ui = vi/(u2 + u3 + vs)U.
By Eq. (5) the price of good 1 relative to g o o d 2 is P1/P2 = (vJv2)/(Q1/Q2), which is equal
to ((Pl + P4)/(P2 + v3 + I/5))(AzU/AIS). It then follows from the marginal conditions that
the skilled/unskilled relative wage rate is

rel
- -

Ws
Wu

- -

A,P,
A2P2

- -

v,+v 4
(S~
v2 + P3 + P5 \ u ]

'
.

( 3 . 6 )

The relative wage depends negatively on the relative supply of workers by skill and
positively on the relative weight of skill-intensive products in the utility function. It is
important to note that, because of the special fnnctional forms, rel does not depend on the
five technological parameters, the Ai' s.6
The value of the consumption levels o f each of the five goods is equal to Ai times the
solution value of the relevant labor input, C1 = A~ v~/(v~ + v4)S, etc. It then follows that
the reduced form level o f aggregate utility (real output) is

Y=AS~'+~4U ~2+~+~5,

A = (Pl -}- b'4)-(uJ+v4)(P2 + 1"3 -I /35) (u2+~+us)Z(piAi)Vi.
i
(3.7)

The real wage rates of each type of labor equal
Y
Rs = ( P l qt. P 4 ) ~

(3.8)

and
Y
Ru = (v2 + u3 + v 4 ) ~ .

(3.9)

A proportional change in any one of the technological parameters has the same proportional effect on both real wage rates, that i s / ) s = d(lnRs) = / ) v = ViAl. Equal proportional
changes, A, in each of the five technological parameters causes Y, Rs, and Ru all to rise by

A.
3.2. Wage determination in an open economy
N o w suppose that goods 1, 2, and 3 b e c o m e traded internationally with prices set in world
6 If the utility function (4) had been assumed to be of the CES form with an elasticity of substitution equal to e
(which may, unlike the current form of (4), differ from unity), the value of O(lnrel)/O(ln(S/U))would equal - 1/e
rather than 1. Further, a ceteris paribus increase in A I and/or A4 would increase or decrease tel as 8 is greater or
less than one.
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markets (at Pb P2, and P3 = 1). An important assumption is that foreign and domestic
versions of the tradable goods are perfect substitutes for one another both domestically and
in international markets. Goods 4 and 5 are non-tradables, i.e., they can be neither
imported nor exported. 7 How does the advent of international trade in manufacturing
industries alter the determination of rel, Rs, and Ru in our illustrative small economy
compared to the closed economy scenario?
It is assumed that - at least initially - both goods 1 and 2 can be produced profitably
in our economy but that the international price of good 3 (arbitrarily equal to one) is
too low relative to home country productivity in good 3 (A3) to justify the existence of
industry 3 in our economy. Thus, in the open economy case the marginal conditions for
unskilled labor, (3.3), exclude the P v43 term, for P2A2 > A3- Since P I and P2 (which
are interpreted in terms of the price of good 3) are determined internationally, the
prices of the two non-tradable goods depend directly on these world prices, i.e.,
P4 = (A1/A4)PlandP5 = (A2/As)P2.
The first step in the solution of the open version of the model is to check to make sure
that the economy is producing both goods 1 and 2. To do this, note that, with aggregate net
exports held equal to zero, expenditure on the two non-tradable goods, P4Q4 and PsQ5, are
equal to, respectively, b'4 and/'5 of aggregate expenditure (in terms of the price of good 3),
I = P1Q1 + P2Q2 + P4Q4 + PsQs. This, along with the full employment conditions S =
Sj + $4 and U = U2 + U5 and the marginal conditions permits explicit solution for & and

g2:

s, = ~a.2~e2 [ ( 1 - v4)a.
J ~ e~ s
AI/~I [_

]

A2/-"2 U

/'4

(3.10)

and

[

u2 = u (1 -/'5)-/'SA~ ~

.

(3.11)

The assumption that the economy is active in both industries 1 and 2 requires that
1-

u5 > A~ PI S >
/'5

A2 P2 U

v4

(3.12)

1 - u 4"

Satisfaction of Eq. (3.12) is required for the economy to be in what is called in the trade
literature the "cone of diversification."
If this condition is not satisfied, the determinants of real and relative wages are, as we
will see below, very different from those if it is satisfied. A relevant example of the way in
which Eq. (3.12) would cease to hold is as follows: Suppose that industry 2 includes lowtech goods such as textiles and toys. Over time the technology of low wage countries (the
value of A2 the "South") with respect to good 2 increases relative to that in our economy
7 Here we ignore the transformation of services into internationally traded items, as has occurred with some
electronically provided services.
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such that P2 falls. This causes U2 and Q2 to decline until, eventually, all unskilled labor is
employed in the non-tradable service sector (Us = U), making Big Macs rather than toys.
With the economy is active in both goods 1 and 2, the skilled/unskilled relative wage is
seen from the marginal conditions to equal
r e l - - Ws -- AI PI
Wu
A2 P2"

(3.13)

The determination of rel is very different in the open economy case from that in the
closed economy given by Eq. (3.6). For a closed economy, a change in tastes (a change in
v~ + v4 constrained to equal the change in the opposite direction in z,2 + v3 + vs) causes a
shift in the relative demand function and resultant changes in tel and PI/P2. In the open
economy case PJ/P2 is determined internationally, so changes in the ~,/'s simply shift the
composition of output and, in particular, of net exports. In the closed economy model, an
increase in the relative supply of skilled labor, S/U, causes the relative wage and the value
of P1/P2 to fall, but in the small open economy model a change in S/U merely causes the
composition of aggregate output to change with all prices unchanged.
For subsequent purposes it is useful to calculate the value of net exports in the two
tradable goods industries in which the economy is active. These values (in terms of the
price of good 3) are as follows:
PI(Q1 - C1) = (1 - v I - v4)P1AIS

-

-

(b' 1 -]- v4)P2A2U

(3.14)

and
P2(Q2 - C2) = - ( p 2 + v s ) P I A t S - (1 - ~'2 - vs)P2AzU.

(3.15)

Since the sum of these two values equals C 3 = vs(P1A1S + P2A2U), which is positive if
the economy consumes a good it does not produce, net exports of at least one of goods 1
and 2 must be positive.
Substituting the values of each of the five Ci's into Eq. (3.4), the value of real output in
the open economy case is seen to be
Y =

vi

P1

~

~

[P,A1S + P2A2U].

(3.16)

Holding S and U constant, the proportional change in Yis equal to the proportional change
in the average real wage rate in the economy (R), for R = Rs(S/L ) + R~(U/L) = Y/L,
where L = S + U. This is
~z = [sh - v, - v4]P , + [1 - s h -

where
sh =

P1AIS
P I A I S + P2A2U

P2 - vs]P2,

(3.17)
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is skilled labor's share of aggregate income. The coefficient on/31 or/32 in Eq. (3.17) is
positive or negative as the economy is a net exporter or a net importer of that good. (This
can be shown using Eqs. (3.14) and (3. l 5).) If the prices of both tradable goods change by
the same proportion, say/3j =/32 ---~/3.,the change in the average real wage rate is/3..
This means that if foreign producers become more efficient in the production of goods l
and 2 but not in the production of good 3, the decline in the relative prices of goods 1 and 2
will lower real income in our economy (because the importation of good 3 is more
expensive). Finally, if all relevant foreign industries, including those associated with
good 3, become equally more productive, Pi and P2 will not change, and real and relative
wages in our economy will not be affected.
The real wages of skilled and unskilled labor in the economy are equal to
Y

Y
R v = (1 - sh)~.

Rs = s h f ,

(3.18)

It is straightforward to show that an increase in At or P~ causes Rs to rise and Ru to fall and
that an increase in A2 or P2 has the opposite qualitative effect on the two real wage levels.
Increases in either A 4 o r A 5 cause both Rs and Rv to rise by the same proportion.
The important difference concerning the determination of wages between the closed
(autarky) and open models is summarized geometrically in Fig. 1.
The relative labor demand function in the closed case is downward-sloping with respect
to the relative wage, and it is shifted by changes in product demand parameters. Thus, an
exogenous increase in the relative supply of skilled labor causes the skilled/unskilled
relative wage to fall. In the open economy case, on the other hand, the relative prices
of the goods produced by the two types of labor are determined internationally, and, given
the technology of production of the two relevant tradable goods industries, the skilled/
rel

(S/U)sup

(S/U) dem OPEN

CLOSED

S/U
Fig. 1. Relative wage equilibrium in the open and closed models.
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unskilled wage rate cannot vary. This is often called the F a c t o r Price Insensitivity theorem
(see Learner and Levinsohn, 1995). Thus, the relative labor demand function is horizontal,
and rel is unaffected by changes in S/U.
3.3. International equilibrium

Although the focus of our review is on the effects of international developments on labor
market variables in a single, relatively small country, it important to understand that what
is going on in one country is part of the general equilibrium of the world economy. The
world economy is, after all, a closed economy. To do this we specify that there is one other
very large economy on the planet, ~ the values of whose variables are denoted by the
subscript r (for rest of world (ROW)). The initial factor endowments of the R O W are &
and Ur and its technology is represented by Ar = {AIr,A2r,A3,.,A4r, Asr}, which is not
necessarily the same as the A in our focus economy. Tastes in the R O W for consumption of
each of the five goods are assumed to be identical to that in our economy, so Yr depends on
the Ci/s according to Eq. (3.4) and the consumption of each good in the R O W follows Eq.
(3.5).
It is assumed that the R O W is active in the production of all five goods. Since P3 has
been assumed equal to one, the marginal conditions for unskilled labor in the R O W are
Wur = A 2 r P 2 = A 3 r = AsrPsr, which means that the world price of good 2 is
P2 = A3r/A2r" From this point, one solves the model by determining the allocation of
skilled and unskilled labor between the relevant industries within each country. The
world price of the skill-intensive tradable good is
pl -I-p4
A 3 r ( Sw ~ -1
Pt = 1 - ~'1 v4 A2r \-U~ww] '

(3.19)

where Sw = A1S + Aj~S,. is the effective world supply of skilled labor in terms of its
productivity in industry 1 and U w = A 2 U + A2rUr is the effective supply of unskilled
labor in terms of its productivity in industry 2. Given the assumption that our focus
economy is a very small portion of the world economy, Sw ~- AlrSr and Uw "~ AzrUr,
so, holding tastes constant, the proportional change in the world price of good 1 relative to
good 2 is
A

A

(PI/P2) ~ - ( A l r / A 2 r ) - (S J U t ) .

The skilled/unskilled relative wage rate in our economy is, of course, still given by Eq.
(3.13). Its proportional change is
rel ~ (AI/A2) - (AIr~A2,_) - (SflUr).

One could easily specify any number of other countries or economic blocs. For example, Wood (1994) and
Krugman (1979) usefully distinguish between the "North" and the "South" in their models. For our purposes,
however, it is sufficient to look at one small (relatively skill-intensive) economy versus the aggregation of all
other countries.
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This means that rel increases when the efficiency of industry 1 relative to industry 2 in
the economy rises relative to the rest of the worm and as the relative effective world supply
of skilled labor falls. The factor price insensitivity theorem, discussed in the case of the
analysis of a single country applies only insofar as our focus country is small relative to the
rest of the world. For example, the effect of a change in S on rel is
c)(lnrel)/c)(lnS) = -AIS/(AIS + ArSr) , i.e., the negative of the focus country's share of
the world supply of effective units of skilled labor. - O(lnrel)/c)(lnS) is never zero, but it
is approximately zero for most country's and much less than one even for the US.
An important implication of the general equilibrium version of the simple model is that
with free trade real wage rates by skill may tend to be equal among countries. The ratio of
the skilled real wage in the focus economy to that in the ROW is

Rs _ ( Al ~1 ( A 2 ~ - . s ( e 4 ) v 4 ( A s ) V ,
Rsr \ Alr ] ~'4\Azr,] \ A4r ! \ A5r ! "

(3.20)

Similarly, the ratio of unskilled real wage rates is

Ru = ( ~ l l r ) - V 4 ( A 2 ~ ' Us(A4 ~"4(A5 ~ v5
Rur
A2r ]
\A4r ] \A5r ] "

(3.21)

In order for both skilled and unskilled real wage rates to be equal in our country and the
rest of the world it is necessary that the technology parameters for each of the competitive
export industries be equal, A i = Air. Real wage equality between sets of countries also
requires that the weighted average of the technology parameters in the non-tradable sector
be equal. This means, effectively, that Factor Price Equalization (the tendency, under free
trade, for real wages by skill in all countries to become equal regardless of initial factor
endowments) requires that technology in different countries be identical. It is important to
point out that even if the identical technologies assumption is not satisfied, so that we do
not observe factor price equalization, the result of factor price insensitivity will still apply.
A second implication of the world general equilibrium model is the Hecbcher-Ohlin
theorem, which says that countries will tend to export goods that are relatively intensive in
the factors in which they are relatively abundant.
This is seen in the context of our simple model by substituting the solution value of P1]
P2 into Eq. (3.14), the value of net exports of good 1 by our economy:9

[
PI(QI - CI) = (v2 + v5)PtAIS 1

AlwSw/A2wUw]
AjS/A2U
"

(3.22)

Given identical technologies in all economies, a relatively skilled labor abundant economy
(S/U > Sr/U~) will tend to export good 1 and, with more-or-less balanced trade, import
good 2. This is the strong version of the HO theorem, and, as will be discussed in Section
5.1, much of the work of empirical trade economists has been concerned with testing it. A
modified version of the HO theorem, which has been used with some success in recent
9 W e make the additional assumption for simplicity that good 3 does not exist (i.e., u3 = 0).
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empirical work (Trefler, 1993, 1995; Davis et al., 1997), allows for differences in relative
technology between the two industries engaged in tradable goods (i.e., the Ag's across
countries may differ).

3.4. Wage determination outside the cone of diversification
The results of the open model depend critically on the assumption that the economy is
active in both relevant tradable goods, 1 and 2. If this assumption is not correct, i.e,, both
the inequalities in Eq. (3.12) are not satisfied, the determination of wages in the economy
more resembles the closed economy case than the open economy case.
To see this, we assume that/'2 has fallen below the point at which industry 2 is still
active in our economy. (An analogous set of results follow from the assumption that
industry 1 is no longer active.) In terms of Eq. (3.12), P2 is no longer greater than
(us/(1 - Us))PI(AIS/A2U), and all unskilled workers are employed in industry 5. In
other words, instead of some of the U's producing textiles and toys, the U's are now
employed exclusively in the service sector.
The solution of the model in this "degenerate" case is quite straightforward. Since
goods 2 and 3 are not produced in the economy, national income (in terms of the internationally-determined price of good 3) is I = PI QI + P4Q4 + PsQs. Given the assumption of unitary price and income elasticities of the demand for each good, expenditure on
each of the non-tradable goods, 4 and 5, is proportional to L Thus, the equilibrium I is a
constant fraction of the value of the output is a constant multiple of the value of the output
of the single remaining tradable goods industry, that is I = ((1/(1 - u4 - us))PIQI.
Further, since P4Q4 = u4I, the fraction of all skilled workers who are employed in
industry 1 is (1 - ~'4 - us)/(1 - us), the remainder of the S's being employed in the
production of non-tradable good 4.
The skilled/unskilled relative wage rate in this case is

rel-- Ws
Wu

_

AI

PI _

1-

A5 P5

u5

.

(3.23)

u5

This is qualitatively similar to the equivalent expression for the closed economy case, Eq.
(3.6). The only difference is the fact that, since both goods 2 and 3 are now purchased
abroad with exports generated from industry 1, the value u2 + u3 is moved from the
numerator to the denominator. The relative wage is, however, equally responsive in
proportional terms to changes in the relative supply of labor by skill in the closed case
and the case in which only one of the industries producing potentially tradable goods is
active.

3.5. Product differentiation
A focus of a substantial chunk of the recent literature in trade theory has been on the
paradox of extensive trade between countries with similar factor endowments in fairly
similar products. In the model set out in Section 3.2, net exports of goods 1 and 2 were
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Qi - c i . If a particular one of these was positive, exports of good i was Qi - Ci and there
were no imports of that good; if Qi - Ci < 0, there were imports of that good but no
exports. Put differently, the absolute price elasticities of imports and exports of both goods
1 and 2 with respect to the domestic prices relative to the foreign prices of the goods,
Pi]Pif, were assumed to be infinite.
There are several ways to justify the existence of inter-industry trade, but it seems to us
that the most plausible explanation is in terms of differentiated products. 10 Some consumers strongly prefer the domestic version of the product (would drive a Buick rather than a
B M W at any relative price); other consumers have the opposite preferences (their station
wagon m u s t be a Volvo). Further, the evidence on the magnitudes of import and export
price elasticities is that they fairly large but finite.
To see what difference the assumption of product differentiation makes in the wage
determination process, we modify the model to allow for finite import and export elasticities for the potentially tradable goods 2 and 3. (We continue to assume that good 3 is not
produced in our economy.)
With respect to imports, it is now assumed that the utility function for the economy is
given by
,2gg~

I-~

x P2 ~ ?

y = l ( C I , Clf)Vl q# \'~2, t"2f]

f~P4 ~ P 5

~ 3 '~4 "~5 "

For goods 1 and 2, Ci is the domestic consumption of the domestically produced Qi and C/f
is the consumption of the foreign brand of good i. The elasticity of substitution within the
composite function 0 i is ri, which is fairly large (surely greater than one) but finite. The
assumption that Y is Cobb-Douglas in the five goods implies that total domestic expenditure on the domestic and foreign versions of each of the tradable goods is a constant
fraction of national income, that is P i C i + P i f C i f = vii. In addition, d ( l n ( C i / C i f ) ) =
-rid(ln(Pi/Pif))
with the relative tastes for the domestic versus the foreign version of
the product held constant.
Holding consumer tastes constant, the resultant domestic consumption demand functions for the domestic and foreign versions of goods 1 and 2 are
Ci = -("ri - (ri - 1)wi)[~i + (Ti -- 1)(1 -- Wi)[~if + f

(3.25)

10Goldstein and Khan (1985) distinguish between the "imperfect substitutes model" (as opposed to the
"perfect substitutesmodel") that is central to classical trade theory) and proceed to use the model to motivate
their review of import and export elasticities. This approach in trade theory is referred to as the Armington
assumptions (Armington,1969) that the demandfor many tradable goods is distinguishedby their country of
origin, and such an approachto the demandside has been termed "Armingtonhome bias" (Trefler, 1995). There
is also a large literature in trade theory (some of which is reviewed in Section 5.1) about the reasons for the
(puzzlingfrom the point of view of the Hecksher-Ohlintheorem) observedpattern of trade in similarproducts
(intra-industrytrade) betweennationswith similarfactor endowments.Most trade theorists appearto considerthe
Armingtonapproach as unsatisfactorilyad hoc (although see Levey, 1997) and focus instead on monopolistic
competitionand/orincreasingreturnsas the reason(see, e.g., Helpmanand Krugman,1985). Davis (1995) points
to inter-country-differencesin industrytechnologyparameters (the Ai's in our notation)and resultantpatterns of
specializationas the reason for intra-industrytrade.
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and
Cif : - (~i -

1 ) w i P i - ((Ti -

1 ) w i + 1)/Sir + i',

(3.26)

where w i = P i C i / u i l is each domestic good's share of total expenditure on good i and ~is
the proportional change in aggregate income (depending on the values of changes in Pj,
P2, QI, and Q2. The coefficients on the changes in prices in Eq. (3.26) are the relevant price
elasticities of imports of each of the tradable goods, and they are obviously the larger the
greater is the value of the relevant "ci. Import relative price elasticities are usually in terms
of value, i.e., - O l n ( P i j C i f ) / c ? l n ( P i f / P i ) , which takes the value (~'i - 1)wi in Eq. (3.26).
Exports of goods 1 and 2 are the differences between Qi and Ci. The demand for good i
produced in our focus economy by the ROW is assumed to follow Eq. (3.26) with the
appropriate reversal of the price changes. With the small country assumption that world
consumption of our focus country's version of good i is a trivial fraction of total world
consumption (wit = 1), this implies - foreign tastes and incomes held constant - that
exports of good i are
(Qi~~ Ci) -

Qi
Qi
Qi - Ci

ci
Ci = - T i P i -[Qi - Ci

(Ti - 1)}3if.

(3.27)

In the absence of product differentiation, the model in Section 3.3, the absolute own price
elasticity of exports would equal infinity, and P i would always equal P!f if any of Qi was
exported. To the extent that the good produced domestically has unique features, both the
import and export price elasticities will be of smaller magnitude.
The final step in the construction of the model with differentiated tradable goods is the
specification of the supplies of goods 1 and 2. This is done by using the solution values of
$1 and U2 from Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11). For example, assuming that both goods 1 and 2 can
be produced profitably in the economy (i.e., that Eq. (3.12) is satisfied, the domestic supply
of good 1 is Ql = A I S 1 . The proportional change in the supply of this goods is

Q1 : E1 ( P ~ + (1 + E1)(A 1 -}- S ) - EI(A 2 -}- U),
\P2 ]

(3.28)

where the relative price elasticity of the supply of good 1 is
P2 A2 U
El = ~'4p1 Q1
This is positive so long as there are some skilled workers employed producing nontradables (v4 > 0). The supply function for good 2 is

=

[P2 J

where

+ x ) + (i +

+ 0),

(3.29)
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P~ A1S
E2 = ~ , 5 - - - P2 Q2
Combining these expressions for the proportional changes in domestic consumption,

exports, and the supplies of the two tradable goods yields two equations in the proportional
changes in the domestic prices of goods 1 and 2, that is
[Q1E1 + C1/<'1 -}- (O, - C1)r, - shC1]Pj - [Q~E1 + (1 - sh)C1]P 2
= - [ Q I ( 1 + E~) - shCl](S + A l ) + [Q,E, + (1 - sh)Cl](lJ + A2)
+ [CI(K, -- 1) + (Q1 - C1)(rl - 1)]/31f,

(3.30)

- [ Q 2 E 2 H- shC2]P 1 + [Q2E2 + C 2 u 2 q- (Q2 - C2)T2 - (1 - sh)C2]P 2
= [Q2E2 Jr shC2](S q A I ) - [Q2( 1 + E2) - (l - s h ) C 2 ] ( U H- A2)
H- [C2(K 2 -- 1) q- (Q2 - C2)(T2 - 1)]P2f.

(3.31)

where Ki = ("t" i - - ( g i - - 1)Wi) is the absolute elasticity of Ci with respect to Pi.
The solution of these equations yields the proportional changes in P~ and P2 in terms of
the proportional changes in PI~; P2f, AIS, and A2U. Of particular interest is the effect of
changes in these exogenous variables in the skilled/unskilled relative wage rate, which, in
general, is
re"~ = P l -- P2 -[-/~1 - J~-2

= m & f i q . + me2P2f + ms ~S+ m u l l + (ms + 1)A1 + (mu - 1)A2-

(3.32)

Properties of these coefficients (when the r i ' s are greater than one and finite) include mm
and mu positive, me2 and ms negative, mpl = 1 - ms, and rot, 2 = mu - 1. The solution of
these equations is best viewed initially in terms of its properties in two extreme situations.
At one extreme, the c l o s e d economy_ case in which there is no trade (i.e., Ci = Qi for i =
1,2 and ~'3 = 0), ( P I / P 2 ) = - ( A I / A 2 ) - (S/U). Since r e l ~ (PI/P2)fA1/A2), the proportionate change in the skilled/unskilled relative wage is rel = - ( S / U ) . In terms of Eq.
(3.32), m s = - 1, m U = 1, and the coefficients on world prices are zero. If both % and
9"2 are equal to one, the effects on rel of changes in each of the exogenous variables are the
same as in the closed model. In this case, the foreign versions of goods 1 and 2 are both as
distinct from the domestic versions as they are from each other, so changes in foreign
prices do not affect the relative demand for labor.
At the other extreme, that of the open economy with both products undifferentiated, the
values o f both r i ' s are so large that Pi = Pif for both tradables and changes in factor
supplies have no effect on the relative wage, i.e., ms = rap1 = 0 and m ~ + me2 = - 1
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(but mu and ms may be of different magnitudes). Thus, only the calculated values of ms and
rnu are reported in the table.
In the intermediate case - with the existence imports and exports of both tradable goods
and finite values of the ~'i's - the determination of t e l is, needless to say, a blend of the
processes associated with the closed and open economy models° The absolute values of all
of the m's in Eq. (3.32) are positive but less than one. First, an increase in (S/U) causes a
fall in the skilled/unskilled relative wage, but the magnitude of this effect is smaller than in
the closed economy case and approaches zero as the ~'i's approach infinity. In terms of Fig.
1, therefore, the relative labor demand function in the intermediate case is the dotted line
between the functions for the closed and open economies. Second, changes in the technological parameters affecting tradable goods, At and A2, have some effect on the relative
price of goods 1 and 2, but the magnitude of this effect is the smaller the lower are the
values of the two price elasticity parameters. This implies that in the intermediate case
1 > 3 ( l n r e l ) / 3 ( l n ( A l / A 2 ) > 0. Third, in the intermediate case proportional changes in the
world prices of each of the two tradable goods cause the price of the domestic version to
rise but by less than/5if. This means that relative wages are only partially dependent on the
world prices of exportable goods.
Given the rather extreme divergence of the implications of the closed and open economy models, it is interesting to see how different values of the degree of substitution
between the domestic and foreign versions of the two tradable goods affect the values of
the four coefficients in Eq. (3.32). Table 5 calculates the values of these coefficients on the
assumption that vj = z,2 = P4 = P5,; the non-produced imported good 3 is ignored without
affecting the results. The results are reported for the 16 combinations of values of ~'1 and ~-a
equal to 2, 3, 5 and 10. These two values need not be equal. For example, a low value of ~'1
and a high value of ~'2 would reflect a situation in which the tradable goods produced by
skilled workers are subject to a lower degree of import competition than the tradable goods
produced by unskilled workers; the Qj goods are more differentiated than the Q2 goods
Table 5
Hypotheticaleffects of proportionalchangesin S and U on rel for alternativevaluesof the substitutionparameters
A. Trade small (wl w2 0.75)
Substitutionelasticitygood 1 (~'l)

"/'2

2
3
5
10

S
U
S
U
S
U
S
U

B. Trade large (wI = w2 = 0.25)
Substitutionelasticity good 1 (~'l)

2

3

5

10

2

3

5

10

-0.82
0.82
-0.79
0.75
-0.77
0.68
-0.74
0.62

-0.75
0.79
-0.70
0.70
-0.65
0.61
-0.61
0.53

-0.68
0.77
-0.61
0.65
-0.53
0.53
-0.47
0.43

-0.62
0.74
-0.53
0.61
-0.43
0.47
-0.34
0.34

0.68
0.68
0.65
0.56
-0.63
0.45
-0.61
0.36

-0.56
0.65
-0.52
0.52
0.48
0.39
-0.45
0.30

-0.45
0.63
-0.39
0.48
0.35
0.35
-0.31
0.24

-0.38
0.61
-0.30
0.44
0.22
0.29
-0.16
0.16
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(like computer software versus textiles). In Panel A of the table, it is assumed that the
value of the imports of both goods 1 and 2 are 25% of total expenditure on each of these
types of goods (i.e., w~ = w2 = 0.75), so total imports are 0.25 × 0.50 = t2.5% of total
expenditure in the economy. In Panel B it is assumed that imports represent 75% of
expenditure on tradables (wi = 0.75), which means that the aggregate import share is
37.5%. As suggested by Table 1, these are, respectively, approximately the cases of the
US and a typical European economy.
Given that mp1 = 1 - ms and rap2 = m u - 1, only the values of ms and mu are reported
in the table. For example, for ~-~ = ~'2 = 2 in Panel A, a one percentage point increase in S
causes a decline in rel of 0.82%. This means that a one percentage point in Ptf would
increase rel by 0.18%. These coefficients should be contrasted with their values in the
closed and open model cases, (raSinG) equal to ( - 1,1) and (0,0), respectively. For the small
trade case in Panel A, the assumed values have to be quite large in order for the implications of the model to be a 50-50 blend of the open and closed models. Recall from Eq.
(3.26) that the absolute relative price elasticities of import demand is (,ri - l ) w i. The
consensus of estimates surveyed by Goldstein and Kahn (1985) concerning this parameter
is a range from 0.5 to 1, which, at wi = 0.75, suggests a range of the ~-'s from 1.7 to 2.3. H
Their consensus estimates of the relative price elasticities of exports are somewhat higher
than the import elasticities, suggesting a range of the ~-'s of from 2 to 3.
Even with both ~-'s equal to 3.0, the coefficients on the proportional changes in S and U
suggest that the relative demand elasticity is 1/0.7 - 1 = 43% greater than it would be in a
closed economy setting. For the small trade case, it appears that the operation of the labor
market is closer to the closed than to the classically open model.
For the large trade case, the results for which are reported in Panel B, the effects of
changes in relative factor supplies on relative wages are significantly smaller than they
would be if the were economy closed. In the neighborhood of the T'S equal to 3.0, the
relative labor demand elasticity is about double its closed economy value. Nevertheless, relative domestic factor supplies still have a major effect in determining relative
wages,
3.6. Factor immobility

The models to this point have made the assumption that both types of labor are freely
mobile with the marginal revenue products of each type of labor equal in the relevant
industries. Although this is a defensible assumption for the long run (after about 3 years) in
certain economies (for example, the US), it is a questionable assumption for the short run
and for the relatively long run in some economies (for example, many in Western Europe
in which the intra-country regional mobility of labor is quite low). To see what difference
the degree of internal labor mobility makes, we will modify the open model discussed in
11 An interesting study by Grossman (1983) breaks down import demand for a selection of products into those
from developed and those from developing nations. His reported elasticities are generally higher than the Goldstein-Kahn consensus range.
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Sedtion 3.2 by modifying the assumption that there is perfect inter-industry labor mobility
of both types of labor. W e could assume that fixed quantities of both factors are specific to
each industry. For illustrative purposes, however, we assume that - despite any possible
differences in sectoral wage rates - a constant fraction z of unskilled labor is engaged in the
production of the relevant tradable good, industry 2, and that the remainder of the U' s are
attached to the non tradable goods industry 5. W e continue to assume that skilled labor is
perfectly mobile between industries 1 and 5 such that the skilled wage rates in these
industries are equal, j2 W e also revert back to the assumption of 3.2 that foreign and
domestic versions of goods 1 and 2 are perfect substitutes and that their prices are determined internationally.
The solution of the model is similar to that of the case of perfect internal mobility of
both types of labor. The only difference is that now there are two unskilled wage rates,
Wu2 = P2A2 and Wu5 = P s A s , as contrasted with the single skilled wage rate,
Ws = PIA1. T h e price of non-tradable goods produced by unskilled workers (Ps) is determined by aggregate income, technology in that industry (A5), and the supply of labor to
that industry, zU. The average wage of unskilled workers is Wu = Wu2z + Wus(1 - z).
The solution skilled/unskilled relative wage is

ws
rel-

l-v5
(3.33)

W ~ -- (P2A2/PIA1)z + us(S/U)"

In the special case in which v5 = 0, all unskilled workers are employed in the export
sector, Eq. (3.33) reduces to Eq. (3.13), the relative wage in the open economy.
If z = 0, all unskilled workers are employed in the non-tradable sector, Eq. (3.23)
reduces to Eq. (3.23), the relative wage outside the cone of diversification.
The proportional change in the relative wage with respect to the price and technology
parameters and the relative supply of labor by skill is

rel = - m

+ (1 - m)

p~

,

m

( P 2 A 2 / P i A j ) z + vs(S/U ) .

(3.34)

For P5 and z both positive, the value of m is strictly between zero and one. This means
that the relative labor demand function in Fig. 1 for the specific factor cases, like the case
of differentiated products discussed in Section 3.5, between that for the closed and open
economy models. The reason for this is that an exogenous increase in, say, Pt causes a onefor-one proportional increase in Ws without affecting the unskilled wage rate in the tradable industry Wu2. The increase in P1, however, increases national income (in terms of the
price of the imports good that is not produced, P3), which results in an increase in the
demand for the non-tradable good 5 produced by unskilled workers not attached to industry 2 and an increase in Wu3. This means that the average nominal wage of unskilled
J2The results of Bound and Holtzer (1997) suggest that the geographic mobility of relatively low skilled
workers in the US is less than that of relatively high skilled workers.
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workers, Wu = Wu2z + Wvs(l - z), also rises due to the increase in P~, although by
proportionally less than the increase in P~.

3. 7. Immigration and the factor content of trade
A n important difference between the determination of wages in the open and closed
models concerns the effect of the immigration of different types of labor on real and
relative wages rates. To illustrate this, consider what happens to the skilled/unskilled
relative wage, rel, in response to an increase in the unskilled labor force of AUM effective
units due to an influx of immigrants from low wage economies. What effect would this
have on the level of output and the distribution of income?
Assuming that the immigrants are free to work in any of the industries that hire unskilled
labor (industries 2 and 5 and, in the case of the closed economy, 3), the effects of this
immigration are represented by an increase in the value o f U equal to AUM. In the closed
economy model set out in Section 3.1, this would cause an increase in real output of
approximately RuAUM, which is equal to the real incomes received by the immigrants. The
increase in the aggregate supply of unskilled labor also causes Rs to rise and Ru to increase.
This means that the immigration also causes a transfer of income from unskilled natives to
skilled labor, and the size of this transfer is approximately (vj + v4)RuAUM. 13
In the open economy model in which the economy is active in the production of both
goods 1 and 2, the effects of immigration are very different.
The AUM increase in the supply of unskilled labor has no effect on Ru, Rs, and, of course,
rel. Instead, the adjustment is in terms of the industry composition of output and exports from QI toward Q2. Aggregate real output increases by (exactly) RvAUM, and there is no
associated redistribution from unskilled to skilled natives. If, on the other hand, the
economy is outside the cone of diversification (industry 2 has disappeared), the effects
of immigration on the distribution of income are qualitatively similar to the closed econo m y case. The results for the differentiated products version of the open economy model
(with finite values of the ~-i's>or the specific factors model are between those of the open
and closed models; immigration causes a smaller amount of redistribution than in the
closed e c o n o m y case.
Since immigration has no effect on rel in the fully open model, 14 it is somewhat paradoxical that the most frequently used method of discerning the effect of international trade
on relative wages is based on an analogue with immigration. The factor content approach
(FCA) is based on two steps. First, it is assumed (counterfactually) that relative wages are
determined as if the economy were closed. Given, in the context of the model in this
section, that there are four industries operating in the economy (all but industry 3), the
relative wage is assumed to be generated by
13See Borjas (1995) and Johnson (1998) for derivation of this result in a more general context.
24See Bhagwati (1991) for an extensive discussion of the economics, philosophy, and politics of the relation
between immigration and trade.
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(3.35)

where S, and U, are hypothetical aggregate supplies of the two factor to be defined in the
next step. Second, let the hypothetical supply of each factor equal its actual supply less the
amount of labor needed to produce the net exports of the good. For skilled labor this is
S , = S - (Q1 - C 1 ) / A I , and for unskilled labor U, = U - (Q2 - C2)/A2.
Substituting Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15), the actual levels of net exports of the goods, into
these expressions for hypothetical supplies and the results in Eq. (3.33), the value of re!/
reduces to P I A I / P 2 A 2 , which by Eq. (3.13) is the actual value of rel. Suppose that data on
international prices were poor or nonexistent or were altered by overall exchange rate
movements making it impossible to discern the effect of a change in P I / P e (caused by
changes in technology and/or factors supplies in the ROW) on rel. If one had data on
change over a time interval in the composition of imports and exports and their current
factor content (the Ai's) and if consumer tastes (the vi's) remained constant, one could use
Eq. (3.35) to estimate the effect of international factors on rel.
An additional advantage of FCA is that Eq. (3.35) is also correct for the case of
differentiated products. Now S , = S - (1/A1)[(Q1 - C1) - ( P l y / P I ) C I / ] , where the two
terms within brackets are, respectively, the exports and the value of the imports of good 1,
and U, is defined analogously. When these are substituted into Eq. (3.33) and the results
appropriately manipulated, r e ! t r e d u c e s to the correct value of rel. ~5 This is, in our view, an
important attribute of FCA, for, as we will argue in Section 5, most tradable goods appear
to be subject to the product differentiation phenomenon.

4. Trade and wages in neoclassical trade models

We now modify the assumption of Section 3 that each industry uses only one factor of
production (the Ricardian case) and adopt the convention of neoclassical trade theory that
each active industry uses some of each available factor. Initially it is assumed, as in
Section 3, that skilled and unskilled labor are the only factors of production, but this is
subsequently expanded to include capital.
4.1. T h e c l o s e d e c o n o m y

We first consider the demand for labor and the determination of relative wage
rates by skill in a closed economy in the case in which output in each industry
depends on inputs of both skilled and unskilled labor. The production function for
each industry is
Qi

= AiFi(Si, gi).

(4.1)

t5 To anticipate the discussion of Section 4.7, the FCA is only exactly correct under certain conditions, all of
which are satisfied in the current simple model.
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Ai is a technology parameter, changes in which are neutral with respect to
skill.
Each F i is linear homogeneous with an elasticity of intra-labor substitution or, which is
identical in all industries, and the shares of skilled and unskilled labor in each industry are,
respectively,/3i and 1 - / 3 i. The economy-wide utility function is assumed to be CES with
and elasticity of substitution of 6.
To make things comparable with our initial discussion of the open economy case below,
it is assumed that there are only two goods, produced in industries 1 and 2. The domestic
demand for good 1 relative to good 2 is then

Ci _ o ( PJ ~

C2

\~]

,

(4.2)

where O is a shift parameter. 16In the case of a closed economy (autarky), the domestic for
each good is equal to domestic supply (Ci = Qi). We also assume perfect labor mobility of
both types of labor between industries such that wage rates by skill are equal in both
industries. This implies that

P1A1 ]"~FsI = F2

(4.3)

and

P,A, "~F1 = F~,

(4.4)

where Fs1, = (OQ1/OS1)/A l , etc. With the addition of the full employment conditions that
S = Sl + $2 and U = UI + U2, the model can be solved for the effects of changes in S/U,
AI/A2, and O on the endogenous variables. Of particular interest is the determinants of
changes in the skilled/unskilled relative wage, rel.
This is found by noting that rel = F~.(S1, U1)/Fb(Si, UI) and substituting the solution
expressions for the proportional changes in Sl and U1, that is

s

u

s

u

( ~ - '~)

'
(4.5)

m z

1

+ ( 6 - ~)(/31 -/32)((s~/s) - ( u j / u ) )
Assuming that both elasticities of substitution are finite, m is positive, which means that
the relation between rel and S/U in this model is the downward-sloping case in Fig. 1.
Arbitrarily specifying that industry 1 is the more skill-intensive sector, i.e.,/3j >/32 and
SI/S > UffU, a shift in product demand toward good l, an increase in O, causes rel to rise.
t 6 0 is the ratio of the constant share parameters on C~ and C2 in the utility function raised to the e. In the
demand system in Section 3, e was assumed to equal one, and, with only two goods, O was equal to vL/v2.
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Given that industry 1 is the more skill-intensive sector, a relative increase in the technology parameter for industry 1 causes rel to rise or fall as s is greater or less than o-. 17 To
anticipate the discussion of the open economy model below, if e were very large, m would
be close to zero so that the absolute elasticity of relative demand would be infinite.
It is straightforward to add more industries to the model, although this adds greatly to
the complexity of the algebra. Suppose, consistent with the Ricardian model discussed in
Section 3, that industries 1 and 2 are manufacturing industries producing goods that would
be potentially tradable if the economy were open, industry 3 is a manufacturing or raw
materials industry that would not be in operation if the economy were open, and that
industry 4 produces all services that would not be tradable in an open setting. (There is no
point including another industry, for unskilled labor in the non-tradable sector is now
accounted for.) The production functions for goods 3 and 4 are given by Eq. (4.1), and
product demands would be determined by an enlarged version of Eq. (4.4) with three
demand shift parameters.
For the special case in which all four industry production functions and the aggregate
utility function are Cobb-Douglas (o" = s = 1) so that the labor share parameters, the 19/s,
are constant and expenditure on each of the four goods is a constant fraction, vi, of
aggregate expenditure, it is straightforward to show that the solution skilled/unskilled
relative wage rate is given by
fi

rel-- 1 --t9

(S)-I

U

4

'

fi

=

Z19iPi .

(4.6)

i=1

In this case the equilibrium value of rel depends on the relative supply of skilled labor, the
skill intensity coefficients of the four industries, and the distribution of consumer taste
coefficients. For example, the sign of the effect on rel of a shift in consumer preferences
from good 1 to good 4, dr4 = - d r 1 > 0, has the same sign a s 194 - 191, i.e., rel increases if
industry 4 is more skill intensive than industry 1.
Continuing the double Cobb-Douglas assumption and holding the consumption taste
parameters (the vi's) constant, the change in the real wage rate of skilled workers is

Rs = Z uifti - (1 - 19)

,

(4.7)

i"

and by Eq. (4.6) the proportional rate of change of the unskilled real wage is equal to this
plus (S/U). If relative factor supplies are unchanged, the proportional change in both real
wage rates is equal to a weighted average of the proportional changes of the neutral
technical efficiency parameters across the four industries.
It is important to point out that the classification of the aggregate labor force of a country
into "skilled" and "unskilled" workers is an extreme simplification. In general, the
17Note that Eq. (4.5) reduces to the results for the Ricardian model in Section 3. l when we set/31, 1
and o- equal to one.

/32, e-,
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production function for industry i (or, with capital and other factors added, the flow of
labor services in that industry) is Qi -~- F i( L l i , L2i . . . . ), where Lki is the input of the kth type
of labor in that industry. Throughout the theoretical section of this review we continue to
assume for expositional purposes that there are two types of labor ( L t i - - S i and L2i = Ui).
However, the empirical implementation of the labor aggregation issue is subject to a wide
variety of treatments (see Hamermesh, 1993, Chapter 3 for detailed technical discussion),
and this variety is reflected in empirical work in the trade/wages literature.
In the most general specification, the Lki's would be disaggregated by education, age
(work experience), gender, and other factors such as innate o1 specific ability, and the
cross-partial elasticities of complementarity between any two groups (the proportional
change in the marginal product of one group with respect to a proportional change in the
supply of the other group) would not necessarily be equal. Empirical work that requires a
disaggregation of the labor force by skill, however, is constrained by data availability.
Wage and employment data by industry are often only available by categories that accord
only roughly with a meaningful definition of "skill". Further, differences in data availability and training institutions among countries greatly complicate the task of making
international comparisons. J8
A taxonomy of the approaches to the disaggregation of labor services that have
appeared in the recent literature would break these down into four different procedures.
These, with some examples from studies that involve trade/wages questions, are as
follows:
(1) Two educational groups. In most countries estimates of the fraction of the work
force who have received some or have completed secondary schooling are available, and
these can be used to classify the work force into S and U, at least at the aggregate level (for
example, Davis et al. (1997) and Baldwin and Cain (1997)). A modification of this
approach is to calculate "equivalents" of both graduates of secondary schooling and
graduates of post-secondary schooling programs, using weights estimated from wage
data for those workers who did and those who did not complete the relevant programs
(e.g., Katz and Murphy, 1992; Borjas et al., 1997).
(2) More than two educational groups. A common conceptual approach is to divide the
labor force into three groups, those who have received only rudimentary education (only
primary schooling), intermediate education (secondary graduates), and advanced (postsecondary graduates). This approach is taken in the influential work of Wood (1994), in
which developing countries are abundant in the least skilled group whereas developed
countries have very low supplies of this type of labor. A similar approach is taken in
Harrigan (1997). With US data, it is common practice to distinguish between workers with
less than high school, high school, some college, and college plus.
~8For example, the educational system in the US is such that relatively little learning occurs until college. In
Japan, it is the other way around (see Juster and Stafford, 1991), so one would expect, so comparisons of college/
high school relative wages and their trends in these two countries (and the effects of "trade" thereon) would not be
very informative. In Germany, on the other hand, the prevalence of apprenticeship training programs weakens the
relationship between skill and education.
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(3) Several age~education~gender groups. The most general specification of labor input
allows for a large number of possible inputs. Methods 1 and 2 ignore the possibility that
labor may be differentiated in production functions by other observable characteristics
such as work experience and gender and implicitly assume that the elasticities of substitution between, for example, older and younger secondary school graduates and male and
female secondary school graduates are infinity. Within individual countries survey data
may permit a much finer breakdown of the work force by age and gender as well as
education. For US data, Bound and Johnson (1992) divide the work force into 32 such
cells by industry; Murphy and Welch (1992) use a still finer breakdown.
(4) Occupational groups. Several empirical studies on the trade/wages have used data
on the occupational distribution of the labor force. For example, Trefler (1995) used the
aggregate numbers of workers in six occupations in 33 countries in his tests of various
predictions of trade theory. 19 A related approach is to use the dichotomy of "production"
versus "non-production" workers (for example, Lawrence and Slaughter (1993) and
Sachs and Shatz (1994)), data that are widely available on an international basis. The
use of occupational data, although often necessitated by the lack of an alternative, has the
problem of potential endogeneity.
Given the current state of knowledge about disaggregation of the labor force by skill, it
is somewhat difficult to assess the implications of the many studies we will be reviewing in
Section 5. There are two additional complicating factors. First, it is clear that whatever
observable variables are chosen to disaggregate the labor force into distinct groups, a large
component - at least h a l f - of what labor economists call "skill" is, as stressed by Juhn et
al. (1993), not observed (or proxied by available variables in even the most detailed
datasets). Second, resolution of labor aggregation issues is an empirical question involving
estimates of the matrix of elasticities of substitution between various sets of potentially
distinct labor groups. How one would estimate these elasticities, however, depends on
what assumes about the openness of the economy with respect to trade. Most of the
existing estimates are based on the assumption of a closed economy, but, in theory,
these estimates should be made in concert with tests of the specification of the effect of
international variables.

4.2. The open economy

We now open up the economy and assume that the prices of goods 1 and 2 are determined
internationally rather than solely by domestic demand/supply factors. This, as we saw in
Section 3, requires that domestic and foreign goods are perfect substitutes for each other.
We continue to assume that both product and labor markets are competitive, and an
important assumption is that both goods 1 and 2 can be produced profitably in the economy
(i.e., that the economy is within the cone of diversification).
~9The six occupational categories used by Trefler were professional and technical, clerical, sales, service,
agricultural, and production, transport, and unskilled workers.
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Following Jones (1965), the major implications of the model for the determination of
wages are seen most clearly by dealing directly with the zero profit condition for each of
the industries, P i Q i - W s S i - W u U i = 0. Differentiating these totally, we have two equations determining the proportional changes in the two wage rates:

PI + Al =/3j Ws + (1 -/31)W v

(4.8)

and
/32 + A2 =/321~s + (1 -/32)Wu.

(4.9)

This implies that the skilled/unskilled relative wage depends on the relative price of the
two goods and the relative values of the technology parameters, that is

\ Wu

5, - fi2 \ P2A2

Assuming that industry 1 is the more skill intensive sector, /3~ >/32, an increase in the
price of good 1 relative to good 2 causes tel to increase more than proportionally so long as
there are some skilled workers in industry 2 (fi2 > 0) and/or some unskilled workers in
industry 1 (/31 < 1). Jones (t965) calls this the magnification effect. Changes in the
technological parameters A1 and A2 have the same effect as changes in the relevant prices.
As with the open model in the Ricardian case discussed in Section 3.2, changes in the
relative aggregate supplies of skilled and unskilled labor have no effect on tel (from a
partial equilibrium point of view), the factor price insensitivity theorem.
The impact of output price changes arising from international trade on factor prices are
illustrated geometrically in Fig. 2 with a representation of unit cost curves in two industries, differing in their ratios of input use. These represent the unit cost for the production
of two goods with different input ratios for skilled and unskilled labor. The vertical axis
represents the wage rate for skilled labor (Ws) and the horizontal axis the wage rate for
unskilled labor (Wu). Each cost curve ci, represents combinations of Ws and Wu that permit
the production of one price unit's worth of the output of good i. Point E coincides with
competitive equilibrium. The returns to production of each of the goods are equal. At E the
economy is active in both products, but for some output price combinations the economy
will specialize in the production of only one of the goods. The cone y0z represents the set
of equilibria in which both goods are produced, given factor endowments of the economy,
technology and factor prices. In this cone factor prices are locally independent of endowments.
Output price changes lead to wage changes in a magnified way. Consider an increase in
the price of the output of the skill intensive good. The 121 curve is shifted out to cj'. In
competitive equilibrium, defined by the new crossing (of el' and e2), the wage of skilled
workers rises while that of less skilled workers falls. If the wage increase for skilled
workers were proportionate to the price increase, the new crossing would need to be on
the ray 0x. Since the new equilibrium is toward the left of 0x, the wage increase for skilled
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Fig. 2. The effect of price changes on wage rates in the cone of diversifiaction.

labor is in greater proportion than the price increase, a so-called magnification effect of
price changes on wage changes. This disproportionate effect of output price increases on
the return to one factor and the accompanying decline in the return to the other is the
Stolper-Samuleson theorem (Stolper and Samuelson, 1941). For reference purposes, in
our model of Section 3, cl and c2 simplify to two points on the vertical and horizontal axis,
respectively. The cone of diversification is the entire first quadrant, and an increase in the
output price of one good simply moves the one point out in equal proportion, implying a
magnification effect of one.
Suppose there is an increase in the relative supply of skilled labor. So long as output
prices do not change, the factor proportions in each industry will not change, as, for
example, in our small country model of Section 3, but also in a somewhat more general
structure. If an increase in the relative supply of skilled labor leaves the input prices
unchanged it therefore follows that the factor proportions in each industry are unchanged.
The implication of this is that to absorb the added supply of skilled labor the output of the
labor intensive good must have risen. It then follows that in the more general model, the
share of less skilled labor employed in the production of good 2 must have fallen and the
share of less-skilled labor in the skill intensive sector (good 1) must have risen. This result,
that an increase in one factor induces a tandem shift in the use of the other into the industry
intensive in the factor of increase, is the Rybczynski theorem.
The condition for the equilibrium of the economy to be inside the cone of diversification
can be derived explicitly for the case of Cobb-Douglas production functions for both
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industries 1 and 2. Now the labor share parameters /31 and /32 are constants, and the
elasticity of substitution between skilled and unskilled labor, o-, equals one. Both industries will remain active if

( /32 "1132(1- [~2"11 '82( S ) ([31-132) PIA, ~ ( /32 "113,(1- /32 "1 -

8)-(/31

/:12)
(4.11)

If the left-hand side inequality is not satisfied, all resources will be devoted to industry 1,
the unskilled intensive sector, and the failure of the right-hand side inequality means that
all resources will be devoted to industry 1, the skill intensive sector. The left-hand side
inequality is the more likely to be satisfied (industry 2 is the more likely to exist) the lower
are the values of PIP2, ALIA2, and S/U. The range of the cone is also the larger the greater is
the difference between 131 and/32- For example, in the case in which the two industries are
equally skill intensive, all resources will be devoted to the industry with the larger value of

Pe4i.
As long as the economy stays within the cone of diversification (both Q~ and Q2 are
positive), the additions of a non-tradable sector (producing good 4 as in Part A of this
section) and an imported good not produced in the focus economy do not upset the basic
conclusions of the open model with respect to the determination of wages. The proportional changes in Ws and Wu are still determined from Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8), which make no
reference to any information concerning the non-tradable sector. Since the proportional
change in the price of non-tradables is t54 =/3417¢s + (1 - / 3 4 ) W v - 44, changes in the
world prices of tradable goods affect P4 but, of course, not vice versa. The presence of a
non-tradable sector, however, reduces the range within the cone of diversification (Deardorff and Courant, 1990) 2o - such that it is, for example, more likely that a given increase
in PI/P2 will cause industry 2 to disappear.
The real wage rate of each type of labor depends on the three relevant technology
parameters, A~, A2, and A3, and the world prices of the two tradable goods relative to
that of good 3, PI and P2. These are

/~S _ /31 --1 /32 (1 - /32/23 -- (1 -- /,'3)/~)/~1
1

/3, - / 3 2

((1

/32

/24(/34

131 --1 /32 (1 -/3,

P3 - (1 - /23)/~)/32

1

- ~,2m,,

- -

/31 - / 3 2

((1 -- /31 -]- /24(/31 -- /34))~z~2

-]- 1244 4
(4.12)
and
20This conclusion is by Eq. (3.12) obviouslythe same in the Ricardian case.
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1
1
/31 - / 3 2 ((/32 + u4(/34 -/32))A-~ + /3~ _ / 3 ~ ((/31 - v4(/3' -/34))A2 + u4"3"4'

(4.13)
where/3 = (/31 ul +/3zu2 +/34z'4)/(1 - v3). A rise in the price of the skill intensive tradable good, P1, causes the real wage of skilled workers to increase and the real wage of
unskilled workers to fall. The effect of the increase in PI on the average real wage rate in
the economy, ( R s S + R u U ) / ( S + U), is positive if the economy exports good 1; 21 otherwise it is negative. A n analogous set of conclusions applies to the effects of the less skill
intensive good. Suppose that a lowering of trade barriers causes the price of good 2 to fall
by X%. This causes R s to rise, Ru to fall, rel = R s / R u to rise by more than X%, and the
average real wage in the economy to rise if good 2 was initially imported.
Equal proportional increases in both P1 and P2 cause each of the real wage rates to rise
by v3 times that proportionate increase. P3 is the share of goods imported but not produced
in the economy, so increases in P1 and P2 mean that these goods have become cheaper,
hence the real wage increases.
If all relevant industries in the rest of the world (including the ones producing good 3)
became equally more productive, PI and P2 would not change and real wage and relative
wage rates in the focus country would be unaffected.
A n equal proportional increase of X% in all three of the relevant technology parameters
(A 1, A2, and A4) causes both Rs and Ru to rise by X%, which is the same result as obtained in
Eq. (4.7) for the closed model (with the double C o b b - D o u g l a s assumption). If the increase
in technology is confined to the non-tradable goods sector, a rise in A4 with no change in
productivity in the two tradable goods industries, both real wage rates rise by ~'4X%. The
result for the closed model is the same. Equal proportional increases in the technology
parameters of the two tradable goods industries, A~ and A2, by X% cause both real wage
rates to rise by (1 - v4)X%, which is, again, the same as in the closed model (with the
addition of A3 growing by X%).
A change in just one of the technology parameters for the tradable goods sector causes
the average real wage to change proportionally by the fraction of national income originating in that sector (v~ plus the ratio of net exports of that good to national income) times
•4i, which is the same as in the closed model. However, in sharp contrast to the closed

21The proportional change in the average real wage rate is shRs + (1 sh)Rtj, where sh is the share of national
income going to skilled workers, sh -- ~1 (vl + Xl) +/32(~2 + x2) + 134v4,where xl and x2 are the ratios of the
values of the ratios of net exports of each of the tradable goods to national income. With balanced trade,
Xl + x2 = v3. The conclusion that the effect of an increase in Pl on the average real wage has the same sign
as xl follows from the substitution of Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13) and the definition of sh into the expression for the
change in the average real wage rate.
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model, the productivity change causes a large change in relative wages. For example,
O(lnRs)/O(lnA j ) > 0 and O(lnRc~)/0(lnAj ) < 0.
The strong conclusions of the neoclassical trade model that we have discussed thus far
are based on the assumption that there are two tradable goods and two (internally mobile)
factors, the standard 2 x 2 model. In a more general setting there are m separate tradable
goods and n different factors of production. The standard reference on the properties of the
general case of the classical trade model is Ethier (1984). If m = n, there is no problem
with using a set of equations like Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) to discern the effects in a particular
small country of changes in internationally determined prices on factor prices in that
country. The difficulties arise when m ¢ n. When the n u m b e r of tradable goods exceeds
the number of factors (m > n), it is necessary to analyze the equilibrium of a particular
economy in concert with the equilibrium of all other economies. However, Ethier
concludes that most of the basic propositions of the 2 × 2 model, and, of particular interest
to labor economists, the lack of a significant effect of domestic factor supplies on factor
prices holds up in the m > n case. 22
When, however, the number of separate tradable goods is less than the number of
factors, m < n, m a n y of the implications of the model are quite different. In particular,
factor supplies in a country now have an effect on factor prices. For example, suppose that
the economy produces two tradable goods ((1) "high-tech" and (2) "low-tech"), both with
inputs of high skilled (S), medium-skilled (M), and low-skilled (U) labor, the aggregate
supplies of which are fixed. The prices of the two goods, Pa and Pa, are determined in the
world market and are (essentially) exogenous. Given the further assumption of the mobility of each of the three types of labor such that W~I = Wk2 for each skill level k, wage rates
are determined by the three marginal conditions, (PI/P2)OQI/c)S1 = c)Q2/OS 2, etc. As in the
2 x 2 model, the solution values of the Wk's are affected by the exogenous relative price of
the two goods, P~/P2, and by the technology parameters At/A2. However, unlike the 2 × 2
model, they also depend on the factor endowments of the economy. For example, an
increase in S causes the high/medium relative wage, rels/~ = W s / W M, to decline although by less than it would in a closed economy framework. 23
22Learnerand Levinsohn(1995) make the point that as a practical matter economistsare unsureabout how to
count both the numberof distinctcommodities(m) and the numberof separate factors (n). The uncertaintywith
respect to the second question is reflected in our discussionin Section 4.1 concerningtile appropriate way to
disaggregate labor input.
23An example of one of N! special cases that can occur in trade models of the labor market concerns the
demandfor teenagelabor. Supposethat there are two tradablegoods industries, 1 and 2, that only use adult skilled
and unskilledlabor, Si and Ui. The non-tradablegoods industryin the economy,on the other hand, employssome
S and U as well as the entire supplyof teenagelabor, say T (in the capacityof employeesof the fast food industry).
Assuming an equilibrium within the cone of diversification(both industries 1 and 2 are profitably operated),
WslWU is determinedby the valueof P1/P2 as in the standardtwo input model above. The market-clearingwage
of teenage labor, Wr, may be 'affectedby the aggregate supplyof teenagers as in the closed model. Specifically,if
teenagers and adult unskilled labor are not sufficiently perfect substitutes in the nontradable industry,
OWT/OT < 0. (If on the other hand, each U is perfectly substitutablefor a T, the equilibriumvalue of Wr will
be a proportionalof Wu, which is determinedinternationally.
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4.3. Modifications of the open model
The most important difference between the open and closed models from the point of view
of labor market analysis is that changes in relative factor supplies, S/U, have an effect on
real and relative wages in the latter but not (or, in general, very little) in the former. In
Sections 3.4-3.6 it was shown in the context of a simple Ricardian framework that this
conclusion is upset when any combination of three assumptions of the open model is lifted.
These assumptions are as follows: (i) the economy is inside the cone of diversification (i.e.,
both skilled and unskilled labor are involved in the production of tradable goods); (ii)
domestic and foreign versions of the two tradable goods are perfect substitutes, and (iii)
both types of labor are perfectly mobile between industries.
First, suppose that the relative price of good 2 has fallen below the point at which the
less skill intensive industry 2 is profitable so that only one tradable good (industry 1) and
the non-tradable good (industry 4) remain active. PI is determined internationally, and P4
is determined domestically. The marginal conditions are now Ws = P jAIFs 1 P4A4Fs 4
and Wu = PIAIFs I P4A4Fs 4. To make the point as simply as possible, we will assume
that the production functions in both industries and the consumer utility function are
Cobb-Douglas (so that the consumption shares, the ui's, are constant). This implies that
the fractions of skilled and unskilled workers employed in the non-tradable sector are,
respectively,
84/8 =/341-'4/(/34v4 -}-/31(1 - v4)) and U4/U = (1 -/34)v4/((1 -- /34)P4
+(1 -/31)(1 - ~4)). It then follows that the skilled/unskilled wage rate depends negatively on S/U, for rel = (/34/(1 -/34))($4/U4). Regardless of the skill intensity of the
export industry relative to that of the industry for exclusively domestic consumption, a
change in the world price of the export good has no effect on relative wages. Thus, outside
the cone of diversification, the labor market of an open economy behaves essentially like
that of a closed economy.
Second, it was shown in Section 3.5 that a necessary condition for the strong version of
the open model to hold is that the foreign and domestic versions of tradable goods must be
perfect substitutes. To the extent that the elasticities of substitution between the consumption of the domestic and foreign versions of each of the tradable goods, Ci, and C/j; are less
than infinity, the absolute relative demand elasticity of labor will be less than infinity. We
will not set out the rather tedious algebra, but the same conclusion applies to the case set
out in this section in which both types of labor are used in all industries.
To see this intuitively, consider an economy that produces and consumes only goods 1
and 2, the former being more skill intensive than the latter. The relative supply of the
goods depends positively on their relative price, which is represented by the upwardsloping (Q1/Q2)s schedule in Fig. 3. This is the flatter the more similar are the skill
compositions of the two industries, 24 and (because industry 1 is more skill intensive
than industry 2) it shifts to the right when the relative supply of skilled labor increases.
The relative demand curve depends on what assumes about trade. In the closed economy case, relative product demand is equal to relative consumption demand, which is
downward-sloping with an absolute elasticity of e. In the open economy model without
=

=
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product differentiation, each domestic price is equal to the foreign price, so the demand
condition is represented as PI/P2 = Ptu/Pzf, which is, of course, horizontal. In the differentiated products version of the open model, the relative product demand curve depends
on the relative domestic prices and has a finite elasticity so long as the price elasticities of
imports and exports of the two tradable goods are less than infinity. 25
A shift to the right in the relative supply curve due to an increase in S/U causes the
largest decline in the relative price of the skill intensive good in the closed model and, of
course, no change in the open model without perfectly substitutable products. In the
differentiated products model, the shift in the relative supply curve causes some decline
in PI/P2, the decline being the smaller the larger are the import and export elasticities.
Since the change in rel is determined by Eq. (4.10) in all cases, the magnitude of the effect
of an increase in S/U on rel ranges from zero in the open model to the closed economy
elasticity.
Third, the strong conclusion of conventional open economy model also depends on the
assumption that both skilled and unskilled labor are completely mobile across industries 1
and 2, i.e., that the specific fitctors case does not apply. This was demonstrated in the
context of the Ricardian model in Section 3.6. If, as was shown for that model, one or both
of the labor types cannot or does not move in response to relative wage changes, magnitudes of the effects of changes in S/U, A1/A2, and the internationally determined PI/P2 are
smaller than in the model with complete labor mobility.
The same conclusion holds for the classical case in which the ouput of each tradable
good depends on both factors. Assuming that unskilled labor is immobile (Ul = zU and
U2 = (! - z)U) although skilled labor is still completely mobile between industries, Ws ffCu is no longer uniquely determined from Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9), for the changes in
unskilled wages in the two industries are not identical. 26 The result in this case - as was
true in the Ricardian model - is that an increase in the relative world price of the relatively
skill intensive good causes Ws/Wu1 to fall and Ws/Wu2 to rise and that the average relative
wage, rel = Ws/(zWul + (1 - z)Wu2 ) rises by less than it would if U were mobile.
Further, a given increase in S/U causes rel to fall by an amount that is less than in the
closed models.
Problems associated with the analysis of the general case of many separate tradable
24 The price elasticity of relative supply is

O(ln(Ql/Q2)
o[
1
O(ln(Pl/P2) =
(/31 -/32)($1/S

]
UI/U) - 1 .

The value of this elasticity ranges from to zero in the Ricardian case of/3 t = 1 and/32 = 0 to infinity when
/31 : /32"
=5In general tile magnitude of the coefficients on the proportional changes in PI and P2 the proportional change
in QI/Q2 will not be equal, if, however, one makes the assumption that for the two tradable goods the ratios of
imports to total consumption as well as the substitution.
26 If the assumption that Wut and Wu2 can differ is replaced by the assumption instead that they move together
because of union policy or governmental regulation, the model is no longer characterized by full employment.
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goods and many distinct factors of production (with m, the number of goods, either greater
or less than n, the number of factors) are eased somewhat by the existence of factor
immobility (see Ethier, 1984, Section 5.2) or by the assumption of differentiated products.
If the latter specification is appropriate (consumers in each country treat foreign goods as
(even slightly) different from domestically produced versions), the resultant equilibrium of
the labor market is, once again, a blend of the closed and open models. Given that different
tradable goods surely vary in the degree of differentiation (the ~-i's would not be the same),
the algebra of the many goods/many/'actors case is sufficiently complicated that it would
be necessary to move to a computable general equilibrium framework.

4.4. Capital as a factor of production
To this point we have ignored capital and other factor inputs. In part this was done to focus
on the labor market; it also turns out that for many purposes the addition of capital to
models does not make very much difference.
Assume that aggregate output in each industry can be represented by a two level
production function of the form

Yi = Fi(AiFi(Si, Ui), Ki).

(4.14)

AiFi(Si, Ui) is the flow of labor services and is Eq. (4.1), the production/'unction when
capital was ignored. G i is assumed to be homogeneous with respect to inputs of labor
services and capital, and the output shares of the labor aggregate and capital in each
industry are, respectively, c~i and / - ai. The marginal products of skilled and unskilled
labor in each industry a r e OQi]OS i = AiGZNFis and c~Qi/o~Ui = AiG~NFiu. The marginal
product of the labor aggregate, OQi/O(AF) = GiN, rises as Ki rises, and the relative
marginal products of skilled and unskilled labor in that industry - everything else held
constant- are unaffected, f o r AiGiN is in both the numerator and denominator of the ratio.27
27 A more general production function, Fi(Si, Ui,Ki,Ai) would allow for the two labor inputs to have different
degrees of complementarity with capital, for example the Gfiliches (1969) hypothesis that S is more complementary with K than is U.
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For simplicity, it is assumed that each G i and each F i is C o b b - D o u g l a s and that both of
the industries we will consider, the two tradable industries 1 and 2, are equally labor
intensive (i.e., the c~i's are the same). Industry 1, however, is more skilled labor intensive
than industry 2 (/31 >/32)- It is also assumed that consumer preferences are generated from
a C o b b - D o u g l a s utility function, and the propensities to consume goods 1 and 2 are the
constants vl and v2 = 1 - vj.
In the case of a closed economy, the marginal conditions along with the relative product
demand function imply, given the further assumption of mobility of both types of labor
between the two industries, that the shares of unskilled and skilled labor allocated to
industry 1 are SIIS =/31/21//~ and U I / U = (1 - / 3 1 ) v l / ( 1 - / ~ ) ) , where /~ = / 3 1 v l +
/32(1 - v2) is the average value of the skill intensity parameter. There are three possible
specifications concerning the aggregate stock of capital and its allocation between industries. First, in the short run (which may be up to several years) the values of KI and K2 are
fixed, reflecting past investment decisions. Second, in the medium run a fixed aggregate
stock of capital, K, may be allocated between industries such that its marginal revenue
products in each industry are equal. This implies - given the simplifying C o b b - D o u g l a s
and identical share assumptions - that the share of the aggregate capital stock allocated to
industry 1 is equal to K 1 / K = v~. Third, in the long run the aggregate stock of capital
adjusts in response to the rate of saving/investment. Given constant saving and depreciation rates and the assumption that investment uses the output of both industries in the same
proportion as consumption (vl of foods 1 and 1 - Vl of good 2), the long run K will tend
toward a constant fraction of real output, Y = Q~I Q~-Vl.
Our principal interest in this review is in the long run, so we will only consider the
implications of the third specification concerning the size and the allocation of the capital
stock. The aggregate value of output depends on the supplies of S, U, and K. If, however,
the supply of K is proportional to Y, it follows, holding the saving rate and tastes (represented b y the value of vl) constant, that the proportional change in aggregate real income
is

I5 = c~vlfiit + c~(1

-

Pl)A2

+

og~S + ce(1 - / 3 ) U + (1 - ~)~7

= vlAj + (1 - v~)A2 + / ~ S + (1 - / ~ ) V ,

(4.15)

where /3 = / 3 j v 1 +/32(1 - u~) is the average value of the skill intensity parameter in
the economy. Since the ratio of the real wages by skill is R s / R U = (Ul/(1 - vl))(S/U) 1
and the total wage bill is R s S + R v U = o~Y, the proportional change in the skilled real
wage rate is given by Eq. (4.7), the case in which capital was ignored. In other words,
under a set of quite restrictive assumptions, 28 the inclusion of capital in the closed
28Some of these assumptions are not necessary to derive Eq. (4.15). For example, the elasticity of substitution
between S and U, o-, need not be unity, and approximately the same result obtains when the labor's share
parameters in the two industries, the c~i's, are allowed to differ. Further, it is not necessary to confine the
model to two industries, for the same basic result applies to the case in which there are any number of industries.
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model does not alter the basic conclusions concerning the major determinants of real
and relative wages.
The inclusion of capital in the open model presents a wide variety of possible specifications pertaining to both the allocation of an economy' s aggregate stock of capital between
industries and the determination and international mobility of the aggregate world capital
stock. We will discuss just one specification, which is analogous to that of the above
discussion of the role of capital in the model of the closed economy. The only difference is
that now both goods 1 and 2 are potentially tradable at prevailing world prices P~ and P2.
The production function for each industry is Cobb-Douglas in inputs of the two types of
labor and capital. The labor's share parameter c~ is the same in both industries, but skill
labor's share, a~i, is sufficiently greater in industry 1 than in industry 2 that the economy
is within the cone of diversification.
It is assumed that in the long run each industry rents capital at a price r such that profits
are maximized. The zero profit condition requires that P i Q i - W s S I - W u U i - r K i = O.
The total logarithmic derivative of each of these implies that Pi + ceAi = °~iWs + c~(1 /3i)W U + (1 - c~)?. The rental price of capital is a weighted average of the prices of the
two goods in the economy, P~ and Pa. To keep the story consistent with that of the closed
model, these weights are assumed to be equal to the weights in the utility function, ul and
/"2 1 - vl, so ? = ul/31 + (1 - vl)/3z. Making the substitution, the two wage rates are
seen to be determined in two equations as functions of the two world prices and the two
productivity parameters, that is
=

[1 - (1 - a)ul]/31 - (1 - a)(1 - ul)/32 + c~1 = cq311~s + c~(1 - / 3 1 ) W u ,

(4.16)

- ( 1 - c~)vjP 1 + [1 - (1 - c0(1 - vl)]P2 + cv_A~= ce132~ s + ol(1 - / 3 2 ) W U.

(4.17)

Subtracting the second from the first of these equations yields the change in the skilled/
unskilled relative wage:
A

rel=

(~ss)

~

1

-- o~(t~, - ~2)

[ (P'~I)

~

c ~ ( A ~ ] ].

+

(4.18)

\ A2 ] J

This is the same result as Eq. (4.10), the case in which capital ignored, except that the
magnification effect of relative price changes on relative wages is greater (because it is one
over the industry difference the output shares of skilled labor).

4.5. The relative wage effects of unionism
It is interesting to examine the effects of the openness of an economy in assessing the
potential role of unionism in affecting the distribntion of income. As we shall see in the
next section, some papers have explored the hypothesis that the decline in unionism in the
US has been a significant factor in the observed rise in the skilled/unskilled wage differential, and some papers have linked the decline in unionism to increases in foreign
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competition. Although these models are based in large part on a behavioral assumption
that we will not make in the present section, it is useful to lay some of the groundwork for
the subsequent discussion of this issue. The results also provide an example of the implications for labor market analysis of openness.
We assume that there are three industries, l and 2 that produce manufactured goods and
4 that produces services, all using the two types of labor according to the production
function (4.1). It is also assumed that all unskilled workers in the two manufacturing
industries are represented by unions (so that union employment is Ul + U2 = tU,
where t is the proportion of the U's who are unionized) but that no unskilled workers in
the service sector are organized (so U4 = (1 - t)U). No skilled workers are (meaningfully) unionized.
The effect of unionism is to raise the wage of union members such that is 5' ~ 1 times
the wage of non-union unskilled workers. Thus, Wut = Wuj = W u 2
yWu4 .29 Skilled
workers receive Ws in all three industries. Given that t of the unskilled work force receives
the "rent" of (y - I)Wu4, the average value of the skilled/unskilled relative wage is
=

rel--

Ws
1
Wu4 1 + t ( y - 13"

(4.19)

What we ask in this section concerns the effect of an increase in y on rel, the sign and
magnitude of Orel/Oy, and how these compare between the closed and open economy
models.
We first consider the effect of unions in the closed economy. We assume that the
underlying utility function is CES with an elasticity of substitution equal to ~. It is also
assumed that the elasticity of substitution between the two types of labor is equal to cr in
each industry. The solution values of the ratio of the skilled wage to the non-union
unskilled wage, Ws/Wu4, and the fraction of unskilled workers who are employed in the
unionized sector, t, depends on y as well as the other exogenous variables we have
considered above. In general the solution expressions of the model are quite messy, but,
with the simplifying assumption that the two elasticities of substitution are equal, ~ = ~r,
the messiness is avoided (because the values of the Si's are unaffected by changes in y).
The relative demand for unionized unskilled labor in this case is (U1/U2) = - o - ~ , so the
proportional change in the fraction of U's who are in the unionized sector is ~ = - ( 1 t)o-~. Since the relative use of skilled labor in the non-union sector is $ 4 / ~ - t)U, it
follows that the change in the skilled/non-union unskilled relative wage is (Ws/Wu4) = t~/.
In words, an increase in the union premium lowers the relative employment of unionized unskilled labor (a fall in t), and those workers "crowded out" of union jobs drive
down the wage of non-union workers, thus raising Ws/Wu1. At the same time, the rise in y
causes, ceteris paribus, the average wage of unskilled workers to rise relative to the skilled
29 In the m o r e general (messy) version there is a similar condition involving a w e i g h t e d average o f cr a n d
instead of o" = ~. F o r an a p p r o a c h similar to this one in the context o f a closed e c o n o m y , see J o h n s o n and
M i e s z k o w s k i (1969).
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wage. The net effect of these three factors is

rel = t ( 3 ' - 1 ) ( o - A

1) y.
^
1 + t(3"- 1)

(4.20)

Given that 3' > 1, an increase in 3' increases or decreases the average skilled/unskilled
relative wage as o- = e is greater or less than one. In other words, unionism of low skilled
workers increases their average relative earnings only if relative demand elasticities are
fairly low.
The effect of the unionization on the relative earnings of unskilled workers is quite
different in the context of an open economy (with both industries 1 and 2 active). Since
~7Ul = ~ru2 ~ W u 4 q- "y, the total logarithmic derivatives of the three zero profit conditions are
/3j - (1 - / 3 1 ) ~ = / 3 1 W s + (1 - 31)1~u4,

(4.21)

P2 - (1 - /~2)'Y = / ~ 2 W s

(4.22)

-}- (1 - /32)~/u4

and
/34 =/341~ s + (1

-/~4)1~7u4.

(4.23)

Since the changes in the prices of goods 1 and 2 are exogenous to the model and the change
in P4 is endogenous, the changes in Ws and Wu4 are determined b y the first two of these
equations. The solution of these implies that Ws is unaffected by a change in 3' and if'u4 =
This means that the wage of unionized workers in terms of the price of good 3 is also
unchanged. Since the average skilled/unskilled relative wage is tel= Ws/(tWut-}(1 -- t)Wu4), an increase in 3' unambiguously raises tel in an open economy setting.
The increase in 3' lowers Wu4 and t without affecting either Ws or We I = Wu2 The reader
will note that this conclusion is independent of the value of either of the substitution
parameters, the size of which determined the sign of Orel/Oy in the closed economy
case. 3°
A rise in 3' in the open economy case narrows the cone of diversification in the sense
that the less skill intensive industry 2 is less likely to be profitable, i f industry 2 has shut
down so that all unionized workers m'e in industry 1, the effect of an increase in 3' on rel is
analytically similar to its effect in the closed economy case. A n increase in 3' causes the
skilled/unskilled relative wage to rise or fall as a weighted average of cr and e is greater or
less than one.
The analysis of the effect of unionism on the skilled/unskilled relative wage can easily
30 The real wage rates of skilled workers and unionized unskilled workers rise due to an increase in the union
premium by v4P4 = v4(l -/34)"~, for the prices of the other goods are set internationally. The average real
wage rate in the economy across workers of both skills falls slightly, for there is an inefficient shift in consumption
from tradable to non-tradable goods.
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be extended to the case in which unskilled workers in the service sector, industry 4, are
organized by unions but those in the manufacturing sector, industries 1 and 2, are not. In
the closed economy case an exogenous increase in the value of Wv4 relative to Wc~I = Wu2
has the same qualitative effect on tel as in the closed model, tel rises or falls with y as
o- = e is greater or less than one.
In the open economy model, on the other hand, tel is always smaller when y > 1 than
when it is equal to one. This is the opposite result to that for the organization of the U's in
the tradable goods sector.

4.6. Technological change
Another interesting difference between the polar closed and open models concerns their
implications concerning the labor market effects of different forms of technological
change (see Krugman, 1995, and especially Haskel and Slaughter, 1997). We have seen
in the models in both the Ricardian and classical models discussed in Sections 3 and 4 that
changes in the skill neutral technology parameters in the tradable sector, A~ and A2, have
very different effects on relative wages in closed and open models. In the closed model, to
the extent that elasticities of substitution in consumption are close to unity, rel is independent of the values of all the Ai' s in the economy. In the closed economy, changes in the
relative value of A~/A2 have a magnification effect on relative wages that is similar to the
effect of relative international prices.
A c o m m o n conclusion of the literature that attempts to explain the recent increase in the
relative demand for labor in most countries is that the data suggest that there may have
been a great deal of skill-biased technological change. 3~ This type of technological change
is modeled very differently from the neutral variety that we have considered thus far.
To explore this we will assume that there are three active industries in the economy, the
two manufacturing industries producing the potentially tradable goods 1 and 2 and a nontradable service industry 4. (Industry 3 will be ignored to facilitate comparison between
the closed and open models.) The production function for each industry is assumed to be
Cobb-Douglas in inputs of the two types of labor:

Oi = ai(biSi)~iU] ~i.

(4.24)

Ai is the skill neutral technological parameter we have featured throughout, bi refers to the
quantity of efficiency units of skilled labor realized per unit input of Si.
There are three different kinds of technological change that can affect the production
function in each industry. 32 The first is a change in Ai, the skill neutral form. The second is
that skilled workers can get better at the jobs they currently perform, intensive ski/l-biased
technological change, which is represented by an increase in b~. A third thing that can
31See, for example, Katz and Murphy (1992), Bound and Johnson (1992), Berman et al. (1994), Machin et al.
(1996), and Autor et al. (1997).
32The following discussion is based on Johnson and Stafford (1998).
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happen is that skilled workers can improve in their potential ability to perform some of the
functions previously performed by unskilled workers. This may be termed extensive skillbiased technological change, and it can be represented by an increase in the value of/3i. 33
The total effect of all three forms of technological change is the proportional change in Q,
for given factor inputs in that industry, that is
*~i : Ai q- ~i[)i q-

ln(\ l"Si
Ui

(4.25)

Barring some sort of perverse events external to firms (like an outbreak of civil disorder),
the value of ~'~i has a lower bound of zero, for firms within an industry would never adopt a
new technology that raised unit costs of production.
In the closed economy case with a unitary value of the elasticity of substitution in the
aggregate utility function, the skilled/unskilled relative wage is determined as in Eq. (4.6)
by

rel-- 1 - ~

U

'

B = Z ~Sivi"
i=1,2,4

(4.26)

is a weighted average of t h e / 3 / s , so the only type of technological change that affects
the relative demand for labor is the extensive skill-biased variant. Increases in the A i' s and/
or bi's raise the real wage rates of both skilled and unskilled workers proportionally. 34
In the open economy with undifferentiated products case the effects of different types of
technical change on relative wage are much different from the closed economy. The
logarithmic derivatives of the three zero profit conditions are
PI + g21 = / 3 j W s + (1 - / 3 1 ) W v

(4.27)

P2 q- ~'~2 =/~2~/s q- (1 - ]~2)~7u

(4.28)

and
/34 + ~24 = 1341~s + (1 - 134)WU.

(4.29)

Since Pt and P2 are exogenous a n d / ' 4 is endogenous, the solution proportional change in
the relative wage rate, holding PI]P2 constant, is

33This is sometimescalled "upskilling." There could also be downskilting- a decline in/3i as a result of the
simplificationof a set of jobs. See Goldin and Margo (1992) for a discussionof this in the context of manufactur
ing productionprocesses in the US during the 1940s.
34In a more generalvariant of the model with e and/or o- not equal to zero, neutral and intensiveskill-biased
technologicalchange affect the relative demandfor labor and hence rel, but, barring very large departures from
unity, the magnitudeseffects are not very large.
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131 -/32

131 - 135

(4.30)
The qualitative effect of changes in the intensive skill intensity parameters depends on
whether skilled workers get better at the jobs they normally perform in the skill intensive
tradable goods industry (an increase in b l ) o r the unskilled intensive industry (an increase
in b2). If the bi's rise by the same proportion in both industries, rel increases by that
proportion. An increase in b 4 (lawyers and psychologists becoming more productive)
has no effect on rel.
The effect of extensive skill biased technological change, increases in the 13i's, again
depends on the industry in which it occurs. The qualitative effect of increases in/31,132,
and /34 are, respectively, positive, negative, and zero. This is in contrast to the closed
model in which increases in each of the/3i' s causes an increase in rel roughly in proportion
to the fraction of output accounted for by each industry. The most notable difference
between the closed and open models, of course, is that of a ceteris paribus increase in
132, the skill intensity parameter for the less skill intensive manufacturing industry. In the
closed case, rel increases, but in the open case rel decreases.
To evaluate the relative importance of extensive skill biased technological change in the
closed and open cases, let all three /3i's change by the same amount d13. Letting
b'l = P2 = 0.25, /"4 = 0 . 5 0 , 131 = 0.7, /32 = 0.3, 134 = 0.5, and rel = 1.5, the value of
0(lnR)/c~13 is 4.0 for the closed case and 1.7 for the open case.

4. 7. Factor content analysis
In Section 3.7 we discussed in the context of the simple Ricardian model an empirical
method for determining the effect of changes in the international prices of tradable goods
on relative factor prices. Factor content analysis (FCA) treats the quantities of skilled and
unskilled labor "necessary" to produce the net exports of each good like hypothetical
emigration of those quantities of labor. FCA then proceeds to adjust actual aggregate labor
supplies for the changes due to changes in net exports and to calculate what rel would be in
a closed economy model. The relative wage rate implied under FCA is

[ S. ~-l/c,~
,
relf=ao~,)

Si
S*=S-~(Qi)NXi,

Ui
U .... U - ~ ( ~ i ) N X

i.
(4.31)

NXi is the observed value of net exports of good i, and Si/Qi and Ui/Si are the average
contents of each factor used in the production of each tradable good, a~ in Eq. (4.31) is the
"elasticity of substitution" between skilled and unskilled constant, and a0 is an arbitrary
constant. Most FCA studies (e.g., Baldwin and Cain, 1997) assume that aj = 1, but a few
(e.g., Borjas et al., 1997) make other assumptions.
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Under certain conditions Eq. (4.31) can be used to calculate accurately the effect of
changes in world relative prices (or trade policy) on relative wages over a time interval by
calculating relf with and without the observed A N X i ' s . 35 The first set of these conditions
involve the requirement that the cause of each of the zkNXi's must be external to the
economy rather than internal to it. If, for example, there were an increase in the relative
supply of skilled labor, there would be, ceteris paribus, and increase in the net exports of
relatively skill intensive goods and a decrease in the net exports of unskilled intensive
goods. The use of FCA in this circumstance would lead to the erroneous conclusion that
the relative demand for skilled labor increased due to international factors. The same
conclusion applies to increases in technological parameters across industries that are
correlated with relative skill intensity.
The second set of conditions on the accuracy of FCA involve the elasticities of substitution between U and S in each production function (~r) and between commodities in the
aggregate utility function (e). Deardorff and Staiger (1988) showed that - subject to
satisfaction of the first set of conditions - that FCA is accurate when the economy is
characterized by the double Cobb-Douglas assumption (with the use al = 1 in Eq. (4.31)).
Deardorff (1997) has generalized this result to the requirement that production and utility
functions be CES with identical substitution elasticities (with the use of a value of al equal
to the correct value of o- = e). F C A obviously yields - under the best of circumstances - an
approximate answer to the question it addresses. For purposes of evaluating empirical
studies below, it is interesting to ask how far off this answer is given the trne" combination
of values of o- and e.36 Table 6 calculates the bias in FCA calculations for an economy
producing goods 1 and 2 with CES technology (with an elasticity of substitution in both
industries equal to o-) and demanding the goods on the basis of a CES utility function (with
an elasticity of substitution between C1 and C2 of e). All the other assumptions required for
FCA to be valid are satisfied. We will distinguish three different methods that make use of
three different values of al. Method A sets at equal to the true value of o- (which is correct
if the relative product demand elasticity is equal to o-). 37 Method B sets aj equal to one, the
double Cobb-Douglas assumption. Method C set al equal to 1.5, which is probably a more
accurate estimate of cr than is the value under Method B. All of the simulations in Table 6
are based on the assumption that the internationally given value of P~/P2 increased by an
amount such that t e l increase by 16.0% above its initial value. Thus, all of the increase in

35See Learner (1996b) for a rather stronglyexpressed set of objectionsto FCA. Labor economistswho have
worked in this area find FCA an intuitively appealing and practical way to proceed (sort of like running a
regression with one or two of the right-hand side variables missing) - not perfection but better than simply
speculating about the values of the slope coefficients of interest. See Borjas et al. (1997) for a perceptive
discussion of the plusses and minuses of FCA.
~6Baldwinand Cain (1997), who use the al = 1 assumptionin their FCA, concludetheir discussionof their
results with the caveatthat "... it is not clearjust how sensitivethese conclusionsare to the assumptionof Cobb
Douglas productionfunctionsand tastes" (p. 59).
37Of course, Method A is a hypotheticalrather than an actual, usable procedure. All the studies we have seen
use one of the other two procedures.
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Table 6
Proportional bias in estimated relative wage effects for alternative factor content methods for different values of
the elasticities of substitution in production (o-) and consumption (e)
Value of e

0.50

0.75

1.00

1.25

1.50

1.75

2.00

Method

A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C

Value of o0.50

0.75

1.00

1.25

1.50

1.75

2.00

0.00
-0.52
-0.68
0.07
0.48
-0.66
0.15
-0.45
0.64
0.22
0.42
-0.62
0.29
-0.38
-0.59
0.37
0.35
-0.57
0.44
- 0.31
0.55

-0.08
0.32
-0.56
0.00
0.26
-0.52
0.08
-0.21
-0.48
0.16
-0.15
-0.44
0.24
-0.09
-0.41
0.33
-0.03
-0.37
0.41
0.03
-0.33

-0.14
0.14
-0.44
0.07
-0.07
0.39
0.00
0.00
-0.35
0.07
0.07
-0.31
0.14
0.14
-0.26
0.21
0.21
-0.22
0.28
0.28
-0.18

-0.17
0.06
-0.31
-0.11
0.13
-0.27
-0.06
0.20
-0.22
0.00
0.27
-0.18
0.06
0.35
-0.13
0.11
0.42
-0.08
0.17
0.49
-0.04

-0.20
0.24
-0.20
-0.15
0.32
-0.15
-0.10
0.40
-0.10
-0.05
0.48
-0.05
0.00
0.56
0.00
0.05
0.64
0.05
0.10
0.72
0.10

-0.22
0.42
-0.08
-0.18
0.51
-0.03
0.13
0.59
0.02
-0.09
0.68
0.07
0.04
0.76
0.13
0.00
0.85
0.18
0.04
0.94
0.23

-0.25
0.59
0.02
-0.21
0.69
0.03
-0.17
0.78
0.14
-0.12
0.87
0.19
-0.08
0.97
0.25
-0.04
1.06
0.31
0.00
1.16
0.37

the r e l a t i v e w a g e rate is " d u e to t r a d e " and n o n e o f the i n c r e a s e is attributable to a n y t h i n g
that o c c u r r e d d o m e s t i c a l l y .
T o read the table, c o n s i d e r the " a n s w e r " g i v e n b y e a c h o f the p r o c e d u r e s for the
a s s u m e d true v a l u e s ~ = o - = 0.5. B y m e t h o d A, a~ is set equal to 0.5, and the a n s w e r
that the i n c r e a s e in P1/P2 led to a 16.0% i n c r e a s e in rel is c o n ' e c t . The bias as a p r o p o r t i o n
o f the actual is 0.00. B y m e t h o d B, al is set equal to one, and at o - = e = 0.5, F C A
attributes 7 . 7 % o f the 16.0 i n c r e a s e in rel to e x t e r n a l e v e n t s . T h e bias in the e s t i m a t e as
a p r o p o r t i o n o f the actual is 7.7/16.0 - 1 = - 0 . 5 2 . B y m e t h o d C, al is set equal to 1.5, and
the bias as a p r o p o r t i o n o f the actual is 5.1/16.0 - 1 = - 0 . 6 8 .
O u r s e n s e o f the e m p i r i c a l literature on i n t r a f a c t o r elasticities o f substitution is that cr is
definitely g r e a t e r than one, p r o b a b l y in the r a n g e o f 1.5-2.0. It is i n t e r e s t i n g to p o i n t out
that, to the e x t e n t that this s e n s e is correct, the F C A e s t i m a t e s u s i n g M e t h o d B ( d o u b l e
C o b b - D o u g l a s ) l e a d to an o v e r e s t i m a t e o f the effect o f t r a d e in the r a n g e o f ~ fi'om 0.75 to
1.25 or f r o m 3 0 % to 90% w h i l e F C A e s t i m a t e s u s i n g M e t h o d C are m u c h c l o s e r to the true
effect.
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4.8. Labor markets in developing countries
Throughout this tour of the literature on the effect of openness on labor markets much
attention has been focused on the effects of changes in the relative prices of tradable goods
with different skill intensities (PffP2) on wage rates in a typical advanced country. The
reason for the focus on the effects of A(PffP2) is the fact that perhaps the most important
fact about the recent economic history of the world is the transformation of a large number
of countries from quite backward (very poor, exporting only raw materials and/or fairly
primitive manufactures) to major producers of unskilled intensive tradable goods. Initially
these transforming countries were centered in East Asia, more recently in China and Latin
America. Transformations of this sort appear to be occurring or are likely to occur in the
near future in Eastern Europe and India.
Several models of the world economy have represented this transformation process by
aggregating all more advanced, skill-intensive countries into "The North" and all less
advanced, unskilled-intensive countries into "The South" (see, e.g., W o o d (1994) and
Krugman (1979)). The North produces goods the tradable goods Q1 and Q2 (as before,
respectively the more and less skill intensive goods) as well as the non-tradable good Q4.
The South produces tradable goods 2 and 3 (the former being more skill-intensive than the
latter) as well as the non-tradable good. The production function for each good is
Qij ~ AiiFi(Sij, Uij), where i --- 1, 2, 3, 4 denotes the good and j = n, s the region. The
assumption about the relative skill intensity of the three tradable goods implies that
/31j > 132j >/33j, where ~ij = c)(lnQij)/O(lnSij). To use the simplest specification (CobbDouglas with identical preferences in all countries), the demand for each good in each of
the two regions is given by PijCij = viii, where 6 is each region's aggregate income (in
terms of the price of good 3) and Pij = 13i for each of the three tradable goods. The
composition of the output of the two regions are determined from the relevant marginal
conditions, along with the null employment conditions. For the North the marginal conditions are that
Wsr~ = PI OQ1./c?Stn = P2aQ2Jc)S2n = P4nOQ4n/OS4n and Wun = P10Qtn/OUIt~
= P2 °3Q2n/°3U2rz = P4n °3Q4n]c~U4n
,and there is a similar set of marginal conditions for the South (with c~Q3s/OS3~ replacing
the marginal revenue product for industry 1 and the same for unskilled labor).
The (rather large) model can be solved for changes in the equilibrium values of PI and
P2 in terms of the relevant technology parameters (Ajn, A2~,,A2s, A3s) and aggregate factor
supplies in the two regions (S,, Un, Ss, U~).% Of particular interest is the effect of a ceteris
paribus increase in the efficiency of the production of good 2 in the South due to a diffusion
38There are in this as in previousmodels several possible zones in which solutions can occur. We are assuming
that the latent values of AI.,.and A3,,are too small relative to the values of A3sto make the production of Q~ in the
South and Q3 in the North profitable. The values of A2,, and Az~, however, are such that good 2 is produced
profitably in both regions. This is the relevant cone of diversification in the model.
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of technology (A2s rising toward or to the value of A2,~). This causes a rise in PI/P2, which,
by Eq. (4.10), implies that the skilled/unskilled relative wage in the North, rel,,, increases.
The proportional change in the skilled/unskilled relative wage in the South, everything
else (including SJU~) held constant, is given by

(4.32)

Although P2 falls as a result of the increase in A2, which appears to make the change in rel~
of ambiguous sign, the proportional decline in P2 is less than the proportional increase in
A2 (because some of the world supply of good 2 comes from the North). Thus, an increase
in A2 should cause the relative wage in both the North and the South to rise.

4.9. Structural unemployment in the North
An important implicit assumption of the model set out in Section 4.8 is that the various
countries that compose the North all have labor market institutions that permit full
employment. In particular, the rel in each country of the North must be free to adjust
so that the effective supply of unskilled labor is fully employed. If, however, political/
social institutions in some countries do not permit rel to rise above a certain minimum
value, there will be structural unemployment of unskilled labor. Further, as pointed out in
an important paper by Davis (1997), the existence of labor market institutions that cause
structural unemployment in part of the North dramatically changes some of the major
implications of the global model. Among the major stylized facts about the trend of the
world economy during the past two decades are that there has been (a) rising wage
inequality in some parts of the North (particularly the US and the UK) with no increase
in unemployment and (b) rising unemployment in other parts of the North (particularly
Western Europe) with no significant increase in wage inequality. These facts suggest that
one must treat "the North" as two distinct zones. Davis labels these "America" and
"Europe."
Suppose that minimum wage institutions, where relevant, operate on the wage of
unskilled workers relative to that of skilled workers rather than on the real wage level
of the unskilled. This means that country j imposes a rule (either through direct legislation
or encouragement of trade union activity) such that relj = W~j/Wuj cannot rise above a
certain value. A minimum wage rate in real terms (the specification in Brecher (1974) and
Davis (1997)) would mean that Ruj = Wuj/pi, where Pj is the price level, cannot fall below
a certain value. 39 In our opinion, the relative minimum wage specification better captures
39It is essential in tiffs model that W, be set relative to Ws (or to the general price level). If, following our
discussion of union relative wage effects in Section4.5, Wuin the tradable sector is set relative to Wuin the nontradable sector, few of the interesting implications concerning interrelationships in the international economy
apply.
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what has happened in Western Europe during the past two decades. However, whether relj
or Ruj is assumed to be fixed does not alter the substantive implications of the model.
If Europe did not trade with America or the South, the analysis of the effect of rel,~ being
fixed at too high a level would be done using the closed economy model in Section 4.1.
The difference would be that in Eq. (4.5),/Je is now endogenous and rele exogenous. This
means that the level of European unskilled unemployment is affected negatively by the
institutionally-fixed value of rele.
In the autarky case there are obviously no effects of developments in Europe on labor
markets in America and the South and vice versa. In the open economy case, this is not so.
Consider (for the sake of simplicity) a Ricardian model in which there are three tradable
goods, the first two of which are produced both in Europe (e) and America (a) and the
second two of which are produced in the South (s). The aggregate world supplies of each
of the three goods are QI = AleSe + AlaSa, Q2 = A2eUe + A2aU~ + A2sU2s, and
Q3 = A3sU3s. The non-tradable goods 4 and 5 could be added to the model, but this
only adds algebraic complexity. To simplify, none of good 1 is not produced in the
South, and there are no skilled workers in that region. Given that all regions have identical
Cobb-Douglas preferences, the prices of goods 1 and 2 relative to the numeraire good 3
are determined by P1 = (ul/~'3)Q3/Qa and P2 = (Vz/u3)Q3/Q2.
There is full employment of all workers in America and the South and of skilled workers
in Europe, so Se, S,,, and U,, are given. The fixed supply of unskilled workers in the South,
Us, is allocated between the two relevant industries, U2s and U3~.Unskilled employment in
Europe, U~, is less than its effective labor supply, for, as above, the skilled/unskilled
relative wage in Europe, rely, is assumed to be institutionally fixed at "too low" a value
to permit full employment. Thus, Ue is an endogenous variable in the model.
The marginal conditions in the South require that W~s = PzA2s = A3s. This means that,
if it is profitable to produce good 2 in the South, the value of P2 is set there. The relative
wage rate in Europe is W s J W u e = Aj~Pr/A2eP2. Since this is equal to the institutionallyfixed value rele, it follows that, again assuming a solution inside the relevant "cone," the
world relative price of goods 1 and 2 is set in Europe and is equal to P~/P2 = releAzJAt~ .
Since the skilled/unskilled relative wage in America depends on relative prices and relative productivities, this is
rel~ --

AI~ PI
Ala A2e
-- - rely.
A2~, P2
A2~ Ale

(4.33)

Thus, so long as production of good 2 continues in Europe and the European relative wage
continues to be fixed at rel~, the American relative wage is, in the Davis model, "insulated" from developments in the South (notably, an increase in A20.
What drives this model is the fact that the aggregate level of European unskilled
employment and the distribution of employment in the South between industries 2 and
3 are determined by the relevant exogenous variables (the factor supplies and the various
technological parameters). For example, an exogenous decrease in the European relative
wage (d(lnrele) = -/~) and an increase in the efficiency of the production of good 2 in the
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South have the following effects on unskilled e m p l o y m e n t in Europe:
~Je--

1 - v~
P2be Iz

v 3 + u2b s ^
~,2be "A2s,

(4.34)

where bj = Q J Q 2 is the fraction of the world output of good 2 accounted for by r e g i o n j .
The value of Uzs depends positively o n / ~ and A2~, but, given that wages are flexible in
America, Uza is independent of these parameters. 4°
The most important general implication of the Davis-type model is the following: The
effects of developments in one region (changes in factor supplies and/or technology) on
the labor market in another region m a y depend crucially on the nature of labor market
institutions in each of the regions of the world.

5. Empirical studies
5.1. Tests' o f the H e c k s h e r - O h l i n theorem
Much of the effort o f empirical trade economists has been concerned with the fundamental
prediction o f the H e c k s h e r - O h l i n (HO) model that a country should be observed exporting
the goods in which it has a comparative advantage and importing the goods in which it
does not. 41 This prediction was discussed in the context of the simple Ricardian model in
Section 3.3 (see, in particular, Eq. (3.22)) but is fairly robust with respect to complications
of the model. W h a t motivated this empirical literature was the observation by Leontief
(1953) that the US, which was at that time by far the most capital-intensive country in the
world, was exporting relatively labor-intensive products. This fact became known as the
"Leontief P a r a d o x " and is referred to by virtually every paper on the subject. The early
work on the subject was influenced by the S t o l p e r - S a m u e l s o n factor price equalization
theorem that showed that under certain conditions the prices of individual factors across
different countries would - in the absence of tariffs or other impediments to free trade tend to equalize. One of these assumptions is that the technology of the production of each
good (usually represented above by the Hicks-neutral term A~) is identical in each country.
With this assumption, the comparative advantage of a country depends only on its factor
endowments relative to the rest of the world. HO predicts that a country will be a net
exporter of the goods that are intensive in the factors in which it is abundant. In terms of
our simple model in Section 3.3, one predicts that the net exports of good 1 by c o u n t r y j
would depend on the value of Si/Uj relative to the rest o f the world.
40The assumption that that the long run value of reL is strictly exogenous is, at least, questionable on
theoretical grounds. For example, one could posit a social welfare function for a country/region that depends
negatively on both rele and the unemploymentrate. Presumably rel~ would be chosen (the legal institutions of the
labor market set) at a value that maximizes perceived social welfare subject to the relevant constraint (l'inegalte
contre le chomage). Such an approach would imply that rele would be increased when A2, increases, so that the
actual effects on rela and Ue would be a blend of the flexible and inflexible situations.
41Extensive reviews of this literature are contained in Deardorff (1984) and Learner and Levinsohn (1995).
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The results of a series of papers that attempted to test this basic prediction (using, of
course, much more complete models) could be characterized as, at best, weak (see, in
particular, Bowen et al. (1987) and Staiger (1988)). It appears difficult to reject the null
hypothesis (that patterns of trade across countries are random) against the prediction of the
HO model (with the strong identical technology assumption). This was troubling to some
trade economists, for there is really no alternative to the classical trade model. Further, if
trade flows are determined randomly rather than on the basis of comparative advantage,
the normative prescription of most trade economists ("free trade good, distortions b a d " )
cannot be made as compellingly as they tend to do. 42
The assumption that "technology" in individual industries is identical across countries
seems (on the basis of intuition and casual empiricism) rather heroic, and it was often
mentioned as an after-the-fact reason for the results with respect to HO. Some countries
m a y - for long periods of time - simply be better than other countries in the production of
particular goods (yielding relatively high values of the relevant Aij's). 43 Failure to take
account of technological differences could in principle lead to serious omitted variables
bias, especially if the A~i's happen to be correlated with factor endowments. Several recent
papers have revisited the HO prediction with specifications that allow for estimation of
inter-country differences in technology to be an additional source o f comparative advantage (e.g., Trefler, 1993, 1995; Davis et al., 1997; Harrigan, 1997). The results of these
studies, when technology differences are taken into account, are at least qualitatively
consistent with the predictions o f the HO model; countries tend to be net exporters of
the services o f the factors in which they are relatively abundant.
A n interesting aspect of Trefler (1995) is his conclusion that observed trade flows
reflect, in addition to inter-country technology differences, " A r m i n g t o n home bias" the product differentiation models that are discussed in Sections 3.5 and 4.3 above. In
essence, the observed volume of trade flows between economies is smaller than that
consistent with a demand m o d e l in which country of origin (foreign versus domestic)
m a d e no difference. However, using Japanese regional data, Davis et al. (1997) find that
the home bias demand framework is not necessary to explain the missing trade.
Another approach to testing the implications Hecksher-Ohlin theorem is to see if the
pattern of net exports within an individual country conforms with what would be expected
on the basis of the relative factor endowment of that country. This approach has the
advantage of allowing the researcher to use the best possible data for that country - not
subject to the constraint of comparability across countries. For example, using US data,

42This would be analogous in labor economics to a consistent finding that in earnings functions the coefficient
on years of schooling was not statistically different from zero. Such a result would force labor economists to (a)
rethink the theoretical determinants of wages and (b) avoid the standard policy prescription of encouraging more
schooling.
43An obvious example of this is the emergence of the Japanese automobile industry in the 1970s. Another
example is the US film industry, which capitalizes on the democratic nature of the national culture to produce
movies of such remarkably poor taste that they are overwhelmingly popular abroad.
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Cain and Baldwin (1997) report estimates of "relative comparative advantage" as a
function of factor shares across industries producing tradable goods for four periods,
1967-1969, t972-1974, 1978-1980, and 1985-1987. The dependent variable is the
ratio of exports minus imports to total consumption (output plus imports minus consumption) in each industry, and the regressors include the industry shares for labor with 1-12
years of schooling and with 13 + years of schooling and a proxy for the share of capital and
land.
Baldwin and Cain's estimated coefficients (with standard errors in parentheses) of
(weighted) regressions of the trade ratio on the two labor share variables for all 67 traded
goods and services industries for the four periods are reported in Table 7. (The estimated
coefficients on the proxy for the share of capital and land's were small and statistically
insignificant.) These results suggest that, ceteris paribus, the US tends to be a net exporter
of goods and services that are relatively education-intensive. Further, the comparative
advantage with respect to labor with relatively high levels of education increased - for
whatever reason(s) - rather markedly from the 1960s to the 1980s.

5.2. Direct tests of the neoclassical model
The question of the extent to which countries are net exporters of the factor services in
which they are relatively abundant is, of course, central to trade economists. Although it is
comforting for labor and macro economists looking at questions involving wages and
employment in a particular country to be able to assume that international trade takes
place in the context of comparative advantage, the major questions relevant to labor
economists involving the relevance of openness are somewhat different.
The focus of the various models of labor market equilibrium in a particular country
discussed in Sections 3 and 4 was on the potential effects of domestic factor supplies,
technology, and factor prices on wages and employment.
The general implication of these models for country or region j in the long run may be
summarized by the implicit function

4J(relj,I~Bj, PRcj,reC~, INS~ ) =

0.

(5.1)

The average skilled/unskilled relative wage is relj, which was equal to Wsj/Wuj in most of
the models discussed above. LABj is a vector of employment levels of different types of
labor, usually equal to the exogenously fixed supplies of skilled and unskilled labor, Sj, Uj.
PRjj are the relative world prices of tradable goods, which, in the absence of tariffs, were
Table 7
Baldwin-Cain estimates of US/relative comparativeadvantage
Education l e v e l

1967-1969

1972-1974

1978-1980

1985-1987

1-12 years
13+ years

-0.12 (0.07)
0.14 (0.11)

-0.12 (0.09)
0.12 (0.13)

-0.26 (0.14)
0.07 (0.19)

-0.35 (0.09)
0.27 (0.13)
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represented by the world prices of the relatively more and less skilled goods, P~j and Pzj~
TECH i is a vector of technological parameters across the relevant industries in the economy. Generally these were represented by the Hicks-neutral parameters A U, but in Section
4.6 several additional parameters representing the possibility of skill-biased technological
change were introduced. Finally, INSTi represents the wage-setting institutions of the
economy, ranging from the most common assumption of equal wages across industries
and full employment for both skills to the case discussed in Section 4.9 in which re!i was
artificially fixed in all industries at level to cause permanent structural unemployment of
unskilled workers.
The form of qbi depends on a number of factors. Given that the INSTj variable represents
institutions that permit long run full employment of both types of labor, relj is endogenous
and depends in general on the values of LABi, PRjj, and TECHj. For the case in which
economy j produces two sets of tradable goods (i = 1 more skill intensive than i = 2) and
a set of non-tradable goods (i = 4) and in which technology is fully represented by the
Hicks-neutral A i parameters, the proportional change in relj is given in general by

reAlj. = bljSj

+

b2i~-Jj + bBjPtfj + b4i['2£i + Z gijAij •

(5.2)

i

For the case of a closed economy, as seen in Eq. (4.5), -bjj = b2j > 0 (and equal to one if
a weighted average of the elasticities of substitution in production and consumption are
equal to one) and the gij's are of indeterminate sign (but presumably close to zero). World
prices are, of course, irrelevant in the autarky case. In the polar opposite case of the
classical trade model, as seen in Eq. (4.10), bli = b2i = g4j = 0 a n d b3j = g l j = - b 4 j =
-g2i = l/(fll - 132) > 1 (the Jones magnification effect). There is a variety of intermediate cases, discussed in detail in the previous two sections, in which the predicted values of
the coefficients in Eq. (5.2) are between those of the closed and classical open cases. These
cases include equilibrium outside the cone of diversification (either good 1 or 2 is not
profitable to produce), (2) less than perfect inter-industry mobility of labor (the specific
factors model), and (3) differentiation of tradable products by country of manufacture.
These modifications lead to predicted values of the coefficients in Eq. (5.2) that are
between those of the two extreme models.
In the case of structural unemployment of unskilled labor (j = "Europe" in Section
4.8), relj is exogenous and Uji~s endogenous. This requires that Uj be moved to the lefthand side of Eq. (5.2) and (re!i) moved to the right-hand side.
In principle an equation like Eq. (5.2) could be estimated across countries and/or over
time to test between alternative hypotheses concerning the openness of economies. There
would be, however, many complications associated with such a procedure. First, definitions of skill should vary according to national educational practices, which makes
comparisons across countries difficult. Second, changes in relative wages and employment
levels should be examined over relatively long periods of time rather than on an annual
basis. Otherwise, the results may be muddled clue to business cycle factors and the short
run importance of factor immobility. Third, skill-biased technological change, which in
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practice is necessarily left in the residual, may be systematically related across countries
and over time to some of the included variables, specifically ~i and Sj, which would bias
the results (in generally unknown ways). Fourth, the possibility that some countries may
be subject to the sort of structural unemployment discussed in Section 4.9 limits the
possibilities for cross-sectional analysis; one would have to specify the degree of labor
market flexibility of each country in advance.
An interesting attempt to test for the labor market implications of changes in the degree
of openness is Slaughter (1997). The idea behind the test is that, as the US economy
became more open from 1960 to 1991, the absolute elasticity of labor demand in individual industries should have become larger (in our terms, moving from the closed to the
differentiated products toward the neoclassical model). The results, which are based on
annual observations, suggest that labor demand elasticities for non-production workers
have risen over time. In his "stage-two" regressions, Slaughter relates these estimated
elasticities to a variety of trade-related variables, but the results are somewhat mixed, with
time per se rather than the trade variables explaining most of the trends.
A problem with Slaughter's framework in terms of the question of the relevance of
different long run models of long run equilibrium as outlined above is that it focuses on
short run variation in employment and wages. This runs into subsidiary issues associated
with short run factor immobility and the effects of business cycle factors on labor demand.
Nevertheless, this paper comes closer than any other that we have seen in establishing a
direct test of the Factor Price Insensitivity theorem.
5.3. International competitiveness
Most trade models and empirical research assume universal and stationary technology. It
is evident from Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21) that differential growth of technology across trading
partners can influence relative wages between skill groups within a country and between
countries (Johnson and Stafford, 1993; Gomery and B aumol, 1997; Johnson and Stafford,
1997). 44 What is especially interesting fi'om the point of view of labor economics is the
possibility that the general real wage level of a country may be affected by its productivity
in certain industries relative to the productivity in those industries in the rest of the world.
In other words, it is possible that an innovation that raises the general level of real wages in
one country may lower wages in other countries. Although this has received relatively
little attention from trade economists (see, however, Lawrence (1996) and Cline (1997)), it
is useful to look further into the issue.
To do this, we will first use a simplified version of the Ricardian model of international
equilibrium discussed in Section 3.3. The simplification is that there is only one type of
labor, Ni in each industry, rather than the two types in all other models to this point. Two
goods are produced in the focus economy (which is small relative to the rest of the world),
44This notion was first seen in Hicks (1953), who argued that The UK's economicdecline after World War II
was partly attributable to competitionin tradable goodsfrom other countries, pai'ticularlythe US. The application
of this model to The UK is explored further in Johnson and Stafford (1995).
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good 1, which is tradable, and good 4, which is produced solely for domestic consumption.
The production functions of these industries is Qi =- AiNi. The rest of the world produces
goods 1 and 4 as well good 3, which cannot be profitably produced in our focus economy,
using production functions Qi~ = AirNir. Letting good 3 be the numeraire good (P3 = 1),
the wage rate (in units of good 3) is W = P~Aj = P4A4 in our focus economy and W,. =
P l A i t = A3r = P4rA4r in the rest of the world.
Consumption of the three goods, 1, 3, and 4, are assumed to be generated by the same
Cobb-Douglas utility function in all countries, and the expenditure shares of the three
goods are ~'1, v3, and v4, which sum to one. It follows that the proportional change in the
aggregate price level in the focus economy is P = vjPl + /24/34 and P~ =- ~1Pl + v4P4r in
the rest of the world. From the marginal conditions, however, Pl = A3r - A l , , P4, =
A3r - A4,~ and/34 = ~Z~3r- ,Z~lr q- J~l -- n4.
Since the real wage in country j is Wj/Pj, the ratio of the proportional change in the real
wage in the focus economy to that in the rest of the world is
(W[J"~p) _
(Wr/~'~pr)

(1 - p4)Al q- l,,4A4 -}- P3(A3r- ,Z~lr)
b,l Z~lr q_ /~3~3r _}_ P4~4 r

(5.3)

This expression may be interpreted as the effect of a change in the real wage rate in the rest
of the world on the real wage rate in our focus economy - depending on the source of the
real wage change in the rest of the world. In the extreme case of international competition,
all of the average productivity growth originates in industry, so ALr > 0 and
A3r ----A4~ = 0. In this case the elasticity of the real wage in the locus country with respect
to the real wage rate in the rest of the world, O(ln(W/P))/O(ln(W/P)~), is equal - ~5/~'1.
The parameter v3 is interpreted in this model as the share of imports to GDP. Under the
assumptions that trade is balanced (exports are roughly equal to imports), the value of v3 in
OECD countries 1992 (see Table 1) ranged from around 0.10 for geographically isolated
countries like the US and Japan to 0.2-0.3 for the larger European economies to much
higher values for the smaller European countries.

5.4. The effect of trade on relative wages
Much of the recent empirical literature on the effects of trade has focused on the role of
globalization on relative wage rates by skill. Most of this literature has focused on the US,
in part because of the dramatic rise in the skill differential in that country during the 1980s,
but some of the papers also consider international comparisons.
The key facts motivating the literature on relative wage performance during the 1980s
are that (i) the relative wage rate of skilled workers grew precipitously in the face of (ii) a
large increase in its relative supply. Several papers (e.g., Bound and Johnson, 1992; Katz
and Murphy, 1992; Murphy and Welch, 1992; Johnson, 1997) used a conceptual framework that can be summarized in Fig. 4. The relative supply of skilled labor shifted from L ~
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Fig. 4. The determination of relative wages by skill under conditions of shifting demand and supply.
to L H, but, instead of falling from R ~to Ro, the relative wage increased to R H. Therefore, the
relative demand for labor by skill had to have shifted during this period from D / to D//.
The obvious question within this framework is "what made relative demand shift?".
Tile major candidates for explaining the demand shift include international factors
("trade"), skill-biased technological change, and a variety of institutional changes.
The traditional trade economists response to this approach, as set out in Sections 3 and
4, is that, assuming a solution within the cone of diversification, the relative product
demand function is horizontal (see Fig. 1) and that relative factor prices are insensitive
to relative supplies. Instead, R depends only on the relative prices of imported goods and
technology across industries.
In this section we review four approaches to the question of how much of the rightward
shift (or, in the case of the Neoclassical trade model, the upward shift) in the relative
demand curve is attributable to trade effects. These fore" approaches involve (a) price
equations, (b) factor content analyses, (c) changes in within-industry factor proportions,
and (d) institutional changes brought about by increased foreign competition. The reader is
also referred to several recent interpretative reviews of this literature, including Richardson (1995), Deardorff and Hakura (1994), Burtless (1995), Lawrence (1996), Slaughter
and Swagel (1997), and Cline (1997).
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5.4.1. Price equations
The approach to testing for the effect of international developments on relative factor
prices that is most favored by empirical trade economists is the estimation of price
equations. These, which follow from the total differentiation of the zero (or constant)
profit equation (see, e.g., Eqs. (4.27) and (4.28)), suggest that over a time interval one
should run a regression across tradable goods of the price change in that industry on the
shares of the different factors of production. 4~ Such a regression takes the form
Pi = bo + b lXsi -t- b2Xui + ... q- ei,

(5.4)

where Xsi and Xui are the shares of skilled and unskilled labor in industry i.
In order for international competition to be an important determinant of changes in skill
differentials, the estimated value of bl - b2 must be significantly positive.
Otherwise, "something else" is the cause of changes in rel. The various studies that
have estimated price equations for the US along the lines of Eq. (5.4) have arrived at
somewhat different conclusions. Lawrence and Slaughter (1993), using the production/
non-production worker dichotomy, find insignificant coefficients for the 1980s and
conclude that trade effects had a small effect on relative wages. 46 Sachs and Shatz
(1994) estimate a price equation similar to Lawrence and Slaughter's, but they include
a dummy variable for the computer industry - on the grounds that prices in that industry
are poorly measured due to quality changes. When this dummy is included, the results are
slightly more in the direction a "trade matters" conclusion.
Baldwin and Cain (1997), using labor shares by educational attainment, also find relatively small and generally insignificant coefficients for the various sub-periods, including
1979-1991, in which they estimate their price equations, leading them to the conclusion
that "trade, by itself, cannot explain the increased wage inequality in favor of groups of
workers with more education." However, in the price equation in which labor was decomposed into three groups (less than high school, high school, and more than high school), the
coefficient on the share of the least educated group was significant less than the coefficients
on the shares of the other groups, leading Baldwin and Cain to the conclusion that some of
the especially poor wage performance of the least educated is attributable to international
factors.
Among the problems with these studies is the fact that the output of each detailed
industry is far from homogeneous (the Qi used in Sections 3 and 4), and aggregation
error may systematically bias the magnitudes of the estimated bi's. Thus, the "price
puzzle" posed by the results of the early studies may reflect measurement factors rather
45 A single equation of this form follows from a model with two tradable goods and two factors within the cone
of diversification, but, as Deardorff and Hakura (1994) point out, it is not so simple in the multiple good-multiple
factor case.
46 Neven and Wyposz (1996) estimate price equations along the lines of Lawrence and Slaughter for manufacturing data for the UK, Germany, France, and Italy. The results were similar to those for the US in that the
estimated coefficients on the share variables were of variable sign and statistically inconsistent.
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than economic reality. Using expanded industry price and share data for the 1989-1995
period, Krueger (1997) reports estimates of price equations that have much larger skill
effects than was true of the earlier studies. It is tempting to suppose on the basis of
Kreuger's results that, given better data for the 1980s, the estimates of price equations
might have been more consistent with the Stolper-Samuelson model, suggestive of a
greater effect of trade on relative wages. A difficulty with the Krueger results in this
regard, however, is that during the 1989-1995 period observed skill differentials increased
much more slowly than in the 1980s (see the chapter by Katz). Thus, one would not expect
for this period bl would be significantly larger than b2.
A second problem with the straightforward estimated price equations in the above
studies is the possibility that changes in total factor productivity (the J2i term in Eqs.
(4.27) and (4.28)) are systematically correlated with factor shares. In this case, estimates of
the b's in Eq. (5.4) would in general be biased. Learner (1996a,b) and Feenstra and Hanson
(1997) have attempted to include estimates of the growth in total factor productivity in
price equations, but it is difficult to figure out how the conclusions of these analyses are
affected by this modification.
5.4.2. Factor content analyses
An alternative way to estimate the effects of international developments is to estimate the
effect of observed changes in net exports across industries on implicit relative factor
supply. Under certain conditions involving elasticities of substitution between products
and factors, as was shown in Sections 3.7 and 4.6, the factor content (FC) procedure gives
a reasonably accurate estimates of the effect of trade on relative factor prices. FC is
appealing to labor economists, for it is directly applicable to the framework embodied
in Fig. 4. FC estimates indicate, on the basis of industry export and import data, how much
a closed economy relative demand function has shifted due to trade - even if the economy
is characterized by the Neoclassical or differentiated-products model (such that the actual
demand curve is much more elastic than it would be under autarky). The various FC
studies for the US (e.g., Murphy and Welch, 1991; Borjas et al., 1992; Sachs and Shatz,
1994; Baldwin and Cain, 1997) conclude that trade developments during the 1980s
contributed only slightly to the large widening of relative wage differentials by skill during
that period.
A much-cited paper that uses FC to analyze the effects of trade is Katz and Murphy
(1992). Using employment and import-export data for 21 two-digit manufacturing industries, KM calculate the implicit effects of trade on the labor of eight gender-education
groups (along the lines of Eq. (4.31)). The annual rate of growth in the relative implicit
labor supply of each of these eight groups due to changes in net exports for the 1970s and
1980s (calculated from KM's Table VII, the figure for the 1980s being the annual rate of
growth from 1979 to 1985) is reported in under Trade1 in Table 10. Because of the
possibility that industries retained their administrative, developmental, and sales forces
in the US and "outsourced" production to foreign countries, an alternative calculation was
made on the assumption that the effect of increased imports fell entirely on production
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workers versus (generally more highly educated) non-production workers. 47 The relative
rates of growth of implicit labor supply for the eight groups under this alternative assumption are reported under Trade2.
To see how estimates of the effects of trade based on FC compare with what happened to
wages during these two periods, the annual percentage growth of relative hourly average
wage rates for the eight demographic groups (based on data from Bound and Johnson
(1992, Table 1)) are given in Table 8. For the 1980s, the male college/high school relative
wage increased at the rate of 1.00 - (-0.81) = 1.81% per year.
The conventional labor economics approach to the explanation of changes in the wage
structure, which has been summarized in Fig. 4, is to calculate the relative rates of growth
of the supplies of the different types of labor, SShift in Table 8, and then, with an assumed
value of the intra-factor elasticity of substitution, calculate the rate at which the relative
demand functions must be shifting in order to yield the observed changes in the relative
wage structure. This yields the annual percentage rate of growth of the position of each
relative demand function, DShift in Table 8, which is based on the assumption that the
intra-factor elasticity of substitution elasticity equals 1.5.4~ The calculated absolue values
of DShift are very large relative to the KM estimates of the effect of trade. For example,
the implied relative demand curve for males who had not completed high school shifted to
the right at a rate of 5% per year during both the 1970s and 1980s, but even the higher KM
estimates of the effect for the trade are a very small fraction of this total shift.
It could be argued - and we would agree - that this particular disaggregation of labor
input into eight demographic groups that are equally substitutable for each other is somewhat arbitrary. It was chosen in this case because KM reported trade effects on this basis.
There are, as pointed out in Section 4.1, several other plausible aggregations. The resultant
values of Tradel and Trade2 from any other aggregation assumption, however, would not
substantially different implications concerning the effects of trade on either relative wages
or the implied demand shift parameter. 49
Adherents of the Neoclassical trade model would also argue that the results for the
1980s in Table 8 are quite consistent with the Factor Price Insensitivity (FPI) theorem that
changes in relative factor relative supplies have no effect on relative factor prices. To this
labor economists reply that the observed large increases in the relative supply of highly
educated workers in the 1970s (caused in part by the demand for college enrollment by
47 Borjas et al. (1997) go further into the issue of assigning the correct weights on different types of labor in the
context of FC analysis. They discuss the argument of Wood (1994) of using input ratios used in developing
countries rather than those for the home country as well as the results of Bernard and Jensen (1995) concerning
the skill composition of firms within industries most impacted by trade.
48 This specification assumes explicitly that the aggregate flow of labor services is a CES function of inputs
each of these eight different groups.
49A common alternative aggregation alternative, used by, among many others, Katz and Murphy, is to
calculate the sums "college equivalent" and "high school equivalent" labor (so that, for example, there is an
infinite elasticity of substitution between dropouts and high school graduates of both genders). We have made
these calculations, but, as would be expected, they do not change the conclusions with respect to the importance
of trade and are not reported.
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Table 8
Annualized percentage changes in US wages by education and gender in the 1970s and 1980s, demand shifts,
supply shifts, and alternative Katz-Murphy estimates of the relative wage effects of trade

1973-1979
Men

Women

1979-1988
Men

Women

Education

AW

DShift

SShift

Tradej

Trad%

Dropouts
High school
Some college
College+
Dropouts
High school
Some college
College+

0.08
-0.03
--0.12
0.60
0.90
0.35
-0.64
-0.87

5.50
-0.30
2.23
2.33
-- 3.06
2.02
5.28
3.27

-5.65
0.26
2.41
3.24
- 4.40
1.49
6.25
4.58

0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.04
-0.02
-0.02
-0.03

0.02
0.00
0.05
0.09
- 0.04
0.02
-0.02
-0.02

Dropouts
High school
Some college
College+
Dropouts
High school
Some college
College+

0.63
-0.81
-0.36
1.00
-0.30
0.11
0.81
1.53

- 5.59
-1.56
0.13
3.03
-3.94
0.68
4.61
6.69

-4.95
-0.35
0.41
1.52
3.50
0.52
3.40
4.39

0.08
-0.02
0.04
0.12
-0.34
0.00
0.04
0.24

-0.19
-0.06
0.13
0.31
0.61
0.01
0.07
0.31

males in the 1960s so as to avoid participation in the Vietnam War) resulted in the
observed 1973-1979 decline in the relative wages of college graduates, which is inconsistent with FPI. It is, of course, possible is that the US eco n o m y became sufficiently open
to international trade around 1980 such that FPI applied in the 1980s but not in the 1970s
or earlier. This is the Slaughter hypothesis discussed in Section 5.2 above, but the resolution of this must await a considerable amount of further research.
The labor economists' rebuttal to the application o f FPI to the 1980s would be that, even
if relative labor demand functions are highly or evenly infinitely elastic, the results of FC
analyses strongly suggest that the shifts in these functions that caused the relative wage
structure to change were not substantially the result of changes in the volume and content
of trade.

5.4.3. Changes in within-industry factor proportions
A third way of assessing the effect of trade developments on relative wages is to look at
changes in factor proportions across sectors or industries. In the models of labor market
equilibrium within the cone of diversification discussed in Sections 3 and 4, a decrease in
the world price of the less skill-intensive tradable good (industry 2) relative to that of the
more skill-intensive tradable good (industry 1) causes, ceteris paribus, the relative wage of
skilled workers, rel, to increase. An increase in P1/P2 also implies that the skill intensity of
the non-tradable goods sector will rise relative to that of the tradable goods sector (indus-
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" Table 9
Between- and within-industry decomposition of the change in the employment of college-educated labor in the
US, 1960-1995"
All industries

1960-1970
1970-1980
1980-1990
1990 1995

Manufacturing

Non-manufacturing

Between

Within

Between

Within

Between

Within

0.24
0.12
0.10
0.04

0.09
0.46
0.37
0.21

0.04
0.02
0.06
-0.14

0.12
0.38
0.44
0.27

0.29
0.12
0.06
0.05

0.07
0.49
0.35
0.19

~'Source: Autor et al. (1997).

tries 1 and 2 combined), for the displaced unskilled workers will have to find work in
service industries.
The data on relative employment levels for manufacturing (tradable) and non-manufacturing (non-tradable) sectors by skill (S = college equivalent and U = high school
equivalent labor) in the US reported in Table 3 appear to be consistent with this prediction.
Between 1979 and 1989, a period in which there was a large increase in the openness of the
economy (see, e.g., Table 1), the annual rate of growth of S / U was 4.4% in manufacturing
versus 2.8% in non-manufacturing industries. Although something else obviously
occurred during this period (that shifted the relative demand function to the right in the
non-tradable goods sector), 5° the larger growth of S / U in manufacturing is consistent with
a conventional trade effects explanation.
Disaggregated analyses of employment shifts by skill, however, usually find that most
of the changes in the skill composition of employment is accounted for changes within
industries rather than between industries. Table 9 gives decomposition of changes in the
fraction of college-educated labor versus other works based on 59 manufacturing and 81
non-manufacturing industries in Autor et al. (1997). This implies that, since 1960s, the
source of most of observed increase in the demand for relatively skilled labor has been the
results of developments - such as skill-biased technological change - within industries.
Machin et al. (1966) report similar results for the U K and, using the production/nonproduction worker breakdown, for Denmark and Sweden.
The lack of large between-industry relative skill shifts has been taken by several authors
(notably Berman et al., 1994) as evidence against a major role for trade in the explanation
of increasing wage inequality, and the basic result does appear to be consistent with the
results of factor content studies and the lack of strong results for price equations. There are
two possible qualifications of these results. First, the theoretical models that lead to
predictions about the effects of trade developments on changes in industry skill composi5oIn terms of the framework in Table 8, the calculated annual rate of shift in the implicit demand shift
parameters (DShift) over the 1979-1989 interval were 4.4% in manufacturing and 2.8% in non-manufacturing.
For the 1973 1979 interval, the growth rates of DShift were 6.8 and 4.1%.
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tion assume implicitly that all firms within an industry are identical. It is, in fact, quite
likely that there is considerable heterogeneity among firms within highly detailed industrial classifications with respect to production processes and that trade developments may
accordingly affect relative skill demand within industries. In this spirit, Bernard and
Jensen (t 994) examine changes in skill composition based on a samples of 50,000 firms
and find that there were much greater intra-firm changes in skill demand (based on the
production/non-production worker distinction) than is apparent from inter-industry data.
Further, Bernard and Jensen find that export shocks had a very significant effect on skill
composition.
A second reason for caution with respect to the implications of the between- and withinindustry skill composition change results involves the possibility that a significant amount
of the observed increase in imports is of that part of the production process that would
otherwise be done by production (relatively unskilled) workers domestically. To the extent
that this "outsourcing" practice is a significant fraction of imports, we would observe
changes in skill composition within detailed industries that are in fact caused by imports.
Feenstra and Hanson (1995, 1996) examine this possibility and conclude that outsourcing
and imports had a large impact on changes in the relative employment of production
workers within manufacturing industries. When Autor et al. (1997) include data on the
share of total investment in each industry that was for purchases of computers in a
Feenstra-Hanson type of regression, the estimated outsourcing variable becomes small
and statistically insignificant. Berman et al. (1997) also address the question of the plausibility of the Feenstra-Hanson estimates of the effect of outsourcing on changes in
relative skill demand in manufacturing. They conclude that - although outsourcing was
very important in two industries (automobiles and semi-condnctors) - it "cannot account
for the bulk of skill upgrading that occurred within manufacturing over the last two
decades".51
Given the present state of the literature on the determinants of the skill composition of
employment within the tradable sector, we feel confident in predicting that much additional work will be done on this topic over the next several years.

5.4.4. Endogenous institutional changes

An additional way in which trade developments can affect relative wages is through their
effect on labor market institutions. There is a fairly large literature that focuses on the
effect of institutions - unionism and government regulation of wages - on wage variation
within individual countries, 52 and institutional change (deunionization and deregulation)
has in several studies (see, e.g., DiNardo et al., 1997) been given prominence as an
5t This conclusionis consistent with the Katz-Murphy "Trade2" results in Table 8. Slaughter (1997) examines
the quantitative impact of outsourcingby multinational corporationson relative wagesin the 1980s and finds very
small effects.
52See, in particular, Blan and Katm (1996) for an extremely perceptive inter-countryanalysis of the effects of
labor market institutions on the residu~ variance of earnings.
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independent reason (besides international competition and technological change) for the
rise in income inequality in the US during the 1980s.
Of interest here is the question of the way in which increased international competition
can influence labor market institutions in such a way that the relative wages of skilled
labor changes. The most direct way that this can happen is, as investigated by Katz and
Summers (1989), is for trade to shift unskilled employment fi'om relative high wage
industries. In other terms, the average wage rate of unskilled labor is where Wuc is the
unskilled wage rate in a particular "competitive" reference industry and Yi is the unskilled
wage in industry i relative to Wuc. If trade makes the values of Ui/U fall in industries with
high values of y, the average unskilled wage will presumably fall relative to the average
skilled wage. 53
Although the employment of relatively low educated workers in manufacturing in the
US is generally estimated to have fallen during the 1980s as a result of trade, the size of the
A(Ui/U)'s interacted with the yi's is not sufficiently large for this to have had more than a
negligible influence on rel during this period. Lawrence (1996) performs the relevant
calculation based on estimates of the employment impact of trade in manufacturing of
Sachs and Shatz (1994) and the Katz and Summers' estimates of industry rents, and he
concludes that this effect was about 0.1% of the observed 15% increase in the relative
wage of college graduates.
The other way that wages may be influenced by institutional changes brought about by
increased international competition is through the reductions in the rents received by
unskilled workers in some industries, i.e., declines in some high values of the yi's in
Eq. (5.5). This is the central point of the theoretical model of Borjas and Ramey
(1995). 54 To show the flavor of this approach, we will set out a somewhat different
model of the determination of Yi in an individual industry that yields Borjas and Ramey's
basic conclusion but which ties more closely into the trade models set out in Section 3 and
4.
We assume that some industries, including the one we are examining, in the tradable
sector are monopolies rather than perfectly competitive. The product demand function for
our industry (arbitrarily i = 1) is given by Q1 = BIPI ~, where BI a shift parameter and ~/
is the absolute price elasticity of product demand in this industry. Following the model of
product differentiation discussed in Section 3.5, this price elasticity will be equal to
~ ' / = [,~IWITI(1 - -

wi)](1 - xl) + ~'lxj,

(5.6)

where el is the domestic price elasticity of all goods (foreign and domestic) in this
53 In the m o d e l discussed in Section 4.5, Wv, w a s the w a g e rate in the n o n - u n i o n n o n - t r a d a b l e sector (i - 4) and
the Wvl = Wv2 = TWu4 the w a g e rates in the unionized tradable g o o d s industries, t = 1 - U4/U is the fraction of
unskilled w o r k e r s w h o are represented b y unions.
54 This p a p e r also attempts to estimate the effects o f trade t h r o u g h rent reduction on regional data, Borjas and
R a m e y (1994) also test a central prediction of their m o d e l - that skilled/unskilled relative w a g e should depend
positively on the trade deficit in durable m a n u f a c t u r e d g o o d s - on a g g r e g a t e data. B u c k b e r g and T h o m a s (1996)
follow up on this approach.
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category, ~-1 is the elasticity of substitution between the domestic and foreign versions of
the good (both at home and abroad), w~ is the proportion of total domestic expenditure on
the good that is on the domestic version (1 - wl the value of "import penetration", and xr
is the proportion of the domestic production of the good that is exported. It is assumed
explicitly that el > 1 and is constant and, as in Section 3.5, that ~'1 > $1. Thus, the total
labor price elasticity in this industry is a weighted average of el and ~'l and is the greater
the more open is the industry to foreign competition (the smaller is Wl and the larger is xi).
A decline in the foreign price of the good, Plj; or a shift in tastes toward the foreign version
of the good would be represented by a decline in the demand shift parameter B~.
The production function for the firm is assumed to be Cobb-Douglas with coefficients
on S~ and U1 of, respectively,/31 and 1 -/3~. It follows that the marginal revenue product
I/~,ql l/'ql,r
of unskilled labor is (1 - 1/7)(1 - ill)B1 41
,~1- The firm bargains with a trade
union over the wage it pays unskilled workers, Wu~, but it pays its skilled workers the
prevailing wage Ws. The firm's profit is given by ~-I ----uj
n-l/~t~J-l/"
41
- WsSt - Wu~U~,
and the union's objective function is assumed to be the maximization of the collective
wage rents of unskilled workers employed by the firm, Renh -- (Wul - Wuc)U1, where
Wuc is the alternative wage prevailing in the competitive, non-union sector.
It is also assumed that the union representing unskilled workers bargains over either
both Wu1 and UI (Pareto-efficient bargaining) or just Wu1 (with management retaining the
right to set the profit maximizing level of U~).55 The standard approach to the solution of
this bargaining problem is the maximization of the expression (Rent 1)p(~-1)1 t,, where p is
the union's fraction of total "bargaining power". Regardless of whether or not the union
and the firm bargain over employment, the solution value of the unskilled wage rate is
YE--

Wuj
Wuc

(1 - / ~ ) ( , / - 1) + p
(1 -/31)(~ / - 1)

This implies that the negotiated wage in an industry will be the greater relative to the
competitive wage the smaller is unskilled labor's output share (1 -/31 ), the smaller (the
closer to one) is the absolute price elasticity of product demand (V), and, of course, the
greater is the union's bargaining power (p).
The process of globalization in an industry means that the import fraction rises (wl falls)
and/or the export fraction (x~) rises, both of which imply a rise in ~7 and a consequent drop
in Yl. Thus, a removal of tariff barriers to the importation of a good, the development of
foreign technology, or reduction in transportation costs have the ultimate effect of eroding
union wage premia. In the extreme case of the neoclassical trade model (TI ----co), ~/
becomes infinitely large, and, as seen in Section 4.5, unionism in the tradable goods sector
cannot do very much. Alas, unions in this sector can have no effect on relative wages, and,
5s See Farber (1986) for extended discussion of both union bargaining objectives and the scope of bargaining.
Most recent papers on the role of institutions in the determination of relative wages, for example DiNardo et al.
(1996) and Borjas and Ramey (1994) make the assumption that bargaining is Pareto-optimal, i.e., unions and
management bargain over employment levels and wage rates. However, the evidence that this assumption is
appropriate is, at best, quite shaky (see Oswald, 1993).
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apart from their effect on working conditions, there is little reason for them to continue in
operation.
The model set out above assumes that the "threat point" of the firm is to shut down and
earn zero profits. An alternative is for firms to have the possibility of moving their
production processes to lower wage countries, the outsourcing practice discussed above.
In this case, the threat point of the firm is ¢rl (out), which is presumably positive, instead of
zero. This, like the effect of an increase in 7, has the effect of reducing the solution value
of Yl. In other words, as firms realize the option of moving their production processes (of
US firms outsourcing to Mexico, German firms to the Czech Republic, etc.), we would
expect wage rents in the unionized portion of the tradable goods sector to be reduced.
Although the prediction of the model concerning the effects of increased trade on high
rents in the tradable sector is quite clear, this prediction does not appear to be borne out by
the data. Blanchflower (1997) reports estimates of the relative wage effects of unionism in
the UK and the US - the two countries that had the largest increase in earnings dispersion from 1983 through 1994. There is no trend in these estimates in either country over this
period (remaining at about 10% in The UK and 15% in the US). Similarly, Lawrence
(1996) notes that relative wages in durable goods industries in the US, the industries most
likely to be subject to falling yi's due to trade pressures, remained at their original levels
during the 1980s. MacPherson and Stewart (1990), however, find that the union wage
differential fell slightly during the 1980s in trade-impacted compared to other industries.

5.5. Political economy models

It is evident from almost any formal trade model that there is a potential for rent-seeking
within a country or region with respect to trade policy. Although most of the focus of the
review of models of the effect of trade in Sections 3 and 4 was on the relatively long run, it
is clear that the present values of the real incomes of workers with different skills in
different industries (the Rsi'S and Rui' s) as well as the real incomes of the owners of capital
in different industries can be affected by the effective prices of the foreign versions of
tradable goods (the Pi/s). Empirical work shows that the displacement costs for workers
affected by "trade shocks" are often quite substantial initially but attenuate through time,
with the rate of attenuation depending on the overall condition of the local labor market
(see, e.g., Jacobson et al., 1993). 56
The political economy approach looks at how different groups behave with respect to
political questions involving trade (which groups, for example, supported or opposed the
passage of NAFTA). Empirical information on this kind of behavior is informative of
perceptions of the short and medium run effects of changes in the Pif's.
As a matter of trade policy there has been the "escape" clause in GATT (Article XIX)
(GATT, 1994) that provides for the suspension of free trade via tariffs when increased
56With these displacement costs in mind there has been some effort to incorporate uncertainty into trade
models (Cordon, 1974;Newberryand Stiglitz, 1984).
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imports "cause or threaten serious injury to domestic producers." This can be interpreted
as an attempt to stabilize income (see Baldwin, 1985, pp. 183-184) and raises the more
general question of income insurance. Economic analysis clearly indicates that market
restrictions will be a higher cost approach to stabilizing income than alternative insurance
based institutions, provided that the latter does not create incentives for moral hazard
(Varian, 1980) and are not derailed by costs of operating a practical insurance system. 57
With strong currency changes and resulting trade inflows, political support for trade
restrictions seems to rise in support of the status quo, indicating an underlying insurance
motivation or a general aversion to change. In the US the escape clause is implemented by
a vote of the International Trade Commission (ITC) commissioners, who are asked to rule
whether imports are a substantial cause of 'serious injury' as measured by idling of
productive facilities, inability of firms to operate at reasonable profit levels, and significant
unemployment or underemployment, while in the European Union there is the Commission of the European Community. It decides, subject to judicial review, whether foreign
products are being dumped on the EC market. Do the decision criteria actually used by the
ITC connect to items recognized in the simplest models of trade?
A decline in profits, if pervasive could reflect changing terms of trade, hut since it is
meant to he industry specific, the more plausible interpretation seems to run along the lines
of a system intended to provide insurance, or support of the status quo to industry specific
capital. Similarly, the criteria for labor, unemployment and underemployment suggests a
disequilibrium, not a trade induced wage decline in the wage. Empirical studies of the ITC
decisions indicate that the intent of the system is carried out: declining profits and a longer
run decline in employment in the identified industry are more likely to lead to the recommendation of import relief. Measurable political factors, such as whether the president or
Congress requests the investigation, size of the industry, or whether labor joins management in requesting an investigation were not important predictors (Baldwin, 1985).
Rent seeking by organized interest groups would probably occur behind closed doors, so
empirical evidence on the systematic impact of coalitions would be far harder to measure
and study. The voluntary export restraints (VER's) in the US auto industry during the
1980s presumably involved the specific factors in the US industry (both capital and
industry-specific human capital) as well as shareholders of the Japanese producers receiving import quotas under the agreement, who saw profits and share prices rise (Reis, 1990).
Outcomes of this type could be interpreted as the underlying motivation for developing
what have become known as political economy models. In the case of political support for
VER's, it has been shown how such a policy can gain support by both domestic and
foreign producers (Hillman and Ursprung, 1988).
57In the US the Trade Adjustment Assistance program, which was designed to compensate for labor displacement costs arising from trade inducedchange,is regarded as having failed to deliver insuranceeffectivelyand
to have discouragedreallocation of resources to new activities (Lawrence and Litan, 1986,p. 52). Fnrther, there
is the question of why labor market displacement arising from international trade should be afforded a status
separate from displacements arising from other influences, such as product obsolescenceor domestic competition.
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The main ingredients in the political economy models are a demand side for trade
interventions on the part of factors subject to trade and a supply side of policy makers
who are willing to intervene based on some inducement, ranging from "support" for
reelection to outright bribery. This process is then benchmarked against a free trade
equilibrium with compensation. Of course the latter is, in principle, better since there
are no deadweight inefficiencies or resources dissipated in rent seeking. In fact, the main
purpose of such models is to articulate the puzzlement or reasons for sustained pressure
against free trade by the political process. This inventory of models is set out in Table 10,
developed from Rodrik (1995) and Helpman (1995), as summarized by Deardorff and
Stern (1998).
As can be seen from the table, there is a wide range of models and often conflicting
predictions. For example, in the median voter model (Mayer, 1984). the number of people
in the industry increases the probability of protection, while in the Grossman-Helpman
political contribution (GH-PC) approach (Grossman and Helpman, 1994) the number of
people in the industry reduces the extent of protection. In the former model the prediction
arises from the connection between industry employment and probability of being the
median voter. In the latter model as the lobby become more encompassing of the population the limiting case predicts free trade which enhances the well-being of the society as a
whole.
The setting for these models is one in which world prices are exogenous, so tariffs do not
provide possible favorable terms of trade for the country, nor are there issues of technology diffusion. Lobbying by foreign producers to maintain open markets or provide trade
restrictions such as the auto VER's is, logically, not considered, since there are parametric
world prices. In short, the underlying trade theory is kept as simple as possible. One widely
predicted pattern in political economy models is that the extent of protection will be
inversely realted to the elasticity of demand for the import. An inelastic demand gives
rise to rent potential for specific factors owned by domestic producers which 'fuel' the
engines of distortion. On the other hand there are implicit limits, particularly in the GH-PC
model. There the policy maker weights overall economic welfare, so deadweight losses do
curb the willingness to provide protection beyond some level.
Empirical testing of the models to determine a role for labor in the political economy of
trade has been quite limited. Recently there has been empirical testing of the GH-PC
approach. The model assumes n + 1 inputs, labor and one specific factor per sector, except
for the numeraire good, produced only with labor. The government sets tariffs and subsidies, with net revenue redistributed to each citizen in a lump sum transfer or tax. Aggregate welfare is the sum of specific factor returns, tariff revenue and indirect utility of the
individuals. A lobby of specific factor owners (in the labor context, this could be industry
specific capital, particularly of experienced workers who still have substantial years to
retirement) is assumed to form. Their objective is to maximize their welfare net of contributions, while the government seeks to maximize overall welfare plus contributions from
the lobby. Bargaining between the lobby and the government can lead to a non-zero tariff
(subsidy) to the organized sector. Essentially, the lobby group purchases a tariff from the
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government in return for protection. The lobby's willingness to pay will depend on the
level of domestic output using their specific factor(s), since a higher price will induce more
specific factor rents. The government's willingness to supply protection depends on the
their preference weight for overall welfare versus the bribe or contribution. Trade protection for an inelastically demanded good like basic food products is predicted to be more
likely.
Structural estimation of the GH-PC model (Goldberg and Maggi, 1997) gives some
support to this approach. A less structural approach to factors influencing votes on
NAFTA, GATT/WTO and MFN for China indicates that elements of the protection for
sale model along with other influences shape voting on US Congressional voting (Baldwin
and Magee, 1997). This work shows that the lobby groups appear to be defined along
factor lines (labor and business (capital, skilled labor)) and comparative advantage as
indexed by net export position of the industries in the districts. Political contributions to
the individual legislators by organized labor and business groups did significantly affect
the voting outcome in two of the three bills in the House of Representatives (GATT/WTO
and NAFTA) and two of the three bills in the Senate (NAFTA and MFN for China).
General economic conditions in the district or state were found to influence voting as was
the industry specific distribution of employment, giving some support to trade restrictions
as derivative form an underlying insurance motivation on the part of policy makers as
suggested by Cordon.

6. Conclusion
We have surveyed the field of international economics with reference to how trade among
nations affects labor market analysis. As seen in several in several examples set out in
Sections 3 and 4, a large class of traditional problems - the effects of minimum wages,
immigration, union wage policy, skill biased technological change, etc. - are handled very
differently if the economy is open to trade (under certain conditions) instead of our
standard closed economy assumption. Most important from the point of view of labor
market analysis, is the Factor Price Insensitivity theorem (the prediction that relative
wages in an economy are unaffected by relative factor supplies) that flows from the
conventional Neoclassical trade theory framework. We labor economists simply are not
used to thinking along these lines.
However, there is ample reason for expecting that - in the absence of some unthinkably
dreadful event (like the collision of the Earth with a large asteroid) - trade and global
interdependence are virtually certain to continue to increase. Accordingly, we labor economists are going to have to get used to thinking in international terms.
Our reaction to the standard trade theory that yields these implications is that it may
place too much emphasis on models based on the assumption that domestic and foreign
versions of particular goods are particular substitutes. We have emphasized an alternative
model - implicit in some of the early empirical work in the trade field - finite substitution
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elasticities for s o m e traded goods. The resultant, s o m e w h a t inelegant "differentiated
p r o d u c t s " m o d e l has implications that are, not surprisingly, b e t w e e n those of the closed
and t e x t b o o k o p e n model. Unfortunately, although the task o f testing b e t w e e n alternative
specifications has begun, the questions are as yet unresolved.
The m a j o r set o f empirical issues in the intersection o f labor and international e c o n o m ics is c o n c e r n e d w i t h the effect o f increased international i n t e r d e p e n d e n c e on the general
l e v e l of real w a g e s and the distribution o f w a g e s and l a b o r d e m a n d for different types of
labor. T h e r e are, as seen in Section 5, several alternative approaches to estimation o f the
effects o f globalization, and labor and trade e c o n o m i s t s h a v e tended to pursue different
e m p i r i c a l strategies.
The m a j o r i t y - but hardly u n a n i m o u s - c o n c l u s i o n o f these studies on U S data using
e a c h o f the different approaches is that the contribution o f changes in trade to shifts in
relative labor d e m a n d functions since the 1970s has b e e n in the small to m o d e s t range. W e
h a v e the e x p e c t a t i o n that, as global i n t e r d e p e n d e n c e c o n t i n u e s to increase and c o m p a r a b l e
data a m o n g different countries b e c o m e m o r e available, the m a j o r i t y v i e w o f future studies
c o n c e r n i n g the l a b o r market i m p a c t o f trade will shift t o w a r d the m o d e s t to fairly large
range. W e also h a v e the e x p e c t a t i o n - with a m u c h s m a l l e r forecast error - that there will
be a large n u m b e r of such studies.
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Abstract

This chapter reviews recent developments in the study of individual employment contracts. It
discusses three reasons for an employer and an employee to have a contract: (1) to allocate risk
in a way different from a spot market; (2) to enhance the efficiency of investment decisions by
protecting the return on investments made by one party from being captured by the other; and (3) to
motivate the employee by making compensation depend on performance. The main emphasis is on
issues that arise from the problems of enforcing contracts in practice and from renegotiation by
mutual agreement. © 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n

There are numerous reasons for doubting that labor markets can be adequately described
as spot markets. W h e n employment is not a simultaneous transaction of work for pay, with
the rights and responsibilities of employer and employee then at an end, contracts play a
role because they specify what the on-going rights and responsibilities are. To be enforceable, a contract does not have to be written down - a verbal agreement can be as legally
binding a contract as a written one, although for obvious reasons what was agreed may be
less easy to demonstrate in court. Nor does a contract have to be explicit. This is particularly important in the case of employment where traditional custom and practice, statements of policy in company handbooks, and decisions by one party have all been used by
courts as evidence of an implicit contract.
This chapter discusses three reasons for an employer and an employee to have a
contract: (1) to allocate risk in a way different from a spot market; (2) to enhance the
efficiency of investment decisions by protecting the return on investments made by one
party from being captured by the other; and (3) to motivate the employee by making
compensation depend on performance. Contracts to select those employees who best
match a j o b arise most naturally in the context of internal labor markets and of careers
within organizations - they are left to the chapter by Gibbons and Waldman. Issues
specific to contracts for senior executives are left to the chapter by Murphy, those specific
to retirement to the chapter by Lumsdaine and Mitchell. Contracts between trade u n i o n s
and firms are also not covered here - they raise additional issues that are discussed in the
chapters by Bertola, by Blau and Kahn, and by Nickell and Layard. Even so, there is
inevitably some overlap with other chapters. Where this occurs, the relationship to the
framework used here is explained but detailed discussion left to those chapters.
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The earlier literature on contracts for reasons (1)-(3) was reviewed by Parsons (1986) in
Volume 2 of this Handbook. The present chapter concentrates on more recent developments although, to keep it self-contained, there is inevitably some discussion of the earlier
literature. The main emphasis here is on the issues that arise from the problems of enforcing contracts in practice and from the recognition that, at law, any contract can be
renegotiated by mutual agreement.
2. Some evidence

If the economic theory of contracting is of relevance to labor markets, one would expect
forms of contract that emerge from theory to be used in practice. In addition, those
contracts should fit with characteristics of wages that are otherwise problematic to explain.
This section briefly discusses evidence about forms of employment contracts and wage
characteristics that one might hope would be explained by contracts agreed for the reasons
discussed in this chapter.
There are two issues to bear in mind in this discussion. First, it would be unrealistic to
expect one limited class of theories to explain all the characteristics of labor markets so, in
setting out the evidence in this section, a judgement has been made about what it is
reasonable to expect. Second, to evaluate individual empirical studies and provide an
overall assessment of the empirical evidence would require a chapter on its own. The
purpose here is not to do that. It is merely to set out some of the empirical findings that
seem a reasonable basis to judge the theories.
2.1. E m p l o y m e n t contracts

Because this chapter is not concerned with union bargaining, it is the contracts of individual employees that are of concern. Direct evidence on individual contracts is not widely
available. However, the law puts restrictions on the contracts that can be used (e.g.,
outlawing slavery and restricting the penalties that can be used for breach of contract)
and provides rules and doctrines for determining contractual obligations where these have
not been specified by the parties. Contracts to explain labor market behavior clearly need
to be consistent with the former. To the extent that the latter correspond to what would be
sensible arrangements under typical employment conditions, it would be reassuring if they
were consistent with what contract models predict.
In the US, unless there is evidence to the contrary, the presumption is that employment
is at will, in which case either party can terminate the employment without notice for any
reason, or for no reason at all (Rothstein et al., 1994, Section 1.4). With employment at
will, either party can unilaterally announce modifications to the terms on which it is
prepared to continue the employment. There is, however, an asymmetry between
employer and employee about what constitutes acceptance of a modification proposed
by the other. If the employer announces a change in conditions then, as Specter and Finkin
(1989, Section 3.03) put it, "the employee's continuance in service with knowledge of the
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change has generally been held to constitute acceptance .... Under this rule, continuance
under protest would not preclude an effective modification". In contrast, if the employee
proposes a change in conditions and the employer, while stating explicitly that the change
is unacceptable, nevertheless allows the employment to continue, that would not be held to
constitute acceptance of the employee's demands. Legal details are discussed by Malcomson (1997).
The presumption of employment at will does not preclude employers and employees
fi'om making enforceable contracts with alternative provisions. A formal written agreement is not necessary for this. Verbal assurances to individual employees, statements of
company policy contained in, for example, employee handbooks, assignment of an
employee to a task that is clearly longterm in nature (e.g., developing a sales territory
or supervising construction of a major building project), and even in some states longevity
of service per se have all been held by courts to be reasons for employment not being at
will. See Specter and Finkin (1989, chapter 2) for details. Krueger (t991a) documents the
increasing numbers of these cases. That they came to court indicates that the parties
themselves were not clear what courts would decide.
In European countries the position is different. Under English law, when there is no
explicit contract to the contrary, the current terms of employment are a legal contract, even
where not written down. As such, those terms can be varied only by mutual agreement, so
they continue to apply until either there is mutual agreement to modify them or the
contract is properly terminated. An important difference from the US is that an employee
is not deemed to have agreed to a modification proposed by the employer merely by
continuing to work. Thus, if either party proposes a change in the current wage terms,
the other party makes clear that the change is not acceptable, and employment nevertheless
continues, the current wage terms must continue to be honored until the contract is
terminated. Seen from this perspective, wage negotiation with current employees is
formally renegotiation of an existing contract. If the duration of the contract has not
been stated explicitly, employment can be terminated with proper advance notice, the
minimum length of which is specified by law and during which employees must be paid at
the current rate, or by making appropriate payment in lieu of notice. Longer serving
employees also have rights to minimum levels of redundancy payment specified in law.
However, there are legal restrictions on terminating a contract in order to offer a new
contract on modified terms. These can make the outcome of disputed cases difficult to
predict. Again, legal details are discussed by Malcomson (1997). In other European
countries, terminating a contract of employment is typically more difficult or more costly
for employers than in England. Emerson (1988) and Lazear (1990) provide further information.
As in the US, the parties can agree contracts with alternative provisions as long as these
satisfy the minimum legal requirements. However, courts can enforce a contract provision
contingent on certain events only if they can verify whether those events have occurred. It
is assumed throughout the labor contracts literature that courts can verify whether an
employee did in fact work for the employer. If the employee did not work despite an
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agreement to do so, it may not in practice be easy to verify whether the employee chose to
stay away from work or was turned away by the employer. 1It may thus be uncertain what a
court would decide and expensive in court costs to find out. If the parties can do without
payments contingent on events that may not be verifiable, it makes sense for them to do so.
Also important is the remedy that courts apply if one party is held in breach of contract.
Some contributions to the economic theory of contracts, for example Chung (1991) and
Aghion et al. (1994), base their analyses on the remedy of specific performance, that is, the
court requires the breaching party to carry out the contract as specified. Courts occasionally order that an employee dismissed in breach of contract be reinstated but, as Specter
and Finkin (1989, Section 15.07) make clear for the US, they are reluctant to do so "except
in extraordinary cases" in view of "the common-law notion that courts could not compel
an employer to retain the services of an employee because of the difficulty of policing an
order compelling an obnoxious personal relationship." With breach by an employee, in the
US "a court cannot order specific performance, and thereby compel an employee to
continue an employment relationship" (Specter and Finkin, 1989, Section 15.02). But,
even where specific performance in employment is not ruled out by law, there is an
obvious practical reason for the difference between employment and some other types
of contract in its use. With a contract to sell property (e.g., an old master), to enforce
specific performance a court need only get a bailiff to seize the property and hand it over.
With a contract to provide a service, a court cannot force a recalcitrant supplier to provide
it. At best, it has to induce the supplier to do so by threatening severe penalties that are in
practice limited by what is socially acceptable.
Typically then, breach remedies in employment cases are restricted to monetary
compensation. If the amount of compensation is specified in the contract (liquidated
damages), these are enforceable "if they do not constitute a penalty but, rather, reflect a
reasonable estimate of the actual damages anticipated to arise from the breach" (Specter
and Finkin, 1989, Section 15.06). In the context of economic models, it is thus important to
recognize that penalty provisions included in a contract to give the parties incentives to
behave in certain ways will not be enforced by courts if they are far in excess of the actual
damages incurred.
Since a contract can always be modified by mutual agreement, employers and employees can avoid a possible charge of breach if they stick to the practice of modifying terms
only by mutual consent. That may be entirely rational if it avoids the possibly substantial
expenses of being challenged in court. Indeed, Krueger (1991a) argues that employer
groups in a number of US states have supported unjust dismissal legislation that restricts
employment at will because they are prepared to give up some potential rights for the
reduced litigation and damage costs that result from clarification of the legal position.
Mutual agreement on modification of terms does not preclude rights to unilateral decisions
1This is different from being able to verify whether, in the event of a permanent separation, an employeequit
voluntarily or was dismissed, which courts must be able to do to enforce certain notice and redundancy provisions. Even the latter is not always easy, as is evidenced by the cases brought for "constructive discharge", see
Specter and Finkin (1989, Chapter 4).
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by the employee to quit or by the employer to make layoffs for legitimate business reasons
if not ruled out by the contract. The latter right has typically been recognized explicitly in
unjust dismissal proposals. Nor does mutual agreement on modification preclude wage
changes - employees may well agree to a wage cut if the alternative is being laid off.
Data on wage changes of those who stay with the same employer provide circumstantial
evidence on how the parties actually behave over modification of terms. With pure
employment at will, the only special status for the wage paid in the previous period of
employment is that it continues to apply unless the employer has announced, or explicitly
agreed to, a change. Thus, one would expect the wage to change whenever it is in the
employer's interest and thus whenever market conditions change. In contrast, with renegotiation by mutual consent, the wage changes only if both parties agree to it. Thus the
wage may not change when market conditions change. The formal basis for these predictions is discussed later. Hence, evidence on individual wage changes over time may throw
light on whether behavior in the US is typically consistent with pure employment at will.
The next subsection looks at some of that evidence.
2.2. Changes in p a y over time

Fig. 1 (Card and Hyslop, 1997) shows the distribution of real annual wage rate changes for
hourly rated employees staying with the same employer from the US Panel Study of
Income Dynamics (PSID) for the relatively high inflation years 1976-1979 and the relatively low inflation years 1985-1988. A vertical line at minus the annual rate of inflation is
drawn for each year to identify the real wage rate change associated with a zero nominal
change. A significant proportion of the changes correspond to nominal wage cuts, so
nominal wages are not completely rigid downwards. But particularly striking is the prominence of the band corresponding to a zero nominal change - around 10% of these employees in the high inflation period 1976-1979, closer to 20% in the low inflation period 19851988. Moreover, in each year for over four-fifths of employees in that band, the nominal
wage rate change was precisely zero. Kahn (1997) gives the percentages of wage and
salary earning heads of household with precisely zero nominal change separately for each
year 1971-1988. These are reproduced in columns (1) and (2) of Table 1, together with the
inflation rate in column (4). The percentages for salary earners are lower than for wage
earners but still large enough to make the band corresponding to a zero nominal change
stand out (see Kahn, 1997 for details). The percentages for the whole period at the bottom
of the table indicate that the_zero nominal effect is more prominent for non-union employees, the group with which this chapter is concerned.
Fig. 1 certainly looks more like data in which the previous wage has some special status
above what it would be accorded with pure employment at will. That may be the result of
something other than contracts. McLaughlin (1994) and Kahn (1997) consider the possibility of m e n u costs (the physical costs of changing wages) but the former notes substantial
numbers of quite small nominal wage changes which one would not expect with menu
costs. Card and Hyslop (1997) subject the data for hourly paid workers, and similar data
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Fig. 1. Distribution of log real wage changes, PSID samples 1976 1979 and 1985 1988, hourly rated workers
staying with same employer.

from the Current Population Survey (CPS), to extensive tests for menu costs by constructing a counterfactual distribution based on symmetry with the upper tail, which is assumed
not to be affected by nominal rigidities. They find that the actual distribution near the spike
at zero is pulled down relative to the counterfactual distribution, as one would expect with
menu costs. But this happens more just below the spike at zero than just above it. Thus the
effect is not symmetric and, for this reason, they conclude that it is probably not all the
result of menu costs.
There is always concern with data of this type that reporting errors may bias the results
if, for example, an employee paid $4.95 an hour one year and $5.05 the next reports both as
$5. Card and Hyslop (1997) estimate that this could account for at most one-quarter of the
observed nominal rigidities in the mid-1980s. By comparing with other studies, Akerlof et
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Table 1
Percent staying with stone employer with zero nominal change in pay rate over year'~
End year

Wage earners
(1)

Salary earners
(2)

Managerial employees
(3)

Inflation rate
(4)

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
Whole period
All
Non-union

10.42
10.33
7.44
7.19
8.07
7.24
6.34
8.12
6.34
3.77
7.33
6.48
14.68
13,28
10,60
15,58
15.50
17.04

7.96
5.53
6.49
5.75
3.53
3.93
6.75
4.27
4.73
2.06
3.19
3.89

8.52
11.84
11.95
0.20
10.24
12.02
15.29
10.79
8.53
3.92
3.17
2.51
7.23
6.34
8.26
7.13
5.51
2.44

4.3
3.4
5.1
10.1
10.2
6.1
6.8
6.6
10.4
14.7
10.0
6.6
3.9
4.5
3.7
1.6
3.8
3.8

10.51
14.22

4.68
4.75

-

-

Columns (1) and (2): PSID data for US. Source: Kahn (1997). Column (3): Unspecified US service industry
finn. Source: Baker et al, (1994b). Column (4): Percent change in CPI March to March. Source: Kahn (1997).

al. ( 1 9 9 6 ) c o n c l u d e t h a t r e p o r t i n g errors i n P S I D d a t a a c t u a l l y r e d u c e m e a s u r e d n o m i n a l
rigidities. A s a f u r t h e r c h e c k , c o l u m n (3) o f T a b l e 1 g i v e s c o r r e s p o n d i n g figures f o r
m a n a g e r i a l e m p l o y e e s f r o m B a k e r et al. ( 1 9 9 4 b ) t h a t w e r e t a k e n f r o m the p e r s o n n e l
t a p e s o f a firm a n d thus s h o u l d h a v e a h i g h d e g r e e o f r e l i a b i l i t y . B e c a u s e t h e s e are f o r
j u s t o n e firm, t h e p e r c e n t a g e s differ f r o m t h o s e in c o l u m n (2) b u t t h e y g i v e n o r e a s o n to
d o u b t t h a t t h e i m p o r t a n c e o f p r e c i s e l y zero n o m i n a l c h a n g e s is g e n u i n e .

2.3. Wages and business cycle shocks
A r e l a t e d i s s u e is h o w w a g e s r e s p o n d to b u s i n e s s c y c l e shocks. A m a j o r c o n c e r n in t h e
e m p i r i c a l l i t e r a t u r e o n c y c l i c a l b e h a v i o r is t h a t a v e r a g e w a g e s a p p e a r m o r e d a m p e d i n
r e s p o n s e to s h o c k s t h a n a spot m a r k e t m o d e l w o u l d p r e d i c t . T h e b a s i c o b s e r v a t i o n h a s
b e e n a r o u n d at l e a s t s i n c e K e y n e s a n d h a s b e e n d o c u m e n t e d b y H a l l ( 1 9 7 5 ) a n d G o r d o n
(1983). It is o n e o f t h e p r o p e r t i e s that real b u s i n e s s c y c l e m o d e l s find h a r d to e x p l a i n , at
l e a s t f o r p l a u s i b l e a s s u m p t i o n s a b o u t l a b o r supply. B o l d r i n a n d H o r v a t h ( 1 9 9 5 ) h a v e a
r e c e n t d i s c u s s i o n o f this. B l a n c h a r d a n d D i a m o n d ( 1 9 9 0 ) r a n i n t o the s a m e p r o b l e m w i t h
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the matching model that they calibrate to US data. The staggered contract models of Gray
(1976) and Taylor (1979), in which wages are fixed for several periods and negotiated for
different groups in different periods, were designed to replicate the damped response but
they do so by making the timing of wage negotiations exogenous. Some authors attribute
the persistent high unemployment in Europe since the oil price shocks of the 1970s to the
inflexibility of wages. See Bean (1994) for a discussion of this issue.
Reviewing the evidence from a number of studies, Abraham and Haltiwanger (1995)
conclude that some of the damped response may be simply the result of aggregation. In
response to an adverse shock, a higher proportion of lower paid than of higher paid
employees lose their jobs. As a result, the average wage fluctuates less than individual
wages because of this composition effect. But the damped response still seems to exist, see
Blanchflower and Oswald (1994). Moreover, Bils (1985) and Solon et al. (1994) find the
wages of new hires more flexible cyclically than those of existing employees, which is at
least suggestive of a contract or menu cost effect.
Beaudry and DiNardo (1991) investigate whether slow adjustment can be attributed to
contract effects by relating current wages to labor market conditions (principally the
unemployment rate) in the past. They find that the lowest unemployment rate since the
start of a job has a strongly significant upward effect on the current wage, whereas the
current unemployment rate, and the unemployment rate at the start of the job, have a
smaller impact. Boldrin and Horvath (1995) and Gomme and Greenwood (1995) argue
that real business cycle models with labor contracts fit the data better than those without.
Because the authors of all these studies consider contracts to share risk, they investigate
only wages in real terms and so it is not clear whether the effect is best described as a real,
or as a nominal, contract effect.
2.4. Cross-section earnings functions

There is a widespread view that a significant amount of wage dispersion is not easily
reconciled with a spot market model given the available data on human capital and
demographic variables, even with allowance for mobility frictions that slow down adjustment to shocks. Regressions of wages on the variables in the data typically leave substantial unexplained inter-industry or inter-firm wage differentials. For examples, see Dickens
and Katz (1987) and Krueger and Summers (1988). Helwege (1992) shows that those
differentials are not highly positively correlated with subsequent employment growth as
one would expect if they resulted from mobility frictions. Because datasets are limited,
one can never rule out the possibility that additional data would provide a reconciliation,
though studies such as Gibbons and Katz (1992) that investigate the possibility that
differentials are explained by unmeasured ability differences are not encouraging. It
would thus certainly be convenient if contract models were consistent with the observations.
In theoretical discussions of earnings functions, specific investments have traditionally
been associated with wages that increase with tenure for reasons originally explained by
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Becker (1975). The significant positive tenure effects found by Becker (1975) and Mincer
(1962) were taken as an indication of the importance of specific investments for employment. Brown (1989) argues that there is certainly a tenure effect during initial training
periods and Jacobson et al. (1993) show that high tenure employees typically suffer
substantial longterm wage reductions when separating from distressed firms. However,
some of the more recent literature, for example Abraham and Farber (1987), Altonji and
Shakotko (1987), Altonji and Williams (1997) and Topel (1991), finds an effect that is
smaller than the earlier estimates. A natural question for contract models is what these
estimates imply about the importance of specific investments for labor markets.

2.5. Summary of "stylized facts"
The empirical evidence discussed in this section can be loosely summarized in terms of the
following "stylized facts":
1. Nominal wages are somewhat rigid in the short term and are certainly not all adjusted
instantaneously to labor market changes.
2. Wage levels do not appear to fluctuate as much over the business cycle as a spot market
model would predict, especially for longterm continuing employees.
3. Individual wages seem to depend on the past, for example the sequence of unemployment rates over the history of the job.
4. At least some wages include firm or job specific premia, although there is debate about
the extent of wage growth with tenure.
These "stylized facts" are not easily reconciled with spot market models of labor
markets. There certainly seems plenty here for other theories, such as those based on
contracts, to explain.

3. Contracts to allocate risk

Contracts to allocate risk have an obvious attraction for explaining wages that, in response
to shocks, fluctuate proportionately less relative to employment than in a spot market. Risk
averse employees would like insurance against fluctuations in consumption without, at
least in a formulation with no income effects on leisure, changing employment fluctuations. If financial markets cannot be used to provide that insurance, employers may provide
it instead. That is efficient if the employer observes something relevant that an independent
insurer cannot. The theoretical literature on employment contracts to allocate risk was
reviewed by Parsons (1986) and surveyed in detail by Rosen (1985) and Hart and Holmstr6m (1987). Some results discussed there are summarized here briefly to provide the
background for theoretical developments concerned with enforceability and renegotiation
and for more recent empirical evidence.
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3.1. The basic model
The basic model stemming from the original work of Azariadis (1975), Baily (1974) and
Gordon (1974) has a risk averse employee hired by a firm. The employee has von
Neumann-Morgenstern utility function u(w,h), where w is real income consisting only
of earnings from the firm that are all spent on consumption, h is hours of work, and u(-) is
strictly increasing in w, decreasing in h, and strictly concave. The firm makes profit
~r(w, h, s) = R(h, s) - w, where R(h,s) is its revenue that is strictly increasing and concave
in h, and s is a state of nature describing everything exogenous that is relevant to the firm's
owners and that is revealed only after the employment contract is agreed. To allow the firm
to be risk averse, its utility of profits is written v[~r(w,h,s),s], where s appears as a separate
argument to allow for the possibility that the value of profits to the firm's owners may
depend on other variables (e.g., how well their shares in other companies are performing
on the stock market), and v(.) is concave and strictly increasing in profit. An efficient
employment contract consists of a real wage w*(s) and hours h*(s) for each possible state s
that maximize the employee's expected utility subject to the firm's owners receiving a
given expected utility level denoted v. That is, [w*(s),h*(s)] for all s solves
max Eu[w(s), h(s)]

w(s),l~(s)

subject to

Ev[R(h(s), s) - w(s), s] >-- v,

(1)

where E denotes the expectation taken over the states of nature s. (An efficient contract can
equally well be specified as maximizing the firm's utility subject to an expected utility
constraint for the employee - the implications for what follows are the same.) Let A denote
the multiplier attached to the constraint in Eq. (1). Then [w*(s),h*(s)] must satisfy the first
order condition with respect to w(s)
uw[w*(s), h*(s)] = Av~[R(h*(s), s) - w*(s), s]

for all s,

(2)

where a subscript indicates the derivative of a function with respect to that argument.
Suppose the firm is risk neutral so that v~(.) is a constant independent of profit and the
state s. Then Eq. (2) implies the standard fair insurance condition that the marginal utility
of the employee' s income is the same in every state. If also hours of work are fixed (h*(s) =
/~ for all s, so the only employment decision is whether or not the employee works), this in
turn implies that employee income is the same in every state in which employment occurs.
The contract wage is set to yield the firm expected profit _v and thus may be different for
employees with identical characteristics hired by the firm at different starting dates when
market conditions are different. These basic conclusions extend directly to a multiperiod
model with utility additively separable over time. If firm and employee discount future
payoffs at the same rate, the real income paid to an employee never changes once a
contract has been signed. Real income increases (decreases) steadily over time, but
remains constant across states at each date, if the employee has a lower (higher) rate of
time preference than the firm - the firm in effect acts as a banker to the employee for
borrowing and lending that is not state contingent.
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Under these conditions, insurance certainly reduces variations in earnings but it is
clearly counterfactual that real earnings of those staying in the same job do not change
- see for example the data for salaried employees discussed in Section 2.2. To have the
employee's real earnings depend on the state requires at least one of the following: (a) the
marginal utility of income uw(.) varies with the state for constant w; (b) the marginal utility
of profits v~(.) varies with the state for constant w; or (c) enforcement difficulties make a
contract satisfying Eq. (2) unenforceable in practice. The first two of these are discussed in
the remainder of this subsection and the third in the next.
One reason the employee's marginal utility of income may vary even for a constant
wage is that hours of work may change. In many jobs, hours vary with demand conditions.
With variable hours, an optimal contract specifies hours that vary with the state to satisfy
the first order condition with respect to hours

-uh[w*(s), h*(s)] = ARh(h*(s), s)v~[R(h*(s), s) - w*(s), s]

for all s.

(3)

If hours affect the marginal utility of income then, even with a risk neutral firm, Eq. (2)
requires earnings to change with the state. This mechanism is not, however, particularly
plausible for explaining the evidence. As Rosen (1985) shows, Eq. (2) implies hours and
real earnings negatively related when, as typically assumed, leisure is a normal good. With
leisure a normal good, lower hours (more leisure) implies higher marginal utility of
income for a given wage. To equate this marginal utility across states then requires higher
income in states with more leisure. That is inconsistent even with a constant hourly wage
rate, let alone the widespread use of premium rates for overtime hours. It certainly implies
that earnings respond less than hours to a change in marginal product. In contrast, in a spot
market model, because wage rates equal marginal products and earnings are the product of
wage rates and hours, earnings respond more than hours to a change in marginal product.
In data from the PSID and the National Longitudinal Survey of Men (NLSM), Abowd and
Card (1987) find that earnings of those staying with the same employer vary less than
earnings of those switching employers, which certainly suggests a contract effect.
However, earnings of the former are as responsive as hours to changes in marginal
product, which is not consistent with full insurance when leisure is a normal good.
Suppose next that, instead of being risk neutral, the firm is risk averse with its owners'
utility depending only on profit (that is, s does not enter as a separate argument in v(.)). Eq.
(2) then implies that, for jobs in which hours of work do not depend on the state, employee
income and profit always move in the same direction across states. However, the model
implies more than just positive correlation. In a firm with many employees, the same
marginal utility of profit v~(.) applies to all employees, so Eq. (2) implies that the marginal
utilities of different employees should differ at most because of differences in the multiplier A. Thus even employees with different utility functions should all have their earnings
move in the same direction as profits, which is not consistent with the evidence in Baker et
al. (1994b) that, even with employees of the same firm, some have real increases and some
real decreases. Moreover, the natural way to implement such an arrangement is via a
formal profit sharing scheme so, for employees whose hours of work do not vary, one
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w o u l d expect to observe earnings changes tied formally to such schemes. For jobs with
flexible hours, the relationship between earnings and hours depends on profit, and hence
on the productivity of hours, when the firm is risk averse. However, it would be a pure
fluke if either a constant real hourly wage rate, or a constant nominal hourly wage rate, two
of the more frequent outcomes in the data in Card and Hyslop (1997), corresponded to the
correct relationship.
The final case considered in this subsection is that in which the owners' utility of profit
function v(.) itself depends on the state. This would be the case if some components of the
state correspond to risks that are insurable (by, for example, diversification of share
holdings) but others to risks that are not (because, for example, they correspond to aggregate risks that affect the economy as a whole). Rosen (1985) has emphasized the importance of this distinction. A formulation that captures the distinction is

v[~(w,h,s),s] =- O(s)~r(w,h,s),

(4)

where two states that differ only in insurable risks result in the same value of O(s). Then
v~(.) = O(s). A n implication is that, across any two states differing only in insurable risks,
an efficient contract has the same properties as if the firm were risk neutral. Thus, if hours
of work are not variable, employees' real incomes are constant. However, real incomes
differ across states that differ in non-insurable risks (and thus have different values of
O(s)), as for a risk averse firm. Thus straightforward profit sharing is not appropriate in this
case. For jobs with fixed hours of work, real income varies only, and inversely, with O(s).
So, even if employees of the same firm have different utility functions, their real incomes
should all move in the same direction which, as already noted, is not the case for the data of
Baker et al. (1994b). Moreover, to the extent that uninsurable risks are uninsurable
because of aggregate fluctuations in, for example, the stock market, O(s) should be highly
correlated across firms, so the components of wage changes that are idiosyncratic to firms
should be small. I know of no attempts to test the extent to which this is the case in
practice. For jobs with variable hours, this formulation does not alter the characteristic
that, across states that differ only in insurable risks, longer working hours should go with
lower real incomes when leisure is a normal good, which is hard to square with the
widespread use of p r e m i u m overtime rates for above normal hours in such jobs.
Neither variable hours nor risk aversion of firms thus seems sufficient to reconcile the
full insurance model with the evidence. The next subsection considers difficulties in
enforcing a full insurance contract.

3.2. Enforcement problems
There is an obvious p r o b l e m of enforcing contracts with payments contingent on the state s
if that state is not public information that can be verified in court. This will not prevent
efficient risk sharing with a risk neutral firm and fixed hours of work because in that case
an efficient contract has a wage independent of the state and there is thus no need to make
payments contingent on the state. If the firm is not risk neutral only because shareholders
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cannot diversify aggregate risks on the stock market, aggregate measures like a stock
market index should be at least reasonably good substitutes on which to make payments
contingent. Moreover, even if the firm is risk averse for other reasons or if hours of work
are variable, there is not a problem as long as the firm's profit is public information and all
relevant information about the state can be inferred from the wage, profit and hours
worked. Thus the real problems with non-verifiable states arise only when the state cannot
be inferred from public information and either the firm is averse to idiosyncratic risk or
hours of work are variable.
Suppose the state is observed only by the firm. For fixed hours of work, the only feasible
contracts have a wage independent of the state because otherwise the firm would always
announce the state corresponding to the lowest wage. If efficient hours of work depend on
the state and the revenue function R(.) is such that marginal and average products always
move in the same direction across states, the firm can be induced to truthfully reveal the
state, see Hart (1983), but only if higher hours are associated with higher employee
income. Otherwise, the firm would always make more profit by claiming that the state
was one with lower employee income and/or longer hours. Thus it is no longer the case
that, as implied by Eq. (2) when leisure is a normal good, longer hours are associated with
lower incomes. Moreover, the model becomes consistent with compulsory overtime in
which the firm not only decides when overtime will be worked (that must obviously be the
case if only the firm knows s) but also has the right to require employees to work overtime.
The reason is that, with leisure a normal good and the firm risk neutral, an efficient contract
has the employee's utility lower in states with higher productivity, see Chari (1983) and
Green and Kahn (1983). More generally, the differences between hours in good states and
those in bad are inefficiently large in the sense that equating marginal rates of substitution
between hours and income with marginal rates of transformation between hours and output
in each state would require either fewer hours in at least one high hours state or more hours
in at least one low hours state than under the contract.
In these circumstances, however, the characteristics of efficient contracts are in general
altered if employment continues for more than one period. If states in different periods are
independently distributed, the firm cannot credibly claim that the state is one corresponding to a low wage in every period. One would then expect an efficient contract to depend
on the history of states claimed by the firm despite the independence. If states are persistent, and the state that occurs is one for which the contract specifies inefficient hours, both
parties can gain from renegotiating the contract so that hours are efficient once the
employee has acquired information about the state. In that case, as Dewatripont (1989)
shows, at least one party is worse off at the stage the contract is agreed than if the parties
could commit themselves not to renegotiate. Moreover, the possibility of renegotiation
may result in hours being set in such a way that information about the state is revealed to
the employee only slowly over time. These kinds of considerations greatly complicate the
nature of contracting and I am unaware of attempts to assess the extent to which they
influence the contracts actually used in employment.
The other type of enforcement problem discussed in the literature is the effect of the
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parties being able to quit the contract for an alternative match. The essence of earnings
insurance for employees is that employees are better off in some states than working at the
spot market wage and worse off in others. The same applies to a firm that offers earnings
insurance. Thus, there are generally gains to one or the other from breaking the contract if
they could do so without penalty. Holmstrom (1983), Harris and Holmstr6m (1982) and
Meyer (1987) analyze the case in which the firm always sticks to a contract but it cannot be
enforced on the employee if the employee is better off quitting. While that is not strictly
the case at law (the US doctrine of e m p l o y m e n t at will only makes a presumption that the
parties to employment can quit without penalty, but can be overridden by a formal
contract), it may in practice not be worthwhile trying to enforce a contract on an unwilling
employee. That puts a floor on how low the employee's utility can be in each state. An
implication when hours of work are not variable is that, instead of being constant across
states, the wage is higher in states in which the employee would otherwise quit. Harris and
Holmstr6m (1982) show how, when employees differ in ability that is unknown to both
employee and firm when initially hired but revealed over time through work performance,
this results in real wages that are rigid downwards but increase over time for those
employees who turn out to be more able. The implications are discussed more fully in
the chapter by Gibbons and Waldman. Meyer (1987) shows that, when the state is
observed only by the firm, employment distortions are reduced when leisure is not an
inferior good.
If there is also a possibility of the firm reneging on the contract, real earnings may fall in
some states, as in the data discussed in Section 2.2. Concern for reputation ensures that the
firm complies with the contract only if the value of a good reputation is worth more in the
long run than the short run gains from not complying. In general, a contract that is not
legally enforceable will be adhered to only if it is in the interests of both parties to do so,
that is, if it is self-enfbrcing. Holmstrom (1981) and Thomas and Worrall (1988) discuss
this issue. The latter analyze an infinite horizon game with the state observed by both
employee and firm but not verifiable in court. Non-compliance is punished by an agent
being required to trade for ever after in a spot market in which the wage is a random
variable determined by the state. If the spot market wage is sufficiently high relative to the
contract wage, the gain to an employee from quitting the contract exceeds the future loss of
insurance from having to trade in the spot market thereafter. If the spot market wage is
sufficiently low, the gain to the firm from replacing the employee with another from the
spot market exceeds the future loss from having to pay a higher average wage to an
employee who is uninsured. To make the insurance contract self-enforcing, therefore,
the wage must be kept within appropriate bounds around the spot market wage.
To see the implications, let st denote the state in period t, s t = ( S I , S 2 . . . . . St) the
history of states up to t, and pt+l(s;s t) the probability that st+l = s given s t. Let
~(s t) and [It(s t) denote the expected present discounted values of the employee's future
utility and the firm's future profits respectively if they were to trade in the spot market
from t on given the history s t. Also, suppose firm and employee both use the same
discount factor 6 and the firm is risk neutral. A self-enforcing contract consists of
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sequences of wages wt(s t) and hours ht(s t) for each s r and t such that neither prefers to
trade in the spot market from t on as long as it is efficient for employment to continue.
Consider the properties of an efficient self-enforcing contract with components wi*(st)
and h;'(s t) for all s' and t. Let Ht(s t) denote the expected present discounted value of the
firm's future profits from such a contract from t on given the history s t and U~[IIt(st)]
the corresponding present discounted value of the employee's utility. (Formally, the
latter is a function representing the Pareto frontier.) These can be written recursively as

u,[nt(s~)] = u[wi*(s'), h)*(s')] + a }-'. ut+~[n,+~(s', s)]pt+ j(s; st),

all t;

(5)

s

Ht(s t ) = R[hi*(st),sg] - w t*(st) + ~ E i~it+ 1(st,s)pt+l(s; st),

all t.

(6)

s
To be self-enforcing, the contract must satisfy the incentive compatibility constraints

Ut+l[l~t+l(St, S)] ~ ~Jt+l(st, s),
Ht+l(s t, s) ~ (It+~(J, s),

foralls, standt ~

(7)

-1;

(8)

for all s, J and t --> - 1,

which will be called the employee's and the firm's outside option constraints respectively because they require that the parties do as well from sticking to the contract as
from taking up an alternative opportunity in the market. For the contract to be efficient,
it must (in the present context) be efficient from all dates t on, and thus maximize the
employee's expected future utility for any given level of the firm's expected future
profits at every t. Formally, it must therefore be that w~*(st), h~(s t) and IIt+l(St,S)
maximize the right-hand side of Eq. (5) subject to the constraints Eqs. (6)-(8) for
each possible s for given IIt(st). Denote the Lagrange multipliers attached to those
constraints by At(st), 6pt+l(s;st)cht+l(st, s), and 6pt+l(s;st)Ot+l(st, s) respectively.
Then the first order conditions that must be satisfied can be written
I
t
Uw[Wt* (s),
ht* (s)]
- At(st) = 0,

all J and t,

Uh[W~:(J), h/(J)] + a,(s')Rh[h[(J), st] = 0,

(9)
(10)

all J and t,

/
l
Ut+l[Ht+l(S
,s)][1 + qSt+l(s',s)] + Ot+l(J,s) + At(s t) = 0,

all s, s t and t,

(11)

together with complementary slackness conditions on the inequality constraints. From
Eq. (5), we also have the envelope condition

u',[n,(s')] = -Uw[Wt*(s),
' ht*(s)],
'

all s' and t.

Use of this and Eq. (9) allows Eq. (11) to be written

(12)
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uw [w, ( s ) , ht ( s ) ] = uw [wt+ 1 ( s , s), h~ + 1(s ~, s)] [ 1 + 4',+ 1(s', s)] - ~Pt. l (s t, s),
-

*

t

*

I

*

t

*

all s, s t and t.

(13)

For jobs in which hours of work do not vary (and thus condition (10) does not apply), a
number of conclusions follow directly. Consider how the wage at t + 1 relates to the wage
already paid at t. I f s is such that it is possible to satisfy both outside option constraints only
with equality, the present values of payoffs from t + 1 on are given uniquely by those
constraints and both parties receive what they would receive from trading on the spot
market. For worse states in which it is not possible to satisfy both outside option
constraints, it is inefficient for the employment to continue because at least one party
would be better off, and the other no worse off, if they took their outside options. Thus a
separation occurs. In such a state, the firm will pay layoff pay only if concerned about its
reputation with other employees or possible new hires in the future. For better states, one
of the two outside option constraints is not binding and the corresponding multiplier is
therefore zero. In this case, the relationship between the wage at t and the wage at t + 1 is
given by Eq. (13). In particular, since the multipliers ~bt+l(st,s) and ~pt+l(st,s) are necessalily non-negative, wi~ 1(st, s) > wt (s) only for s such that ~bt+l (st, s) > 0, so the employee's outside option constraint binds at t + 1. Thus the wage is increased from its level at t
by just enough to ensure that, given the consequential changes in future wages from
*
t
continuing efficient insurance, the employee does not quit. In contrast, wt+l(s, s ) <
wt(s t) only for s such that ~pt+i(st, s) > 0, so the firm's outside option constraint binds
at t + 1. Thus the wage is reduced from its level at t by just enough to ensure that, again
given the consequential changes in future wages from continuing efficient insurance, the
firm does not lay the employee off. For other values of s, the wage remains unchanged.
How wide the gap is between the outside option constraints (and thus how close a selfenforcing contract can get to the first best of a constant wage) depends on the discount rate
and the penalties from breaking an agreement.
The conclusion is thus that the firm provides insurance to the employee in the form of a
constant real wage until such time as the wage is either too low to prevent the employee
quitting (in which case it is increased by just enough to ensure the employee stays) or it is
too high to prevent the firm laying off the employee (in which case it is reduced by just
enough to avoid layoff). This is equivalent to a contract specifying a constant real wage
that is renegotiated by just enough for employment to continue when one of the parties
would otherwise quit. The implications for the dynamics of real wages are illustrated in
Fig. 2. Beaudry and DiNardo (1991) investigate some of these implications empirically for
the US on both PSID and CPS data. With a fully binding contract that neither party could
quit, the wage is set at the start of the contract and remains unchanged. Its level thus
depends only on labor market conditions at the start of the contract. If the contract is not
binding on the employee, the wage is bid up whenever outside labor market conditions are
sufficiently favorable. Beaudry and DiNardo (1991) use the unemployment rate as a
measure of labor market tightness and regress the log of the wage on three unemployment
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rates, the contemporaneous rate, the rate at the start of the job, and the lowest rate since the
start of the job, plus a standard set of control variables. In a spot market, only the first
should be significant; with a fully binding contract, only the second. With a contract not
binding on the employee, only the third should be significant. If, however, there is a
penalty from breaking the contract in the form of less good offers for given labor market
tightness, the employee's alternative opportunities may not be as good when the labor
market is only slightly tighter than at the start of the contract, so both the second and third
may play a role. In each case, the coefficient should be negative. (Beaudry and DiNardo
(1991) do not include the highest unemployment rate since the start of the job, which
would be appropriate if the contract was not binding on the firm.) Over a variety of
specifications in both datasets, and both in aggregate and at the industry level, they find
that, consistent with the contract not being binding on employees and inconsistent with a
spot market model, the lowest unemployment rate since the start of the job has a significant
negative coefficient in almost all cases, though in some specifications the other unemployment rates are significant, sometimes even with a positive sign. A further implication is
that anything reducing the probability that continuing the job will be efficient at some time
in the future narrows the gap between the upper and lower bounds in Fig. 2. It should thus
on average increase the sensitivity of wages to the contemporaneous unemployment rate
and reduce sensitivity to the unemployment rate at the time of hiring. Bertrand (t 999) finds
effects of increased competition (measured by import penetration in the employing industry, instrumented by the exchange rate) and of increased financial constraints (measured by
employing industry average return) consistent with this in both CPS and PSID data.
As with insurance models discussed previously, this model has the consequence that
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different finns may pay different wages to employees with the same outside option values
if they were hired at different times and thus naturally generates inter-firm wage differentials that are not simply the result of differences in the characteristics of employees. But
in the present case the differentials between two firms disappear at any time at which the
outside option constraints of their employees are both binding. Thus the model is a less
plausible explanation of differentials that persist over long periods of time.
Fig. 2 refers to the wage of somebody already employed. With new hires, there is no
existing contract so, as in the insurance models already discussed, in a perfectly competitive hiring market the wage for them adjusts to equate supply and demand. The wages for
new hires are thus more flexible than those for existing employees, consistent with the
evidence from Bils (1985) and Solon et al. (1994) discussed in Section 2.3. There is a
contrast with the menu cost approach to wage stickiness. With menu costs, when wage
changes occur they will be substantial relative to the menu cost. 2 In contrast, in Fig. 2 the
wage changes that occur may be large or small - they are just enough to give either the firm
or the employee exactly the same payoff as the outside option.
In the case just discussed, with a risk neutral firm and fixed hours of work, full insurance
consists of earnings independent of the state and there is no obvious reason why the parties
could not write a legally enforceable contract to achieve that even if the state is not
verifiable in court. That would not apply in any of the circumstances discussed above in
which full insurance involves state contingent earnings. One such case is that of jobs with
variable hours. For such jobs, Eq. (13) implies exactly the same relationship between
changes in wages and hours between t and t + 1 as with a fully binding contract for states
at t + 1 in which neither of the constraints (7) and (8) binds at that date and thus d~t+~(st,s)
and ~t+l(st,s) are both zero. When leisure is a normal good, hours and earnings then vary
inversely independent of changes in anything else, such as productivity. That is what one
would expect because, when neither of" the outside option constraints binds, the firm
effectively provides full insurance. As noted above, this conclusion is inconsistent with
the use of overtime premiums for above normal hours of work when leisure is a normal
good. However, the argument is not so simple for states at t + 1 in which either of the
constraints (7) and (8) binds at that date. Consider s such that qSt+l(St, s) > 0. Then Eq.
(13) implies u w[wi"(s'), hi~'(st)] > Uw[wt+ 1(s, s), ht + i (s, s)]. Thus either w,+ I(s ,s) is higher
than it would otherwise have been or h~'+~(st,s) is higher. This attenuates the negative
relationship between earnings and hours. Alternatively, consider s such that
*
l
*
I
6t+~(st, s) > 0 . Then Eq. (13) implies Uw[Wi"(st),hi"(st)] <Uw[Wt+j(s,s),hl+l(s,s)].
Thus either wi+l(st,s) is lower than it would otherwise have been or h~'+j(st,s) is lower.
Again, this attenuates the negative relationship between earnings and hours.
If there were changes in wages that arose independently of changes in the state, then
hours changes and wage changes would still be negatively related when leisure is a normal
good. (This can be seen by using Eqs. (9) and (10) to eliminate At(s t) and totally differz As shown by Caplin and Spulber (1987) and Caballero and Engel (1993), wage changes may be smoothed in
macroeconomic data as the result of aggregation but that does not affect the implications for the individual data
discussed here.
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entiating the resulting expression with respect to h, w and s.) For any given employee, of
course, wages and hours change only when the state changes. However, otherwise identical employees who start contracts at dates with different labor market conditions will
have different levels of expected utility from their contracts. Beaudry and DiNardo (1995)
identify two effects that result from this. First, for contracts for which neither outside
option constraint has yet been binding, these differences in expected utility persist and are
reflected in different hours as well as different wages - with leisure a normal good, hours
are negatively correlated with hourly wages. Second, when one of the outside option
constraints (say the employee's) binds, wages and hours must adjust more for some
employees than for others. Suppose the outside option constraint binds for two employees
with contracts that previously provided different expected utility. To satisfy the constraint,
both must end up with the same expected future utility. Thus the employee whose expected
utility was previously lower has larger adjustments in wages and hours. Beaudi'y and
DiNardo (1995) use these properties to investigate whether the behavior of wages and
hours in PSID data is consistent with the model and conclude that hours are indeed
negatively correlated with hourly wages when productivity is held constant, as would
be implied by leisure a normal good. That unemployment rates are likely to be inversely
correlated with marginal productivity might also be the reason for a significant coefficient
on the contemporaneous unemployment rate in Beaudry and DiNardo (1991).
3.3. Conclusions on contracts to allocate risk

Contracts to insure employees' earnings have a number of characteristics that are promising for understanding the empirical evidence. Obviously, with such contracts, earnings,
hours and employment do not correspond to points on conventional labor supply curves. In
particular, such contracts are consistent with earnings that fluctuate less than spot market
earnings of employees with identical characteristics. Employees hired at different dates
under different labor market conditions also have different earnings, though that will
generate systematic inter-industry differentials only to the extent that different industries
have different hiring patterns at given stages of the business cycle. When account is taken
of the difficulties of enforcing state contingent contracts, earnings may rise and fall over
time even when hours of work are not variable without responding to every change in labor
market conditions and layoff pay may no longer be part of an enforceable contract. When
hours are variable, enforcement problems can get away from the unpalatable conclusion
from the simpler cases that earnings and hours should be inversely correlated when leisure
is a normal good.
There are, however, reasons to doubt that such contracts are the whole story. In response
to a question to 19 personnel managers in New Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania in 1988
about providing earnings insurance to employees, Blinder and Choi (1990, p. 1005) report
only "ten of the 19 managers (53%) indicated that they found the idea somewhat 'plausible or relevant'." Hall (1993) found more support among 39 personnel managers interviewed in Northeast England in 1993; 77% thought the idea very, or fairly, plausible and
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46% of these indicated that they experienced higher rates of staff turnover in boom years
as a result of providing wage stability. Campbell and Kamlani (1997) also found reasonably strong support among their sample of 111 Business Week 1000 firms and 32 smaller
firms contacted via university alumni. However, contracts to provide insurance are necessarily concerned with insurance of real earnings, whereas the data discussed in Section 2.2
provide at least some indication of nominal contract effects. Of course, as Wright (1988)
emphasizes, in a world with many different types of transactions, it is the net effect of all
transactions contingent on a state that is important and there may be many different sets of
contracts that have the same net effect. But even with a risk averse firm concerned with a
different price index from employees, it is not obvious why insurance motives would result
in contracts in nominal terms - contracts should be indexed to some price index as long as
there is an index correlated with the relevant price levels of both agents. Such index
linking could, of course, be implicit. But if the idea of insurance seems relevant to half
of the managers interviewed by Blinder and Choi (1990), their practical implementation of
it would seem to be undermined by half of them viewing (and more than half of them
regarding their employees as viewing) real wage cuts that result from nominal wage cuts
as very different from real wage cuts that result from inflation. It certainly seems that, to
fully understand wage behavior, we need to consider contracts that arise for reasons other
than insurance of employee earnings.

4. Contracts to protect investments
This section explores the implications for labor markets of an alternative approach to
contracts, contracts to protect investments from what is termed hold-up. Most employment
makes use of investments of one sort or another. These may be general investments that
are equally valuable in any employee-firm match or specific investments that are valuable
only for a particular match. In many cases, matches involve turnover costs of hiring new
employees (e.g., costs of advertising, interviewing, appointing, and providing essential
basic training) and of firing an employee who is to be replaced by another. The hold-up
literature is concerned with economic relationships with the following characteristics: (1)
because of turnover costs or specific investments, there are rents to continuing a relationship once started that are, in principle, available for the parties to bargain over; (2) there
are problems in writing contracts contingent on all the future events that are important for
the relationship; and (3) any contract that is made between the parties can be renegotiated
by mutual consent. The first two of these have been widely discussed in the literature on
specific investments in labor markets that stems from Becket (1975) and is surveyed in
Parsons (1986). It is the third, renegotiation, that distinguishes the recent literature
reviewed in this section. This review is an abbreviated version of Malcomson (1997).
With turnover costs and specific investments, demand and supply conditions do not
determine a unique equilibrium wage. Instead, they determine the lowest wage for which
an employee will work and the highest wage the employer will pay. In the absence of a
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contract, bargaining determines where between those two the wage lies and thus how the
rents to continued employment are divided. If the size or division of the rents depends on
the return to an investment undertaken by a firm, bargaining may result in the employee
capturing some of that return. That is hold-up. As Grout (1984) showed formally, the firm
may then invest less than would be efficient. This inefficiency is a transactions cost in the
sense of Williamson (1985).
A contract governs the allocation of rents and may, as a result, be able to reduce
transactions costs. Because of characteristic (2), however, any contract is incomplete in
the sense that it cannot be conditioned on all the events that affect the payoffs to the parties.
Tirole (1994), Hart (1995) and MacLeod (1996) discuss the foundations for incomplete
contracts in depth. Two reasons for incompleteness are emphasized in the literature
discussed here. First, investments may be too complex or too multidimensional for a
court to verify whether they have been carried out as specified in a contract. Although
it may, for example, be feasible to specify the number of hours of specific training
unambiguously, specifying the quality of training during those hours is more problematic.
Second, efficient choices (e.g., whether to continue employment) may depend on exogenous events that occur after a relationship has started but these events are not themselves
verifiable. Renegotiation of contract terms may then be required to enable an efficient
outcome if, for example, one party would not continue the employment on the current
terms even though continuation is efficient. But renegotiation may itself affect the distribution of rents and hence the incentives of the parties to make investments at the start of a
relationship. Thus, although renegotiation can reduce transactions costs by allowing the
contract to be adapted to changing circumstances, it may adversely affect investment
decisions.
In hold-up theories, hold-up is an issue because turnover costs and specific investments
generate rents to continued employment. Table 2 reproduces estimates of turnover costs
from the literature, expressed as a percentage of first year earnings. Where possible, a
Table 2
Average recruitment,exit, and trainingcosts"
Source

Oi ( 1 9 6 2 )

Sample

Recruitment Recruitment Training Recruitment +
(%)
+ exit (%) (%)
exit + training
(%)

International
Harvester Co., US 1951
Campbell (1993) UnspecifiedUS, 1980
Hart and Kawasaki Japan,all industries,
10.5
(1999)
1991
Abowd and
France, most industries, 5.9
Kramarz (1997) 1992

0.7

7.2

-

-

107.8"

-

7.9
33
-

~'All figures are % of first year earnings.-, figure not available;*, terminationsfor 'all reasons except retirements.
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distinction is drawn between recruitment, exit, and training costs because the extent to
which they give rise to rents from continued employment may differ. Such rents are
generated by costs incmTed or avoided that yield a return only if the employment
continues. Recruitment costs almost certainly fall into that category. Exit costs do so
only when they are not transfers between employer and employee, so severance payments
need to be excluded from measures of rents. Training costs create rents only when they are
specific to the employer. With the latter two, therefore, not all the costs listed in the table
may result in rents. Of the figures in Table 2, only those from Hart and Kawasaki (1999)
and Abowd and Kramarz (1997) are at all comprehensive. Incomplete as they are, the
figures certainly indicate the existence of turnover costs and, hence, the potential relevance
of hold-up.
4.1. Hold-up in the absence of a contract

It is useful to formalize the basic issue of hold-up in the simple context of a purely bilateral
relationship in which there are no other potential employees for the firm, no alternative
jobs for the employee, and information is entirely symmetric so that both firm and
employee know as much as the other knows. Suppose the firm's net revenue from the
employee is R(I,s) where I is the money it invests in capital equipment, specific training,
etc., and s is a state of nature describing everything relevant to the relationship (e.g., the
prices of outputs and of non-labor inputs) that is revealed only ex post (that is, after the
investments are made). Investment increases the productivity of the employee, so
R~(I, s) > 0, but with decreasing marginal returns, so Rzz(I, s) < 0. (Primes denote derivatives with respect to the amount of the investment.) The firm's profit ex post is
7r(w,I,s) = R ( I , s ) - w - 1,

(14)

where w is the wage it pays the employee. The employee's utility depends only on the
wage. Both are risk neutral. The total payoff to the firm and the employee (the sum of
wages and profits) is then just R(I, s) - I, so the efficient level of investment that maximizes the total return is I defined by

E{R'(L s)} = 1.

05)

Because investment must be made before the state is known, the efficient level equates the
expected marginal return on investment to the marginal cost of investment. Because the
investment is measured in money terms, the latter is 1.
If the firm invests before fixing the wage with the employee, the employee may be able
to bargain for a higher wage as a result of the investment. In the simplest bargaining
framework, the only additional ingredients are the default payoffs the parties receive while
they continue to bargain. In the absence of other potential employees or jobs, these are the
payoffs when no employment takes place. Since these default payoffs may depend on the
state of nature s, denote them by w°(s) and 7r°(Ls) for the employee and the firm respectively. (The latter may well be negative. It is unaffected by I when the default payoff
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corresponds to no employment but may be affected by I with alternative interpretations
discussed later.) The gain from reaching agreement once the investment has been made
and the state is known is R(I, s) - w°(s) - 7r°(l, s) because the cost of the investment has
already been incurred and is thus a bygone. (For the present, this gain is taken to be
positive. If it is negative, continued employment is inefficient and the parties simply go
their separate ways.) Suppose bargaining enables the employee to capture a share a
(0 -< c~ --< 1) of this gain. That will be the case for some c~ if bargaining takes the form
of, for example, a Rubinstein (1982) alternating offers bargaining model. Then the
bargained wage is

w*(I, s) : w°(s) + aiR(I, s) - w~(s) - ~ ( I , s)].

(16)

With ¢r°(Ls) independent of the amount of tile investment, the bargained wage increases
with the amount of investment. The employee thus captures part of the return on the firm's
investment. This is hold-up. Anticipation of hold-up affects the firm's choice of investment because the firm anticipates expected profit E{R(I, s) - w*(l, s) - 1} from investment of I and so its profit maximizing level of investment is 1" defined by

E{R'(I*, s)} --

l
1 --Ol"

Thus, as observed by Grout (1984), hold-up affects investment like an increase in the cost
of investment by a factor of 1/(1 - ce). With decreasing marginal return on investment
(R~t(l, s) < 0), I* < i for any c~ > 0 so, if the employee has any bargaining power at all,
the firm will under-invest.
What drives this result is that the payoffs while bargaining, w°(s) and ~r°(l,s), do not
increase as the result of the investment. Consequently, the gain from reaching agreement,
R(I, s) - w°(s) - 7r°(I, s), increases with the amount of investment. Since this gain is
shared between firm and employee, the expected wage increases with the firm's investment, so the firm does not receive all the return on its investment and thus does not invest
the efficient amount. Under-investment occurs even when investment increases the payoff
~r°(I,s) if it does so by less than it increases the revenue R(I,s). This follows from Eq. (16)
because w*(l,s) is then still increasing in I, so the employee still captures some of the
return on the investment. An example is when the employee works less effectively (by, for
example, "working to rule") during bargaining so that, although there is some return on
the investment while bargaining continues, the full return is not reaped.
Now consider the effect of markets. Markets have a role in hold-up because, as Becker
(1975) observed, whether investments are general or specific depends on how valuable
they are in trade with other parties. For the discussion here, the firm's general investments
are taken to be in physical capital that can be transferred to another employee, not in
human capital that is retained by the employee in the event of separation.
One way in which market opportunities may enter is by increasing the payoffs w°(s)
and 7r°(l,s) that the employee and the filan receive while continuing to bargain. Formally,
market opportunities operate in that way under two sets of circumstances. The first is if
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the employee takes another job temporarily, and the firm hires another employee
temporarily, during the process of negotiation, but with less good matches so that
there are potential gains to continuing negotiation. For obvious reasons, such opportunities serve simply to increase what the parties can get individually if they have not yet
reached agreement. The second is if, every time an agreement is delayed, there is some
probability that negotiations break down in'evocably and the parties then have no choice
but to take alternative market opportunities. The reasoning in this case is that the risk of
breakdown reduces the expected payoff each party gets from refusing an offer made by
the other because the resulting delay in reaching agreement may mean having to settle
for the next best alternative. The better the market alternative, the less cost to that party
in delaying agreement. Thus a better market alternative acts to reduce the cost of delay in
the same way as an increase in the payoff while continuing to negotiate. For a fuller
discussion, see Sutton (1986). These two interpretations have the same implications for
the present analysis. I refer to this as the no friction case because, with the first interpretation, it applies only if temporary alternatives are readily available. Edlin and Reichelstein (1996) and Stole and Zwiebel (1996) analyze hold-up issues when market
opportunities increase the payoffs from delaying agreement.
For market opportunities of this kind, hold-up is a problem only for specific investments. A fully specific investment by the firm is valuable only if the employee to whom it
is specific works for the firm. It does not therefore affect 7r°(I,s) even if ~°(Ls) is the profit
from employing an alternative employee. That corresponds precisely to the analysis in the
preceding section. A fully general investment, on the other hand, is just as valuable with an
alternative employee. It thus increases 7r°(I,s) by just as much as it increases R(l,s).
(Formally, 37r°(I, s)/c~l = R~(I, s), for all I and s.) In this case it follows from Eq. (16)
that w*(Ls) is in fact independent of I because a change in I does not affect the gain
JR(I, s) - w°(s) - 7r°(l, s)] that is shared between the firm and employee. Thus, even
without a contract, the wage is independent of the amount of general investment and
the firm invests efficiently. A partially specific investment by the firm is one that increases
7r°(I,s) but by less than R(l,s). In this case, it follows from Eq. (16) that, without a contract,
the wage is affected by the amount of investment, though by less than for a fully specific
investment. 3
But not all market opportunities take this first form. To replace an employee with
somebody equally good, a firm will often have to incur substantial hiring costs. For an
employee to move to another equally good job often involves substantial search and
relocation costs. If these turnover costs are sufficiently large, it is not worth incurring
them for a short period of negotiation. The firm will incur them only if it decides to replace
the employee permanently, the employee only to get another job permanently. Thus,

3Generalinvestmentsmade by the employee (in, for example,generaltraining) are also not subjectto hold-up
in the no friction case. Because they increase w°(s) by just as much as R(1,s), the wage in Eq. (16) ensures the
employeereceives the return from the investment.
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taking up such a market opportunity effectively ends the current employment for good. I
refer to this as the turnover cost case. 4
Market opportunities of this kind are outside options in the game theory terminology.
There are two formulations of outside options in the literature. In that of Shaked and
Sutton (1984), one party is always able to make a final offer before the other quits for an
outside option. In that of Shaked (1994), one party can make an offer to the other and, if
it is turned down, quit for an outside option without waiting for a counteroffer. In the
former, for reasons to be explained shortly, a party receives a payoff strictly better than
its outside option only if it would have received that payoff in the absence of the outside
option. In the latter, that is not necessarily the case. Thus, in a labor market context, the
first formulation implies that an outside offer better than what would otherwise have been
paid is at best matched by the current employer. In the second formulation, it may be
more than matched. Thus there is, in principle, a way in which these two formulations
may be distinguished empirically, though in practice that is complicated by the possibility of multiple equilibria in the Shaked (1994) formulation that makes it hard to come up
with a tightly specified empirical test. The assumption behind the first formulation,
however, seems plausible for many labor markets. In face to face negotiations, as Shaked
(1994) notes, one party can typically respond with an offer before the other walks out of
the door. That formulation is, in fact, implicit in most of the labor contracts literature, for
example, Hall and Lazear (1984) and Harris and Holmstr6m (1982). It has been used in
the analysis of hold-up by Che and Hausch (1999), MacLeod and Malcomson (1993a)
and Ramey and Watson (1996). It also provides a natural framework for the results in
Hart and Moore (1988). The second formulation has not, as far as I am aware, been
applied either to labor markets or to hold-up. The discussion that follows, therefore, uses
the first formulation.
This type of market opportunity cannot be captured through w°(s) and 7r°(l,s) because
those represent the payoffs if negotiations continue. Instead, denote the values of the
outside options by __w(s)for the employee and ~r(I,s) for the firm. Both may depend on s
because they may be uncertain at the time investment decisions are made. The latter will
depend on I if the investment is general and so generates returns even with a replacement
employee. In this case, w°(s) may be the employee's utility from staying at home unpaid
and working for nobody, 7r°(Ls) the firm's profit from employing nobody but still keeping
the job available in case it reaches agreement with the employee. Alternatively, these
payoffs may correspond to having a temporary job or employee that can be obtained
without incurring the turnover cost. Whichever applies, it is assumed that 07r°(I, s)/OI <
Rz(I, s) for all I and s in the turnover cost case. To ensure that incurring the turnover cost
always provides better market opportunities, it is also assumed throughout discussion of
the turnover cost case that _w_(s) > w°(s) and ~-(I, s) > 7r°(l, s), for all I and s.
In the turnover cost case, outside options affect the bargaining outcome as follows. The
4 The turnovercost worth incurring for a temporaryalternative becomes smaller as the time between successive
offers in negotiation becomes shorter. In the limit, as the time between offers goes to zero, no turnover cost is
worth incurring and the labels no friction and turnover cost applied to the two cases becomeprecise descriptions.
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highest wage the firm would be prepared to pay the current employee given the alternative
market opportunities is O(1, s) = R(I, s) - ~(I, s). For employment to continue, the wage
has to lie between w_(s) and N(l,s). Shaked and Sutton (1984) show that, if the wage would
lie between _w(s) and ~(Ls) without the outside options, the existence of those options
makes no difference. If it would otherwise be less than w(s), it is renegotiated to w(s) but
no higher. If it would otherwise be greater than N(I,s), it is renegotiated to N(Ls) but no
lower. If s is such that w(s) > O(1, s), there is no wage that is acceptable to both firm and
employee, so they separate. Thus w(s) and N(Ls) act as constraints' on the wage and, for
this reason, are referred to as outside option constraints.
The intuition behind the result is as follows. Suppose the employee is considering
quitting for an outside option. Before the employee quits, the current employer can
make an offer. As long as that offer is preferred by the employee to the outside option,
the employee will stay. If the bargaining outcome in the absence of an outside option
would have been better than the outside option, an offer of that outcome is enough to stop
the employee quitting. If it would not have been, the employer need only raise the offer to
match the value of the outside offer. There is no need to raise it further.
In the turnover cost case, a fully specific investment does not affect 7r(Ls) because it has
no value with an alternative employee. A fully general investment, on the other hand
increases ~r(Ls) by just as much as it increases R(l,s) because it is just as valuable with an
alternative employee. (Formally, for a general investment 0~(1, s)/OI = R~(I, s) for all I
and s.) With a general investment ~(I,s), which by definition equals JR(I, s) - ~r(I, s)], is
thus independent of I. A partially specific investment by the firm is one that increases
7r(Ls) but by less than R(Ls).
In the turnover cost case, there can be hold-up of general, as well as specific, investments. In the absence of outside options, the bilaterally bargained wage when there is no
initial contract is given by w*(I,s) in Eq. (16). With outside options, that is still the wage
provided it is greater than w(s) and less than ~(Ls). Thus when 7r°(Ls) is unaffected by the
investment (as when there is no employment during negotiations), the expected wage
depends on the investment, so the firm does not invest efficiently. The essential point is
that the gap between w(s) and ~(l,s) gives scope for bargaining that allows general
investments to affect the wage. All a firm's investments in buildings, plant and equipment
except those specific to a particular match are general investments. Estimates of turnover
costs were given in Table 2. Taken together these indicate the scope for hold-up of general
investments.

4.2. Hold-up and employment at will
Grossman and Hart (1986) recognized that hold-up will be avoided if the parties make an
arrangement that gives the investing party all the bargaining power in any negotiations that
occur after the investment has been made. The reason is that if the employee has no
bargaining power, a in Eq. (16) is zero. The bargained wage is then equal to w°(s) (or
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w(s) in the turnover cost case) and is thus independent of the firm' s investment, so the firm
invests efficiently.
That can be achieved by a contract that gives the firm the right to set the wage after
making the investment and observing s but allows the employee to quit without penalty.
Hall and Lazear (1984) call this a "firm sets wage" contract. It is a special case of what
Hermalin and Katz (1993) call a "fill in the price" contract. Obviously, the firm then sets
the lowest wage for which the employee will work (w°(s) or w(s), as the case may be). At
issue is whether the employee can renegotiate the wage upwards and so capture part of the
return on the firm's investment.
To analyze that issue, consider the renegotiation framework illustrated in Fig. 3. As
before, both firm and employee are assumed to know everything the other knows. At stage
0, they negotiate a contract. At stage 1, investments are chosen.5 At stage 2, all the relevant
information is revealed to both parties - in particular, the employee learns how much the
firm has invested and both learn the realized state s. Stage 3 consists of n days on which
employment can take place and on any of which the contract may, in principle, be
renegotiated. 6 Suppose a "firm sets wage" contract is agreed at stage 0 and the firm
sets the wage w marginally above w°(s) (or w(s) in the turnover cost case) at the beginning
of stage 3. Suppose also that this wage has not been renegotiated on the first n - 1 days of
stage 3 and the employee tries to get a pay rise for day n by refusing to work without one.
Even if employment would still be profitable at the higher wage, the firm will refuse a pay
rise. It knows that the employee prefers employment at w to the alternatives for day n
itself, that there can be no adverse future consequences from the employee working for w
on day n because day n is the last day of employment, and thus that the employee will in
fact turn up for work on day n even without a pay rise.
Suppose next the employee tries to get a pay rise at day n - 1. By the argument just
given, both parties know that, if the wage is not renegotiated for day n - 1, employment
5Ramey and Watson (1996, 1997) analyze hold-up in a model in which a contract is agreed only after the
investmentshavebeen made becausethey are concernedwith the implicationsof hold-upthat actuallyoccurs,not
with contracts to prevent it occurring.
6Much of the hold-up literature uses models in which trade occurs only once. Here, I use a framework that
reflects the on-going nature of most employment.This difference is not important for the analytical issues
discussed. It also makes no importantdifferenceif the employee works during the period the investmentsare
being made.
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will take place on day n at the wage w, whether or not employment actually takes place on
day n - 1. Given this, the firm knows that, even if it refuses to increase the wage, the
employee is better off turning up for work at wage w for day n - 1 than not doing so
because turning up for work has no adverse consequences for the future. Thus, the firm
refuses to increase the wage for day n - 1 too. This argument can be repeated for each day
back to day 1 to establish that the wage set by the firm is not renegotiated. Because w°(s)
(or _w_(s) in the turnover cost case) is independent of the amount the firm invests, the
employee captures none of the return on the firm's investment and the firm invests
efficiently. The firm may also need to offer a signing payment at stage 0 to induce the
employee to accept the contract if utility of more than Ew°(s), or Ew(s) in the turnover cost
case, can be obtained from some other j o b taken at stage 0. While it is important for the
formal argument that the firm sets the wage marginally above the e m p l o y e e ' s reservation
wage because an indifferent employee might decide not to turn up for work on day n and
thus deprive the firm of the profits from that day' s employment, such marginal differences
will be glossed over for simplicity in the discussion that follows. 7
This argument assumes that R(I, s) > w°(s) + ~r°(I, s) (or R(I, s) > w(s) + 7r(I, s) in the
turnover cost case) so that it is efficient for employment to take place at stage 3. If the state
s is such that continued e m p l o y m e n t is not efficient, the parties simply separate. Since the
contract imposes no severance payment, it does not matter whether the separation is a quit
or a layoff. Indeed, the only enforcement required from a court is to ensure the firm pays
the wage once the employee has worked.
W i d e l y quoted in the specific investment literature is the argument in Becket (1975)
that, to avoid inefficient separations destroying the value of specific investments, the costs
and returns to such investments should be shared between the firm and the employee.
Since specific investments in on-the-job training are assumed to increase with tenure,
wages also increase with tenure. As noted in Section 2.4, the recent literature examining
the effect of wages on tenure using panel data finds that the measured effect of tenure on
wages is much smaller than earlier measures in the pioneering work of Becker (1975) and
Mincer (1962). Ransom (1993) even finds a strongly negative tenure effect for research
academics. A c o m m o n interpretation is that specific investments are less important than
had earlier been thought.
Becker's original insight was formalized by Hashimoto (1981) and Carmichael (1983).
A crucial assumption in these models is that there is no renegotiation of the wage in
response to an outside offer. Thus if there is an outside offer better than the contract
wage, a separation occurs even if it is inefficient. A "firm sets wage" contract, however,
ensures that separation occurs if and only if it is efficient given the specific investments
already made. (This is provided the values of the alternative opportunities are known to
both parties. The case in which the values of alternative opportunities are not known to
both parties is discussed in Section 4.7.) It also ensures that the firm invests efficiently in
both the no friction and turnover cost cases. But such a contract does not imply a positive
7 See footnote 11 for discussion of the case in which n is not known in advance.
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tenure effect. Indeed, it is consistent with a negative tenure effect in a cross-section of
employees. To see why, suppose a number of employees, all with the same productivity to
the firm, are hired at the same time but that, because they have different match qualifies
with outside firms, they have different values for their market alternatives, with stochastic
components unobserved by the econometrician. Efficient employment implies that
employees quit only if their market alternative is better than the highest wage the firm
is prepared to pay. Thus those who quit (and so have zero tenure in their new job) will be
those with higher positive unobserved stochastic components in their market alternatives.
But since, with firms setting wages, employees are all paid wages equal to the values of
their market alternatives, the measured cross-section effect of tenure on wages is negative.
This result is formalized in MacLeod and Malcomson (1993b). The conclusion applies to
both no friction and turnover cost cases. 8
Contracts in which the firm is explicitly given the right to set the wage are not standard
in employment. However, employment at will as interpreted by US courts has exactly the
same effect. The reason is the asymmetry between employer and employee about what
constitutes acceptance of a modification of terms proposed by the other. As long as the
proposed modification is not retroactive and the employee is made clearly aware of its
implications, an employee continuing in service is deemed to have accepted a modification
proposed by the employer. In contrast, an employer who allows an employee to continue
working after clearly rejecting a modification proposed by the employee is not deemed to
have accepted the proposal. Thus, in negotiations for day n, whatever the wage up to that
day, the firm always proposes a wage w marginally above w°(s) (or w(s) in the turnover
cost case), rejects any higher counterproposal by the employee and, since the employee is
better off working for the firm at w than not, the employee continues to work and so is
deemed to have accepted the modification of the wage to w. In contrast, any proposal by
the employee for a higher wage is rejected by the firm and, even if the firm prefers the
employment to continue at the higher wage than not at all, allowing it to continue does not
constitute acceptance of the employee's offer. Thus the employee's proposal does not
affect the wage. Application of this argument to previous days establishes that the firm
proposes a wage marginally above w°(s) (or w(s) in the turnover cost case) at the first
opportunity no matter what the wage agreed at stage 0 and the employee continues to
work, thus being deemed to have accepted the modified wage. The outcome is then the
same as with a "firm sets wage" contract. This argument applies whether the labor market
that determines w°(s) (or w(s) in the turnover cost case) is perfectly competitive, imperfectly competitive, or involves search and matching. 9
On the US interpretation then, employment at will has the implication that the wage is
always equal to the employee's reservation wage and is thus subject to the same influences
8 Felli and Harris (1996) consider the case in which specific capital takes the form of acquired knowledge about
an employee' s aptitude for the job.
9 Under employment at will, the employer may have to pay for a short time at the wage origin'ally agreed. This
wage can incorporate any signing payment required to induce the employee to take the job and has no effect on the
argument about the efficiency of investment.
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as if it were determined in a spot market. This conclusion is consistent with the legal view
expressed by Rothstein et al. (1994, Section 1.4) that employment at will is "a legal device
for guaranteeing to management the unilateral power to make rules and exercise discretion,... (a) prerogative contract." It thus protects the firm's investments whether market
opportunities affect the default payoff w°(s) (the no friction case) or the outside option w(s)
(the turnover cost case). Employment at will is thus a robust arrangement for protecting a
firm's investments from hold-up under a variety of market conditions. As such, it is a
sensible default rule for courts to adopt where the parties have not specified an alternative.
Even so, there are several reasons for studying other forms of contract. First, the
evidence in Section 2 indicates that employment at will is by no means universal even
in the US. Second, as explained in Section 2.1, employment at will does not apply in most
European countries. And third, there are reasons discussed later why it may not be efficient
to adopt employment at will. The next subsection analyzes a different employment
arrangement, a formal fixed wage contract specifying a wage at the start of employment
that can be renegotiated only by mutual consent.
4.3, Fixed wage contracts and renegotiation
As already shown, a contract that ensures a wage independent of the amount the firm
invests ensures those investments are efficient. But it may not be enough to make a
contract at stage 0 that specifies the wage in advance because, once the investment has
been made and the state revealed, that wage may be renegotiated in such a way that it is no
longer independent of the firm's investment.l° With a formal employment contract, the
renegotiation process is different from employment at will. As Specter and Finkin (1989,
Section 3.02) put it: " A n offer to modify the terms.., does not constitute a repudiation of
the contract. Thus a rejection of the offer merely leaves the existing terms in place". In this
case then, refusal of an offer of modification by either party followed by continued
employment leaves the contract unchanged. The same applies if the parties are unsure
whether a court would deem the employment to be at will and, to avoid the possibly
substantial expenses of being challenged in court, make changes only by mutual consent.
Even so, renegotiation may occur. The framework illustrated in Fig. 3 can be used to show
when this happens.
To start with the simplest case, return to the assumption of a purely bilateral relationship
with no other potential employees for the firm and no alternative jobs for the employee. At
10A wage independentof the amount of investmentis a sufficient, but not a necessary, conditionfor efficient
investment. Edlin and Reichelstein (1996) show that, for the no friction case when the quantity traded is a
continuousvariable (e.g., variable hours) and not (as here) a simple choice of trading or not trading, a fixed
price contract can be designed so that, even when renegotiationresults in the price dependingon the level of
investment, the incentive to under-investthat arises when renegotiationresults in hold-up is exactly counterbalanced by an incentive to over-investresultingfrom legal compensationwhen breach occurs. By balancing
these, the contract inducesefficientinvestment.Their result holds under both specific performance and expectation damagesfor breach (monetaiycompensationthat leavesthe non-breachingparty as well off as if the contract
had been fulfilled).
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stage 0 the firm and the employee make a contract specifying a wage w c that can be
renegotiated only by mutual consent. The contract specifies no penalties if either party
decides to terminate the employment at any time. (Formally, the contract specifies that, if
employment takes place, the wage will be wc but leaves it up to each party to decide
whether employment in fact takes place.) As long as this contract is not renegotiated at
stage 3, the wage is independent of how much the firm invests, so the firm chooses the
efficient level of investment.
Suppose the firm invests I and the state s that occurs is such that
w ° ( s ) < w c < R ( I , s ) - 7r°(l,s).

(18)

The left-hand inequality implies that the employee prefers employment at w c to no
employment, the right hand inequality that the firm does too. Then the wage w c is not
renegotiated as long as renegotiation requires mutual consent. The argument is essentially
the same as for a contract in which the firm sets the wage except that now refusal by either
party to accept an offer of modification means that the previously agreed wage still holds.
Consider day n. Both parties know that the other prefers employment to continue for day n
at w c than not to continue. Thus any increase in the wage proposed by the employee for day
n is rejected by the firm and any decrease in the wage proposed by the firm is rejected by
the employee, in both cases in the knowledge that the other will continue the employment.
Backwards repetition of this argument establishes that the wage is not renegotiated for any
day. 11
It is worth emphasizing why, if bargaining without a contract would result in a wage
w * ( l , s) < wc, the firm cannot simply terminate the employment unilaterally (as it is

entitled to do under the contract) and start bargaining afresh for a lower wage. The formal
reason is that the contract specifies a wage conditional on employment - the right to
terminate employment unilaterally is not a right to terminate the contract unilaterally if
the employment actually continues. This distinction between unequivocal termination of
employment and use of termination as a bargaining ploy to change the terms of employment is clearly recognized under English law, as explained in Section 2.1. Under US law,
if the employment is deemed not to be at w i l l for any reason (such as those listed in Section
2.1), a firm that tried to change the wage in this way would be liable to a charge of breach
of contract, the expense of defending itself in court, and possibly substantial damages.
The crucial difference from having no contract is that Eq. (18) ensures employment
11Formally, this is the unique subgame perfect equilibrium of the renegotiation game, see MacLeod and
Malcomson (1995). The argument continues to hold if n is uncertain as long as it is known not to be infinite.
There may be multiple subgame perfect equilibria if the parties think it possible that employment may last for
ever, see Holden (1999). In that case, however, not all subgame perfect equilibria seem equally reasonable.
MacLeod and Malcomson (1995) argue that, in the present context, it is reasonable to impose the additional
criterion of strong renegotiation proofness due to Fan'ell and Maskin (1989) and show that the only subgame
perfect equilibrium that satisfies this additional criterion is that identified in the text. (That equilibrium also
satisfies the additional criterion when n is known to be finite.) The same applies to renegotiation of any wage that
satisfies Eq. (18) with the "firm sets wage" contract discussed in Section 4.2.
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takes place even if there is no renegotiation. Under the mutual consent rule, not having a
contract is equivalent to having a contract that specifies w c = 0. As long as w°(s) > 0 (that
is, the employee prefers not working to working at a zero wage), the employee is worse off
with employment at w c = 0 than without employment, so employment will not occur
unless the " w a g e " is renegotiated. By enabling employment to take place, renegotiation
can benefit both parties. In particular, both prefer employment at the wage w*(Ls) in Eq.
(16) to no employment. Thus neither blocks renegotiation to that wage. The same applies
to any contract wage w e that lies outside the range w°(s) to R(I, s) - ~r°(I, s). In this case
too, the wage is renegotiated to the level w*(l,s), so the employee captures some of the
return on the firm's investment in any state in which renegotiation occurs. J~
Now consider the effect of alternative market opportunities. In the no friction case,
market opportunities merely affect the default payoffs w°(s) and 7r°(Ls), so the argument is
unchanged. In the turnover cost case, market opportunities correspond to outside options
w(s) > w°(s) for the employee and ~ ( I , s) < R(I, s) - ¢r°(l, s) for the firm. By the outside
option argument of Shaked and Sutton (1984), a contract wage w c satisfying Eq. (18) is
still not renegotiated if it lies between the outside option values, that is, if w(s) --< w ~ <
N(1, s) for the state s that actually occurs. With w(s) > w°(s), it might however be that
w c < w_(s) in some state s even though Eq. (18) is satisfied, in which case the employee
will quit unless the wage is renegotiated to at least w(s). The wage is then renegotiated to
exactly w_(s) and employment continues at that wage (provided it is no more than ~(l,s),
the m a x i m u m the firm will pay). Similarly, it may be that w c > N(I, s) for some s even
though Eq. (18) is satisfied, in which case the firm will replace the employee unless the
wage is renegotiated downwards to no more than 9(I,s). The wage is then renegotiated
downwards to exactly N(I,s) and employment continues at that wage (provided it is no less
than w(s), the minimum for which the employee will work). I f s is such that _w_(s) > w(l,s),
there is no wage acceptable to both firm and employee, so they separate.
It follows that, if there exists a fixed wage w c independent of the shock s that satisfies
w °(s) < w c < R(0, s) - 7r(0, s),

for all states s,

(19)

and the firm and the employee specify this wage in their initial contract, condition (18) will
be satisfied whatever state s occurs and however much the firm invests. Then the wage w"
12As modeled here, whenever the wage is renegotiated because Eq. (18) is not satisfied, it is renegotiated to the
level w*(Ls) in Eq. (16) which is independent of the contract wage. In their analyses of contract data for Canadian
unions, Card (1990a,b) and Abowd and Lemieux (1993) suggest that this characteristic does not hold because
wage settlements depend on the previous contract wage, though it should be emphasized that this is for union, not
individual, wage negotiations. That characteristic, however, applies in the present fi'amework if the default
payoffs in the absence of agreement, w°(s) and ~°(Ls), depend on the current wage. An example is when, as
in Moene (1988), Cramton and Tracy (1992) and Holden (1994), employees use some form of "go stow", "holdout" or "work to rule" (during which they are paid something) as an alternative bargaining ploy to not working at
all because then the last agreed wage affects their payoff while negotiating a new wage. To incorporate this
formally requires the fi'amework to be extended so that working is not just an all or nothing decision but has a
variable dimension (hours of work or effort on the job). To incorporate union bargaining requires addition of an
employment dimension to negotiation.
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is never renegotiated in the no friction case and is only ever renegotiated to the values of
the outside options in the turnover cost case. In the former, the wage is then clearly
independent of the amount the firm invests, hold-up does not occur and the firm invests
efficiently. Thus, provided there exists a wage w c that satisfies Eq. (19), a fixed wage
contract can overcome the hold-up problem in the no friction case.
For Eq. (19) to hold in the no friction case, it must always be more efficient for the
parties to continue the employment than to separate. Moreover, there must be a wage at
which both parties would individually want to continue the employment whatever state
occurs. As a result, the wage would never change. That is not a particularly plausible
scenario in practice. Thus, in the no friction case, a fixed wage contract is unlikely to do
much to protect specific investments and is unnecessary to protect general investments,
which are always chosen efficiently.
It is different in the turnover cost case. Then the left hand inequality in Eq. (19) requires
only that the employee would always work at wage w e if no other job were available. The
right hand inequality likewise requires only that the firm would always retain the employee
at w c if there were no other potential employees. In a multiperiod context with repeated
shocks, the states for which the condition is required to hold are only those that may occur
in the next period, not those that might occur at some date far in the future. That this is the
case for many everyday shocks seems plausible enough. It is consistent with separations
occurring as the result of a match no longer being efficient - in the turnover cost case,
separation is efficient when R(I, s) < w(s) + 7r(l, s) which is not inconsistent with Eq.
(19). Moreover, renegotiation of the wage to the values of the outside options may still
occur, though the actual negotiation required is minimal - the firm simply offers a pay rise
when it knows the employee would otherwise quit and presents the employee with the
offer of a pay cut when the alternative is being laid off. The rest of the time, both parties
know that negotiations would change nothing, so there is no point in actually negotiating.
How such renegotiation affects the efficiency of investments is the subject of the next
subsection.
A fixed wage contract is no more difficult for courts to enforce than a "firm sets wage"
contract. Each party has the right to terminate the employment straightaway so specific
performance is not an issue and there are no liquidated damages to be enforced. All courts
are required to do is to ensure the firm pays the agreed wage once the employee has
worked.
4.4. Fixed wage contracts, turnover costs and hold-up
4.4.1. General investments
General investments can be protected by a contract that gives the firm the fight to set the
wage. They can also be protected by a fixed wage contract that satisfies Eq. (19). However,
as noted above, Eq. (19) is likely to be at best rarely satisfied in the no friction case, so the
explanation here is concerned the turnover cost case. Recall that the highest wage the firm
would pay to keep the employee, ~(l,s), is independent of the amount of general invest-
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merits and can thus be written ~(s). The essential point is that, because the investment is
just as valuable with another employee, the amount of investment does not affect the
highest wage the firm would pay its current employee before switching to another.
Suppose the parties make a contract at stage 0 specifying a fixed wage w c that satisfies
Eq. (19). The analysis in Section 4.3 has shown that this wage will not be renegotiated if
w ( s ) <~ w c <-- w ( s ) . In that case the wage is clearly independent of the firm's investment. If
w c < w(s), the contract wage is renegotiated upwards to w_(s) and employment continues at
this wage provided that is efficient. But, since w(s) is independent of the investment, such a
renegotiation will not result in the actual wage being affected by the level of investment.
Similarly, i f w c > ~(s), the contract wage is renegotiated downwards to ~(s) and employment continues at this wage provided that is efficient. But, since ~(s) is independent of the
investment, such a renegotiation will also not result in the actual wage being affected by
the level of investment. Thus the wage stays at w c or is renegotiated to either w(s) or ~(s).
In each case, the wage is independent of the level of general investment, so the firm
chooses the efficient level. Even ifEq. (19) is not satisfied for every state s, the inefficiency
from hold-up may not be large. The effect of hold-up on investment depends on the
p r o b a b i l i t y that Eq. (19) will not be satisfied, as anticipated when the investment is
made. Thus the loss will be small if that probability is sufficiently small.
The use of fixed wage contracts to induce efficient general investments has implications
for the dynamics of wages. For a multiperiod extension of the model with new investments
and a new shock s each period, MacLeod and Malcomson (1993a) show that it is in many
cases sufficient for the contract wage w c to be the wage actually paid in the previous
period. This can be seen intuitively from Eq. (19). The wage wt I actually paid at t - 1
must satisfy Eq. (19) for the s realized at t - 1 and the cumulative investment to that date
because otherwise it would have been renegotiated. Thus, as long as the terms in Eq. (19)
are not too sensitive to changes in s from one period to the next, much of the time wt- 1 will
satisfy Eq. (19) at t. (In the multiperiod context, "zero investment" should be interpreted
as "no investment in this period".) Then not only does the originally agreed wage remain
unchanged until renegotiated but, once renegotiated, the new wage also remains in force
until it is, in turn, renegotiated.
The properties of wages with such a contract are then identical to those illustrated in Fig.
2 for contracts to insure employees with fixed hours of work that are not legally enforceable. The wage remains unchanged unless one of the parties can get a better deal elsewhere. If one of them can, the wage is renegotiated by just enough to prevent separation
occurring, until such time as it is efficient to separate. As a result, the wage demonstrates
some, but not complete, rigidity in the face of shocks that affect wages elsewhere in the
market, as well as in the face of firm specific shocks that affect productivity. This model
thus fits with the evidence from Beaudry and DiNardo (1991) discussed in Section 2.3 that
the best labor market conditions since the start of the job have a strongly significant effect
on a person's current wage, whereas current labor market conditions and those prevailing
at the start of the job have a smaller impact, just as well as the insurance model. It also has
the same implications that different firms may pay different wages even when their
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employees have the same outside option values if these employees were hired at different
dates. It thus naturally generates inter-firm wage differentials. But, as with risk sharing
contracts that are not legally enforceable, the differentials between two firms disappear at
any time at which the outside option constraints of their employees are both binding. A
further similarity with insurance contracts is that, in a perfectly competitive hiring market,
the wage for new hires adjusts to equate supply and demand and is thus more flexible than
wages of existing employees, consistent with the evidence from Bils (1985) and Solon et
al. (1994) discussed above. Again, in contrast with the menu cost approach to wage
stickiness, in Fig. 2 the wage changes that occur may be large or small - they are just
enough to give either the firm or the employee exactly the same payoff as the outside
option.
There are, however, implications different from those of contracts to insure employees.
First, there may be times at which the employee's outside option constraint is binding at t
but the wage the firm would have to pay to induce the employee to stay is too high to
satisfy Eq. (19) for t + 1. This might occur if the lowest anticipated value of R(O,s) is
substantially below the current value. One response to this situation is for the firm to pay
part of the remuneration for period t in the form of a bonus that does not become incorporated into the contract wage. It would thus be natural to expect bonuses to be paid at
some times, particularly in firms with highly volatile revenues. When employees are not
risk averse, there is no efficiency loss from the resulting fluctuations in wages.
Second, a wage fixed in money terms is just as good at protecting general investments as
one fixed in real terms. Thus, if there is any cost or inconvenience (however small) to
writing a contract that indexes the wage, contracting will be in nominal terms and the wage
in Fig. 2 will be the nominal wage. 13 Then the nominal wage stays unchanged until
renegotiation is triggered by one of the outside option constraints binding, which is
consistent with the spike at zero in the distribution of nominal wage increases discussed
in Section 2.2. This also suggests a way to make sense of the statements by employers
reported in Blinder and Choi (1990) that nominal wage cuts are different from real wage
cuts that arise because the wage is not adjusted for inflation. A nominal wage cut involves
renegotiating an existing agreement. To do that, both parties must agree to it. A real wage
cut arising because the wage is not adjusted for inflation merely involves not agreeing to
renegotiate to a new contract that maintains the real wage. To use the terminology of
Blinder and Choi (1990), "not giving" is (legally at least) different from "taking away"
because the latter involves renegotiating an existing agreement.
With nominal contracting, the model is also consistent with the finding of Card and
Hyslop (1997) that nominal rigidities reduce the distribution of nominal wage changes
more just below the spike at zero than just above it. With money wages in the hiring
market rising most of the time, the wages of those hired previously will (as in Fig. 2) most
of the time be closer to the employee's outside option than to the firm's. Thus a downward
13As noted in Section 4.3, renegotiation costs are trivial when both parties know the values of both outside
options. Private information about those values is discussed later in Section 4.7.
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shock of a given magnitude to money wages for new hires that reduces the upper boundary
in Fig. 2 (because it reduces the cost of a replacement employee) reduces the wages of
fewer employees on average than are increased by an upward shock of the same magnitude
that raises the lower boundary.
If the value of an employee's outside option increases steadily with inflation, a contract
with a fixed nominal wage will eventually result in the employee's outside option
constraint binding no matter what the original wage. Thereafter, the wage will be negotiated up steadily with inflation. The outside option value, however, reflects not only
inflation, particularly for jobs in which the quality of the match is important, because it
will go up when suitable vacancies arise elsewhere and down when they are filled, thus
following a spiky path over time. The wage will be bid up when a good alternative
opportunity comes along (the employer matching the value of the outside offer), but
once that offer has been declined, another good opportunity may not occur for some
time. 14 Thus, even with continuing inflation, there may be substantial periods when no
upward renegotiation occurs.
In the market as a whole, of course, the high rate of job creation documented for the US
by Davis et al. (1996) (see the chapter by Davis and Haltiwanger) implies a substantial
proportion of employees in the early stages of a contract and thus for whom the outside
option value may not have caught up with their contract wage. Moreover, with contracts
started at different dates, a small increase in demand increases the outside option value for
employees but results in renegotiation only of contracts for which the employees' outside
option constraints were previously (close to) binding. In aggregate this will appear as a
partial adjustment to a new equilibrium following a shock. With a sequence of such
shocks, contract renegotiations are staggered as in Gray (1976) and Taylor (1979), though
with the time between renegotiations for any match determined not exogenously, but
endogenously by an outside option constraint becoming binding. Thus the framework
has the potential for providing a micro-theoretic basis for staggered contract models
and for the apparent slow adjustment of average wages to aggregate shocks.
The discussion so far in this section applies to general investments when there are
turnover costs. General investments are clearly widespread. All a firm's investments in
buildings, plant and equipment that are not specific to a particular match come into this
category. Figures for firms' turnover costs were presented in Table 2. (As already noted,
training costs are turnover costs in the sense used here only when they are essential.
Otherwise the subsequent analysis of specific investments applies.) The implications of
these figures for the gap between the upper and lower bounds on the wage in Fig. 2 depend
on how long it is before a replacement employee would earn as much as the current
employee, that is, how long it is before a binding outside option enables the replacement
employee to obtain as high a wage as the current employee. To illustrate, suppose the
replacement's wage remained unchanged for one year and then jumped to the wage that
~4In such circumstances, employees may actively search for alternative jobs to raise their outside option
values. If search involves effort that detracts from productivity, as in Mortensen (1978), the firm may increase
pay above the current value of the ou~gide option to deter search.
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the current employee would have earned. Then, ignoring discounting, the figures in Table
2 for turnover costs as a percentage of first year earnings correspond to the maximum
percentage wage differential that could result from those costs. If this illustration is at all a
useful guide, the figures in Table 2 are not inconsistent with quite substantial wage
differentials. Moreover, that table lists only turnover costs incurred by firms. For a
complete picture, those incurred by employees in obtaining new jobs must be added.
The use of fixed wage contracts to protect general investments thus seems a potentially
promising way to explain many of the empirical features of wages discussed in Section 2.

4.4.2. Specific investments
With specific investments and turnover costs, investment may be inefficient for two
reasons. One is renegotiation that results in the wage being renegotiated as in Eq. (16)
to share the gains from employment. That is the same as with general investments. The
other was identified by Hart and Moore (1988). Although separation occurs only when
efficient, renegotiation to prevent an inefficient separation when an outside option
constraint binds may allow one party to capture part of the returns to specific investments
made by the other. Anticipation of that means that the original investment may not be
efficient. Put more formally, with a fully specific investment, the profit 7r(l,s) the firm
receives if it takes up an alternative market opportunity does not depend on the level of
investment. Suppose renegotiation of a contract wage were to occur because, although
continuing the employment is efficient in the state s that occurs, the contract wage is so
high that paying it would result in profit less than 7r(Ls). Then the renegotiation would lead
to a reduction in the wage to ~(I, s) = R(I, s) - 7r(I, s). But, with 7r(l,s) independent of the
amount of investment, ~(l,s) increases with the investment. Thus the wage paid if this state
occurs is not independent of the amount of investment and the firm does not in general
choose the efficient level. 15
This inefficiency arises only with renegotiation that occurs when the firm's outside
option is better than employment at the contract wage. In contrast, if renegotiation occurs
only because the employee's outside option is better than the contract wage, there is no
inefficiency. The reason is that then the wage is renegotiated to the value of the employee's
outside option w(s) and, because the investment is specific (and thus, even if in training for
the employee, not valuable in any alternative employment), w(s) is independent of the
amount of investment the firm undertakes.
A fixed wage contract that satisfies Eq. (19) is renegotiated only when one of the outside
15The same argument applies to investments that are partially specific in the sense that, although they increase
7r(Ls), they do so by less than they increase R(l,s). In this case ~(l,s) still increases as investment increases. An
investment is partially specific in this sense even if it is general by Becket's definition but there is a turnover cost
in the form of the time it takes for the finn to hire a replacement employee, as in the matching models of
Blanchard and Diamond (1989), Pissarides (1985, 1987), and Mortensen and Pissarides (1994). The reason is
that during the time the job is vacant the fttm does not earn a return on its investment, so the investment increases
the profit from an outside opportunity less than from continuing the current match. Acemoglu (1996) and
Acemoglu and Shimer (1997) study the impact of matching frictions on hold-up.
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option constraints is not satisfied, so it avoids the first type of hold-up. If in addition the
contract wage is sufficiently low that the firm's outside option constraint never binds, the
wage is not renegotiated downwards, so it also avoids the second type of hold-up and the
firm invests efficiently. The practical implication is that the wage is only renegotiated
upwards and never downwards. If there is inflation, that is more likely if the contract wage
is specified in nominal terms than in real terms, which provides a positive reason for not
indexing the wage. If inflation is not significant, rising real wages in the economy as a
whole may be sufficient. But even if not, the extent of the inefficiency depends on the
probability of downward renegotiation anticipated by the firm at the time the investment is
made. The loss is therefore small if downward renegotiation is sufficiently unlikely. With
fixed wage contracts, all the characteristics of wages discussed in connection with general
investments and illustrated in Fig. 2 carry over to the case of specific investments, though
one would then expect downward renegotiation of nominal wages to be relatively rare.
This would not be inconsistent with the pattern of nominal wage changes in Fig. 1 if those
employees receiving nominal wage reductions are primarily those in jobs without specific
investments. For a discussion of other types of contracts that can protect a firm' s specific
investments when downward renegotiation cannot be largely avoided, see Malcomson
(1997).

4.4.3. Employment
What are the implications of fixed wage contracts for employment? In the current framework, renegotiation ensures that, whatever the form of contract, employment continues if
and only if it is privately efficient in the sense that the sum of the payoffs to the parties
exceeds the sum of their outside option values. McLaughlin (1991) investigates the efficiency of quits and layoffs for the US. He finds that the natural interpretation under fixed
wage contracts of quits as efficient separations that occur when the employee's outside
option rises above the current wage, and of layoffs as efficient separations that occur when
the highest wage the firm is prepared to pay falls below the current wage, is consistent with
many of the empirical regularities that distinguish quits from layoffs. He also tests for the
efficiency of separations. Efficient separations occur only when the highest wage the finn
is prepared to pay falls below the lowest wage the employee is prepared to accept and so
are independent of the current wage. He finds this is not the case but argues that the result
is not robust to model specification.
Renegotiation continues to ensure efficient separations even where, as in many
European countries, firms are required to make redundancy payments, seek approval
from government agencies, etc., before they can lay off employees. The reason is that,
when the employee and firm can jointly do better by ending the employment than by
continuing it, there is always some deal that makes separation mutually beneficial. This is
most apparent in the case of redundancy payments. Such payments are pure transfers
between firm and employee and so cannot affect the conditions under which separation
is efficient for the two parties. If the firm must make a redundancy payment, the wage at
which it is better for it to end the employment is higher than if no redundancy payment is
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required. But if the wage is not high enough to make it worth the firm paying the redundancy payment and yet it is still efficient to separate, the employee will be prepared to
accept voluntary severance for a payment that is smaller than the full redundancy payment
and that the firm is prepared to pay. This conclusion contrasts with those of Bentolila and
Bertola (1990) and Bertola (1990) because they are concerned with wage-setting institutions (e.g., trade unions) that do not allow individual wage bargaining. See the chapter by
Bertola for further discussion of that case.
Provided a contract ensures efficient investments, hold-up provides no reason for inefficiency in the market for new hires. The analysis of redundancy provisions in Lazear
(1990) also applies: provided potential employees are free to negotiate starting wages,
government imposed redundancy payments or delays on severance can be compensated
for perfectly by a lower initial wage and thus make no difference to hiring as long as
employees and firms have the same effective discount rates. (Effective in this context
means after taking account of any borrowing and saving the parties make in financial
markets.) Inefficiencies may result from an imperfect hiring market, from search externalities, and so on but that is not related to hold-up.
A point to be emphasized in hold-up models is that, as with insurance models, it is not in
general appropriate to think of employment being determined by the wage negotiation
process and the labor demand curve. When firm and employee are equally well informed,
wage renegotiation ensures that employment continues whenever it is efficient, no matter
what the contract may say about the wage. The role of the contract is to ensure efficient
investments and thus increase productivity and employment. Where wage stickiness is
observed as the result of fixed wage contracts, it is only because no wage change is
required to ensure efficient employment. The situation is, of course, more complicated
if the firm does not know the value of the employee' s outside option or the employee does
not know the value of the firm' s. The issues to which that gives rise are taken up in Section
4.7.

4.5. Investments' by employees
Employees, as well as firms, make investments that enhance the productivity of employment. General investments by the employee are fully reflected in the value of the employee's alternative market opportunities. They are thus not subject to hold-up in the no
friction case. They are protected from hold-up even in the turnover cost case by either
employment at will (because the wage is then always equal to the employee's next best
alternative) or, for essentially the same reasons as with the firm's general investments, a
fixed wage contract that satisfies Eq. (19).
With specific investments by only the employee, the roles of the firm and employee in
the discussion of specific investments above are reversed - investments are efficient if the
firm is not able to increase its expected profits as a result of the employee's investment.
The employee's reservation wage does not reflect the return on a specific investment, so
renegotiation to that in some state results in the firm capturing the return on the investment
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in that state. If, therefore, employee specific investments are valuable, it is important to
move away from employment at will. The inappropriateness of employment at will in
these circumstances has been implicitly recognized by US courts in accepting as grounds
for employment not to be at will that, with the employer's knowledge, the employee has
taken some action (additional consideration in legal terminology) that would be insufficiently rewarded if employment were for only a short term, see Specter and Finkin (1989,
Section 2.11).
Efficient specific investment by the employee can be achieved by reversing the roles in a
contract that generates efficient specific investments by the firm. An example is a contract
that gives the employee the right to set the wage (which will not be renegotiated by an
argument similar to that in Section 4.2). But this may require an up-front payment from the
employee to induce the firm to accept the contract because the employee always chooses
the highest wage the firm is prepared to pay ex post. If employees have limited access t~capital, such payments may be problematic. An alternative explored by Kahn and Hube~-man (1988) and by Waldman (1990) is an up-or-out contract of the type used in US taw
firms to govern promotion to partnerships and in US universities to govern tenure decisions. With an up-or-out contract, the firm commits to either promote the employee (to, for
example, full partner or tenured professor) or terminate the employment after a fixed
period of time. The prospect of promotion provides the incentive for the employee to
invest but the wage for promoted employees must be set so that it is more profitable for the
firm to promote than to terminate the employee if and only if the employee makes the
specific investment. This requirement may prevent the parties achieving fully efficient
investments. ~6 Moreover, terminating employment is inefficient if some employees turn
out to be of too low ability to be profitably employed at the promoted wage despite having
made the specific investment. Then both parties would like to renegotiate to avoid the
termination. An alternative mechanism suggested by Prendergast (1993) has these
employees work in a less demanding job at a lower wage. The firm can be induced to
promote employees who invest and turn out to be of high ability because they have ~_
comparative advantage in the more demanding job. These types of contract are discl,s~ec!
more fully in the chapter by Gibbons and Waldman.
Such mechanisms avoid the problems of contracts that require employees to make
payments to firms. They also give rise to positive tenure effects. However, with none o~
these contracts is there an obvious reason for wages to display the damped re.~po1~c ~
shocks or the nominal rigidities discussed in Section 2.
4.6. Investments by both firms and employees

Employment at will ensures efficient general investments by both firm and employee.
When, however, both firm and employee make specific investments, achieving efficient
levels of those investments typically requires a more complicated contract. For reasons
~6Kahn and Huberman(1988) assumethe employee'sinvestment is not observedby the firm and productivity
not observed by the employee, but what is crucial for their conclusionis that neither is verifiable in court.
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just explained, a contract that gives the firm the right to set the wage results in no specific
investments by the employee, although the firm's investment will be efficient. Conversely,
a contract in which the employee sets the wage results in no specific investments by the
firm, though the employee's investment will be efficient. A fixed wage contract with an
appropriately chosen wage that satisfies Eq. (19) can typically induce both to make some
specific investment because each captures the return on their investments until the wage is
renegotiated. However, neither invests efficiently if there is a positive probability that their
outside option will bind. A fixed wage contract is, nevertheless, an improvement over
either of the preceding contracts if there are diminishing returns to the investments such
that it is more efficient to have both invest a little than for one to invest efficiently and the
other not at all. It is also an improvement over having no contract at all if the absence of
renegotiation in some states allows both parties a higher proportion of the expected returns
on their own investments than if they share the gains from employment with the wage in
Eq. (16).
The contracts discussed in the literature that induce efficient specific investments by
both parties rely on at least one of: (1) no renegotiation; (2) payments conditioned on more
than just the employee working for the firm; and (3) the specific performance breach
remedy. In the first category is the adaptation of the CrOmer and Riordan (1985) mechanism by Rogerson (1992). The problem here is that it is hard to see what can stop renegotiation in labor markets when both parties gain fi'om it. Certainly courts will not. In the
second category are contracts that have payments contingent on which party refuses to
trade if trade does not occur and thus rely on courts being able to verify this. Hermalin and
Katz (1993) use a contract in which one party (say the seller) sets the price and the buyer's
payment depends both on the price set and on whether the buyer accepts delivery. NSldeke
and Schmidt (1995) use a contract that gives the seller the right to decide whether to trade
at a contracted price and makes the amount the buyer must pay contingent on the seller's
decision. The problem with applying such contracts to employment is that, as noted in
Section 2.1, it may not in practice be easy to verify whether an employee chose to stay
away from work or was turned away by the employer. Also in the second category are
contracts for the turnover cost case conditioned on the values of the outside options (by,
for example, indexing to prices or to wages paid by other firms). Hashimoto and Yu (1980)
investigate contracts with the wage conditioned on proxy indicators correlated with
productivity and the employee's outside option that are designed to minimize the loss
from binding outside options but do not analyze the impact of renegotiation. MacLeod and
Malcomson (1993a) give conditions under which an indexed contract can avoid renegotiation, and thus achieve efficient specific investments by both parties, without the need
either for breach penalties or for courts to observe which party refused to trade if no trade
occurs. This case seems to fit the longterm coal contracts studied by Joskow (1990) but the
explicit use of such indicators in employment seems rare.
In the third category (namely, contracts that rely on the specific performance breach
remedy), Chung (1991) and Aghion et al. (1994) show that, even if courts cannot observe
which party refused to trade, a contract that structures renegotiation so that all the bargain-
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ing power is assigned to one party can achieve efficient investments by both if courts will,
when requested by either party, enforce specific performance of a default outcome specified in the contract. Edlin and Reichelstein (1996) show a similar result using a fixed price
contract under specific performance. But, as explained in Section 2.1, there are good
reasons why specific performance is rarely used in the employment context.
None of the contracts discussed here for inducing efficient specific investments by both
parties thus seems unproblematic when applied to labor markets. This suggests a powerful
case for, wherever possible, all the specific investments to bc carried out by cithcr thc f i ~
or the employee, which may explain why firms make specific investments that one migl;~
otherwise expect employees to make (e.g., paying the relocation costs involved in switching jobs). Failing that, a fixed wage contract that induces at least some investment by both
parties may be better than a contract that results in one party not investing at all.
4. 7. Private ip(ormation

This discussion of contracts to protect investments has so far assumed firm and employee
both have the same information. However, in some cases at least, a firm will not know the
value of the employee's outside option w(s), if only because it does not know how much
the employee enjoys this job relative to others. Similarly, an employee may not know the
value of the firm's outside option 7r(I,s). Little is known about hold-up and renegotiation
under these circumstances.IV However, it seems likely that, if the firm does not know
exactly how low the wage can go before the employee quits, and the employee how high it
can go before the firm hires a replacement, renegotiation can no longer guarantee that
separations occur only when efficient. Thus the effect of contract choice on the efficiency
of separation discussed in Carmichael (1983) and in Hall and Lazear (1984) must be
considered alongside its effect on the efficiency of investments.
For the case with turnover costs (but investment levels exogenous) and no renegotiation,
Hall and Lazear (1984) consider the impact on separations of three types of contract: (1) a
"firm sets wage" contract (equivalent, as argued above, to employment at will); (2) an
"employee sets wage" contract; and (3) a fixed wage contract. Consider the first of these
when the firm knows enough about s to know everything at stage 3 except w_(s). Let Q(w)
denote the firm's assessment of the probability the employee will quit if offered w. (This
probability depends on what the firm knows about the state s but, for notational simplicity,
that is not made explicit.) It is reasonable to suppose Q~(w) <- O. Given what the firm
knows about s, its expected profit for given w is
[R(I, s) - w][1 - Q(w)] + 7r(l, s)Q(w),

(20)

since profit if the employee stays is R(I, s) - w, an event the firm believes will happen with
17Tirole (1986) considers private information about the amount of investment in the context of government
procurement, Hermalin and Katz (1993) private informationabout the amount of investments and the value of the
current match. The latter relies on specificperformancewhich, as explained above, is rarely used in employment
cases.
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probability I - Q(w), and profit if the employee quits is ~-(Ls), an event it believes will
happen with probability Q(w). The firm chooses the contract wage to maximize this
expected profit, provided that wage gives expected profit no lower than its own outside
option. Differentiation of Eq. (20) with respect to w establishes that the profit maximizing
wage w*(I,s) must satisfy the first order condition
[R(l,s) - w * ( l , s ) - ~(l,s)]Q'[w*(l,s)]

+ {1 - Q[w*(l,s)]} = O.

(21)

For the discussion that follows, I assume w__*(Ls) is sufficiently high that Q(-) < 1 and
Qt(.) < 0. Then Eq. (21) implies R ( l , s ) - w * ( l , s ) >
~-(I,s), so w*(Ls) is less than
~(I, s) =- R(I, s) - 77(1, s), the highest wage the firm is prepared to pay to continue the
employment. Thus, if the employee were to quit for an outside offer w_(s) between w*(I,s)
and ~(l,s), the separation would be inefficient. There is, therefore, always some probability
of an inefficient quit by the employee. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, which plots values of
~(Ls), the highest wage the firm is prepared to pay to continue employment, on the
horizontal axis and values of w(s), the lowest wage the employee is prepared to accept,
on the vertical. For points above the 45 degree line, w(s) > ~(I, s) so separation is efficient. For any realized value of ~(Ls) such as that illustrated, the firm sets a wage
w*(l, s) < ~(I, s) and the employee quits if w*(I, s) < w_(s). This is efficient if w(s) >
~(I, s) but inefficient if w(s) < ~(I, s).
For a contract in which the employee sets the wage, one can derive in a corresponding
way the wage ~*(I, s) the employee would set and show that ~*(I, s) > w(s). Then, if the
value of the firm's outside option is between w(s) and ~ * ( I , s ) , the firm lays off the
45 degree

!fficient quit

quit
......................................
.......

" ~

i ................
.......... I

inefficientquit

w* d,s)

w*(I,s) w(I,s)
actual
Fig. 4. Inefficient quits with employment at will.
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employee even though a layoff is inefficient. A fixed wage contract with the wage fixed
between w*(I,s) and ~*(I, s) has a lower probability of an inefficient quit than a "firm sets
wage" contract, but typically at the expense of some probability of inefficient layoff, and a
lower probability of an inefficient layoff than an "employee sets wage" contract, but
typically at the expense of some probability of an inefficient quit. The relative efficiency
of the three types of contract depends on the expected losses from these inefficient separations. In particular, employment at will may not be the best choice.
Now consider the case with the level of investment chosen by the firm but still without
renegotiation. A straightforward argument suggests that it chooses general investments
efficiently under all three types of contract. In the fixed wage case, the argument is simply
that the wage is independent of the amount of investment, so the firm captures all the
return on a general investment when no separation takes place and, by definition, it also
captures the return on a general investment when a separation occurs. Consider next the
"firm sets wage" case. With general investments, R(I, s) - 7r(I, s) is independent of I and
it then follows from Eq. (21) that w*(Ls) is also independent of/, so the same argument
applies as in the fixed wage case. A corresponding argument applies in the "employee sets
wage" case. The conclusion is that general investments are chosen efficiently by the firm
under all three contracts and the choice between them depends, as in Hall and Lazear
(1984), only on how well the contracts avoid the losses from inefficient separations. The
same does not apply to specific investments. With a specific investment, 7r(l,s) is independent of I and thus, from Eq. (21), w_*(I,s) depends on L When the employee's outside
option is private information, therefore, a "firm sets wage" contract (or US style employment at will), as well as resulting in inefficient separations, can no longer be guaranteed to
generate efficient specific investments by the firm. A corresponding argument applies
when the employee sets the wage.
The analysis in Malcomson (1997) indicates that these conclusions survive certain
limited renegotiation. They concern, however, only three types of contract. What happens
with a richer set of contracts and more extensive renegotiation has yet to be investigated.
4.8. Conclusions on contracts to protect investments
This section has assessed the implications of the recent hold-up literature for labor
markets. That literature is concerned with contracts to protect the return from investments
when there are turnover costs or specific investments and when contracts are both incomplete and renegotiable. There is direct evidence that turnover costs are significant in labor
markets. Renegotiation is always possible if both parties agree to it and is a standard
feature of labor markets - wage changes for those hired on other than fixed term and union
contracts are formally modifications of an existing agreement.
An important conclusion for labor markets is that, in the presence of turnover costs,
there can be hold-up of general, as well as specific, investments. Since general investments
include all a firm's investments in buildings, plant and equipment not specific to a particular employee, that greatly widens the range of circumstances in which hold-up is
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potentially important. A firm's investments, both general and specific, can be protected by
a contract that gives it the right to set the wage after the investment has been made and the
employee the right to quit without penalty. E m p l o y m e n t a t w i l l has the same effect under
the interpretation of US courts that an employee's continuing to work by itself constitutes
acceptance of a modification of terms proposed by the employer. Thus this long-established principle of employment in the US is an effective way to protect a firm's investments. However, it need not result in a positive measured tenure effect on wages, so one
cannot in general conclude anything about the extent of specific investments from observations on the wage tenure profile.
Other jurisdictions do not interpret an employee's continuing at work as acceptance of a
modification of terms if it is done "under protest". Moreover, even for the US there is
substantial evidence, both from legal cases and from data on wage changes, that employment at will is by no means universal. In such circumstances, both parties must agree to
changes in terms of employment. It then turns out that, under appropriate conditions, fixed
nominal wage contracts that are renegotiated by mutual consent can do a good job of
protecting general investments and ensuring efficient employment provided both firm and
employee have a reasonably good idea of the value of the alternative opportunities available to the other. No breach penalties or severance payments are required for this - either
party can terminate the employment without penalty at any time. Such contracts are
consistent with nominal wage stickiness and the damped response of wages to shocks
that has been discussed extensively in the business cycle literature. In view of the extent of
general investments, it is a striking conclusion that contracts consistent with these characteristics of wages serve to protect those investments when there are turnover costs.
Fixed wage contracts may even do a reasonable job of protecting specific investments
by the firm if nominal wage cuts are unlikely to occur and they have the advantage over
employment at will that they can induce employees, as well as firms, to make specific
investments. But they cannot typically induce both firms and employees to make specific
investments at the efficient level - that would require the wage never to be renegotiated
either upwards or downwards. However, the contracts discussed in the literature that
achieve efficient investments by both parties require either no renegotiation, o1"payments
conditional on additional information, or courts to require specific performance in the
event of breach. Since there are problems with each of these in labor markets, there are
good reasons to avoid having both parties make specific investments. But if that is not
possible, a fixed wage contract that induces at least some specific investment by both
parties may be better than a contract that results in one party making no specific investment or than no contract at all.
The existing literature on hold-up has focussed mainly on cases in which the firm knows
how low the wage can go before the employee quits and the employee how high it can go
before the firm hires a replacement. Initial investigations indicate that, when that is not the
case, fixed wage contracts, contracts in which the firm sets the wage, and contracts in
which the employee sets the wage all result in efficient general investments but, for the
reasons discussed by Hall and Lazear (1984), all generally result in inefficient separations.
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Thus the choice between these types of contract rests on how well they can reduce the
losses from inefficient separation. With specific investments, there is in some cases a
conflict between contracts that result in more efficient investments and contracts that result
in more efficient separations but no robust general conclusions have been found.
There are obviously many aspects of wages and employment not covered in the models
discussed in this section (variable hours of work, for example). But, given the importance
of investments, turnover costs and renegotiation, models of hold-up look promising candidates for providing rigorous theoretical foundations for at least some of the observed
behavior of wages. These models are, however, too new for the empirical studies drawn
on in the discussion to have been designed with them in mind and so those empirical
studies have not tested their predictions at all rigorously.

5. Contracts to motivate employees
The design of contracts to motivate employees to take appropriate actions has been central
to the contracting literature. Hart and Holmstr6m (1987) have surveyed the theoretical
literature on principal-agent contracts. Gibbons (1997) reviews the applicability of this
literature to labor markets, the chapter by Murphy its applicability to executive pay. A
major focus recently has been with an issue long recognized in the management literature
on performance pay, namely that the objective measures of performance available are
often such poor measures of the performance firms really care about that use of formal
performance related pay schemes can be counterproductive. Baker (1992, p. 608), for
example, quotes from Lawler (1990) that:
the literature on incentive plans is full of vivid descriptions of the counterproductive
behaviors that.., incentive plans produce. One of the first books I read in compensation provided story after story about how employees were outsmarting and defeating
piece-rate systems (White, 1955). Indeed, as I read this classic book, I marvelled at
the ingenuity of the worker .... It was clear that the systems were motivating behavior - but unfortunately they were motivating the wrong behavior.
Modelling such behavior requires moving away from an approach in which there are
verifiable measures of performance (e.g., profit from the employment) that capture all
aspects of performance with which the firm is concerned, even if they are only noisy
signals of the effort of the employee to achieve that performance. Lazear (1995, Chapter 8)
discusses the many problems associated with evaluating performance. In the multitask
agency approach of Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991), the employee's job consists of a
complex of different tasks, performance in some of which is more easily verifiable than in
others. For example, quantity of output may be easily measured but quality not. Giving
incentives for quantity can then have an adverse effect on quality. In Baker (1992),
verifiable performance is a biased measure of actual performance with the degree of
bias observed by the employee but not the firm. The implications of such measurement
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problems for formal incentive pay schemes are discussed in the chapter by Gibbons and
Waldman. However, in some cases there simply are no verifiable measures of performance. Even when there are, basing formal performance pay on them may be too counterproductive to be worthwhile -- Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991) give examples in which the
adverse effect on the non-measured aspects outweigh the beneficial effects on the
measured ones. Yet in such circumstances, a manager or supervisor often has additional
subjective information about performance that is not readily verifiable. The issue of
concern in this section is how that information can be used to motivate performance.

5.1. Motivation with unverifiable performance: f r a m e w o r k

I start with the case in which no measures of an employee's performance are verifiable. To
focus on the implications of non-verifiability, rather than inaccuracy of observation or risk
sharing, consider a risk neutral employee whose performance can be observed perfectly by
the firm but cannot be verified in court. The employee' s utility in period t from earning Wt
with effort et is Wt - c(ef), where c(et) is the cost of effort (the monetary value of its
disutility). The minimum level of effort consistent with, for example, turning up for work
is er = 0. Disutility increases with effort at an increasing rate (c~(-) > 0 and cn(.) > 0) and
is normalized so that c(0) = 0. The firm's profit in period t from this employment is
et - Wt. The firm monitors the employee's performance in each period with probability
p. If it does so, it observes performance perfectly but is unable to document that, or the
output e, in court. Both employee and firm discount the future with the same discount
factor 6. In the spirit of the substantial turnover of jobs in the economy (see the chapter by
Davis and Haltiwanger), jobs become unprofitable at the rate 1 - c~per period for reasons
exogenous to the relationship between firm and employee. Unemployment provides utility
of ut > 0 for period t. Since zero effort produces zero output, employment would not be
worthwhile unless et > 0.
Bull (1987) and MacLeod and Malcomson (1989) observed that, in addition to a basic
wage wt independent of performance, the employee' s earnings at t can in principle include
a bonus element bt conditional on the employee not being caught shirking. Thus
Wt = wt + bt. Because performance is unverifiable, this bonus payment cannot be
enforced at law but it may still be in the firm's interest to pay it as promised. Bonus
payments of this type are widely used in practice. For example, in the 1990 Workplace
Industrial Relations Survey for the UK, 34% of employees were recorded as receiving
some form of merit pay, defined as payments "which depended on a subjective judgement
by a supervisor or manager of the individual's performance" (Millward et al., 1992).
Eccles and Crane (1988) describe the use of subjectively determined bonuses for traders
in investment banks.
The timing of events for period t is indicated in Fig. 5. At the beginning of each period,
matching occurs between unmatched firms and employees. Employees then decide the
level of effort and, after any monitoring, the firm decides whether to pay the agreed bonus.
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Fig. 5. Timing of events for motivation models.
Finally in the period, separations may occur either because jobs become unprofitable for
exogenous reasons or because one or other party decides to end the match.
If the employee and the firm agree on effort et and bonus bt for period t and each sticks to
their side of the agreement, the employee's lifetime utility from t on for a match started at
~- is
Ut = wt + bt - c(et) + 6EU~+j

for all t --> ~-,

(22)

where
EUt+I = olUt+l + (1 - c~)(]~+1

(23)

is the expected utility from t + 1 on given that the match finishes at the end of period t with
probability 1 - o~because the job has becomes unprofitable and Ut+ 1 denotes the expected
future utility if a separation occurs for this reason. If, on the other hand, the employee
shirks (that is, performs below the agreed effort), this is undetected with probability (1 p) and everything continues as if no shirking had occurred with the employee receiving
subsequent expected utility bt + gEUt+I. Shirking is detected with probability p, but the
worst that can happen is that the employee is fired for shirking (or quits if the firm would
otherwise impose a worse penalty) without payment of the bonus. Let U~t+l denote the
employee's expected future utility from t + 1 on if fired for shirking at the end of period t.
Then the employee will certainly shirk by setting et = 0 unless
Ut >-- wt + (1 - p)(bt + 6EUt+I) + p~U°t+l,

for all t >~ ~-.

(24)

If other potential employers do not know the reason why an applicant's previous job came
to an end, then U°+l = Ot+l but that may not always be the case. Substitution for U, from
Eq. (22) and re-arrangement allows Eq. (24) to be written as the no shirking condition
E{future gains to employee ] t} ~- 6(EU~+~ - U°+~) >-- c(e~) _ bt,
P

for all t --> ~-.
(25)

For the employee to be prepared to continue in the job, the participation condition
Ut >-- (It,

for all t --> ~-,

(26)

must also be satisfied. The analysis thus far follows the spirit of Becker and Stigler (1974).
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5.2. The S h a p i r o - S t i g l i t z m o d e l

The best known model within this framework is that of Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984). That
model uses the following additional assumptions (the S h a p i r o - S t i g l i t z a s s u m p t i o n s ) :
1. no bonuses: bt = 0, for all t;
2. effort choices restricted to working, e~ = 1, and shirking, et = 0 (with, for simplicity,
c(1) denoted by c > 0);
3. anonymous market: U~) = Or, for all t;
4. stationarity: Ut = U, 0t ---- 0 and constant numbers of employees and jobs for all t.
The anonymous market assumption is plausible where differences between employees
that are important for the job are readily apparent and acquiring information about past
employment history is costly. Even where employers would like to find out information, it
may not be easy for them to do so. In his interviews with (mostly) Connecticut firms,
Bewley (1997, Chapter 17, p. 36) found that 69% of the 48 employers with whom the issue
was discussed reported that it was difficult to get information from former employers.
Reasons given included legal problems arising from saying something negative.
Under the Shapiro-Stiglitz assumptions, the no shirking condition (25) with (23) used to
substitute for EUt+~ simplifies to
C

(27)

6oz(U - 0 ) >-- - .

P
Since c > 0, this can hold only if U > U. t8 The implication is that the utility U of those
whose jobs continue is strictly greater than the utility 0 of those whose jobs come to an
end. Since firms offer newly hired employees the same lifetime utility as continuing ones,
that can be the case only if some of those whose jobs come to an end are unable to obtain
another straightaway. Thus, there has to be some unemployment and firms pay newly hired
employees an efficiency wage above the market clearing level.
The equilibrium employment level is determined as follows. Let L denote the (fixed)
number of workers and J the (endogenous) number of jobs. In a stationary equilibrium,
( 1 - a ) J jobs are created each period to replace those that become unprofitable for
exogenous reasons. The workers seeking these jobs consist of L - J who were unemployed in the previous period plus (1 - a ) J who have just lost their jobs because these
have become unprofitable, a total of L - J + (1 - a ) J = L - aJ. Thus the matching
probability m of obtaining a job in any one period is
(1 - ce)J
m

-

L-

ceJ

1 - ce
-

(L/J)-

~x

(28)

and the expected future utility of a worker looking for a job is
0 = m U + (1 - m)(u + B/)),
~8In a discrete time m o d e l with gc~ < 1, this conclusion applies even i f p = 1.

(29)
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where u > 0 is utility from one period of unemployment. Use of Eqs. (28), (29) and the
expression for U in Eq. (22) allows the no shirking condition (27) to be written
w>--u+ ~

c[

1--8oz(1-p)+

,_o]

(L/J)

(30)

1 "

This is illustrated in Fig. 6, together with a zero profit condition derived from I] = k,
where k is the once-off capital cost of creating a job. Following Shapiro and Stiglitz
(1984), the zero profit condition is shown as downward sloping because of aggregate
diminishing returns (s is a decreasing function of total employment). The no shirking
condition is asymptotic to J/L = 1 because employees always shirk if they can get another
equally good job straightaway and cuts the vertical axis above u + c. Shapiro and Stiglitz
(1984) assume firms pay the lowest wage consistent with this condition, so in equilibrium
it holds with equality and the unique such equilibrium is at point A in Fig. 6.
Clearly firms would make greater profits if they could motivate employees without
paying a wage above the market clearing level. Since, as is clear from the form of the
no shirking condition (25), the incentive not to shirk depends only on future earnings, firms
could lower the first period basic wage w~ for employees hired at ~- below that paid
subsequently to reduce the utility from acquiring a job to the market clearing level.
Combined with a bonus, this can still be consistent with stationary utility U and a stationary wage w. For p sufficiently small, however, it may require w~ < 0, which is equivalent
to requiring employees to post a performance bond. If employees do not have access to
capital to make such payments, an alternative is to use delayed payments of the type

Wage

no shirking.
condition " ~

/

,,

/

\

1
U+C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .', . . . . .
'q~l

unemployment rate
Fig. 6. Efficiency wage equilibrium.
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discussed by Lazear (1979, 1981) so that w~ < w~+l < w,+2, and so on. However, as
Akerlof and Katz (1989) show, this may not be sufficient to reduce the utility of acquiring a
job to the market clearing level without w~ < 0 if p is sufficiently small.
There are, however, several reasons for doubting whether employees' difficulty in
raising money to pay bonds is actually a reason for paying efficiency wages. First, as
Baker et al. (1988, p. 613) note, it is "inconsistent with commonly observed franchise
fees that can run into hundreds of thousands of dollars for jobs such as managing a
hamburger stand." Rebitzer and Taylor (1995) argue that associates in law firms
receive substantial rents on hiring despite posting performance bonds that seem unlikely to exhaust their capacity to pay. Second, if limits on feasibility of bonds were
indeed a reason for paying efficiency wages, the starting wage w~ for matches started at
~- would be set at the lowest possible level, that is, at subsistence. (The same applies to
any alternative job with no monitoring problem in which an employee might be hired
initially at a wage less than marginal product in order to build up an implicit bond, as
suggested by Murphy and Topel (1990).) But the folklore about high paying jobs is that
they offer attractive wages and fringe benefits right from the start, not just for older
employees and this view is supported by the findings of Krueger and Summers (1988)
that the wage premiums across industries for younger and older employees are highly
positively correlated, as are wage premiums for employees with one year or less of job
tenure and those with more than 10 years.
Difficulties employees may have raising funds for performance bonds are not, however,
the only concern with schemes of this sort. In all of them, expected future wages for an
employee must at some point exceed expected future marginal productivity, so the firm
can make a short term gain by replacing the employee by a newly hired one. It may not, of
course, do that if it is concerned for its reputation. But a firm's reputation is worth only as
much as the additional profits it generates in the future. A full analysis must, as in Bull
(1987) and MacLeod and Malcomson (1989), take account of that.
5.3. Self-enforcing agreements

if the employee puts in agreed effort et and the firm pays the agreed bonus bt, the firm's
expected future profit from t on for a match started at ~- is
I I t = set - w¢ - bt + 6E11t+l,

for all t --> ~-,

(31)

where E11t+~ = MIt+l is its expected profit from t + 1 on because the job remains profitable with probability c~ and closes down (with no future profits) with probability 1 - c~. If
the firm cheats on a promised bonus or future wage payment, the worst that can happen is
that there is a separation - if an employee kept on was expected to exact even more in the
way of retribution, the firm would always dismiss that employee first. Let 1I°+1 denote the
firm's expected future profits if that happens. Then the firm would certainly cheat on a
promised bonus unless the expected future profit from paying and having the match
continue, IIt, is at least as great as that from not paying (having already received the
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product set and being unable to escape paying the wage wt) and having the match end
(which results in expected future profit 6cdI°+1). The firm's profit must therefore satisfy
IIt >~ sex - wt + 6celI°+l,

for all t --> ~-.

(32)

Substitution for fit from Eq. (31) and re-arrangement allows this to be written as the
incentive compatibility condition for the firm
E{future gains to firm [ t}

6(EIIt+ 1 - celIt0 ~j) ~> bt,

for all t ~> ~-.

(33)

For the firm to be prepared to continue the job, the participation condition
II~ --> IF]t,

for all t --> ~-,

(34)

must also be satisfied. Addition of the no shirking condition for the employee (25) to the
incentive compatibility condition for the firm (33) gives the following necessary condition
for overall incentive compatibility:
E{future gains to match I t}

6(EUt+~ - U°+l + EII~+I - ceH~+l)
0
-> c(et) ,
P
for all t ~ ~-.

(35)

It follows directly from their derivations that (35), (26) and (34) are necessary conditions for payoffs to be supported by a self-enforcing agreement. MacLeod and Malcomson
(1989) show that they are also jointly sufficient for payoffs to be supported as subgame
perfect equilibria. The formal argument is a standard game-theoretic one. Its essence is as
follows. When (35) is satisfied, it is clearly possible to find a value of the bonus bt that
satisfies both (25) and (33). If there were only one period, employment would be a oneshot game with a Prisoners' Dilemma type structure. The firm would not pay a bonus even
if the employee did not shirk because a bonus would be costly and have no influence on the
future. In view of that, the employee would always choose zero effort. But with zero effort,
employment cannot be mutually beneficial and so it would not take place even though both
parties would be better off with the employee working and the firm compensating the
employee for the disutility of effort. When the game is repeated indefinitely, a "Folk
Theorem" result applies. As the discount factor 6 increases, the condition (35) becomes
less stringent. Provided there is some value of 6 at which it is satisfied, any payoffs that
satisfy the participation conditions (26) and (34) can be supported for any higher 6 by a
self-enforcing agreement with the following strategies. If either side deviates from the
agreement, the employee puts in zero effort thereafter, or quits if that is better, while the
firm never again pays a bonus, or fires the employee if that is better. As already noted, with
zero effort employment cannot be mutually beneficial. Thus, it is always better for one side
to end the employment than let it continue with zero effort in the future. Hence, if either
cheats at t, the continuation equilibrium has the match end and the payoffs to the employee
and the firm from that point on are U°+l and II°+l respectively. But if these are to be the
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payoffs if either cheats, it is clear from (25) and (33) that both do better by not cheating for
an appropriately chosen bonus b , 19,20
Equality in c o n d i t i o n (35) defines the lowest value of 6 for which all feasible individually rational payoffs are s u b g a m e perfect equilibria for g i v e n effort. In the case in which
effort is either 0 or 1, for any lower 6 the only s u b g a m e perfect e q u i l i b r i u m is for a match
not to be formed. Note that this condition is i n d e p e n d e n t of the wage and b o n u s p a y m e n t s
for the match - since both firm and e m p l o y e e are risk neutral, these p a y m e n t s cancel from
the s u m EUt +1 + Elqt+ 1. Thus whether or not it is satisfied for g i v e n 6 depends only on the
agreed effort and things that are exogenous to the i n d i v i d u a l firm and employee, specifically the productivity s, the disutility of effort c(.), the probability shirking is detected p,
and the payoffs in the event of separation as the result of one party cheating U°+t and I I 0+~The result is not restricted to stationary contracts or payoffs. Deferred p a y m e n t profiles of
the type discussed b y Lazear (1979) and by A k e r l o f and Katz (1989) are all covered by the
formulation. 21
E v i d e n c e on whether firms and employees actually b e h a v e in ways consistent with the
a r g u m e n t are discussed in Section 5.6. Here I concentrate o n the implications if they do.
Consider the case of an a n o n y m o u s market, which implies U ° = Ut and I I ° = I]t for all t.
Note that EUt < Ut and El?It < IIt for all t because of the probability that a match will
come to an e n d for exogenous reasons. Since c(et) > 0 for any effort level at which
e m p l o y m e n t is m u t u a l l y beneficial, Eq. (35) implies that it is not possible for both
e m p l o y e e and firm to be indifferent b e t w e e n their current agreement and what they
w o u l d receive if they were to seek alternative matches in the spot market. Then, as
with insurance, t u r n o v e r costs and specific investments, there is a gap b e t w e e n the lowest
pay the e m p l o y e e will accept and the highest the firm is prepared to offer to continue the
e m p l o y m e n t , a gap j u s t like that illustrated in Fig. 2. However, in the present case, the
m o d e l has no prediction about the path of pay w i t h i n that gap - as long as Eq. (35) is
satisfied, pay can m o v e a n y w h e r e within the outside option constraints. In particular, there
is no necessity for the e m p l o y e e to be paid a wage such that U, > /)t as in the S h a p i r o Stiglitz case (though e m p l o y e e s ' utility m a y not be able to fall as low as Ut if p is
l,) MacLeod and Malcomson (1993c) show that similar conditions apply to the continuous time case used
originally in Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984).
2oAs written, Eq. (35) can be satisfied only if there is some probability that the match will continue at t + 1, so
there cannot be a date t known with certainty to be the last (because, for example, the employee is to retire).
Empirically, however, it is a robust finding in experiments with games of this type that players behave in the
earlier stages as if the game will continue for ever even though it is in fact finite, see Roth (1995, Section III.A. 1).
Moreover, Crtmer (1986) and Kandofi (1992) show that, even in theory, incentive compatibility conditions of
this type can be satisfied with finitely-lived agents if successive generations overlap and acquire information
about the play of the preceding generation (as when younger employees in a firm observe the performance and
reward of those about to retire).
21The probability p that shirking is detected is exogenous in the above formulation. If reducing p saves costs, it
is obviously efficient to reduce it until the incentive compatibility condition (35) holds with equality. However,
unlike in the formulation of Dickens et al. (1989) in which firms are assumed never to cheat, it is not possible to
reduce it further without violating that condition.
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sufficiently low that this would require w~ < 0 and if employees are unable to finance
performance bonds). However, if Ut = Ut, then Eq. (35) implies that II t > fit, so firms are
receiving supernormal profits. Thus either the firm or the employee must receive a rent
from continued employment. Similar conclusions apply to non-anonymous markets whenever satisfying Eq. (35) requires Ut + [It > (it + [i~.
Although condition (35) requires that there is a gain to continuing a match only once
started, it can also have implications for the start of the match. As already noted, that
condition depends only on the agreed effort and things exogenous to the match. Thus, if
there is a strictly positive gain at t to continuing a match started before t, there may also be
an effort level at which there is a strictly positive gain to f o r m i n g a match at t over what the
parties would receive if they did not form the match. That is, there may be a gap between
the lowest pay the employee is prepared to accept and the highest the finn is prepared to
offer in order to get the match started. The above result implies that any such gain can go to
the firm or to the employee, or be divided between them in any proportions, so it may be
that [I t > f i t, Ut > Ut, or both. Of course, with variable effort, the parties could reduce
any such gain by choosing a lower effort for the initial period without affecting the lefthand side of Eq. (35), which depends on payoffs only in the future. However, they can do
strictly better if they can reach agreement on dividing the gains from higher effort.
In the Shapiro-Stiglitz case, the gain to continued employment required to satisfy Eq.
(35) is generated by involuntary unemployment - employees are better off keeping their
current job than losing it simply because they may not find another straightaway. But there
are alternative ways to generate this rent. First, it could equally well be generated by
unfilled vacancies, with firms better off keeping than losing their current employee
because they may not find another straightaway and hence IIt > I]t. Second, if there
are turnover costs, specific investments or matching frictions, as in Ramey and Watson
(1997) who use a condition similar to Eq. (35) to study cyclical effects, it will automatically be the case that EUt > fit and EHt > fit and if those are sufficiently large they may
by themselves be enough to provide the necessary gains. Third, if being fired for shirking
results in a loss of reputation with other potential employers, then Ut > U°. Similarly, if
having an employee quit because a promised bonus has not been paid results in loss of
reputation for the firm, then fit > II°- If these reputation effects are sufficiently strong, Eq.
(35) may be satisfied even with Ut = (it and [It = lit for all t. Finally, it may be possible
for firms or employees to commit themselves in ways that relax the condition Eq. (35).
If turnover costs, specific investments and matching frictions are sufficient to ensure
that Eq. (35) is satisfied, providing motivation need impose no additional constraints on
the outcomes discussed earlier except for choosing a contract such that both Eqs. (25)
and (33) are satisfied. In particular, it is not inconsistent with starting wages being set
to clear a competitive hiring market. Here I discuss the other possibilities. I start with
the possibility of unfilled vacancies substituting for involuntary unemployment in anonymous markets.
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5.4. Equilibrium in anonymous markets

Consider, following MacLeod and Malcomson (1998), the Shapiro-Stiglitz assumptions
except for allowing payment of bonuses. In an anonymous market, U ° = 0 and 17o = l~I.
The incentive compatibility conditions (25), (33) and (35) then reduce to
E{future gains to employee} =-- 6 a ( U - U) >-- c_ _ b,
P

(36)

E{future gains to firm} ~ 6c~(17 - l:I) --> b,

(37)

E{future gains to match} --= 6 a ( U - (Y + II - (I) >-- c ,
P

(38)

Employment N is the lesser of the number of jobs and the number of workers, that is
N = min{J,L}. If all workers are employed (N = L), an employee whose job ends can
find another straightaway. Thus
N = L implies 0 = U.

(39)

Similarly, if all jobs are filled (N = J), a vacant job can always be filled straightaway. Thus
N = J implies I] = H.

(40)

Free entry for new jobs implies I] = k, where k is the once-off capital cost of creating a
new job. It follows immediately from these conditions that it is not possible to have an
equilibrium with J = L because that would require 0 = U, 1] = H which is inconsistent
with Eq. (38).
Consider therefore the possibility of equilibrium with fewer jobs than workers
(N = J < L). Condition (40) then implies I] = 17. Condition (38) in turn implies
6 ~ ( U - 0 ) > - - c / p , exactly the no shirking condition (27) for the Shapiro-Stiglitz
case. Tiffs results in an efficiency wage outcome just like in the Shapiro-Stiglitz
case except for one thing. Since the no shirking condition is an inequality and we
know that all outcomes satisfying both it and the participation constraints are equilibria,
all points on the zero profit line above the no shirking line in Fig. 6 are equilibria. Once
one analyses formally the reason why wages are not reduced despite excess supply of
labor in an efficiency wage equilibrium, it turns out that there is a whole set of
equilibria, not a unique equilibrium. Among these equilibria, employment will be highest at that identified by Shapiro and Stiglitz (point A in Fig. 6). The other equilibria
have higher wages. However, sustaining any efficiency wage equilibrium (including
that corresponding to point A) requires a mechanism to prevent wages falling. The
mechanism discussed here can also prevent wages falling to the efficiency wage equilibrium with the highest level of employment.
It is worth emphasizing that these efficiency wage equilibria are not simply the result of
the assumption of stationary payoffs. If firms were able to pay newly hired employees a
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lower wage than previously hired employees, they would make more profits by dismissing
current employees and replacing them with new hires. If current employees anticipate this,
they will shirk in the previous period and, anticipating that, firms would not hire them in
the first place. To sustain employment, it is essential that there is some mechanism to
prevent wages of new hires falling despite excess supply of labor. A notion of a "fair"
wage below which employees do not trust a firm to stick to its side of any agreement would
suffice for this, see MacLeod and Malcomson (1998).
We need also to consider the possibility of equilibrium with fewer workers than jobs
(N = L < J). Condition (39) then implies 0 = U. Condition (36) thus implies b >-- c/p, so
there must be some form of bonus or performance pay. Moreover, Eq. (38) implies
&KI] - II) -> c/p, so firms with filled jobs get strictly positive profits even though
there are unfilled vacancies. For given total pay, the value of I] is determined by the
probability of filling a vacancy that depends on the ratio of vacancies to jobs in a way
similar to the determination of 0 in Eq. (28) for the Shapiro-Stiglitz model. The resulting
incentive compatibility condition for the firm is represented by the no cheating condition
in Fig. 7. The left-hand side of that figure simply reproduces Fig. 6. The no cheating
condition is asymptotic to the vertical line J/L -= 1 because a firm will always cheat on a
bonus if it can get another worker straightaway. It is asymptotic to the horizontal line at
which pay becomes so large it is worth cheating on a bonus even if there are so many
vacant jobs that the probability of hiring another employee is zero. Pay must lie below this
line to ensure future profits sufficiently high to prevent firms cheating on the bonus. The
zero profit condition continues to the right of J/L = 1 (though, because employment is
constant at L and there are thus no further diminishing returns, it need no longer slope
downwards if there is no cost to creating vacancies). Equilibrium must lie on this line for
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firms exactly to replace those jobs that become unprofitable. Thus, there exist bonus pay
equilibria provided the zero profit line does not slope downwards so steeply that the point
B corresponds to earnings below u + c, the lowest that satisfies the employee's participation condition. Moreover, if such equilibria exist there are typically a multiplicity of them,
as in Fig. 7, because any point on the zero profit line and below the no cheating condition is
an equilibrium. If there is a cost to creating vacancies, then the equilibrium at point B
Pareto dominates the other bonus pay equilibria because wages are higher and equilibrium
profits are always zero. However, there is no mechanism within the model that ensures the
market settles at point B.
Equilibria with bonus or performance pay thus mirror efficiency wage equilibria.
Efficiency wage equilibria have employees receiving wages above the market clearing
level that are sustained by involuntary unemployment. Performance pay equilibria have
jobs receiving above market clearing profits that are sustained by unfilled vacancies. In
an anonymous market, it is simply not possible to have equilibria in which employees
do not receive efficiency wages and firms do not receive supernormal profits, or in
which there are neither unemployed workers nor unfilled vacancies. Note that performance pay equilibria require a mechanism to prevent wages being bid up despite
excess demand for employees in a way precisely analogous to efficiency wage equilibria requiring a mechanism to prevent wages being bid down despite excess supply of
employees.
The main conclusions from this discussion are as follows. Once one models the process
that prevents wages being bid down despite excess supply of labor in an effÉciency wage
equilibrium, there turn out to be multiple efficiency wage equilibria. Moreover, provided
diminishing returns are not too strong and the capital cost of creating jobs not too high,
there also exist performance pay equilibria in which all workers are employed, there are
unfilled vacancies, and filled jobs receive supernormal profits. Obviously, employment is
higher in performance pay equilibria and, if diminishing returns are not too strong, so also
is output. Whether output net of capital costs is higher depends on the capital cost k of
creating new jobs.
It is, however, important to remember that these conclusions have been derived for
anonymous markets in which turnover costs, specific investments and matching frictions
are not by themselves sufficient to ensure that condition Eq. (35) is automatically satisfied.
In the next subsection, I consider the power of reputations when markets are not anonymous. I also consider the possibility of firms and employees making commitments that
reduce the need for strictly positive gains to continuing a match to ensure incentive
compatibility.
5.5. Reputations and commitment
If agents learn the past employment histories of potential partners, it may be that
losing one's job as the result of insufficient effort, or losing one's employee as the
result of not paying a promised bonus, results in future opportunities worse than when
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a match terminates for other reasons. Then UI~ < (/~ and II ° < I]t. The most extreme
case is that in which no potential partner ever trusts such an agent again, so employees fired for shirking remain unemployed for ever and jobs made vacant because an
employee was cheated of a bonus remain unfilled for ever. In this case, with u
denoting (as before) the utility from one period of unemployment, U ° = u/(1 -8)
and II(] = 0. Then the incentive compatibility condition with continuously variable
effort Eq. (35) becomes

(

EUt~I + EIIt+l

u)

- - 1 -- 6

-->

c(et)
p

,

for allt-->z.

(41)

By the result given above, any effort et satisfying this condition, and for which the
participation conditions (26) and (34) can be satisfied, can be sustained as part of a selfenforcing agreement. Since in equilibrium neither party cheats on such an agreement,
there is no need for actual unemployment or unfilled vacancies.
It may, however, be implausible that an employee once fired for shirking is never
employed again, particularly when employees are in fact all equally productive. If there
is some probability of getting another job at date t + ~-in the future, then U~: depends on
Ut+,. The position of firms losing employees because of cheating may be similar, so that
11° depends on IIt+~. This has two consequences. First, it is no longer possible to sustain all
the effort levels satisfied by Eq. (41) and consistent with the participation conditions.
Second, there may, as in the previous section, need to be unemployment or unfilled
vacancies to maintain incentive compatibility. It is perhaps more plausible that longterm
loss is sustained in markets in which the employment histories of prospective employees
and employers provide valuable information about employee characteristics or match
quality. Then losing a job may be taken as a signal that the person is not well suited to
that level or type of job and losing an employee be taken as a signal that the job is not well
suited to that type of employee as in Strand (1987) and Flinn (1997), with implications for
promotion discussed in MacLeod and Malcomson (1988). This issue is taken up in the
chapter by Gibbons and Waldman. In interpreting the empirical evidence discussed later, it
is important to remember that the consequences of shirking for an employee may be felt
via the impact on the assessment of the employee's type, with adverse implications for
promotions and layoffs in the future.
Even in their strongest form represented in Eq. (41), reputations may not be able to
achieve efficient effort in every period. Efficient effort maximizes se - c(e) and so is given
by ~ that satisfies
s = c:(~),

(42)

which is the same in every period. Suppose for simplicity that p = ce = 1. (This is not
crucial for the conclusions that follow but simplifies the algebraic representation.) Then
use of Eqs. (22) and (31) in Eq. (41) with the same effort in every period allows that
expression to be written
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1
1 - 6[se

- c(e) -

c(e)
u] >- - - 6

(43)

or

c(e)
se - - ~ u.
6

(44)

Efficient effort ~ can be sustained only if it satisfies Eq. (44). Where it does not, employment may still be able to take place at lower levels of effort since the effort that maximizes
the left-hand side of Eq. (44) is given by e* that satisfies s = c1(e*)/6, which is less than ~.
If the parties can credibly commit themselves to certain types of payment, they may be
able to improve on an inefficient outcome. A possibility discussed in Lazear and Rosen
(1981) and Malcomson (1984, 1986) is a tournament in which a firm with multiple
employees commits itself to total prize money of bt per employee, to be distributed
according to subjectively assessed performance. Since the firm then has to pay b~ per
employee to somebody regardless of individual performance, the condition (33) for the
firm not to cheat is replaced by

(

0)

6 EII~+ 1 - c~IIt+ l >- 0,

for all t >- ~-,

(45)

and thus the overall incentive compatibility condition Eq. (35) is replaced by
_ bt,
6 ( EUt+ 1 + E f i t + l - U°+j - alIt°+l ) >. c(et)
P

for all t -> ~-.

(46)

A prize per employee of bt >-- c(et)/p for all t is then sufficient to ensure incentive compatibility of effort level et even with Ur = Ut = U ° and fi t = 1] t = fit° for all t as long as
there are gains from employment. In principle, there is no need for the reward to go to
another employee if one employee shirks - any third party would do. However, although
commitment to a tournament prevents the firm escaping from paying bonuses to somebody, it leaves it open to collusion by employees to exert low effort and raises issues of
industrial politics discussed in Lazear (1995, Chapter 3). Tournaments are also open to
influence activities on the part of employees of the type discussed by Milgrom (1988).
Once employees have put in effort, it makes no difference to this period's incentives how
the firm allocates the prizes, so there is a temptation to allocate them to employees who
offer favors or bribes, see Fairburn and Malcomson (1994). This is an example of the
general problem analyzed in Eswaran and Kotwal (1984) of using third parties to break
budget balance in contracts. A firm's concern for its long run reputation may stop the
firm's owners succumbing to influence activities but a manager who has to implement its
personnel policies may not have the same concern for that reputation as the firm' s owners
and thus indulge in favoritism or accept favors. Some of the consequences are explored in
Fairburn and Malcomson (1995) and Prendergast and Topel (1996). See also, Manove
(1997). Tournaments are discussed more fully in the chapter by Gibbons and Waldman.
Another possibility for improving on an inefficient outcome is to supplement the non-
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enforceable bonus with enforceable performance pay based on any verifiable, even though
potentially biased, measures of performance that are available. Suppose, following Baker
(1992), there is a verifiable measure xt =/xtef, with/x t > 0 the realization of a random
variable that is unverifiable but observed by the employee before choosing et. Basing
performance pay on this measure alone distorts incentives - with a legally enforceable
piece rate element of/3x, (with/3 > 0) added to the basic wage, actual effort depends on txt
even though efficient effort does not. Suppose however, along the lines of Baker et al.
(1994a), the firm commits itself to paying the enforceable piece rate 13xt in addition to the
non-enforceable bonus bt. 22 (I ignore the possibility that bt could now depend on x,.) Since
the firm then has to pay/3x, in any case, the condition (33) for the firm not to cheat on the
bonus is unaffected. However, even a cheating employee will now put in effort ~(13/x~)
defined by ct[~(/3/xt)] =/3/* t. Then the incentive compatibility condition for the employee
corresponding to Eq. (25) is
- bt,

t

for all t --> r,

(47)

P

and the overall incentive compatibility condition corresponding to Eq. (35)
\

+ E.,+.-

o,.o,
._+

1

> <(<,)P

for all t --> r.

(48)

For any e t > g(13/xt), the right-hand side of Eq. (48) is smaller than that of Eq. (35), so a
higher effort can be sustained for any given future rent and this makes it feasible to sustain
effort closer to the efficient level ~ when that is not possible without the piece rate. But 13
high enough to achieve efficient effort g when ~t is low may result in g(13/xt) > ~ when/xt
is high. Effort can still be kept to the efficient level, provided that level satisfies Eq. (48),
by the firm not paying the bonus if effort is too high as well as if it is too low, but it may not
be possible to choose 13 to sustain efficient effort for both high and low realizations/xl.
Even so, appropriate choice of 13 enables the firm and employee, at least on average, to get
closer to the efficient level. The existence of such imperfect verifiable measures is not,
however, necessarily an unmixed blessing. It may increase the payoffs U°+l and II°+l the
employee and the firm receive after cheating because it may enable them to guarantee to
other potential partners that an alternative match will be productive even if they are no
longer trusted. Baker et al. (1994a) show that, for certain configurations, it may even
destroy incentive compatibility of incentives based on subjective measures of performance. A combination of a formal performance related pay scheme with an informal
bonus scheme may also help in the framework of Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991) in
22Baker et al. (1994a) consider only the case in which the firm receives all the future gains but the insight
applies more generally.
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which the employee carries out more than one task (formally, e~ and s are vectors) but
verifiable measures of performance are not available for all tasks.

5.6. Managers' views
Assessing the empirical significance of the motivation framework outlined here is not
straightforward because, at least in the general form set out in Section 5.3, it does not have
as tight predictions as, for example, the risk allocation models discussed in Section 3.
There are three main reasons for this. First, if reputation effects or the ability to commit are
sufficiently strong that the incentive compatibility condition Eq. (35) is satisfied for the
efficient level of effort with U, = (It and IIt -- [I t for all t, motivating employees need
have no implications for levels of wages and profits. Second, even where satisfying Eq.
(35) requires either U, > (it or Ht > I I , the need to motivate employees by itself implies
only that at least one party gains from a match, it does not determine which party gains.
Third, sufficiently large turnover costs, specific investments and matching frictions can
ensure Ur > (]t or II~ > I]~ for continuing matches at t by enough to satisfy Eq. (35)
without implying rents to forming new matches. Thus, although much of the empirical
literature on motivation models has focused on whether employees receive rents as
implied by the Shapiro-Stiglitz model, that is not necessary for motivation with unverifiable performance to be an important issue in practice. Nor is it sufficient because there are
other reasons why employees may receive rents.
For these reasons, it is helpful to consider empirical evidence in two categories. The first
category concerns the basic building blocks, evidence for the basic elements that are
central to the framework - whether adequate verifiable measures of performance are
available, whether the basic mechanisms required to sustain employment occur in practice, and so on. The second concerns the economic consequences, especially the extent to
which motivation issues actually affect earnings. In the first category is most of the
evidence based on interview and questionnaire studies of managers' opinions: Blinder
and Choi (1990) of 19 managers in the New Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania area in 1988;
Bewley (1997) (summarized by Bewley, 1995) of some 250 managers (as well as some
others) in the Connecticut area in 1992-1993; Campbell and Kamlani (1997) of 184 US
firms in 1993-1994; Kaufman (1984) of 26 firms in Wales, the West Midlands and Greater
London in Britain in 1982; Hall (1993) of 39 personnel managers in Northeast England in
1993; and Agell and Lundborg (1993) (summarized in Agell and Lundborg, 1995) of 179
firms in Sweden in 1991-1992. This subsection is concern with that evidence. Subsequent
subsections discuss evidence from experimental and econometric studies.
A first building block of the theory is that employees have sufficient scope to vary
performance that motivation and morale matter. The evidence that managers think this the
case is strong. Management books on pay, for example Lawler (1990), devote considerable attention to the issue. Even though the numbers involved in the studies of managers'
opinions are not large, it seems clear that the managers perceived employee performance
as something not simply controlled by supervision and formal performance related pay. In
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the interviews of Blinder and Choi (1990, p. 1007) and of Hall (t993), 100% of firms
believed that workers sometimes shirk on the job. B ewley (1995, p. 252) comments on the
managers' views "that workers have so many opportunities to take advantage of employers". As Kaufman (1984, p. 107) puts it: "Because many of the smaller employers did not
have foremen or supervisors and often had to leave the 'shop', they relied heavily on the
goodwill of their employees." Agell and Lundborg (1993) specifically asked "How
common is it for your employees to provide less effort than expected?" and, while the
answers reveal that most firms did not regard it as very common, the responses certainly
indicate that it is an issue.
A second main building block of the theory is that firms believe employees would
respond disadvantageously, and employees that firms would respond disadvantageously,
if they do not behave in a way regarded as appropriate. The framework outlined above is
not specific about what those responses are because, to characterize the set of equilibria in
models of this sort, it is sufficient to consider the most detrimental credible responses, see
Abreu (1988), and these are unnecessarily harsh to prevent some types of cheating. Moreover, the specification in the model that the probability of being caught shirking is independent of the extent of shirking means that there is no point in employees shirking a little
though that might well be a sensible alternative if, as may well be the case in practice,
minor infringements are less likely to be detected than major ones. There must, however,
be some adverse response to inappropriate behavior for employment to occur in the theory.
Start with employees' responses to inappropriate behavior by firms. In response to the
question "If your wage policy is generally considered to be unfair, how will this affect: the
work effort of your current workers? the number of workers who quit?", Blinder and Choi
(1990) report 95% of managers as saying that work effort would fall, 85% that more
workers would quit. The corresponding responses in Hall (1993) were 74% to both questions. Without knowing what respondents mean by "fair", we do not, of course, know
whether the additional quits would simply be because wages would fall below those
available elsewhere but the response on work effort seems unambiguous. In Campbell
and Kamlani (1997), a decrease in effort was given reasonably strong support as a reason
for not cutting wages (more so for blue-collar and less skilled, than for white collar,
employees but always with a mean elasticity greater than 1), disadvantageous quits
very strong support. In response to a similar question, Agell and Lundborg (1993) also
report a difference between white collar and blue collar workers, quitting dominating for
the former, both quitting and lower effort occurring for the latter, though they do not
provide percentage responses. Kaufman (1984) writes: "employers often feared that wage
reductions would impair X-efficiency". The views summarized in Bewley (1995) indicate
that pay affects morale which affects profitability in the longterm, though not necessarily
in the short term. An example of employee retaliation is described in Stewart (1993), who
reports an episode at First Boston Bank in which a group of highly paid traders quit
because they were paid bonuses smaller than they believed they had been promised and
as a result no longer trusted promises for the future.
On how firms respond to shirking by workers, Blinder and Choi (1990), Campbell and
-
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Kamlani (1997), and Kaufman (1984) do not report responses. Hall (1993) reports that
90% of respondents would a l w a y s terminate the contracts of workers who persistently
shirked. (British employment law requires employees to be warned before being dismissed
for offences of this sort, so dismissal can be used only for persistent offenders and many
firms recognize that unsatisfactory performance can occur for temporary reasons or
because an employee does not fully understand what is expected.) In response to a question about the most common measures taken against employees caught shirking repeatedly, Agell and Lundborg (1993) report that 70% of firms regarded firing as very
uncommon, a wage reduction as slightly less uncommon and the only common response
as a reprimand but recognize that this may be the result of the difficulty of dismissing
employees under Swedish law. Bewley (1995) summarizes the views expressed to him as
follows: "Good management practice uses punishment largely as a way to weed out bad
characters and incompetents and to protect the group from malefactors. Many managers
stress that punishment should rarely be used as a way to obtain cooperation." The interpretation to be placed on this is not obvious, however. In the motivation framework
outlined here, all workers are equally productive and no actual firing occurs in equilibrium.
In practice, some workers are better than others and, if persistent shirking results in
classification as incompetent, firing of incompetents is a potential penalty for shirking.
Moreover, Bewley (1997, Chapter 15, p. 28) reports that every company with which the
issue was discussed used performance as the criterion for selecting office personnel for
layoffs and 72% of those not unionized used performance as a criterion (sometimes along
with inverse seniority) for selecting hourly paid employees for layoffs. Thus, even if
shirking does not result directly in firing, it can have adverse consequences when layoffs
next occur. Moreover, the respondents obviously thought employees would recognize this
because they thought that: "Layoffs according to the performance criterion stimulated
those remaining to work harder so as to avoid dismissal" (Bewley, 1997, Chapter 15, p.
49). And, even for Sweden where legal restrictions make dismissal problematic, Agell and
Lundborg (1993) found that 90% of the managers thought an increase in local unemployment, and 59% a reduction in unemployment benefits, would increase work effort at least
some. Penalties for shirking can also come in the form of withdrawal of bonuses and of
reduced prospects for pay rises and promotions in the future. Hall (1993) reports that 69%
of respondents would withdraw promotion opportunities from workers who persistently
shirked. The other studies do not report explicitly on this issue because their questions
about shirking were directed towards the Shapiro-Stiglitz model.
A final building block for any version of the theory that involves either party receiving a
rent over the return from quitting is some mechanism that prevents wages being bid up if
there are unfilled vacancies and bid down if there is involuntary unemployment. The
surveys provide no information about the former. On the latter, most of the surveys
asked directly why firms do not cut wages. Blinder and Choi (1990, p. 1009) report that
95% of respondents thought cutting nominal wages to take advantage simply of labor
market slack would be regarded as unfair by their employees (with consequences of being
perceived to behave unfairly already mentioned). Kaufman (1984) comes to a similar
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conclusion for Britain, even for non-unionized firms. Bewley (1995) and Campbell and
Kamlani (1997) report effects that work through morale. However, in all these studies it is
explicit that wage cuts may be regarded differently in one or more of the following
circumstances: to save the firm from failure, when accompanied with credible information
about a financial crisis, or to avoid a large number of layoffs. See also Bewley (1997,
Chapter 13, p. 20) and Kahneman et al. (1986). Thus the implication is not that nominal
wages are never reduced (which would be clearly counterfactual on the basis of the
evidence in Section 2.2) but that labor market slack is not in itself a sufficient condition
for wage cuts to be acceptable. Of course, for there to be efficiency wages as in Shapiro and
Stiglitz (1984), the wages of new recruits would also have not to be reduced to the market
clearing level. Both Kaufman (1984, p. 109) and Bewley (1995, p. 252) are explicit that
employers resist this because it would result in new hires becoming resentful or
disgruntled, thus affecting their morale.
An interpretation of this evidence in line with the framework set out here is as follows.
The incentive compatibility condition (35) and the participation conditions (26) and (34)
impose bounds on payoffs. If these conditions enable at least one party to receive a rent
over what that party would get from quitting the match (that is, Ut > Ut or [I t > I]t or
both), then some notion of fairness or norm determines how hard employees should work
and how the rent should be divided. If fairness requires that employees receive some of the
rent, any attempt by the firm to capture their share results in less work effort, either directly
or in the long run through morale, that makes the attempt not worthwhile. There would
have to be a corresponding response if employees try to capture rent that fairness would
give to the firm but the studies are silent on that issue. A unilateral offer of more pay may
not, however, result in more effort, an issue raised by respondents to Blinder and Choi
(1990) and emphasized strongly by both Bewley (1997) and Campbell and Kamlani
(1997), unless that has become part of the accepted notion of fairness. Around 95% of
managers interviewed by Hall (1993) thought that a worker's decision on how hard to
work is affected by group customs or norms of what constitutes a fair day's work, which
may give an indication of why it may be difficult to affect individual behavior. Firms do
not discriminate against new hires because they too regard that as unfair and consequently
perform less well. In a formal sense, fairness is a convention that enables the parties to
coordinate on one of the multiple equilibria. It plays an important role because, if an
employee and a firm behave in ways appropriate for different equilibria, breakdown of the
employment relationship occurs, which is detrimental to all. This is not so far from the
views expressed by Akerlof (1982) and Solow (1990) except for the addition of formal
constraints that describe the set of feasible outcomes. In practice, of course, things may be
less clear cut. Some employees may shirk (in the eyes of the firm) because the notion of
fairness may not be unambiguous and some employees may want to see whether less effort
is consistent with the firm's understanding of fairness (or they might be trying to see if it
can be changed), in which case a reprimand may be sufficient to make clear what the firm
regards as acceptable. 23
None of the surveys asked managers explicitly about this interpretation, however, so
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there is no direct evidence about how far it accords with their perceptions. Moreover, it
leaves a large hole concerning the determination of what is regarded as fair. The surveys
reveal that managers' thought such issues as equity and relativities important. The discussion by Levine (1993) of surveys of compensation executives reveals similar responses.
However, that still leaves open the question of what is meant by equity and how appropriate relativities get set. That the responses of managers to questions about why they did
not cut pay were not simply that employees would quit implies that they thought fairness
enables employees to earn wages above the market clearing level, at least at some times,
but give little idea of the magnitudes involved. M a c L e o d and Malcomson (1998) explore
some of the implications of fairness corresponding to what is required to sustain an
efficient equilibrium (point A or point B in Fig. 7 depending on the extent of diminishing
returns and the capital cost of creating jobs) but do not provide any formal reason for the
market to converge to such outcomes. Thus what fundamentals might determine which of
the feasible outcomes emerges is very much an open question. How rents available at the
start of a match are divided is an issue that has been addressed by experimental studies.
The evidence from these is discussed in the next subsection.
5.7. Experimental evidence
Fehr et al. (1996) report experiments in which firms offered contracts consisting of a wage
and a specified effort. Employees then chose actual effort and were considered to be
shirking if effort was below the level specified in the contract. Employment lasted only
one period but employees who shirked had a penalty p, set by the firm up to some
m a x i m u m level equal to the wage minus a constant K > 0, deducted from their wage
with probability one-half. 24 Thus the no shirking condition (25) is replaced by
U=w-c(e)>-(1-p)w+p(w-p).

(49)

Experimental subjects in the firm role typically set the penalty at the m a x i m u m level
(w - K), consistent with providing m a x i m u m incentive not to shirk, and received higher
effort on average with a higher wage offer, consistent with Eq. (49) holding with equality.
On average they also set lower wages than would be optimal given risk neutrality, and
workers shirked more than consistent with risk neutrality. However, since the actual risk
aversion of the experimental subjects should, in theory, affect their responses and were in
23Bewley (1997, Chapter 10, p. 11) concludes that: "Business people believed that the shirking theory did not
apply to them". Campbell and Kamlani (1997) reach a similar conclusion. These views are, however, based on
responses to questions directed specificallyat the Shapiro~Stiglitzmodel in which there is a mechanical relationship between wages, unemployment and effort represented by the no shirking condition. They might more
appropriately be taken as indicating that firms are not operating at wage and effort levels at which the no shirking
condition is a binding constraint.
24Formally, this is not consistent with effort being unverifiableby third parties since the experimenter observes
it and enforces a penalty for shirking but the restriction on the penalty is a way of capturing the limited punishment that results from non-verifiability.
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practice unknown to their partners, this might be the result of risk aversion inducing firms
to set lower contract wage offers.
Other experiments, however, suggest that employees can be induced to provide higher
effort than a pure contract model of motivation would imply. Fehr et al. (1997) report
experiments using the same basic structure as Fehr et al. (1996) except that the maximum
penalty, ~?, was independent of the wage and employees knew their firm' s value of s, thus
enabling them to calculate the firm' s payoff, as well as their own, from any contract. Then
the maximum effort that satisfies Eq. (49) is attained by setting p = ff and is given by
defined by
c(~) = p~.

(50)

In the experiments, employees on average provided effort above this maximum when
offered a sufficiently high wage, though not by a large amount. The authors interpret
this additional effort as a reciprocity effect or gift exchange as in Akerlof (1982). When
firms were also allowed to offer non-enforceable bonuses after observing effort to employees who performed above the specified level, they did so even though there was nothing to
compel them. Employee effort was substantially increased as a result.
These studies suggest that effort higher than implied by pure self-interest models of
motivation can be sustained. Falk et al. (1997) report experiments with repeated periods of
employment in which repetition increased average employee effort above the reciprocity
effects found in earlier studies with little change in the wage. But the additional effort
largely disappeared in the final period of employment, as one might expect with a repetition effect. This suggests that additional feasible outcomes arise from repetition, as in a
pure self-interest model, even in the presence of reciprocity. Finally, it is interesting to
note that Fehr et ah (1998) found that firms offered substantially lower wages when
employees had no choice of effort, and hence no way to reciprocate the generosity of
firms in offering high wages.
There are several comments about these studies. First, they are, of course, all carried out
on experimental subjects, not on real firms and real employees in actual employment
situations. Second, one of the responses given to Bewley (1997, Chapter 10, p. 7) suggests
that the manager concerned thought reciprocity effects likely to be short-lived: "All
employees, no matter how well paid, feel they are underpaid. A few weeks after every
increase, people want more." Any such effects may not be picked up in experiments
lasting only a few hours. Third, where reputations are important and additional commitments feasible, it is perfectly possible that Eq. (35) can be satisfied with U, = O, and 17, =
I], for all t. In that case, all these issues become irrelevant in interpreting observed wages
because wages are simply driven by what is available in the outside market and the
disutility of working at the efficient level of effort. In that case, there is no role for
reciprocity to affect actual wages. If, alternatively, turnover costs and specific investments
are sufficiently large to ensure that Eq. (35) is always satisfied, starting wages can be
determined simply by traditional market forces and only subsequent wages affected by the
need to ensure that both (25) and (33) are satisfied. In that case, reciprocity and the
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processes described in the surveys of managers' opinions are concerned only with how the
rents from continuing employment are divided. The next subsection therefore turns to the
econometric evidence for the extent to which motivational issues actually affect market
outcomes.
5.8. Econometric evidence

One issue raised in the literature on wage differentials for employees with the same
measured characteristics is whether, if such differentials correspond to rents, those rents
can be attributed to motivation effects rather than to such alternatives as turnover costs,
specific investments, costly search for the best quality of match between job and
employee, and firms' concerns to avoid unionization that may result from paying low
wages. A second is whether any rents accrue to newly hired recruits or only to continuing
employees.
One piece of evidence that differentials correspond to rents is the finding of Krueger and
Summers (1988) that quit rates are inversely correlated with industry wage premiums rents make it less attractive for employees to quit. However, quit rates inversely related to
wages can arise for a number of reason unrelated to motivation. An example is the model
in Section 4.7 in which firms are not fully informed about the value of the employees'
outside options. In that model, the higher are turnover costs or specific investments the
higher the wage it is worth the firm offering to reduce turnover. A second piece of evidence
in favor of rents is the finding of Lazear and Moore (1984) that the lifetime wage profiles
of employees are steeper than those of the self-employed. However, those too can arise for
reasons unrelated to motivation. Moreover, both these findings are consistent with the
same present discounted value of earnings (and thus no rents) for new recruits if they are
associated with lower starting wages. To investigate whether new recruits receive rents,
Krueger and Summers (1988) consider inter-industry wage differentials for employees
with less than one year of tenure. They find these significant and highly positively correlated with differentials for employees with more than ten years of tenure, which they
interpret as evidence that newly hired employees receive rents too. Manning and Thomas
(1996) adopt the more direct approach of comparing reported reservation wages and
subsequent starting wages of unemployed UK workers who become employed. Their
finding of positive but insignificant rents, however, relies on a particular interpretation
of reported reservation wages, many of which are actually above the wages subsequently
earned. Although any such rents would not arise from turnover costs or specific investments alone, they do not, of course, differentiate between motivation and other reasons for
efficiency wages.
An alternative approach to testing for efficiency wages is to investigate whether higher
wages are associated with higher productivity by including in the labor input in a production function an efficiency of labor effect that depends on the wage paid, alternative wages,
and/or the local unemployment rate. Both Green and Weisskopf (1990), for US 3-digit
industries, and Wadhwani and Wall (1991), for UK manufacturing companies, find signif-
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icant- effects of unemployment on productivity. Both Wadhwani and Wall (1991) and
Levine (1992), for large North American manufacturers, find significant relative wage
effects on productivity. But estimates of production function parameters derived in this
way do not identify whether the reason for a positive wage-productivity relationship is
motivation, compensating differentials that arise from unobserved ability differences
between employees, efficiency wages paid to attract better employees as in Weiss
(1980), or rent sharing arising from union bargaining. Moreover, a positive unemployment-productivity relationship could arise because firms hire a higher proportion of better
workers when unemployment is high. Two studies that try to differentiate between at least
some of these possibilities using data at the company level are Machin and Manning
(1992) and Konings and Walsh (1994). The latter use a duopoly model in which two
firms compete in both product and labor markets to distinguish between rent sharing and
efficiency wages but their method does not discriminate between motivation and other
reasons for paying efficiency wages. Machin and Manning (1992) exploit the dynamic
nature of the motivation model as a way to discriminate between motivation and other
possibilities. The no shirking condition (25) is a present value condition in which current
sustainable effort depends positively on future wages, negatively on future effort, and
negatively on future alternative utility. In contrast, with compensating differentials in a
spot market setting, future values should be irrelevant. Moreover, in the particular form of
rent sharing Machin and Manning (1992) investigate that increases the present discounted
value of employee utility by a fixed markup on market utility, a higher future wage
decreases, and a higher future market utility increases, current effort. Using the same
data as Wadhwani and Wall (1991), they separate the sample into firms in high and
firms in low union density industries and estimate a coefficient on the future wage that
is positive for low union density firms (consistent with the motivation model) and negative
for high union density firms (consistent with the rent sharing model).
Investigations based on wage-productivity and unemployment-productivity relationships are, at best, rather weak tests of the motivation model because they do not make
use of direct measures of variables that enter that model. A number of papers have looked
at variables more directly related to the model, though primarily in the Shapiro and Stiglitz
(1984) version. Three such variables have been used, the extent of supervision (which
relates to the probability p that shirking is detected), disciplinary dismissals, and direct
measures of effort.
Studies that investigate the effect of supervision include Leonard (1987), Groshen and
Kmeger (1990), Rebitzer and Robinson (1991), Krueger (1991b), and Rebitzer (1995).
Leonard (1987) finds little evidence for a negative tradeoff between wage premiums and
the number of supervisors per employee across firms for specific occupations (though
some evidence for a positive tradeofffor production assemblers and machinists), which is
inconsistent with Eq. (30) holding with equality when p is exogenous and varies across
firms. However, it is not clear that such a negative relationship is robust to minor variants
in the model. If, for example, work effort differs across firms, which amounts to the
disutility of work c varying across firms, and intensity of supervision can be increased
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at increasing cost, firms requiring higher effort would have both more supervisors and
higher wages. Groshen and Krueger (1990) point out that the same applies if there is a
possibility of substitution between staff and supervisors because higher staff wages lead
firms to substitute supervisors for staff for given supervisor wages. They investigate the
wage-supervision relationship for registered nurses in the US, for whom they argue supervision can be taken as predetermined because minimum standards are set by states. For
nurses, they find a significant negative relationship, though not for other hospital staff for
whom they argue state regulated supervision appears more limited. They note, however,
that their method does not distinguish between more supervision reducing shirking for a
given wage and more supervision resulting in firms substituting low quality/low pay
nurses for high quality/high pay ones. Rebitzer and Robinson (1991) treat plant size as
the predetermined variable that affects the ability to monitor those workers that their
switching regression model selects as being in primary sector jobs, with monitoring
assumed to be more difficult in large plants than in small, and thus interpret the positive
effect of plant size on wages as resulting from monitoring intensity. The weakness here is
that they have no direct evidence on the amount of monitoring. Krueger (1991b) uses
whether or not a fast-food restaurant is company owned or a franchise as the predetermined variable that affects ability to monitor. Contract arrangements give managers of
company-owned outlets less incentive to monitor and supervise, which is supported by
survey evidence from employees about the adequacy of supervision in the two types of
outlet. Company-owned restaurants appear to pay assistant and shift managers significantly more (around 9%), though the difference for crew workers is small (2% for fulltime, insignificant for part-time). All these studies of supervision use cross-section data
and so are not in a position to test for employee fixed effects. Rebitzer (1995) uses data on
workers employed by contractors to plants in the petrochemical industry. He argues that
supervision by the host plant (as opposed to that by the contractor) is decided without clear
knowledge of the contractor's practices, so the relationship between the wage and host
plant supervision is less likely to be affected by omitted variables than where the employer
makes both decisions. This relationship has a significant negative slope, as predicted by
the theory.
Cappelli and Chauvin (1991) and Campbell (1994) investigate disciplinary dismissals.
The former use data on production workers from a large multi-plant manufacturing firm in
which all plants have the same wages and conditions of employment, negotiated with a
union on a firm-wide basis, and virtually identical production jobs within categories of
plants (assembly versus component plants). The one difference across plants is geographical location, and hence the wages available in other jobs in the local labor market.
Thus, in terms of the no shirking condition in its form (27), plants differ only in 0. In the
Shapiro-Stiglitz model there are no dismissals in equilibrium but these can be introduced
by having heterogeneous workers. Cappelli and Chauvin (1991) assume heterogeneity in
the discount factor 6, though heterogeneity in the disutility of work c would do equally
well. Then a higher value of 0 means that the no shirking condition is satisfied for only a
smaller proportion of employees, so a higher proportion shirk and are dismissed. In the
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data, the average disciplinary dismissal rate (dismissals per employee in the year studied)
was approximately 10%. They find that a higher wage premium does indeed have a
significant negative effect on the disciplinary dismissal rate, though the effect of local
unemployment rates and unemployment benefits (which one would expect also to affect U,
see Eq. (29)) are insignificant. They conclude that this is not a selection effect that results
from higher wage premia enabling the firm to hire employees less likely to shirk because
the wage premium at an earlier date (12 years earlier) is not significant in explaining
dismissals. Campbell (1994) looks at disciplinary dismissals rates using Employment
Opportunity Pilot Project (EOPP) data and, in this case, finds that they are significantly
reduced by higher local unemployment. The interpretation in this case is, however, more
complex because the wage may not be exogenous to the production unit. Consider Eq.
(30). Heterogeneity among workers is introduced by differences in c and, for any given
wage, those with c too high for this condition to be satisfied shirk and are dismissed as a
result. But when the wage w is endogenous, the production unit chooses the wage optimally given the proportion of workers who shirk. While a higher value of L/J would
presumably make it optimal to offer a lower wage, it is not clear that it is optimal to set
the wage such that a higher proportion of workers shirk.
Two studies, Drago and Heywood (1992) for the US and Ackum Agell (1994) for
Sweden, investigate motivation effects by using direct measures of employee effort
derived from surveys of employees. The former measures effort by a binary variable
that takes the value l if the employee responds that the job requires working hard. The
latter uses the employee' s report of the proportion of time at work spent actually working.
The results are very different. The former find that both the hourly wage and a supervisor' s
reported "insistence" on hard work have significant positive effects on work effort and a
shortage of comparable jobs in the local area a significantly negative effect. The latter finds
no significant wage effect, though some effect from unemployment, but comments that
smaller effects may be expected in Sweden because of the difficulty of dismissing employees. In both cases, however, the authors recognize the limitations of their measures of work
effort.
Brandt and Hosios (1996) consider explicitly the possibility that motivation need not
result in employees receiving rents. They have an exceptionally complete dataset providing detailed information about the timing of wage payments and other characteristics of
employment contracts, and about the characteristics of both parties to those contracts, for
21 villages in rural Northeast China in 1935. Limited access to credit by workers favors
front-loading of wage payments, as does concern about whether an employer will renege
by, for example, changing working conditions. Limited access to credit by employers
favors back-loading of wage payments, as does concern about employee shirking. By
estimating a hedonic equation for the present discounted value of contracts in terms of
their characteristics, and both a demand equation by workers and a supply equation by
firms for the degree offi'ont-loading, they conclude that both sides were credit constrained.
Moreover, by using variables related to reputation effects (whether parties to the contract
are from the same village and the involvement of third parties), they conclude that the
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primary incentive concern was with employee shirking and that this was dealt with
primarily by reputation effects. It thus seems that in markets that are not anonymous,
reputation effects are an effective response to motivation issues.
In summary, there is considerable evidence from these econometric studies that
employees receive rents from continuing employment but that, in itself, is consistent
with many explanations other than motivation with unverifiable performance. There is
some, though rather less, evidence of employees receiving rents at the time of hiring.
Several studies have found significant effects of wages and unemployment on productivity, though it is hard to be sure that these are genuine efficiency wage effects. Of the studies
more directly focused on variables relating to the motivation model, the evidence on
supervision is conflicting, though it is not clear that all the studies actually identify
relationships appropriate for testing the model. The direct measures of effort that have
been used to estimate wage-effort relationships have serious limitations. That higher
wages reduce disciplinary dismissals seems to be rather more securely established.
Taken together, these econometric studies provide sufficient evidence not to reject out
of hand that motivational issues have an impact on wages, but the evidence they provide is
not overwhelmingly convincing on this.
In interpreting this evidence, it should be remembered that motivational issues may be
important in the minds of managers and employees because of the need to make sure the
incentive compatibility constraints are satisfied without preventing market clearing at the
start of matches if reputation, turnover costs, specific investments, or commitments to
performance bonuses or promotions are important in practice. In looking for motivational
effects on wages, it makes sense to look at jobs, for example those in fast-food restaurants
studied by Krueger (1991b), in which these other elements are less likely to play an
important role.

5.9. C o n c l u s i o n s o n c o n t r a c t s to m o t i v a t e e m p l o y e e s

A central point from the theory of motivation with unverifiable performance is that, for
employment to take place, there must he sufficient gain in the future from sticking to an
agreement over what the parties would individually receive if the match ended because
one or the other cheated. If, however, reputation effects are sufficiently strong, that does
not necessarily require either party to make a gain over what they would get by simply
quitting the match. Even if reputation effects are not sufficiently strong, the need to
motivate employees by itself implies only that at least one party gains fi'om a match, it
does not determine w h i c h party gains. A high basic wage without a bonus can, for example, ensure the employee receives a gain, a lower basic wage with a bonus that the firm
does. Or they can divide the gain between them. Or, if turnover costs or specific investments are sufficiently large, who gains from continuing an existing match can be determined by the contracts used to protect investments, without any need for there to be a gain
from forming a new match. And, if there is a gain to one party from forming a new match,
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it can as well go to firms in a market with unfilled vacancies as to employees in the form of
efficiency wages in a market with unemployment.
Faced with so many possibilities, a natural way to start investigating the model empirically is to look for evidence of the basic building blocks that are fundamental to it. There
seems ample evidence that managers regard motivation as a serious issue, that appropriate
performance cannot simply be guaranteed by formal performance incentives, monitoring,
and supervision alone. There also seems evidence that managers think that, if they cut
wages below what employees regard as fair, employees will respond in a way that will hurt
the firm, not just by immediately quitting. A weak labor market is not thought sufficient
reason for cutting wages to be regarded as fair. Experimental evidence indicates that some
of these views are actually practiced by experimental subjects in the laboratory, though
other effects such as gift exchange seem to be present there as well. However, econometric
evidence has not provided a very convincing answer as to how much impact the underlying mechanisms have on wages and profits in practice. A sensible conclusion would thus
seem to be that, while the basic issue of motivating employees when performance is
unverifiable seems real enough in practice, there is not yet a clear picture about the
quantitative significance of its overall effect on wages, profits, and employment.
If it were to have a significant effect, could it account for the evidence on wage behavior
discussed in Section 2? Clearly, it could account for similar employees earning different
wages in different firms if monitoring costs, exogenous turnover rates, effort requirements,
or divisions of rents are different. The business cycle properties are less immediately
apparent from what has been said above. For efficiency wage equilibria as in Shapiro
and Stiglitz (1984), differences in productivity levels that result in different zero profit
lines in Fig. 6 trace out wage-employment combinations along the no shirking condition,
which is more elastic than the labor supply curve. (The latter is vertical in this case.)
Kimball (1994) and MacLeod et al. (1994) show that this property applies also to (different) dynamic versions of the model in which productivity shocks shift the zero profit
condition though, for yet another different dynamic specification, Strand (1992) argues
that the effect is likely to be smaller than indicated by the elasticity of the no shirking
condition itself. Nevertheless, MacLeod et al. (1994) show that, calibrated to standard
deviations in GNP and real wages for the US economy over the period 1954-1989, the
model does a good job of accounting for standard deviations in unemployment, though less
so for standard deviation in employment.
These analyses all presume that the market outcome is always a point on the no shirking
condition, so all the rents from continued employment go to employees. Ramey and
Watson (1997) consider the case in which rents are shared in exogenous proportions unless
renegotiated to avoid inefficient separation. With specific investments and matching frictions added, they show that the effect of a productivity shock on output is both magnified
and highly persistent. At present, however, there is no well developed theory of rent
division in this context and, unless supplemented by such a theory, the underlying framework implies only that the wage lies within the bounds of the participation conditions
illustrated in Fig. 2. To generate the nominal wage effects illustrated in Fig. 1, what
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determines the division of rents in any such theory (e.g., the concept of fairness) would
have to be sensitive to nominal, as well as real, aspects of the economic environment.

6. Concluding remarks
This chapter has reviewed recent developments in three types of individual employment
contracts, contracts to allocate risk, contracts to protect investments, and contracts to
motivate employees when performance is not verifiable in court. Other reasons for
contracts between employers and employees are discussed in other chapters of this Handbook.
The extent to which each of these three types of contract generates patterns resembling
those in actual labor markets has been discussed extensively above. A recurring theme is
that they are better able to generate those patterns when the practical issues of enforcement
and the possibilities for renegotiation are recognized. Once those practical issues are taken
into account, all three types of contract can generate wage changes that are more damped
relative to employment changes than in a spot market with the same labor supply and
marginal product curves without resulting in a complete rigidity of wages for continuing
employees that would be clearly counterfactual. They can also generate wages that differ
for equally productive employees depending on how tight the labor market in which they
were initially hired, the extent of turnover costs, the type of investments they work with,
and the arrangements adopted for motivating them. The literature on contracts to protect
investments provides an interesting link with the legal presumptions about conditions for
modification of contracts in the absence of specific agreement to the contrary. That on
contracts to motivate employees provides a framework within which one may possibly
interpret employers' views about the roles of fairness and morale.
A serious weakness in generating patterns in the data concerns the nominal effects that
appear in wage changes. Insurance models have an inherent problem here since their
whole purpose is to insure real variables and the literature on motivation has contributed
little on this issue. With contracts to protect investments, contracts in nominal terms are
efficient in some circumstances and differ from menu cost explanations of nominal effects
in having no bias against very small nominal wage changes. However, contracts in real
terms are also efficient under many of these circumstances and then the positive case for
nominal contracts depends on there being some cost, however small, to indexing.
In common with other contracting models, the equilibrium wage-employment combinations in the models reviewed here do not typically correspond to intersections of demand
and supply curves. Indeed, they may not correspond to points on either of those curves. As
a result, it is not appropriate to view employment as determined by a wage negotiation
process given a labor demand curve. When renegotiation ensures efficient employment, a
more appropriate view is that employment is determined at the efficient level and wages
are the outcome of a contracting process to allocate risk or protect investments given that
the parties recognize that renegotiation may occur. The wage-employment relationship
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may then look very different from either a supply or a demand curve. With turnover costs
and fixed wages, for example, sticky wages and wages that respond asymmetrically to
upward and downward shocks are an efficient response to a well defined contracting
problem and do not, by themselves, indicate inefficiencies in labor markets. This does
not, of course, mean that the forces of supply and demand are absent. By determining the
values of alternative opportunities (the outside options), these forces constrain the set of
possible wage outcomes. The scope for contracts to have significant effects on wage levels
depends on how tightly constrained those possible outcomes are.
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Abstract

We survey the theoretical literature on careers in organizations, focusing on models that address
detailed evidence or stylized facts. We begin with what we call building-block models: humancapital acquisition, job assignment, incentive contracting, efficiency wages, and tournaments. We
then show how these building blocks can be combined and enriched to address various aspects of
careers. We first focus on applied models aimed at outcomes familiar from labor economics: wage
growth in the absence of promotions, promotions used for job assignment, promotions used to
provide incentives, and separation. We then consider topics more often discussed in human resource
management and organization theory than in labor economics: politics, social relations, and work
practices. We end by reviewing three models that address broad patterns of detailed evidence rather
than a few stylized facts. © 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
JEL codes: J24; J31; J33; J41; M12

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n

Sociologists have long argued that we live in an organizational society: "all important
social processes either have their origin in formal organizations or are strongly mediated
by them" (Perrow, 1986, vii). In particular, classic accounts such as W h y t e ' s (1956) The
Organization Man and Kanter's (1977) Men and Women o f the Corporation strongly
suggest that pay, promotions, occupational choice, skill development, mobility, and a
host of other employment outcomes are not determined in an institution-free labor market
but instead are deeply affected by organizational structures and processes.
Economists, for their part, have produced substantial evidence that long-term attachments
between workers and firms are important. For example, Hall (1982) found that over 25% of
all workers were in jobs that would last 20 years or more and over 60% were in jobs that
would last 5 years or more. More recently, Farber (1997) found that long-term attachments
declined somewhat between t979 and 1996 but still characterize a substantial fraction of
current jobs. Beyond this kind of evidence, however, modern labor economics has relatively
little to say about employment relationships. Several research areas in labor economics
(such as unemployment duration and labor-force participation) end precisely when an
employment relationship begins; others (such as on-the-job search and human-capital
models of earnings) reduce the employment relationship to a wage, or at most a wage profile.
One could argue that economics is about markets, so labor economics should focus on
the labor market, leaving the study of employment relationships to scholars in human
resource management, industrial relations, organizational psychology, and organizational
sociology. In this chapter we attempt to jump-start the opposite approach: we survey the
emerging labor-economics literature on careers in organizations, focusing on theoretical
models that can be (or, better still, have been) tested, and we suggest how future models
promise to explain detailed patterns of evidence about employment relationships.
Most of the early labor-economics literature on careers in organizations was either theoretical or empirical. The theoretical side was dominated by analyses of labor- and product-
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market structures (monopsony, monopoly, and so on) and the prediction in the competitive
case that a worker's wage should be equal to his marginal product. In these theories, the firm
was a black box: predictions concerning wages and hours worked were derived by considering aggregate labor- and product-market conditions, and predictions concerning career
development and job design were essentially non-existent. In contrast, the empirical side
was dominated by descriptive analyses of how work is actually organized inside firms. Much
of the empirical work, such as the landmark treatise by Doeringer and Piore (1971),
suggested that the existing theoretical analyses were either incomplete or wrong.
Beginning with work by Becker, Holmstrom, Lazear, and Rosen, a new literatm-e ha~
begun to reduce this dichotomy between theory and evidence. These and subsequent
authors have taken descriptive and econometric analyses of careers in organizatio~more seriously, and have modeled what goes on inside the black box in ways that heip
us understand this evidence. Rather than the old state of affairs, where tile theoretical aug
empirical perspectives were often either unrelated or contradictory, we now see the beginnings of a symbiotic relationship between the two.
The chapter is divided into three parts. In part one (Section 2), we discuss buildingblock models. In part two (Sections 3 and 4), we discuss applied models that attempt to
explain various pieces of evidence, often by extending or combining building-block
models. Section 3 covers applied models in labor economics, Section 4 human resource
management and organization theory. Finally, in part three (Section 5) we discuss an
emerging literature that considers integrative models - that is, models built to explain
broad patterns of detailed evidence rather than a few stylized facts.
The building-block models we consider in Section 2 are human-capital acquisition, job
assignment, incentive contracting, efficiency wages, and tournaments. The human-capital
discussion begins with the seminal work of Becker (1962, 1964). We then discuss the
limitations of the Beckerian framework, focusing on issues such as observability, contractibility, and ex post bargaining. In the job-assignment discussion we begin with models of
full information and clarify the circumstances under which efficient assignment is determined by comparative advantage. We then consider models of how a worker's job assignment may vary during her career due to learning. Finally, we consider three ways in which
incentives are provided within firms: contracts, efficiency wages, and tournaments. The
discussion of incentive contracts begins with the classic agency perspective developed in
Holmstrom (1979, 1982a) and then considers what happens when performance measures
do not perfectly capture the worker's contribution to the firm. The discussion of efficiency
wages begins with a simple repeated-game model and then considers how bonding affects
the analysis. The discussion of tournaments begins with Lazear and Rosen (1981) and then
considers the differences between a single contest and a sequence of contests.
The second part of the survey shows how the building-block models discussed in
Section 2 can be extended and combined to address various aspects of careers in organizations. This part of the survey is divided into two sections. Section 3 focuses on applied
models aimed at outcomes familiar from labor economics: wage growth in the absence of
promotions, promotions used for job assignment, promotions used to provide incentives,
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and separation. In the discussion of wage growth we consider how monitoring, selfselection, and learning can all lead to substantial wage growth during a worker's career,
even in the absence of human-capital acquisition and promotion possibilities. In the
discussion of promotions as assignments, we consider how both learning and humancapital acquisition can explain why workers move up a job ladder as they age, while
the discussion of promotions as incentive devices considers incentives for effort and
incentives for skill acquisition. Finally, the discussion of separations considers issues
such as why quits are associated with higher average wage changes than are layoffs,
and how the information structure in the labor market affects separation decisions.
Section 4 again considers applied models, but this time focused on topics more often
discussed in human resource management and organization theory than in labor economics: politics, social relations, and work practices. By politics we mean interactions across
levels of a hierarchy, in cases where the subordinate would like to influence a (noncontractible) decision to be taken by the superior. As aspects of politics we discuss
influence activities and side contracting. By social relations we mean interactions within
a level of a hierarchy rather than across. We discuss how peer pressure and mutual
monitoring affect equilibrium effort levels. Finally, by work practices we mean innovative
human-resource practices such as teams and empowerment that many argue are associated
with high levels of firm performance. Here we consider whether theories of complementarities in the workplace can explain this evidence.
The third part of the survey, which appears in Section 5, reviews papers from an
emerging literature in which integrative models address a broad pattern of evidence rather
than one or a few facts. The advantage of this approach is that any single fact may be
consistent with multiple theoretical models, so one way of choosing among theories is by
evaluating the extent to which a theory is consistent with a broad pattern of evidence. We
review three papers from this literature. The first is an early paper in this vein, Harris and
Holmstrom (1982), in which firms learn about workers' abilities and provide insurance to
risk-averse workers through the compensation scheme. Harris and Holmstrom show that
their model can explain a number of empirical findings, including that wages grow with
labor-market experience even if productivity does not (Medoff and Abraham, 1980, 1981),
that the variance of wages grows with labor-market experience (Mincer, 1974), and that
the wage distribution exhibits positive skewness (Mincer, 1974).
The more recent papers we review are Demougin and Siow (1994) and Gibbons and
Waldman (1999). Demougin and Siow construct a model in which some young unskilled
workers undergo training, in the hope that they will become qualified to be a manager. A
key assumption of their model is that a firm incurs a hiring cost when the managerial
position is filled with an outsider. Demougin and Siow show that their model can generate
various familiar practices, such as fast-track promotions, up-or-out rules, and promotion
from within. Gibbons and Waldman consider a model that combines job assignment, onthe-job human-capital acquisition, and learning. They show that their model explains
many of the findings in the recent empirical study by Baker et al. (1994a,b), as well as
a number of the earlier empirical results of Medoff and Abraham (1980, 1981).
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Throughout the chapter we attempt to assess the extent to which the theoretical models
surveyed match the available evidence concerning careers in organizations. Gibbons
(1997) summarizes much of the evidence available through 1995. Even though Gibbons
largely focuses on white-collar, salaried workers in large, contemporary US firms, the
evidence he summarizes comes from a variety of sources, including human resource
management, industrial relations, organizational psychology, organizational sociology,
as well as labor economics. The evidence also comes in a variety of styles: longitudinal
microdata on individuals of the kind commonly used in labor economics, such as Abowd
and Card (1989); longitudinal personnel files from single firms, such as Baker et al.
(1994a,b); and static case studies, such as Murphy (1991). Some of the latest evidence
comes in an exciting new form: longitudinal data on individuals and firms (Abowd et al.,
1999), allowing one to distinguish between unmeasured aspects of workers (such as
ability) and unmeasured policies of firms (such as efficiency wages and wage-tenure
profiles).
Because of these varieties of data sources and styles, it is important to know which
findings hold in which environments. Gibbons therefore suggests ten core questions that
future empirical papers could usefully address before focusing on their particular
concerns. (In fact, it would be helpful if authors of existing papers could return to their
datasets to answer any of the questions they did not answer in their original papers.) Some
of these questions are: Is there a fast track? Are nominal wage cuts rare? Are changes in
wage residuals serially correlated? Do wage increases forecast promotions? Do wages
increase and are promotions more likely for those with higher performance evaluations?
And is the effect of seniority on wages independent of controls for performance evaluation? The three theoretical papers we summarize in Section 5 show that models can speak
to collections of questions of this kind, and more importantly that some models match
broad patterns of evidence rather well.
In spite of our discussions of building-block models, applied models, and integrative
models, we are unable to offer a comprehensive survey of all the work related to careers in
organizations. For example, there has been significant recent progress in understanding the
nature of contracts in the labor market; our survey only touches on some of these recent
developments, but see Malcomson (1999) in this Handbook. Similarly, the nature of
careers in organizations is clearly affected by decisions about the boundaries of the firm
(i.e., which tasks and production processes are housed within a firm and which are in other
firms); our survey scarcely mentions this boundaries issue, but it is the main subject of the
theory of the firm, on which see Holmstrom and Tirole (1989) and Holmstrom and
Roberts (1998).

2. Building-block models
This section surveys models and concepts that are frequently employed as building blocks
in more complex models of careers in organizations. The five topics we cover are human-
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capital acquisition, job assignment, incentive contracting, efficiency wages, and tournaments.
2.1. H u m a n - c a p i t a l acquisition

The modern theory of human-capital acquisition within the firm begins with the seminal
contribution of B ecker (1962, 1964); other early work includes Mincer (1962) and Schultz
(1963). Becket's analysis focused on two distinct cases: general and firm-specific human
capital. General human capital refers to training that is valued equally by many firms,
while specific human capital refers to training that has value at the firm providing the
training but no value elsewhere. Becker's analysis of general human capital is straightforward: a worker's wage after training simply equals the value of the worker at both the
initial employer and elsewhere, so the worker must finance the training through a lower
wage during the training period. That is, since the return to training is completely captured
by the worker rather than the firm, the firm will be willing to provide training only if the
worker (ultimately) bears the cost.
In contrast, the cost of and the return to specific human capital are shared by the worker
and the firm. The logic here is as follows. Since specific training is not valued by alternative
employers, the firm is not forced by outside offers to have the post-training wage reflect the
increased productivity from training. But if the firm captures all the returns from the worker's increased productivity then the worker may have an incentive to quit (e.g., to follow a
spouse), and this possibility decreases the firm's expected return from training. As a result,
the firm chooses to pay a post-training wage that includes at least part of the increased
productivity from training, which in turn means that the worker will again be willing to
finance part of the cost of training through a lower wage during the training period.
One literature that grew out of Becker's work focuses on general human capital and
optimal investment decisions; see Weiss (1986) for a survey. For example, Ben-Porath
(1967) considers a setting where at each instant a worker must decide how to allocate his
time between producing output and investing in the accumulation of general human capital
(i.e., there is no specific capital or leisure). Other important assumptions are that an
individual's capital stock depreciates at a constant rate, that there is unlimited borrowing
and lending, and that the human-capital production function exhibits diminishing marginal
returns. Ben-Porath shows that this simple model captures a number of characteristics of
observed life-cycle earnings such as an initial period of no earnings (e.g., during schooling), a subsequent period where earnings rise at a decreasing rate, and a final period in
which earnings decline.
This life-cycle approach has been extended to incorporate leisure (Weiss, 1972; Killingsworth, 1982), borrowing constraints (Wallace and Inhen, 1975), and uncertainty
(Levhari and Weiss, 1974; Williams, 1979). These extensions have shown that the
approach can capture further empirical regularities. For example, incorporating leisure
allows the framework to capture the findings of Mincer (1974) and Ghez and Becker
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(1975) that hours of work first rise and then decline with age, and that hours peak prior to
the peak in earnings.
Another literature that grew out of Becker's work focuses on specific human capital. In
Becker's analysis of specific human capital, the determination and consequences of the
quit decision are not formally derived. Hashimoto (1981) formalizes Becker's argument;
see also Parsons (1972). In Hashimoto's analysis, there is uncertainty concerning the
worker's post-training productivity at both the cun'ent employer and other potential
employers, and the post-training wage is decided prior to the realization of these productivities. Hashimoto shows that, if the post-training wage cannot be made a function of
these productivity realizations and there is no renegotiation, then it is efficient for the cost
of training and the return to training to be shared by the worker and the firm. Similar to the
logic from Becker, the rationale is that sharing minimizes the losses associated with
inefficient quit and dismissal decisions.
Hall and Lazear (1984) also consider quit and dismissal decisions in the presence of
specific human capital, but their analysis moves away from a focus on Becket's sharing
hypothesis. They begin by considering three simple ways that the post-training wage can
be determined: (i) the wage is fixed prior to training, as in the Becker and Hashimoto
analyses; (ii) the firm sets the wage after observing the realization of the worker's posttraining productivity with the current employer; and (iii) the worker sets the wage after
observing the realization of her post-training productivity with potential employers. Hall
and Lazear show that none of these wage-determination schemes leads to first-best quit
and dismissal decisions, and that any of the three can be superior to the other two. They
then consider a variety of other wage-determination schemes such as piece rates, severance payments, and offer matching (where each party matches the alternative offers of the
other) and argue that, although each may theoretically result in efficient separation, each is
typically infeasible because of information limitations. 2
Becker's analysis of human-capital investment is clearly an important contribution to
our understanding of earnings and skill development, but in some ways the analysis is
I Other studies that consider Becket's sharing hypothesis are Mortensen (1978) and Carmichael (1983).
Mortensenargues that sharingdoes not lead to a first-bestoutcomebecauseeach party does not take into account
the effects of its quit/dismissaldecision on the welfare of the other. In the context of a job-matchingmodel, he
then explores the efficiencyproperties of severancepaymentsand offer matching.Carmichaelconsiders a twoperiod modelwhere a worker's second-periodproductivityand second-periodjob satisfactionare stochastic, and
focuses on the efficiencypropertiesof a compensationscheme characterizedby a fixednumberof high-wagejobs
into which workers are promoted at the end of their careers. He shows that the optimal compensationscheme of
this type results in smallerefficiencylosses than the sharing arrangementconsideredby Becker and Hashimoto.
2Meyerson and Satterthwaite (1983) provide a formal analysisof a more general problem that supports Hall
and Lazear's conclusion.Meyerson and Satterthwaite considerthe most efficienttrading mechanismwhen there
is a buyer and a seller of a single object, and each party's valuationfor the object is privatelyknown.Consistent
with Hall and Lazear's conclusion,Meyerson and Satterthwaite show that it is impossible to have a trading
mechanismthat satisfiesincentivecompatibility,individualrationality,and ex post efficiency.In other words, in
the setting considered by Hall and Lazear, there exists no feasible wage-determinationscheme that achieves
separation efficiency.
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quite limited. His analysis implicitly assumes that a worker and firm can sign a courtenforceable contract that specifies pre- and post-training wages and investment levels in
general and specific human capital. But it is not at all clear that such an approach is
realistic. Human-capital investment levels are typically not specified in contracts, and it
is not clear that such investment levels are even contractible variables. Furthermore, posttraining wages are not typically specified in a contract, and can often be renegotiated after
training has taken place.
Our feeling is that an equally useful approach to human-capital investment would assume
that investment levels are not contractible and that post-training wages are determined by
bargaining. Malcomson (1997) surveys recent models in this spirit. As one simple base case,
imagine a two-period setting where a worker acquires general and/or specific human capital
during the first period, leading to increased productivity during the second period. Rather
than having the investment levels being enforced by contract, both the worker and the firm
choose human-capital investments non-cooperatively. Further, whether separation occurs
and the second-period wage if it does not are determined by Nash bargaining between the
worker and the firm after second-period productivities have been revealed.
This approach to human-capital investment introduces a number of issues that do not
arise in Becket's formulation. For example, the hold-up problem originally analyzed by
Williamson (1975, 1979) and Klein et al. (1978) suggests that both parties will underinvest
in specific human capital; see Grout (1984) and Hart and Moore (1988) for formal analyses
related to this argument. The logic is as follows. Consider the worker's choice of an
investment level in specific human capital. Given that the post-training wage is determined
by Nash bargaining, an increase in second-period productivity due to an increase in this
investment level will be partially, but not fully, captured by the worker through a higher
second-period wage. In turn, since the increase in the second-period wage does not fully
reflect the increase in productivity, the worker has an incentive to underinvest. A similar
argument suggests the firm will also underinvest in specific human capital. 3
Other interesting issues arise in this framework when asymmetric learning is introduced. Asymmetric learning means that a worker's current employer learns more about
the worker's productivity than do other potential employers. For example, Chang and
Wang (1996) consider a model with some of the features described above, but also assume
asymmetric learning; see also Katz and Ziderman (1990). Specifically, in Chang and
Wang's model, investment in human capital is not contractible and the post-training
wage for a worker who remains with the first-period employer is determined by Nash
bargaining between the worker and the first-period employer. The authors introduce
asymmetric learning by assuming that the investment choice of the first-period employer
is not observed by other potential employers.
3Williamson (1985, chapter 10) analyzes hold-up in the labor context and develops arguments concerning
unions, grievanceprocedures, and seniorityrules. Zabojnik(1998) argues that, in response to workers' incentive
to underinvestin specificcapital, firmsmay providemanagerswith an incentiveto maximizesales in addition to
profits. The logicis that this makesmanagersless aggressivein post-investmentbargainingoverwages,whichin
turn increases workers' incentive to invest.
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C h a n g and W a n g derive two major results. First, there is undefinvestment in human
capital, where the severity of the underinvestment is negatively related to the specificity of
the capital. This result contrasts with W i l l i a m s o n ' s perspective described above, where
underinvestment is more severe when human capital is more specific. Second, investmer~
in human capital is positively related to the probability that the worker remains with the
first-period employer in the second period, even when human capital is purely g e n e r a l
This result contrasts with the standard argument in which investments in general human
capital are independent of the probability that the worker remains with the pre-training
employer. Both of Chang and W a n g ' s results follow from the non-contractibility of the
investment in combination with asymmetric learning. Because potential employers cannot
observe the firm's investment, the market wage is independent of the investment the firm
chooses. Because the investment is not contractible, the firm cannot offer a trade-off
between the pre-training wage and the investment level. As a result, the firm's incentive
to invest is determined s o M y by the amount of the increased productivity that the firm is
able to capture in second-period profits. The two results described above then follow
because Nash bargaining determines the post-training wage.
Acemoglu and Pischke (1998) develop an alternative model of asymmetric learning
about human-capital acquisition. 4 They incorporate asymmetric learning into a Beckcrian
framework (i.e., both the training level and the post-training wage are specified in the
initial employment contract). Their information asymmetry was initially explored by
Greenwald (1986): a w o r k e r ' s first-period employer observes the worker's ability belt
potential employers do not; as a result, workers who change employers are drawn disproportionately from the low end o f the ability distribution. (See Section 3.4 for more on
G r e e n w a l d ' s analysis.) Because of adverse selection, the firm earns monopsony-type rents
on the workers that are retained. Thus, in contrast to the standard Beckerian story, firms
have an incentive to finance the acquisition of purely general human capital. 5 In addition
to developing the theory, the authors provide evidence concerning German apprentices
that supports their theoretical analysis. 6
2.2. Job assignment

A n important feature of careers in organizations is the assignment of workers to jobs
within the firm; see Sattinger (1993) for a survey. Sattinger (1975) and Rosen (1978)
4 Scoones and Bernhardt (1998) also consider a model of human-capital acquisition involving asymmetric
information. In their model human-capital investment is not contractible, and the worker must decide whether to
invest in general or specificcapital. Scoones and Bernhardt show that, if workers can commit to the nature of their
human-capital investment, then they will choose to invest in specific capital. The logic of their argument is that,
by committing to invest in specific human capital, the worker creates a return for the initial employer in later
periods, and so increases the willingness for firms to bid for the worker up front.
5 Acemoghi and Pischke (1996) generalize the argument by showing that asymmetric learning is not necessary
to find this result; several labor-market imperfections that create monopsony-typerents can yield this conclusion.
6 For other evidence that firms share some of the costs and returns to general training see Barron et al. (1989),
Bishop (1991), and Loewenstein and Spletzer (1998).
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show that comparative advantage determines the assignment of workers to jobs in many
settings. But there are other settings in which comparative advantage is not the determining factor. W e begin by describing a simple environment where comparative advantage
does determine assignments. 7
Suppose each firm consists of two jobs, denoted 1 and 2. Let aij denote worker i's
productivity in j o b j, and let a representative firm's output be

Y = f(~ai~,

~'~;1i2),

(l)

where Eaij is the sum of the airs for all the workers that the firm assigns to j o b j (if a worker
splits his time between jobs then his ability is multiplied by the proportion of the time he
spends in j o b j). In this setting, assignments will typically be determined by comparative
advantage. 8 For example, suppose that an individual of type 1 has a comparative advantage at j o b 1 (and thus an individual of type 2 has a comparative advantage at j o b 2):

all/aaj > al:/a2z.

(2)

Then it cannot be the case that an individual of type 1 will be assigned to j o b 2 and an
individual of type 2 will be assigned to j o b 1. To see this, note that in staffing j o b j , a firm
will prefer a worker of type i over a worker of type i ~if the wage per unit of productivity is
lower for worker i: wi/a 0 < Wi,[aflj o r aij[aitj > Wi/Wi t, where wi is the wage for a worker of
type i. Eq. (2) tells us that it cannot simultaneously be the case that al:/a22 > Wl/Wz and
azl]all > w2[w ~. Thus, a worker of type 1 cannot be assigned to j o b 2 while a type 2
worker is assigned to j o b 1.
In contrast to the setting above, there are many environments in which comparative
advantage is not the deciding factor; for examples, see Rosen (1982), W a l d m a n (1984a),
and M a c D o n a l d and Markusen (1985). As a simple example, suppose again that each
firm consists of two jobs, but now suppose each j o b can be filled by at most one worker
and a worker cannot split his time between jobs. To see that assignment is not always
consistent with comparative advantage in this setting, suppose that output is ail q- ai2 if
both jobs are filled but is zero if one or both jobs is left vacant, and that there are two
worker types of equal numbers in the economy, where a l l = 10, a12 = 5, a21 = 25, and
a22 = 15. Eq. (2) tells us that workers of type 1 have a comparative advantage in j o b 1,
while workers of type 2 have a comparative advantage in j o b 2. But a firm that hires a
type 1 worker for j o b 1 and a type 2 worker for j o b 2 produces an output of 25, while
reversing the assignments keeps the wage bill the same and increases output to 30. Thus,
7 Our discussion assumes that workers are heterogeneous. Rosen (1983) shows how human-capital accumulation can create comparative advantage starting from a situation where workers are identical. The logic is that in
equilibrium workers have an incentive to specialize in the skills that they acquire.
8We are assuming that workers do not inherently prefer one job over another (i.e., a worker simply takes the
job that offers the highest wage). See Friedman and Kuznets (1954) for an early analysis in which workers have
inherent preferences for one job over another and Rosen (1986a) for a survey on the resulting "equalizing
differences."
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the equilibrium assignment is that type 2 workers are assigned to j o b 1 while type 1
workers are assigned to job 2.
A key difference between our two examples concerns whether assigning multiple workers to a j o b is identical to assigning a single worker whose productivity is the sum of the
productivities of the multiple workers. In settings where these options are identical,
comparative advantage will typically determine the equilibrium assignments. But when
there are jobs in the firm that must be staffed by a single worker, equilibrium assignments
will frequently not be consistent with comparative advantage. 9 In many of the papers that
develop this point, j o b s vary in terms of the value that is placed on ability, with the result
that high-ability workers are assigned to the jobs that value ability more highly. 10
Neither of the examples above assumes (or derives) that jobs are ordered in a j o b ladder,
but both have been extended in this direction. Sattinger (1975) considers a model where
output on each job is a function of the sum of the productivities of the (potentially)
multiple workers assigned to the job, and thus comparative advantage determines assignment in his setting. Rosen (1982) and W a l d m a n (1984a) consider models in which at least
some jobs must be staffed by a single worker, with the result that high-ability workers are
assigned to j o b s that value ability more highly. In all three models, for some parameterizations, higher-ability workers are assigned to higher levels o f the firm's j o b ladder.
Geanakoplos and Milgrom (1991) develop a more detailed model of workers' decisionmaking limitations, and also derive conditions under which higher-ability workers are
assigned to higher levels of the firm's j o b ladder.
So far, we have considered j o b assignment under full information: all firms know each
worker's ability exactly. A number of authors have considered symmetric learning: all
firms gradually learn workers' abilities, but at any point in time all firms are equally well
informed about each w o r k e r ' s ability. For example, M a c D o n a l d (1982a) considers a
setting in which assignments would be determined by comparative advantage under full
information; related analyses appear in Ross et al. (1981) and MacDonald (1982b).
MacDonald (1982a) finds that equilibrium assignments are still determined by comparative advantage, although this is now determined by expected worker types rather than
actual worker types. Another finding is that expected productivity and expected wage are
both positively related to labor-market experience. This occurs because, as a worker ages,
firms become more certain of the worker's ability, so assignments become more efficient
and expected output rises. This result is of interest because it provides a rationale other

9 There are many settings in which assigning multiple workers to a job is not identical to assigning a single
worker whose productivity is the sum of the productivities of the multiple workers. For example, this arises when
a job is associated with the use of a machine that can only be used by one person at a time, so any additional
workers would be idle.
t0 Ttris last point is sometimes referred to as the "scale of operations effect," because high-ability workers are
assigned to jobs that have control over more resources, since it is these jobs which value ability more highly; see
Mayer (1960) and Spun"(1987). A related idea is the assignment of workers to jobs in "winner-take-all" markets;
see Rosen (1981) and Frank and Cook (1995).
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than the standard human-capital explanation for why wages grow over a career. In Section
3.1 we discuss still other explanations for this evidence.
Murphy (1986) also considers a setting in which firms are imperfectly informed about a
worker's ability at the beginning of the worker's career and gradually learn about the
worker's ability as the career progresses. Murphy assumes that ability is single-dimensional, but a worker's output depends on both the worker's ability and the amount of
capital that she is assigned. He also assumes that ability and capital are complements:
output is the product of the two. From these assumptions, Murphy derives three results.
First, because ability and capital are complements, the amount of capital assigned to a
worker in any period is an increasing function of the worker's expected ability at that date.
Second, because beliefs about ability become more precise as a worker ages, the assignment of capital to workers becomes more efficient, so expected productivity and expected
wage are positively related to labor-market experience. Third, because the rate of learning
decreases with age, the rate of increase in expected output eventually declines with age, so
expected productivity and expected wage are both concave in labor-market experience.
2.3. Incentive contracting

Another important issue concerning careers in organizations is the manner in which firms
provide workers with incentives to exert effort. This subsection briefly introduces the
contracting approach to this problem. Jl The following two subsections consider the efficiency-wage and tournament approaches to incentives.
The classic approach to incentive contracting is the agency perspective developed by
Mirrlees (1974, 1976), Holmstrom (1979), and Shavell (1979), which focuses on the tradeoff between risk and incentives. In this approach, an agent chooses an effort level e, but
incurs a cost of effort c(e), where c ~ > 0 and c H > 0. There is noise in the production
process, in the sense that the output produced by the agent's effort is uncertain, but higher
effort levels lead to higher expected output. The agent's output, y, is owned by an individual called the principal. A contract between the principal and the agent specifies a wage
for the agent, w(y), that is contingent on the realized value of output. Finally, the agent is
risk-averse and has a reservation utility level Uo. To provide full insurance to the riskaverse agent, the principal should pay the agent a constant wage, but that provides no
incentive for effort. To provide first-best incentives, the principal should pay the worker
w(y) = y - F (equivalent to selling the firm to the agent for a fixed fee of F), but that
provides no insurance. The efficient contract trades off these goals of full insurance and
first-best incentives.
To develop intuition, consider the linear-normal-exponential case. Let the production
function be linear: y = e + e, where e is a normally distributed noise term with mean zero
and variance o-2. Assume that the contract is also linear: w(y) = s + by, where s is the
11See Malcomson (1999) and Prendergast (1999) for surveys that emphasize theoretical perspectives, and
Rosen (! 992) and Murphy (1999) for surveys that focus on executive compensation.
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Worker's salary and b is the proportion of output that the worker receives as a bonus or
commission. The agent's utility function is U(x) = - e -rx, where r > 0 is the agent's
coefficient of absolute risk aversion and x = w - c(e) is the agent's net payoff (i.e., the
realized wage minus the cost of effort). For simplicity, assume the principal is risk neutral
and so seeks to maximize the expected value of profit, y - w.
To maximize expected utility, the agent should choose the effort level that equates the
marginal cost of effort with its marginal benefit: c~(e) = b. Knowing that this is how the
agent will behave, the principal chooses s and b to maximize the expected value of profit,
namely (1 - b)e*(b) - s, where e*(b) solves cl(e) = b. Analysis of the principal's maximization problem yields that the efficient bonus rate, b*, is
b* = 1/(1 + r o 2 c ' ) .

(3)

This result is intuitive. Since r, tr 2, and c Hare all positive, the optimal bonus rate is strictly
between zero (full insurance) and one (first-best incentives, where c~(e) = 1). Further, Eq.
(3) also tells us that the optimal bonus rate is negatively related to the agent's risk aversion,
to the uncertainty in the production process, and to the rate at which marginal cost of eflbrt
increases. 12,13
A natural extension of the basic analysis concerns relative performance evaluation. That
is, if a single principal is contracting with multiple agents, to what extent should the
contract between the principal and any single agent depend on the realized outputs of
the other agents? 14 This issue is considered in Holmstrom (1982a). Suppose there are n
agents, where Yi ~ ei + Oi + el. Both Oi and ei are noise terms; the ~i's are independent
across agents but the 0i's may not be. Holmstrom showed that if the 0i's are also independent of each other then it is optimal to have each agent's pay depend on only the
realization of his own output, but that if the Oi's are correlated then it is optimal for each
agent's pay to depend on the realized outputs of the other agents. The basic idea underlying these results is that, for any agent i, relative performance evaluation is useful only t~
the extent that other agents' outputs provide information about agent i's noise terms. Whet~
the 0i's are independent, no information is provided and relative performance evaluation is
not used. When the 0~'s are correlated, other outputs provide information about 0, and
some form of relative performance evaluation is optimal.
~2Garen (1994) and Aggarwal and Samwick (1999) find evidence from executive compensation that the
optimal bonus rate is negatively related to the uncertainty in the firm's stock price.
~3In most cases the efficient linear contract derived here is inferior to various non-linear contracts. This was
first shown by Mirrlees (1974). See Holmstrom and Milgrom (1987) for a setting in which the best linear contract
is the optimal contract overall.
14A similar analysis arises when there are multiple principal-agent relationships in the economy, each consisting of a single principal and a single agent. The issue then is whether the agent's pay in any specific principalagent relationship should depend on the performance of other agents in the economy. A real-world example here
is whether a CEO's pay should depend only on the performance of the CEO's own firm, or whether performance
should be compared with the performances of competing firms. This issue has been studied by Antle and Smith
(1986), Gibbons and Murphy (1990), and Janakiraman et al. (1992). Antle and Smith find weak support for the use
of relative-performance evaluation in CEO pay; the others find stronger support.
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To see how relative-performance evaluation might work when the 0i's are correlated,
consider the following example. Suppose that Oi ---- 0 for all i, so that Yi = ei q- 0 q- "~i,
where (0, el,..., sn) are independent normal noise terms. Let zi denote the average of the
n - 1 other agents' outputs: zi = (YI + "'" + Y i - i q- Yi+l + "'" + y n ) / ( n -- 1). In this case,
the pure own-performance contract, w i = s + byi, subjects agent i to two noise terms, 0
and ei, while the pure relative-performance contract, w i = s + b ( y i - Z i ) , eliminates the
risk due to 0 but subjects the agent to risk from e~ and from the average of the realizations
of the n - l values for e j, j ~ i. In this example the efficient contract is neither the ownperfolxnance contract nor the relative-perfornaance contract, but instead is a contract of the
form w i = s + b y i - dzi, where b* > d* > 0. This contract reflects a trade-off between
eliminating the risk from 0 and avoiding the risk from the average of the realizations of the
n - 1 values for ej. In particular, as the variance of 0 increases, eliminating the risk from 0
becomes more important and d* approaches b* (i.e., the optimal contract approaches pure
relative perfol'mance).
This classic agency analysis is clear and compelling, but also has two important shortcomings. First, similar to our discussion of Becker's human-capital analysis, most workers
do not work under contracts of the sort assumed in the classic agency model. Instead,
incentives are often provided through bonuses, wage increases, and promotions, but these
payments or decisions are not formally tied to one's own performance or the performance
of others. Second, the trade-off between incentives and insurance is only one of the
important aspects of real-world attempts to tie pay to performance. In many cases,
tying pay to performance had consequences that are not captured by classic agency
analysis. For example, at Bausch and Lomb the hurdle for a bonus often entailed
double-digit earnings growth. Managers often met their targets in ways that were not
obviously in the best long-run interest of the firm (e.g., over half a million pairs of
"sold" sunglasses were discovered in a warehouse in Hong Kong (Maremont, 1995). 15
In the remainder of this subsection we consider two alternative approaches to incentive
contracting, each of which addresses one or both of the concerns just raised about the
classic agency analysis. The first approach follows Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991) and
Baker (1992) to offer an explanation for why incentive contracting sometimes leads to
undesired consequences. Their explanation focuses on the distinction between a worker's
total contribution to firm value, denoted by y, and the worker's measured performance,
denoted by p. In classic agency analysis, y and p are identical, but in many real-world
settings the two are very different. A worker's total contribution to firm value frequently
includes components such as the contemporaneous effects of the worker' s actions on coworkers and the long-run effects of the worker's current actions that are not captured in
contemporaneous measures of the worker's performance.
In Baker's model the worker's contribution to firm value is given by y = 0e + e, but
15 See Brown et al. (1996), Chevalier and Ellison (1997), Cragg (1997), and Oyer (1998) for systematic
empirical evidence in this spirit. On the other hand, see Lazear (1997) for systematic evidence that in some
environments piece-rate pay plans can function precisely as intended, with regard to both incentives and selection, as predicted in Lazear (1986a).
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measured performance is p = / x e + 3/. The variables s and y are noise terms, but 0 and p~
are features of the environment that are privately observed by the worker before choosing
an effort level. The worker's wage is a linear function of measured performance:
w = s + bp. In this setting, the worker has an incentive to work hard when doing so
will increase measured performance (i.e., when dp/de = / x is large) but the firm wants
the worker to supply high effort when doing so will increase the worker's contribution to
firm value (i.e., when dy/de = 0 is large). Hence, Baker finds thatp is a good performance
measure when there is a high correlation between dp/de and dy/de. When this correlation is
high, it is optimal for the firm to provide strong incentives by making b large. In contrast,
when this correlation is low, it is optimal for the firm to offer weak incentives by making b
small. The reason is that, related to the Bausch and Lomb example discussed above, when
measured performance is not closely related to the firm's goals, then strong incentives can
be dysfunctional, making weak incentives optimal.
The second alternative approach to incentive contracting considers "relational"
contracts used to provide incentives in ongoing relationships. 16 In many cases it is impossible to measure a worker's total contribution to firm value in a manner that could be
verified by a court, yet well informed insiders may agree on the worker's contribution (or
at least on an estimate of that contribution). When this is the case, the worker and firm may
decide to use a relational contract that is based on their mutual assessment of the worker's
total contribution y rather than a formal contract based on an objective but distortionary
performance measure p. The potential drawback is that relational contracts are backed
only by the parties' reputations rather than the courts, which means that when the contract
calls for the firm to pay a large wage the firm may be tempted to renege.
The idea of a relational incentive contract has been formalized in a repeated-game model
by Bull (1987); see MacLeod and Malcomson (1989, 1998) for related analyses and
Carmichael (1989) and Malcomson (1999) for surveys. As a simple example of these
ideas, consider an infinitely lived firm that faces a sequence of workers, each of whom is
in the labor market for one period. Let each worker's contribution to firm value be either
high or low (y = H or L). Suppose that the firm pays a salary of S at the beginning of each
period and promises that it will pay a bonus B at the end of a period i f y = H. If the worker
believes the promise, then the bonus induces an effort level e*(B) from the worker, and this
determines the firm's expected profit per period from keeping its promise, EII(S,B).
Whether the firm has an incentive to keep its promise depends on two things: the behavior
of future workers if the firm reneges today and the discount rate of the firm. If reneging today
causes future workers to punish the firm (say, by choosing to supply no effort) and the
discount rate is sufficiently low (so that the present value of being punished outweighs the
current return to reneging), then there is a relational contract that results in first-best effort.
~6Contracts we call "relational" are sometimes called "self-enforcing" (Klein, 1996), "implicit" (MacLeod
and Malcomson, 1989), or both (Bull, 1987). Our use of relational follows the legal literature such as Macneil
(1978). Authors who use the term implicit naturally call formal contracts explicit. The problem with this usage is
that implicit can connote vague, when in practice it is frequently important that relational contracts be clearly
understood.
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In real-world settings, it is clear that firms frequently employ a mix of formal and
relational contracts. For example, Lincoln Electric is well known for its use of piece
rates, but half of compensation at that firm is delivered through subjectively determined
bonuses (Fast and Berg, 1975). Baker et al. (1994) developed a model that combines these
two alternative approaches to incentive contracting: formal contracts based on a distortionary performance measure (as in Baker's model), and relational contracts based on total
contribution to firm value (as in Bull's model). They find that employing both formal and
relational contracts allows the firm to do better than using only one type or the other. One
role of the relational contract is to reduce the distortionary incentives associated with the
formal contract; one role of the formal contract is to reduce the size of the relationalcontract bonus that the firm could save by reneging.
Hayes and Schaefer (1999) test the idea that compensation is frequently determined by a
mix of formal and relational contracts. They begin by deriving two predictions from this
perspective. First, the variation in current compensation that is not explained by current
measured performance should be positively correlated with future measured performance.
Second, this relationship should be stronger when performance measures are noisier and
thus less useful for contracting. Hayes and Schaefer test these predictions using CEO
compensation data, and find evidence that supports both predictions.
2.4. Efficiency w a g e s

This subsection considers the efficiency-wage approach to incentives. In the contracting
approach just discussed the firm makes the wage an increasing function of output, and this
elicits effort as the worker attempts to increase her realized wage. In the efficiency-wage
approach, in contrast, the wage does not depend on output, but the firm elicits effort by
paying a single wage that is above the market-clearing level and threatening to fire the
worker if performance is too low. 17
A classic model in this vein is Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984); other early models of this
type include Calvo (1979, 1985) and Bulow and Summers (1986). Shapiro and Stiglitz
focus on the implications for unemployment. In order to focus on effort incentives, we
present a simplified model that abstracts from unemployment. Consider a single riskneutral worker and single risk-neutral firm. In each period, the firm offers a wage w and
the worker either accepts or rejects the offer. If the worker rejects, then she becomes selfemployed at wage Wa. If the worker accepts, then she chooses either high effort (which
entails disutility c) or low effort (which entails no disutility). The worker's output is either
high or low (y = H or L). Output is certain to be high if the worker chooses high effort, but
if the worker chooses low effort then output is high with probability p and low with
~7An efficiencywage refers to an above-market-clearingwage that is paid because of the resulting increase in
worker productivity. Sources of the increase in productivity include but are not restricted to increased effort.
Other sources include reductions in turnover (Salop, 1979; Stiglitz, 1985) and the selection of high-ability
workers (Weiss, 1980). Our focus is on efficiencywages that increase effort incentives; see Katz (1986) and
Weiss (1990) for surveys.
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prObability 1 - p. Suppose that H - c > w~ > p H + (1 - p ) L , so it is efficient for the
worker to be employed by the firm and to choose high effort. Finally, suppose the firm does
not observe the worker's effort choice but does observe output. The film therefore knows
with certainty that the worker chose low effort when it observes low output.
In the one-shot version of this game, the outcome is bleak. Because the firm pays w in
advance, the worker has no incentive to choose high effort, so the firm offers w = p H +
(1 - p ) L (or any other w < wa) and the worker chooses self-employment. In the infinitely
repeated version of the game, however, the firm can induce effort by promising a wage
w* > Wa for every period and threatening to fire the worker if output is ever low. To be
precise, suppose behavior switches to the equilibrium of the one-shot-game if the firm ever
fails to offer w* or if output is ever low, and let r be the players' common discount ratc. l ;
w * >-- Wa + c + rc/(1 - p ) and the worker believes the firm's promise concerning future
wages, then the worker will choose high effort. The key point here is that the firm n;t!~ p~_y
not only Wa + c (to compensate the worker for the foregone opportunity of self-employ
ment and for the disutility of high effort) but also the wage premium rc/(1 - p ) . Absent the
wage premium, the worker will accept the firm's offer (because Wa + c > w~,) but choose
low effort and hope not to get caught. The firm is prepared to pay this wage premium as
long as H - w* --> 0. That is, the discount rate must be sufficiently small and/or the
probability of detecting low effort sufficiently high that the wage premium is not too high.
The result that workers are paid a wage premium naturally suggests the issue of bonding
and entrance fees; see Carmichael (1985) and Dickens et al. (1989) for discussions. That
is, if a firm pays a wage that is above workers' alternatives, then a worker should be willing
either to post a bond that is forfeited if shirking is detected or to pay an entrance fee to
acquire the job. Bonding and entrance fees have different implications for the existence of
a wage premium. Bonding is a substitute for the wage premium in the creation of effort
incentives, so the introduction o f bonding should cause the wage premium to disappear.
An entrance fee eliminates the rents associated with the job, but is not a substitute for the
wage premium in creating effort incentives. Hence, the introduction of an entrance fee
would not eliminate the wage premium. Real-world examples of bonding and/or entrance
fees are rare. One possible explanation is that workers face capital-market constraints that
make bonding and entrance fees infeasible. Another possible explanation is that firms may
be tempted to abscond with bonds or fees.
Capelli and Chauvin (1991) provide a test of this efficiency-wage argument. is They use
is Other tests include Leonard (1987), Krueger (1991), Machin and Manning (1992), and Rebitzer and Taylor
(1995). Leonard employs survey data from the high-technologysector in one state, and finds little evidence for the
efficiency-wageprediction that more supervision should lead to lower wage premia. Krueger considers outlets in
the fast-food industry, and finds consistent with efficiency-wagetheory that wages are higher at outlets where
monitoringis more difficult(i.e., company-ownedoutlets as opposed to franchises).Machin and Manning employ
panel data from 486 UK firms to test whether short-run dynamics are better explained by a shirking-efficiencywage model, a compensating-differentialsmodel, or a union-firm bargaining model. They find that the shirking
model is supported in firms with low levels of unionization, while the bargaining model is best for highly
unionized firms. Rebitzer and Taylor employ law-filwndata to test the efficiency-wageprediction that bonding
should eliminate wage premia. They find the evidence does not support the prediction.
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data from a single firm that has multiple plants. A single union agreement specifies a
common wage at all the plants, but the wage in the local labor market varies across plants.
Capelli and Chauvin test the prediction that larger wage premia (measured by the union
wage minus the local wage) should result in less shirking (measured by the rate of
disciplinary dismissals). They find evidence that supports the prediction. They also find
evidence that supports the related prediction that there should be less shirking when labormarket conditions make it harder to find alternative employment. For example, they find
that the rate of disciplinary dismissals is negatively related to the level of unemployment in
the local labor market.
There is a close similarity between Bull's (1987) analysis discussed in the previous
subsection and the efficiency-wage argument described above. In Bull's argument the firm
promises a bonus at the end of each period in order to induce high effort, but because the
bonus is paid at the end of the period the firm may be tempted to renege on its promise. The
result is that the promise of a bonus will induce a high-effort equilibrium only if the firm
faces a future punishment associated with reneging. In the efficiency-wage argument, in
contrast, the worker can be seen as promising to supply high effort if the firm offers an
above-market-clearing wage, but because the wage is paid at the beginning of the period
(or is independent of the worker' s output that period) the worker may be tempted to renege
on his promise. The result is that the firm will pay an above-market-clearing wage in
equilibrium only if the worker faces a future punishment associated with reneging.
MacLeod and Malcomson (1998) provide an analysis of relational contracting in which
firms offer incentives for effort through either performance bonuses or efficiency wages or
both (see also MacLeod and Malcomson, 1989). In their analysis the punishment associated with either side reneging is that the relationship is terminated at the end of the
period. MacLeod and Malcomson show that equilibrium entails either performance
bonuses or efficiency wages (not both), and which arises depends on whether there is
an excess supply of workers or an excess demand. Their results can be understood in terms
of the above discussion. When there is excess supply of workers, terminating the relationship does not punish the firm (because a new worker is easy to find) but does punish the
worker (because a new job is hard to find). Thus, under excess supply, equilibrium entails
efficiency wages. In contrast, when there is excess demand for workers, terminating the
relationship punishes the firm but not the worker, so equilibrium entails bonuses.
MacLeod and Parent (1998) provide a test of this theory (and others). They employ a
variety of data sources to explore the relationship between job characteristics (such as
whether the tasks associated with a job are repetitive) and the form of compensation (such
as whether the worker receives a piece rate or an hourly wage). MacLeod and Parent find
that the likelihood that a bonus is paid is negatively related to the local unemployment rate.
This finding is consistent with the theory above, because low unemployment can be
interpreted as an excess demand for workers. 19 They also find that the use of objective
performance measures is negatively related to the number of tasks that a job entails; see
also Brown (1990) for this result. This finding is consistent with the theories of Holmstrom
and Milgrom (1991) and Baker (1992) concerning the distinction between a worker's
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contribution to firm value and measured performance (see the discussion in the previous
subsection), under the assumption jobs with more tasks are harder to measure.

2.5. Tournaments'
Tournaments are another way to provide incentives inside organizations. In this approach
there need not be formal contracts between the firm and its workers, provided that incentives are created through a prize structure that is rank-order in nature. That is, the firm
establishes a fixed set of prizes and then awards the largest prize to the worker who
produces the highest output, the second-largest prize to the worker who produces the
second-highest output, and so on. Most of the papers in this literature are not explicit
about whether these prizes should be thought of as promotions or as bonuses, although a
few recent papers are cast explicitly in terms of the promotion process. In this subsection
we focus mostly on papers in which the prizes can be thought of either as promotions or
bonuses, while Section 3.3 discusses a number of the papers that are explicitly about the
promotion process.
The seminal paper on tournaments is Lazear and Rosen (1981). There are two workers.
The output of worker i is given by Yi = ei + gi, where ei again denotes the effort level of
worker i and ej and e2 are noise terms independently drawn from a density f u n c t i o n f ( e )
with zero mean. Each worker incurs a cost of effort c(ei), c ~ > 0 and c" > 0, and each has a
reservation utility level U0. For purposes of exposition, assume the workers and the firm
are all risk neutral. The compensation scheme is very simple: the firm specifies a high
wage and a low wage, WH and WL; the worker who produces more output (the winner)
receives wH and the worker who produces less output (the loser) receives WL. Notice that
because it is a rank-order tournament it is not necessary to assume that the firm perfectly
observes each o f the outputs. A l l that is required is that the firm observes which of the two
workers produced more output,
As in the classic agency analysis, a worker maximizes expected utility by choosing the
effort level that equates the marginal cost of effort with its marginal benefit. Let ej* denote
the equilibrium effort choice of workerj. Worker i's optimal effort choice is then defined by
(w n - WL)(OProb{yi(ei) > yj(ej )}/c¥i) = cl(ei),

(4)

where Prob{yi(ei) > yj(ej*)} is the probability worker i's output exceeds w o r k e r f s whe~.~
worker i chooses ei and worker j chooses ej*. In a symmetric Nash equilibrium (i.e.,
el * = e2* = e*), the first-order condition (4) reduces to
19An alternative explanation for this finding follows from supply/demand analysis. If low unemployment
indicates a temporary increase in the demand for labor, then supply/demand analysis would suggest a temporary
increase in the wage. If firms are hesitant to respond by increasing the wage because future nominal wage
decreases are not feasible, there may be an increased use of bonuses because bonuses can be discontinued
once the demand for labor returns to its normal level.
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(Wu - wL)f f(ej)2dej = c'(e*).
ej

(5)

It follows that larger wage gaps, wH - WL, induce more effort. In particular, there exists a
wage gap that will induce the first-best level of effort, c~(e) = 1. For risk-neutral workers
there is no demand for insurance so the equilibrium wage gap is the one that induces firstbest effort. If the workers were risk averse, the firm would provide some insurance by
reducing the wage gap (and hence the induced effort), just as the efficient contract slope
b* is less than one in the classic agency analysis when r > 0. 20
In addition to deriving the optimal tournament for risk-neutral and risk-averse workers,
Lazear and Rosen compare the optimal tournament to the optimal piece-rate (i.e., linear)
compensation contract. They find that in the risk-neutral case the two are equally efficient:
both yield the first-best outcome. Under risk aversion they show that either can be superior.
This comparison is misleading, however, because under risk aversion the optimal compensation contract is typically not linear. In fact, Mookherjee (1984) shows that under risk
aversion the optimal tournament is typically inferior to the optimal (non-linear) contract. 21
Mookherjee's result raises the question of why tournaments are used at all. Malcomson
(1984) gave a simple response: in some instances individual performance is not verifiable,
so individual incentive contracts cannot be enforced, yet tournaments can still be used to
provide incentives. We discuss this further in Section 3.3.
One downside of tournaments is that they discourage cooperation among co-workers.
Lazear (1989) explores this issue in a model where a worker can exert two kinds of effort:
effort that increases the worker's own output and effort that "sabotages" (i.e., reduces)
other workers' outputs. Lazear shows that conducting a tournament in such a setting
induces both productive and sabotage efforts from workers. He then demonstrates that
the optimal prize in such a setting is smaller than it would be in the absence of the
possibility of sabotage. This result offers one explanation for the wage compression
frequently described by personnel managers. A complementary perspective, however, is
that when sabotage activity is important firms should not employ tournaments or other
types of relative-performance evaluation. 22
20Empiricaltests of tournamenttheoryincludeEhrenbergand Bognanno(1990a,b) and Knoeberand Thurman
(1994). Ehrenbergand Bognannouse data from professionalgolf tournamentsand find evidenceconsistentwith
tournamenttheory's predictionthat largerprize gaps induce higher effort, but an alternativeexplanationof their
findings is that the level of the prizes as opposed to the size of the gaps induces higher effort. Knoeber and
Thurmanuse data from the broiler chickenindustry and find that effort is positivelyrelated to the size of prize
gaps but independentof the level of prizes. Becket and Huselid (1992) study auto racing. They too find that
performance improveswhen prize gaps are larger, but they also find that safety falls, consistentwith the singleagent models of Holmstromand Milgrom (1991) and Baker (1992) discussed above.
21Green and Stokey (1983) and Nalebuff and Stiglitz (1983) are other early papers in this literature that
consider comparisons between tournaments and contracting. As with Lazear and Rosen, however, because
those comparisonsare not relative to optimalcontracting,those papers are more positive concerningthe optimality of tournamentsthan the correct comparisonwarrants.
22Garvey and Swan (1992) and Drago and Garvey (1998) extend Lazear's theory, and the latter provides
supporting evidence.
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Most of the papers in the tournament literature analyze one-period models. But tournaments in real organizations frequently consist of several rounds or contests, where the
winners in one round face each other in the next. Rosen (1986b) analyzes such a singleelimination tournament. In each round, workers are divided into pairs and each worker
competes against the other worker in the pair. The winners in one round then proceed to
the next round, where they are again divided into pairs. The tournament ends (and all
wages are then paid) when only one winner remains. Rosen assumes that workers are risk
neutral and homogeneous in ability. He does not attempt to derive the optimal prize
structure, but rather derives the prize structure that induces all surviving workers to
exert the same level of effort in each round.
Suppose there are initially 2" workers, so that the tournament consists of n rounds. Let
wk be the wage received at the end of the tournament by workers who won through round k
but lost in round k + 1. In this notation, w0 is the wage received by workers who lost in the
first round and w,, is the wage received by the winner remaining at the end of the tournament. Rosen shows that for incentives to be constant throughout all the rounds of the
tournament, the wage increase for winning a round of the tournament is constant for the
first n - 1 rounds but larger for winning the last round. Formally, w k = z + k x for
0 --< k --< n - 1, but wn > wn-i + x, where z and x are constants. This result follows
from the fact that, for any round before the last, the prize for winning the round consists
of two components: a guaranteed wage increase (even if the worker loses the next round)
and the expected value of further wage increases from participating in the subsequent
round(s) of the tournament. For the two workers who compete in the final round, however,
the second component equals zero. The result is that to induce these two workers to
provide as much effort as in earlier rounds requires the final wage increase to be larger
than the wage increases associated with earlier rounds. The analysis thus provides a
potential explanation for why wage increases from promotions seem to be larger at the
top ranks of firms; see Murphy (1985) and Baker et al. (1994a) for supporting evidence.
Meyer (1992) also studies tournaments as a sequence of contests, but without elimination: two identical risk-averse workers participate in two consecutive rank-order contests.
The firm has the option of setting up the second contest with a bias. That is, the firm can
choose a worker and an amount A such that the chosen worker wins the second contest
unless the other worker's output is larger by at least A. Meyer shows that the firm has an
incentive to bias the second contest in favor of the first contest' s winner. The reason is that
a small amount of bias causes a second-order decrease in second-period effort levels, but a
first-order increase in first-period effort levels. The analysis thus provides a rationale for a
fast track (i.e., a setting in which workers who earn large bonuses or quick promotions
early are also unusually successful later). 2~
23 Meyer (1991) derives a similar result in a model where there is no effort choice but workers vary in terms of
ability. The firm receives a noisy signal about the workers' relative abilities by observing who wins each round.
After two rounds the firm wishes to assign the more able worker to a new job. As before, the firm biases the
second round in favor of the first-round winner. This bias is optimal because under no bias (or the opposite bias)
the finn learns nothing useful if the first-round loser wins the second round.
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3. Applied models: labor economics
The previous section focused on building-block models. In Sections 3 and 4 we show how
such models can be extended and combined to explain various aspects of careers in
organizations. This section focuses on models aimed at outcomes familiar from labor
economics; the following section considers models aimed at issues familiar from
human resource management and organization theory. The first two subsections below
concern theories of wage growth during careers. We therefore begin by summarizing the
evidence about the extent to which wage growth over the career is due to firm-specific
seniority in addition to general labor-market experience. This topic has received considerable attention in the empirical literature over the last 15 years. Early influential papers
include Abraham and Farber (1987) and Altonji and Shakotko (1987), both of which
conclude that firm-specific seniority has a minor effect on wage growth. Topel (1991),
however, shows that the estimates in those papers are biased downwards, and then derives
new estimates consistent with a large effect of seniority. For example, Topel finds that 10
years of seniority increase the wage of the average male worker by over 25%. More
recently, Altonji and Williams (1997) argue that Topel's estimate is biased upwards
and that the actual effect of firm-specific seniority is somewhere between the low numbers
found in the early papers and Topel's higher estimate. But even Altonji and Williams's
estimates indicate that firm-specific seniority has a significant effect on wage growth.

3.1. Wage growth without promotions
Both human-capital acquisition and job assignment provide rationales for wage growth
during careers. This subsection discusses three other models that predict wage growth but
that do not involve the promotion process. The two subsequent subsections discuss models
of the promotion process.
Becket and Stigler (1974) develop an argument related to the efficiency-wage argument
described in Section 2.4. As in the efficiency-wage argument, the firm eficits effort by
paying an above-market wage and threatening to fire the worker if the performance is too
low. In the Becker-Stigler model, however, workers have finite careers so the model
predicts wage growth over the career. Consider a model where workers are in the labor
market for n periods. Workers have the opportunity to shirk, but the firm detects shirking
with probability p. A worker receives utility from shirking equal to b, r is the discount rate,
and wa is the alternative wage. Let wt be the wage paid by the firm to a worker of age t.
Becket and Stigler show that an optimal policy for the firm is to fire a worker detected
shirking (who then receives the alternative wage in the period he is fired) and to offer the
wage schedule
w, = w~ + ( 1 - p ) and

b r
p 1 + r'

fort=l

..... n -

1,

(6)
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Further, because the wages described in (6) and (7) are higher than a worker could earn
elsewhere, the firm should charge an entrance fee equal to (1 - p ) b / p .
Eqs. (6) and (7) tell us that the firm pays a constant premium for ages 1 to n - 1, and
then a higher premium for a worker of age n. The result and logic are similar to Rosen's
(t986b) sequential-tournament model discussed above. At any age, a worker's incentive
not to shirk consists of two components: the wage premium for that period and the present
discounted value of future wage premia. For a worker of age n the second component
equals zero, so shirking can be stopped at age n only by having the premium for age n
distinctly larger than the earlier wage premia.
The Becker-Stigler analysis has been extended by Lazear (1979, 1981), who shows two
results. 24 First, the specific wage schedule derived by Becker and Stigler is just one of
many wage schedules that prevent shirking over a worker's career. The common feature of
these wage schedules is that wages are an increasing function of firm-specific seniority: the
worker's wage is below his marginal product at low levels of seniority and above the
marginal product at high levels. 25 Second, Lazear's perspective provides an explanation
for the use of mandatory retirement, which was a common practice prior to being outlawed
in the US in the 1980s. The logic is as follows. The efficient age of retirement is the age at
which the value of the best alternative use of the worker' s time first exceeds the worker' s
marginal product. But to prevent shirking, the worker's wage at the end of his career
exceeds his marginal product. Thus, workers will not voluntarily retire at the efficient age.
Mandatory retirement is used to achieve retirement at the efficient age, and the efficiency
gain is then shared between the worker and the firm. 26
Another rationale for wage growth over the career is the self-selection argument of
Salop and Salop (1976) in which firms use a sloped wage schedule to sort workers. 27
Consider a world populated by two types of workers: one with a high probability of
quitting after each period and the other with a low probability. Suppose that every work24 Akerlof and Katz (1989) also extend the Becker-Stigler argument. They consider a continuous-time setting
and show that an upward-sloping age-earnings profile is not a perfect substitute for an up-front bond or entrance
fee. The reason is that, if time is continuous, when the worker is young the accrued bond associated with any
upward-sloping age-earnings profile must be very small. The result is that, if up-front bonds or entrance fees are
not feasible (say, because of capital-market constraints), the total compensation paid the worker is above the
market-clearing level.
25 This is consistent with the Becker-Stigler analysis if one interprets the entrance fee in their analysis as a
wage that is below the worker's marginal product (equal to zero) at the entrance date.
26 Hutchens (1986, 1987) presents tests of the Becker-Stiglel~Lazear theory for wage growth during careers.
One test involves characteristics of jobs that employ older workers but do not hire older workers; the other
involves characteristics of jobs that consist of repetitive tasks. Both tests support the Becker-Stigler-Lazear
theory.
27 An alternative approach to sorting workers involves hiring standards; see Guasch and Weiss (1980, 1982).
An important finding in those papers is that individuals who are above the standard are paid more than their
marginal products, while those below are paid less. But those papers have no implications for wage growth.
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er' s contribution to firm value is y per period, but that a firm incurs a cost T fi:om specific
training given to the worker the first period she is at the firm. Other than the training cost, a
worker's productivity does not vary with the worker's seniority at the firm. All workers
and firms live forever. Finally, suppose that a worker's probability of quitting is privately
known by the worker but not observable by firms. Because of the training cost, firms have
an incentive to induce workers to self-select. That is, starting from a situation where all
firms hire random samples of workers, any single filxn could increase its profit by designing a compensation scheme that attracts only workers with a low probability of quitting.
Salop and Salop assume that each firm can contractually commit to a wage schedule: the
firm will pay the wage w~ to all workers in their tth period at the firm. They derive an
equilibrium in which firms offer wage schedules that induce workers to self-select: those
with high quit probabilities choose firms offering a flat wage schedule ( w t = Wo for all t,
where w0 earns the firm zero expected profits on the high-turnover workers), while those
with low quit probabilities choose firms offering a two-step wage schedule (wi = wL and
w t = wv, for all t --- 2, where wH > wL). If w H - wL > T then firms would have an
incentive to hire workers and then fire them after one period of employment. But if wH =
y and wL = y - T then workers self-select and firms never fire. In contrast to Becker's
human-capital analysis, where the costs and returns to specific capital either all accrue to
the firm (in the no-turnover case) or are shared by the firm and the worker (in the case
where turnover is possible), here all the costs and returns to specific training accrue to the
worker (for low-turnover workers).
The final rationale for wage growth we consider in this subsection is Freeman's (1977)
learning/insurance argument. (Harris and Holmstrom's (1982) model discussed in Section
5 builds on Freeman's model.) In Freeman's analysis both firms and workers are uncertain
about a worker's ability at the beginning of the worker's career, but the worker's ability
becomes publicly known after his first period in the labor market. Workers are risk-averse
but firms are risk neutral, so there is a possibility for insurance. That is, at the beginning of
a worker's career the worker faces risk concerning the realization of his ability, and it
would be efficient for firms to insure workers against this risk.
Similar to the Salop and Salop approach, Freeman assumes that firms can contractually
commit to a wage policy. Workers on the other hand cannot commit to their future actions.
In particular, a worker cannot be prevented from quitting to accept a better offer. In a twoperiod model, Freeman shows that the equilibrium has two features. First, real wages are
downward rigid (i.e., a worker's real wage never falls). This follows from the attempt to
insure each worker against the risk associated with the realization of his own ability.
Second, a worker's wage rises if the worker is revealed to be of high ability. Workers
face risk concerning a positive movement in the wage because workers cannot commit to
staying with the current employer when other potential employers offer higher wages.
These two results imply that, on average, wages rise with labor-market experience even
though each worker's true productivity is independent of experience.
We end this subsection by considering how the three models just described relate to the
empirical literature concerning wage growth. One important branch of this literature is the
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set of papers summarized above that measure the extent to which wage growth over the
career is due to firm-specific seniority. Although the exact size of the return to seniority is
still being debated, the emerging consensus seems to be that firm-specific seniority has a
significant positive effect on wage growth.
An obvious explanation for seniority-related wage growth is that workers accumulate
specific human capital during their careers and the increased productivity is shared
between the worker and the firm. But wage increases with seniority can also be explained
by two of the theories discussed above. The Becker-Stigler-Lazear argument tells us that,
even if productivity is independent of seniority, firms may have an incentive to have wages
depend positively on seniority in order to induce worker effort. And Salop and Salop's
argument also results in wages depending positively on seniority. (Their argument is
similar to Becker's in that it relies on firm-specific human capital, but in Becker's argument the wage increase serves to decrease the probability the worker will quit, while in
Salop and Salop's argument each worker's quit probability is taken as fixed and wages
depend positively on seniority in order to induce self-selection.) Finally, because there
need not be any turnover in Freeman's analysis, his model explains why wages are
positively related to labor-market experience, but not why wages are positively related
to firm-specific seniority.
In addition to the evidence on wage growth with seniority, there is also evidence
involving performance evaluations. The seminal papers are Medoff and Abraham
(1980, 1981). In their 1980 paper, Medoff and Abraham find that within-job wages are
positively related to labor-market experience and firm-specific seniority, but that performance evaluations are either unrelated or slightly negatively related to experience and
seniority. Medoff and Abraham argue that if performance evaluations are unbiased
measures of productivity then their pair of findings is inconsistent with Becker's
human-capital explanation for wage growth. The same argument implies that Medoff
and Abraham's findings are inconsistent with the Salop and Salop argument, provided
that a newly employed worker's performance evaluation reflects the first-period training
cost; but see the discussion of Gibbons and Waldman (1999) in Section 5 for a different
view of the Medoff-Abraham evidence and the Becker and Salop-Satop theories. On the
other hand, the Medoff-Abraham evidence is consistent with the Becker-Stigler-Lazear
argument for seniority-related wage growth, and with Freeman's prediction that wages are
positively related to labor-market experience, because neither of these arguments relies on
worker productivity being positively related to experience or seniority.
3.2. P r o m o t i o n s as a s s i g n m e n t m e c h a n i s m s

In this subsection and the next we discuss models of the promotion process. We begin by
assessing the evidence concerning the importance of promotion-related wage growth
versus non-promotion-related wage growth. Not surprisingly, promotions are associated
with large wage increases; see Gerhart and Milkovich (1989), Lazear (1992), and McCue
(1996). However, while these wage increases are large relative to those associated with not
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being promoted, they are small relative to the difference between average wages across
levels of a j o b ladder; see Murphy (1985), Main et al. (1993), and Baker et al. (1994a). One
interpretation of the latter result is that wages are not (completely) attached to jobs:
workers typically receive some wage increase even when a promotion does not occur.
In other words, a realistic model of the promotion process should exhibit large wage
increases upon promotion, and smaller but positive wage increases in other periods.
In Section 2.2 we discussed models of j o b assignment, and some of the papers cited,
such as Sattinger (1975), Rosen (1982), and W a l d m a n (1984a), consider how workers are
assigned to different levels of a j o b ladder. Those papers develop single-period models,
however, and thus do not address how workers move up a job ladder as they age. This
subsection considers models of the promotion process that focus on movement across
levels of a j o b ladder.
Two standard ways of adding dynamics to a job-assignment model are learning and
human-capital acquisition. To illustrate these two ideas, consider the following simple
example of the job-assignment/promotion process. Let ~7i be worker i's ability, and let
each firm have two jobs, denoted 1 and 2, where the output of worker i assigned to job.] is
given by bj + cjrli. Assume that bl > b2 and cl < c2 and let r/~ solve
bl + cj r/~ = b2 + c;r/~, so that workers with ability r/i < r / a r e more productive in j o b
1 and workers with ability r/i > r / a r e more productive in job 2.
The first way to generate movement within this j o b ladder is through learning about
ability, which is closely related to M u r p h y ' s (1986) m o d e l discussed in Section 2.2; a
related analysis appears in Gibbons and Katz (1992). 2~ Specific parameterizations produce
movement up the ladder. For example, suppose a proportion p of the workforce has ability
r/H while a proportion (1 - p )
has ability r/L, where r/H > r/~ > r/L and
E(r/) = Pr/H + (1 - P ) r / L < @ Assume that when a worker enters the labor force no
one knows the worker's true ability, but all firms learn gradually about the worker's ability
from noisy productivity observations over time. Then all young workers will be assigned
to job 1, and over time some of the workers will be promoted to j o b 2, whenever learning
causes beliefs about expected ability to rise above r/~. Further learning may then cause
demotions and other career paths.
The second way to generate movement up this j o b ladder as workers age is through
human-capital acquisition. For example, suppose worker i has innate ability Oi but "effective" ability in period t given by r/it = Oif(Xit), where xil is the worker's labor-market
experience in period t andf(xit) reflects human-capital acquisition ( s o l > 0). Assume that
28Other papers that employ the learning approach to movement up a job ladder include Prescott and Visscher
(1980) and O'Flaherty and Siow (1992, 1995). In O'Flaherty and Siow's model a firm consists of multiple
production units, each of which is composed of a senior worker and a junior worker. All new workers are placed
in junior positions, and if the firm learns the worker is likely to be of high ability then she is promoted to a senior
position at a new production unit. O'Flaherty and Siow show that for some parameterizations workers are either
promoted or released by some finite date. The analysis thus provides a rationale for the use of up-or-out promotion
rules. Up-or-out refers to situations in which workers who do not earn a promotion by a fixed date are released; it
is observed in a variety of settings such as academia and professional partnerships.
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innate ability is publicly known and that each worker enters the labor force with an
effective ability below ~7~. Then all young workers will again be assigned to job 1, and
now as workers age there will be promotions to job 2 whenever human-capital acquisition
results in effective ability exceeding ~/z.29 In this case there will not be demotions or other
complications.
A number of papers have combined the learning and human-capital approaches to the
job-assignment/promotion problem. 3° An early paper of this kind is Waldman (1984b),
which focuses on the importance of asymmetric learning. In Waldman's analysis, workers
are in the labor market for two periods and there are two jobs, one of which values ability
more highly than the other (such as job 2 in the example above). A firm that employs a
young worker observes the worker's ability after the first period of production, while other
firms observe only the job the worker is offered at the beginning of the worker's second
period in the labor market. The other important assumption is that workers accumulate
firm-specific human capital during their first period in the labor market.
The central result in Waldman's analysis is that promoting a worker serves as a positive
signal of the worker's ability, so potential employers are willing to bid more for the
services of a worker who has been offered a promotion. The initial employer thus must
offer a large wage increase upon promotion to keep the worker from leaving. Waldman
also finds that an inefficiently small number of workers are promoted, because the large
wage increase required at promotion means that the firm does not have an incentive to
promote workers who are only slightly more productive in the new job. In the limit, as the
amount of firm-specific human capital goes to zero, the proportion of workers promoted
goes to zero.
Bernhardt (1995) extends Waldman's analysis by allowing workers to be in the labor
market for more than two periods and to accumulate general as well as specific human
capital. 31 After showing that the basic findings from Waldman's analysis still hold, Bernhardt derives a number of additional results. For example, he considers what happens
when there are three job levels and derives the existence of a fast track: a worker who earns
her first promotion quickly is more likely than others to be promoted again. This holds for
two reasons. First, workers who earn an early promotion are those with the highest
productivity in the lowest level job, and in Bernhardt's setting these are the workers for
~9We are not familiar with any early paper that develops a simple version of tile human-capital-acquisition
approach to movement up the job ladder. Simple versions of this approach do appear, however, in a recent paper
such as Jovanovic and Nyarko (1997) and Gibbons and Waldman (1999).
3o A recent paper that considers both approaches is Jovanovik and Nyarko (1997), but their emphasis is not on
combining the two approaches. Jovanovik and Nyarko refer to the learning approach as the Bandit model and the
human-capital approach as the Stepping Stone model.
31 Other papers that explore the signaling aspects of promotion include Ricart i Costa (1988) and Bernhardt and
Scoones (1993). Ricart i Costa allows firms to offer output-contingent contracts to older workers, and shows that
wages are then mostly determined by assignment but vary to a small degree within jobs as a function of ability.
Bernhardt and Scoones consider a setting in which upon promotion other firms can learn the worker's ability
exactly but at a cost. Their main result is that firms may offer particularly large wage increases upon promotion in
order to stop other firms fi:om investing in information acquisition.
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whom the efficient job assignment by the end of their careers is most likely to be job 3. The
second reason for the fast track is similar to Waldman' s analysis: because promotion to job
3 sends a positive signal about ability to the market, firms have an incentive to promote too
few workers to job 3. But given that the market already has very positive beliefs about the
abilities of those who earn their first promotions very quickly, the cost to a firm from
sending the positive signal associated with promotion to job 3 is smaller.
Milgrom and Oster (1987) also consider a model where a promotion affects other firms'
beliefs about a worker's ability, but their focus is labor-market discrimination. The model
is similar to the two papers just discussed in that firms have two jobs, one of which values
ability more highly than the other, and a worker's wage at a firm is influenced by the wage
that other firms are willing to offer. The main difference is in the information assumptions.
Milgrom and Oster assume there are two groups of workers - visible workers and invisible
workers. A visible worker's ability is publicly known from the date the individual enters
the labor market. When an invisible worker enters the labor market, however, all that is
known is the distribution of ability for the worker's group. After one period of employment, the initial employer learns an invisible worker' s ability, and all firms learn it if the
invisible worker is promoted.
Milgrom and Oster provide a number of reasons why those in minority groups are more
likely to suffer from invisibility. They then show that in their model invisibility leads to a
type of labor-market discrimination, including the following three results. First, average
wages are lower for invisible workers, even though their ability distribution is the same as
that of visible workers. Second, a smaller proportion of the invisible group earns a promotion. In particular, only those with high but not very high ability are promoted. Third, the
return to investing in human capital is smaller for invisible workers, and thus on average
this group invests less. 32 The logic behind these results is familiar: promotion of an
invisible worker aUows other firms to observe the worker's ability, so a firm is hesitant
to promote invisible workers of very high ability because of the effect on the wage offers
from other firms.
As in the previous subsection, we again conclude by considering how these models
relate to empirical findings concerning wage growth. We begin by discussing the learning
approach to the job-assignment problem. The learning approach explains a positive return
to experience because assignments will become more efficient as workers age. (See
MacDonald (1982a) and Murphy (1986) discussed in Section 2.2 for earlier discussions
of this point.) But the learning approach makes no obvious prediction concerning returns
to seniority because the models do not incorporate turnover. Learning does result in large
wage increases upon promotion, and these wage increases are especially large if learning
is asymmetric. In the symmetric-learning case, promoted workers are, on average, those
for whom learning caused large improvements in the market's belief about the worker's
32 This result is similar to Lundberg and Startz's (1983) finding that statistical discrimination can reduce
human-capital investments for those workers for whom information about productivity is less precise. In both
the Milgrom-Oster and Lundberg-Startz arguments, the lack of full information about productivity reduces the
return to investing in human capital and consequently the investment level.
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ability, while in the asymmetric-learning case there is the additional factor that promotion
serves as a positive signal of ability. Finally, the learning approach predicts little or no
wage growth in periods in which promotion does not occur.
Now consider the human-capital approach to the job-assignment problem. This
approach explains a positive return to experience if the human capital is general, as in
most of the discussion above. Further, if one were to instead assume that some of the
human capital is specific, then Becker's sharing argument predicts that there would also be
a positive return to seniority with the firm. The human-capital approach also explains why
there would be wage growth in periods in which promotion does not occur, but does not
explain large wage increases upon promotion.
In summary, the main drawback of the learning approach is that it does not explain wage
growth in the absence of promotion, while the main drawback of the human-capital
approach is that it does not explain why wage increases at promotion are particularly
large. One solution is a model that incorporates both learning and human-capital acquisition. Gibbons and Waldman (1999) do precisely this; see Section 5.
3.3. P r o m o t i o n s as incentive m e c h a n i s m s

This subsection focuses on the role of promotions in providing incentives for effort or skill
acquisition. Even casual observation suggests that promotions are associated with large
wage increases, so it is not mysterious why promotions create incentives. The tougher
question, posed by Baker et al. (1988) is why promotions seem more important than
bonuses as a source of incentives in many firms. That is, since promotions unavoidably
serve to assign workers to jobs (as in the models of the previous subsection), why do firms
not use bonuses to provide incentives, rather than using promotions for both purposes?
Using promotions to achieve both goals forces the firm to trade-off incentives and assignment, presumably doing neither perfectly. In this subsection we present a number of
potential answers to this puzzle.
As noted in Section 2.5, Malcomson (1984) generalizes the Lazear and Rosen rankorder tournament model by considering an overlapping-generations setting in which workers are in the labor market for two periods and a firm can hire as many young workers as it
wishes in any period. All workers are identical, except for belonging to different generations. A worker's output is the sum of the worker's effort level and a stochastic term.
Because Malcomson assumes that an individual's output is not verifiable (but is privately
observed by the firm), incentive contracts of the sort discussed in Section 2.3 are not
effective. Rather, the firm establishes a tournament where the prize is a higher wage
associated with promotion. In particular, the compensation scheme consists of three
wages and a number: the wage paid to young workers, w0; the wage paid to old workers
who are not promoted, wl; the wage paid to old workers who are promoted, w2; and the
number of young workers who will be promoted, n. To maximize the incentive for effort
among young workers, the firm promises to promote the n workers who produced the most
during their first period in the firm.
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Because an individual's output is not verifiable, the firm cannot create incentives via a
contract that depends only on individual performance. But a tournament (i.e., 0 < n < N
and w2 > wl, where N is the number of young workers in the firm) does create incentives
and so is superior to contracts that depend only on individual performance. The key feature
of a tournament is that it allows the firm to commit to a fixed set of prizes; for example, the
firm could put the aggregate second-period wage bill in escrow before the tournament
begins. In brief, M a l c o m s o n ' s paper offers one possible answer to the B a k e r - J e n s e n
Murphy puzzle: promotions are used because there is no alternative. 33
Another interesting analysis of promotion as incentive for effort is Fairburn and
Malcomson (1997). Their analysis directly addresses the B a k e r - J e n s e n - M u r p h y puzzle
by allowing both bonuses and promotions as sources of incentives and then deriving the
optimal way for the firm to use these two instruments. Fairburn and Malcomson first
consider a model where workers are in the labor market for two periods and a firm has
only a single type of job. There are both high- and low- ability workers, but a worker's type
is not known when he enters the labor market. In this first part of their analysis, only the
manager observes the worker's output, so a worker's compensation depends on the
m a n a g e r ' s evaluation of the worker's performance. The p r o b l e m with basing the worker's
compensation on the manager's evaluation is that the worker has an incentive to bribe the
manager, effectively sharing the compensation increase created by an improved evaluation. Fairburn and Malcomson show that if such bribes are possible then in equilibrium the
worker applies the minimum effort level. (See Section 4.1 for further discussion of such
side contracts.) That is, if only the manager observes the w o r k e r ' s output, and if the worker
can use bribes to influence the manager's performance evaluation, then neither the standard contracting approach in Section 2.3 n o r the tournament approach in Section 2.4 can
create incentives for effort.
Fairburn and M a l c o m s o n then add a second job. High-ability workers are more productive in one job, and low-ability workers in the other (as in the learning model discussed in the
previous subsection). They show that using promotion for incentives in addition to assignment allows the firm to avoid the minimum-effort outcome discussed above, even though
the worker can bribe the manager to influence both bonus and promotion recommendations.
The key assumption behind this result is that the m a n a g e r ' s compensation depends on the
profits of the firm. This gives the manager an incentive to promote the high-output workers
instead of low-output workers, even when bribery is possible. In other words, promotions
may be used to provide incentives because the assignment aspect of promotion gives the
firm better control over the agency problem between the firm and its managers.
3~MacLeod and Malcomson (1988) develop a model of promotions that applies to even a single worker. In
their model, effort is induced by the promise of a promotion whenever the worker's output exceeds some specified
standard. They analyze a dynamic model in which workers are promoted through a set of standards until each
worker reaches his efficientone. In their analysis, a worker's pay in any period depends on the current standard for
promotion; the worker is fired if current performance is too low and is promoted to a higher standard if
performance is sufficiently high. MacLeod and Malcomson's model is thus consistent with a type of job ladder
in which a worker's pay increases as he moves up the ladder.
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Another argument related to the B a k e r - J e n s e n - M u r p h y puzzle follows from Waldm a n ' s (1984b) analysis discussed above: promotion serves as a positive signal of ability,
so a promoted worker receives a large wage increase. If one were to add an effort choice to
W a l d m a n ' s model, the wage increase from promotion would serve as an incentive for
workers to provide effort; see Gibbs (1995) and Zabojnik (1997a) for analyses based on
this idea. Thus, one reason a firm might use promotion for both assignment and incentives
is that the two are inherently intertwined: the signalling aspect o f assigmnent means that
assignment and incentives go hand in hand. 34
In the papers discussed so far, promotion serves as an incentive for effort. In another
strand of the literature, promotion serves as an incentive for skill acquisition. Prendergast
(1993a) considers the issue of how firms provide incentives for workers to acquire specific
capital when such an investment cannot be verified (and so cannot be enforced by contract,
as in Becker's framework). As discussed in Section 2.1, when contracting is not possible
the logic of the hold-up problem suggests there will be underinvestment in specific human
capital. Prendergast considers this issue in a setting in which firms have two jobs. As in the
models above, a worker's skill is more valuable in one of the jobs. Prendergast assumes
that workers make the investment decisions and that firms can commit to a wage for each
j o b (in the spirit of an internal labor market in which wages are attached to jobs).
Prendergast finds that under certain conditions, the firm can induce workers to acquire
specific human capital by assigning a higher wage to the job that values human capital
more and promising to promote those who develop appropriate skills. Part of the logic is
familiar: by investing in skill a worker can increase her probability of being promoted to
the higher-paying job. The new issue is whether the firm's promise to promote a high-skill
worker is credible. Prendergast finds that the firm's promise is credible if the two jobs are
significantly different in the value they place on human capital, but not if the two jobs
place similar or identical values on human capital. In the latter case, the firm cannot be
trusted to promote a high-skill worker to the high-wage job, since she is almost as productive in the low-wage job. Of course, if the firm will not promote the worker then the worker
has no incentive to invest. Prendergast' s argument provides another potential explanation
to the B a k e r - J e n s e n - M u r p h y puzzle: promotions are used for both assignment and incentives because this allows the firm to ameliorate underinvestment in specific human capital
that would otherwise be caused by the hold-up problem.
Prendergast's model raises a question: in firms that do not have multiple jobs, or where
all the jobs place similar values on specific capital, can the firm provide incentives for
investment in specific capital? Kahn and Huberman (1988) address this question in a
34Other papers that focus on promotion as an incentive for effort include Landers et al. (1996) and Waldman
(1997). Building on Akerlof's (1976) model of the rat race, Landers, Rebitzer, and Taylor show that in an adverseselection setting the prospect of promotion can create inefficiently strong incentives for effort. Their empirical
analysis of law firms supports their theoretical argmnent. Waldman considers a time-inconsistencyproblem that
arises because promotions are used for both assignment and incentives. He shows that internal promotion and
mandatory retirement can both be understood as practices utilized by finns to avoid problems due to time
inconsistency.
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setting similar to Prendergast's: workers decide whether to invest in specific capital and
investment levels are not verifiable; unlike Prendergast's analysis, however, the firm has
only one job.
Kahn and Huberman show that in such a setting an up-or-out promotion rule can provide
incentives for investment in specific capital. Under such a rule, a worker is paid a high
wage if promoted, but if the worker is not promoted then he must be dismissed. As before,
part of the logic is familiar: because high-productivity workers are promoted and receive a
higher wage, a worker has an incentive to invest. As in Prendergast's model, the other
issue is whether the firm's promise to promote a high-skill worker is credible. Because the
worker must be dismissed if he is not promoted, the firm has an incentive to promote highproductivity workers. 35
A n interesting aspect of the Prendergast and K a h n - H u b e r m a n analyses is that together
they make a clear prediction concerning when up-or-out is more likely to be observed.
Prendergast's simple promotion mechanism creates investment incentives at firms where
higher levels of the j o b ladder place higher values on human capital. Furthermore, in richer
settings, an up-or-out rule has some costs. For example, if a worker's investment in
specific capital results in only a modest improvement in the worker's skills then the
firm m a y choose not to promote the worker (because doing so would require a large
wage increase), thereby wasting the worker's modest new specific skills through dismissal.
A similar cost arises if a worker has cleared one up-or-out hurdle but fails the next. Thus,
the prediction is that up-or-out should be more c o m m o n at firms or organizations where
different levels of the j o b ladder value human capital in essentially the same way. This
prediction corresponds reasonably well with the situations in which we actually see up-orout practiced, such as academia and professional partnerships.
As in the two previous subsections, one might ask how the models described above
relate to empirical findings concerning wage growth. The answer is that, in contrast to the
models analyzed in those previous subsections, the models here have much less to say
about detailed empirical evidence. Instead, these models were constructed to explore the
sources and consequences of promotions being associated with large wage increases. The
models also offer some potential resolutions of the B a k e r - J e n s e n - M u r p h y puzzle, and
shed some light on observed practices such as up-or-out rules.

3.4. S e p a r a t i o n s

There are a number of empirical findings concerning separations that have been addressed
in the theoretical literature. One set of findings concerns the factors that affect the prob35Waldman (1990) extends Kahn and Huberman's analysis by considering what happens when human capital
is general and there is asymmetric learning. He shows that, when the current employer learns the worker's ability
but prospective employers do not, there is an incentive for workers to underinvest in general human capital, but
the up-or-out promotion arrangement can be used to solve this underinvestment problem. He also derives a result
that parallels some evidence from academic careers: the wage increase upon promotion is small but promotion
frequently results in a bidding process that significantly drives up the wage.
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ability of separation. Two firmly established findings are that the probability of separation
declines with both labor-market experience and firm-specific seniority (Parsons, 1977;
Mincer and Jovanovic, 1981).
These two facts are explained by two of the classic models of labor-market search and
matching: Burdett (1978) and Jovanovic (1979). (See Mortensen and Pissarides (1999) for
a survey of classic and recent search models.) Burdett provides an explanation for why the
probability of separation declines with labor-market experience. In his model, jobs are
inspection goods: when an offer arrives, it specifies a constant wage the worker will be
paid until he chooses to leave the job. These wage offers are drawn from a fixed, known
distribution. If there are no moving costs, workers simply accept better wage offers
whenever they arrive. Thus, at any moment, the worker's wage is the highest of all the
offers received so far. With more experience, the worker has received more offers, so the
expected value of the current wage is higher. Furthermore, the probability that the next
offer is high enough to induce the worker to switch firms falls as the current wage rises,
and hence falls with the worker's experience.
Jovanovic (1979) provides an explanation for why the probability of separation declines
with firm-specific seniority. In his model, worker-firm matches are experience goods: the
quality of a given match is unknown ex ante and information is gradually revealed as
production takes place. At each point in time a worker is paid the expected value of her
marginal product at the current employer. The worker stays at the current employer if
productivity is revealed to be sufficiently high but leaves otherwise. Jovanovic shows that
the separation probability first increases and then decreases with seniority. The logic for
the latter result is that at high values for seniority little learning takes place, so there is a
small probability that the expected marginal product will decline sufficiently to cause the
worker to move to a new firm.
Topel and Ward (1992) present empirical tests concerning the Burdett and Jovanovic
explanations for why the probability of separation is negatively related to labor-market
experience and (ultimately) to firm-specific seniority. In Burdett's model the probability of
separation is negatively related to experience because there is a positive relationship
between a worker's age and his current wage. Thus, according to Burdett, holding the
wage constant there should be no relationship between the probability of separation and
experience. In Jovanovic's model the probability of separation is negatively related to
seniority because a higher level of seniority implies that there is less left to learn, which in
turn implies that as seniority increases the current wage is less likely to fall below the value
that would cause the worker to leave. This logic implies that, holding the wage constant,
there should be a positive relationship between the probability of separation and seniority. 36 Topel and Ward examine how the probability of separation depends on experience
and seniority after controlling for the wage, and find results that partially support an
amended version of Burdett's model. 37
36 MacDonald (1988) develops a model of job mobility based on MacDonald (1982a) discussed in Section 2.2.
He derives that, holding the wage constant, the probability of separation should be independent of both experience
and seniority; see also Galizzi and Lang (1998).
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A third important model of separation is the heterogeneous-worker model developed by
Blumen et al. (1955). Each worker is characterized by a fixed probability of separation,
which varies across workers. Farber (1994) has recently investigated the evidence for this
perspective. He finds that worker heterogeneity is important for understanding the probability of separation. For example, the probability of separation at a new position is
positively related to the frequency of prior moves. But his analysis indicates that timeinvariant heterogeneity does not fully explain the evidence concerning the probability of
separation. Instead, he finds that the probability of separation first increases with firmspecific seniority and then decreases, consistent with Jovanovic's model of the separation
process.
Another well documented finding concerning separations is that wage changes at
separation are higher on average for separations labeled as quits than for those labeled
as layoffs (Bartel and Borjas, 1981; Antel, 1985; Mincer, 1986). There are two theoretical
approaches that address this evidence. One approach assumes that renegotiation is infeasible (due to information asymmetries or other types of transactions costs); the other takes
the Coasian perspective of costless renegotiation. The former approach is developed in
Antel (1985), which builds on the analysis of Hashimoto (1981) discussed in Section 2.1.
As in Hashimoto's analysis, there is uncertainty concerning a worker's productivity at
both the current employer and other potential employers, and the worker's wage is fixed
prior to the realization of these productivities. Antel notes that if renegotiation of this wage
is infeasible then the pattern of wage changes upon separation is consistent with the
empirical evidence discussed above, as follows. A worker quits when the alternative
offer is higher than the pre-specified contractual wage, and thus quits are typically associated with wage increases. Similarly, a worker is laid off when the worker's productivity
at the current employer is below the pre-specified contractual wage, and thus layoffs are
typically associated with wage decreases. 38
McLaughlin (i 991) shows how the costless-renegotiation approach can also explain the
evidence concerning wage changes upon separation. As in Hashimoto's and Antel's
analyses, McLaughlin assumes there is uncertainty concerning a worker's productivity
at the current employer and other potential employers. What differs is the wage-determination process. Let w t 1 be the wage received by the worker in period t - 1, rt be the
highest wage offered in period t by an alternative employer, and Yt be the worker's
marginal product in period t at the current employer. McLaughlin assumes that r, is
initially privately observed by the worker and Yt is initially privately observed by the
firm. He also assumes that each party's private information can be credibly revealed to
37More specifically, Topel and Ward find that after controlling for the wage there is a positive relationship
between the probability of separation and experience. Burdett's framework exhibits this property once general
human capital is incorporated. But they also findthat after controllingfor the wage there is a negativerelationship
between the probability of separation and seniority. None of the models discussed above captures this finding.
38There is some question about how to label the case when a worker wants to quit and a firm wants to fire. If
this case is labeled a quit then all layoffs will be associated with wage decreases. However, if this case is
sometimes labeled as a layoff, then some layoffs will be associated with wage increases.
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the other party. This latter assumption is strong and unusual, but McLaughlin shows that
this assumption produces empirically appealing results.
Rather than assuming that wt is fixed ex ante, McLaughlin assumes costless renegotiation of the following sort. ff r t --< wt-1 and Yt -> wt-l, then w t = w t - l . If r t > w t - j and
Yt >- w t - i then the worker reveals the outside option and the firm has the opportunity to
match it. If Yt > rt then the firm matches and the worker stays and receives rt, while if
Yt < rt then the firm does not match and the worker leaves and receives r, from the
alternative employer. The latter is labeled a quit, and since r t > wt I we have that quits
are associated with wage increases. Similarly, if Yt < wt-1 and rt --< wt 1, then the firm
reveals the worker's productivity and the worker has the opportunity to accept a wage
equal to that productivity. If rt < Yt then the worker accepts the wage reduction and
receives Yt, while if rt > Yz then the worker leaves and receives rt from the alternative
employer. The latter is labeled a layoff, and since r t --< wt-j we have that layoffs are
associated with wage decreases. 39
Another way of modeling worker-firm separations is the asymmetric-learning approach
developed in Greenwald (1986), who applies Akerlof's (1970) "lemons" model to the
issue of labor mobility. In Greenwald's model, all firms are uncertain about a worker's
ability at the beginning of the worker's career. After the worker's first period of employment, the worker's first-period employer learns the worker's ability, but other firms
receive no information about the worker's ability. The worker's wage each period is
determined by spot-market contracting. Finally, there is a positive probability that the
worker moves at the beginning of the second period (say, to follow a spouse) even if the
worker's best second-period wage offer c o m e s from the first-period employer. 4°
Greenwald's analysis yields two closely related findings. First, the workers who switch
firms at the beginning of the second period are disproportionately drawn from the low end
of the ability distribution. Second, the wage paid to these workers is very low. The
intuition for these results is almost identical to the logic in Akerlof's used-car example:
because the wage received by a secondhand worker reflects the average ability of such
workers, most high-ability workers stay out of the secondhand market, so workers who do
switch firms receive a very low wage. 41
Gibbons and Katz (1991) construct a model that extends Greenwald's analysis to
include both layoffs and plant closings, and then empirically test a number of predictions
of the model. 42 The basic logic of their theoretical analysis is that the layoff case is similar
39Thereis againthe questionof how to label the case of rt > wt I and Yt < wt 1. See the previousfootnotefor
the implicationsof this choice.
4oLazear (1986b) develops an alternative asymmetric-learningmodel of the separationdecision. There is a
positive probabilitythat the first-periodemployerlearns the worker's ability after the worker's first period in the
labor market, but also a positive probabilitythat the single other potential employerlearns the worker's ability
after this period. Thus, at the beginning of the worker's second period in the labor market there is a positive
probability that the other firm is informed but the first-periodemployeris uninformed.The main result is that
there is a stigmaassociatedwith failingto receive an outsideoffer at the beginningof the worker's secondperiod
in the labor market. This stigmaresults in a lower second-periodwage for those who do not receive offers.
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to Greenwald's analysis (in that it is mostly low-ability workers who separate), while in a
plant closing workers across the whole ability distribution are forced to seek new employment. The three testable implications they develop are: (i) predisplacement wages should
be uncorrelated with the cause of the displacement; (ii) postdisplacement wages should be
lower for workers who lost their jobs in a layoff rather than a plant closing; and (iii)
postdisplacement unemployment durations should be higher for workers who lost their
jobs in a layoff rather than a plant closing. Gibbons and Katz find evidence consistent with
all three predictions.
The G i b b o n s - K a t z argument could easily be extended to provide a third explanation for
the empirical finding that wage changes at separation are higher, on average, for quits than
for layoffs. The logic is the same as that behind the distinction between layoffs and plant
closings in their original argument. Firms decide whom to layoff', so adverse selection
applies in that case: those laid off are mostly low-ability workers, so those laid off earn low
postdisplacement wages on average. For quits, on the other hand, workers make tile
decision and so adverse selection does not apply in that case: quits are not disproportionately drawn from the low end of the ability distribution, so quits earn at least average
postdisplacement wages.
Another interesting extension of Greenwald's analysis concerns the issue of employee
referrals (i.e., the idea that many workers find new employment through friends and
relatives). 43 The argument is that, if asymmetric learning and the resulting adverse-selection problem cause insufficient movement of workers across firms (see footnote 41), then
much of the movement that does occur will be due to personal knowledge of individuals at
one firm concerning the abilities of those who are currently elsewhere. Montgomery
(1991) develops a simple version of this story concerning the recruitment of workers
who are new to the labor force. His main results are that those who are better connected
(i,e., " k n o w n " by a larger number of other individuals in the economy) earn higher wages,
and firms hire through referral when the opportunity arises.

4~One difference between Akerlof's analysis and Greenwald's is that in Akerlof's analysis the presence of
asymmetric informationcauses trade on the secondhandmarket to be below the socially-optimallevel, while in
Greenwald's the presence of asymmetricinformationdoes not result in trade on the secondhandmarket being
different than the socially-optimallevel, because in Greenwald's model there is no efficiencyrationalefor why
any worker should either switch or not switch finns between periods (ignoring workers who switch firms for
exogenous reasons). Novos (1992, 1995) extends Greenwald's analysis to settings where there are efficiency
reasons for workers to switchfirmsbetweenperiods, and showsthat in these settingsadverseselectioncan reduce
trade below the socially-optimallevel. Novos argues that this is one perspectivefor understandingthe allocation
of jobs within firms versus across firms.
42To be precise, the Gibbons-Katzmodel allowsboth for the adverse-selectioneffect analyzedby Greenwald
and for layoffsto serve as a signalof abilityin a fashionsimilarto the promotion-as-signalargumentof Waldman
(1984b) discussed in Section 3.2.
43There is substantialempiricalevidencethat employeereferrals are an importantcomponentof how workers
find new employment(Myers and Shultz, 1951;Rees and Shultz, 1970; Granovetter,1973, 1995;Corcoranet al.,
1980).
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4. A p p l i e d m o d e l s : h u m a n r e s o u r c e m a n a g e m e n t a n d o r g a n i z a t i o n t h e o r y
Section 3 focused on issues familiar from labor economics, such as wage growth and
separations. This section focuses on issues familiar from human resource management and
organization theory, including politics, social relations, and work practices.
4.1. Politics

In this subsection we consider theoretical models of what we call politics. In our usage,
political models are slightly different from agency models. Both describe interactions
between individuals at different levels of a hierarchy, but in agency models the superior's
action (such as paying a wage that depends on output) is determined by a contract, whereas
in political models the supervisor's action cannot be governed by a contract, because the
action cannot be verified by a court. 44'45 W e consider models of persuasion or influence,
and then turn to collusion or side contracting. In our view, politics is of clear importance in
real organizations, and thus a topic that justifies the theoretical attention it has received.
Unfortunately, it is also a topic that lacks systematic empirical evidence.
In models of persuasion or influence, some actions during an individual's career are
motivated by a desire to change others' beliefs about (say) the individual's ability. The
earliest such paper is Holmstrom (1982b), which formally models F a m a ' s (1980) informal
claim that concerns about reputation will cause managers to choose efficient effort levels.
In Holmstrom's model, all firms are uncertain about a m a n a g e r ' s ability at the beginning of
the manager's career. In each period, the m a n a g e r ' s contribution to firm value is the sum
of her ability, her effort level, and the realization of a noise term. Further, in each period
firms cannot observe the m a n a g e r ' s effort choice, but all firms observe her output. These
output over time observations cause the firms' belief about the m a n a g e r ' s ability to
become more precise. Finally, both managers and firms are risk neutral.
Holmstrom assumes that the m a n a g e r ' s contribution is too nuanced and subtle to allow
contracts to be contingent on output. Therefore, wages are paid in advance of production at
the beginning of each period. Thus, in a one-period setting, the manager would provide no
effort. In a two-period career, however, the manager would provide positive effort in the
first period, in an attempt to increase the second-period wage, but no effort in the second
period once that wage is set. Holmstrom investigates equilibrium effort levels when
managers live forever. He shows that a manager provides positive effort each period, in
an attempt to increase future wages by improving firms' subsequent beliefs about the
manager's ability. But Holmstrom also shows that rather than the m a n a g e r ' s equilibrium
effort choices being efficient, as conjectured by Fama, they decline with age and converge
44Iil some political models, the supervisor's action can be governed by a contract but the supervisor's action
rule cannot. That is, the state variable on which the action depends cannot be verified by a court.
45The issue of internal politics has recently received substantial theoretical attention. Our focus is on papers
that have direct implications for careers, but interesting papers have been developed on other topics. See, for
example, Rotemberg and Saloner (1995), Rajan and Zingales (1996, 1998), and Stole and Zwiebel (1996a,b).
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to zero in the limit. 46 The logic here is that managerial effort is higher when firms have
more uncertainty about the manager's ability, because the manager's performance then
has more impact on the firms' belief. Because the firms' uncertainty decreases to zero as
the manager's performance observations accumulate, the manager's effort goes to zero as
the manager ages. 47
In Holmstrom's model, individuals provide positive effort because performance observations influence firms' beliefs about the individual's ability. Milgrom and Roberts (198 8)
present a related model in which an individual's current actions are again motivated by a
desire to change subsequent beliefs about the individual's attributes. 48 In particular, young
workers allocate their effort between two activities: a first activity that increases the
probability of a high-profit outcome in the worker's current job, and a second activity
that causes the worker to a p p e a r more suited for a "key" job in the subsequent period (i.e.,
there is no actual change in her ability to perform the job). Milgrom and Roberts also
assume that the firm incurs a high cost if the worker assigned to the key job quits.
We will focus on the case where the cost of a quit from the key job is sufficiently high
that the firm assigns a high wage to the key job to reduce the probability of quitting. The
first major result is that, in this case, young workers will not allocate their efforts in accord
with first-best efficiency. Rather, because they want to increase the probability of being
assigned to the key job in the subsequent period, young workers devote more effort to the
second activity than is efficient from the firm's standpoint. The second major result is that,
in order to reduce this inefficiency, the firm may choose a promotion rule that is ex post
inefficient. Milgrom and Roberts assume that a young worker' s performance on the current
job is uncorrelated with expected productivity on the key job. Nevertheless, for some
parameters, the firm finds it optimal to commit to promoting the young worker who was
most productive on the current job, ignoring the information concerning who appears most
productive on the key job. By ignoring this information, the film eliminates the incentive
for young workers to exert too much effort trying to manipulate those beliefs.
Another interesting paper related to influence is Carmichael's (1988) model of tenure in
academia. In contrast to the Holmstrom and Milgrom-Roberts models, in which workers
46Holmstromalso considerswhat happenswhenmanagerialabilityis not fixedover time, but rather evolvesas
a random walk. In this case the effort choice converges to a positive level instead of to zero, but only under
restrictive conditionswill this limitingvalue be the efficientlevel.
47Gibbonsand Murphy (1992) use the idea of effort decliningwith age to test Holmstrom'scareer-concerns
theory. They argue that, in the absence of contracts, effort will decline to below the efficienteffort level as a
managernearsretirement,and thus explicitincentivesprovidedthrough contracts shouldbecomemore important
for managersnearretirement.They findsupportfor this predictionin an analysisof CEO compensation.A related
result appears in Brandt and Hosios (1996). They developa hedonicanalysisof labor contracting,and applytheir
framework to contract data from rural China in 1935. Consistentwith the Fama/Holmstromperspective, Brandt
and Hosios find that worker effort is significantlyaffected by reputationconsiderations.
48Other related analysesincludeMilgrom(1988) and Meyer et al. (1992). Milgromshows how similarresults
can be derivedin a modelwherejobs differin termsof the speed with whicha worker in the job increaseshis stock
of human capital. Meyer, Milgrom, and Roberts show how the influence-costapproach can explainthe tendency
of firms to sell off poorly performingunits.
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take actions to change beliefs concerning their own abilities, here workers take actions that
affect beliefs concerning the abilities of job applicants. In Carmichael's setting, the
University decides in each period which young workers to hire from a pool of applicants.
The University is imperfectly informed about the abilities of the workers in the pool, and
the current faculty are the best sources for information concerning each applicant' s ability.
The problem the University faces is that, if hiring a high-ability applicant today increases
the probability that a current faculty member will be fired tomorrow then the current
faculty will not truthfully report their information concerning applicants. The role of
tenure is to induce truthful reporting: if current faculty cannot be fired tomorrow then
they have no incentive to hinder the University's effort to hire high-ability faculty today.
Influence models have a variety of potential applications. For example, we believe this
modeling approach provides a potential explanation for the phenomenon that Prendergast
(1993b) refers to as "Yes Men," where workers bias their stated opinions away from their
true beliefs towards the expected opinions of managers. Prendergast explains the phenomenon using an optimal-contracting argument. 49 A n alternative explanation parallels the
models discussed above. W h e n a worker makes a report to a manager concerning the
potential profitability of a project, the manager will typically use that report both to decide
the fate of the project and to update the manager's belief concerning the worker's ability to
collect and process information. Of course, for a variety of reasons a worker will typically
prefer that the manager have a more positive view of the worker's ability. W e conjecture
that, under plausible assumptions concerning the private signals received by the worker
and manager, this preference will cause the worker to bias her report towards what she
believes is the manager's opinion. 5°
We now turn to collusion or side contracting. The seminal paper in this area is Tirole's
(1986) model of a principal/supervisor/agent hierarchy. 5~ The principal can write contracts
with the supervisor and with the agent, but the latter two parties can also agree to a separate
"side contract." (Fairburn and Malcomson's (1997) model discussed in Section 3.3 also
employs this approach.) In Tirole's model the supervisor first monitors the value of a
49In Prendergast's model, in order to provide the worker with an incentive to improve the quality of her
information, the worker is given a bonus if the worker's report concerning the profitability of a project is
sufficientlyclose to file manager's private signal concerningprofitability.The result is that the worker biases
her report concerningthe project's profitabilitytowards the worker's belief about the value of the manager's
signal.
50Our argumentis related to Bernheim's (1994) model of conformityin social interactions,where an individual conformsbecauseof positiveeffects on the individual'sstatus. In both cases, an individualconformsin order
to alter others' beliefs concerning the individual's type. One difference is that in our proposed model the
subsequentpayoffs are monetarywhile in Bernheim's they are non-monetary.
51Tirole (1992) surveys and extends the theory of collusionand side contracting.He discusses the distinction
between "enforceable side contracts" and "self-enforcingside contracts." This distinctionis analogousto the
distinctionbetween formal contractingand relationalcontractingdiscussed in Section 2.3: an enforceableside
contract is similar to a formal contract with third-party enforcement,whereas a self-enforcingside contract is
similar to a relational contract sustained by repeated interaction.Tirole points out that most of the literature
models side contracts as being enforceable,although self-enforcementseems more importantin practice.
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productivity parameter that affects the agent's output and then makes a report to the
principal concerning the value of the parameter. There are two important assumptions.
First, the supervisor may observe the value of the productivity parameter but may instead
observe nothing, and only the supervisor knows which of these cases occurred. Second, the
supervisor can make the report in a verifiable fashion (i.e., when the supervisor observes
the value of the productivity parameter, she can report it in a way that convinces the
principal), but in this case the supervisor also has the option of lying and reporting that she
observed nothing.
Tirole begins by showing that, in the absence of side contracts, this problem is equivalent to a standard agency model. The supervisor is paid a constant wage in all states of
nature, and honestly reports her observation of the productivity parameter if she observes
it. As a result, the contract between the principal and the agent is as if the supervisor did
not exist. Tirole then considers the possibility of side contracting. That is, after having
agreed to contracts with the principal, the supervisor and the agent agree to a side contract
(unobserved by the principal) that specifies a payment from the agent to the supervisor that
depends on the supervisor's report. In effect, the agent offers a bribe to the supervisor not
to reveal information that reduces the agent's payment. Tirole shows that, even if the
principal anticipates this type of side contracting and adjusts the original contracts accordingly, the possibility of such side contracting will typically reduce the principal's expected
payoff. 52 The reason is that, because the agent is willing to bribe the supervisor not to
reveal information that is damaging to the agent, it is more costly for the principal to obtain
the supervisor's information, s3
Prendergast and Topel (1996) explore a different issue in a principal/supervisor/agent
framework. In Tirole's analysis the supervisor's report is not perfectly reliable because of
bribes the agent offers the supervisor. In Prendergast and Topel's model the supervisor's
report is similarly unreliable, but now because of favoritism. That is, the supervisor's
utility depends (either positively or negatively) on the agent's pay, and the value of this
utility parameter is privately known by the supervisor. The result is that the supervisor
biases her report of the agent's performance, with the sign of the supervisor's reporting
bias being consistent with the sign of the effect of the agent's pay on the supervisor's
utility. In contrast to Tirole's analysis, where side contracting unambiguously hurts the
principal, Prendergast and Topel find that favoritism can either help or hurt. It can help
because supervisors value the ability to affect the agent's pay, and thus in a world of
favoritism supervisors require lower expected compensation. It can hurt because biased
reports both increase the agent's risk and cause inefficient job-assignment decisions.
52If the supervisor is risk neutral, then there is no reduction in the principal's expected payoff because in that
case the principal simply sells the finn to the supervisor, who becomes the principal in a standard two-party
relationship with the agent.
53In an interesting recent paper, Olsen and Torsvik (1998) consider a two-period principal/supervisor/agent
setting and show that the possibility of side contracting can actually improve the principal's expected payoff.
Their argument is that, in the absence of long-term commitments, side contracting can reduce the time-inconsistency problem faced by the principal when the ratchet effect is an issue.
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4.2. SOcial r e l a t i o n s

This subsection considers theoretical models of what we call social relations. Whereas
politics referred to interactions across levels of a hierarchy, by "social relations" we will
mean interactions within a level of a hierarchy. As in Prendergast and Topel's model of
favoritism, some of the models of social relations involve new arguments in the parties'
utility functions. The subsection includes discussions of peer pressure, mutual monitoring
with side contracting, and organizational demography.
Alchian and Demsetz (1972) argued that compensating workers at a large firm using an
aggregate variable such as firm profits makes little sense, because of the free-rider or 1In
problem: if the return to an individual's effort is divided among the n workers in the
organization, then having compensation depend on profits will have little effect on effort.
But a growing body of evidence indicates that this argument is not completely correct. For
example, recent studies by Kruse (1992) and Jones and Kato (1995) find that profit-sharing
plans and employee stock-ownership plans (ESOPs) have significant positive effects on
productivity of about 5 %; see Weitzman and Kruse (1990) for a survey of earlier studies. 54
This evidence concerning profit-sharing plans and ESOPs suggests that the free-rider
problem may not be as severe as in Alchian and Demsetz's original argument, but other
evidence indicates that some free riding does occur when compensation depends on an
aggregate variable such as profits. For example, Newhouse (1973) and Gaynor and Pauly
(1990) find that for medical practices performance measures such as hours worked fall
with the proportion of a physician's revenue that is shared with the group. In a similar vein,
Leibowitz and Tollison (1980) find that larger law partnerships are less effective at
controlling costs.
One reason that effort levels may be higher than the standard free-rider argument
predicts involves peer pressure. Kandel and Lazear (1992) introduce a peer-pressure
function into the representative worker's utility function. The amount of peer pressure
depends on the worker's effort level, the effort levels of the other workers, and actions of
other workers that increase the level of peer pressure within the organization. Kandel and
Lazear assume that, if the compensation scheme ties an individual's compensation to the
profits of the firm, then the worker's disutility from peer pressure is negatively related to
the worker's effort level. The logic is that, because other workers benefit when the worker
54Because profit-sharingplans and ESOPs create a type of public-goodsproblem, another set of studies that
casts somedoubt on the validityof the standardfree-riderargumentis the experimentalresearch on publicgoods;
see Ledyard (1995) for a survey. Results from this literature indicate that contributionsto the public good are
typically higher than suggested by the standard argument, that these contributionsfall with repetition (which
suggests low effort levelsin organizationalsettings),and that these contributionsrise with communication(which
suggests high effort levels in organizationalsettings). In a recent paper, Nalbantianand Schotter (1997) conduct
an experimentalstudy that more closely matches the problem of effort provisionin an organizationalsetting.
Consistentwith the findingsof experimentson public goods, Nalbantianand Schotter find that effort levels are
above the level predictedby the standardargument,and that these effort levelsfall withrepetition(althougheven
at the end of the game these levels remain above the predictionof the standard argument).They do not test the
effects of communication.
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exerts more effort, other workers will penalize the worker less if his effort is higher.
Kandel and Lazear show that such peer pressure increases equilibrium effort levels,
because peer pressure is like a reduction in the marginal cost of effort. After developing
the basic argument, Kandel and Lazear discuss a variety of sources of peer pressure,
55
including guilt and shame, group norms, and mutual momtorlng.Rotemberg (1994a) develops a model of altruism rather than peer pressure: a worker's
utility depends positively on the incomes of the other workers. Naturally, if compensation
depends on an aggregate variable like profits and workers are altruistic toward each other,
then equilibrium effort will be higher than predicted by the standard free-rider argument.
Rotemberg considers a prior period when each worker can choose how altruistic she will
subsequently feel toward co-workers. This altruism choice is then credibly revealed to coworkers before effort is chosen. Rotemberg shows that if workers' efforts are complementary (i.e., the marginal product of a worker's effort is positively related to the efforts of coworkers) then workers choose positive levels of altruism and corresponding high levels of
effort. The logic is that if one worker chooses a positive level of altruism then that worker's effort will be higher, which in turn induces higher effort from co-workers (because of
complementarity), so choosing to be somewhat altruistic maximizes the original worker's
income.
A n alternative approach to understanding why effort levels induced by profit sharing are
often higher than predicted by the free-rider argument involves the idea of side contracting
introduced in the previous subsection. Tirole (1986) allowed side contracting between a
supervisor and an agent in a principal/supervisor/agent setting, and showed that the possibility of side contracting typically reduces the principal' s expected payoff. W e turn next to
side contracting between agents in principal/agent/agent settings. In contrast to Tirole's
conclusion, in this setting the introduction of side contracting frequently helps rather than
hurts the principal.
Itoh (1993) considers a model with one principal and two agents and allows for both
side contracting and mutual monitoring. Mutual monitoring means that each agent
observes the other agent's effort level, so side contracts can depend on effort levels as
well as outputs. Itoh considers both individual production and team production, but we
focus solely on team production. 56 Team production in his analysis means that the principal cannot observe each agent's individual output, but aggregate output is both observable
and contractible, so the problem is similar to the profit-sharing models discussed above.
Itoh shows that under team production, side contracting helps the principal. In particular,
•

•

55Barron and Gjerde (1997) extend Kandel and Lazear's analysis by explicitly incorporating the finn's choice
of a compensation scheme. They argue that using profit sharing to induce peer pressure can be advantageous to
the firm, but should be done in moderation. The logic is that too much peer pressure can be bad from the firm's
perspective, because the firm must compensate workers for the corresponding disutility from peer pressure (as
well as high effort) and this decreases the firm's profits.
56Holmstrom and Milgrom (1990) and Varian (1990) also consider side contracting in principal/agent/agent
settings, but they do not consider team production. One result in both papers is that if agents have no private
information then the principal cannot be helped by side contracting.
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any symmetric effort pair can be implemented at lower cost to the principal with side
contracting than without. The logic is that, because side contracts can be made contingent
on individual effort levels, they increase the penalty for shirking and thus enable agents to
achieve higher equilibrium effort levels than in the absence of side contracts. 57
So far we have discussed how various social interactions can help solve the fi'ee-rider
problem. There is some evidence, however, that some social interactions result in
decreased rather than increased levels of effort. Miller (1992) revisits Homans' (1950)
description of the bank-wiring room fi'om the Hawthorne plant of Western Electric. 5s In
the bank-wiring room there were two inspectors, nine wiremen, and three solderers, whose
job was to connect wires in telephone-switching systems. The compensation scheme was a
group piece rate. The group received a fixed amount for each piece of equipment
produced. The resulting pool of money was first used to pay each worker his wage
times the number of hours he worked. A n y remaining money was then split across the
workers in proportion to their respective wages. There was also an individual component
to the compensation: the firm collected productivity measures for each worker (e.g., the
number of connections made per hour) and wage rates were occasionally adjusted to
reflect productivity differences.
Consistent with earlier parts of this subsection, some of Miller's discussion concerns
how interactions among the workers served to avoid the free-rider problem. Another part
of Miller's discussion, however, concerns how social interactions were used to reduce
rather than increase some workers' outputs. For example, the workers had a game they
called "binging," where a worker would hit another very hard on the upper arm and the
worker who had been hit would have a chance to hit back. By having a large number of
workers choose to play the binging game with the same high-productivity worker, the
game could he used as a form of punishment and thus a way of reducing that worker's
output. One question that arises here is, given that the compensation scheme was a group
piece rate, why did workers seek to stop individuals from producing too much? One
possibility is that there was a potential ratchet effect associated with the group piece
rate: producing too much could cause the firm to reduce the future payment received by
the group for a unit of output. 59 This reduction in the group piece rate would be bad for

57Borek (1997) considersmutualmonitoringin a model of self-enforcingside contacts. That is, side contracts
cannot be enforced by third parties, so enforcementmust occur through the threat of future punishmentsassociated withrepeated interaction(see footnote51 for a related discussion).An interestingresult concernsimperfect
mutual monitoring(i.e., each worker observes the effort levels of only some of the other workers). Borek holds
fixed the number of other workers that each worker is able to monitor and yet shows that the effectivenessof
mutual monitoringfalls very slowly as the size of the finn increases. The reason is that, if a worker shirks then
only a small number of others respond to the shirkingimmediately,but through a contagionprocess, even in a
very large firmit does not take long before ahnosteveryonein the firmhas changedhis behaviorin response to the
initial shirker.
58The Hawthorneplant is also famous for two other studies. The most famous, involvingchanges in lighting,
suggests that workers work harder when they knowthey are being observed.We describeanotherstudy, based on
the relay-assembly-testingroom in footnote 60.
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high-productivity workers, but they are also rewarded for their individual productivity
(through the p a y m e n t scheme described above) and they do not internalize the effect of the
reduction in the group piece rate on the other workers. Thus, the group as a whole would
have an incentive to stop any particular worker from producing too much as well as fi'om
producing too little. 6°
Frank (1984, 1985) develops another argument concerning social relations, relating to
wage distributions rather than effort levels. Frank argues that workers derive utility both
from their absolute level of income and from their relative income. That is, holding her
own income fixed a worker gets additional utility (disutility) if her income is higher
(lower) than the incomes of co-workers. Given these preferences, Frank shows that a
firm's wage distribution will be compressed relative to the workers' marginal products.
The reason is that a worker is willing to give up income to be at the top of a firm's wage
distribution, but a worker must be compensated to be at the bottom of the wage distlibution. Frank provides now familiar evidence that piece-rate contracts are less sensitive to
performance than predicted by standard agency analysis and then argues that his relativeincome perspective explains this evidence; see Baker (1992) discussed in Section 2.3 for
an alternative explanation.
Other interesting perspectives on the effects of social relations exist in the sociology
literature. One such perspective involves networks. In a classic study, Granovetter (1973,
1995) investigated the effects of friends and relatives as sources of information for individuals seeking employment; M o n t g o m e r y ' s (1991) paper discussed in Section 3.4 offers
an economic model along these lines. Inspired by Granovetter, Burt (1992), Fernandez and
Weinberg (1997), Podolny and Baron (1997), and others have investigated the effects of
social networks within the firm. A n important finding is that the structure and density of an
individual's network can increase the individual's probability of promotion. For example,
Burt argues that an individual benefits most when he brokers a structural hole (i.e., worker
A knows several workers of type B and several of type C, but no B worker knows a C
worker). Podolny and Baron find that such network structures accelerate promotion (of
worker A) when the network is used for acquiring information or resources but not when
the network is used for performance evaluation or buy-in. The existing sociology literature
on this subject largely treats an individual's network as given. It would be interesting to
consider endogenous network formation.
Another interesting perspective from the sociology literature is the idea of organiza59For a detailed description of the ratchet effect see Roy (1952). Theoretical analyses appear in Lazear (1986a),
Gibbons (1987), and Carmichael and MacLeod (1998).
6oRecently, Jones (1990) reevaluated the data from another part of the Hawthorne experiments, the relayassembly-testingroom. As with the bank-wiring room, the compensation scheme employed in the relay-assembly-testing room was a group piece rate. Jones finds strong evidence of worker interdependence:for some pairs of
workers the outputs were positively correlated; in other cases the correlation was either negative or zero. Jones
interprets these correlations as evidence of social interactions, and shows how the estimated correlations in output
for different worker pairs match the detailed evidence on workers' demographic similarities and interactions off
the job.
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tional demography originally suggested by Pfeffer (1983). Researchers in this area investigate the extent to which the distribution of individual attributes (such as age, tenure, race,
or gender) within a work group affects outcomes such as innovation, productivity, satisfaction, and turnover. A large literature has developed that studies these relationships. In a
prominent early paper, Wagner et al. (1984) study turnover in the top-management groups
of a sample of Fortune 500 firms. They find that after controlling for an individual's age
and the firm's performance, the extent to which the individual is similar to other group
members decreases the probability of turnover. In another important paper, O'Reilly et al.
(1989) probe this relationship between group heterogeneity and turnover by suggesting
that homogeneous groups achieve higher levels of social integration.

4.3. Work practices
The traditional organization of work in large US firms involves features such as narrow job
definitions, hourly pay with close supervision, and decision-making responsibilities in the
hands of management. Doeringer and Piore (1971) describe these and related practices as
an internal labor market; Baron et al. (1986) provide evidence that the diffusion of such
practices in the US was greatly accelerated by the federal government's procurement
policies in World War II. During the 1980s, however, many firms began to move away
from this traditional system towards innovative work practices such as flexible job assignments, increased use of teamwork, increased use of incentive pay, and increased employment security (Kochan et al., 1986; Osterman, 1994). Substantial evidence suggests that
these innovative work practices have significant positive effects on firm-wide productivity.
In this subsection we first briefly discuss some of the evidence and then consider recent
theoretical models.
Several kinds of studies suggest that innovative work practices can have positive effects
on productivity, including case studies, industry studies, and cross-industry studies; see
Levine (1995) and Ichniowski et al. (1996) for overviews of the literature. For example,
Ichniowski et al. (1997) study a sample of steel-production lines. They find that innovative
work practices have a positive effect on productivity, but this positive effect is almost
entirely confined to firms that employ several such practices in combination. For example,
they find that a full bundle of innovative work practices increases productivity by more
than 6%, but varying any specific work practice by itself has no measurable effect on
productivity. They also find that the incidences of these practices are positively correlated:
in their study, over 90% of the possible bivariate correlations across practices are positive.
From a theoretical perspective, this evidence raises the question of why such work
practices might matter only when they are bundled together. A good answer to this
question seems likely also to explain why the observed bivariate correlations are positive.
One obvious answer to these questions is that activities pay off (and hence are observed) in
bundles because they are complementary; doing more of one increases the return to doing
another. In such a setting, a change in the environment that increases the return to one of
the activities will cause the firm to increase both that activity and the others. Further, given
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such a change in the environment, the return to the firm from increasing all the activities
together would be larger than the sum of the returns associated with increasing each
activity by itself. Recent theoretical work, such as M i l g r o m and Roberts (1990) and
Holmstrom and Milgrom (1994), has begun to examine what else follows from the
assumption that activities are complementary besides these intuitive results that activities
will be adopted in bundles and will pay off more as a bundle than the sum of the independent effects.
The theoretical literature on complementarities provides a rather abstract explanation
for the evidence concerning innovative work practices and increased productivity. A more
satisfying explanation would explain why certain work practices are complementary,
rather than simply assuming this to be so. Milgrom and Roberts (1995) provide a discussion along these lines. They consider some of the work practices employed by the Lincoln
Electric Company, which is well known for its high levels of productivity. Part of their
discussion concerns the following three practices e m p l o y e d by Lincoln. First, Lincoln is
widely known for its reliance on piece rates. All production workers and many nonproduction workers have their compensation determined in part by a piece rate. Second,
a large proportion of Lincoln's shares is held by the firm's workers. This was accomplished originally by direct stock purchases, and more recently by an ESOP. Third, there is
a high degree of employment security due to a no-layoff policy.
Milgrom and Roberts argue that these three work practices are complementary. First,
piece rates increase incentives, but there is a potential ratchet effect. That is, as discussed
in Section 4.2, workers may provide low effort because they fear that high effort will cause
the firm to lower the piece rate in the future. But the ratchet effect stems from the idea that,
if the owners o f the firm learn that the current rate is "too high," they lower the rate and in
this way transfer rents from the workers to themselves. By having a large proportion of the
shares held by the workers, Lincoln greatly reduces the incentive for the owners to transfer
rents away from the workers. But a quick way to turn worker-owners into simply owners is
through layoffs. That is, in the absence of a no-layoff policy, the firm could fire workers
and either force them to sell their shares back to the firm or even allow them to hold their
shares. The result would be a lower proportion of stock held by workers, which could lead
to lower piece rates. 61
A number o f the work practices discussed in the empirical literature (such as empowerment and self-managed teams) have the effect of decentralizing decision-making within
the firm. Aghion and Tirole (1997) consider empowerment in a principal-agent model
6~As discussed in Section 2.3, Baker et al. (1994) emphasize another complementarityin Lincoln's practices:
the interaction of the piece rate and the bonus in Lincoln's pay plan. Burton et al. (1998) describe five other
bundles of employment practices they observed in 75 young, hi-tech Silicon Valley firms, such as the "engineering" model (involving attachment through challenging work, control by the peer group, and selection based on
specific task abilities) and the "autocracy" model (involving attachment through monetary motivations, control
through close oversight, and selection of employees to perform pre-specified tasks). Burton, Hannan, and Baron
discuss the internal consistency of these bundles of employment practices; more importantly, their data suggest
how economists might push past the analysis of case studies such as Lincoln Electric.
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concerning which, if any, ot" a set of new projects to undertake. The authors distinguish
between formal authority and real authority: an individual with formal authority over a
decision has the right to make the decision, but the decision may in fact be made by
another individual (in which case the latter individual has the real authority). Aghion and
Tirole impose two key assumptions. First, both the principal and the agent can invest
resources in information acquisition, where a larger investment increases the probability
that the individual obtains full information about the returns associated with the various
projects. Second, payoffs are not perfectly aligned. That is, the project that yields the
highest private benefit to the principal need not be the project that yields the highest
private benefit to the agent.
Aghion and Tirole's main result is that the decentralization of decision rights can be
viewed as a trade-off between incentives and agency costs. Giving the agent formal
authority over project choice increases the agent's incentive to acquire information, but
there is a corresponding cost because the principal's and agent's incentives concerning
project choice are not perfectly aligned. 62 In addition to deriving this basic trade-off',
Aghion and Tirole derive a number of other results, including one consistent with the
idea of complementary work practices. As indicated at the beginning of this subsection,
one of the recent trends in work practices is increased use of incentive pay. Aghion and
Tirole show that, when formal authority is left in the hands of the principal, incentive pay
and decentralization (i.e., giving the agent more real authority) are complementary work
practices. That is, the higher the agent's monetary payment for choosing a project that
benefits the principal, the more real authority the agent is given in deciding which project
to undertake. One reason this is the case is that the monetary payment serves to align
incentives, so the higher the monetary payment the less need the principal has to overrule
the agent.
Rotemberg (1994b) also analyzes issues related to empowerment and decentralized
decision-making. In particular, Rotemberg considers who should have "power" (i.e.,
the fight to make decisions according to his wishes) within a profit-maximizing firm.
There is substantial evidence in the sociology literature that power is not given to those
with the highest willingness to pay to determine the decision, as might be suggested by a
simple economic model. Rather, this evidence indicates that power is given either to those
who control important flows of resources from outside the firm (Pfeffer and Satancik,
1978; Tushman and Romanelli, 1983) or to those who help the firm cope with uncertainty
(Crozier, 1964; Hinings et al., 1974).
Rotemberg considers a two-period setting where a firm cannot observe a worker's best
alternative wage offer in the second period, and also cannot commit in the first period to
the wages it will pay workers in the second period. He shows that in this setting it is
typically not optimal to give power to the individual who has the highest willingness to
pay to determine the decision. Rather, because giving an individual power increases the
62 Jensen and Meckling (1992) gave a closely related informal argument. In their view, decentralized decisionmaking allows the firm to take advantage of the superior information held by those lower in the hierarchy, but
there is a resulting cost because incentives are not perfectly aligned.
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probability that the worker will remain with the firm in the second period, the firm gives
power to those it most wants to keep. That is, the finn gives power to workers whose value
to the firm is much higher than the worker's expected alternative offer, such as might be
the case for those who control important flows of resources or help the firm cope with
uncertainty.
Several recent papers consider related issues. First, Rotemberg and Saloner (1993)
consider how a firm's optimal management style varies with the nature of the firm's
environment. They find that a participatory style is optimal in environments that are
potentially rich in innovative ideas, while an autocratic style is optimal in environments
lacking such potential. Second, Prendergast (1995) considers a setting in which a manager
must decide how to divide tasks between the manager and a subordinate. In equilibrium,
the manager retains too many tasks because she receives a private return from on-the-job
learning. Thus, Prendergast's model suggests why empowerment runs counter to the
interests of middle managers. Finally, Zabojnik (1997b) considers centralized versus
decentralized decision-making in a setting where workers have an effort choice, and
shows that it is sometimes optimal to let the worker make the decision even when the
manager has superior information. There is an element of complementarity in Z a b o j n i k ' s
analysis in that decentralized decision-making is more beneficial when the worker has a
high degree of employment security (although in his m o d e l the degree of employment
security is an exogenous variable rather than a choice variable for the firm).

5. I n t e g r a t i v e m o d e l s
In Sections 3 and 4 we considered models that address one or a few aspects of careers in
organizations. In this section we survey papers from a small but expanding literature that
addresses patterns of evidence. As noted in the Introduction, the advantage of this
approach is that any single fact may be consistent with a variety of theories, so one
w a y to choose among theories is by evaluating the extent to which each is consistent
with a broad pattern of evidence.
5.1. H a r r i s a n d H o l m s t r o m (1982)

Perhaps the first attempt to explain a broad pattern of evidence is Harris and H o l m s t r o m ' s
(1982) analysis of symmetric learning and insurance. This paper builds on F r e e m a n ' s
(1977) two-period model discussed in Section 3.1.63 In Harris and H o l m s t r o m ' s analysis,

63Other papers that build on Freeman's (1977) analysis include Weiss (1984) and Haltiwanger and Waldman
(1986). Weiss considers a setting in which workers are homogeneous at the beginning of their careers, but
heterogeneity is introduced over time as productivity grows in a stochastic fashion. Haltiwanger and Waldman
consider a setting in which workers vary in terms of ability as in Freeman's analysis, but they focus on the
implications of workers having imperfect access to capital markets.
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all firms are uncertain about a worker's ability at the beginning of the worker's career, and
all firms gradually learn about the worker's ability as they observe the worker's output
over time. The learning is gradual because output is a noisy function of the worker's true
ability. Ability does not vary with the worker's age or firm-specific seniority. Workers are
risk averse and are in the labor market for Tperiods, whereas firms are risk neutral and are
infinitely lived. As in Freeman's analysis, because workers are risk averse and firms are
risk neutral, it would be efficient for a firm to insure each of its workers against the
uncertainty about how the market's belief about the worker's ability will evolve over time.
Harris and Holmstrom assume that firms can contractually commit to a wage policy that
specifies each period's wage as a function of that period's output and past outputs. Workers, on the other hand, cannot commit to their future actions; in particular, a worker always
has the option of leaving the current employer and taking an alternative offer. Given these
contracting assumptions, equilibrium wages have three properties. First, the desire for
insurance causes the current period's wage to be independent of that period's output.
Second, the desire for insurance also causes real wages to be downward rigid. That is,
the firm guarantees that the worker's real wage in period t + 1 will be no lower than in
period t. Finally, a worker's wage rises when the market's belief about her ability changes
in a sufficiently positive fashion. More specifically, the wage in any such period equals the
worker's expected productivity (based on the history of prior outputs) minus an insurance
premium that falls to zero over the worker's T-period career. The first two results extend
Freeman's conclusions to T-period careers; the third is new. The basic logic of the HarrisHolmstrom model is that, because workers cannot commit to staying with the current
employer when other potential employers offer higher wages, workers cannot receive full
insurance (i.e., they bear the risk of wage increases) and they must pay an insurance
premium (even though there is competition among risk-neutral firms).
After deriving the results described above, Harris and Holmstrom show that their model
offers an explanation for five empirical findings concerning careers. First, as found by
Mincer (1974) and others, the wage is an increasing concave function of labor-market
experience. In the Harris-Holmstrom model, there are two reasons why the wage is a
positive function of experience. First, older workers have had more opportunities to have
had their wages bid up. Second, as workers age, the size of the required insurance premium
falls (both because there is less uncertainty about ability and because an older worker has
fewer periods remaining in her career). The reason that the wage is concave in experience
is that the incremental amount of learning goes to zero as the worker ages, so the insurance
premium falls more rapidly earlier in a worker's career.
Second, like Freeman's analysis, the Harris-Holmstrom model provides an explanation
for Medoff and Abraham's (1980, 1981) finding that wages increase with labor-market
experience even though performance evaluations do not. Assuming that performance
evaluations are an unbiased measure of productivity, this result follows in the HarrisHolmstrom model because worker productivity is independent of experience yet the
average wage rises with experience. Harris and Holmstrom also show the stronger result
that, in a continuous-time version of their model, the wage is a positive function of
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experience even after controlling for the market's current belief about the worker's
productivity. This result holds because the required insurance premium falls with age. 64
The three remaining empirical findings captured by the Harris-Holmstrom model are all
found in Mincer (1974). The third is that the variance of earnings increases with labormarket experience (because of learning about workers' abilities). Fourth, assuming that a
worker's expected productivity is positively related to her education level, the expected
wage is a positive function of the worker's education level. Fifth, the wage distribution is
positively skewed (because the insurance aspect of the wage policy truncates the lower tail
of the wage distribution).
Despite providing an explanation for a variety of facts, the Harris-Holmstrom model
does have some drawbacks. The most important is their prediction of real-wage rigidity.
That is, because the analysis is based on an insurance argument, it predicts downward
rigidity of real not nominal wages. But much evidence indicates that real wages frequently
fall (Baker et al., 1994b; McLaughlin, 1994; Card and Hyslop, 1997), although nominal
wages show some downward rigidity. The other drawback of the H a r r i s - H o l m s t r o m
model is one of omission. Many of the empirical findings regarding careers in organizations concern assignment to jobs and the resulting promotion process (e.g., large wage
increases upon promotion and serial correlation in promotion rates). Because firms in the
H a r r i s - H o l m s t r o m m o d e l have only a single job, their analysis cannot address these and
related findings.

5.2. Demougin and Siow (1994)

A second paper that attempts to explain a pattern of evidence is Demougin and Siow
(1994). The key feature of this model is that each firm trains (some) young unskilled
workers in the hope of developing the next p e r i o d ' s manager. Demougin and Siow
consider an overlapping-generations structure where firms are infinitely lived and each
cohort of workers is in the labor market for two periods. In any period, a firm employs a
single manager and an endogenously determined number of unskilled workers. The firm
can train any or all of its young unskilled workers. If a worker is trained there is a reduction
of output during the training period but there is also a positive probability that the training
will be successful, in which case the worker will be qualified to be a manager in the
following period (at this or any other firm). If a worker is not trained then there is no
64Harris and Holmstrom argue that their framework is also consistent with seniority-related wage growth.
Their argument is as follows. Assume that turnover occurs only when the evolution of beliefs concerning a
worker's ability is sufficientlypositive that the worker's wage is bid up (otherwise the market wage offer is less
than that of the current employer). They argue that since a worker who switches firms is earning the market wage
while many others already at the new firm are earning an above-market wage, the return to seniority must be
positive. This argument is incorrect. Since a worker who switches firms has just had her wage bid up, on average,
such a worker will be earning more than others with the same amount of labor-market experience. This, in turn,
suggests a return to seniority that is negative not positive.
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chance that he will be qualified to be a m a n a g e r next period. The final key assumption is
that a firm incurs a training cost i f the m a n a g e r i a l position is filled w i t h an outsider.
D e m o u g i n and S l o w s h o w that e q u i l i b r i u m in this setting takes one o f two forms. If the
probability that training will be successful is l o w and the productivity o f unskilled workers
is l o w then the firm hires f e w y o u n g workers but trains t h e m all, For other parameters, the
firm hires m o r e y o u n g workers than it trains. D e m o u g i n and S l o w s h o w that each o f these
r e g i m e s has several interesting features, as follows.
C o n s i d e r first w h a t D e m o u g i n and S i o w call the fast-track regime. T h e s e are the parameterizations such that the firm chooses to train s o m e but not all of its y o u n g workers. This
r e g i m e has the f o l l o w i n g features. First, as suggested by the name, there is a kind of fast
track. B e c a u s e the firm c h o o s e s to train only s o m e of its y o u n g workers, s o m e y o u n g
workers h a v e a higher probability o f p r o m o t i o n than other y o u n g workers (specifically,
s o m e y o u n g workers h a v e a p o s i t i v e probability o f p r o m o t i o n w h i l e others h a v e zero
probability). Second, firms prefer to p r o m o t e f r o m within. That is, i f at least one y o u n g
w o r k e r ' s training succeeds then the firm fills the m a n a g e r i a l position with such a worker.
O n l y i f no y o u n g w o r k e r ' s training is successful does the firm fill the position with an old
worker w h o was successfully trained at a different firm in the p r e v i o u s period. Third, the
span o f control is larger than one (i.e., there are m o r e unskilled workers than managers).
This result f o l l o w s largely f r o m the assumption that the probability that training is successful is less than one. 65
C o n s i d e r next what D e m o u g i n and S i o w call the up-or-out r e g i m e . T h e s e are the
parameterizations such that the firm chooses to train all its y o u n g workers. This r e g i m e
has s o m e features in c o m m o n w i t h the fast-track r e g i m e but other features that differ. First,
firms again prefer to p r o m o t e f r o m within. Second, the span o f control is again larger than
65Demougin and Siow also claim that this regime provides an explanation for the Medoff and Abraham (1980,
1981) finding that wages are positively related to seniority while performance evaluations are not. Their argument
is as follows. For young unskilled workers who receive training, there is a positive probability the training will be
successful, in which case the individual will receive the higher managerial wage in the subsequent period. As a
result, young unskilled workers who receive training are paid less than both young workers who do not receive
uaining and old workers who are employed as unskilled workers (both of whom receive the same wage). Thus, on
average, old unskilled workers are paid more than young unskilled workers. That is, wages rise with experience.
Demougin and Siow's claim that the above result explains the Medoff-Abraham puzzle concerning seniority is
incorrect. The reason is that old unskilled workers are paid the same whether they remain with their first-period
employer or move elsewhere. Thus, controlling for experience, the seniority wage premium in Demougin-Siow's
fast-track regime equals zero. There remains the issue, however, of whether the above result is an explanation for
the Medoff-Abraham finding that wages are positively related to labor-market experience while performance
evaluations are not. The answer here is as follows. Since there is a cost of providing training to a young worker,
the above result is not an explanation for the Medoff-Abraham finding concerning labor-market experience if
performance evaluations are unbiased measures of productivity. That is, the performance evaluation of young
unskilled workers receiving training will be lower because there is a reduction in productivity during training. To
generate the Medoff-Abraham result, one would have to assume that the performance evaluation of a young
worker receiving training does not reflect this fall in productivity. Then young and old unskilled workers would
receive the same performance evaluation but old unskilled workers would receive a higher wage. See the
discussion of Gibbons and Waldman (1999) later in this section for a related argument.
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one. Third, rather than there being a fast track, firms now employ an up-or-out promotion
rule. As discussed in Section 3.3, up-or-out means that every old worker who is not
promoted is forced to leave the firm. The logic here is that the firm needs all of its unskilled
slots as training slots, so there is no room for an old worker to take an unskilled slot.
There are a few drawbacks of the Demougin-Siow analysis. First, they find that firms
employ either a fast track or up-or-out, but not both. We know of no evidence that the two
are not employed together. To the contrary, the academic labor market employs the up-orout rule, and seems also to exhibit a fast track: our casual impression is that individuals
who are promoted to associate professor more quickly typically spend less time as associate professors before promotion to full (although this is a different type of fast track than in
the Demougin-Siow analysis).
The other main drawback is one of omission. Because there are only two jobs and
because there is little heterogeneity across workers (the only heterogeneity is that some
old workers are qualified to be managers because they previously received training and the
training was successful), the analysis does not address many of the detailed empirical
findings concerning careers in organizations. For example, Demougin and Siow do not
address findings such as that wage increases at one level of a job ladder forecast speed of
promotion to the next or that demotions are rare while real-wage decreases are not.
5.3. Gibbons and Waldman (1999)

The last paper we discuss is Gibbons and Waldman (1999). This paper integrates the two
standard ways of modeling the promotion process as job-assignment mechanism discussed
in Section 3.2: learning and human-capital acquisition. (Like Harris-Holmstrom and
Demougin-Siow, Gibbons-Waldman abstracts from incentive issues.) Let 0i be worker
i's innate ability, which can equal either On or 0b On > 0L. A worker's effective ability in
period t is given by Tit = Oif(Xit), where xit is the worker's labor-market experience in
period t andf(xit) is an increasing and concave function representing general human-capital
accumulation. Each firm consists of three jobs, denoted 1, 2, and 3. The output of worker i
/
assigned to j o b j in period t is given by hi + ci(~# + ~#), where est is a noise term. Let
be the level of effective ability at which a worker is equally productive in jobs 1 and 2; that
is r/z solves bl + C l r / = b2 + c2r/. Similarly, let r/~z solve b2 + c2r/H = b3 + c3r/H. The
production-function parameters are such that the efficient assignment rule is Tit < ~3~ to
job 1, ~7z < T]it < T]I! t o job 2, and T]it > t ! t o job 3. Furthermore, the innate-ability and
skill-acquisition parameters are such that all workers start their careers in job 1 and end
their careers in job 3. Finally, both workers and firms are risk neutral and there are no
hiring or mobility costs so wages and job assignments can be determined by spot-market
contracting.
In this model, higher ability is more valuable in higher-level jobs, with the result that
workers move up the job ladder as they age because human-capital acquisition causes
effective ability to increase. Gibbons and Waldman consider this model under both full
information and symmetric learning. In the latter case all workers look identical when they
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enter the labor market and firms update their beliefs concerning a worker's innate and
effective abilities as they observe realizations of the worker's output. Our discussion will
focus on the symmetric-learning case.
Gibbons and Waldman analyze the extent to which their model can explain the detailed
empirical findings in Baker et al.'s (1994a,b) investigation of managerial careers inside a
single firm in the financial services industry. Most of the Baker-Gibbs-Holmstrom (BGH)
findings are either fully or partly supported by other empirical investigations but Gibbons
and Waldman focus on the BGH findings because they all hold in one environment.
Gibbons and Waldman show that their model captures a number of the BGH findings,
including the following four. First, real-wage decreases are a minority of the observations,
but are not rare, while demotions can be very rare. The logic here is that if a worker's
output is sufficiently low then the market will reduce its belief about the worker' s effective
ability, causing the worker's real wage to fall, but this learning will not result in a demotion unless the worker's expected effective ability falls from above ~//to below (or from
above H to below). Second, there is serial correlation in wage increases. This occurs
because innate ability and human capital interact in the production function: workers with
high expected innate ability typically experience faster growth in expected effective
ability, and this results in serial correlation in wage increases.
The other two BGH findings we discuss here concern the manner in which wages and
wage changes are related to the promotion process. The third is that promotions are
associated with larger-than-average wage increases, but these wage increases are small
relative to the difference in the average wages between the relevant levels of the job
ladder. In the Gibbons-Waldman model, promotions are associated with larger-thanaverage wage increases because of learning and sample-selection: workers whose outputs
are worse than expected typically are not promoted; those who are promoted are a selected
sample whose outputs are typically better than expected. The reason these wage increases
at promotion are small relative to the difference in the average wages between the relevant
levels of the job ladder is human-capital acquisition: some of the workers in the higherlevel job are paid more because they have acquired more human capital, but the wage
increase at promotion captures only one year's worth of human-capital accumulation.
The fourth BGH finding we discuss here is that workers who receive large wage
increases early in their stay at one level of a job ladder are typically promoted more
quickly to the next level. In the Gibbons-Waldman model, a large wage increase suggests
a high value for expected innate ability, which in turn suggests that expected effective
ability will increase quickly in the future. Thus, workers with large wage increases early
on will typically take less time to achieve the critical value of expected effective ability
needed for promotion.
In addition to exploring the extent to which their model captures these and other
findings from the BGH environment, Gibbons and Waldman also consider the extent to
which their model is consistent with findings in Medoff and Abraham (1980, 1981), such
as within a job level wages are positively related to labor-market experience while performance evaluations fall with experience. (Unfortunately, Baker, Gibbs, and Holmstrom do
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not report whether their data are consistent with the Medoff-Abraham findings.) Gibbons
and Waldman argue that a potential explanation for the Medoff-Abraham findings is that
human-capital theory is the correct explanation for wage growth, but performance evaluations are a biased measure of productivity (see footnote 65 for a related discussion), as
follows.
In the Gibbons-Waldman model, the wage is an increasing function of expected effective ability, which increases with experience because of human-capital acquisition. Now
suppose that supervisors evaluate individuals relative to other individuals with the same
labor-market experience (i.e., performance evaluations measure expected innate ability
rather than expected effective ability). Then performance evaluations within a job level
fall with experience, because workers with high expected innate ability will be promoted
out of this job level as they age (and those with low expected innate ability will be
promoted into this job level as they age). Thus, with this interpretation of performance
evaluations, wages rise but evaluations fall with experience in the Gibbons-Waldman
model. This result is perhaps modest when taken alone, but may be reassuring because
it falls so easily out of a model designed to address the BGH findings.
As with the Harris-Holmstrom and Demougin-Siow models, we see a few drawbacks
of the Gibbons-Waldman analysis. The most important concerns turnover. In this model
there is neither specific human capital nor asymmetric learning, both of which would tie
workers to firms. Gibbons and Waldman assume that there is an infinitesimal moving cost
so no turnover actually occurs, but one could as easily assume that there is no moving cost,
so workers could switch firms randomly from period to period. This indeterminacy means
the model cannot address issues such as whether there is a positive return to seniority, what
are the factors that affect separation probabilities, and whether firms prefer to promote
from within.
The other drawback we see is that, even restricting the focus to the BGH firm, there are a
few findings that Gibbons and Waldman do not capture. These include: (i) cohort effects
(i.e., a cohort's average entry-level wage is an important determinant of the cohort's
average wage years after entry); (ii) nominal wage rigidity; and (iii) a strong green-card
effect (i.e., within a job level, the expected wage increase is a decreasing function of the
initial wage). Of these three findings, we feel the cohort finding is the most troubling. In
the Gibbons-Waldman model, wages are determined by competitive bidding, so the state
of the labor market in past years has no effect on current wages. In contrast, the cohort
finding suggests that workers are somewhat insulated from the market, and thus that
competitive bids have a minor effect on earnings.

6. Conclusion
We have surveyed the labor-economics literature on careers in organizations, focusing on
theoretical models that address detailed evidence or stylized facts. When possible we have
tried to assess the extent to which the various theoretical approaches fit the data. For
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example, in discussing the two standard ways of modeling the promotion process as a jobassignment mechanism (learning and human-capital acquisition), we argued that the
learning approach does not fit the evidence concerning wage growth in the absence of
promotions, but the human-capital-acquisition approach does not fit the evidence concerning larger-than-average wage increases at promotion. Our conclusion is that the evidence
favors models that combine learning and human-capital acquisition, because such models
exhibit both large wage increases at promotion and significant wage increases in the
absence of promotion.
We have not identified a single theoretical framework that captures most of the existing
evidence. Developing such a framework should be an important goal for future contributors to the theoretical literature on careers in organizations. The integrative models
summarized in Section 5 give us some hope that such a framework can be developed.
Given the building-block models described in Section 2, it is now relatively easy to build
theoretical models that capture a single empirical finding or stylized fact; it is much more
difficult but also much more useful to construct models that match a pattern of evidence.
On the other hand, several of the existing findings come from a small set of studies such
as Medoff and Abraham (1980, 1981) and Baker et al. (1994a,b), and these studies
typically focus on a very small number of firms. Before much more effort is expended
developing integrative theoretical models that explain these and other findings, it is crucial
to know which findings are specific to the particular firms studied and which are representative of careers in a range of occupations, industries, countries, and time periods. To
resolve this uncertainty, future contributors to the empirical literature on careers in organizations should address a core set of questions, such as those suggested by Gibbons
(1997) before analyzing their particular concerns.
Finally, we believe more attention should be paid to the sociology literature concerning
careers in organizations, such as the work discussed in Section 4. There are substantial
bodies of evidence in this literature that could be combined with the empirical studies in
the economics literature to develop a clearer picture of careers. There are also a number of
theoretical approaches in the sociology literature that merit economists' attention, either as
complements to or substitutes for the theoretical approaches in the economics literature.
This paper has shown that labor economists have begun to theorize about events inside
organizations, and that some of the resulting models match the available evidence fairly
well, but organizational sociologists might argue that these models still describe labor
markets, not life in organizations. For example, in Gibbons and Waldman (1999), workers
could turn over every period or not at all; firm affiliation is simply not relevant. In this
sense, labor economists (ourselves included) seem far from understanding the sociologists' claim that employment outcomes are deeply affected by organizational structures
and processes, rather than being determined in an institution-free labor market.
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Abstract
Three central facts describe inter-firm worker mobility in modern labor markets: (l) long-term
employment relationships are common; (2) most new jobs end early; and (3) the probability of a
job ending declines with tenure. Models based on firm-specific capital provide a parsimonious
explanation for these facts, but it also appears that worker heterogeneity in mobility rates can account
for much of what we observe in these data. l investigate tests of the specific capital model and
consider whether these tests are successful in distinguishing the specific capital model from a model
based on heterogeneity. One approach uses longitudinal data with detailed mobility histories of
workers. These analyses suggest that both heterogeneity and specific capital (implying true duration
dependence in the hazard of job ending) appear to be significant factors in accounting for mobility
patterns. A second approach is through estimation of the return to tenure in earnings functions. This
is found to have several weaknesses including the endogeneity of tenure and the lack of tight
theoretical links between tenure and accumulated specific capital and between productivity and
wages. A third approach is to use data on the earnings experience of displaced workers. Several
tests are derived based on these data, but there is generally an alternative heterogeneity-based
explanation that makes interpretation difficult. Nonetheless, firms appear willing to pay to encourage
long-term employment relationships, and they may do so because it is efficient to invest in theft
workforce. On this basis, I conclude that, while deriving convincing direct evidence for the specific
capital model of mobility is difficult, it appears that specific capital is a useful construct for understanding worker mobility and wage dynamics. © 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
JEL codes: J41; J63

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
It is evident to even the casual observer that the labor market in the United States and other
developed countries is not primarily a spot market characterized by short-term employment
relationships between workers and firms. There is not high frequency movement by workers
from firm to firm or, put another way, high frequency m o v e m e n t by firms from worker to
worker. For example, in February 1996, 35.4% of workers aged 35-64 in the United States
had been with their current employer for at least 10 years, and 20.9% of workers aged 4 5 - 6 4
had been with their current employer for at least 20 years. 1 On the other hand, neither is the
labor market static in the sense that workers and firms are irrevocably bound to each other.
For example, at the same date, 19.1% of American workers 20-64 had been with their
current employer for less than 1 year. 2 Given a civilian employment level of 125.7 million
workers in the United States, this suggests that about 24 million new employment relationships existed in March 1997 that did not exist in February 1996. 3 And the number of new

These statistics are based on tabulationsof data from the mobilitysupplementto the February 1996 Current
Population Survey (CPS). See Farber (1997b) for details.
2These statistics are based on tabulationsof data from the mobility supplementto the Febrnary 1996 Current
Population Survey (CPS). See Farber (1997c) for details.
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employment relationships that started between March 1995 and February 1996 is almost
surely much larger than 24 million because many new employment relationships started
during this time period did not survive until February 1996. 4 Since overall employment in
the United States increased by only 700,000 jobs over the same period, virtually all of these
new employment relationships involve job change.
Both the high incidence of long-term employment relationships and the high level of job
change, defined here as change of employer, are important features of modern labor
markets. In this chapter I attempt to place these facts in perspective highlighting the
potential role of firm-specific capital and heterogeneity across workers. The next section
contains a description of various sources of data on job mobility. This discussion focuses
on the United States because of the availability there of consistent data on tenure and
mobility over a fairly substantial period of time. In Section 3, I outline a set of important
facts on job change that a theory of worker mobility needs to explain. These facts are that
(1) long-term employment relationships are common, (2) most new jobs end early, and (3)
the probability of a job ending declines with tenure. I present evidence mainly for the
United States but also for other countries that establishes the basis for these facts. I also
review some recent literature investigating whether job stability has been declining in the
United States. Section 4 contains a discussion of models based on firm-specific capital,
including match quality, as an explanation for the stylized facts. In Section 5, I establish
that worker and job heterogeneity in mobility rates can largely account for the facts,
without resort to the existence of specific capital.
In Section 6, I discuss some tests of the relative importance of heterogeneity and specific
capital in explaining mobility rates based on the relationship of mobility rates with experience, tenure, and more detailed mobility histories. Section 7 contains a discussion of
testing the specific capital model through estimation of the return to tenure in earnings
functions. I also discuss the weaknesses of this approach, including endogeneity of tenure
and the lack of tight theoretical links between tenure and accumulated specific capital and
between productivity and wages are discussed. The recent literature on estimating the
return to tenure is reviewed in some detail. In Section 8, I discuss the use of data on the
earnings experience of displaced workers to test the specific capital model. Several tests
are derived, but there is generally an alternative heterogeneity-based explanation that
makes testing difficult. Section 9 contains some final remarks.

2. Sources of data on job mobility
The discussion in this section focuses on the United States because, in contrast to most other
countries, data on worker mobility are available over a substantial period of time. As a
3 The employment statistics are taken from US Bureau of Labor Statistics Series ID LFS11000000. This is the
seasonally adjusted civilian employment level derived from the Current Population Survey for workers aged 16
and older.
4 | present evidence below on the high hazard of jobs ending during the first year.
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result, not surprisingly, most of the literature on worker mobility, analyzes the American
experience. However, the issues of data quality and needs are of more general applicability.
2.1. The current population survey data on tenure

Much of what we know about the tenure distribution in the United States comes from
the Current Population Survey (CPS). At irregular intervals, the Census Bureau has
appended mobility supplements to the January Current Population Survey. The years in
which they did so include 1951, 1963, 1966, 1968, 1973, 1978, 1981, 1983, 1987, and
1991. Mobility supplements were also appended to the February 1996 and February 1998
CPSs. These supplements contain information that can be used to compute job tenure,
defined as time with the current employer. 5 Information on job tenure is also available in
pension and benefit supplements to the CPS in May of 1979, 1983, and 1988, and in April
1993. Finally, data on job tenure can be derived from the contingent and alternative
employment arrangement supplements (CAEAS) to the CPS in February 1995 and February 1997.
Important problems of comparability of data over time exist because of substantial
changes in the wording of the central question about job duration. The early mobility
supplements (1951-1981) asked workers what year they "...started working at their
present job or business." The mobility supplements in 1983, 1997, and 1991 asked workers bow many years they have "...been working continuously for the present employer...
" The most recent mobility supplements (1996 and t998) asked workers how long they
have "...been working continuously for tbe present employer . . . . " and let the respondent
define the time units. The pension and benefit supplements to the CPS in May of 1979,
1983, and 1988, and in April 1993 asked workers "How many years have you worked for
your present employer?". The question goes on to say "If there has been an interruption of
one year or morel count only the years since that interruption." The CAEASs to the CPS in
February 1995 and February 1997 asked workers how long they had been working for their
present employer with no reference to continuity of employment and allowed the respondents define the time units. These differences affect the comparability of the responses.
First and most obviously, the early mobility supplement question refers to time on the
present job rather than time with the present employer. If workers change jobs without
changing employers (e.g., promotion or reassignment), then time on the job will be shorter
than time with employer. Second, different groups of supplements handle interrupted
spells differently. The recent mobility supplements ask about continuous spells without
elaborating on what constitutes continuity, while the pension and benefit supplements
direct the respondent to ignore interruptions of less than 1 year. There is no mention of
continuity in the early mobility supplement question or in the CAEASs. Assuming that the
natural inclination of workers will be to ignore interruptions of "reasonable" length if no
mention is made of continuity, it appears that these differences will reduce reported
5 Only the mobilitysupplementssince 1973 are availablein machine-readableform.
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durations in the later mobility supplements and the CAEASs relative to both the early
mobility supplements and the pension and benefit supplements. Third, there is likely to be
heaping of responses at round numbers that will be different for the early mobility supplements (which ask for a calendar year) than for the later mobility supplements and tile
pension and benefit supplements (which ask for a number of years or simply how long). In
the early mobility supplements question, the spikes occur at round calendar years (1960,
1965, etc.). In the other supplements, the spikes occur at round counts of years (5, 10, 15,
etc.). 6 Additionally, an inquiry about when the job started may evoke systematically
different responses than a question about length of employment.
2.2. Data from the March CPS on job change
An alternative, and rarely used source of information on worker mobility in the United
States is the Annual Income Supplement to the March CPS. This supplement collects
information on employment and income in the previous calendar year. Since 1976, the
supplement has contained a question asking how many employers the individual had
during the previous year, not counting jobs held simultaneously. In other words, dual
job holders are not counted as having multiple jobs. The underlying concept is to derive
a measure of the number of main jobs. The response is coded as zero, one, two, or three-ormore jobs.
The response to the question on number of jobs held last year can be used in a straightforward way to derive a lower bound estimate of the fraction of individuals who changed
jobs in the previous year (and hence are in new jobs). This is computed as the number of
individuals reporting more than one job divided by the number of individuals reporting at
least one job. This estimate is a lower bound because some individuals may have lost a job
they had held all year shortly before the year in question ended and did not find a job until
early the following year. They would be counted as non-changers, but, in fact, the jobs
they held did end. Stewart (1997) presents the only analysis of which I am aware that has
used these data to compute rates of job change. I present my own analysis of these data in
the next section.
2.3. Longitudinal data from the PSID and NLS
Longitudinal data provide important obvious advantages for analyzing worker mobility.
By following workers over time, the timing of job change can be observed and, in contrast
to cross-sectional data, completed job durations can be observed directly. Another advantage is that successive jobs held by individuals can be observed so that more dynamic
approaches to modeling mobility can be investigated. Finally, the data generally contain
information on the reason for job change, and most changes can be classified as voluntary
6Ureta (1992) presents the only analysis of which I am aware that explicitly addresses the rounding and
heaping problems. In the recent supplements where the respondent selects the time units, virtually all responses
greater than 2 years are reported in years and there is heaping at the usual round numbers.
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(quits) or involuntary (layoffs). The standard longitudinal data sets have been used to study
mobility in the United States. These include the four original cohorts of the National
Longitudinal Surveys (NLS), the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY), and
the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID). These data are described in more detail in
the chapter in this volume by Angrist and Ka'ueger (1998).
The longitudinal data also have some weaknesses. One is the relatively small sample
sizes they offer, at least in comparison with the CPS. Another is difficulty in timing job
changes. This is particularly troublesome in data sets like the PSID and original NLS
cohorts that are not designed for the study of employment dynamics. For example, the
PSID has surveyed individuals each year, and, apart from changes in question wording
over time, contains information sufficient to determine if the main job held at the survey
date is the same job as the main job held at the survey date the previous year. However,
simple tabulation shows that inconsistencies and ambiguities in responses are common. 7
The NLSY has some advantages for the study of employment dynamics because it
codes the starting and ending dates of all jobs held (to a maximum of five per year).
This allows more precise timing of job changes as well as the observation of jobs other
than the main job held at the survey date. These advantages are particularly important
when studying mobility early in jobs because a substantial fraction of jobs end within the
first year. s Thus, surveys that can only observe jobs that are in existence at a particular
survey date, like the PSID and original NLS cohorts, are likely to miss much of the
detailed structure of mobility.

2.4. Aggregate turnover data from employment and earnings
Prior to the availability of large-scale cross-sectional data sets from the CPS and longitudinal data sets from the PSID and NLS in the late 1960s and early 1970s, the central
source of data on worker mobility was from turnover rates collected at the establishment
level as part of the Employment and Earnings series of the US Bureau of Labor Statistics.
These data were collected monthly, available aggregated to the industry level, and
measured quit rates and layoff rates separately along with the total separation rate. The
data also contained information on new hires and rehires along with the total hiring rate.
Unfortunately, this series was discontinued in the early 1980s.
Important early studies of turnover behavior (e.g., Pencavel, 1970, 1972) relied on these
data. Unfortunately, with the discontinuation of this series, no large scale survey administered at regular intervals contains information about job change by cause (voluntary versus
involuntary). The Displaced Workers Surveys, conducted since 1984 as supplements to
the CPS, contain information on whether workers have changed jobs involuntarily for
vBrownand Light(1992) present a detailed usefuldiscussionof problemsin usingthe PSIDand NLS original
cohorts to time job changes. Abrahamand Farber (1987) discuss some of the problems in using the PSID to
develop a continuousmeasure of job tenure over time.
8See, for example, Farber (1994). Evidenceon the high hazard of jobs ending in the first year is presented in
the next section.
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certain reasons, but there is no comparable source for data on voluntary j o b change or on
involuntary j o b change generally.

2.5. The Displaced Workers Surveys
The Displaced Workers Surveys (DWSs) have been administered every 2 years since 1984
as a supplement to the monthly Current Population Survey (CPS). Each Displaced Workers Survey from 1984-92 asks workers if they were displaced from a j o b at any time in the
preceding 5-year period. The 1994 and 1996 D W S s ask workers if they were displaced
from a j o b at any time in the preceding 3-year period. Displacement is defined in the
interviewer instructions to the relevant Current Population Surveys as involuntary separation based on operating decisions of the employer. Such events as a plant closing, an
employer going out of business, a layoff from which the worker was not recalled are
considered displacement. Workers who are laid off from a j o b and rehired in a different
position by the same employer are considered to have been displaced. Other events
including quits and being fired for " . . . p o o r work performance, disciplinary problems,
or any other reason that is specific to the individual a l o n e . . . " are not considered displacement (US Department o f Commerce, 1988, Section II, p. 4). Thus, the supplement is
designed to focus on the l o s s o f specific j o b s that result from business decisions of
firms unrelated to the performance of particular workers.
The D W S has been used extensively in recent years to measure rates of j o b loss.
Additionally, since those individuals identified as j o b losers are asked a series of followup
questions about the reason for their j o b loss, the characteristics of their lost job, and their
labor market experience subsequent to j o b loss, the D W S has also been used to examine
the consequences of j o b loss. I survey some of this literature below as part o f an evaluation
of theories of mobility.

2.6. A proposal for improved data on mobility from the CPS
W h i l e the D W S s provide information at regular intervals on the rate of j o b loss for a large
representative cross-section, no comparable source for data on quits or j o b change generally exists in the United States. The February 1996 and 1998 CPSs represent an improvement over earlier CPSs with mobility supplements or D W S s in that they include mobility
supplements with data on tenure on the current j o b as well as D W S s with data on j o b loss
in the previous 3 years. 9 This greatly facilitates investigating the relationship between
rates of j o b loss and tenure. However, the information is inadequate to investigate the
relationships between quit rates and tenure and the rate of overall j o b change and tenure. J0
9Data from the February 1998 CPS were not yet available as this was being written.
L0Farber (1993) uses the earlier DWSs to investigate how the probability of job loss is related to tenure, but he
was forced to do this indirectly by aggregating data from the job losers in the DWS into cells defined by
demographic and job characteristics (including tenure) and data from mobility supplements to the CPS aggregated in the same way.
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The data available to analyze voluntary job change are relatively sparse, particularly since
the discontinuation of the turnover series that was part of Employment and Earnings.
One useful and relatively low cost proposal to improve the data available to analyze
worker mobility in the United States would be to recast the mobility and displaced workers
supplements (currently administered together) as a single mobility and job-change supplement. This supplement would ask for information on current job tenure as well as on job
change during some time period (e.g., 2 years) prior to the survey. Job change would be
defined to include voluntary job change and job loss "for cause" as well as displacement.
For individuals who report a job change, information would be collected on the reason for
the job change, the characteristics of the lost job, and labor market experience since the job
change. This is a straightforward generalization of the current combined mobility and
DWS supplements that are scheduled to be administered every 2 years, and it would
greatly enrich the information available to study labor market dynamics at relatively
low cost.
Similar surveys could also be carried out as supplementary parts of the household
surveys in other countries. There are important institutional differences in the labor
markets across countries that may have important effects on worker mobility. Having a
consistent source of information on worker mobility over time is an important precondition both for understanding mobility in modern labor markets and for investigating the role
of institutions in the allocation of labor. 1~

3. A set of facts on job change
In this section, I present evidence largely from US data establishing three central facts
regarding job change. They are that (1) long-term employment relationships are common,
(2) most new jobs end early, and (3) the probability of job change declines with tenure.
These facts have strong empirical support, and they represent the core facts that theories of
job change need to explain.
3.1. Long-term employment relationships are common

Other than a series of reports issued by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) summarizing
the tenure data from the CPS mobility supplements, Hall (1982) seems to have been the
first to use the CPS data to analyze job tenure. In an influential analysis of long-term
employment that relied on published tabulations from the January 1968 and 1978 CPS
mobility supplements, Hall summarized the cross-sectional distribution of job tenure. He
also used these data to calculate the probability that workers with given amounts of tenure
will remain in their jobs. He approached this in two ways. First, he used the 1968 and 1978
11Burgess (1998) presents an multi-country analysis of long-term employmentthat relies on tabulations
suppliedby researchers in ten countries.However,the data are not collectedon a consistentbasis acrosscountries,
making interpretation difficult.
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C P S tenure data to compute retention rates for workers over the 10-year period. He
accomplished this using artificial cohorts of workers who are age x in 1968 and age x +
10 in 1978. The retention rate is defined as the ratio of the number of workers who are age
x + 10 with tenure t + 10 in 1978 to the number of workers who are age x with tenure t in
1968. This is an estimate of the probability that a worker age x with tenure t in 1968 retains
his job until 1978. Hall also computed contemporaneous retention rates using individual
CPS mobility supplements by comparing the fraction of those workers who are age x in
1978 who had tenure t with the fraction of those workers who are age x + y in 1978 who
had tenure t + y. Relying mainly on this analysis, Hall found that (1) while any particular
new job is unlikely to last a long time, a job that has already lasted 5 years has a substantial
probability of lasting 20 years, (2) a substantial fraction of workers will be on a "lifetime"
job (defined as lasting at least 20 years) at some point in their life, and (3) men are
substantially more likely than women and whites are substantially more likely than blacks
to have such a lifetime job. Ureta (1992) used the January 1978, 1981, and 1983 mobility
supplements to recompute retention rates using artificial cohorts rather than contemporaneous retention rates. Like Hall, she found that lifetime jobs are an important feature of the
US labor market, but she finds smaller differences by sex.
There is a substantial body of recent work that has focused on whether or not the tenure
distribution has shifted over time. Specifically, there is concern that a change in employer
behavior, perhaps motivated by changing market conditions, has led to a decrease in job
stability. I review a portion of that literature here.
A study by Swinnerton and Wial (1995), using CPS mobility data from 1979 to 1991,
analyzed job retention rates computed from artificial cohorts and concluded that there has
been a secular decline in job stability in the 1980s. In contrast, Diebold et al. (1994), using
CPS data on tenure from 1973 to 1991 to compute retention rates for artificial cohorts,
found that aggregate retention rates were fairly stable over the 1980s but that retention
rates declined for high school dropouts and for high school graduates relative to college
graduates over this period. A direct exchange between Diebold et al. (1996) and Swinnerton and Wial (1996) seems to support the view that the period from 1979 to 1991 is not
a period of generally decreasing job stability. I have also investigated this issue (Farber,
1998a), and, using CPS data on job tenure from 1973 to 1993, I find that the prevalence of
long-term employment has not declined over time but that the distribution of long jobs has
shifted. I find that less-educated men are less likely to hold long jobs than they were
previously but that this is offset by a substantial increase in the rate at which women hold
long jobs.
In another study (Farber, 1997b), I used CPS mobility data from 1979 to 1996 to
compute the fraction of workers with more than 10 and more than 20 years of tenure,
and I present some of those tabulations here.12 The first column of Table 1 contains the
12These mobility and benefit supplements are used because they contain comparable questions asking how
long workers have been with their current employer. The mobility supplements prior to 1983 asked about year of
starting the currentjob.
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Table 1
Incidence of long-term employment relationships, 1979-1996 by sex and education level: fraction of employed
reporting more than 10 years tenure, 1979-1996 (ages 35-64)"
Survey

Pooled

Male

Female

El)

May79

0.410
(0.005)
0.401
(0.003)
0.414
(0.005)
0.380
(0.003)
0.391
(0.004)
0.383
(0.003)
0.391
(0.004)
0.354
(0.003)
159770

0.498
(0.007)
0.489
(0.004)
0.497
(0.006)
0.451
(0.004)
0.457
(0.006)
0.443
(0.004)
0.441
(0.006)
0.400
(0.004)
85461

0.291
(0.007)
0.290
(0.004)
0.311
(0.007)
0.294
(0.004)
0.312
(0.006)
0.314
(0.004)
0.334
(0.006)
0.303
(0.004)
74309

0.386
(0.010)
0.397
(0.007)
0.393
(0.011)
0.361
(0.007)
0.398
(0.011)
0.366
(0.008)
0.315
(0.013)
0.313
(0.008)
22836

Jan83
May83
Jan87
May88
Jan91
Apr93
Feb96
N

< 12

ED

= 12

0.419
(0.008)
0.411
(0.005)
0.427
(0.008)
0.387
(0.005)
0.402
(0.007)
0.387
(0.005)
0.393
(0.007)
0.372
(0.005)
59368

ED

13-15

0.388
(0.012)
0.373
(0.007)
0.372
(0.011)
0.361
(0.006)
0.348
(0.010)
0.362
(0.006)
0.378
(0.008)
0.333
(0.005)
34653

ED >-

16

0.436
(0.011)
0.410
(0.007)
0.440
(0.010)
0.394
(0.006)
0.404
(0.008)
0.400
(0.005)
0.426
(0.008)
0.367
(0.005)
42913

Note: These data are derived from mobility or pension and benefit supplements to the indicated Current
Population Surveys. All analyses are weighted by the CPS sampling weights. Standard errors are in parentheses
These tabulations are taken from Farber (1997b).

fraction of workers aged 3 5 - 6 4 w h o report m o r e than 10 years of tenure, and the first
c o l u n m of T a b l e 2 contains the fraction of workers aged 4 5 - 6 4 who report m o r e than 20
years of tenure, r3 T h e s e tabulations establish that a substantial fraction of workers are in
l o n g - t e r m e m p l o y m e n t relationships. The m o s t recent data in the tables (February 1996)
show that about 35 % o f workers aged 3 5 - 6 4 had w o r k e d for the s a m e e m p l o y e r for at least
10 years and about 21% of workers aged 4 5 - 6 4 had w o r k e d for the s a m e e m p l o y e r for at
least 20 years.
T h e r e is interesting time-series m o v e m e n t in these data. T h e i n c i d e n c e o f l o n g - t e r m
e m p l o y m e n t as m e a s u r e d by these fractions fell substantially after 1993 to its l o w e s t l e v e l
since 1979. H o w e v e r , in m y earlier w o r k based on the D W S (Farber, 1997b), I found that
the decline in the i n c i d e n c e of l o n g - t e r m e m p l o y m e n t relationships for all workers was not
m i r r o r e d in an i n c r e a s e in the i n c i d e n c e o f l o n g - t e r m e m p l o y m e n t on lost j o b s (jobs f r o m
w h i c h workers w e r e laid off). Thus, the e v i d e n c e is not consistent with the v i e w that the
decline in l o n g - t e r m e m p l o y m e n t relationships is the result o f e m p l o y e r s targeting long-

13These age categories were selected because younger workers would be less likely to have sufficient time in
the labor market to accumulate the necessary tenure.
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Table~2
Incidence of long-term employment relationships, 1979-1996 by sex and education level: fraction of employed
reporting more than 20 years tenure, 1979-1996 (ages 45-64y'
Survey

Pooled

Male

Female

ED < 12

ED = 12

ED 13-15

ED >-- 16

May79

0.251
(0.005)
0.232
(0.004)
0.236
(0.005)
0.211
(0.003)
0.237
(0.005)
0.226
(0.004)
0.232
(0.005)
0.209
(0.003)
83224

0.338
(0.008)
0.325
(0.005)
0.322
(0.008)
0.294
(0.005)
0.314
(0.008)
0.305
(0.005)
0.307
(0.008)
0.270
(0.005)
45010

0.131
(0.007)
0.Ill
(0.004)
0.128
(0.007)
0.109
(0.004)
0.145
(0.006)
0.135
(0.004)
0.147
(0.006)
0.143
(0.004)
38214

0.225
(0.010)
0.215
10.1/071
0.198
(0.011)
0.193
(0.008)
0.218
(0.011)
0.187
(0.009)
0.173
(0.013)
0.198
(0.009)
15326

0.263
(0.009)
0.235
(0.006)
0.245
(0.009)
0.203
(0.005)
0.238
(0.008)
0.225
(0.006)
0.226
(0.008)
0.220
(0.006)
32124

0.255
(0.014)
0.218
10.01/91
0.224
(0.014)
0.209
(0.008)
0.215
(0.012)
0.217
(0.008)
0.242
(0.010)
0.192
(0.006)
16013

0.266
(0.014)
0.256
(0.008)
0.271
(0.012)
0.243
(0.008)
0.267
(0.011)
0.258
(0.007)
0.259
(0.010)
0.217
(0.006)
19761

Jan83
May83
Jan87
May88
Jan91
Apr93
Feb96
N

~Note: These data are derived from mobility or pension and benefit supplements to the indicated Current
Population Surveys. All analyses are weighted by the CPS sampling weights. Standard errors are in parentheses
These tabulations are taken from Farber (1997b).

term employees for layoff. In fact, the share of displaced men who are displaced from
long-term employment relationships has declined since t979.
It is possible that the decline in the fraction of workers in long-term employment
relationships in the mid-1990s could be accounted for by the strong labor market and
expanding employment over this period. Indeed, similar declines are in evidence in the
expansion of the mid-1980s. However, Neumark et al. (1999) using CPS data from the
recent mobility supplements and February 1995 CAEAS, find that retention rates at higher
tenure levels have declined in the 1990s. This decline in retention rates cannot be
accounted for by expanding employment, but the authors conclude that the overall pattern
of evidence does not support a long-term trend decline in aggregate j o b stability.
Others have used data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) to study the
incidence of long-term employment. Rose (1995) measured j o b stability by examining the
fraction of male workers who report no j o b changes in a given time period, typically 10
years. Rose found that the fraction o f workers who reported no j o b changes in given length
of time was lower in the 1980s than in the 1970s. He argued that this is evidence of
decreasing stability of employment. Jaeger and Stevens (1999) used data from the PSID
and the CPS mobility and benefit supplements on (roughly) annual rates of j o b change to
try to reconcile evidence from the CPS and PSID on job stability. They find little evidence
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in either survey of a trend in job stability though the estimates from the PSID are rather
imprecise. 14Unfortunately, due to the design of the PSID, neither of these studies examine
the mobility experience of women.
The Displaced Workers Surveys have also been used to investigate changes in job
stability by examining rates of job loss. I used the five Displaced Workers Surveys
(DWSs) from 1984 to 1992 to examine changes in the incidence and costs of job loss
over the period from 1982 to 1991 (Farber, 1993). I found that there were slightly elevated
rates of job loss for older and more educated workers in the slack labor market in the latter
part of the period compared with the slack labor market of the earlier part of the period.
But job loss rates for younger and less educated workers were substantially higher than
those for older and more educated workers throughout the period. These findings are
consistent with the long-standing view that younger and less educated workers bear the
brunt of recessions.
Gardner (1995) used the six DWSs from 1984 to 1994 to examine the incidence of job
loss from 1981 to 1992. While she found roughly comparable overall rates of job loss in
the 1981-1982 and 1991-1992 periods, she found that the industrial and occupational mix
of job loss changed over this period. There was an decreased incidence of job loss among
blue-collar workers and workers in manufacturing industries and an increase in job loss
among white-collar workers and workers in non-manufacturing industries.
In more recent work (Farber, 1997a, 1998b), I used the seven DWSs from 1984 to 1996
to examine incidence of job loss from 1981 to 1995. I found that rates of job loss followed
the expected counter-cyclical pattern through the early 1990s. Job loss rates were high
during the slack labor market of the early 1980s, subsequently decreasing during the
expansion later in the decade. Job loss rates than increased during the slack labor market
of the late 1980s and early 1990s. However, job loss rates did not decline and probably
increased in the 1990s despite the strong labor market recovery after the slackness early in
the decade. Fig. 1 contains plots of adjusted 3-year job loss rates computed from each of
the seven DWSs from 1984 to 1996.15 These stacked-bar graphs provide information on
not only on overall job loss rates (the total height of each bar) but also on job loss rates by
reason (the shaded segments of each bar). Four classifications of reason are presented: (1)
plant closing; (2) slack work; (3) position or shift abolished; and (4) other. 16
There are some interesting patterns in these graphs. First, the rate of job loss due to plant
closings seems to have been relatively constant with a smaller secular decline over time. In
contrast, the rate of job loss due to slack work seems to have a larger cyclical component
combined with a smaller secular increase over time. One possible interpretation of this
~4Valletta (1997) presents an analysis of data from the PSID which suggests that while the probability of job
change for men has not increased, the negative relationship of the probability of job change with tenure has
weakened over time.
15This figure is taken from Farber (1997a). Details of its construction are presented there.
16The "other" category I use merges the "seasonal job ended", "self-employmentended", and "other"
categories as coded in the DWS.
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Fig. 1. Rate of job loss by reason. Based on DWS 1984-1996.
result is that plant closings are a response to secular declines in demand for specific
products while job loss due to slack work is a typical response to cyclical fluctuations
in demand where only marginal adjustments to output are required. Second, and more
interesting from the standpoint of a secular increase in instability, is that the rates of job
loss due to "position or shift abolished" and "other" were relatively constant through the
1989-1991 period but have risen substantially since then and account for all of the
increase in job loss in the 1990s.
In Farber (1998b), I present an analysis of what comprises the "other" category based
on debriefing questions appended to the February 1996 DWS, and it appears that much of
the job loss classified as "other" is, in fact, voluntary job change. On this basis, Fig. 2
contains rates of job loss over time with a liberal discount applied to the other category in
all years. 17 These adjusted rates of job loss are roughly stable since the 1989-1991 period.
Given the tightening labor markets after 1991, rates of job loss would have been expected
to decline. The fact that they did not do so may reflect some decrease in job stability.
Returning to the tabulations of tenure data from the CPS in Tables 1 and 2, the second
and third columns of the tables contain measures of the incidence of long-term employment separately by sex. There is an important contrast between males and females in the
incidence of long-term employment. Over the time period studied, the incidence of longterm employment fell substantially for men (10-year jobs by about 10 percentage points
and 20-year jobs by about 7 percentage points). In contrast, the incidence of long-term
~7See Farber (1998b) for details of the construction of Fig. 2. My analysis of the debriefing data yields the
result that only 23.6% of the "other" job loss in the February 1996DWS likely reflects involuntaryjob loss. Thus,
Fig. 2 differs from Fig. 1 by discounting the "other" job loss in Fig. 1 by 76.4% in all years.
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Fig. 2. Rate of job loss by reason. Based on DWS 1984-1996, discounted other job loss.

employment grew slightly for women over the same period. This difference suggests that
there has been a general decline in male long-term employment that is offset by the
increasing fraction of women in more recent cohorts who have continuous labor-force
participation over the life-cycle. Another related interpretation is that part of the decline in
long-term employment for men is due to competition from women with greater attachment
to the labor force.
The last four columns of Tables 1 and 2 break down the incidence of long-term employment by educational category. Two facts are clear from these statistics. First, there has
been a decline in the incidence of long-term employment in all four educational categories, and the declines are of roughly similar magnitude. As noted earlier, this may reflect
nothing more than the strong labor market of the mid-1990s. Rapidly expanding employment necessarily implies and increase in the share of workers with low levels of tenure.
There is not sufficient evidence to conclude that there has been a secular decline in longterm employment. A second fact evident in the tables is that the relationship between
education and the likelihood of long-term employment is non-monotonic. Workers with
less than 12 years of education and workers with some college (13-15 years of education)
are less likely to be in long-term employment relationships than are workers with either
high school (workers with 12 years of education) or college graduates (workers with at
least 16 years of education).
The extensive literature surveyed here and supported by the statistics in Tables 1 and 2
establish that long-term employment relationships have been and continue to be an important feature of the US labor market. It is also the case that long-term employment relationships are an even more important feature of labor markets in other developed countries.
Gregg and Wadsworth (1998) present evidence for the United Kingdom supporting this
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view.As in the United States, they find that the aggregate job tenure statistics have not
changed very much over the past two decades but that there have been larger changes
across subgroups with the incidence of long-term employment in the United Kingdom
declining somewhat among men and increasing among women. Burgess (1998) presents a
survey of evidence from ten countries (France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Japan, Poland,
Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United States) which shows that the fraction
of workers in long-term jobs in the t 990s is higher than in the United States in virtually all
of the other countries surveyed. This contrast between the United States and the other
countries may be due to the relatively low level of government regulation of the employment relationship in the United States. In particular, the costs to employers of shedding
workers is lower in the United States than in most other modern economies.

3.2. Most new j o b s end early

While a substantial fraction of the workforce is in long-term employment relationships,
most jobs last only a short time. This distinction reflects the different sampling bases when
considering workers and when considering jobs. When individuals are sampled, the
employment relationships of which they are part are those employment relationships
that have survived, and these are disproportionately the longer jobs. ~a Longitudinal data
are required in order to investigate the durations of all jobs. Mincer and Jovanovic (1981)
present evidence based on the National Longitudinal Surveys (NLS) of Young Men and
Older Men which shows that over half of all workers in jobs with tenure less than 1 year
change jobs within 2 years. My analysis of data on job durations from the more-recent
National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY), finds that about one-third of all new fulltime jobs end in the first 6 months, one-half of all new full-time jobs end in the first year,
and two-thirds of new full-time jobs end within 2 years (Farber, 1994).
Fig. 3 contains an updated version of my product-limit estimate of the survivor function
for full-time jobs (Farber, 1994). This figure uses data from the NLSY for the period 19791991.19 These estimates, because they rely on younger workers, may overstate the likelihood of new jobs ending early in the workforce as a whole. On the other hand, these data
refer only to full-time jobs, and full-time jobs are of longer duration on average than are
part-time jobs.
Another approach to establishing that most new jobs end early is to measure the fraction
of the workforce in new jobs at any point in time. In some recent work (Farber, 1998a), I
present evidence from the CPS which shows that over 28% of the workforce reports
having been on their job for 1 year or less over the 1973-1993 period. Farber (1997c)
presents evidence from the CPS which shows that over 18% of the workforce reports
having been on their job for less than 1 year over the 1979-1996 period. More detailed
L8This is the usual problem of length bias in sampling duration data at a single point in time.
J9Farber (1994) usedNLSYdata coveringthe periodfrom 1979to 1988. The data underlyingFig. 3 coverthe
period to 1991, but they are otherwise as describedin Farber (1994).
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information is in Table 3, which contains tabulations from CPS supplements between 1979
and 1996 with information on tenure of the fraction of the workforce who report having
been in their job for less than 1 year.
Table 3
Fraction of workforce with less than 1 year of tenure by sex and education ~
Year

N

Overall

Male

Female

E D < 12

E D = 12

ED 13-15

ED >~ 16

May79
Jan83
May83
Jan87
May88
Jan91
Apr93
Feb96
All

22164
52375
23417
54778
22932
51661
22331
42599
292257

0.205
0.186
0.172
0.190
0.196
0.180
0.167
0.191
0.186

0.177
0.172
0.157
0.173
0.178
0.163
0.162
0.180
0.171

0.243
0.203
0.191
0.210
0.217
0.199
0.173
0.203
0.204

0.201
0.176
0.179
0.202
0.234
0.188
0.210
0.227
0.200

0.201
0.178
0.169
0.184
0.197
0.181
0.171
0.187
0.183

0.235
0.212
0.199
0.211
0.212
0.193
0.173
0.207
0.204

0.187
0.182
0.150
0.173
0.162
0.165
0.139
0.166
0.167

Note: The numbers in the column labeled "N" are sample sizes. The numbers in the remaining columns are
fractions of the relevent group with tenure less than 1 year based on weighted tabulations of data from the relevant
supplements to the CPS. The numerator is the number of those employed who report working continuously for
their current employer for less than 1 year. The denominator is the total number employed. All counts are
weighted by the CPS final sampling weights. Unincorporated self-employed workers and workers with missing
data on tenure are not included in the analysis. Workers 20 years of age and older are included. These tabulations
are taken from Farber (1997c).
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The first column of Table 3 contains the fraction of workers in new jobs ill the workforce as a whole. This averages 18.6% over the period covered and moves cyclically in the
sense that new-job rates are highest in tight labor markets (1979, 1987-1988. 1996). :0 Thi
cyclicality of the new-job rate is not surprising given the fact that new hiring in an
expansion implies that there will be an increase in employment at low-tcnure levels.
Additionally, to the extent that layoffs are concentrated among low-tenure workers and
layoffs increase in slack labor markets, there will be a decrease in employment at low
tenure levels (Abraham and Medoff, 1984; Farber. 1993). Whilc it is difficult to scparal,
secular changes from cyclical movements in a relatively short time series, there is no
evidence of a systematic increase in the incidence of new jobs over the 1979 1996 period
The remaining columns of Table 3 contain the new-job rates broken down by sex and by
education.
As noted in the previous section, the data from the Annual Income Supplement to liae
March CPS on the number of main jobs held in the prior )'ear can also be uscd to ,,~,""-iv~:~
lower bound estimate of the fraction of individuals who changed jobs in the previous year
(and hence are in new jobs). This estimate of the rate of job change is computed as the
number of individuals reporting more than one job divided by the number of individuals
reporting at least one job. 2j
I calculated weighted rates of job change, as described in the preceding paragraph, over
the 1975-1995 period using the 1976-1996 March CPSs. These are plotted in Fig. 4. The
average value over the 21-year period is 15.3%. After taking account the downward bias
noted above, this corresponds well to the tabulations in Table 3 of the fraction of workers
who have been in their job less than 1 year. The latter fraction averaged 18.6% over the
1979-1996 period (though without observations every year). There is no trend apparent in
Fig. 4, but there does appear to be cyclical movement. The fraction of job changers is
higher in the strong labor markets of the late 1970, late 1980s, and mid-1990s than in the
weak labor markets of the early 1980s and early 1990s.
Burgess (1998) presents a survey of comparable statistics measuring the fraction of
workers who had been in their jobs for 1 year or less in the 1990s for the ten developed
countries listed earlier. This fraction is substantial in most of the countries in all age
categories, but it is among the highest in the United States. For example, Burgess reports
that approximately 20% of employed males in the United States ages 26~45 were on their
2oStandard errors for these fractions are on the order of 0.25% so that differences of 0.7% are statistically
significantat the 0.05 level.
2J Stewart(1997) has used these data in combinationwith data on industryand occupationboth on the mainjob
last year and at the survey date as part of a calculationof the rate at which individualschangejobs, wherejob
change is meant to include change of jobs within employers (e.g., promotions,new task assignments).This is a
broader concept ofjob changethan the definitionof employerchange I am focusingon here. Stewart definesa job
change as having occurred if the individualwas employedduring the reference week in march and met one of
three conditions:(1) had more than one employerduringthe previousyear; (2) experiencedmore than one spell of
unemployment;or (3) worker for only one employerin the previousyear but had a change in 3-digitindustryor
occupation codes between the main job last year and the main job held at the surveydate.
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jobs for 1 year or less. Comparable statistics for other countries are 20% in Holland, 11.4%
in France, 16.3% in Germany, 8.2% in Italy, and 4.3% in Japan (the lowest).
Burgess's results show an interesting cross-national pattern when comparing the United
States to the other nations surveyed. The United States has a relatively low (though still
substantial) share of workers in long-term jobs and a relatively high share of workers in
new jobs. As I noted above, this may be related to the low level of employment protection
legislation in the United States compared to the other countries. The lack of institutional
restrictions on hiring and firing of workers could contribute to the higher level of labor
mobility in the United States implicit in these statistics.
The contrasts between the United States and other countries in worker mobility likely
reflect a broader set of differences. More generally, it has been argued that the lack of
institutional restrictions on hiring and firing in the United States has contributed to the
relatively low unemployment rate and relatively high rate of net employment growth in the
United States. This might also contribute to the relatively low level of employer and
worker investment in on-the-job training in the United States relative to many European
countries. Or it might be that the cross-national differences in institutions might be
responses to different labor market structures. For example, the relatively high penalties
for worker mobility in Germany might be a result of a labor market structure designed to
encourage investment by both workers and firms in substantial amounts of on-the-job
training.
The goal of this subsection was to demonstrate the fact that most jobs are short. I
supplemented the direct evidence on this question from longitudinal data with indirect
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evidence based on the fraction of workers in new jobs that are l year old or less. But
finding a large fraction of workers in new jobs is not sufficient to conclude that most jobs
are short. New jobs start whenever (1) new entrants to the labor force take jobs, (2)
workers who previously exited employment (either to unemployment or to out-of-laborforce status) are reemployed or (3) workers change jobs. First, employment growth rates in
the United States have averaged about 2% per year since 1979 so that new entrants cannot
have made up even close to 20% of the labor force over the last 20 years. Second, while
there may be substantial gross flows of workers among employment, unemployment, and
out of the labor force, the flows out of employment must be from workers who are early in
their jobs in order to maintain a substantial number of workers in long jobs. 2-~There cannot
be enough long jobs generated on a sustained basis in the economy if they are ending at a
rate sufficient to generate 15-20% new jobs. Thus, new jobs are primarily the result of jobto-job transitions, sometimes with intervening spells of non-employment, by workers in
short jobs. This implies that new jobs are ending at a high rate and that most new employment relationships are short lived.

3.3. The probability of job change declines with tenure
The fact that the probability of job change declines with tenure is in important ways
implied by the stylized facts that (1) long-term employment relationships are common
and (2) most jobs end early. The fact that most jobs end early implies high probabilities of
job change at low tenure levels. But long-term jobs can only develop if the probability of
job loss moderates as tenure accumulates.
There are many studies that find a decline in the probability of job change with tenure,
and I mention only a handful here. Parsons (1972) presents evidence based on industrylevel data from the Employment and Earnings series of the BLS that both quit rates and
layoff rates are strongly inversely related to tenure. Specifically, workers with less than 6
months tenure had higher quit rates and layoff rates than did workers with more than 6
months tenure. Hall (1972) presents evidence for older men using the NLS. He too finds
that the probability of both quits and layoffs declines sharply with tenure. These findings
are corroborated by Blau and Kahn (1981a,b) using the NLS of young men and young
women and by Mincer and Jovanovic (1981) using the NLS of young men and mature men
and the PSID. Abraham and Farber (1987) estimate a Weibull hazard model of the probability of job change using the PSID, and they find that the hazard declines sharply with
tenure. McLaughlin (1991) also finds that job separation rates decline sharply with tenure
in the PSID. My own work (Farber, 1993), using the DWS, finds that rates of job loss
decline sharply with tenure.
Virtually all of the literature uses annual data on job change to investigate the relationship between tenure and the probability of job change, and, without exception, finds a
22It is unclear precisely how large are these gross flows because small amounts of measurement error in
reporting labor force status can create large spurious gross flowsof workers across labor force states. See Abowd
and Zellner (1985) and Poterba and Summers (1986) for careful analyses of this problem.
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monotonic negative relationship. McCall (1990) and Farber (1994) use the fine-grained
information available in the NLSY on dates of job starting and ending to investigate the
relationship between tenure and job change at shorter time intervals, and the results differ
importantly. Specifically, the hazard of job ending computed at higher frequencies
increases with tenure early in jobs before beginning a long-term decline.
I present an updated summary of my results using NLSY data from 1979 to 1991 in Fig.
5. This figure contains empirical hazard functions for job ending at four frequencies using
a sample of 19,336 full-time jobs for 4680 individuals from the NLSY. The four panels in
the figure contain the hazard computed at four frequencies: annual, quarterly, monthly, and
weekly. The upper-left panel contains the annual hazard function. Consistent with the
earlier literature, this hazard is monotonically declining in tenure and shows the 0.5 hazard
in the first year that is apparent from the survivor function in Fig. 3. The hazard falls
monotonically to less than 0.1 by year 12. The upper-right panel contains the quarterly
hazard function. This hazard is also monotonically declining. The decline is very sharp in
the first year, with the hazard falling from greater than 0.2 in the first quarter to about 0.1
by the fourth quarter. Both the annual and quarterly hazards are monotonically declining,
and it is evidence on the hazards at roughly these frequencies that has supports the fact that
the probability of job change is monotonically declining with tenure.
A different picture emerges when the hazard is computed at higher frequencies. The
lower-left panel of Fig. 5 contains the monthly hazard function. What is most striking
about the hazard function in Fig. 5 is that the hazard is actually relatively low in the first
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month at 0.06, rising to a peak of almost 0.10 at 3 months and declining sharply thereafter
before leveling off at less than 0.02. 23 The lower-right panel of Fig. 5 contains the weekly
hazard function for the first 26 weeks on jobs. This hazard shows an increase from a low of
less than 0.01 in the first week to a peak of about 0.025 in ninth week before declining to
about 0.012 by week 19. These high-frequency hazards modify the standard finding about
the relationship between tenure and the probability of job change. In fact, the probability
of job change increases with tenure very early in jobs (less than 3 months) and declines
subsequently. 24 I return to this below when discussing theories of job change.
3.4. What accounts' f o r these facts?

The central facts regarding worker mobility in modern labor markets are clear. To recapitulate: (1) long-term employment relationships are common; (2) most new jobs end
early; and (3) the probability of job change declines with tenure (perhaps after increasing
during the first few months of employment). I turn now to the task of putting these facts in
some theoretical perspective. I begin by discussing the implications for mobility of standard models of accumulation of specific human capital. While this model fits the facts
quite well, I go on to argue that the facts could also be accounted for by unmeasured
worker heterogeneity in underlying probabilities of job change. I then discuss and evaluate
some tests of the specific capital model with the goal of distinguishing the role of specific
capital from the role of heterogeneity in determining rates of mobility.

4. Why are there long-term employment relationships: the role of specific capital
The existence of employer-specific human capital is an obvious explanation for the existence of long-term employment relationships. 25 To the extent that there is something
valuable in the particular match between the worker and the firm that has no value to
either the worker or the firm outside their relationship, the worker's productivity in the
firm will be both higher than the worker's productivity elsewhere and higher than the
productivity of another worker if hired by the firm. This match-specific capital can be the
result of investment in firm-specific skills that inhere in the worker. More generally, it
could be the result of any non-recoverable expenditure in the employment relationship that
has no value outside the employment relationship. Obvious examples are the fixed costs of
searching for the worker and/or job and of hiring the worker. These may not enhance
productivity directly, but they are costs that are borne initially, have no value elsewhere,
and must be borne again in the formation of any new employment relationship. Another
example is the training of the worker in particular skills that have no value elsewhere but
23McCall (1990) notes the same peak in the hazard using the NLSY data.
24There is some possibility that the measured increase in the hazard early in jobs results from measurement
error. If survey respondents are less likely to report holdingjobs that ended very early, then the hazard computed
very early in jobs will be attenuated. I discuss evaluate this possible explanation in Farber (1994).
25See Becker (1964) for an early discussion of specific human capital.
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are important to productivity within the firm. Specific capital can also take the form of
information about the quality of the match between the worker and the firm (Jovanovic,
1979a).
Parsons (t972) presents a detailed model of specific capital accumulation and job
change that suggests an inverse relationship between the likelihood of job change and
the level of specific investment. Mortensen (1978) constructs a model of specific capital
and job change that highlights both the important concepts and the inherent difficulty of
generating clear testable predictions from models of specific capital. The core idea of these
models is that the probability that one party or the other terminates an employment
relationship depends on the value of that party's share of the specific capital inherent in
the match. Jovanovic (1979b) combines specific capital and search models to analyze job
separations and unemployment. I build on this work in presenting a simple illustrative
model that captures the key concepts and problems in models of specific capital and
turnover.
Denote the total value of the specific capital inherent in the match by Y. Consider the
worker's decision first. Let Wa represent the best alternative wage available to the worker.
This is the market value of the bundle of general skills that the worker brings to the labor
market. The wage paid to the worker by the current firm is
W = Wa+AY,

(1)

where A is the worker's share of the value of the specific capital. In the simplest world
where there is complete information about worker productivity and no costs of mobility,
the worker's best alternative wage will be W~, and the worker will not quit as long as the
firm pays the worker even a small amount more than Wa (A > 0).
In order to generate quits in this model, some randomness in the alternative wage needs
to be introduced. Burdett (1978) presents a model of quits relying on job search by
employed workers. 26 A simplified version of this model has a wage offer, Wo, arriving
each period drawn from some wage offer distribution with mean W~. These search models
are often vague regarding what generates the variation in wages that underlies the wage
offer distribution, but one potential explanation is that there is ex ante observable variation
in worker-firm match quality. This simple search model generates some testable implications that I discuss later.
Returning to the model of specific capital and job change, note that the wage offer can
be expressed as Wo = Wa + 0 where 0 is a random variable with mean zero. A worker
quits if the wage offer (Wo) exceeds the current wage (W), which, by the definitions of Wo
and W, implies a condition for quitting of
Wa + O > W a + A Y .

(2)

Simplification implies that a worker quits if
26It is beyondthe scope of this chapter to provide an adequate surveyof the searchliterature. See Mortensen
(1986) and the chapter by Mortensen in this volumefor such surveys.
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Clearly, the larger the value of the worker's share of the specific capital, the less likely it is
that the wage offer will exceed the current wage and the less likely it is that the worker will
quit.
An analogous model can be developed, with some relabeling of variables, regarding the
firm's decision whether to replace the worker (a layoff). In the simplest case, the firm must
pay the equilibrium alternative wage, W,~, to hire a replacement worker. The value to the
firm of what the current worker produces is
V = W~ + Y,

(4)

which is the value of marginal product of an hour of this worker's labor. The marginal cost
of the hour is the wage as defined in Eq. (1). The firm will lay off the worker if and only if
the wage exceeds the value of marginal product. Combining Eqs. (1) and (4), the layoff
condition is A > 1. In other words, the firm will lay off the worker only if the firm has to
give the worker more than the specific value of the match. The profit the firm earns is
7r = V -

W = (1 - A)Y.

(5)

As in the model of quits, some randomness is required in order to generate layoff's.
While this could be due to randomness in the wage the firm needs to pay a replacement
worker, a source of randomness consistent with the macroeconomic literature on employment fluctuations is based on demand or productivity shocks. Think of these shocks as
being firm or sector specific. Suppose that there is a shock to the value to the firm of the
worker's output such that
V = W~ + Y + qS,

(6)

where q5 is a random variable with mean zero. The profit the firm earns is
7r= V-

W = (1 - A)Y + ~b.

(7)

The firm will lay off the worker if profit is negative, which occurs if
~b < - ( 1 - A)Y.

(8)

In other words, the worker will be laid off only if the shock is sufficiently negative to
outweigh the value the firm' s share of the specific capital. 27 Obviously, the larger the value
of the firm's share of the specific capital, the less likely it is that this condition will be met.

4.1. Efficient separations with specific capital
The specific capital model makes a clear statement about when separations are economically efficient and when they are not. It is efficient for an employment relationship to end if
and only if the worker's opportunity wage (implicitly equal to the worker's marginal value
27This is a key insight of Oi's (1962) early work on specific capital.
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product in the best alternative) is higher than the worker's marginal value product within
the firm. In terms of the model, the efficient separation condition is that Wo > V. Using the
definitions of IV,, and V yields the efficient separation condition
0 - 05 > Y.

(9)

In other words, an efficient separation occurs when, taken together, the random component
of the draw from the distribution of wage offers (0) is sufficiently large and the demand or
productivity shock (05) is sufficiently negative to off'set the value of the specific capital (Y).
Hall and Lazear (1984) present a clear analysis which shows that an ex ante fixed sharing
rule of the type defined above will lead to excess separations. My analysis here is in the
spirit of their model. In order to highlight the key points, I consider the quit and layoff
decisions separately assuming that the other cannot occur. First consider quits. A worker
will quit whenever 0 > AY, where X is the worker's share of the value of the specific value
of the match. Given some demand or productivity shock, 05, that does not result in layoff,
the quit will be inefficient whenever 0 < Y + 05. Thus, inefficient quits happen whenever
AY < 0 < Y + 05. This is because the worker does not consider the firm's share of the
value of the specific capital ((1 - A)Y) in making the quit decision. Similarly, there will be
excess layoffs. The firm will lay off the workers whenever 05 < - ( 1 - A)Y. Given some
value of 0 that does not result in a quit, the layoff will be inefficient whenever 05 > 0 - Y.
Thus, there will be inefficient layoffs whenever 0 - Y < 05 < - ( 1 - A)Y. This is because
the firm does not consider the worker's share of the value of the specific capital (AI0 in
making the layoff decision.
The fixed sharing rule model implies that the quit rate will be inversely related to the
value of the specific capital received by the worker and that the layoff rate will be inversely
related to the value of the specific capital received by the firm. The first-best is achieved
only if each side receives all of the specific value of the match, which, of course, is not
possible. This is the standard problem in agency models of providing first-best incentives
where there are other conflicting goals (e.g., costs of monitoring effort (Holmstrom, 1979)
or the provision of insurance by a risk-neutral firm to risk-averse workers (Harris and
Holmstrom, 1982). 28
An interesting question is why contracts with fixed sharing rules (fixed wages) seem to
be the norm. It must be that these contracts provide other advantages. For example, a more
complicated state-contingent contract would require detailed verifiable information about
the state of product demand (05) or outside offers (0). Such information might be expensive or impossible to obtain. Alternatively, risk-aversion by workers, liquidity constraints,
or problems of joint production may make it infeasible to sell the firm to the worker in
order to internalize the problem. Finally, paying a piece rate requires the sort of verifiable
information on demand or technology shocks that may not be feasible. A piece rate also
2s See Malcomsonin this volume for a detailed discussion of contracting issues in the labor market that dens
with agency problems and labor turnover.
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has problems where output is the result of effort by groups of workers so that output cannot
easily be attributed to individuals.
The specific human capital model is consistent with the major facts established in the
previous section by providing an economic rationale for long-term employment relation
ships. To the extent that specific human capital accumulates with time on the.job (tenure),
the model implies that separation rates will start out high and decline with tenure.
However, the simple model does not account for the initial increase in separation rates
with tenure.

4.2. Match quality as specific capital
Jovanovic (1979a) presents a model of the employment relationship where the key feature
is that the productivity of a particular worker-firm match varies and is not observable ex
ante. The match quality is an experience good in that the quality of the match is revealed
over time as tenure accumulates. More formally, think of output each period as a noisy
signal of match quality. The worker' s and the firm' s common prior expectation about the
quality of the match is updated each period based on the output signal. Each period both
the worker and the firm have the option of ending the match and starting a new match (with
the same ex ante expected value), but starting a new employment relationship has an
explicit fixed cost attached. The model is closed by assuming that workers are paid
their expected output in each period. In the notation of the model in the previous subsection, this is a fixed sharing rule where the worker receives the full value of the matchspecific capital (A = 1). In this case, firms are indifferent to whether workers stay or leave,
and all relevant decisions are quit decisions rather than layoff decisions. However, assigning all of the specific value of the match to the worker is arbitrary, and the implications of
this sharing rule for such outcomes as wage growth, cannot be used to test the model. 29
The more important assumption underlying Jovanovic's model is that there is no
randomness in the wage offer distribution or shocks to productivity or demand. While
such considerations could be added to the model, all turnover is generated by the revelation of information about match quality. Nonetheless, the matching model generates
several testable predictions regarding rates of job change.
The model yields a reservation match quality property where a worker quits if the
updated expected match quality is lower than the reservation match quality. The separation rate is directly related to the reservation match quality which moves with tenure in a
predictable way. Early in the match, the reservation match quality is low suggesting that
separation rates start low. This is because there is option value in a new match (it might
turn out to be very good). Uncertainty about the match quality is likely to be high early in
the match, while quitting to take a new job is costly. Thus, a worker might stay despite
some early signals of poor match quality because there remains a relatively high probability that match quality will turn out to be high. Over time, the reservation match quality
29 McLaughlin(1991) presents an interesting model of efficient turnover based on matchingconsiderations
where the split of the specificvalue of the match affects whether separations are considered quits or layoffs.
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increases as the variance of the updated beliefs about match quality falls and the option
value decreases. At this point, separation rates increase. The bad matches are weeded out,
and the remaining matches are high quality matches with low separation rates.
Match quality is a form of specific capital. Thus, like the specific capital model generally, the matching model accounts for the facts in general terms. However, the matching
model does have some compelling features with regard to the data that the basic specific
capital model lacks. First, the model accounts for the very high rate of job separation in the
first year. Presumably, information about match quality is generally revealed quite early in
jobs, and bad matches, therefore, will end relatively quickly once the low quality is
established. In contrast, specific capital in the form of acquisition of firm-specific skills
might accumulate more slowly and continuously. Second, the matching model provides an
explanation for the early spike in the job-ending hazard noted in Fig. 5. The job-ending
hazard in the matching model is low at the very beginning, reflecting relatively high
reservation wages due to the remaining option value in the match. The hazard increases
with tenure as the reservation match quality increases due to the reduction in option value
in the match as the quality of the match is determined more precisely over time. The
matches with a low expected quality end due to lack of a reasonable expectation that the
match might, in fact, be a high-quality. The hazard subsequently declines as primarily
high-quality matches remain.
5. Can heterogeneity account for the facts?
In this section, I abstract from structural variation in the probability of job change with
tenure for a given worker (true duration dependence in the hazard of job ending, perhaps
due to presence of specific capital) in order to focus on heterogeneity in mobility rates
across workers. This is important for at least two reasons. First, heterogeneity in mobility
rates across workers has the potential to provide a parsimonious alternative explanation for
the stylized facts regarding mobility. Second, consistent estimates of the role of duration
dependence in the probability of job change cannot be investigated without controlling for
heterogeneity (e.g., Lancaster, 1979; Heckman and Singer, 1984).
In order to focus the discussion, consider a pure heterogeneity model with no duration
dependence. Duration dependence as used here refers to a structural relationship between
tenure and mobility of the sort implied by the specific human capital model. 3o A simple
generalization of the pure mover-stayer model due to Blumen et al. (1955) where there are
two types of workers (high mobility and low mobility) serves to illustrate the important
points. The analysis generalizes straightforwardly to k types with an arbitrary distribution
of types. The two types of workers are differentiated only by their turnover probabilities,
A1 and A2. Type 1 workers are relatively more mobile so that A 1 > /~2, and these turnover
probabilities are fixed over time for each worker. The proportion of the population that is
of type 1 is 0..The overall turnover rate at any point in time is simply the 0-weighted
30This analysisfollows that of Farber (1984).
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average of the individual turnover probabilities,
P = OA1 + (1 - O)h2.

fit))

This very simple model of mobility can account for the fact that long-term e m p i o y m c m
relationships are common. As long as there is a reasonable percentage of lowomobility
workers and the low mobility workers are reasonably immobile, there will be a substantial
percentage of j o b s that last a long time. As a simple example, consider a fixed population
of two types of workers as described above who all start jobs at a particular date. The
probability that a job lasts at least as long as some arbitrary length (t~) is

P(t --> tl) = 0(1 - hi) t' + (1 - 0)(1 - A2) t',

~J i)

where t represents tenure. Clearly this probability is positively related to the share of low
mobility workers (1 - 0) and negatively related to the probability of mobility of both type
of workers (h i and h2).
The fact that most new jobs end early, can be accounted for by having a ~ufficie,ii,:
large percentage of high-mobility (type 1) workers with sufficiently large probabi titic,: ~!
mobility. Using the same simple example, the probability that a j o b lasts less than some
arbitrary length (t3 is

P(t <- t~.) -- 1 - 0(1 - A~)t~

(t

0)(I

A2)~'.

(i2;

This probability is positively related to the share of high-mobility workers (0) and to the
probability of mobility of the both types of workers (h i and h2).
The fact that the probability of j o b change declines with tenure requires a bit more w,~;rk
to establish. The intuition is straightforward, however. Type 1 (high mobility) workcr~; ;ti,
relatively unlikely to have accumulated substantial tenure. Thus, the population of worker~:
with substantial tenure is disproportionately composed of type 2 (low mobility workers
The average mobility rate among these workers will be lower as a result.
More formally, consider the subgroup of the underlying population with t years of
tenure. The probability, 0t, that a worker with t years of tenure is type I (high mobility) i:~

Ot =

(1 - hi)to
(1 - h~)f0 + (1

-

Az)t(l

-

(13)

0)

By definition, the probability that a worker with t years of tenure changes jobs is

Pt = 0zhl + (1 - 0~)h2,

(14)

It is straightforward to show that Ot is decreasing in t so that as tenure increases the
distribution of workers becomes more heavily weighted toward low mobility (type 2)
workers and the probability of mobility declines. 3~
The key to understanding the heterogeneity model is that with a fixed population the
There are three mvlal cases where there is no heterogeneity (hi = h2, 0 = 0, or 0
not change with t.
31

•

•

1). In these cases 0, does

=.
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overall mobility rate is constant over time. Any aitterences In moDmty rates w~m tenure
are due to sorting of the population into different tenure ,,,',~. . . . h.~o,t n n t h o l . . . . clorhTin~r
mobility. This implies that all that matters for the probabilities of turnover conditional on
previous turnover history in this model is the number of prior periods with job changes (c)
and the number of prior periods without job changes (n - c). The order in which prior
turnover took place is ilTelevant. The probability, O,,c, that a worker with c changes in n
years is type 1 (high mobility) is
- a i ) '~ "o
c0 + A2(1 - A2)" c(1 - 0)'

a~(1

O,,c = A~(1 - A y

(15)

On this basis, the probability that a worker with c changes in n years changes jobs is
P,,~. = 0,,cA1 + (1 - 0,,c)A2,

(16)

It is clear that 0 .... and hence Pn~., is increasing in c holding n fixed and decreasing in n
holding c fixed. In other words, considering workers with a given amount of experience
(n), the group of workers with more changes is disproportionately composed of high
mobility (type l) workers. This implies lower turnover probability among groups of workers with fewer job changes in a given period of time. High tenure, per se, is not related to
mobility beyond indicating fewer job changes. The nmnber of job changes in the worker's
job history is a sufficient statistic for the probability of job change in the next period.

6. Distinguishing heterogeneity and duration dependence: using data on mobility
histories
The discussion of the heterogeneity model in the previous section provides some scope for
using data on mobility rates for testing for the importance of both heterogeneity and "true"
duration dependence of the sort implied by models of specific capital. The very simple
heterogeneity model of mobility developed in the previous section has several clear
empirical implications in addition to the core facts that are implied by the specific capital
model as well.
First, the heterogeneity model with fixed worker types implies that the probability of job
change for any worker is strictly a function of his or her type. Thus, the average rate of job
change is constant over time for any fixed sample of workers. In other words, the fraction
of workers in a fixed sample who change jobs in any period should not vary with the age or
labor market experience of the sample. Second, the heterogeneity model implies that,
controlling for experience, the number of prior job changes is a sufficient statistic for
the probability of job change. Controlling for experience and the number of prior job
changes, the probability of job change should not be related to tenure.
The existing empirical evidence suggests that simple heterogeneity in mobility rates,
while important, cannot account for all of the observed relationship between the probability of job change and tenure. Fig. 6 contains the monthly probability of job ending by
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Fig. 6. Monthly probability of job ending by experience. Based on NLSY. 1979 1991.

years of labor market experience using data on 19,336 jobs for 4680 workers fix,~m the
NLSY for 1979-1991.32 It is clear that the probability of job change declines sharply with
labor market experience. Note that this is not a statement about a structural relationship
controlling for tenure or other characteristics. It is a statement about the unconditional
bivariate relationship between rates of job change and labor market experience.
One interpretation of the decline in the overall job ending hazard that is consistent with
a more general heterogeneity model is that worker types are changing over time so that
workers are becoming more stable (less mobile). This could be characterized in terms of
the model as 0 falling over time (a larger fraction of workers of the less-mobile type as
experience increases) or as decreases in Ai with experience (workers of a given type
becoming less mobile as experience increases). Of course, allowing this sort of post hoc
rationalization makes it impossible to test a general (unrestricted) heterogeneity model.
Another interpretation of the negative experience-mobility relationship in Fig. 6 is that
it is a result of a true negative relationship between tenure and job change. To the extent
that this is the case, the simple heterogeneity model cannot explain all of the important
features of the data. M y earlier work (Farber, 1994), using data from 1979 to 1988 fi'om the
NLSY, presents an analysis that addresses this question. Specifically, I estimated a model
of the hazard of job ending that controls for heterogeneity of the sort described above in
the sense that prior turnover is controlled for directly. Separate hazard functions were
estimated for each level of labor market experience (effectively controlling for n), and
32These data are an updated version of those described in detail in Farber (1994).
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dummy variables for the number of prior jobs (effectively controlling for c) are included in
each model along with controls for tenure and demographic characteristics. The results are
clear. The probability of a job ending is strongly related to the number of prior jobs
controlling for tenure on the current job. This suggests that heterogeneity is an important
factor in mobility rates. At the same time, the probability of a job ending is strongly related
to tenure even controlling 1or prior mobility. This is clear evidence that the simple heterogeneity model alone cannot account for mobility patterns and that specific capital may
play an important role.
There is some evidence in the NLSY data that worker types are changing over time,
leaving open the possibility that a richer model of heterogeneity may fit the data. Specifically, I found that recent prior mobility is more strongly related to the probability job
ending than mobility further in the past (Farber, 1994). This is consistent with workers
changing types of over time by becoming less mobile on average. This could reflect
maturation of young workers as they acquire families and settle into careers. 33 Investigating this evolutionary process is an important area for further research.

7. Testing the specific capital model: using the return to tenure
There are at least two formidable obstacles to testing the specific human capital model
directly. First, specific capital is not generally directly measurable or even observable.
Second, only separation rates can help to distinguish the specific human capital model
from plausible alternatives, and, of course, predictions for separation rates are operational
only if the quantity of specific capital can be observed. A natural candidate for another
outcome would be the wage rate, but the wage rate is indeterminate where there is specific
capital. Essentially, the firm and the worker are in a bilateral monopoly position with
respect to their specific capital, and the wage will not be market-determined without
additional assumptions. In this section, I address these two issues, demonstrate how
they are related, and investigate avenues for testing the specific human capital model.
The measurement issue has not yet been solved in a satisfactory way. By default, tenure
has been used to index the quantity of specific capital, and the relationship between tenure
and wages is used as a measure of the return to specific capital. The root of this appears to
be reasoning by analogy to the use of labor market experience to index general human
capital (Mincer, 1974; Willis, 1986). The idea is that if time in the labor market indexes
accumulation of general skills then time with the firm indexes accumulation of firmspecific skills. There are several flaws in this analogy.
Consider the standard model of accumulation of general human capital through on the
job training. A worker is willing to pay the cost of these investments because they receive
the return. These investments enhance the workers productivity at all (or many firms). If
any employer is not willing to pay the worker for this productivity (the return on the
33Osterman (1980) presents an interesting analysisof this process of transition.
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general human capital), the worker will find an employer who will pay. Furthermore,
optimal investment behavior on the part of the worker suggests an experience log-earnings
profile that is increasing and concave in experience. 34 Thus, a standard "bare-bones"
specification for an earnings function is
lnW =/30 + ~3lED +/32EXP +/33EXP 2 + 6,

(17)

where In W is the log wage rate, ED represents years of education, and EXP represents
years of labor market experience. The/3 s are parameters to be estimated, and e is a random
error. The expectations are that/31 > 0,/32 > 0, and/33 < 0, and these have been verified
in countless empirical studies. The derivative of this function with respect to experience,
/32 + 2/33EXP, is called the return to experience, and it is commonly understood to reflect
the return to the underlying quantity of general human capital acquired through postschooling training.
Now extend this empirical model to include tenure. The resulting earnings function is
lnW =/3o +/31ED +/32 EXP +/33 EXP2 +/34 TEN +/35 TEN2 + 6,

(18)

where TEN represents years of tenure with the current employer. The analogous expectations with regard to the signs of the parameters are that/34 > 0 and/35 < 0, and, indeed,
this is what empirical analyses show quite clearly. The derivative of this function with
respect to tenure, /34 + 2~35TEN, is called the return to tenure, and it is analogously
interpreted as the return to the underlying quantity of specific human capital acquired
through post-schooling training provided by the current employer.
There are at least three problems with this seemingly logical extension. First, it is not
clear that tenure indexes accumulated specific capital in a direct way. In the standard
model of investment in general human capital over the life-cycle, investment is positive
and decreasing over the working life (Ben-Porath, 1967). This is what implies that the
experience-earnings profile is concave. While it may be the case that an analogous optimizing model of worker and firm behavior would imply that investment in specific capital
will be positive and declining throughout the employment relationship, this is not assured.
Thus, it may not be that the tenure-earnings profile is concave.
The second problem is that the theoretical link between the wage and marginal product
that exists in the general human capital model does not exist with respect to specific
capital. Because specific capital has no value outside the employment relationship, the
employer need not pay the worker for the part of productivity in excess of the workers'
productivity in his/her next best employment alternative. On the other hand, if workers are
not rewarded for their specific capital they will be more likely to quit (resulting in the sort
of inefficiencies noted above). Additionally, it is not clear who will pay for the investment
in specific capital. Consider three alternatives: (1) the firm pays for all of the specific
investment and keeps all of the return; (2) the worker pays for all of the specific invesmqer~
and keeps all of the return; and (3) the worker and firm share the cost of the specific
34 See, for example, Ben-Porath (1967), Mincer (1974) or Rosen (1977).
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investment and share the return. Using reasoning precisely analogous to the discussion of
fixed-wage contracts above, all of these schemes lead to inefficiently high levels of turnover. Additionally, the tenure-earnings profile need not bear any resemblance to either the
quantity of accumulated specific capital or to the productive value of any specific capital.
The third problem is that tenure is endogenous to the wage determination process.
Tenure is an outcome that is simply the inverse of job change. Standard search models
of labor turnover have the implication that workers with higher wages (relative to their
general human capital) are less likely to quit (Mortensen, 1986; and see the chapter by
Mortensen, this volume). And it has long been noted in the literature on specific capital
that ill-ms will use the wage to influence turnover behavior in the presence of specific
capital (Pencavel, 1972; Parsons, 1973; Salop, 1973). Firms employing workers with
substantial specific capital will devise compensation structures that discourage workers
from quitting. Empirical analyses of quit behavior (e.g., Freeman, 1980) regress the
probability of quitting on the wage and find a negative relationship between the probability
of quits and the wage. Since tenure is the result of a series of (non)quit decisions, an
earnings function with tenure as an explanatory variable can be thought of as an inverse
quit function in some respects. Thus, it is a arbitrary to assign the wage as the dependent
variable that is "explained" by tenure.
This discussion makes it clear that tenure, like the wage, is an outcome of optimization
by firms and workers, and, as such, it cannot be used as an independent measure of
accumulated specific capital in a way that can be used to test hypotheses about the role
or importance of specific capital. For example, most versions of the specific human capital
model predict that workers with more specific capital will change jobs with lower probability than will workers with less specific capital. It is also observed that workers with
more tenure have lower probabilities of job change. By assuming that more tenure indicates more specific capital, this appears to be a test of the prediction that specific human
capital implies less job change. But high tenure is the result of low probabilities of job
change, whether they result from specific human capital or have some other source. Thus,
the relationship between tenure and rates of job change cannot, by itself, be a test of the
specific human capital model.
Still, the view that "...the volume of specific training in an individual increases along
with the duration of his employment in a given job . . . . " (Pencavel, 1970, p. 12) is
intuitively appealing. Workers with more tenure are likely to have more specific capital
than workers with less tenure. And workers with substantial specific human capital may
earn higher wages as they accumulate more tenure than do workers with less specific
capital because the compensation structure that high specific capital firms have selected,
perhaps to minimize costs of turnover, is one which has wages increase relatively rapidly.
But this makes it clear that it is not appropriate to interpret the coefficients on tenure in a
standard earnings function (/34 and/35 in Eq. (18)) as a return to tenure.
Nonetheless, the usual approach in the literature has been to ignore some of the issues of
interpretation discussed here and to take the regression coefficients at face value as the
return to tenure. A better interpretation is that the tenure coefficients as part of a hedonic
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earnings function measure how earnings vary with tenure controlling for labor market
experience and other factors. This can serve as a useful summary of firm-level compensation structures and perhaps could shed some light on how compensation structures are
related to turnover probabilities. I return to this question of interpretation after a review of
some recent literature focused on deriving estimates of the return to tenure.

7.1. Estimating the "return" to tenure
There is a substantial literature on estimating the return to tenure in the context of a
standard earnings function A typical OLS specification of Eq. (16) finds an average return
to tenure of about 0.02 per year. 35 However, more recent work has focused on the interpretation of OLS estimates of the return to tenure derived in this fashion, won'ying
particularly about biases due to heterogeneity in workers and jobs and to the endogeneity
of tenure. 36 M a n y of these studies find a much smaller return to tenure than do the earl;,
studies (e.g., Topel, 1986; A b r a h a m and Farber, 1987; Altonji and Shakotko, 198/;
Marshall and Zarkin, 1987; Williams, 1991; Altonji and Williams, 1997; Manning,
1997), but some continue to find a substantial return (Topel, 1991). The issues rai~;cd ii~
this literature are central to estimation of the return to tenure and interpretation of such
estimates as evidence for the evaluation of the model of accumulation of firm-specific
capital.
Altonji and Shakotko (1987) argue that the estimated return to tenure is biased upward
due to the fact that tenure is correlated with omitted individual, job, or match specific
factors that are correlated with earnings. The basic idea is that more stable workers or
workers in m o r e stable j o b s are likely to be more productive workers or on more productive jobs. On this basis, one could recast the earnings function in Eq. (18) as

lnWijt = [30 + [31EDijt + ~2EXP!it + ~3TENijt + Yi -~- 6ij ~- "ffi/t,

(19)

where I have omitted the second order terms in experience and tenure for expositional
convenience and where i indexes individuals, j indexes jobs, and t indexes time. There are
now individual specific and j o b specific error components (Yi and 6,). respectively), and
tenure is likely to be positively correlated with both of these. The result will be an upward
biased estimate of the return to tenure ([33)Altonji and Shakotko present an instrumental variables solution to this problem. They
use data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) on earnings over time, which
allows them to rely on within-job variation in tenure to estimate the rate of growth of
wages within jobs. They find a return to tenure that are substantially smaller than those
derived using OLS on the usual sort of cross-sectional data (close to 0 for the IV estimates
versus 0.020 for the OLS estimates).
A b r a h a m and Farber (1987) note the same problem with standard OLS estimates of the
35Borjas (1981) and Mincer and Jovanovic (1981) are examples of studies with OLS estimates of the return to
tenure.
36Hutchens (1989) presents an overview of the early literature in this area.
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return to tenure, but they cast it in slightly different terms and propose a different, though
related, solution. They argue that the individual and job-specific error components in the
earnings function are correlated with completed job duration and tenure is correlated with
these error components only indirectly because tenure is correlated with completed job
duration. Clearly, workers with high levels of tenure must be in long jobs while workers
with low levels of tenure can be in either short jobs or long jobs. Abraham and Farber go
on to argue that if completed job duration is included in the earnings function along with
tenure then this new variable will eliminate the correlation of tenure with the error
components and the result will be unbiased estimates of the return to tenure. They use
data from the PSID to estimate the augmented earnings function,
lnW~i~ = fit + fllEDijt + fl2EXPijt +/33TENijt + fl4DURii + ~,ijt,

(20)

where DURij represents completed job duration for worker i on jobj. 3v Estimation of Eq.
(20) yield much smaller estimates of the return to tenure than does OLS estimation of the
same equation without the completed job duration variable (0.005 for the model with
completed job duration versus 0.01-0.015 for the model without completed job duration).
Abraham and Farber also present an instrumental variable approach to this problem.
They note that, in a cross-section, tenure is on average half of completed job duration. On
this basis, they use the residual from a regression of tenure on completed job duration as an
instrument for tenure. Since, by construction, this residual is orthogonal to completed job
duration, it will be orthogonal to the error components in Eq. (19) that are at the root of the
bias in the OLS estimates. These IV estimates of the return to tenure are very close to those
derived by including completed job duration as a regressor as in Eq. (20). 38
While the Abraham and Farber approach to this problem is not a full structural solution
since completed job duration is surely jointly determined with wages, the results are useful
nonetheless. Perhaps more interesting than the reduction in the estimated return to tenure
in Eq. (20) is the substantial and significant positive estimate of the coefficient of
completed job duration (/34). Their estimate for/34 of approximately 0.02 implies that
each 10 years that a job will last implies approximately 20% higher earnings throughout
the job. Abraham and Farber investigate this further by modifying the specification to
allow completed job duration to have different effects on earnings at different tenure
levels. The results of this less restrictive specification verify that completed job duration
is correlated with higher earnings at all tenure levels (including very early in jobs).
Topel (1991) takes a different approach to the problem and argues that there is, in fact, a
substantial return to tenure. He rightly worries about the endogeneity of tenure and
presents results from a two-stage estimation procedure that yields a lower bound estimate
of the return to tenure. Topel recasts the earnings function slightly as
37 Completed job durations are censored for many jobs in the sample. Abraham and Farber's solution to this
problem is to use a parametric job duration model to estimate expected completed job duration for the censored
jobs.
38 Note that this IV approach and the resulting estimates of the return to tenure are very close to those of Alto@
and Shakotko (1987).
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lnWijt = c~0 + a l E D i j l + ~2EXP°ijt + oL3TENij t + eijt,

(21)

where ~ represents the parameters of the model. The key difference between Topel's
specification and the earlier specification is that labor market experience (EXPiit) is
replaced by labor market experience at the start of the job (EXPi#).
o
Since
EXP~i t = E X P ° t + TENij t, the return to tenure controlling for current labor market experience is c~3 - ~2. The return to initial experience is subtracted because c~3 is an estimate of
total wage growth within jobs and reflects wage growth due the accumulation of experience as well as of tenure. Topel proceeds by deriving what he argues is an unbiased
estimate of c~3 and a potentially upward biased estimate of c~2. The resulting difference
is then a lower bound estimate of the return to tenure.
Topel uses average within-job wage growth of workers who do not change jobs as an
unbiased estimate of c~3. The underlying assumption is that the wage growth of stayers is
an unbiased estimate of wage growth for all workers had they not changed jobs. This does
not allow the possibility that workers change jobs for reasons related to wage growth (o1
the lack thereof). Topel's justification is that earnings move with a random walk after
removal of trend growth so that, after allowing for trend growth, the change in earnings
this period is unrelated to the change in earnings last period. 39 With this estimate of c~3 in
hand Topel runs the following regression:
lnWij t - &3TEN6t = olo + oqED,j t + ol2EXP°t + ooijt,

(22)

to derive his estimate of the return to experience (c~2). Topel argues that 6¢2 is upward
biased on the basis of a very simple search model of job change over the working life
(Burdett, 1978; Topel, 1986; Topel and Ward, 1992; Manning, 1997). In this model,
workers face a stable wage offer distribution and offers arrive exogenously at some
rate. Workers change jobs if the wage offer exceeds their current wage. Thus, wages at
the start of jobs grow with experience for reasons having nothing to do with the accumulation of general human capital. On this basis, the estimate of the return to experience in a
standard earnings function is an upward-biased estimate of earnings growth due to human
capital accumulation. Topel's two-step procedure yields a lower bound estimate of the
return to tenure that is about the same magnitude as the standard OLS estimates (about
0.025 for the two-step estimate versus 0.03 for the OLS estimates), and the conclusion is
that there is a substantial return to tenure. 4°
Alto@ and Williams (1997) revisit the question of the return to tenure, investigating in
detail the earlier work described above, particularly with regard to issues of timing,
measurement, and specification. They attempt to reconcile the earlier Altonji-Shakotko
39 Topel presents evidence from the PSID that supports this assumption, but it is not clear how powerful his test
or how much deviation from the random walk assumption would introduce substantial bias. Farber and Gibbons
(1996) present evidence from the NLSY rejecting the hypothesis that wages evolve as a martingale (a generalization of the random walk).
40 Topel estimates a non-linear relationship between log-earnings and tenure, and the estimates I cite here are
computed at 10 years of tenure.
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results with Topel's results. Their finding is that Topel's treatment of secular trends in
wages and his use of lagged wages with a current measure of tenure results in upward bias
in the return to tenure in his sample. Altonji and Williams also consider the role of
measurement error in tenure. They conclude from their analysis that the return to tenure
is relatively small (about 1% per year) and close to that estimated by Altonji and Shakotko
and by Abraham and Farber.
How are these estimates of the return to tenure to be interpreted, regardless of their
precise magnitude? I argue that an appropriate estimate that accounts for the sorts of biases
described above measures an average rate of wage growth within jobs. This is best understood as measuring the compensation structures used by employers to achieve appropriate
performance from their workforce. An important aspect of this performance is discouraging turnover where this is substantial investment in specific capital. In a well-known
paper, Lazear (1979) develops a model of the compensation structure where employers
who value long-term employment relationships, presumably because they want to invest
in specific capital in their workers, offer a back-loaded compensation structure so that
workers will want to remain with the firm. 4j In other words, these firms offer steeplysloped compensation profiles with a high return to tenure 42
What this discussion suggests is that the relationship between tenure and earnings is not
a market-determined constant but is likely to vary across firms with different technologies
and in different markets. Firms that invest heavily in workers and want stable long-term
workers may use a steeply sloped earning profile as an incentive device. They may also
pay higher wages throughout and offer substantial fringe benefits. Firms that are less
concerned about having a stable workforce are likely to offer flatter earnings profiles.
A n important direction for future research will be to investigate variation in the tenure
earnings profile and relate it to the underlying economic forces that cause firms to make
different decisions regarding their compensation structure. 43 But there is no sense in which
evidence of this sort on the tenure-earnings profile can provide direct evidence on the
importance of specific human capital and its relationship with turnover.

41Lazear (1998) goes on to argue that finns then need a mechanismto end the employmentrelationshipsince
workers who are highly paid at the end of the implicitlong-termrelationshipwill not want to leave voluntarily.
Mandatoryretirementrules can play this role, and the outlawingof mandatoryretirementin the UnitedStatesmay
have unintendednegative consequencesfor economic efficiency.
42 Carmichael (1989) presents a survey of the theoretical literature on life-cycle incentive issues in labor
markets. Felli and Harris (1996)presenta dynamictheoreticalmodelof specificcapitalthat incorporatesissuesof
information,matching,and turnoverand which has implicationsfor the slope of the tenure-earningsprofile.
43 Abowdet al. (1994) report significantdifferencesin slopes of tenure-earningsprofiles across a large sample
of Frenchfirms.Margolis (1995, 1996),usingthe same data, analyzesthe return to tenurein the contextof models
that allowfor heterogeneityin tenureslopes across firms.Margolisconfirmsthat there is substantialheterogeneity
in tenure slopes, and he concludes that accounting for self-selectionof workers into firms on this basis is
important in estimatingthe return to tenure.
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8. Testing the specific capital model: evidence from displaced workers
Another approach to testing the specific capital model relies on examining the incidence of
j o b loss and wage dynamics of workers who change jobs for reasons exogenous to their
own decisions or the decisions of employers with regard to their wages or performance.
The idea is that jobs are lost exogenously due to shocks to demand that cause firms to shed
workers through plant closings in the extreme case and through layoffs in the less extreme
case. Technology shocks can have much the same effect. Of course, the likelihood that
workers will be displaced in this way is surely related to wages and productivity on the
margin, but the shocks themselves can reasonably be considered exogenous.
In order to make this approach work, tenure must be accepted as being monotonically
positively related to accumulated specific capital. Note that this is weaker than the relationship required to interpret the coefficient on tenure in an earnings function as a
(rescaled) return to specific human capital. A second requirement is that the firm and
worker share in the return to any accumulated specific capital. This seems reasonable in
light of the necessary incentives to reduce labor turnover where there is specific capital.
Given these two conditions and if specific capital is an important component of employ-~
ment relationships then the probability of j o b loss will decline with tenure. This is closely
related to the stylized fact presented earlier that the probability of j o b change declines with
tenure. Essentially, the claim is that when a firm needs to reduce employment due to a
demand or technology shock, the firm will choose to lay off less senior workers becausethey embody less specific capital (on which the firm is enjoying some return). Using dat~
from the 1984-1992 Displaced Workers Surveys and other CPS supplements with dam ~,,
j o b tenure over the same period, I found support for this view (Farber, 1 9 9 ~ ) . :~ ~i-~
probability of j o b loss declines sharply with tenure. Quantitatively, m y calcula~ior~
yield the result that the probability of j o b loss in the 2 years prior to the DWS sm,~_
date declines from about 14% for workers with less than 1 year of tenure to less than 4'>*
for workers with ten or more years of tenure.
A weakness of this approach to testing for the importance of specific capital is that a
finding of a negative relationship between tenure and the probability of j o b loss is susceptible to an explanation based on heterogeneity. If there is persistent heterogeneity across
firms in the volatility of labor demand, then firms where there is little volatility will be
more likely to have high-tenure workers and less likely to have substantial lay-offs. This
implies the same negative relationship between tenure and j o b loss without specific capital. A related argument is that firms with substantial volatility in labor of labor demand
may find investment in specific capital less attractive and, hence, organize production
around a high-turnover workforce.
44This is analysis is complicated by the fact that the DWSs do not contain information on tenure for workers
who did not lose their jobs, and even if there was such information it will not accurately reflect job tenure during
the period the worker was at risk to lose a job if the worker changed jobs for reasons other than job loss. See
Farber (1993) for details.
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A second test of the specific capital model is that displaced workers earn less on their
post-displacement jobs than on their pre-displacement jobs. There is a substantial empirical literature that examines his issue. The bulk of the recent work on this question is based
on the D W S . 45 However, there has also been research using the PSID, and administrative
data from the records of state unemployment systems (Jacobson et al., 1993). There is
strong consistency in this literature. Regardless of the data used, the finding is that job loss
results in substantial and persistent earnings loss. This can be interpreted as evidence that
specific capital is important in the labor market. It may be that specific capital represents
actual skills that are useful only with the current employer or that specific capital represents the value of a good match that is sacrificed by job loss (Jovanovic, 1979a). However,
these findings could be accounted for by heterogeneous job quality where the high-wage
jobs are allocated in ways unrelated to ability (perhaps randomly). Agency considerations
of the sort that underlay efficiency wage models could account for the finding that highwage job losers are not able to find equivalent new jobs.
Perhaps a more focused test of the specific capital model is that the wage decline
borne by displaced workers will be larger for those displaced workers with more tenure.
This relies on the assumption that the workers are receiving at least some of the return to
the specific capital. When a worker is displaced, the value of any specific capital is
destroyed, and the worker's wage on next job will be commensurately lower by an
amount equal to the worker's share of the return on the specific capital on the lost job.
Since workers with more tenure are presumed to have more specific capital, the wage
loss of workers with more tenure will be larger than the wage loss of workers with less
tenure.
There is empirical support for this prediction. Addison and Portugal (1989) present an
analysis of data from the January 1984 DWS which finds that earnings losses are larger for
workers with more pre-displacement tenure. My calculations, based on the DWSs from
1984 to 1996, show that the proportional difference in weekly earnings (post-displacement
minus pre-displacement) for more than 18,000 re-employed displaced workers is strongly
negatively related to pre-displacement tenure. Regressing the change in log real earnings
on pre-displacement tenure yields a coefficient on tenure of -0.017 (SE = 0.0008).
Controlling additionally for survey year, education, age, sex, race, and part-time status
on the old and new jobs reduces the coefficient on tenure only slightly to -0.012
(SE = 0.0008).
One potential criticism of this analysis is that workers who lose jobs may be selected by
their employer on the basis of poor performance or relatively high pay. Gibbons and Katz
(1991) argue that workers displaced due to "slack work" are subject to this sort of
selection. Within the limits of human resource management policies that give preference
in retention to high tenure workers, employers are likely to lay off less productive workers
when demand declines. In contrast, they argue that workers who are displaced due to a
45See, for example,Flaimand Seghal(1985),Addisonand Portugal(1989), and Swaimand Podgursky(1991).
Hamermesh (1989) surveyssome of this literature.
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"plant closing" are not subject to such selection. Employers must lay off all workers in
such situations. This suggests that workers who report a "plant closing" as the cause of
their job loss are more likely to be exogenous job losers than are those who are displaced
due to "slack work". This suggests that only a subset of displaced workers, those displaced
due to "plant closing," are appropriate to use in testing models of mobility. While Gibbons
and Katz present evidence from the 1984 and 1986 DWSs showing that the wage loss of
job losers due to "slack work" is larger than the wage loss of job losers due to "plant
closing," the differences are small. And my own analysis of data from the DWS suggests
that the relationships of the wage loss with pre-displacement tenure are similar across jobloss categories.
However, there is another potential heterogeneity-based alternative explanation for the
positive relationship between tenure and the wage loss of displaced workers. If jobs are
heterogeneous so that some jobs pay higher wages than do others for equivalent workers, it
is likely to be the case that average tenure is higher on the jobs that pay the higher wage~
due to a reduced probability of quits. In the extreme case where the likelihood of job loscL~
being hired into a high-wage new job is independent of what type of job they held earlier.
there will be a strong negative relationship between the wage change of job losers and
tenure on the lost job. Both high- and low-tenure will receive the average wage in expectation on their new job. This implies a large decline in wages for high-tenure job losers and a
smaller decline (or even an increase) in wages for low-tenure job losers controlling for
observable characteristics.
There is a related prediction with regard to the relationship between tenure on the lost
job and the wage level on the new job for job losers that can help establish the relative
importance of specific capital and heterogeneity in these models. Kletzer (1989) notes that
evidence that tenure on the lost job is related to the level of wages on the new job is
evidence that heterogeneity is important. Clearly, if the only role of tenure on the lost job
was to proxy for accumulated specific human capital, then it would have no effect on
wages on the new job. But if workers are heterogeneous and more stable workers are more
productive generally, then high tenure job losers (whose stable employment history is
verifiable) will command higher wages in their new jobs. Kletzer, using data from the
1984 DWS, finds a positive but not statistically significant relationship between earnings
on the post-displacement job and pre-displacement tenure. Addison and Portugal (1989)
do find a significant positive relationship. My own calculations, based on a sample of more
than 20,000 re-employed displaced workers from the 1984-1996 DWS s show a significant
positive relationship. Regressing post-displacement log real earnings on pre-displacement
tenure, controlling additionally for survey year, education, age, sex, race, and part-time
status yields a significant coefficient on tenure of 0.0064 (SE = 0.0009). These estimates
imply that 10 years of tenure on the lost job is associated with about 6% higher earnings on
a new job. This, suggests that heterogeneity does play some role in the relationship
between tenure and wages.
We can also examine the relationship between tenure on the lost job and earnings on the
pre-displacement job. If job loss is exogenous, this is roughly equivalent to estimating a
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standard earnings function including tenure, and it is not surprising that we find a strong
positive relationship. 46 My own calculations using data on a sample of more than 30,000
displaced workers from the 1984-1996 DWSs verify this strong relationship. Regressing
pre-displacement log real earnings on pre-displacement tenure, controlling additionally
for survey year, education, age, sex, race, and part-time status yields a significant coefficient on tenure of 0.021 (SE = 0.0006). These estimates imply that 10 years of tenure on
the lost job is associated with about 21% higher earnings on the lost job.
A comparison of the magnitudes of the coefficients on tenure in these pre- and postdisplacement earnings functions may shed some light on the relative importance of heterogeneity and specific capital considerations. A strong caution is that this approach is subject
to the important problems, noted earlier, of interpretation of the coefficient of tenure in
earnings functions as a return to specific capital. Start by interpreting the coefficient on
pre-displacement tenure in the post-displacement earnings function as reflecting heterogeneity and interpreting the coefficient on tenure in the pre-displacement earnings function
as reflecting the sum of heterogeneity and specific capital. Then the difference in coefficients represents the contribution of specific capital. Note that this is roughly equivalent to
measuring the relationship between the change in earnings and tenure on the lost job. To
the extent that this is negative, it implies that specific capital considerations are important.
My estimates for the coefficients on tenure are 0.006 in the post-displacement earnings
function and 0.021 in the pre-displacement earnings function. 47 Taken at face value, the
difference between these estimates suggests that about 30% of the estimated return to
tenure in a cross-section is due to heterogeneity with the remaining 70% being due to
specific capital.
Neal (1995) presents an analysis that extends this work in an interesting way. He
investigates how pre-displacement tenure is related to post-displacement earnings separately for workers who change industries and for workers who do not change industries
following displacement. Using data from the DWSs from 1984 to 1990, he finds that the
level of post-displacement earnings is positively related to pre-displacement tenure only
for workers who are re-employed in their pre-displacement industry. There is no relationship between tenure and post-displacement earnings for industry switchers. Parent (1995),
in related work using the NLSY and the PSID, finds that industry-specific experience is a
more important determinant of earnings than either total labor market experience or firmspecific tenure. Perhaps most interesting is the finding that the coefficient on tenure is
reduced substantially when within-industry labor market experience is included in a
standard earnings function.
These findings suggest an important reinterpretation of the earlier results on the rela-

46Kletzer (1989) and Addison and Portugal (1989) carry out this analysis, and both find a strong significant
positive relationship.
47The difference between these coefficientsof -0.015 is very close to my estimated coefficient on tenure in
the regression of the change in log-earnings cited above of -0.017. Addison and Portugal (1989) note this as
well.
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tionship between tenure and earnings. They imply that the capital that accrues with tenure
has a strong industry-specific rather than firm-specific component. To the extent that this is
the case, it is harder to argue that the accrual of firm-specific capital is what drives the
decline in the probability of job change with tenure.

9. Final remarks

A core set of facts about worker mobility are clear: (l) long-term employmcnt rctati~nships are common; (2) most new jobs end early; and (3) the probability of a job ending
declines with tenure. However, evidence in support of particular models that can explain
these facts is relatively weak. While the specific capital model is a parsimonious explanation for these facts, it also appears that worker heterogeneity can account for much of what
we observe in the mobility data.
The task of testing the specific human capital model is very difficult because specific
capital is not observed directly and the wage need not reflect productivity where there is
specific capital. Tenure is, at best, an imperfect proxy for accrued firm-specific capital and,
at worst, another outcome jointly determined with wages.
It seems clear that high-wage workers change jobs less frequently than do low wageworkers implying that they have higher tenure. Thus, it is not surprising that tenure shows
a strong positive coefficient in standard earnings functions. While this does not measure a
return to specific capital, it does, when appropriately estimated to take account of heterogeneity, measure how firms structure compensation over the course of jobs. And the_
compensation structure may imply something interesting about the importance of specific
capital.
Why is it that firms pay higher wages to some workers who will stay with the firm a long
time, either as a cause or an effect of the high wages? Why is it that firms structure
compensation profiles so that wages increase with tenure? It is likely because finns
value and want to encourage long-term employment relationships. Since it is expensive
for firms to encourage such relationships, it must be the case that these relationships are a
more efficient production technology for them. The unanswered question is what attributes
of long-term employment relationships make them the efficient production technology in
many settings. One important advantage may be that long-term employment relationships
enable firms and workers to invest in firm-specific capital. But alternative explanations
remain. For example, it may be that worker quality may be difficult to observe, ex ante, so
that firms that need high-quality workers want to retain workers who they learn are high
quality in order to avoid the risk of hiring a series of low-quality workers before finding
another high-quality worker. Or it may be that many workers prefer long-term stable
employment relationships and are more willing to supply effort in such situations.
In conclusion, while deriving convincing direct evidence for the specific capital model
of mobility is difficult, it appears that specific capital is a useful construct for understanding wage dynamics and worker mobility. Future progress in understanding these issues
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will require m o r e a n d better data on m o b i l i t y h i s t o r i e s a l o n g with m o d e l s that c o m b i n e
specific capital c o n s i d e r a t i o n s w i t h c a r e f u l l y s p e c i f i e d m o d e l s o f h e t e r o g e n e i t y and other
alternatives.
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Abstract

This chapter summalizes the empirical and theoretical research on executive compensation and
provides a comprehensive and up-to-date description of pay practices (and trends in pay practices)
for chief executive officers (CEOs). Topics discussed include the level and structure of CEO pay
(including detailed analyses of annual bonus plans, executive stock options, and option valuation),
international pay differences, the pay-setting process, the relation between CEO pay and firm
performance ("pay-performance sensitivities"), the relation between sensitivities and subsequent
firm performance, relative performance evaluation, executive turnover, and the politics of CEO pay.
© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
JEL codes: J33; J44; G3; G39; J31

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n

Few issues in the history of the modern corporation have attracted the attention garnered
by executive compensation in United States companies. Once relegated to the relative
obscurity of business periodicals, executive pay has become a international issue debated
in Congress and routinely featured in front-page headlines, cover stories, and television
news shows. Several inextricably linked factors have contributed to the widespread interest in executive pay. First is the undisputed escalation in chief executive officer (CEO)
compensation: as shown in Fig. 1, the median cash compensation paid to S&P 500 CEOs
has more than doubled since 1970 (in 1996-constant dollars), and median total realized
compensation (including gains from exercising stock options) has nearly quadrupled.
Second is the populist attack on wealth that followed the so-called "excesses of the
1980s," associated with the perception that high CEO salaries are coupled to layoffs,
plant closings, and corporate downsizing (Murphy, 1995, 1997). Third is the bull market
of the 1990s, creating windfalls for CEOs whose pay is increasingly tied to company
stock-price performance.
There has also been an explosion in academic research on executive compensation. As
evident in Fig. 1, CEO pay research has grown even faster than CEO paychecks, skyrocketing from 1-2 papers per year prior to 1985 to 60 papers in 1995.1 Only a handful of
studies of executive compensation were published prior to 1980, including pioneering
works by Roberts (1956), Baumol (1959), and Lewellen and Huntsman (1970). Most early
studies focused on whether pay was more closely tied to company size or company profits,
the answer proving to be both relatively uninteresting and hopelessly lost in multicollinearity problems (Ciscel and Carroll, 1980; Rosen, 1992).
The modern history of executive compensation research began in the early 1980s and
Data on executive compensationpapers from Hallock and Muiphy (1999), based initially on a search of the
Social Science Citation Index database. The 1985jump in executive pay studies can be traced directly to a 1984
University of Rochester conferenceon "Managerial Compensationand the Managerial Labor Market;" proceedings published the following year in the Journal of Accounting and Economics.
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Fig. 1. Median realized cash and total compensation (including option gains) for S&P 500 CEOs, 1970-1996, and
nmnber of academic papers published on CEO pay. Sample is based on all CEOs included in the S&P 500.
Compensation data, in 1996-constant dollars, are extracted from the Annual Compensation Surveys published by
Forbes each May from 1971 to 1992; later data from Compustat's ExecuComp Database. Cash pay includes
salaries, bonuses, and small amounts of other cash compensation; total realized pay includes cash pay, restricted
stock, payonts from longterm pay programs, and the amounts realized from exercising stock options during the
year. (Total pay prior to 1978 excludes option gains.) The number of academic papers on CEO pay was computed
by Kevin Hallock and reported in Hallock and Murphy (1999).

paralleled the emergence and general acceptance of agency theory. 2 The separation of
ownership and control in modern corporations is, after all, the quintessential agency
problem suggested by Berle and Means (1932) and formalized by Jensen and Meckling
(1976), and the executive labor market is a natural laboratory for testing its implications.
Early studies in this area focused on documenting the relation between CEO pay and
company performance (Coughlan and Schmidt, 1985; Murphy, 1985, 1986; Abowd, 1990;
Jensen and Murphy, 1990a; Leonard, 1990). Others examined whether CEOs are terminated following poor performance (Weisbach, 1988; Warner et al., 1988) and whether
CEOs are reward for performance measured relative to the market or industry (Antle and
Smith, 1986; Gibbons and Murphy, 1990).
The evolving literature has been truly interdisciplinary, spanning accounting, economics, finance, industrial relations, law, organizational behavior, and strategy. Accountants,
for example, have explored whether accounting-based bonuses lead managers to manipulate earnings and have compared the relative efficacy of accounting-based and stock-

2 Influential papers include Jensen and Meckling (1976), Mirrlees (1974, 1976), Ross (1973), tIolm.~tmm
(1979, 1982), Fama (1980), Lazear and Rosen (1981), and Grossman and Hart (1983).
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based performance measures. 3 Financial economists have studied the association between
executive compensation and corporate performance, investment decisions, capital structure, dividend policies, mergers, and diversification.4 Industrial organization economists
have documented the effects of regulation and deregulation on executive compensation,
and have examined the game-theoretic effects of strategic interactions on compensation
policy. 5 While most research in the area has evolved as tests or applications of agency
theory, sociologists and organizational behaviorists have examined non-agency-theoretic
issues such as social comparisons and the behavioral effects of wage dispersion. 6
In spite of the exploding interdisciplinary literature, executive compensation has
received relatively scant attention from labor economists. 7 However, even though the
managerial labor market is small and specialized, there are ample reasons to encourage
labor-oriented research in the area. Executive compensation offers opportunities to
analyze many concepts central to labor economics, including incentives, marginal productivity, contracts, promotions, separations, and careers. Although compensation contracts
are multi-dimensional and complex, the publicly available data are relatively clean:
detailed biographic and compensation data for individual executives in publicly owned
corporations are widely available and easily matched to company performance data. In
addition, an increasing number of researchers are gaining access to proprietary and
increasingly rich data on performance measures and bonus contracts and on individual
compensation far below the top executive rank. s
The objective of this chapter is to foster research in executive compensation by providing a rich and up-to-date description of executive incentive contracts, and by reviewing
and updating much of the relevant empirical and theoretical research on executive
compensation and turnover. The institutional details, summary statistics, and regression
analyses are based on a variety of sources including four comprehensive databases: the
Annual Compensation Surveys published in F o r b e s covering 1970-1996, Compustat's
"ExecuComp" database covering CEOs in the S&P 500, the S&P Mid-Cap 400, and the
S&P Small-Cap 600 from 1992 to 1996, detailed data from 1000 large companies in 1992
3The seminalarticle on earningsmanipulationis Healy (1985); see also Pourciau(1993) and Holthausenet al.
(1995). Lmnbertand Larcker (1988), Sloan (1993), Bustunanand Indjejikian(1993), and Baimanand Verrecchia
(1995) analyze accounting-basedvs. stock-basedperformance measures.
4 See, for example, Agrawal and Mandelker (1987) on financingdecisions,John and John (1993) on capital
structure, Agrawal and Walkling(1994) on takeovers, Mehran et al. (1998) on liquidationpolicy, and Lambert
(1986), Campbelland Chan (1989), Smith and Watts (1992), Hirshleiferand Suh (1992), and Bizjaket al. (1993)
on investmentbehavior.
5See, for example, Carrolland Ciscel(1982), Hubbardand Palia (1995), Joskow et al. (1996) on regulationand
compensation,and Aggarwal and Samwick (1997) and Kedia (1997) on strategic interactions.
6 See, for example, O'Reilly et al. (1988, 1998), Tosi and Gomez-Mejia(1989, 1994), Virany et al. (1992),
Boeker (1992), Cowherd and Levine (1992), Hambrickand Cannella (1993), Finkelstein(1996), and Hambrick
and Siegel (1998).
7A notable exceptionis the proceedingsfrom a conferenceon "Do IncentivesMatter" publishedas a supplement to the 1990 Industrial and Labor Relations Review.
8Research relying on proprietary data from compensationconsultingincludeAbowd (1990), Leonard(1990),
Holthausen et al. (1995), Bushmanet al. (1996), and Murphy (1998).
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based on an analysis of corporate proxy statements, and a proprietary survey of bonus
plans in 177 large companies conducted by Towers Pert'in in 1996. In addition, I report
international comparisons of executive pay practices based on Towers Perrin's 1997
Worldwide Total Remuneration survey. An emerging lesson from the analyses is that it
matters where you look and when you look: there is a great deal of heterogeneity in pay
practices across firms, industries, and countries, and there have been dramatic shifts in pay
practices across time.
Section 2 analyzes the level and structure of executive compensation packages, and
serves as a primer on executive compensation. Most executive pay packages contain four
basic components: a base salary, an annual bonus tied to accounting performance, stock
options, and longterm incentive plans (including restricted stock plans and multi-year
accounting-based performance plans). I begin this section with a descriptive analysis of
how the level and composition of CEO pay in the US varies across industries and with
company size, and document the substantial increases in CEO pay between 1992 and
1996. Next, I discuss the emerging international evidence on executive compensation,
contrasting US pay practices with those in other countries. Then, I consider each component of pay in detail, describing how salaries are set, how annual and multi-year bonus
arrangements are structured, and how stock options are awarded and valued. Particular
attention is devoted to describing the performance measures, performance standards, and
pay-performance structures used in annual incentive plans. Finally, I analyze the relative
influence of the board of directors, the compensation committee, and managers in determining executive pay practices.
Section 3 explores the relation between CEO pay and performance. The section begins
with a summary and critique of the traditional principal-agent framework as applied to
executive incentive contracts. Next, I summarize the empirical evidence on the relation
between pay and performance, distinguishing between explicit aspects (CEO pay is explicitly related to accounting returns through annual bonuses, and to stock-price appreciation
through stock options and restricted stock) and implicit aspects (CEO pay may be implicitly tied to performance through year-to-year adjustments in salary levels, target bonuses,
and option and restricted stock grant sizes). I show that total pay-performance sensitivities
vary with industry and company size, and document changes in the sensitivities from 1992
to 1996 driven primarily by increases in stock-options incentives. I also analyze CEO
stock ownership from 1987 to 1996, documenting that CEO stock holdings excluding
options have increased in dollar-value but decreased when expressed as a percentage of
the company's outstanding stock. I then consider the theory and evidence related to
relative performance evaluation (RPE) for top executives: I document the explicit use
of RPE in accounting-based bonus plans, and discuss the virtual absence of RPE in stock
option plans. Finally, I describe the evidence on the effect of CEO pay-performance
sensitivities on subsequent company performance.
Section 4 considers executive turnover and its relation to company performance. Casual
empiricism, based on several recent highly publicized forced resignations, suggests that
CEO firings have become more commonplace in the 1990s. However, I document that the
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link between turnover and performance has declined rather than increased over the past
decade. In addition, I present results suggesting that turnover is driven by executive age
and not performance in the largest firms, and by performance and not (primarily) executive
age in smaller firms. Finally, l document that CEOs have become less likely to depart at
"normal" retirement ages, and show (following Huson et al., 1998) that companies are
increasingly likely to replace CEOs through outside hires rather than through internal
promotions.
Section 5 considers the politics of pay. Public disclosure of executive pay virtually
guarantees that third parties such as rank-and-file employees, labor unions, consumer
groups, Congress, and the media affect the type of contracts written between management
and shareholders. In this section, I analyze the causes and consequences of the o~g~i~
controversy over CEO pay, and describe the effect of politics and public percepli~,~ i,,
determining the structure and level of executive compensation.
Section 6 summarizes the emerging stylized facts, and provides some suggestions for
future research in executive compensation. Although the field is fairly well-developed,
researchers have just begun exploring recently available public and proprietary datasets
and exploring the institutional details and the explicit features of executive contracts. The
richness of the compensation and performance data offers many unexploited opportunities
for research in labor economics, finance, accounting, and management.

2. The level and structure of executive compensation
2.1. Introduction

Although there is substantial heterogeneity in pay practices across firms and industries,
most executive pay packages contain four basic components: a base salary, an annual
bonus tied to accounting performance, stock options, and longterm incentive plans
(including restricted stock plans and multi-year accounting-based performance plans).
In addition, executives participate in "broad-based" employee benefit plans and also
receive special benefits, including life insurance and supplemental executive retirement
plans (SERPs). In contrast to mid-level management "employment at will" arrangements,
top executives increasingly negotiate formal employment contracts. These formal
contracts typically last five years and specify minimum base salaries, target bonus
payments (with or without guarantees), and severance arrangements in the event of separation or change in corporate control.
Fig. 2 illustrates the relative importance of the various components of compensation for
CEOs in the S&P 500, and also documents how the level and composition of pay varies
across years for four industry groups: mining & manufacturing (two-digit SIC codes 1029); financial services (SIC 60-69); utilities (SIC 49), and other industries (including
wholesale and retail trade, and service industries). The bar height in each panel depicts
median total compensation in 1996-constant dollars, including salaries, realized bonuses,
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t-he grant-date value of options granted during the year (using ExecuComp's "modified"
Black-Scholes formula; see the Appendix), restricted stock grants (valued at grant-date
face value), payouts from accounting-based longterm incentive plans, and miscellaneous
other compensation. Pay component percentages are derived from ExecuComp data by
computing the percentages for each CEO, and averaging across CEOs.
Several stylized facts emerge from Fig. 2. First, pay levels vary by industry: CEOs in
electric utilities earn significantly lower levels of compensation than their counterparts in
other industries, while CEOs in financial services companies earn higher pay. 9 Second, the
level of compensation has increased substantially between 1992 and 1996: median pay
levels (in 1996 constant dollars) for manufacturing CEOs, for example, have increased
55% from $2.0 million in 1992 to almost $3.2 million in 1996. Over the same time period,
median pay in financial services has increased 53% to $4.6 million, while pay in utilities
has increased 34% to $1.5 million. Third, the increase in pay is largely attributable to
increases in the grant-date value of stock option grants, m During the early 1990s, stock
options replaced base salaries as the single largest component of compensation (in all
sectors except utilities). Option grants in manufacturing firms swelled from 27 to 36% of
total compensation, more than doubling in dollar terms.
Fig. 3 depicts the effect of company size on firm pay for industrial companies (defined
as all companies except utilities and financial services). The figure shows pay trends lbr
CEOs in four size categories: the S&P 500 industrials with above-median sales, S&P 500
industrials with below-median sales, S&P 400 Mid-Cap Industrials, and S&P 600 SmallCap Industrials. Fig. 3 shows that the increase in option compensation and the increase in
total compensation holds across size groups. Moreover, the figure illustrates the bestdocumented stylized fact regarding CEO pay: CEO pay is higher in larger firms.
It is not surprising that compensation increases with company size; larger firms, for
example, may employ better-qualified and better-paid managers (Rosen, 1982; Kostiuk,
1990). More surprising, at least historically, has been the consistency of the relation across
firms and industries. Baker et al. (1988) summarize Conference Board data on the relation
between CEO cash compensation and firm sales from 1973 to 1983 and document paysales elasticities in the 0.25-0.35 range, implying that a firm that is 10% larger will pay its
CEO about 3% more. Rosen (1992) summarizes academic research covering a variety of
industries and a variety of time periods in both the US and the UK, concluding that the
"relative uniformity [of estimates] across firms, industries, countries, and periods of time
is notable and puzzling because the technology that sustains control and scale should vary
across these disparate units of comparison."
Recent data suggest that the relation between CEO pay and company size has weakened
9See, for example, Carroll and Ciscel (1982), Murphy(1987), and Joskowet al. (1996) on executive con-,pcn
sation in electric utilities. Barro and Barro (1990), Crawfordet al. (1995) and Hubbard and Palia (1995) analyze
pay practices in banking; the latter two studies documentincreases in CEO pay in banking in the late 1980sand
early 1990s (relative to pay in other industries) which the authors attribute to deregulation.
t0Hall and Liebman(1998) showthat the increase in optioncompensationhas increased monotonicallysince
the early 1980s.
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Fig. 4. Internationalcomparison of 1997 CEO pay levels and structures. Data from Towers Perrin's 1997
Worldwide Total Remuneration report, used with permission.Data reflects Towers Perrin's estimate of competitive CEO pay as of April 1997for industrialcompanieswith approximatelyUS $250 millionin annualrevenues.
Local currencyamountsare convertedinto US dollars using April 1997 exchange rates. Salaries are defined as
base salaryplus other regularpayments(such as vacationpay, 13th-monthpay, and regular bonusesunrelatedto
performance); bonuses include target performance-basedcash awards. Options/LTIPsincludes the grant-date
expected value of option grants and annualized targets from longterm incentive plans. Other Compensation
includes both voluntaryand compulsorycompanycontributionsand the value of perquisites.
over time. Table 1 shows the elasticity of CEO cash compensation to company revenues
for S&P 500 CEOs, by industry group, for 5-year periods beginning in 1970 and for the
period 1995-1996. Pay/sales elasticities for manufacturing firms ranged between 0.22 and
0.26 until the mid-1990s, when the elasticity jumped to 0.32. Elasticities in financial
services firms dropped from 0.30 in the 1970s to only 0.09 in the early 1990s (rebounding
to 0.22 in 1995-1996); elasticities in utilities have similarly declined. Moreover, as
suggested by the bracketed R-squares in Table 1, the "explanatory power" of firm sales
has declined over time in all industries.
2.2. International comparisons
Fig. 4 shows the level and composition of CEO pay in 23 countries, based on data reported
in Towers Perrin's 1997 Worldwide Total Remuneration report. The data depict the
consulting company's estimates of "typical" or "competitive" pay for a representative
CEO in an industrial company with approximately US $250 million in annual revenues, i I
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This firm size corresponds roughly to US companies in the S&P Small Cap 600, and the
level and structure of CEO pay for the US in Fig. 4 is nearly identical to that suggested by
Fig. 3. J2 Fig. 4 supports the commonly held view that US executives are paid more than
their international counterparts: the total pay for the representative CEO in the US is more
than double the average total pay elsewhere. More interestingly, the data show that US
executives are paid differently than CEOs elsewhere: US CEOs receive a larger fraction of
their pay in the form of stock options, and a lower fraction in the form of salaries, than any
of their global counterparts. Indeed, stock options (and other longterm incentives) are
absent in nine of the 23 countries surveyed, and comprise less than 5% of total pay in 13 of
the 23 countries.
There is a growing interest from researchers (as well as practitioners) on the level and
structure of executive compensation outside the United States, including the United Kingdom (Cosh, 1975; Main et al., 1994; Conyon et al., 1995; Conyon, 1997; Cosh and
Hughes, 1997), Japan (Kato and Rockel, 1992; Kaplan, 1994a, 1997; Kato, 1997),
Germany (Kaplan, 1994b, 1997), Canada (Zhou, 1999), Spain (Angel and Fumes,
1997), Italy (Brunello et al., 1999), Denmark (Eriksson and Lausten, 1996), China (Groves
et al., 1995) and Bulgaria (Jones and Kato, 1996). Although many of the country-specific
studies attempt international comparisons (for example, Conyon and Schwalbach, 1997,
contrast pay practices within ten European countries), such comparisons are made difficult
by substantial heterogeneity in (1) available data; (2) regression specifications (including
definitions of the dependent and independent variables); and (3) institutional details such
as tax and exchange rates, and restrictions on insider trading. 13
The most comprehensive international comparison to date in the academic literature is
Abowd and Bognanno (1995), who use data from four international consulting firms to
analyze 1984-1992 pay in 12 OECD countries (Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy,
Japan, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the UK, and the US). They adjust for
tax rates (on both direct pay and perquisites), purchasing power, and public benefits, and
find that pay for US CEOs exceeds pay in other countries even after adjusting for these
differences. Interestingly, they find that the "US premium" is limited to the CEO: there is
no significant difference between US vs. international pay practices for lower-level executives and production workers.
Although our understanding of international differences in executive compensation
practices is far from complete, several results emerge from the existing research. First,
II In conducting this survey, Towers Perrin asked executive pay consultants in each of the 23 countries
represented in Fig. 4 to use local-market conditions to formulate competitive pay recommendations for a
hypothetical CEO in a $250 million industrial company,as of April 1, 1997. Surveyresponses in local currencies
are converted into US dollars using April 1977 exchange rates.
12In particular, the median CEO in the S&P Small-Cap 600 (Fig. 3) has total 1996 compensationof $898,000,
comprised of salaries (44%), bonuses (18%), options (30%), and other (9%). In comparison, the representative
CEO in Fig. 4 has total compensationof $901,000, comprised of salaries (42%), bonuses (20%), options (28%),
and other (10%).
~3See Hebner and Kato (1997) for US vs. Japan comparison of the insider-trading component of executive
compensation.
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the elasticity of cash compensation to company size is remarkably constant across countries: Zhou (1999), for example, reports pay-size elasticities for the US, Japan, the UK, and
Canada of 0.282, 0.247, 0.261, and 0.247, respectively. Second, the elasticity of cash
compensation to stock-price performance, and the relation between CEO turnover and
performance is roughly comparable in the US, Japan, and Germany (Kang and Shivdasani,
1995; Kaplan, 1994a,b, 1997). Third, stock-based incentives from stock options and stock
ownership are much higher in the US than in other countries (Abowd and Bognanno, 1995;
Kaplan, 1997).
A final, but more speculative, result emerging from the existing data is that pay levels
and structures are converging, reflecting an increasingly global market for managerial
talent. Canadian and Mexican companies, for example, routinely now include US companies in peer groups used to determine competitive pay levels. US companies routinely
export pay practices (including stock option grants) to executives of foreign subsidiaries,
putting pressure on the pay policies of local competitors. And, foreign companies acquiring US subsidiaries face huge internal pay inequities, often resolved by increasing homecountry executive pay. In addition, legal prohibitions on granting executive stock options
in Japan were lifted in April 1997, resulting in (or from) a swell of interest in US-style
compensation; 14interest in stock options is exploding elsewhere in the Pacific Rim and in
Europe and Latin America. ~5
2.3. The components o f CEO pay
2.3.1. Base salaries

Base salaries for CEOs are typically determined through competitive "benchmarking,"
based primarily on general industry salary surveys (except for utilities and financial
institutions, which utilize industry-specific surveys), and supplemented by detailed
analyses of selected industry or market peers. The surveys, which report a variety of
pay percentiles (e.g., 25th, 50th, 75th), typically adjust for company size either through
size groupings or through simple log-linear regressions of Log(Salary) on Log(Size). Size
is traditionally measured using company revenues, although market capitalization is
increasingly used (especially in start-ups with low revenues but high capitalization).
The near-universal use of surveys in determining base salaries has several implications
relevant to understanding levels and trends in CEO compensation. First, as suggested by
Baker et al. (1988) and Rosen (1992), the size adjustments in the survey instruments both
formalize and reinforce the observed relation between compensation and company size.
Second, since salaries below the 50th percentile are often labeled "below market" while
~4Pressures to repeal the prohibition reflected, in part, perceptionsin Japan that stock-basedincentivesin the
US have contributed to its relatively robust stock-marketperformance. Ironically, as recently in 1991, trade
negotiations between the US and Japan dissolvedinto accusationsthat US competitivenesswas hindered by its
"excessive" executivecompensationpractices (Murphy, 1995).
J5A notable exception is the UK, where stock option (or "share option") plans have declined in favor of
performanceshare plans payable, in part, based on relative stock-marketperformance.
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those between the 50th and 75th are considered "competitive," the surveys have contributed to a "ratchet" effect in base salary levels. Third, while the surveys adjust for company
size and (less frequently) industry, they do not contain criteria many labor economists
consider relevant for predicting earnings levels, including age, experience, education, and
performance. Moreover, company size is at best an imperfect proxy for managerial skill
requirements, job complexity, and span of control. Thus, to the extent that base salaries
reflect any of these potentially important variables, they are reflected in discretionary
adjustments in the target percentiles rather than incorporated as formal criteria.
Executives devote substantial attention to the salary-determination process, even
though salaries comprise a declining percentage of total compensation. First, base salaries
are a key component of executive employment contracts (which typically guarantee minimum increases in base salaries for the subsequent 5 years). Second, since base salaries
represent the "fixed component" in executive contracts, risk-averse executives will naturally prefer a dollar increase in base salary to a dollar increase in "target" bonus or
variable compensation, t6 Finally, most components of compensation are measured relative to base salary levels. Target bonuses, for example, are typically expressed as a
percentage of base salary, while option grants are expressed as a multiple of base salary.
Defined pension benefits and severance arrangements also depend on salary levels. Consequently, each dollar increase in base salary has positive repercussions on many other
compensation components.

2.3.2. Annual bonus plans
Virtually every for-profit company offers an annual bonus plan covering its top executives
and paid annually based on a single-year's performance, in spite of their prevalence and
importance, however, most descriptions of executive bonus plans in the literature are
anecdotal, non-representative, or gleaned from voluntary (and non-random) disclosures
in company proxy statements. In this section, I offer a systematic description of bonus
plans, based on what I believe to be the most comprehensive data on annual incentive
plans available.
My primary data source on bonus plan design is the "Annual Incentive Plan Design
Survey" conducted in 1996-1997 by Towers Perrin. The Towers Perrin survey, based on
responses to an extensive questionnaire augmented by an analysis of company plan documents, contains detailed data on 264 annual incentive plans for top-level managers.
Excluding private companies, foreign companies, and subsidiaries, and eliminating
companies with incomplete data, results in a sample of bonus plans from 177 publicly
traded US corporations. 17 The number of eligible participants in the sample plans varies
~('For example, "exchange" programsin which executives accept a salary reduction in return for restricted
stock or stock options typically include premiums of 20-30% for restricted stock and 100-200% lor stock
options, reflectingthe increased riskiness of the stock-basedinstruments.
17See Murphy (1998) for a more detailed description of this database, includinga list of surveyparticipants.
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Fig. 5. Components of a "typical" annual incentive plan.

from 1 to 25,000 (the median plan has 123 participants); coverage ranges from plans
covering only the CEO to plans covering all company employees.
In spite of substantial heterogeneity across companies and industries, executive bonus
plans can be categorized in terms of three basic components: performance measures,
performance standards, and the structure of the pay-performance relation. Fig. 5 illustrates
these basic components for a "typical" bonus plan. Under the typical plan, no bonus is
paid until a threshold performance (usually expressed as a percentage of the performance
standard) is achieved, and a "minimum bonus" (usually expressed as a percentage of the
target bonus) is paid at the threshold performance. Target bonuses are paid for achieving
the performance standard, and there is typically a "cap" on bonuses paid (again expressed
as a percentage or multiple of the target bonus). The range between the threshold and cap
is labeled the "incentive zone," indicating the range of performance realizations where
incremental improvement in performance corresponds to incremental improvement in
bonuses.
One result that emerges from the descriptive analysis below is that annual bonus
contracts are largely explicit, with at most a limited role for discretion. Discretion in
annual bonuses shows up in a variety of possible ways. In some firms, boards can exercise
discretion in allocating a fixed bonus pool among participating executives, but the discretion in this case affects only individual allocations and not the overall amount of the
payouts. In addition, the CEO (and other executives) will have some portion of their
bonus depend on "individual performance." Although there is a subjective flavor-hc~
individual performance often includes performance relative to some prc-determic..-,.i
objectives or strategic milestones; in any case, the weight on individual performance
rarely exceeds about 25% of the executive's bonus. Finally, boards can also make discre-
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tionary "adjustments" to reported earning numbers, t8 In almost all cases, board-levei
discretion can generate small adjustments in bonus payments, but discretion is rarely
the primary determinant.
2.3.2.1. Performance measures Table 2 describes the performance measures used in the
177 annual incentive plans for companies divided into three industry groups: utilities (SIC
4900-4999), financial companies (SIC 6000-6999), and industrials (all other SIC
categories). Less than half of the companies use a single performance measure in their
incentive plan; most companies use two or more measures. In most cases, the multiple
measures are "additive" and can essentially be treated like separate plans. 19In other cases,
the measures are multiplicative, in which the bonus paid on one performance measure
might be increased or diminished depending on the realization of another measure. 2° In
still other cases, bonus payments are determined by a "matrix" of performance measures.
While companies use a variety of financial and non-financial performance measures,
almost all companies rely on some measure of accounting profits. Table 2 shows that 65 of
the 68 sample companies using a single performance measure use an accounting measure,
including revenues, net income, pre-tax income, operating profits (EBIT), or economic
value added. 21 Accounting profits also account for 189 of the 307 measures (62%) used by
companies with multiple measures. In fact, 161 of the 177 sample firms (91%) explicitly
use at least one measure of accounting profits in their annual bonus plans. 22 As reported in
the bottom panel, although bonuses often depend on the dollar-value of profits, they also
frequently depend on profits measured on a per-share basis (e.g., earnings per share, EPS)
or as a margin or return (e.g., income/sales, return on assets, return on equity). In addition,
performance measures are often expressed as growth rates (e.g., EPS growth).
The most c o m m o n non-financial performance measure used in annual incentive plans is
"Individual Performance," which includes performance measured relative to pre-established objectives as well as subjective assessments of individual performance. Other
common non-financial measures include customer satisfaction, operational and/or strategic objectives (such as increasing plant capacity, bringing a new computer system on line
by a particular date, reducing time-to-market, etc.) and measures of plant safety. Financial
institutions are less likely to use non-financial measures than industrial firms, while utilities more often utilize non-financial performance measures.

~8Dechow et al. (1994), for example, show that boards seem to take "restructuringcharges" out of payouts.
19An example of additive measures is a plan in which 75% of the bonus is based on net income and 25% is
based on sales growth, with a separate schedulerelating bonus paymentsto each performance measure.
20An examplehere wouldbe a bonuspool equalto 5% of incomeif stock-priceperformanceexceeds a median
performance in a peer group, but only 3% if stock-priceperformance falls short of median.
21The distributionof performancemeasures is consistentwith that reported by Perry and Zenner (1997), who
extracted measures from the compensationcommitteereports in recent proxy statements.
22Bonuses are largely discretionaryin the other 16 firms, but may of course be implicitlytied to accounting
profits through the board's subjectiveassessment of performance. In addition, I categorized companies using
"balanced scorecards" (Kaplanand Norton, 1992) as discretionary,even though all scorecards include at least
one financialperformance measure.
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Table 3
Performance standards used in annual incentive plans in 177 large US corporationg'
Industrials
(n = 125)

Finance & insurance
(n = 21)

Utilities
(n = 3!)

Performance standards based on a single criterion

NumLoerof
m.,

!'~

24

..........

Performance
standards (% of
measures)

Budget (%)
Prior-year
Discretionary
Peer group
Timeless standard
Cost of capital

54
14
8
14
4
6

Budget (%)
Prior-year
Discretionary
Peer group
Timeless standard
Cost of capital

38
8
4
46
4
0

Budget I%)
Prior-year
Discretionary'
Peer group
Timeless standard
Cost of capital

~.9
3'0

26
0
0

Pe~brmance standards based on multiple criteria

Number of
earnings-based

76

15

23

measures

Performance
standards (% of
measures)

Budget (%)
Prior-year
Discretionary
Ext. peer group
Timeless standard
Cost of capital

70
66
59
16
9
7

Budget (%)
Prior-year
Discretionary
Ext. peer group
Timeless standard
Cost of capital

87
47
47
53
0
0

Budget (%)
Prior-year
Discretionary
Ext. peer group
Timeless standard
Cost of capital

70
48
74
17
9
9

~Source: Data extracted from Towers Perrin's Annual Incentive Plan Design Survey, 1997. Earnings-based
measures include sales, operating income, EVA, cash flow, EBIT, pre-tax income, and net income.

standards
Table 3 describes the h o w p e r f o r m a n c e standards are
d e t e r m i n e d for each a c c o u n t i n g - b a s e d p e r f o r m a n c e m e a s u r e in T a b l e 2. For each
p e r f o r m a n c e m e a s u r e used in the plan, respondents were asked w h i c h of several
categories best describe the p e r f o r m a n c e - s t a n d a r d d e t e r m i n a t i o n process. " B u d g e t "
standards include plans based on p e r f o r m a n c e m e a s u r e d against the c o m p a n y ' s business
plann or budget goals (such as a b u d g e t e d - n e t - e a r n i n g s objective). " P r i o r - Y e a r " standards
include plans based on y e a r - t o - y e a r g r o w t h or i m p r o v e m e n t (such as growth in sales or
EPS, or i m p r o v e m e n t in operating profits). " D i s c r e t i o n a r y " standards include plans where
the p e r f o r m a n c e targets are set subjectively by the board of directors f o l l o w i n g a r e v i e w of
the c o m p a n y ' s business plan, prior-year p e r f o r m a n c e , b u d g e t e d performance, or a
subjective e v a l u a t i o n o f the difficulty in a c h i e v i n g b u d g e t e d performance. " P e e r
G r o u p " standards include plans based on p e r f o r m a n c e m e a s u r e d relative to other
2.3.2.2. Performance
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companies in the industry or market (often a self-selected group of peer companies; see
Section 3.7). "Timeless Standards" include plans measuring performance relative to a
fixed standard (such as an 10% return on assets, where the "10%" is constant across years,
or moves in a predetermined way independent of actual performance). Finally, "Cost of
Capital" refers to performance standards based on the company's cost of capital (such as a
plan based on economic value added (EVA)).
Respondents could "check" as many categories as relevant, and could also write-in
additional categories (although no respondents did so). In addition to these six survey
responses, I inferred performance standards in two cases. First, when the performance
measure in the plan was specified as a growth measure, I define the standard as prior-year
performance. Second, when the performance measure is EVA, I define the standard as the
company's cost of capital.
Most performance standards lbr accounting-profit performance measures are based on a
single criterion. For example, as reported in Table 3, the 125 industrial companies in the
sample use a total of 240 accounting-based measures. The performance standards for 164
(68%) of these measures are based on a single criteria, including budgets (54%), prior-year
performance (14%), board discretion (8%), peer-group comparisons (14%), timeless standards (4%), and cost of capital (6%). The performance standards for the remaining 76
measures are based on a combination of criteria, including budgets (70%), prior-year
performance (66%), board discretion (59%), peer-group comparisons (16%), timeless
standards (9%), and cost of capital (7%). The percentages here sum to 227%, implying
that, conditional on using multiple criteria, an average of 2.3 criteria are used in setting
performance standards.
2.3.2.3. Pay-performance structures Payouts from bonus plans are determined in a
variety of different ways; the top panel of Table 4 documents the prevalence of various
payout methods. The most common payout method (for all but financial companies) is the
"80/120" plan illustrated in Fig. 5. Under a strict 80/120 plan, no bonus is paid unless
performance exceeds 80% of the performance standard, and bonuses are capped once
performance exceeds 120% of the performance standard. Although 80 and 120 are the
modal choice for the performance threshold and performance cap, other common
combinations (in descending order of frequency) include 90/110, 95/100, 50/150, 80/
110, 90/120, and 80/140 plans. For lack of a better descriptor (and consistent with
industry jargon), I call all these plans "80/120" plans regardless of the specific values
for threshold and caps. As reported in Table 4, 42% of industrial companies and 39% of
utility companies adopt 80/120-type bonus plans. Overall, 67 of the 177 (38%) sample
firms report using the 80-120 approach.
The next most common type of plan, used by 55 of the 177 (31%) sample firms, is called
the "Modified Sum-of-Targets" approach. Under this method, each plan participant is
assigned a target bonus, and the sum of the target bonuses across individual participants
defines a target bonus pool. At year-end, the actual bonus pool is determined by modifying
the target pool up or down depending on whether actual performance exceeds or falls short
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Table 4
Pay-performance relations in annual incentive plans in 177 large US corporations ~

Type of payouts
80/120 plans b
Formula-based poolC
Modified "sum-of-targets" ,i
Discretionary pool e
Other

Industrials
(n = 125)
(%)

Finance &
insurance
(n = 21)
(%)

Utilities
(n = 31)
(%)

42
10
29
5
15

14
14
43
10
19

39

Shape ofpayou~in "incentive zone"
Convex
27
Linear
16
Concave
15
Mixture (2 + rnen~nr~)
o
Discretionary/other
33
Bonus paid at "'threshold" performance ?
Yes
56
No
14
Discretionary/other
30
Bonus capped?
Yes
No

87
13

14
38
~
38

48

32
3
26

13
16
~
3
45

52

58
7
36

81
19

90
10

Source: Data extracted from Towers Perrin's Annual Incentive Plan Design Survey, 1997.
Payout-shapes based on earnings-based performance measures, including sales, operating income,
EVA, cash flow, EBIT, pre-tax income, and net income.
b Plan depicted in Fig. 5 in which threshold performance is defined in terms of some percentage
(typically 80%) of target performance, and the bonus cap is reached at some higher percentage
(typically 120%) of target performance.
c A typical fornmla-based pool is "5% of Net Income in excess of 12% Return on Equity." Once
determined, the pool is allocated to individuals based on formula and/or discretion.
d The bonus pool under a "sum-of-targets" approach equals the sum of each participant's target
bonus, modified up or down depending on company performance. The pool is then allocated to
individuals based either on formula or discretion.
° Under a typical discretionary pool, top managers and the compensation committee review a
variety of year-end performance measures, and subjectively determine the magnitude of the bonus.

of the performance

s t a n d a r d . T h e p o o l is s e t to z e r o u n l e s s t h r e s h o l d p e r f o r m a n c e

is

r e a c h e d , a n d t h e p o o l is c a p p e d ( t y p i c a l l y at s o m e m u l t i p l e o f t h e s u m m e d t a r g e t b o n u s e s ) .
T h e b o n u s p o o l is t y p i c a l l y d i v i d e d a m o n g p a r t i c i p a n t s b a s e d o n t h e i r i n d i v i d u a l t a r g e t
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bonuses, although some portion of the pool may fund discretionary awards to recognize
individual performance. Although mechanically different from 80/120 plans, the payout
schedule from the sum-of-targets approach is qualitatively identical to that under the 80/
120 approach and is therefore captured by the illustrative plan in Fig. 5. These two payout
methods account for about 70% of the plans in the sample.
The remaining payout methods include formula-based plans (accounting for only 16 of
the 177 of the sample plans) and discretionary plans (8 of 177). The typical formula-based
plan determines a bonus pool which is allocated to individuals based on a combination of
target bonuses and individual performance. Under the typical discretionary plan, the board
meets at year-end to assess subjectively the organization's (or an individual's) performance based on a variety of financial and non-financial criteria, and determines the
magnitude of the company's bontls pool.
Although the pay-performance relation depicted in Fig. 5 is linear between the threshold and cap, the second panel of Table 4 shows that the incentive zone is more often
convex in industrials and concave in utilities. Table 4 also shows that 56% of the general
industry sample firms pay positive bonuses at the threshold, while only 14% pay zero
bonuses (the remaining firms have discretionary thresholds and indeterminate payouts at
threshold). Finally, consistent with the illustration in Fig. 5, payout plans are capped in 154
of the 177 sample firms (87%). As shown in Table 4, plans in the financial sector are
slightly less likely to be capped than in utilities and in industrials.

2.3.2.4. Incentive implications Although virtually all annual bonus plans provide
incentives to increase company profits, plans such as that illustrated in Fig. 5 suggest a
plethora of additional incentives, most conflicting with stated company objectives.
Incentive effects of performance measures. As documented in Table 2, the primary
determinant of executive bonuses is accounting profits. Accounting data are verifiable
and widely understood, and pass what practitioners call the "line of sight" criteria for
acceptable performance measures: managers understand and can "see" how their day-today actions affect year-end profitability. However, it is important to note two fundamental
problems with all accounting measures. First, accounting profits are inherently backwardlooking and short-run, and managers focused only on accounting profits may avoid actions
that reduce current profitability but increase future profitability, such as cutting R&D
(Dechow and Sloan, 1991). Second, accounting profits can be manipulated, either through
discretionary adjustments in "accruals" or by shifting earnings across periods (Healy,
1985).
Incentive effects of performance standards. Table 3 shows that performance standards
are typically based on budgets and/or prior-year performance, and often allow for some
board-level discretion. Performance standards cause problems whenever the employees
measured relative to the standard have influence over the standard-setting process. Standards based on budgets and prior-year performance are particularly susceptible to this
problem. Budget-based performance standards, for example, create incentives to "sandbag" the budget process and to avoid actions this year that might have an undesirable
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effect on next year's budget. Similarly, standards based on prior-year performance lead
to the "ratchet effect" and shirking, since managers know that good current performance
will be penalized in the next period through an increased performance standard. In
contrast, timeless standards, standards based on the cost o f capital, and standards
based on the performance of an industry peer group are not as easily influenced by
the participants in the bonus plan. However, even these standards are influenced to
some degree, such as when the timeless standards are initially set or the external peer
group initially defined. In Murphy (1998), I analyze the role of performance standards in
more detail, and show that CEOs in companies using "externally determined" standards
have more highly variable bonuses than CEOs in companies with "internally determined" standards. In addition, I show that income smoothing is prevalent in companies
using internal standards, but not in companies using external standards.
Incentive effects o f pay-performance structures. As suggested by Fig~ 5 a~Jd doctm~e~,~ted in Table 4, the "incentive zone" in most annual incentive plans consists of a fair]}
narrow band of performance outcomes straddling the performance standard. Sinc.~bonuses are based on cumulative annual pel-formance, and since managers can revise
their daily effort and investment decisions based on assessments of year-to-date pei£ormance, the non-linearities in the typical bonus plan causes predictable incentive problems
(Holmstrom and Milgrom, 1987). In particular, if year-to-date performance suggests that
annual performance will exceed that required to achieve the bonus cap, managers will
withhold effort and will attempt to "inventory" earnings for use in a subsequent year
(Healy, 1985). Similarly, if expected performance is far below the incentive zone,
managers will again discount the bonus opportunity, especially near the end of the year
when achieving the threshold performance level seems highly unlikely. When expected
performance is moderately below the incentive zone, the discontinuity in bonus paymel~t,,
at threshold yields strong incentives to achieve the performance threshold (through ct~t~
terproductive earnings manipulation as well as through hard work), because the p~y
performance slope at the threshold is ellectively infinite. -'j
2.3.3. Stock options
Stock options are contracts which give the recipient the right to buy a share of stock at a
pre-specified "exercise" (or "strike") price for a pre-specified term. Executive options
typically become "vested" (i.e., exercisable) over time: for example, 25% might become

23Healy (1985) assumed that bonuses were continuous at the performance threshold, and hypothesized that
managers would take discretionary accruals (to shift earnings to a following period) whenever performance fell
short of the threshold or exceeded the cap. Later work by Gaver et al. (1995) and Holthauseu et al. (1995) confirm
that managers manipulate earnings downward when the cap is exceeded, but actually manipulate earnings
upwards when below the threshold. The authors interpret these findings as rejecting the hypothesis that managers
manipulate earnings in response to their bonus plans. However, given that substantial bonuses are paid for
meeting the threshold (with zero bonuses paid below the threshold, as in Fig. 5), we expect that managers will
manipulate earnings upward as long as there is a realistic chance of achieving the threshold.
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exercisable in each of the 4 years following grant. Executive options are non-tradable, and
are typically forfeited if the executive leaves the firm before vesting (although "accelerated vesting" is a commonly negotiated severance arrangement, especially following a
change in control).
Conceptually, the parameters of an option contract suggest a multitude of design possibilities: for example, exercise prices could be "indexed" to the industry or market, options
could be forfeited unless a performance "trigger" is reached, option terms could match the
expected executive horizons, etc. In practice, however, there is little cross-sectional variation in granting practices: most options expire in 10 years and are granted with exercise
prices equal to the "fair market value" on date of grant. Table 5 documents these regularities, based on the option-grant practices of 1000 large companies in 1992. 24 As reported,
less than two thirds (627) of the CEOs in the 1000 sample firms received options in 1992,
but many of these 627 CEOs received multiple grants (853 total grants). 25 Five companies
canceled and replaced previously granted options subsequent to a large stock-price
decline, 26 while 26 companies granted "reload" options (120 total grants) to replace
shares used to finance the exercise of existing options. 27 Ignoring these special cases,
618 companies made 728 "regular" option grants to their CEOs during fiscal 1992.
As documented in Panel B of Table 5, the exercise price equals the grant-date fair
market value in 95% of the regular option grants. About 3% of the grants were made with
exercise prices below the grant-date price ("discount options") while half that many
grants had exercise prices above the grant-date price ("premium options"). Out of the
1000 sample firms, only one offered "indexed options" (where the exercise price varies

24The sample covered in Table 5, described in Murphy (1993, 1996), includes the 1060 largest companies
(ranked by 31 December 1992 market capitalization)filing proxy statements betweenJanuary and September
1993. The sampleexcludes42 companieswith 1992 initialpublic offerings, 13 companieswhere the CEO is paid
by another company (usuallythe parent of a subsidiary),and 5 companiesthat merged or went bankrupt after
December 1992, leaving 1000 companies with fiscal closings from October 1992 through June 1993, with
December 1992 market capitalizationrangingfrom $355 million to $75.9 billion (median $1.26 billion).
25Of the 373 companiesnot grantingoptionsto the CEO in 1992, 120 made optiongrantsto other proxy-listed
executives.
26Although "repricing" optionsthrough cancellationsand reissues has received substantialattentionin both
the business and academic press (see, as respective examples, Crystal and Foulkes (1988) and Saly (1994)),
repricing of executiveoptionshas been extremelyrare since 1988, driven both by the bull market and increased
SEC repricingdisclosurerequirements.Companiescan currentlycircumventthe punitivedisclosurerequirements
by repricing options for lower-levelexecutives (without triggering disclosure) while issuing new options for
senior managers (without cancelingexistingoptions).
27Reloadprovisionsissuenew optionsto replace shares sold to pay the exerciseprice of exercisedoptions.The
new options are granted at fair market value with a term equal to the remainingterm on the option exercised.
Since executives often exercise options from several prior grants (all with different remaining terms), reload
provisionsoftenresult in what appearsto be severalsimultaneousoptiongrants,each with the same exerciseprice
(fair market value)but with a varietyof expirationdates. See Hemmeret al. (1998)for an analysisof the valuation
and optimal exercise for reload options.
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Table 5
Distiibution of CEO option grants for 1000 companies in fiscal 199T'
Type of option grant

Number of companies b

Number of grants

CEO received no options in fiscal 1992
CEO received options in fiscal 1992

373
627

853

A. Type of option
Replacement options ~
Reload options d
Regular option grants

5
26
618

5
120
728

601

692

21
6
2

22
ll
2

1

1

C. Term of option (regular grants)
Term < 5 years
Term = 5 years
5 years < term < 10 years
Term = 10 years
Term > 10 years
Term depends on performance

14
36
36
528
23
2

14
41
41
602
27
2

D. Dividend protection (regular grants)
Yes
No

7
611

8
720

B. Exercise prices (regular grants)
Exercise price is fair market value
(FMV)
"Discount" (exercise price < FMV)
"Premium" (exercise price > FMV)
Exercise price increases over time
Exercise price indexed to market or
peers

a Data extracted from company proxy statements (see Murphy, 1993, 1995). Fiscal 1992 includes sample firms
with fiscal closings from October 1992 to June 1993.
b Totals do not add to 1000 because some firms grant options in multiple categories.
Replacement options are previously granted options that are reissued at lower exercise prices following large
declines in the company's stock price.
d Reload options are new options granted to replace shares used to finance exercise of existing options.

w i t h the r e t u r n o n a m a r k e t or i n d u s t r y i n d e x ) , w h i l e a n o t h e r t w o firms h a d e x e r c i s e p r i c e s
that g r e w o v e r t i m e in a p r e d e t e r m i n e d m a n n e r .
P a n e l C o f T a b l e 5 s h o w s that a b o u t 83% o f the grants h a d 10-year terms, w h i l e a n o t h e r
13% h a d t e r m s less than 10 y e a r s and 4 % h a d t e r m s e x c e e d i n g 10 y e a r s (including one
grant w i t h n o e x p i r a t i o n date). T w o firms out o f the 1000 s a m p l e firms h a d " p e r f o r m a n c e
t r i g g e r e d " e x p i r a t i o n dates. In o n e o f these, the o p t i o n s w e r e f o r f e i t e d u n l e s s the stock
price r e a c h e d a p r e - d e t e r m i n e d p r i c e h u r d l e a n d p e r f o r m a n c e e x c e e d e d the m a r k e t i n d e x
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within a specified period of time; in the other, the options had a 5-year term unless
performance exceeded a pre-determined price hurdle, in which case the term was extended
to t0 years.
Stock options reward only stock-price appreciation and not total shareholder return,
since the latter includes dividends. As shown in Panel D of Table 5, a handful of compariles offer "dividend protection" for executive stock options. Although dividend protection
can be accomplished a variety of ways (including decreasing exercise prices when paying
dividends or expressing stock prices on a pre-dividend basis), the most common approach
is to pay the executive accumulated dividends (plus interest) upon exercise of the underlying options.
Yermack (1995) analyzes the determinants of option grants, and concludes that crosssectional patterns in grants are not well-explained by agency or financial contracting
theory. Kole (1997) analyzes the "vesting schedule" of option grants, distinguishing
between the "minimum wait" (the time from the grant-date until any options can be
exercised) and the "average wait" (the average time until all options can be exercised).
She finds that both the minimum and average wait times are longer in R&D-intensive
firms, and are longer in chemicals, machinery, and producer firms than in metals, food and
consumer firm.
2.3.3.1. Incentive implications Stock options provide a direct link between managerial
rewards and share-price appreciation, since the payout from exercising options increases
dollar for dollar with increases in the stock price. The incentives from stock options do not,
however, mimic the incentives from stock ownership, for several reasons. First, since
options reward only stock-price appreciation and not total shareholder returns (which
include dividends), executives holding options have incentives to avoid dividends and
to favor share repurchases. 28 Second, since the value of options increase with stock-price
volatility, executives with options have incentives to engage in riskier investments. 29
Finally, options lose incentive value once the stock price falls sufficiently below the
exercise price that the executive perceives little chance of exercising: this "loss of
incentives" is a common justification for option repricings following share-price declines.
2.3.3.2. Valuation issues Most applications of executive stock options in both research
and practice require placing a "value" on the options as of the grant date. In constructing
such a value, it is important to distinguish between two often-confused but fundamentally

28Lambert et al. (1989) findthat "expecteddividends" decrease following the initial adoptionof top-management stock option plans. Lewellen et al. (1987) find that dividend payout ratios are negatively (but not significantly) related to CEO stock-based compensation.
29DeFusco et al. (1990) find that stock-price volatility increases, and traded bond prices decrease, after the
approval of executive stock option plans. Similarly, Agrawal and Mandelker (1987) find that managers of firms
whose return volatility is increased by an acquisition have higher option compensation than managers whose
volatility declined. Hirshleifer and Sub (1992) argue that option plans (or other plans with "convex" payouts)
help mitigate the effects of executiverisk aversionby giving managers incentives to adopt rather than avoid risky
projects.
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different valuation concepts: the cost to the company of granting the option and the value
to an executive from receiving the option. In this subsection, I demonstrate that options
cost more to shareholders to grant than they are worth to executive-recipients, and should
therefore only be granted if the "incentive effect" (i.e., the increased performance created
by improved stock-based incentives) exceeds the difference between the company's cost
and the executive's value.
The company's "opportunity cost" of an option grant (ignoring, for the moment, the
incentive effect) is appropriately measured as the amount an outside investor would pay
for the option. The outside investor is generally free to trade or sell the option, and can also
take actions (such as short-selling the underlying stock) to hedge away the risk of the
option. Company executives, in contrast, cannot trade or sell their options, and are also
forbidden from hedging the risks by short-selling company stock. In addition, while
outside investors tend to be well-diversified (holding small amounts of stock in a large
number of companies), company executives are inherently undiversified, with their physical as well as human capital invested disproportionately in their company. For these
reasons, company executives will generally place a much lower value on company
stock options than would outside investors. 3°
The best known and most widely utilized method for calculating the company' s cost of
granting an executive stock option is the Black-Scholes formula, presented and discussed
in Appendix A. Black and Scholes (1973) demonstrated that, since investors can hedge,
options can be valued as if investors were risk neutral and all assets appreciate at the riskfree rate. Under the risk-neutrality assumption, option values can be estimated by computing the expected value of the option upon exercise (assuming that the expected return on
the stock is the risk-free rate), and discounting this expected value to the grant date using
the risk-free rate. This risk-neutrality assumption forms the basis of modern option pricing
theory and is central to all option pricing models and methodologies, including binomial
models, arbitrage pricing models, and Monte Carlo methodologies (Hull, 1993).
In spite of its prevalence in practice, there are many drawbacks to using the BlackScholes formula in calculating the cost of an executive stock option. First, the Black
Scholes formula assumes constant dividend yields and stock-price volatilities, assump
tions which seem sensible for shortterm traded options (usually expiring in 6 months or
less) but less sensible for options expiring in a decade. Second, executive stock options aJe
subject to forfeiture if the executive leaves the firm prior to vesting; this probabiiil~ ~"
forfeiture reduces the cost of granting the option and thus implies that the Black-Scholes
formula overstates option values. Finally, the Black-Scholes formula assumes that options
can only be exercised at the expiration date, but executive options can be exercised
immediately upon vesting, which typically occurs relatively early in the option's term.
The opportunity to exercise early has ambiguous implications for the cost of granting
3oHowever,to the extentthat companyexecutiveshave superiorinformationregardingcompanyprospectsand
can "time" their option grants accordingly(Yermack, 1997), executivesmay actuallyvalue options higher than
would outside investors.
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options. On one hand, the right to exercise early increases the amount an outside investor
would pay for the option, and hence increases the option's cost. On the other hand, riskaverse undiversified executives tend to exercise much earlier than would a rational outside
investor, and these early exercise decisions reduce the c o m p a n y ' s cost of granting
options. 31
There is no accepted methodology, and little research, on estimating the value of a stock
option to an executive-recipient. 32 Intuitively, the valuation will depend on the executive's
risk aversion, his or her wealth, the fraction of that wealth invested in company stock, and
the likelihood that the executive will remain with the company until the option is vested.
Table 6 estimates the "certainty equivalent" value of stock options, calculated as the
amount of cash the executive would willingly give up to receive one option, assuming
constant relative risk aversion and assuming the option and the rest of his portfolio is held
for 10 years. Three options are considered: a discount option with an exercise price of 50%
of the grant-date market value, a fair market value (FMV) option, and a premium option
with an exercise price of 200% of the grant-date value. In addition, the table estimates the
value of a grant of restricted stock, which (ignoring dividends) is equivalent to a stock
option with an exercise price o f zero.
Table 6 shows how an option's value to the executive-recipient depends on the executive's risk aversion and diversification and on the riskiness of the option. For example, the
table shows that a F M V 10-year option on a $30 non-dividend-paying stock has a B l a c k Scholes value of $17.60. Assuming that the executive holds 50% of his wealth in company
securities (equally divided between stock and options), he would be willing to pay the full
B l a c k - S c h o l e s value if his risk aversion was low (RRA = 1.0), but would only pay $7.80
and $4.28 for relative risk aversion of 2.0 and 3.0, respectively. Similarly, assuming
relative risk aversion of 2.0, the value of a F M V option falls from $7.80 to $3.57 as his
stock holdings (as a fraction of his wealth) increase from 50% to 75%, and falls to $1.62
when his stock holdings account for 90% of his wealth.
The risk premium demanded for accepting options in lieu of cash increases with the
riskiness of the option, which in turn reflects (in part) the probability that the option will
expire unexercised. Suppose, for example, that the executive has relative risk aversion of
2.0 and holds 50% of his wealth in c o m p a n y securities. As reported in Table 6, the
executive would only be willing to give up $19.94 to receive a share of restricted stock
worth $30, suggesting a risk p r e m i u m of 50%. The similarly calculated risk premium for
discount options, F M V options, and premium options is 79%, 125%, and 237%, respectively: the lower the probability of exercise, the higher the risk premium.
31See, for example, Huddart (1998). In essence, the appropriate valuation methodology is the usual binomial
valuation (which allows for early exercise) but with a catch: the exercise decision is not made by the investor but
rather by a "third party" (in this case, an executive who for a variety of reasons is not expected to make the same
exercise decisions as an unrestricted outside investor). Carpenter (1998) argues that option valuation incorporating executive exercise patterns can be approximately replicated by adding exogenous "departure rates" to a
conventional binomial analysis.
32One important exception is Lambert et al. (1991).
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2.3.3.3. Tax and accounting issues Stock options seem a natural way to tie executive pay
to company stock-price performance. However, in spite of the obvious incentive
implications, the popularity of stock options reflects in large part their favorable tax and
accounting treatment. In particular, stock options offer an attractive way to defer taxable
income, and are largely invisible from corporate accounting statements.
Stock options represent a relatively unique form of deferred compensation in which the
recipient has substantial discretion in determining when to realize taxable income. The
granting of a stock option does not constitute a taxable event for either the company or the
executive-recipient. W h a t happens later depends on whether the stock options are "qualified" (called "Incentive Stock Options" or ISOs) or "non-qualified." For non-qualified
options, the spread between the market price upon exercise and the original exercise price
constitutes taxable personal income to the executive, and a compensation-expense deduction for the company. For qualified options, the executive pays nothing upon exercise
(provided that he continues to hold the stock), and pays capital gains taxes when he
eventually sells the stock; the corporation, however, cannot deduct the gain on a qualified
option as a compensation expense. Most option grants are non-qualified, although recent
tax law changes (reducing the capital gains tax rate from 28% to 20% or less) have made
granting qualified options relatively more attractive. ~3
As long as stock options have a pre-specified exercise price and expiration date, companies incur an accounting charge equal to the grant-date "spread" between the market price
and the exercise price (amortized over the life of the option). 34 This "quirk" in the US
financial accounting rules - which implies no accounting charge for fair-market-value and
premium options - creates a gap between the economic and accounting costs of options.
As demonstrated in the preceding subsection, options are an expensive way to convey
compensation because risk-averse managers will d e m a n d large premiums for accepting
risky options rather than safer cash. But, stock option compensation is essentially "free"
from an accounting perspective, explaining (I believe) the popularity of "broad-based"
company-wide option programs that are difficult to rationalize from an incentive standpoint. 35 In addition, the accounting rules apply only to options with fixed exercise prices
and expiration terms, and not to indexed options, performance-triggered options, or

33Prior to the recent reduction in capital gains rates, non-qualifiedoptions were jointly tax advantageous,since
the loss in deductibility for the corporation more than offset the difference between personal income tax and
capital gains rates. The recent reduction has narrowed the advantages somewhat, but not reversed them because
(1) most executives sell the shares immediately following exercise of qualified options and do not meet the
holding requirements for capital gains; (2) many executives exercising qualified options are subject to the
"alternative minimum tax," and (3) there are restrictions on the granting and exercisability of qualified options
which continue to be unattractive.
34The current accounting rules for stock and options issued to employees are defined by APB Opinion No. 25,
issued in October 1972. In the early 1990s, the Financial Accounting Standard Board (FASB) considered explicit
accounting charges for options, but adopted instead enhanced footnote disclosure.
35Although there is currently no accounting charge associated with granting options, outstanding options will
lower a company's earnings per share when measured on a fully diluted basis.
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options with variable terms. Thus, the accounting treatment explains in large part the
tendency documented in Table 5 of granting only "regular" options, even when more
exotic options would be beneficial from both an incentive and economic-cost perspective.
Explaining why managers remain fixated on accounting rather than economic profit (apart
from the obvious link to their bonus payments) is, however, beyond the scope of this
chapter.

2.3.3.4. Why have options increased over time ? The most pronounced trend in executive
compensation in the 1980s and 1990s has been the explosion in stock option grant~, wh~,_-!;
on a Black-Scholes basis now constitute the single largest component of CEO pay.
Although the forces underlying this trend have not been documented or establishcd i~
the literature, I believe that political, economic, mechanical, and behavioral factors have
all contributed to the trend.
The controversy over CEO pay in the early 1990s was caused by a combination of
political and economic forces (Murphy, 1995, 1997). The political forces (described in
more detail in Section 5) reflected an attack on wealth that followed the so-called
"excesses of the 1980s," while the economic forces reflected that traditional executive
pay practices established in the 1960s and 1970s were ill-suited for the 1980s and 1990s
economies where creating shareholder value involves innovation and entrepreneurism in
some sectors, and downsizing, layoffs, obtaining concessions from unions, and in extreme
cases even exit in other sectors. Most shareholder and academic criticisms of CEO pay at
the time focused on the lack of meaningful rewards for superior performance and meaningful penalties for failure. Similarly, although the populist attack was implicitly focused
on reducing pay levels, it was couched in terms of increasing the relation between pay and
performance. Both of these forces combined to facilitate more pay for performance,
predominately in the form of stock options.
The mechanical explanation for the explosion in stock options is rooted in institutional
details on granting practices and exacerbated by the recent bull market. According to a
1997 Towers Perrin survey, 40% of large companies grant options on a "fixed value"
basis, 40% on a "fixed share" basis, and the remaining 20% use a variety of other methods.
Under fixed-value grants, the number of options granted is determined by dividing a
dollar-value target award (typically determined using compensation surveys that express
grant targets as a multiple of base salary) by the Black-Scholes option value. 36 Under
fixed-share grants, the number of shares is determined at one date (using the same
surveys), and fixed for several years. Thus, in periods of escalating stock prices, the
Black-Scholes value of shares granted under fixed-share programs will also escalate.
Moreover, since the companies with fixed-share programs participate in compensation
surveys, the survey multiples will increase, which in turn will increase grants in companies
36 For example, if the target award was $200,000 and the Black-Scholes value was $20, the CEO would receive
options on 10,000 shares of stock. But, if the Black-Scholes value was $10, the CEO would receive options on
20,000 shares of stock.
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with fixed-value programs. The net result is a ratcheting of option grants that corresponds
to an escalating stock market.
The behavioral explanation for the stock option trend - which, by definition, will be
unsatisfactory to economists - reflects an increased executive acceptance of stock options
caused by nearly two decades of a sustained bull market. The current cohort of executives
has not experienced a major market downturn: even the October 1987 crash was, in
retrospect, a minor event for an executive holding long-lived stock options. The overwhelming majority of stock options issued since 1980 have been exercised well in-themoney, creating substantial fortunes for many CEOs. Newly appointed CEOs were not
around in the early 1970s during the last sustained decline in stock prices. During this
earlier period, companies systematically discontinued their "underwater" option
programs and replaced them with accounting-based performance plans with higher likelihoods of payouts. Therefore, during prolonged market upturns it is not surprising that
companies systematically scale back their accounting-based performance plans in favor of
seemingly more-lucrative option programs.

2.3.4. Other forms of compensation
2.3.4.1. Restricted stock Approximately 28% of the S&P 500 firms granted restricted
stock to their CEOs in 1996; these grants account for an average of 6.1% of total compensation (and 22% of compensation for CEOs receiving grants). The grants are "restricted"
in the sense that shares are forfeited under certain conditions (usually related to employee
longevity). The forfeiture possibility allows favorable tax treatment (executives do not pay
taxes on the shares until the restrictions lapse) and accounting treatment (the "cost" is
amortized over the vesting period, and recorded as the grant-date stock price even if prices
have increased since the grant).
Kole (1997) shows that restricted stock plans are more common in chemicals, machinery, and producer firms than in metals, food and consumer firms, and are more common in
R&D-intensive firms than in non-R&D firms. Moreover, the average vesting period for
restricted stock grants (i.e., the average time until the restrictions are lifted) is longer in
chemicals, machinery, and producer firms (averaging 50 months) than in metals, food and
consumer firm (averaging 20 months).
2.3.4.2. Longterm incentive plan in addition to bonus plans based on annual
performance, many companies offer "longterm incentive plans" (LTIPs), typically
based on rolling-average 3- or 5-year cumulative performance. Approximately 27% of
the S&P 500 CEOs received LTIP payouts in 1996; these payouts for 5.5% of 1996 total
compensation (and 20% of compensation for those CEOs receiving payouts). The
structure of the typical longterm incentive plans is similar to the structure of annual
bonus plans illustrated in Fig. 5.
2.3.4.3. Retirement plans

In addition to participating in company-wide retirement
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programs, top executives routinely participate in supplemental executive retirement plans
(SERPs). SERPs are non-qualified for tax purposes and can take a variety of different
forms, including defined benefits based on "credited" years of service (which can deviate
substantially from "actual" years of service) or variable benefits based on inflation or
company performance. The compensation data in Figs. 1-3 ignore retirement-related
compensation because (1) it is difficult or ultimately arbitrary to convert the future
payments into current annual compensation; (2) payouts from SERPs are not disclosed,
because the retired recipients are no longer company executives, and (3) the discussion of
retirement plans in publicly available proxy statements is insufficient to calculate the
actual value of these plans. Indeed, the vagueness of disclosure, coupled with anecdotes
of high payouts in a few publicized cases, have led some observers to call SERPs the
ultimate form of "stealth compensation."

2.4. W h o sets C E O p a y ?

Part of the controversy over CEO compensation reflects a perception that CEOs effectively
set their own pay levels. In fact, in most companies, ultimate decisions over executive pay
are made by outside members of the board of directors who are keenly aware of the
conflicts of interest between managers and shareholders over the level of pay. There is
no doubt, however, that CEOs and other top managers exert at least some influence on both
the level and structure of their pay.
Most large US corporations have a compensation committee consisting of two or more
"outside" directors. 37 Although all major decisions related to top-level pay are passed
through this committee, the committee rarely conducts market studies of competitive pay
levels or initiates or proposes new incentive plans, and only seldom retains its own
compensation experts. Rather, initial recommendations for pay levels and new incentive
plans typically emanate from the company' s human resource department, often working in
conjunction with outside accountants and compensation consultants. 38 These recommendations are usually sent to top managers for approval and revision before being delivered
to the compensation committee for consideration. The CEO typically participates in all
committee deliberations, except for discussions specifically dealing with the level of the
CEO's pay. The committee either accepts the recommendations or sends them back for
37"Outsiders" are typicallydefinedas directors who are neithercurrentnor past employees, and who have no
strong businessties to the corporation. In fact, companiesneed such a committeeto qualifyfor exemptionunder
IRS §162(m),whichplaces a $1 millionlimit on the deductibilityof compensationfor the CEO and other "proxynamed" executives.
38Executive compensationresponsibilitynaturally varies with company size and complexity. Very large
companies often have a fully staffed "Office of Executive Compensation," headed by a vice president who
reports to either the Senior VP of Human Resources or to a VP of Compensationand Benefits (who, in turn,
reports to the SVP of HR). In smallercompanies,executivecompensationresponsibilitytypicallyrests with the
executive responsiblefor human resources.
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revision. If accepted, the committee passes its recommendations for the approval of the
full board of directors.
The fact that initial recommendations are made by company management and not by
the compensation committee does not necessarily imply corruption or a failure of corporate governance systems. Compensation committees, which typically meet only six to
eight times a year, lack both the time and expertise to be involved in the minutia of pay
design. Optimally, the role of the committee is not to set pay levels and programs, but
rather to define and enforce the company's compensation strategy, and to monitor the
process while being mindful that executives (like other individuals) prefer more to less.
The committee must also be prepared to thwart clear violations of shareholder interests,
which in most cases means "pushing back" on seemingly excessive pay recommendations.
The empirical evidence on CEO influence over the compensation committee is somewhat mixed. In a sample of 105 firms from 1984, O'Reilly et al. (1988) analyze compensation-committee members who are themselves executives in other firms, and find that
CEO pay is positively related to executive pay at the committee members' firms. Main et
al. (1995) investigate how CEOs "manage" their compensation committees in ways that
result in higher pay, and conclude that outside board members act not as independent
evaluators of CEO performance, but rather as partners in an effort to make the firm more
successful. In a sample of 161 firms in 1993, Newman and Mozes (1997) finds that the
level of CEO pay is significantly higher, and the pay-performance relation significantly
lower, when the compensation committee contains at least one "insider." Anderson
(1997) focuses on 50 CEOs who sit on their compensation committees (and are subsequently removed), and compares pay of these firms to a control sample. Based on 19851994 proxy data, he finds that CEOs who sit on their own committees receive lower levels
of pay and tend to have very high stock ownership, acting much more like manager/owners
than self-serving agents.
Based on my own observation and extensive discussions with executives, board
members, and compensation consultants, I tend to dismiss the cynical scenario of
entrenched compensation cormnittees rubber-stamping increasingly lucrative pay
programs with a wink and a nod. Although there are undoubtedly exceptions, outside
board members approach their jobs with diligence, intelligence, and integrity, regardless
of whether they have social or business ties with the CEO. However, judgment calls tend
systematically to favor the CEO. Faced with a range of market data on competitive pay
levels, committees tend to error on the high side. Faced with a choice between a sensible
compensation plan and a slightly inferior plan favored by the CEO, the committee will
defer to management. Similarly, faced with a discretionary choice on bonus-pool funding, the committee will tend to over- rather than under-fund. The amounts at stake in any
particular case are typically trivial from a shareholder's perspective, but the overall
impact of the bias has likely contributed to the ratcheting of pay levels evident in
Figs. 1-3.
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3. The relation between pay and p e r f o r m a n c e

3.1. Introduction
Most research on the relation between executive compensation and company performance
has been firmly (if not always explicitly) rooted in agency theory: compensation plans are
designed to align the interests of risk-averse self-interested executives with those of shareholders. I begin this section by summarizing the traditional principal-agent framework
based on unidimensional managerial actions, critique its limitations, and sketch intuitively
the implications from a more general framework that acknowledges the complexity and
unlimited scope of managerial actions. Next, I summarize the empirical evidence on the
relation between pay and performance, distinguishing between explicit aspects (CEO pay
is explicitly related to accounting returns through annual bonuses, and to stock-price
appreciation through stock options and restricted stock) and implicit aspects (CEO pay
may be implicitly tied to performance through year-to-year adjustments in salary levels,
target bonuses, and option and restricted stock grant sizes). I then analyze the relation
between CEO pay and relative performance. The section concludes with a summary of the
evidence on whether increases in CEO pay-performance sensitivities affect subsequent
company performance.

3.2. Principal-agent theory and executive compensation
Providing a comprehensive survey of the optimal contracting literature is beyond the
scope of this chapter. 39 It is useful, however, to outline the framework and the insights
emerging from the pioneering work by Mirrlees (1974, 1976), Holmstrom (1979), Grossman and Hart (1983), and others. In a typical "hidden action" model, the CEO is assumed
to take actions, a, to produce stochastic shareholder value, x(a), receiving compensation
w(x,z) and utility u(w,a), where z is a vector of other observable measures in the contract.
The CEO's utility function and the production function linking the CEO's actions to
output are common knowledge to both shareholders and the CEO, but only the CEO
observes the actions taken. That is, the shareholders know precisely what actions they
want the CEO to take but cannot directly observe the CEO's actions. The optimal contract~
w(x,z), maximizes the risk-neutral shareholders' objective, x - w, subject to an incentive
compatibility constraint (the CEO chooses actions to maximize u(w,a)), and a partic~p~
tion constraint (the expected utility of the contract must exceed the CEO's rescrw~ti~m
utility).
The fundamental insight emerging from the traditional principal-agent models is that
the optimal contract mimics a statistical inference problem: the payouts depend on the
likelihood that the desired actions were in fact taken. This "informativeness principle"
introduced by Holmstrom (1979) suggests that payouts are based on stock-based
measures, x, not because shareholders desire higher stock prices but rather because reali39 See Hart and Holmstrom (1987) for an excellent early survey on the contracting literature.
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zations of x provide information useful in determining which actions the CEO took. This
formulation also makes clear the role for additional performance measures (such as
accounting returns) in the C E O ' s incentive contract: non-stock-based measures will be
used to the extent that they provide information relevant in assessing whether the CEO
indeed took the desired action. In fact, if these other measures constitute a "sufficient
statistic" for the C E O ' s actions, stock-based measures need not be used at all.
Taken literally, it is difficult to use the informativeness principle to construct empirically refutable hypotheses regarding the structure or shape of actual executive incentive
contracts. While Section 2 shows that actual contracts are typically linear in stock prices
(above an exercise price for stock options), the relation between pay and stock-price
performance predicted by the informativeness principle can be convex, linear, concave,
and need not be positive through its entire range. 4° In addition, while actual contracts are
non-linearly related to a variety of non-stock-based measures (see Fig. 5 and Table 2), the
principle offers little guidance in determining which of these measures are "incrementally
informative" about CEO actions. 4j
Taken less literally, the traditional principal-agent model yields several important and
practical insights useful in understanding existing contracts (and, normatively, in designing better ones). In particular, the models highlight the trade-off between risk and incentives, as illustrated by the simple agency model. 42 Suppose that firm value is given by
x = e + 6, where e is executive effort, and ~ is (normally distributed) uncontrollable
noise, e ~- N(0, o-2). Moreover, suppose that managerial contracts take the simple linear
form w(x) = s + bx, where s is a fixed salary and b is the sharing rate (or "pay-performance sensitivity"). Assuming that the executive has exponential utility,
U(x) = exp[r(Wc(e))], where r is the executive's absolute risk aversion and c(e) is the
convex disutility of effort, the optimal sharing rate is given by 43

b

-

-

1
1 + ro-2c II"

(1)

4oFor example, suppose that unusuallyhigh realizationsof stock prices could only come from sub-optimal
actions (such as gamblingall corporate assets in a Las Vegas casino). Then, the optimal contract would punish
these high realizationswhile rewardinglower realizations.
4~The major empirical prediction of the informativenessprinciple has been to establish a role for relative
performance evaluation(RPE) in incentivecontracts; see the discussionin Section 3.7. In addition,Banker and
Datar (1989) use the informativenessprincipleto developpredictionsregardingthe trade-offbetweenstock-based
and accounting-basedperformance measures based on signal-to-noiseratios; see Lambert and Larcker (1988),
Bushmanand Indjejikian(1993), and Baimanand Verrecchia (1995) for empiricalapplicationsof the Bankerand
Datar approach.
42Gibbons(1997) persuasivelyargues that existingcontractualarrangementsmust rellect more than the tradeoff between risk and incentives. But, this trade-off lies at the heart of the publicly traded corporation: the
comparative advantageof the corporate form of organizationis precisely that well-diversifiedatomistic shareholders are better able than managers to bear risk.
43For similar derivationsof the optimalpay-performancesharingrate, see Lazear and Rosen (1981), Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991), Gibbons and Murphy (1992a), Milgrom and Roberts (1992), and Gibbons and
Waldman (this volume).
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Eq. (1) implies that the optimal pay-performance sensitivity will equal b = 1 when output
is certain (o~ = 0) or executives are risk-neutral (r = 0). Incentives will be weaker for
more risk-averse executives (Ob/Or < 0), and will also be weaker the greater the
uncontrollable noise in firm value (c~b/Oo~ < 0).
There are legitimate reasons not to take the informativeness principle literally. First, the
traditional model assumes that the shareholders know which CEO actions maximize firm
value: if actions were observable then a zero-risk forcing contract could be designed that
induces the CEO to take the first-best actions. But the reason shareholders entrust their
money to self-interested CEOs is based on shareholder beliefs that CEOs have superior
skill or information in making investment decisions. Unobservable actions cannot be the
driving force underlying executive contracts: even if shareholders (or boards of directors)
could directly monitor CEO actions, they could not tell whether the actions were appropriate given the circumstances. Shareholder uncertainty about the production function
linking CEO actions to firm value leads naturally to contracts based on the principle's
objective (e.g., increasing shareholder wealth) rather than on measures that are incrementally informative of CEO actions (e.g., accounting returns or direct monitoring of CEO
actions).
Second, as stressed by Holmstrom (1992), CEOs can choose from a much richer set of
actions than contemplated under the original principal-agent framework. Although the
CEO's "action space" is typically defined as unidimensional effort, it is widely acknowledged that the fundamental shareholder-manager agency problem is not getting the CEO
to work harder, but rather getting him to choose actions that increase rather than decrease
shareholder value. In general, increasing shareholder wealth involves investing in positive
net present value projects, increasing profits on existing capital, and diverting resources
from negative net present value projects. There is a wide array of actions that affect
shareholder value, including defining the business strategy, choosing between debt and
equity financing, making dividend and repurchase decisions, identifying acquisition and
divestiture targets, selecting industries and markets to enter or exit, allocating capital
across business units, setting budgets for developing new products and businesses, hiring
productive (and firing unproductive) subordinates, and designing, implementing, and
maintaining the nexus of implicit and explicit contracts that defines the organization.
Expanding the set of potential actions that affect shareholder value diminishes the role
for "informativeness" and increases the benefit of tying pay to the principle's objective
rather than to measures of inputs.
Allowing managers to choose from an unlimited action space also has implications l~r
the use of other performance measures and standards, z, in the contract. Payments based on
incrementally informative z's can distort incentives when managers allocate their efforts
across a variety of different tasks. 44 They can sandbag the budget process to achieve
performance targets. 45 They can attenuate the benefits of relative performance evaluation
44Holmstromand Milgrom (1991) and Baker (1992).
45Murphy (1998).
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by taking unproductive actions that lower the performance of the peer group. 46 They can
shift accounting returns across periods by accelerating or delaying,revenues and costs. 47
They can monitor year-to-date performance and adjust actions daily to maximize bonuses
based on cumulative annual performance. 48 They can make accounting choices that artificially inflate or deflate reported earnings. 49 They can make investment choices (such as
cuts in R&D) that increase short-run profits at the expense of long-run profitability. 5°
These unintended but predictable side effects of manipulable measures and standards
are a cost that must be weighed against "informativeness" when determining the components and structure of the incentive contract.
Expanding the managerial action set has two primary implications for optimal incentive
contracts. First, the payouts are predicted to be positively related to the principle's objective (increasing shareholder value) and to other "less noisy" measures that provide imperfect incentives to take actions generally consistent with value maximization. Accounting
measures, for example, should be used most strongly when (i) accounting returns contain
less noise than stock prices (Banker and Datar, 1989), and (ii) the actions that affect
accounting returns are closely correlated with the actions that affect stock prices
(Baker, 1992). Second, expanded managerial actions lead naturally to incentive structures
that are linear rather than convex or concave (Hart and Holmstrom, 1987; Holmstrom and
Milgrom, 1987). For example, when contracts are linear and constant across periods,
managers have fewer incentives to adjust effort based on year-to-date performance or to
shift earnings across periods to maximize current bonuses, because decisions that increase
current earnings at the expense of future earnings will have a symmetric consequence for
executive bonuses.

3.3. The implicit relation between pay and shareholder wealth
An executive's wealth is explicitly (and mechanically) tied to the principle's objective
(creating shareholder wealth) through his holdings of stock, restricted stock, and stock
options. In addition, CEO wealth is implicitly tied to stock-price performance through
accounting-based bonuses (reflecting the correlation between accounting returns and
stock-price performance) and through year-to-year adjustments in salary levels, target
bonuses, and option and restricted stock grant sizes.
The CEO pay literature has yet to reach a consensus on the appropriate methodologies
and metrics to use in evaluating the implicit relation between CEO pay and company
stock-price performance. However, following Jensen and Murphy (1990b), Murphy
46Gibbons and Murphy (1990). See also Lazear (1989) on sabotaging the peer group, Dye (1984a,b) and
Mookherjee (1984) on unproductivecollusion,Carmichael(1988), Dye (1992) and Lewellenet al. (1996) on the
choice of a reference group.
47Oyer (1998) and Murphy (1998).
48Holmstromand Milgrom (1987).
49Healy (1985), Gaver et al. (1995) and Holthausenet al. (1995).
5oDechowand Sloan (1991) and Gibbons and Murphy (1992b).
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(1993), and Hall and Liebman (1998), the analysis below shows that virtually all of the
sensitivity of pay to corporate performance for the typical CEO is attributable to the
explicit rather than the implicit part of the CEO's contract. Consequently, the methodological dispute related to measuring CEO pay-performance relations is largely secondorder, and I will describe only briefly the different approaches and issues involved.
Year-to-year performance-related changes in total compensation are typically modeled
as
(CEO Pay)it = Yi + °Lit + /3i(Performance),

(2)

where "/i is a CEO or firm-specific effect that varies across CEOs but does not vary over
time for a given CEO, cei is a CEO or firm-specific time trend, "Performance" is a vector
of contemporaneous and lagged performance measures, and/3i is the corresponding vector
of coefficients.
Conceptually, (2) could be estimated directly for each executive, though doing so
requires a prohibitively long time series in most cases. 5J Instead, most researchers assume
that time trends and pay-performance relations are constant across executives (c~i =- c~and
/3i =/3), and estimate (2) using fixed-effect methodologies or first-differences:
A(CEO Pay)i t = c~ +/3A(Performance)it.

(3)

The methodological issues in estimating (3) involve choosing which components of
compensation to include, and choosing the performance measures and lag structures. In
addition, researchers must choose whether to measure pay in dollars or logarithms, and
whether to measure performance in dollars or in rates of return. These latter choices
determine whether the regression coefficients are interpreted as "pay-performance sen~d
tivities" or "pay-performance elasticities." For example, the specification used by Jellsc~
and Murphy (1990a) to analyze pay-performance sensitivities for cash compensation is
A(Cash Compensation)/t = a + bA(Shareholder Value)it,

(4~

where A(Shareholder Value), is defined as the rate of return realized by shareholders, r,o
multiplied by the beginning-or-period market value, Vt_l. In contrast, the specification
used by Coughlan and Schmidt (1985) and Murphy (1986) is
Aln(Cash Compensation)/t = c~ +/3Aln(Shareholder Value)it,

(5)

where Aln(Shareholder Value)t ignores share issues or repurchases and therefore equals
the continuously accrued rate of return on common stock, rt. The estimated coefficient/3 is
the elasticity of cash compensation with respect to shareholder value (or, following Rosen,
1992, the "semi-elasticity" of pay with respect to the rate of return).
Neither the sensitivity nor elasticity approach strictly dominates the other. The primary
advantage of the elasticity approach is that it produces a better "fit" in the sense that rates
51 Lambert and Larcker (1988), Janakiraman et al. (1992), and Jensen and Murphy (! 990b) estimate separate
regressions, by executive.
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Of return explain more of the cross-sectional variation of Aln(CEO Pay) than changes in
shareholder value explain of A(CEO Pay). In addition, while pay-performance sensitivities vary monotonically with firm size (larger firms having smaller b's), the elasticity is
relatively invariant to firm size (Gibbons and Murphy, 1992a).
The primary advantage of the sensitivity approach is that sensitivities have a more
natural economic interpretation. The pay-performance sensitivity represents the executive's "share" of value creation. Since agency costs arise when agents receive less than
100% of the value of output, the "sharing rate" seems a natural measure of the severity of
the agency problem; elasticities have no corresponding agency-theoretic interpretation.
Moreover, sensitivities are directly analogous to the executive's fractional stockholdings
and, indeed, sensitivities and fractional holdings can be added together to form a more
comprehensive measure of how the CEO's wealth varies with company performance. The
elasticity counterpart to "full" pay-performance sensitivity (including stock and option
holdings) - the elasticity of the CEO's wealth with respect to firm value - require unavailable data on non-firm-related CEO wealth.
Table 7 shows the estimated pay-performance sensitivities and elasticities for S&P 500
CEOs grouped by industry and by decade, based on pooled cross-sectional time-series
regressions of (4) and (5). All data are adjusted for inflation; cash compensation (including
salaries, bonuses, and small amounts of other cash pay) is in thousands of 1996-constant
dollars, while the change in shareholder wealth is in millions of 1996-constant dollars.
Panel A, based on S&P 500 Industrials, shows that pay-performance elasticities have
nearly tripled from 13 = 0.09 in the 1970s to /3 = 0.26 during the first 7 years of the
1990s. Over the same time period, pay-performance sensitivities have more than tripled
from b = 0.004 (representing a 0.4¢ change in CEO salary and bonus for each $1000
change in shareholder wealth) to b = 0.014 (1.4¢ per $1000). Panels B and C, based
respectively on financial services firms and utilities, shows equally dramatic increases
in pay-performance sensitivities and elasticities for cash compensation.
Fig. 6 shows graphically the estimated pay-performance sensitivities and elasticities for
S&P 500 CEOs based on annual regressions of (4) and (5) from 1971 to 1996. Two facts
emerge. First, replicating the result from Table 7, there has been a general increase in the
relation between cash compensation and company stock-price performance over the past
25 years, measured either by sensitivities or elasticities. Second, there appears to be more
year-to-year variation in pay-performance sensitivities and than elasticities, and the
variance in both appears to have increased in the 1990s.
The definition of CEO pay in (4) and (5) includes realized bonuses, which (recalling
Table 2) are explicitly related to accounting profitability but only implicitly related to
stock-price performance. Recognizing the explicit nature of bonuses provides insights into
existing empirical results on the relation between cash compensation and stock-price
performance. For example, several researchers, including Jensen and Murphy (1990a),
Joskow and Rose (1994) and Boschen and Smith (1995), have explored the relation
between A(CEO Pay) and lagged shareholder return and concluded that the coefficient
on contemporaneous return is large and significant, the coefficient on lagged performance
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smaller but still significant, with mixed (but generally insignificant) results for prior lags.
Since bonuses are based on accounting returns and not stock prices, the results in the
literature are likely explained by the time-series correlations between accounting and
stock returns. Since stock returns are forward-looking, in the sense that current announcements of events that affect future profitability will be immediately impounded into stock
prices, it is not surprising that contemporaneous accounting returns are correlated with
contemporaneous and lagged shareholder returns, with the correlation decreasing with
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additional lags. Ultimately, the (as-of-yet unwritten) definitive study of the lag structure of
CEO pay and performance must acknowledge the explicit nature of bonuses and therefore
begin with a careful analysis of the time-series properties and correlations of shareholder
and accounting returns.
3.4. The explicit relation between pay and shareholder wealth

Executive wealth is explicitly related to stock-price performance through performancerelated changes in the value of the executives' holdings of stock, restricted stock, and stock
options. As noted in the preceding subsection, pay-performance sensitivities represent the
CEO's "share" of value creation. When shareholder wealth increases by one dollar, the
value of the CEO's restricted and unrestricted stockholdings increase by the CEO's fractional ownership of company shares. For example, if the CEO holds 5% of the company's
stock, his wealth from stock will increase by 5¢ for every $1 increase in shareholder value,
and his pay-performance sensitivity will equal his fractional ownership, b st°ck = 0.05.
Calculating pay-performance sensitivities for the CEO's option holdings is slightly
more difficult than for stock holdings, because option values do not change dollar-fordollar with changes in the stock price. If the CEO holds options on 5% of the company's
stock, each $1 increase in shareholder wealth will increase the CEO's wealth from options
by b °pti°ns = O.05OV/o~P, where OV/OP < 1 is the change in the Black-Scholes value of the
$120
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option with respect to changes in the stock price. 52 Fig. 7 illustrates how O V / 3 P (called the
option's "delta;" see Appendix A) varies with the stock price and exercise price. As
shown in the figure, the slope of the B l a c k - S c h o l e s value is approximately OV/OP =
0.60 when the stock price is close to the exercise price (assuming a 3% dividend yield),
suggesting that an at-the-money option increases in value by about 60¢ whenever stock
prices increase by $1.00. The slope is substantially lower than.60 for out-of-the-money
options, and (ignoring dividends) approaches OV/OP = 1.00 for deep in-the-money
options.
Calculating p a y - p e r f o r m a n c e sensitivities for options requires exercise price and
expiration-term information for each outstanding option grant. As a practical matter, the
sensitivity for current grants can be computed precisely for US CEOs (because the
required data are publicly disclosed), but the sensitivity for prior grants must be approximated. In particular, in the following sensitivity calculations I treat options granted in prior
years as a single grant with 5 years remaining and an exercise price equal to the year-end
stock price less the "intrinsic value" (i.e., the current "spread" between the stock price
and exercise price) per share of the unexercised options. 53 P a y - p e r f o r m a n c e sensitivities
for both current and prior grants are then calculated as (Options Granted)/(Shares
Outstanding)) X 0(Option V a l ) / O P , using the actual exercise price and term for current
grants, and the approximate price and term for prior grants. Apart from the approximation
for prior grants, the calculation can be made at a point in time based on data from a singley e a r ' s proxy statement.
3.5. T o t a l p a y - p e r f o r m a n c e

sensitivities

Fig. 8 shows median p a y - p e r f o r m a n c e sensitivities for S&P 500 CEOs, by industry, from
1992 to 1996. Sensitivities are scaled to reflect changes in CEO wealth per $1000 change
in shareholder wealth. The explicit sensitivities for stock, restricted stock, and stock
options are calculated as described in the preceding subsection. Implicit sensitivities for
cash compensation are determined by first estimating p a y - p e r f o r m a n c e elasticities for
each year and for each of the four major industry groups in Fig. 8. This industry-level
elasticity is converted into a company-specific p a y - p e r f o r m a n c e sensitivity by multiplying by the C E O ' s salary and bonus, and dividing by the market value of the c o m p a n y ' s
52More formally, suppose that the CEO holds N stock options, and suppose that shareholder wealth increases
by $1. If there are S total shares outstanding, the stock price P will increase by Ap = $11S, and the value of the
CEO's options will increase by NzXP(OV/c)P), where Vis the Black-Scholes value of each option. Substitutingfor
~ , the pay-performance sensitivity for stock options is given by (N/S)(OV/OP), or the CEO's options held as a
fraction of total shares outstanding multiplied by the "slope" of the Black-Scholes valuation. For examples of
this approach, see Jensen and Murphy (1990b), Murphy (1993), and Yermack (1995).
53US proxy statements provide information on the number and intrinsic value of options held at the end of the
fiscal year (based on the fiscal year-end stock price, P). The number (N) and intrinsic value (I0 of previously
granted options is calculated by subtractingnew grants from total outstanding options, and adjusting the year-end
intrinsic value of the new grants from the total intrinsic value. I treat the previously granted options as a single
prior grant with exercise price X, where N(P - X) = Y, or X -- P - (Y/N).
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common stock (in $1000s). The pay-performance sensitivity for accounting-based longterm incentive plans is determined by dividing the LTIP payment received by the CEO in
each year by the change in shareholder wealth over the period covered by the plan. 54
Several stylized facts emerge from Fig. 8. First, pay-performance sensitivities are
driven primary by stock options and stock ownership, and not through other forms of
compensation (see also Jensen and Murphy, 1990b; Murphy 1993; Hall and Liebman
1998). For example, 95% of the estimated 1996 pay-performance sensitivity for CEOs
in manufacturing companies reflects stock options (64%) and stock (31%). This result is
not sensitive to the methodology for estimating pay-performance relations for cash
compensation and LTIPs, since the magnitude of these compensation components arc
small relative to year-to-year variance in the dollar value of options and stock Second~
pay-performance sensitivities vary across industries, and are particularly lower in rcg1~lated utilities. Third, pay-performance sensitivities have become larger from 1992 ~
1996. Finally, the increase in pay-performance sensitivities has been driven almost exci~
sively by stock option grants.
Fig. 9 depicts the effect of company size on firm pay-perlbrmance sensitivili~s !i,,
industrial companies, and illustrates another stylized fact: pay-performance sensilivi~i~:
are smaller in larger firms. The 1996 median pay-performance sensitivity for the largc~,!
half of the S&P 500 is $4.36 per $1000 (reflecting an effective ownership share of aboui
b = .44%), compared to $7.69 per $1000 (b = 0.77%) for the smaller S&P 500 firms. The
median pay-performance sensitivities for S&P Mid-Cap and Small-Cap firms are $15.38
per $1000 (b ---- 1.54%) and $28.23 per $1000 (b = 2.82%), respectively. Moreover, Fig. 9
suggests that the increase in pay-performance sensitivities documented in Fig. 8 is largely
a phenomenon associated with large S&P 500 companies, and not with mid-size and
smaller companies.
The inverse relation between company size and pay-performance sensitivities is not
surprising, since risk-averse and wealth-constrained CEOs of large firms can feasibly
"own" only a tiny fraction of the company cash flows through their stock, options, and
incentive compensation. Nor does the inverse relation invalidate pay-performance sensitivities as a meaningful metric for measuring CEO incentives; rather, the result merely
underscores that increased agency problems are a cost of company size that must be
weighed against the benefits of expanded scale and scope. The inverse relation does
suggest, however, the importance of allowing for size-related heterogeneity when making
comparisons across industry groups, time periods, or countries.
Company size is the most important but not the only source of heterogeneity in calculated pay-performance sensitivities. The distributions of both stock and option ownership
are highly skewed, and a v e r a g e sensitivities are much higher than the m e d i a n sensitivities
depicted in Figs. 8 and 9. Indeed, an important advantage of analyzing explicit incentives
54For exmnple, the LTIP sensitivity for companies using 3-yearperformance is determined by dividing the
payout in year t by the changein shareholderwealth in t, t - 1, and t - 2. To avoid negative sensitivities and to
mitigate the effects of large LTIPawardspaid for poor stock-priceperformance,the LTIPsensitivity is assumed
to be zero whenever shareholderreturns failed to exceed 5% annuallyover the performanceperiod.
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(based on actual contracts) rather than implicit incentives (based on pooled cross-sectional
time-series data) is that the explicit approach better identifies the heterogeneity. The next
step, of course, is explaining the cross-sectional heterogeneity in pay-performance sensitivities. 55
Jensen and Murphy (1990a) conclude that CEO pay-performance sensitivities are
"low" in the sense that they correspond to a median sharing rate of only about 0.325%
for their sample of Forbes executives from 1970 to 1988. The analysis in Fig. 8, although
based on the S&P 500 rather than the Forbes 800, shows that pay-performance sensitivities have nearly doubled to 0.6% by 1996. In spite of the sensitivity increase, however,
there remains a large gap between the interests of managers and shareholders. For example, each $10 million of perquisite consumption (e.g., a new headquarters building, or pet
acquisition, or a corporate jet) costs the CEO only about $60,000 (or, based on the median
annual compensation in Fig. 2 of $3.2 million, 1 week's compensation). Similarly, resisting a hostile takeover attempt promising a $500 million premium to shareholders will
personally "cost" the typical CEO about a year's compensation, which is substantial, but
likely small compared to the lost power and prestige of running a large corporation.
Several researchers have disputed the Jensen-Murphy estimates on econometric and
theoretic grounds. The econometric criticisms are easily dismissed, since there are no
econometric issues involved in determining the performance measure or estimating the
explicit relation between performance and the value of an executive's stock and option
holdings. The theoretic criticisms, however, clearly have merit. Haubrich (1994), for
example, correctly points out that the Jensen-Murphy estimates, however low, may
well be consistent with the predictions of agency theory for sufficiently risk-averse executives. Moreover, as emphasized by Hall and Liebman (1998) and others, modest movements in shareholder returns can lead to large swings in executive wealth even when the
pay-performance sensitivity is small: b•V can be large even when b is small, for sufficiently large AV. For example, a 10% shareholder return for a $10 billion company will
increase the median CEO's wealth by $6 million (assuming b = .6%). However, while
factors such as executive risk aversion and company size and volatility can "explain" low
pay-performance sensitivities, these factors exacerbate rather than mitigate the large
conflict of interest between managers and shareholders.

3.6. Trends" in CEO stock ownership
Stock ownership provides the most direct link between shareholder and CEO wealth. Fig.
10 describes CEO stock ownership ignoring stock options from 1987 to 1996 and documents a curious result of the prolonged bull market: the value of stock held by S&P 500
CEOs has increased substantially over the past decade, while the percentage of shares held
55Garen's (1994) analysis of agency-theoreticheterogeneity is a promising start; see also Aggarwal and
Samwick (1999). However, much of the variation in sensitivities is driven by CEO stockholdings, outside of
the control of shareholders and therefore outside the scope of the traditional principM-agent framework. See
Himmelberg et al. (1998) for an analysis of the determinants of managerial ownership.
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Stock ownership includes shares held directly and by family members, but excludes all stock options.

by the CEO has been declining. For example, among S&P 500 manufacturing firms,
median CEO ownership has increased from $3.5 million to over $6 million, while median
percentage ownership has fallen from 0.14% to 0.11%.56 Similarly, the median percentage
56 The average ownership has increased from $19 million to $74 million over this same tinae period, while tile
average percentage ownership has fallen from over 1.1% to 0.8%.
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ownership in financial services companies increased from 0.07% to 0.12% between 1987
and 1989, and fallen slightly since 1989. In contrast, the dollar value of median stock
ownership in financial firms has increased tenfold from $1,3 million to over $11 million
from 1987 to 1996. 57 Median ownership in utilities has nearly doubled from $0.7 million
to $1.5 million from 1987 to 1996, while median percentage ownership has fallen from
0.05% to 0.03%. Finally, median ownership in "all other S&P 500 industries" has increase
from $5.0 million to $6.9 million, while median percentage ownership has fallen from
0.35% to 0.14%. In part, these trends reflect the increasing prevalence of "stock ownership
guidelines" (i.e., board-level mandates stipulating ownership targets expressed in dollars,
or as a multiple of base salary). When stock prices are increasing, executives can sell stock
and still achieve the guideline.
Researchers as well as practitioners would likely be split on whether the evidence in Fig.
10 implies that incentives from stock ownership have increased or decreased over the past
decade. The only meaningful measure of CEO incentives and the severity of the agency
problem is, however, the percentage ownership (that is, the pay-performance sensitivity)
and not the dollar value of ownership. As an example to illustrate the distinction, suppose
that a CEO is considering perquisites (headquarters, pet acquisitions, corporate jets) that
he personally values at $1 million but costs shareholders $100 million. The CEO's decision will depend solely on his percentage ownership and not his dollar ownership. 58
Alternatively, suppose that a risk-averse CEO is considering a risky project that has a
small but positive net present value. The CEO will be less likely to adopt the project when
his dollar ownership is higher, since dollar holdings essentially measures the extent to
which the CEO is undiversified. Therefore, in terms of the conflicts of interest between
managers and shareholders, increases in percentage ownership holding dollar ownership
constant reduces agency problems related to perquisite consumption, while increasing
dollar ownership holding percentage ownership constant increases agency problems
related to risk taking. 59
In interpreting the results of Fig. 10, it is important to note that the definition of stock
ownership ignores outstanding options. As suggested by Figs. 8 and 9, the "fully diluted"
percentage of stock owned by executives has increased substantially over the past decade,
even though direct stock ownership has declined. Consistent with Ofek and Yermack
(1997), the results in Fig. 10 suggest that executives with large stock option holdings
rationally reduce their unrestricted stock holdings, likely reflecting both a desire to diversify and to consume. Moreover, the fact that declines in ownership have been more than
5vAverage ownership in financial firms has increased from $8 million to $110 million over the same period.
58In particular, he wiU adopt the project if he owns less than 1% of the company's stock, and reject it if he owns
more, independent of the dollar value of his holdings. Of course, to the extent that perquisites such as corporate
jets and pet projects have income elasticities exceeding unity, we expect that wealthier managers will be more
likely to pursue perquisites, ceteris paribus.
59Note that management-led leveraged buyouts, in which existing managers buy the company from shareholders using debt and proceeds from selling their old shares, are an example of how managers can substantially
increase percentage ownership while holding dollar ownership constant.
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offset by increases in option grants underscores the importance of recognizing options in
studies of the relation between management ownership and corporate performance (e.g.,
Morck et al., 1988; McConnell and Servaes, 1990; Himmelberg et al., 1998).
3, 7. Relative performance evaluation

A major empirical prediction of agency theory concerns the use of relative performance
evaluation (RPE) in incentive contracts (Holmstrom, 1982). RPE is a direct implication of
the informativeness principle with unidimensional executive actions: if the stochastic
component of company performance contains an industry or market effect as well as an
idiosyncratic effect, then "taking out the noise" through RPE is incrementally informative
in assessing the actions taken by the CEO. Relative performance evaluation remains a
strong prediction of the model after expanding the managerial action set, since paying
based on relative performance provides essentially the same incentives as paying based on
absolute performance, while insulating risk-averse managers from the common shocks.
3. 7.1. Implicit relative performance evaluation

Existing studies of RPE have focused on the implicit relation between CEO cash compensation, company performance, and market and/or industry performance. 6° Gibbons and
Murphy (1990) document the strongest support for the RPE hypothesis, finding that
changes in CEO pay are positively and significantly related to firm performance, but
negatively and significantly related to industry and market performance, ceteris paribus.
In addition, Gibbons and Murphy find that CEO performance is more likely to be evaluated relative to aggregate market movements than relative to industry movements. Table
8 replicates and updates their analysis based on the following pooled cross-sectional timeseries regression for companies grouped according to major industry and decade:
Aln(CEO Pay) = c~ +/3(Shareholder Return) + y(Industry and/or Market Return).
Panel A of Table 8 shows that CEO pay in S&P 500 industrials is positively and
significantly related to firm performance but negatively related to two-digit SIC industry
performance (columns (1), (4), and (7)) and market performance (columns (2), (5), and
(8)). Columns (3), (6), and (9) include both industry and market performance as explanatory variables. The market-return coefficient is negative and significant in all three regressions, suggesting that market risks are partially filtered out of executive compensation
after controlling for industry returns. Holding market returns constant, however, CEO pay
growth is negatively and significantly related to two-digit industry returns only in the
1980s, and insignificantly related to industry performance over earlier and later time
periods. These results support the Gibbons-Murphy conclusion that performance is
more likely to be evaluated relative to aggregate market movements than relative to
60See, for example, Coughlan and Schmidt (1985), Mm3phy(1985), Antle and Smith (1986), Gibbons and
Murphy (1990), Janakiramanet al. (1992), and Sloan (1993).
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industry movements. The results also suggest that RPE among S&P 500 industrials was
less important in the 1970s than in the 1980s and 1990s.
Panel B of Table 8 finds little evidence of RPE among S&P 500 financial services
companies in the 1970s or 1980s. The results for the 1990s is similar to the results from
industrial companies: CEO pay in financial services is more likely to be evaluated relative
to aggregate market movements than industry movements. Finally, Panel C of Table 8
finds no evidence for RPE among S&P 500 utilities in any time period.

3. 7.2. Explicit relative performance evaluation
The descriptive analysis of CEO pay contracts in Section 2 suggests that the scope for RPE
in actual explicit contracts is rather limited. Although stock options could theoretically be
indexed to industry or market movements, indexed options are virtually nonexistent in
practice. Similarly, the payouts from restricted stock (as well as stock directly held without
restriction) are based solely on absolute returns and not relative returns. Payouts from
annual bonus plans could be based on relative returns, but, as documented in Table 3, only
a minority of industrial companies utilize external peer-groups in determining performance standards.
Table 9 describes the use of relative performance evaluation in annual bonus plans,
based on the Towers Perrin survey of 177 large US companies described in detail in
Section 2.3.2. Just over one-fifth of the 125 surveyed industrials companies use some
form of RPE in annual bonus plans. However, while agency theory predicts measuring
performance relative to the mean or median of the peer group, companies using RPE tend
to use it somewhat differently. In particular, among the industrial companies using RPE,
only five (19%) evaluate performance relative to the mean or median of the industry or
market. More frequently, bonuses are based on a percentile ranking of performance (e.g., a
schedule indicating the bonuses paid for achieving 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile performance relative to a peer group). Ten respondents (representing 38% of industrial companies using RPE) indicated that peer-group performance was considered in the standarddetermination process, but did not specify how it was used. In most cases, RPE is based on
the performance of specific industry peers identified and selected by the company; this
peer group may or may not correspond to the peer group used in the company proxy
statements. 61
Table 9 shows that explicit RPE is used more extensively in financial-services firms and
utilities than in industrial companies: 57% of the financial-services firms, and 42% of the
utilities report using RPE in their annual bonuses, compared to only 21% of the industrials.
Similar to the results for industrials, RPE is based on the performance of specific industry
peers, and RPE-based bonuses typically depend on percentile performance (rather than
performance measured relative to the peer-group mean or median).
6~ As part of the enhanced SEC proxy disclosure requirements introduced in October 1992, companies must
provide a chart showing their 5-year stock-price performance measured relative to the market and to an "industry
peer group" which may be either self-selected or a published industry index.
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Table 9
Relative per~brmance evaluation (RPE) in annual incentive plans in 177 large US corporations a

Number of firms using RPE (%)

Industrials
(n = 125)
(%)

Finance &
insurance
(n = 21)
(%)

Utilities
(n = 31)
(%)

26 (21)

12 (57)

13 (42)

0
100

0
100

30
70

42
19
15
23

50
0
8
42

77
0
0
23

20
58
8
15

25
75
0
0

0
85
8
8

How RPE is used b

Determining threshold performance
Defining performance
How RPE is measured

Perform. percentile or rankingc
Perform. vs. peer group mean/median
Subjective assessment of performance vs. peers
Unknown/other
How peer groups are defined

Peer group used in proxy statementd
Self-selected industry peer group
Published industry index
Broad-based peer group

~ Source: Data extracted from Towers Perrin's Annual Incentive Plan Design Survey, 1997.
b Threshold performance must be attained before any bonuses are paid. The threshold performance
measure is often different from the performance measure that determines the magnitude of bonuses. For
example, bonuses equal to 2% of net income might be paid only if company return on equity exceeds the
peer group return on equity: the performance measure is net income but the threshold major is relative
return on equity.
c A typical formula might pay "75th percentile bonuses for 75th percentile performance.".
d Proxy statements include a chart showing the companies 5-year stock-price performance measured
relative to the market and to an "industry peer group" which may be either self-selected or a published
industry index.

T h e r e s u l t s o n e x p l i c i t R P E in T a b l e 9 s e e m at o d d s w i t h t h e results o n i m p l i c i t R P E in
T a b l e 8. I n p a r t i c u l a r , w h i l e T a b l e 8 s u g g e s t s t h a t r e l a t i v e p e r f o r m a n c e is a n i m p o r t a n t
d e t e r m i n a n t o f y e a r - t o - y e a r c h a n g e s in c a s h c o m p e n s a t i o n , T a b l e 9 s u g g e s t s t h a t f e w
i n d u s t r i a l c o m p a n i e s e x p l i c i t l y tie p a y to r e l a t i v e p e r f o r m a n c e . In a d d i t i o n , w h i l e T a b l e
8 s h o w s t h a t i m p l i c i t R P E is m o s t l i k e l y b a s e d o n t h e m a r k e t r a t h e r t h a n the i n d u s t r y ,
T a b l e 9 s h o w s t h a n c o m p a n i e s u s i n g R P E s e l d o m u s e b r o a d - b a s e d m a r k e t p e e r groups.
F i n a l l y , w h i l e T a b l e 8 p r o v i d e s s t r o n g e r s u p p o r t f o r t h e R P E h y p o t h e s i s for i n d u s t r i a l s
t h a n for utilities a n d f i n a n c i a l s e r v i c e s c o m p a n i e s , T a b l e 9 s h o w s t h a t t h e p r e v a l e n c e o f
e x p l i c i t R P E c o n t r a c t s is a c t u a l l y h i g h e r in utilities a n d f i n a n c i a l s e r v i c e s t h a n in i n d u s trials.
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• The differences in Tables 8 and 9 may be explained by differences in sample composition and time periods analyzed. More important, I believe, is the fact that the implicit RPE
relations in Table 9 are based on relative stock-market performance, and yet annual
bonuses are directly tied to accounting profits and not stock-market returns. Sloan
(1993) shows that accounting profits are more closely correlated with "market-adjusted
returns" than with raw returns. Thus, the market effect documented by Gibbons and
Murphy (1990) and replicated in Table 8 may simply reflect the correlation between
accounting profits and market-adjusted stock returns.
As discussed in Section 2.3.3, the absence of indexed stock option plans reflects, in part,
both unfavorable accounting consequences and the fact that fully indexed options expire
worthless half of the time. Still, the paucity of RPE in options and other components of
executive compensation remains a puzzle worth understanding. One potential explanation
concerns the costs of obtaining performance data for industry peers: relative accounting
data are only available at annual (or at best quarterly) intervals, and only then with a
substantial lag. However, while their are problems in measuring relative accounting
performance, relative stock-price data are available instantaneously at trivial cost. Another
explanation for the paucity of RPE is that executives can construct RPE on their own
account, by "selling short" industry or market portfolios commensurate with their stock
and option holdings. However, there is to my knowledge no evidence (including anecdotal
accounts) supporting this investment behavior, and it seems unlikely that executives have
the financial resources available to offset fully their holding in company stock and options.
Similarly, although companies might avoid RPE in anticipation of executives "undoing"
RPE through long positions in industry or market portfolios, it is unclear why executives
would want to undo RPE. Finally, there may be strategic reasons (such as covert collusion)
why companies avoid RPE (Aggarwal and Samwick, 1997).

3.8. D o incentives m a t t e r ?

Over the past decade, academics, institutional shareholders, and shareholder-activist
groups have called for tying CEO pay more directly to changes in shareholder wealth.
These pressures have played at least some role in the increasing prevalence of stock
ownership guidelines and the recent explosion in stock option grants. Underlying the
push towards increasing the sensitivity of CEO pay to stock-price performance is the
belief that such policies will improve management incentives and subsequent company
performance. Unfortunately, although there is a plethora of evidence on dysfunctional
consequences of poorly designed pay programs, there is surprisingly little direct evidence
that higher pay-performance sensitivities lead to higher stock-price performance. 62 in this
subsection, I comment on the difficulty of conducting this seemingly straightforward

62Exceptions include Masson (1971) and Abowd (1990), who offer evidence suggesting that stock-based
incentives improvesubsequent stock-priceperformance.
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experiment, and then describe some of the approaches taken by researchers to address this
important question.

3.8.1. Experimental difficulty: efficient capital markets'
The scarcity of empirical evidence linking stock-based compensation to shareholder
returns reflects financial economists' belief in efficient capital markets: the current stock
price reflects all publicly available (and some privately available) information. Information on managements' pay-performance sensitivities is publicly available and thus already
incorporated into stock prices. For example, suppose there are two firms, Firm A with high
pay-performance sensitivities and Firm B with low sensitivities. Investors, realizing that
Firm A has better managerial incentives, will bid up the price of Finn A until the expected
risk-adjusted returns from investing in Firm A are exactly equal to the expected riskadjusted returns from Firm B. An experiment that measures pay-performance sensitivities
at a point in time, and examines shareholder returns over subsequent years wilt, therefore,
find no difference in the average returns based on initial stockholdings.
The result that current incentives have no effect on expected subsequent returns does not
mean incentives are unimportant. In fact, managers in Firm A are predicted to be working
harder, smarter, and more in the interest of shareholders than managers of Firm B. In
addition, the scenario described assumes that markets are completely efficient and incorporate all relevant information regarding managerial incentives. Subsequent stock returns
can clearly be affected when relevant information is non-public (such as the details of
annual bonus plans, or unannounced commitments for future option grants) or when
shareholders misestimate or misinterpret compensation's impact on managerial behavior.
Another experimental difficulty is that aggressive and innovative incentive plans are
often introduced as a "last resort" by troubled companies. Gilson and Vetsuypens (1993),
for example, document significant increases in stock-option compensation for companies
in financial distress. Dial and Murphy (1995) document significant increases in stockbased compensation at General Dynamics and other defense firms forced into decline and
financial jeopardy following the end of the Cold War. In contrast, many historically
successful companies (e.g., General Electric) adopt mundane and traditional compensation plans characterized by large base salaries with modest bonus and option opportunities.
One hypothesis is that aggressive pay plans are not needed in rapidly growing and
successful organizations, because growth provides ample promotion opportunities and
because pay tends to rise with company size. In any case, cross-sectional comparisons
of pay structures and company performance will lead to misleading conclusions about the
impact of managerial incentives.
3.8.2. Event-study analyses
Under the efficient-markets hypothesis, the effect of increased managerial incentives through increased stock ownership or introduction of new stock-based compensation plans
will be incorporated into the stock price upon announcement. Therefore, the natural test
for analyzing the effect of managerial incentives is to analyze the stock-price reaction to

-
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announcements of stock-based plans and increased managerial shareholdings. The gene,a!
problem in identifying this effect is that the announcement "dates" are often ambiguous.
The appropriate date for increased shareholdings, for example, might be the date lhc
transaction was anticipated, or actually made, or disclosed in insider-transaction filings
with the SEC. Similarly, the appropriate "announcement date" for new compensation
plans might be the date management passed the proposal to the board for approval, the dale
the board agreed on the plan, the date the plan was printed in the proxy statement, the
release date for the proxy, the SEC-stamp date for the proxy, or the date the proxy v,.a>
actually delivered to shareholders and the media.
A n relevant early study is Brickley et al. (1985) who document a 2.4% abnomial ~cim::
(that is, return after factoring out all market effects) for firms adopting stock-based
compensation plans. The authors carefully screen for other announcements made in the
proxy, and consider a variety of possible announcement dates. More recently, Yermack
(1997) finds that stock prices increase after (non-publicly announced) grants of executive
stock options. In both cases, the results are consistent with reduced agency costs but are
also consistent with a more sinister hypothesis: executives push to adopt options programs,
and time option grants, in anticipation of announcements likely to boost stock prices. 63

3.8.3. E v i d e n c e on managerial stockholdings and Q-ratios

Several researchers have attempted to circumvent the implications of efficient capila]
markets by examining the relation between management stockholdings and compan)
performance as measured by Tobin's Q-Ratio, defined as the market value of the firm
divided by the replacement costs of the assets. The earliest and best-known study of
management holdings and Q-Ratios is M o r c k et al. (1988). They find that firm performance increases with managerial holdings when managers hold between 0 and 5% of thc
outstanding stock. They document a negative (but weak) relationship between management holdings and performance when managers hold between 5 and 25% of the stock
(which they attribute to an "entrenchment effect"), and a renewed positive relation for
holdings exceeding 25%. McConnell and Servaes (1990) re-examine the evidence on
managerial stockholdings and firm value, and find that Q ' s increase as share ownership
becomes concentrated in the hands of the managers and board members until insider
ownership exceeds 40 or 50% of the outstanding shares. More recently, Mehran (1995)
finds that firm performance (measured by T o b i n ' s Q and return on assets) is positively

63 Yermack (1997) assumes that executives control the timing of option grants, and receive grantsjust prior to
the release of favorable information. I believe a more sensible interpretation of Yermack's data is that option
grants are largely exogenous, and executives "time" the release of the favorable information until after the
exogenous option grant. This interpretation is based on the facts that (1) most large corporations make option
grants at a fixed time each year (e.g., following the March compensation committee meeting), and (2) Yennack
finds no evidence that executives receive larger quantities of options prior to favorable announcements. Option
exercises may also be unrelated to timing: Carpenter and Remmers (1998) find no evidence that options are
exercised in advance of unfavorable announcements (or adverse stock-price performance).
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related to the percentage of executive compensation that is stock-based, and the percentage of equity held by management. However, Himmelberg et al. (1998) control for the
endogeneity of ownership, and find little evidence that changes in managerial ownership
affect perfolanance.

3.8.4. Evidence from LBOs and management buyouts
Leveraged management buyouts are a natural testing ground for stock-based incentives,
since (for the most part) the same managers are managing the same assets and employees
before and after the restructuring, and the primary differences are changes in the incentives
(derived from increased equity holdings, increased stock-based compensation, the discipline of debt, and the increased monitoring from the LBO-association). Kaplan (1989,
1991) finds that, subsequent to LBO transactions, CEO holdings increase from about 1%
of the firm to 6.4%, while the holdings for the top-management team increase to over 20%.
He also finds that operating income increases by more than 20% by the third post-buyout
year (relative to the pre-buyout period) and that cash flows increase by 80%. Pre-buyout
public shareholders earn an average 38% market-adjusted return at the buyout. For LBO
companies making the "round trip" back to public ownership, Kaplan estimates an additional market-adjusted return of 42% for the investors in the post-buyout capital.
In addition to Kaplan's large-scale data analysis, there have been numerous case studies
that describe the effects of incentives in highly leveraged organizations. For example, an
LBO at Cain Chemical produced a 100% return in 9 months (Jensen and Barry, 1991) and
O.M. Scott's LBO produced similar results (Baker and Wruck, 1989). Leveraged recapitalizations at Sealed Air and other firms have produced spectacular increases in shareholder value (Wruck, 1994). In all of these studies and cases, the authors document
systematic changes in managerial behavior consistent with the changes in stock-based
managerial incentives.
Overall, the evidence is consistent with the hypothesis that stock-based incentives are
important drivers of managerial actions and corporate performance. There remains little
direct evidence, however, on the returns a company can expect from introducing aggressive performance-based compensation plans. The evidence is, at best, suggestive, and I
believe that fully analyzing and documenting the effect of executive incentives on subsequent performance is a fruitful, if not critical, direction for future research in executive
compensation.

4. Executive turnover and company performance
Closely related to research on executive compensation is the growing body of research on
company financial performance surrounding CEO turnover (Murphy and Zimmerman,
1993). Several stylized facts regarding CEO turnover emerge from the literature. First,
as documented in the pioneering studies by Coughlan and Schmidt (1985) and Warner et
al. (1988), there is an inverse relation between net-of-market performance and the prob-
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ability of management turnover. 64 Second, the magnitude of the turnover-performance
relation is strongest in companies dominated by independent outside directors (Weisbach,
1988). Third, companies performing poorly relative to their industry are most likely to hire
a replacement CEO from outside the firm (Parrino, 1997). Fourth, following management
changes there are greater frequencies of asset write-offs (Strong and Meyer, 1987; Elliott
and Shaw, 1988), income-reducing accounting method changes (Moore, 1973), incomereducing accounting accruals (Pourciau, 1993), and divestitures of previous acquisitions
(Weisbach, 1993). 65
The negative relation between stock-price performance and subsequent turnover ha~
generally been interpreted as evidence that boards fire poorly performing CEOs. However~
until very recently, managers were rarely openly fired from their positions. Warner et a~
(1988), for example, analyzed 272 firms from 1963 to 1978 and found only a single case ot
an outright firing and only 10 cases in which poor performance was cited as one of the
reasons for the separation. Weisbach (1988) examined 286 management changes foJ
1974-1983 and found only nine cases in which boards mention performance as a rcascm
why the CEO was replaced. These data seem at odds with the highly publicized recen~
management changes at companies such as American Express, Apple Computer, Digital,
Eastman Kodak, IBM and Westinghouse, suggesting that forced resignations have becomc
more commonplace, and indicating a potential "regime shift" in disciplinary manageme~
turnover in the 1990s.
Two recent studies, Mikkelson and Partch (1997) and Huson et al. (1998~, have
analyzed secular changes in turnover-performance relations. Mikkelson and Partch
compare the relation between CEO turnover and company performance for approximately
200 firms during two periods: an "active takeover market" fi'om 1984 to 1988 and an
"inactive takeover market" from 1989 to 1993. They document a slight decrease m "~CEO
departure rates" across the two 5-year periods: 39% of their sample CEOs left their firms
in the earlier period, compared to 34% in the later period. 66 Moreover, for their 1984-1988
sample they find that CEOs performing in the lowest quartile of performance (measured by
industry-relative operating performance) are significantly more likely to depart than CEOs
performing in the top quartile. However, they find no relation between CEO departure
rates and quartile performance over the 1989-1993 period. They conclude that disciplino
64 See also Weisbach (1988), Gilson (1989), Jensen and Murphy (1990), Gibbons and Murphy (1990), Murph~
and Zimmerman (1993), Kaplan (1994a,b), Denis and Denis (1995), Hadlock and Lumar (1997), Parrino (1997),
Mikkelson and Partch (1997), and Huson et al. (1998). International comparisons of executive turnover include
Kang and Shivdasani (1995), Kaplan (1994a,b, 1997).
65 The post-turnover behavior has generally been interpreted as incoming managers boosting future earnings at
the expense of transition-year earnings by writing off unwanted operations and unprofitable divisions (that is, by
taking an earnings "bath" that can be blamed on their predecessors). Murphy and Zimmerman (1993), however,
control for the endogeneity of CEO turnover and show that post-turnover behavior is driven primarily by preturnover deteriorating performance rather than by managerial discretion.
66 This difference is not statistically significant. However, when the authors analyze "complete management
changes," defined as changes in three job titles (often held by the same individual) - CEO, President, and
Chairman - they find a significant secular decline in management departures.
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ary management turnover has declined, and suggest that this decline is associated with the
decline in takeover activity.
Huson et al. (1998) analyze 1316 CEO successions from 1971 to 1994. They divide their
sample into four 6-year periods, 1971-1976, 1977-1982, 1983-1988, and 1989-1994. In
addition to analyzing the performance-determinants of period-by-period departure rates,
the authors distinguish between "forced" and "voluntary" departures and examine
whether the replacement CEO is promoted from within the company or appointed from
outside the company. 67 In contrast to the M i k k e l s o n - P a r t c h results, Huson, Parrino, and
Starks document that frequencies of forced turnover and outside succession have increased
over time, and conclude that internal monitoring by boards of directors has become more
effective in recent years, in spite of the decline in takeover activity. Resolving the differences between the results in these two studies is b e y o n d the scope of this chapter. 68
However, in the remainder of this section, I will describe some basic facts and trends in
CEO departure and turnover-performance sensitivities to help reconcile these results and
to encourage future research in this important area.
Fig. 11 shows year-by-year departure rates for S & P 500 CEOs grouped according to
whether c o m p a n y performance over the prior 2 years fell below or above the bottom
quartile of performance for S&P 500 companies. For purposes of this analysis, departure
rates are defined as the percentage of CEOs serving in their last fiscal year, and performance is defined as the 2-year return to shareholders minus the value-weighted 2-year
return of all Compustat companies in the same two-digit SIC industry. Departure rates for
poorly performing CEOs range from 22.5% in 1971 to 7.7% in 1976 (averaging 15.0%)
while departure rates for better-performing CEOs range from 15.6% in 1970 to 8.0% in
1986 (averaging 10.8%). Departure rates for poorly performing CEOs exceeded those for
better-performing CEOs in all but three of the 26 years in the sample, suggesting that the
probability of CEO departure is higher following bad performance than following good.
Most studies of CEO turnover have attempted to distinguish between "normal" retirements and abnormal separations driven by poor performance. The natural proxy for
normal retirement is the executive's age, since older CEOs are likely to leave their positions for reasons having nothing to do with performance. Fig. 12 describes the distribution
of CEO age-at-departure, for S&P 500 CEOs grouped by decade and by whether their netof-industry stock performance is below or above the bottom quartile. The figure is based
on 1,089 CEO departures from 1970 to t995, and illustrates the well-documented result
that CEOs are most likely to leave their firm at ages 64 or 65. In fact, across the 26-year
67The authors define forced departures as (1) public firings reported in the Wall Street Journal and (2)
departures in which the incumbent CEO is younger than 60 and does not leave for health reasons or for other
employment. Outside replacements are defined as executives serving in the firm less than 1 year prior to being
appointed CEO.
68Huson, Parrino, and Starks conclude that the differences may reflect secular changes in the measures used by
boards to evaluate CEO performance. In particular, while Mikkelson and Partch find a decline in the relation
between turnover and industry-relative accounting profits, Huson, Parrino, and Starks replicate this finding in
their data, but find an increased relation between turnover and the change in industry-relative accounting profits.
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Fig. 11. Departure rates for CEOs S&P 500 CEOs, by 2-year net-of-industry stock price performance, 19701995. Departure rates reflect the percentage of CEOs in serving in their last full fiscal year. Sample is based on all
CEOs included in the S&P 500. Data prior to 1992 extracted from Forbes Annual Compensation Surveys; data in
1992 and later from Compustat's ExecuComp database. Net-of-industry stock price performance defined as total
shareholder return minus the value-weighted return of all Compustat companies in the same two-digit industry.
"Bottom Quartile Performance" based on the cumulative net-of-market return realized during the CEO's last full
fiscal year, and in the preceding year.
sample, 32.8% of the CEOs left their firms at ages 64 or 65, and 62% of the CEOs left the
firm between the ages o f 60-66. However, the figure shows that the prevalence of departing upon "normal retirement" has diminished over time. In particular, the percentage of
good performers retiring at age 64 or 65 (i.e., the right-hand column of Fig. 12) fell from
39% in the 1970s to 35% in the 1980s to only 29% in the 1990s.
Fig. 12 also shows that the prevalence of normal retirement varies with company
performance. In particular, 35% of the 780 CEOs performing above the bottom quartile
retired at ages 64 or 65, compared to only 28% of the 309 poor performing CEOs.
Executives in poor-performing companies tend to depart at younger ages: 34% of the
poor-performing CEOs left before age 60, compared to only 24% o f the CEOs from betterperforming companies. Prior research on management turnover has generally interpreted
these results as reflecting CEOs who were implicitly (but rarely publicly) fired for poor
performance before reaching normal retirement ages.
Table 10 reports coefficients from ordinary least-squares regressions predicting the
annual probability of CEO turnover as a function of firm performance and a dummy
variable for retirement-aged CEOs. 69 In order to test whether performance-related dismissals have increased in recent years, I estimate the following regression for the 1970s,
1980s, and for 1990-1995:
~,91 also estimated turnover probabilities using logistic methodologies and obtained qualitatively identical
results; I focus on the OLS results because of efficiencies in interpretation and exposition.
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Fig. 12. Age at departure for S&P 500 CEOs, by 2-year net-of-industry stock price performance, 1970-1996. (a)
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below age 40, and six CEOs departing after age 80.
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Prob(Turnover) = a + b(Dummy = 1 if age >---64 + c2(net -of-industry return)
+ c2(lagged net-of-industry return).

(6)

The dependent variable is equal to 1 if the CEO is serving in his last full fiscal year and 0
otherwise. Column (1) reports "pooled" 1970-1995 results for S&P 500 Industrials
(which exclude utilities and financial services). The regression intercept of 0.0784 implies
that a young executive in an average-performing firm (i.e., realizing zero net-of-industry
returns) has a departure probability of about 7°9%. The positive and significant coefficient
on the retirement-age dummy of 0.2849 implies that an average-performing old CEO (i.e.,
over 63 years old) has an annual departure probability of about 36.3% (i.e., 0.0784 +
0.2849). The negative and significant coefficient on contemporaneous net-of-industry
performance of -0.0188 implies that a young executive realizing returns 30% below
the industry average (roughly coiTesponding to the bottom quartile) has a departure probability of 8.5%. Thus, consistent with prior research, column (1) shows that poor performance increases departure probabilities, although the e c o n o m i c significance of the
turnover-performance relation (measured by the increased departure probability associated with poor performance) is fairly small (Jensen and Murphy, 1990a).
Columns (2), (3), and (4) of Table 10 compare the results from turnover-performance
regressions for S&P 500 CEOs in the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990-1995, respectively. The
coefficient on the retirement-age dummy remains positive and significant in all three
regressions, but diminishes over time (consistent with Fig. 12). The coefficient on contemporaneous net-of-industry performance increases (in absolute value) from -0.0514 in the
1970s to -0.0769 in the 1980s, but then falls to an insignificant -0.0042 in the 1990s. The
coefficient on lagged performance falls monotonically (in absolute value), but is statistically insignificant in all three regressions. Therefore, consistent with the MikkelsonPartch results, I find that the relation between management turnover and stock-price
performance has declined since the 1980s. Moreover, even when statistically significant,
the effect is economically small: it is difficult to conclude that the "threat of termination"
provided meaningful CEO incentives in the 1970s and 1980s; this conclusion is even more
difficult to reach based on 1990s data.
Columns (5) to (8) of Table 10 show how the relation between performance and turnover varies with company size for CEOs in industrial companies in the S&P 500, the S&P
Mid-Cap 400, and the S&P Small-Cap 600, based on 1992-1995 data from Compustat's
ExecuComp database. The coefficient on the retirement-age dummy variable is monotonically increasing in company size: annual departure probabilities for average-performing
"old" CEOs are 42.2% for large S&P 500 firms, 27.5% for small S&P 500 firms, 17.4%
for Mid-Cap firms, and 15.3% for Small-Cap firms. The coefficient on current net-ofindustry performance is statistically significant only for Small-Cap firms. Taken together,
the results suggest that turnover is driven by executive age and not performance in the
largest firms, and by performance and not (primarily) executive age in smaller firms.
Although most research on CEO turnover focuses on the characteristics of departing
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CEOs, Parrino (1997) and Huson et al. (1998) analyze the relation between company
performance and the characteristics of the newly appointed CEO. These papers find that
poorly performing companies often replace CEOs through external appointments rather
than internal promotions. In addition, Huson, Parrino, and Starks document that the
prevalence of outside appointments has increased substantially since the late 1980s.
Fig. 13 describes the distribution of tenure-in-company for new CEOs, for S&P 500
companies grouped by decade and by whether their net-of-industry stock performance is
below or above the bottom quartile. The figure is based on 1005 CEO hires among S&P
500 companies from 1971 to 1996, and replicates the Huson-Parrino-Starks finding that
outside hiring is more commonplace in the 1990s. In particular, in the 1970s only 31 of
373 new hires (8.3%) came from outside of the company. During the 1980s, 36 of the 347
(10.4%) new hires came from outside the company. During the first 7 years of the 1990s,
54 of 285 new hires (18.9%) were new to the company. Over the same time period, the
percentage of "seasoned executives" (defined as executives with tenure exceeding 20
years) promoted to CEOs fell from 58 to 46%.
Fig. 13 also replicates the finding that outside hires are more likely following poor
performance than following good performance. In particular, across the 26-year sample,
15.8% of the new hires in poorly performing firms came from outside, compared to 10.6%
for companies performing above the bottom quartile of net-of-industry stock-price performance. However, the difference in outside hiring prevalence explained by poor performance has diminished over time. For example, in the 1970s, 14% of new CEOs in poor
performing firms came from outside, compared to only 6% in good performing firms. In
the 1980s, the percentage of outside hires among poor performance remained at 14%,
while the prevalence of outside hiring among good performers grew to 9%. By the 1990s,
the percentage of outside hires in poor and good performing firms was, respectively, 21
and 18%.
The year-by-year prevalence of outside hiring is explored in Fig. 14. The figure shows
outside hiring percentages for S&P 500 companies above and below the bottom performance quartile. Outside hiring for poorly performing CEOs ranges from 0% (in 6 years) to
over 45% in 1996 (averaging 14.6%). Outside hiring in better-performing companies
ranges from 0% (in 3 years) to 21% in 1991 and 1995 (averaging 10.1%). Outside hiring
percentages for poorly performing CEOs exceeded those for better-performing CEOs in
15 of the 26 sample years.
Taken together, the results in Table 10 and Figs. 11-14 offer mixed support for the
regime shift in executive turnover suggested by a few highly publicized management
changes. On the one hand, performance-related turnover has diminished rather than
increased in recent years, and turnover among S&P 500 CEOs in the 1990s is statistically
unrelated to stock-price performance. On the other hand, there has been a dramatic
increase in replacing CEOs through external hires rather than internal promotions.
Although the causes and consequences of this shift is left to future research, I believe
the increased prevalence of outside hiring reflects a regime shift with important implications for management incentives and organizational performance.
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5. The politics of pay

No survey of US executive compensation is complete without some discussion regarding
the political factors that influence the level and structure of CEO pay. As emphasized by
Jensen and Murphy (1990a), CEO pay contracts are not a private matter between a
principal and an agent. The public disclosure of executive pay required by the Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) virtually guarantees that third pro'ties such as rank-andfile employees, labor unions, consumer groups, Congress, and the media affect the type of
contracts written between management and shareholders.
Although the business press had followed CEO pay for decades, 7//CEO pay did not
really become a pubfic "issue" until 1991. Feature stories on CEO pay aired on the nightly
news broadcasts of the three major networks in the Spring of 199l, and CNN, 60 Minutes
and Nightline devoted segments to CEO pay. The controversy heightened with the
November 1991 introduction of Graef Crystal's (1991) expose on CEO pay, In Search
of Excess, and exploded following President George Bush's ill-timed pilgrimage to Japan
in January 1992, accompanied by an entourage of highly paid US executives. What was
meant to be a plea for Japanese trade concessions dissolved into accusations that US

v0 Forbes, for example, began its annual survey of executive compensation in 1971.
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competitiveness was hindered by its excessive executive compensation practices as attention focused on the "huge pay disparities between top executives in the two countries "71
Consistent with Time m a g a z i n e ' s labeling of CEO pay as the "populist issue that no
politician can resist, ''72 CEO pay became a major political issue. High CEO salaries
emerged as a bipartisan campaign issue among the leading candidates in the 1992 presidential election. 73 Legislation had been introduced in the House of Representatives disallowing deductions for compensation exceeding 25 times the lowest-paid worker, and the
"Corporate Pay Responsibility Act" was introduced in the Senate to give shareholders'
more rights to propose compensation-related policies. 74 The SEC preempted the pending
Senate bill in February 1992 by requiring companies to include non-binding shareholder
resolutions about CEO pay in company proxy statements, 75 and announced sweeping the
new rules affecting the disclosure of top executive compensation in the annual proxy
statement in October 1992. In 1993, the Internal Revenue Service defined non-pertbrmance-related compensation in excess of $1 million as "unreasonable" and therefore not
deductible as an ordinary business expense for corporate income tax purposes, and the
Financial Accounting Standards Board proposed deducting the value of stock options
upon grant from corporate earnings.
By the mid-1990s, media and political attention focused on the growing disparity
between CEO p a y and average worker pay, and on escalating CEO pay in downsizing
companies. N e w s w e e k ran a February 1996 cover story on "Corporate Killers: The
Hitmen," which identified CEOs both by their salaries and by how many employees
had been fired in recent restructurings (Sloan, 1996). In September 1996 a national coalition of labor, religious, student, and community groups called "Jobs W i t h Justice" held
rallies and marches in 33 cities "to denounce corporations that downsized and cut wages
and benefits for working people while increasing compensation for corporate executives."
In 1997, the A F L - C I O launched a website focusing exclusively on "exorbitant pay
schemes that have created unprecedented inequities in the American workplace" and
vl "SEC to push for Data on Pay of Executives," Wall Street Journal (January 21, 1992). An interesting
postscript to Bush's 1991 trip is that, by 1997, Japanese executives were claiming that Japan's competitiveness
was hindered by its out-dated executive compensation practices, and pushed for government reforms to allow
US-style stock options for Japanese executives.
72Thomas McCarroll, "The Shareholders Strike Back: Executive Pay," Time (May 5, 1992).
73"Politics and Policy - Campaign '92: From Quayle to Clinton, Politicians Are Pouncing on the Hot Issue of
Top Executive's Hefty Salaries," Wall Street Journal, January 15, 1992. Bill Clinton promised to "end the
practice of allowing companies to take unlimited tax deductions for excessive executive pay;" Dan Quayle
warned that corporate boards should "curtail some of these exorbitant salaries paid to corporate executives that
are unrelated to productivity;" Bob Kerry called it "unacceptable" for corporate executives to make millions of
dollars while their companies are posting losses; Paul Tsonga argued that "excessive pay is hurting Americas
ability to compete in the international market;" and Pat Buchanen argued "you can't have executives running
around making $4 million while their workers are being laid off."
v4 "Executive Pay (A Special Report)," Wall Street Journal, April 22, 1992.
75 "Shareholder Groups Cheer SEC's Moves On Disclosure of Executive Compensation," Wall Street Journal (February 14, 1992).
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described as a "working families' guide to monitoring and curtailing the excessive
salaries, bonuses and perks in CEO compensation packages." 76
Fig. 15 illustrates relative trends in CEO pay and worker compensation contributing to
the ongoing controversy over CEO pay levels. In 1970, the average S&P 500 CEO made
about 30 times more than the average production worker. 77 By 1996, the average S&P 500
CEO received cash compensation nearly 90 times greater than the average earnings for
production workers, and total realized compensation (including gains from exercising
stock options) of 210 times the earnings for production workers. Moreover, since down
sizing increases stock prices in industries saddled with excess capacity (Jensen, 1993).
layoff announcements have generally increased the value of executive stock options,
further fueling resentment among disgruntled and displaced workers.
Jensen and Murphy (1990a,b) predicted that the populist attack on CEO pay would lead
to both lower pay levels and lower pay-performance sensitivities. However, as documented in this chapter, both the level of CEO pay and the sensitivity of CEO wealth to stock76 Quotes taken from the AFL-CIO website, http://aflcio.paywatch.org/ceopay. This website also discusses
Teamsters publications titled America's Least Valuable Directors and Runaway Executive Pay at Union Pacific
and the Clubby Board of Directors Responsible .for B.

77 Production worker pay calculated as 52 × (average weekly hours of production workers) X (average hourly
earnings of production workers), based on data from the Current Employment Statistics, Bureau of Labor
Statistics.
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price performance have increased substantially since the pay controversy "peaked" in the
early 1990s. The increase in pay levels and sensitivities, reflecting in large part the recent
explosion in stock option grants, is consistent with the Jensen-Murphy normative
prescriptions (that companies should increase pay sensitivities regardless of the political
cost) but inconsistent with their "implicit regulation" hypothesis.
One interpretation of the recent trends in CEO pay is that a bull market is the "best
defense" against political pressure. The US Congress cannot effectively regulate CEO pay
without widespread shareholder consent, and shareholders in a bull market are relatively
complacent. Still, there is ample evidence that politics and public perception play an
important role in determining the structure and level of executive compensation, even
in a bull market. DeAngelo and DeAngelo (1991), for example, study the US steel industry
in the 1980s and document that CEOs receive lower cash compensation in union-negotiation years than in other years, interpreting these cuts as representing "symbolic sacrifices
that encourage all stakeholders to participate in the concessions needed to salvage the
firm." Joskow et al. (1996) analyze the relation between CEO pay and firm characteristics
in the electric utility industry, and conclude that political pressures constrain CEO pay
levels in that industry. Murphy (1996) finds that managers adopt disclosure methodologies
that reduce reported or perceived compensation, interpreting this evidence as supporting
the hypothesis that managers bear non-pecuniary costs from high reported levels of
compensation. Dial and Murphy (1995) document the political pressures on pay at General
Dynamics, leading the company to replace a controversial bonus plan with conventional
stock options. Perry and Zenner (1997) and Rose and Wolfram (1997) analyze the impact
of the $1 million "cap" on deductibility of non-performance-pay, finding that companies
subject to the cap have reduced relative levels of base salaries, while increasing stock
options and other performance-related pay.
Organizational Behaviorists have focused on the potential political costs of wage disparities among the top management group and between executives and lower level workers. 78 From an economic perspective, high pay disparity across hierarchical levels can
strengthen incentives for employees in promotion tournaments (Lazear and Rosen, 1981).
However, from an sociological and psychological perspective, perceived "pay inequities"
lead to lower productivity and product quality, decreased employee morale, and increased
turnover. 79 Understanding the effects of pay inequities in organizations, and understanding
more generally the role of politics in shaping compensation practices, seems a natural
direction for future research in executive compensation,

7sSee, for example,Cowherdand Levhle(1992), Finkelstein(1996), O'Reillyet al. (1998), and Hanthrickand
Siegel (1998).
v9See O'Reilly et al. (1998) for a surveyof tile extensiveliterature on social comparisontheory (Festinger,
1954) as applied to employeesand executives.In addition, see Lazear (1989) for an economicmodelincorporating the effectsof such social comparisonsin organizations.
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6. Conclusions
The objective of this chapter is to encourage research in executive compensation by
equipping potential researchers with a comprehensive description of pay practices and a
representative summary of the empirical and theoretical research. The chapter is largely
descriptive, and focused on the explicit rather than the implicit aspects of executive
incentive contracts.
This chapter has documented and updated several cross-sectional stylized facts, and has
shown how executive compensation practices vary with company size, industry, and
country. For example, the analysis has shown that (1) levels of pay are higher, and
pay-performance sensitivities are lower, in larger firms; (2) levels of pay and pay-performance sensitivities are lower in regulated utilities than in industrial firms; (3) levels of pay
and pay-performance sensitivities are higher in the US than in other countries. The
analysis has also documented that pay-performance sensitivities are driven primary by
stock options and stock ownership and not through other forms of compensation.
The chapter has also documented several recent trends in executive compensation and
turnover. In particular, levels of pay and pay-performance sensitivities in the US have
increased substantially over the past decade, driven primarily by an explosion in stockoption compensation. In addition, although the relation between company performance
and executive turnover has weakened over the past decade, CEOs in the 1990s are less
likely to depart at "normal" retirement ages than in earlier years, and are more likely to be
replaced through outside hires rather than through internal promotions.
Although the theoretical and empirical literature on executive compensation is fairly
well developed, it is far from complete and there are many issues worthy of continued
research. For example, while the recent increase in CEO pay levels is well documented,
the factors underlying the trend (e.g., the bull market and a "ratchet effect" caused by
compensation surveys) are not. Why have stock options become such an important part of
the compensation package in recent years? Why are US executives paid more than their
foreign counterparts? Are international practices converging? And, what are causes and
consequences of the effects of the growing disparity between CEO and rank-and-file pay?
The parameters of the executive contract also merit additional attention. Why are
executive bonus contracts inherently non-linear while stock-based pay is inherently
linear? Why are performance standards in bonus plans typically based on annual budgets
rather than on external measures such as the cost of capital or peer-group performance'?
Why is there s o little variation in option parameters (e.g., exercise prices, expiration terms)
across companies? Why are executives allowed, if not encouraged, to exercise options
immediately upon vesting rather than holding them until expiration? Why is RPE scarce,
and observed only for accounting returns and not stock returns?
Perhaps the most important area for future research is on the effect of CEO incentives on
subsequent company performance. Although there is ample evidence that CEOs (and other
employees) respond predictably to dysfunctional compensation arrangements, it is more
difficult to document that the increase in stock-based incentives has led CEOs to work
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harder, smarter, and more in the interest of shareholders. Do executives understand how
their actions affect shareholder value? Has the increase in stock-based incentives contributed to the recent bull market, or resulted from it? Do increases in broad-based stock
incentives for lower-level employees lead to improved stock-price performance?
Finally, I believe our understanding of the relative importance of accounting-based
bonuses and stock-based compensation is far from complete. The fact that stock-based
compensation accounts for most of the variation in executive wealth (see, for example,
Figs. 8 and 9) does not imply that executive incentives are driven primarily by stock rather
than accounting performance. Many CEOs understand how their actions affect accounting
profits, but do not understand how their actions affect shareholder value. Rational
managers will naturally focus on increasing accounting bonuses and devote less attention
to stock prices if they know how to affect the former but not the latter.
Labor economists have traditionally focused on markets rather than firms, not because
labor inside organizations is unimportant but rather because data inside organizations are
unavailable and inherently messy. The managerial labor market offers a unique and datarich environment to analyze many concepts central to labor economics, including incentives, marginal productivity, contracts, promotions, separations, and careers. Even when
results for executives cannot be easily extrapolated to other labor groups, the results are
important in their own right: top managers are critical and highly visible inputs into the
corporate production function, and understanding better their role can enrich our understanding of both incentives and organizations.

Appendix A. Option valuation and the Black-Scholes formula
The Black-Scholes option valuation formula, modified to incorporate continuous dividend
payments, is given by
Option value P e x p [ - l n ( l + d ) r ] N ( z ) - Xexp[-ln(1 + r ) T I N ( z - o-,fT),
where P is the grant-date stock price, X is the exercise price, T is the expiration term
(years), d is the annualized dividend yield, o- is the annual stock-price volatility, r is the
risk-free interest rate,
ln(PIX) + (ln(1 + r) - ln(1 + d) + o2/2)T

and N( ) is the cumulative normal distribution function.
The risk-free rate (for options denominated in US dollars) is typically defined as the
annualized yield US Treasury securities maturing on the option's expiration date. Conceptually, dividend yields and stock-price volatilities correspond to anticipated yields and
volatilities over the option term. As a practical matter, however, these parameters are
typically computed based on historical data. For example, volatilities are most often
defined as .,/12 times the standard deviation of ln(1 + Monthly Return), measured over
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the p r i o r 36, 48, or 60 m o n t h s . Similarly, d i v i d e n d y i e l d s are t y p i c a l l y m e a s u r e d as the
a n n u a l i z e d y i e l d o v e r the p a s t 1, 2, or 3 years. In both cases, outliers are o m i t t e d ; E x e c u C o m p ' s " m o d i f i e d " B l a c k - S c h o l e s i n v o l v e s adjusting volatility and yield e s t i m a t e s
t o w a r d s their h i s t o r i c a l m e a n .
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Abstract

Eqnilibfium models of labor markets characterized by search and recruiting friction and by the need
to reallocate workers from time to time across alternative productive activities represent the segment
of the research frontier explored in this chapter. In this literature, unemployment spell and job spell
durations as well as wage offers are treated as endogenous outcomes of forward looking job creation
and job destruction decisions made by the workers and employers who populate the models. The
solutions studied are dynamic stochastic equilibria in the sense that time and uncertainty are explicitly modeled, expectations are rational, private gains from trade are exploited, and the actions taken
by all agents are mutually consistent. We argue that the framework provides a useful setting in which
to study the effects of alternative wage setting institutions and different labor market policy regimes.
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1. Introduction

Equilibrium models of labor markets characterized by search and recruiting friction and by
the need to reallocate workers from time to time across alternative productive activities
represent the segment of the research fi'ontier explored in this chapter. In this literature,
unemployment spell and job spell durations as well as wage offers are treated as endogenous outcomes of forward looking job creation and job destruction decisions made by
the workers and employers who populate the models. The solutions studied are dynamic
stochastic equilibria in the sense that time and uncertainty are explicitly modeled, expectations are rational, private gains from trade are exploited, and the actions taken by all
agents are mutually consistent. In contrast to the earlier literature on individual worker job
search decisions, for example, much of that reviewed by Mortensen (1986), the equilibrium search approach explicitly accounts for and indeed emphasizes the role of employers on the demand side of the labor market. As a consequence, we argue, the framework
provides a rich and useful setting in which to study the effects of alternative wage setting
institutions and different labor market policy regimes.
The need for a richer equilibrium framework for labor market analysis then that
provided by the frictionless competitive model is both empirical and conceptual. Large
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numbers of workers and jobs flow between inactivity and market production at the aggregate level. At the level of individual workers and employers, worker flows between labor
market states and job creation and job destruction flows are reflected in activity spells
found in panel data whose durations reflect the time spent searching for work, filling a
vacancy, and working in a particular job. These movements are concealed in existing
models of employment that focus on stocks. The emphasis on mobility makes the types of
models reviewed here part of the so-called flows approach (see Blanchard and Diamond,
1992). to labor market analysis. 1
Still another empirical reason for interest in the framework is wage dispersion across
observably identical workers. These differentials have led many observers to question
and some to reject perfectly competitive wage theory. Search and matching frictions
inevitably generate match specific rents that the wage must divide between worker and
employer. Because the precise way in which these rents might be shared is indeterminate, the framework requires some alternative to the marginal productivity theory of
wages, at least in its simplest form. Although the natural and usual specification is ex
post bargaining in the models reviewed, alternatives such as a monopoly union specification, an insider-outsider story, and efficiency wage theories can all be accommodated and studied within the framework. The principal alternative to the wage as a
bargaining outcome, that studied most extensively in the literature, is the assumption
that employers post wage offers.
What new lessons can be learned about the effects of policy using the new approach?
Because unemployment has an economic role in the flows framework, welfare statements about the effects of policy on unemployment and on the cost of unemployment
experienced by those who bear it are possible. Also, the total effect of a policy can be
decomposed into effects on unemployment duration and on unemployment incidence.
As a consequence of this fact and the two sided nature of the models, multiple channels
of influence arise. For example, unemployment benefits influence both worker incentives to accept employment and the wage. Because the wage affects employer incentives to create vacancies and recruit workers, the total impact on unemployment
duration is a consequence of decisions made on both sides of the labor market. As
the wage impacts job destruction as well, there are a least three different channels
through which unemployment insurance benefits might be expected to affect unemployment.
Consider the effects of different forms of employment subsidies as another example of
fruitful policy application. In conventional static models, a subsidy is treated as a reduction in labor costs which increases the demand for labor. Whether the subsidy is paid to
employers on a per employee hired basis or is proportional to the employment stock is
immaterial. Because these two alternative subsidy forms have different effects on the job
We have also written a companionpaper, Mortensenand Pissarides (1998), on the macroeconomicimplications of the flows approachfor the forthcomingHandbook of Macroeconomics. For that reason, the focusof this
chapter is more microeconomic.
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creation and job destruction decisions that determine worker and employer flows, questions the form that subsidies should take can be analyzed within the equilibrium flows
framework.
The comments above suggest that the existing literature on equilibrium search forms a
unified whole. Although related, there are two quite different branches of the search
equilibrium literature, each with its own primary concerns. The goal of the first is to
explain worker and job flows and levels of unemployment within the rational forward
looking agent paradigm. Fundamental is the idea that two-sided frictions exist in the
process of matching trading partners and that agents on both sides of a market make
investments in overcoming them. As a result, the job creation flow depends on the
numbers of unemployed workers and vacant jobs available and on the intensities with
workers search and employers recruit, a relationship which has become known as the
matching function. The effects of market friction on the incentives to invest in search,
recruiting, training and other forms of match specific capital which in turn determine the
equilibrium level of employment are the primary concerns in the literature based on the
"matching approach" to labor market analysis.
Contributors to the second literature show that wage dispersion can be an equilibrium
outcome in markets with fi'iction. By assumption, wage offers are set by employers in a
non-cooperative setting while workers search for the best among them. Here, search
friction is regarded as simply the time required for workers to gather information about
wage offers. The outcomes of these strategic "wage posting" games are studied as explanations of wage differentials that are not associated with observed worker skill.
Although a review of recent developments in search equilibrium is a principal purpose
of the chapter, it is not the exclusive one. Another goal is to show how the general
approach has and can be used to study the employment effects of different wage determination mechanisms and can be applied to labor market policy analysis. We also show how
the two branches of the search equilibrium literature can be reintegrated and suggest some
of the rewards that such a synthesis offers.
This chapter is composed of seven sections. The tools used and the concepts applied by
contributors to the literature on search equilibrium market models are briefly introduced in
Section 2. Formal models of job-worker matching, labor market flows, and equilibrium
unemployment are the topics of Section 3. In these models, wages are determined by a
specific rent sharing rule that can viewed as the outcome of a Nash bargain between
worker and employer engaged in when they meet. Section 4 reviews variations of the
matching model characterized by different wage determination mechanisms. In Section 5,
applications of the matching approach to the analysis of labor market policy are reviewed
and illustrated. Forms of wage dispersion that arises as equilibrium outcomes of wage
posting games are the principal topics of Section 6. The implications of a synthesis of the
matching and wage posting approaches to modeling labor market equilibrium are sketched
in Section 7. Finally, a very brief summary concludes the chapter.
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2. Modeling markets with friction
Market friction, the costly delay in the process of finding trading partners and determining
the terms of trade, is ignored in the standard theory of perfectly competitive markets.
Friction is explicitly modeled in the work reviewed in this chapter. The central problem of
the theory of markets with friction is to find a useful way to make the behavior of
individual agents both individually rational and mutually consistent. In this section, we
survey the concepts introduced in the recent literature on the problem. 2
2.1. The stopping problem
The tools of dynamic optimization applied in the equilibrium search literature are introduced first. We do so in the process of reviewing the sequential job search model, the
workhorse of the literature, which is based on the decision theoretic optimal stopping
problem.
A distribution of payoffs characterized by a c.d.f. F(W) is postulated which is known to
the searcher. A sequential sample of realizations can be drawn with replacement at a
constant per observation cost denoted by a. Only one of the realizations can be accepted
and acceptance is a sequential decision without recall. A search strategy determines when
to accept, i.e., it is a stopping rule. An optimal stopping strategy maximizes the expected
present value of the realization accepted net of the accumulated costs of search.
Application of the model to the job search problem in which workers are not fully
informed about the terms of available employment offers is simply a matter of interpretation of this structure. Think of the sampling process as that of sequentially applying for
jobs selected at random and let each realization of W represent the value of an offered
employment contract, either the wage or more generally the present value of a worker's
future utility stream conditional on accepting the offer. In discrete time, the stopping
decision is easily formulated as a dynamic programming problem. If a single sample is
taken in every period until the process stops and past realizations cannot be recalled, then
the value of searching in each period, Ut, is generated by the Bellman equation
Ut-

b1 -+ ~a + 1 +1 ~ ~ m a x { W , U ~ + l } d F ( W ) ,

t = 1,2, ....

(1)

where r is the discount or risk free interest rate, b is income flow received contingent on
unemployment, and a represents the cost of search per period. Namely, the optimal
strategy involves comparing the observed current realization of the sampling process W,
with the value of continued search Ut+ 1 in the next period. If the former exceeds the latter,
then the search process stops, i.e., the optimal strategy satisfies a reservation property. In
the infinite horizon case, the value of continued search is the stationary solution to Eq. (1),
2Someof the originalpapers that raised the issues discussedin this sectioninclude Diamond(1981, 1982a,b),
Mortensen (1982a,b), and Pissarides (1984a,b).
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i.e., Ut = U for all t where
b- a +

v-

1 +~

1

[ m a x { W , U}dF(W),

1 +~

(2)

As the right side is a contraction map for all 0 < r < 1, 3 call it T(U), a unique finite
solution U = T(U) exists provided that the c.d.f. F has a first moment.
Virtually all the literature on equilibrium search is cast in continuous rather than
discrete time. Although this fact Js partially a historical accident, continuous time techniques can often reduce the apparent complexity of sequential search and recruiting
problems. For example, allowing for a stochastic time interval between offer arrivals is
one realistic extension easier to formalize in continuous time. Because arrival dates are
separated in continuous time, decisions are revised only after arrivals. Hence, the analysis
reduces to a dynamic programming formulation in which the time intervals between
decision dates is a strictly positive random variable with a know duration distribution.
Characterize the distribution of random waiting time between offer arrivals by its
generally duration dependent hazard function A(t), i.e., the probability that an offer will
not arrive before T, the associated survivor function of the waiting time distribution, is
e x p [ - fS A(t)dt]. Taking account of the waiting duration, the Bellman equation for the
extended model becomes
exp(-rs)ds + e x p [ - r ( r - 0]

U(t) = E r { ( b - a)

max{W, U ( T ) } d F ( W ) }

t

=

((b - a)

e x p ( - r s ) d s + e x p [ - r ( T - t)]

t

xfmax{W,U(r)}dF(W))a(r)exp[-[ra(t)dt]dr,
J0

(3)

1

where U(t) is the value of search at time t and T > t is the future random date at which the
first offer arrives. Given an exponential waiting time distribution, a constant hazard
A(0 --= A, the value of search is stationary and solves
b-a

U=

(1 - exp(-rT)) + e x p ( - r T
0

_ b-a
r+h

max{W, U } d F ( W

Aexp(-AT)dT

/"

+ __l
r+h

fmax{W,U}dF(W),

J

(4)

where A is the Poisson offer arrival rate. Note that Eq. (4) is a simple generalization of Eq.
(2) that accounts for the duration of the waiting period, 1/h in the exponential case.
The full power of the continuous time formulation is suggested by the following
equivalent "asset pricing" representation of Eq. (4):
3 It satisfies B l a c k w e l l sufficient conditions (see Lucas and Stokey, 1989, p. 54).
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rU : b - a + A f [ m a x { W , U} - U]dF(w).

(5)

U represents the "asset" or "option" value of search activity. Given this interpretation,
Eq. (5) simply prices the option by requiring that the opportunity cost of holding it, the left
hand side, is equal to the current income flow, b - a, plus the expected capital gain flow,
the product of the arrival frequency h and the expected capital gain given an offer arrival.
In the general case, one can show that U(t) must be a solution to the generalized asset
pricing equation, the differential equation

rU(t) = b(t) -- a(t) + h(t) f [max{W, U(t)} - U(t)]dF(W) + dU(t)
d--~'

(6)

where the duration derivative dU/dt is the pure rate of capital gain or loss attributable to
waiting another instant for an offer arrival. This equation can be obtained directly by
differentiating both sides of Eq. (3) with respect to t. Using the fact that

dU(t)
dt

lim { U(t + dt) - U(t) }
dt~0
dt
'

one can also write

U ( t ) - - l +1rd~ [(b(t) - a(t))dt + h ( t ) d t f m a x { W , U } d F ( W ) + [1 - h(t)dt]U(t + dt)]
as an approximation to Eq. (6) for all sufficiently small values of the period length dt > 0.
Obviously, this relationship has a natural interpretation as a Bellman equation in a discrete
time formulation of the problem where h (t)dt is the probability of an offer arrival during
the period (t, t + dt) and rdt is the discount rate for the specified period length dt. Of
course, time paths for the value of an optimal search strategy must also satisfy the transversality condition l i m t ~ o o U ( t ) e x p ( - r t ) = 0. The general fact that the option value of
search solves a general asset pricing equation and transversality condition of this form
provides a very quick and powerful characterization of optimality conditions in equilibrium search models in continuous time. 4
Interest among empirical labor economists in search theory was generated initially by
the fact that it addressed observations on unemployment spell duration lengths and subsequent accepted wage distribution in panel data. As the unemployment spell hazard is
h(t) [ 1 - F(U(t))] and the conditional acceptable wage distribution conditional on duration
is F(W)/[1 - F(U(t))], the model can be formally applied to interpret available data and to
generate testable empirical hypotheses. There is now a substantial literature that does just

4 The value of continued search is not stationary if (a) the horizon is finite, (b) payoff realizations reveals
information about its distribution to the searcher, or (c) the environment is non-stationary. Although all of these
cases have been studied in the partial equilibrium literature, (c) is the principal source of non-stationarity
considered in the equilibrium literature.
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that. 5 A principal shortcoming of most of it, however, is that only generalizations of this
decision theoretic formulation of the optimal stopping problem are typically applied.
General equilibrium considerations that may well make primitives endogenous, the
offer arrival rate and the distribution offers in particular, are not raised in much of the
literature. The remainder of this review points out these equilibrium effects and reviews
the existing empirical work that takes them into account.
2.2. Two-sided search and wage determination
In labor, marriage, and related markets, the central problem is the creation of cooperating
coalitions composed of two or more agents of different types, e.g., worker and employer,
men and women, etc. In the labor market case, a cooperating coalition is a producing unit
composed of a job-worker match. The job-worker match is formed when a qualified
unemployed worker and a sufficiently attractive vacancy meet.
The value of search for an unemployed worker, U, is given by Eq. (4). An employer with
a vacancy faces a similar problem. Let c denote the flow cost of recruiting a worker to fill a
vacancy and let ~ denote the frequency with which an employer encounters workers
seeking employment. Clearly, the value of holding the job vacant V, the expected present
value of future profit, solves the following analogue of Eq. (4).
V --

-c
r+,?

+

~)
r+~

max {V, J }dG(J),

(7)

where J represents the value of filling the job and G denotes its distribution across workers.
In the case of transferable utility, 6 the total value of the match to the pair is the sum of
the shares received by its partners, i.e.,
W + J = X.

(8)

In market equilibrium, the value of each share will be determined by the wage outcome.
To satisfy individual rationality, the share received by each partner must exceed the
forgone option of continued search. Regarding these values (U,V) as the "threat point",
a general solution to this problem is one that gives some fraction/3 of the net surplus X (U + V) to the worker and the remainder to the firm, i.e.,
W - U - = / 3 ( X - U - V),

/3 C [0, 1].

(9)

A necessary and sufficient condition for the formation of a match under individual rationality and transferable utility is that X - (U + V) --> 0.
Match rents are divided between firm and worker by the wage rule. Wage determination
5 See Devine and Kiefer (1991), Wolpin (1995), and Neumann (1997) for reviews of the empirical literature
on unemployment and job spell duration and postspell wage rate that apply this theory.
6 The case of non-transferable utility in a search equilibrium context, the marriage problem, is not reviewed
here although there are a number of excellent recent papers available on the topic. For example, see Coles and
Burdett (1997), Burdett and Wright (1998), and Smith (1997).
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i s a major issue in the context of search equilibrium modelling. Unlike competitive theory
without friction, an existing match will always command quasi-rents ex post because it is
costly in time and resources for either party in the pair to seek the next best alternative.
Given the existence of these quasi-rents, the "market wage" is not unique in this environment. Any division that satisfies individual rationality is a formal possibility. However, the
most common specification found in the literature is the assumption that rents are divided
with the worker's share/3 regarded as a free parameter. Possible justifications as well as
alternatives assumptions about wage determination are considered subsequently.

2.3. Matching technology
A matching technology, like a production technology, is a description of the relation
between inputs, search and recruiting activity, and the output of the matching process,
the flow rate at which unemployed worker and vacant jobs form new job-worker matches.
Because an employer joins a worker when a worker joins an employer to form a match, an
"adding up" condition holds that needs to be made explicit. The flow rate at which
unemployed workers meet vacancies is identically equal to the flow rate at which employers with vacant jobs meet applicants. Formally, the assumption that each searching worker
meets prospective employers at frequency h implies that the expected aggregate rate at
which unemployed workers meet vacant jobs is equal to h u where u denotes the measure
of unemployed workers. Similarly, the assumption that each vacancy is visited by workers
at frequency r/ implies that the aggregate rate at which vacancies meet applicants is rjv
where v represent the measure of vacancies. These two flows are identically equal.
Obviously, since the vacancy and unemployment pair (v,u) can be anything, the identity
hu =-- r/v requires that the arrival frequencies are functions of the measures of participation, u and v.
The general solution to this problem found in the literature is to invoke a matching
.function, denoted as m(v,u), which characterizes the aggregate meeting rate. Then
Au ~ m(v, u) =-- ~v

(10)

implies that the two meeting rate functions, A = m(v, u)/u and ~ = m(v, u)/v, represent the
average rates at which unemployed workers and vacancies meet potential partners. The
matching function summarizes all the details of the meeting process is a manner analogous
to the way an aggregate production function summarizes a production process. Namely, it
is the "output" of the meeting process expressed as a function of its inputs, as reflected in
the measures of agents of each type participating in the process. 7
At the micro level, different matching functions can be derived from specific specifications of the meeting process. For example, if each agent on one side of the market has all
the telephone numbers of unmatched agents on the other side and each makes contact by
phoning a number chosen at random from time to time, then one can show that the meeting
Although the matching function was not stated and estimated explicitly until the early 1980s, it features in
earlier search models, most notably Phelps (1968) and Bowden (1980).
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function in continuous time takes the linear form m = f u + gv where f represents the
calling frequency of the typical unemployed worker and g is the average frequency
with which employers with vacancies make calls. Formally, fu calls are made per period
of length dt by the searching workers. As the expected number of calls made by workers
per employer with a vacancy per period of length dt isfudt/v and the actual number of calls
received by any one employer is a Poisson random variable, the probability that a particular employer is not called during the interval is exp(-(fu/v)dt). Hence, the number of
employers who receive one or more calls is v(1 - exp(-OCu/v)dt). Analogously, the
number of workers who receive at least one call from some employer with a vacancy is
u(1 - e x p ( - ( g v / u ) d t ) . The aggregate contact rate per unit period is the sum of these two
numbers divided by the period length dt. Taking the limit as the latter tends to zero, one
obtains
lim ~ v[1 - exp(-(fulv)dt)] + u[1 - exp(-(gvlu)dt)]
d~O (
dt
= lim { f u e x p ( - q~t/v)dt) + g v e x p ( - (gv/u)dt) } = fu + gv
dt~0
provided that (u, v) > 0.
However, if the telephone book includes all agents on the other side of the market,
matched and unmatched, then the aggregate rate at which unmatched agents of the two
types meet is m ----fuv/k + gvu/l, where I and k represent the total number of worker and
jobs, since v/k is the probability that a randomly selected employer will have a vacancy
and u/1 is the probability that a randomly selected worker will be unemployed. Although in
both cases the aggregate matching rate is increasing (and continuous) in its arguments, a
condition any reasonable meeting process should have, the matching function is homogenous of degree one in the first case but exhibits increasing returns in the second in the
sense that doubling the numbers of participates of the two types quadruples the meeting
rate. 8
The most c o m m o n specification in the applied literature is the log linear or C o b b Douglas matching function with constant returns, i.e.,

re(v, u) ~ mo vl-c~u~,
with 0 < a < 1. Although the nature of the specific matching process that might
generate such a function is not known, Pissarides (1996) and Blanchard and Diamond
(1989) provide empirical justification for this form. Indeed, their results suggest that an
elasticity parameter a is in the neighborhood of one-half is consist with aggregate
data. 9
8 Diamond and Maskin (1979) call the first the "linear" case and the second the "quadratic" case.
9However, more recent research based on micro panel data suggest important elements of increasing returns to
scale. For example, see Warren (1996), Coles and Smith (1994), and Munich et al. (1997).
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2.4. Search equilibrium

As participation is voluntary, a full definition of search equilibrium must specify the
measures of search participants, u and v, as well as the participation values for worker
and employer, U and V. The form of the matching function and the specific model of
unemployment and vacancy determination have important consequences for the existence
and uniqueness of search equilibrium because they characterize the ways in which the
decisions to participate strategically interact. For example, suppose that search participation is "essential" in the meeting process in the usual sense of production theory, i.e.,
re(O, u) = re(v, 0) = 0. No participation by all, (v, u) = (0, 0), is always an equilibrium in
the non-cooperative game theoretic sense in this case. Formally, v = 0 ~ A = m(0, u)/u =
0 ~ U = ( b - c)/r ~ b / r f o r a l l u > 0 b y E q . (4) a n d u = 0 ~ ~ = m(v,O)/v = 0 ~ V =
- c / r <-- 0 for all v > 0 by Eq. (7). As a worker's value of not participating is b/r and an
employer's value of not participating is 0, no one on either side of the market has an
incentive to participate if no one participates on the other side of the market.
With the matching technology determining the arrival rates, Eqs. (2), (7), (9), and (10)
imply that the value of unemployed search U, and job vacancy V solve the system of
equations
U

~

b - a + [m(v, u)lu]~ f max{X, U + V}dF(X)
r + {re(v, u)/u]

(11)

- c + [m(v, u)/v](1 - fi) f max{X, U + V } d F ( X )
r + [m(v, u)/v]

(12)

and
V=

Because the matching function, m(v,u), is increasing in both arguments, the unemployed
workers and vacant jobs are c o m p l e m e n t s in the sense that an increase in the measure of
either increases the value of participation for agents on the other side of the market. On
the same side of the market there is a congestion effect, i.e., greater number of either
type reduce the value of their own participation. This, however, requires that the meeting rate m(v,u)/u for unemployed workers and m(v,u)/v, decreases with that type's
participation measure; a property possessed by both the "linear" and the "quadratic"
forms of the function derived in the previous section and by all constant returns matching functions.
There are several alternative approaches to modelling the specifics of unemployment
and vacancy determination. The simplest supposes an unlimited supply of participants of
both types. In this case, worker and jobs enter until the numbers are such that each is
indifferent between participating and not participating. Because workers earn b per period
when not participating and there are no pure profit opportunities for employers, a search
equilibrium u n e m p l o y m e n t - v a c a n c y p a i r (u,v) is any solution to U = b/r and V = 0. As ~
consequence of the properties of Eqs. (11) and (12), if there are constant returns in the
matching technology, only a non-participation equilibrium or a continuum of equilibria
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(u, v) = (0, 0) exists since both m(u,v)/u and m(u,v)/v are function of the ratio u/v. Indeed, a
solution pair ( u * , v * ) > 0 exists which is also "stable" in the sense that the value of
participation diminish with the participation measures if and only if the matching technology exhibits decreasing returns to scale in some range. 10Finally, if the matching function
exhibits increasing returns for small values of u and v as well, multiple equilibria are
possible.
These results follow from other strong specification assumptions. The value of a match,
X, is independent of the number of matches is one. The supply of participants is unbounded
for any positive value of participation is another. Partly motivated by these observation but
also by the empirical fact that the aggregate labor supply does not change very much over
time for endogenous reasons, much of the labor market literature has adopted the assumption that the total labor supply is constant. Given the fixed size, a natural normalization is
unity, so u becomes the unemployment rate and v the vacancy rate. The assumption of
unlimited entry of vacancies has, however, been retained, so the equilibrium level of
vacancies v solves the no profit condition V = 0. A steady condition determines unemployment u. Once again, in most of the existing analyses X is independent of employment,
i.e., there are no diminishing returns to scale in production. Constant returns to scale in the
matching technology, in the sense that m(v,u) is homogenous of degree one, is also
typically assumed.
A third approach to the determination of v and u is that adopted by Diamond (1982b)
and Blanchard and Diamond (1989). They fix both the labor force size and the total
number of jobs. The equilibrium pair in this case is found from two steady state conditions,
one for unemployment and one for vacancies.

3. Equilibrium unemployment
In this section we review the theory of equilibrium unemployment for labor markets
characterized by frictions developed in Pissarides (1990). The flow of newly created
jobs is the outcome of a matching process in which both workers and employers participate. Wages are determined by a generalized Nash bargain after worker and employer
meet. The labor force size is constant but firms create job vacancies until any incremental
profit is exhausted.
3.1. Exogenous job destruction
Consider first a simple environment characterized by identical workers and employers
with no uncertainty about match product, a matching function that determines the flow of
new jobs created, and a fixed job destruction rate (see Pissarides, 1990, for a detailed
analysis of this case). Jobs are created at the rate m(v,u), where, as before, v is the vacancy
10We leave a proof of this assertion as an excercise for the reader.
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rate and u is the unemployment rate. The matching function is increasing, concave, and
homogenous of degree 1. All jobs have the same productivity denoted as p. Employer and
worker negotiate a wage when they meet and subsequently produce until an idiosyncratic
shock arrives that destroys the job match. At separation, the firm leaves the market and the
worker joins unemployment to look for another job. The alTival rate of the idiosyncratic
shock is a constant 6.
The evolution of unemployment is given by
= 6(1 - u)

m(v,u).

(13)

Under the assumption that the matching technology exhibits constant returns, this equation
has a unique stable steady state solution for every vacancy rate v, i.e.,
6
u -- 6 + m(v/u, 1)

6 + A(0)'

(14)

where the vacancy to unemployment ratio 0 = v/u signals market tightness and A(0) =
m(v/u, 1) represents the unemployment spell hazard.
When Eq. (14) is drawn in vacancy-unemployment space it generates a Beveridge
curve, a negative relation between vacancies and unemployment. It is convex to the
origin by the properties of the matching function. One can also express the relationship in terms borrowed from the empirical literature on job creation and job destruction. Divide both job creation and job separation flows by employment 1 - u to
generate the j o b creation rate m ( v , u ) / ( l - u) and the j o b destruction rate 6. Eq.
(14) gives the unemployment rate that equates the endogenous job creation rate
with the constant job destruction rate.
Equilibrium unemployment depends on the parameters of the model through the dependence of endogenous market tightness on them. Market tightness, in turn, uniquely determines the duration of unemployment, u/m(v,u). Equilibrium market tightness is obtained
from profit maximization given the wage bargain. The firm maintains a job vacancy by
incurring a flow cost of recruiting a worker c. Applications arrive at the rate m(v,u)/v which
we denote by
re(O, 1)
n(o)

-

0

-

a(0)
0

(15)

Since A(0) is increasing and concave, 3"/(0) < 0 with elasticity 1 0A/(0)/A(0) between
zero and one.
When any unemployed worker and employer with a vacancy meet, wage bargaining
takes place. The outcome is a wage w that divides the quasi-rents associated with a match
between worker and employer. Given an arbitrary wage w, the associated value of a filled
job to the employer, J, solves the asset pricing equation
rd---- p - w - 6J,

(16)

wherep represents the output of the match. As the value is lost in the event of destruction,
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Eq. (16) is equivalent to the continuous time Bellman equation
1
J - - I + r d t ((p - w ) d t + (1 - 8 d t ) J ) ,

where 8 d t represents the probability of job destruction during any sufficiently small time
interval of length dt. Analogously, the value of the job to the worker satisfies
rW = w -

8(W -

(17)

U).

The difference in the workers case is that job destruction generates unemployed search
which has value U.11
We seek the generalized Nash bargaining wage outcome, that which solves
w=argmax(W-U)~(J-V)l-P=arg

max

-rTt_ ~

]

\

r2~8

where V equals the employers value of holding the job vacant and U is the value of
continued search, i.e., the values of the agents outside options. The maximization implies
that the worker's share of match surplus is the constant/3, formally
w - g = / 3 ( W + J - U - V).

(19)

Substitution from Eqs. (16) and (17) into (19) gives the implied wage equation
w = r U + [3[p - r U - (r + 8)V].

(20)

The wage outcome compensates the worker for the loss of his return to unemployment rU,
and pays in addition a fraction/3 of the net flow return of the match, which is the match
product p, net of the worker's and firm's reservation incomes, r ( U + V), and the lost value
of the job site in the event of destruction, 8 V .
The value of unemployment U satisfies
r U = b + A(0)(W - U).

(21)

where here b represents the value of leisure or home production foregone when employed,
less any cost of search denoted as a above but suppressed here. Similarly, the value of a
new vacancy, V, solves
rV = -c

+ rl(O)(J - V),

(22)

where here c represents the flow cost of recruiting a worker expressed as a fraction of the
worker's productivity once employed. Profit maximization and free entry require that all
rents from new vacancy creation are exhausted, i.e., the j o b c r e a t i o n c o n d i t i o n
11 Alternatively, if 8 were interpreted as the worker "death" rate, the employer would have a vacant job in the
event of separation which has value V. The simplifying assumption here is that all separations are the consequence
of job destruction rather than worker quitting behavior. One can easily generalized the value equations to account
for both reasons for separation.
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V= 0

(23)

holds.
A steady state search equilibrium for this simple economy is vector (u,w,O,V,U) that
satisfies Eqs. (14), (20), (23), (22), and (21). Substitution from Eqs. (16) and (23) into (22)
yields the alternative form for the job creation condition
c

p-w
--

~7(0)

(24)

r + 6 '

Note that Eq. (24) is a dynamic demand for labor condition. The expected duration of the
vacancy is 1/~7(0), so with a flow recruiting cost c, the expected hiring cost for this job is c~
~7(0). Thus, the condition requires that the expected hiring cost equal the present
discounted value of the difference between the future flows of marginal product and
wage payments where the discount rate is the sum of the interest and job destruction
rates. Because Eqs. (22), (21), (19) and (23) imply
rV= -c+

(1

-

f l ) ( r U - b)

~0

=0,

substitution into Eq. (20) for rU gives the equilibrium wage equation
w = (1 - fl)b + ~(p + cO).

(25)

The wage increases with the unemployment benefit, job productivity, and market tight-

N

Wage Curvet

Fig. 1. Equilibriummarket tightness and wage rate.
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ness. Finally, the equilibrium is fully described by the wage and market tightness pair
( w , O ) that satisfies Eqs. (24) and (25).
The two equilibrium conditions have useful descriptive properties shown in Fig. 1. They
intersect only once, hence equilibrium is unique. An increase in the worker's unemployment income b shifts the wage curve up and so increases wages and reduces m ~ k e t
tightness. An increase in the worker's share parameter/3 has similar effects. In contrast,
an increase in match product p shifts the job creation condition up, increasing both wages
and market tightness. More turbulence in the labor market in the sense of an increase in the
arrival rate of negative reallocation shocks, 3, shifts the job creation condition down
reducing both wages and tightness.
Given the solution for tightness obtained from Fig. 1, we can now draw the Beveridge
diagram to derive equilibrium unemployment and vacancies as illustrated in Fig. 2. With
fixed productivity, the solution for 0 is independent of unemployment, so equilibrium 0 in
the Beveridge diagram is shown as a straight line through the origin. Call it the job creation
condition. Equilibrium unemployment is at the point where the job creation condition
intersects the Beveridge curve,
Following on from our previous analysis, an increase in either the worker's share
parameter or unemployment income rotates the job creation line down in Fig. 2 and so
increases equilibrium unemployment. A higher job productivity rotates it up and reduces
unemployment. Higher arrival rate of idiosyncratic shocks shifts the Beveridge curve out
and rotates the job creation line down, so it increases unemployment but has ambiguous
effects on vacancies.

riot2

j
0

u
Fig. 2. Equilibriumvacancies and unemployment.
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• The contrasting results that we obtained for different productivity levels and different
arrival rates of idiosyncratic shocks form the basis of much of the discussion about
whether changes in unemployment (and hence the business cycle) are driven by aggregate
shocks or reallocation shocks. Papers that have explored this contrast include Jackman et
al. (1989) who find that the rise in UK unemployment in the 1970s and to some extent in
the 1980s was not due to aggregate shocks and Abraham and Katz (1986) and Blanchard
and Diamond (1989), who attributed cyclical shocks in the United States largely to aggregate shocks, changes in p.
Andolfatto (1996) and Merz (1996) adopt the search equilibrium approach as a characterization of the labor market in a dynamic stochastic general equilibrium macroeconomic model of capital accumulation. In these models, a household sector decides how to
allocate current production between consumption and saving as well as how to divide a
time endowment between work, search and leisure. See Merz (1997) for a review of the
contributions of these hybrid models found in the "real business cycle" literature. These
applications include studies of the tradeoff between the insurance benefits provided and
the allocation distortions induced by unemployment insurance systems by Andolfatto
(1996), Costain (1995), and Valdivia (1995).

3.2. Job and worker flows
Empirical evidence shows that the job destruction rate, 6 in the notation of the preceding
section, is not constant, especially over business cycle frequencies (see Davis et al., 1996).
In this section we generalize the model to variable job destruction flow and derive the
equilibrium conditions (see Mortensen and Pissarides, t994).
The model builds on that of the preceding section by allowing future job productivity to
take more than two values. We write job productivity aspx where x E [0, 1] represents the
relative value of a job's specific service or product. Suppose that the product or service
provided by the match is a irreversible decision made at the time the job is created. An
idiosyncratic shock to the productivity of a match, a new value of its relative value x,
arrives at a finite constant rate 6 and is distributed according to the c.d.f. F(.), assumed
independent of previous realizations. Thus, the idiosyncratic shock process to the value of
worker product has persistence but no memory. Profit maximization at the time the job is
created requires that product or service be of highest relative value, x = 1, given that
future values are determined by the first order Markov process assumed above. The model
of the previous section can now be re-interpreted as one where the support of the distribution of a future idiosyncratic productivity shock is the unit interval.The value of a filled job
with idiosyncratic productivity x is denoted J(x) and satisfies the functional equation

rJ(x) = px

w(x) + ~[ f max(J(~), O)dF(Yc) - J(x) ],

(26)

where the expression on the right accounts for the fact that the employer will end the match
if its future expected present value falls below zero. Job creation takes place as before, so
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condition (23) still holds but where the value of a new vacancy satisfies
r V = - c + r/(0)[J(1) - V] = 0.

(27)

because a new job has initial relative value x = 1. The value of a job to the worker when
idiosyncratic productivity is x solves the functional equation
r W ( x ) = w(x) + 6[ I max(W(~), U)dx - W(x)],

(28)

where the right side reflects that fact that the worker would quit to search were the
worker's value of match to fall below the value of unemployment. Finally, the value of
unemployed search solves
r U = b + A(0)[W(1) - U].

(29)

The Nash wage bargain is a contingent wage contract defined by
w(x) = argmax[W(x) - U]t3[J(x) - V] 1 t~.

Because
W ( x ) = U + / 3 [ J ( x ) + W ( x ) - U - V]

(30)

is implied, the wage contract is
w(x) = flpx + (1 - fi)rU.

(31)

Given the wage equation, Eq. (31), both job values, J(x) and W(x), are monotonically
increasing in x. Furthermore, J(x) - V, is positive if and only if W ( x ) - U is positive.
Therefore the job destruction policy satisfies a reservation property, i.e., a job is destroyed
only if its idiosyncratic productivity falls below a critical level R, which satisfies
W ( R ) - U = J ( R ) - V = 0.

(32)

Job separations are still equal to total job destruction. With unemployment given by u,
total job destruction is given by 6(1 - u)F(R). Therefore, the job destruction rate now is
6F(R), with R satisfying Eq. (32) and, therefore, the evolution of unemployment is given
as

ft = 6(1 - u ) F ( R ) - re(v, u).

(33)

In steady state, unemployment satisfies
u --

6F(R)
6F(R) + A(0)'

(34)

where as before 0 = v/u is market tightness and A(0) = m(0,1).
Steady-state search equilibrium is a tuple (u,v,w(x),R,V, U) that satisfies the job creation
and job destruction conditions (23) and (32), the wage equations (31), the flow equilibrium
condition for unemployment, (34), and the values of vacancy and of search unemployment
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equations, (27) and (29). Equilibrium is again unique, a property that we illustrate with a
diagram after derivations of more explicit expressions for the job creation and job destruction conditions.
The job value equation, Eq. (26), can be rewritten as
(r + 6)J(x) = (1 - fi)(px - rU) +

e

J(2)dF(2)

(35)

when the wage contract satisfies (31) and the reservation product solves (32). As f ( x ) =
( 1 - fi)p/(r + 3) by implication and J(R) = 0, it follows that
J(x) = (1 - / 3 )

~

p,

for all x.

(36)

Hence, for the case of x = R, Eqs. (32), (35) and (36) imply that the reservation product
solves
R +

(x - R)dF(x) p = rU.

r+6

R

(37)

The reservation productivity, pR, falls short of the worker's return to search, the term on
the right side, by the option value of continuing the match, the second term on the left side.
The option value is positive because the relative value of an existing job may increase in
the future.
Eqs. (23), (27), (30) and (36) imply that the job creation condition can be written as
[ 1-R
c= (1- fi)~(O)~)p.

"~

(38)

The relation between the two unknowns implied by the job creation condition is negative
because the vacancy hazard, ~7(0), decrease with tightness and because at a higher reservation productivity the expected life of a new job is shorter, and so the expected profit
from a new job is lower. Fewer job vacancies are created, reducing market tightness, as R,
increases given the free entry condition. The negative relation between R and 0 implied by
Eq. (38) is indicated in Fig. 3 by the job creation curve, J C in the sequel. Finally, the flow
return to unemployment search is an increasing linear function of market tightness

/3c0
1-/3

rU = b + - -

(39)

by virtue of Eqs. (29) and (30). These three equations, (37), (38), and (39), characterize
search equilibrium in the model of job creation and job destruction flows.
For given 0, Eqs. (37) and (39) imply that the reservation productivity falls with 6 and
rises with r, because of the effects that each has on the option value of continuing the jobworker match. It rises with unemployment income b and falls with match product p
because of their effects on the forgone relative income when the worker is unemployed.
Finally, the reservation productivity increases with market tightness because the expected
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.

J o b D e slruction

Fig. 3. Equilibrium market tightness and reservation productivity.

returns to unemployed search increases with 0. The dependence of the reservation productivity on market tightness is illustrated in Fig. 3 by the job destruction curve referred to as
JD in the sequel. The equilibrium solution for the pair (R, 0), lies at the unique intersection
of the two curves JC and JD drawn in Fig. 3.
As an illustration of the new results obtained with endogenous job destruction flow,
consider the implications of two parametric shifts, higher unemployment income b and
greater market "turbulence' 6. Because a higher b represents an increase in the opportunity
cost of employment, the JD curve shifts up in Fig. 3. Equilibrium R rises and equilibrium 0
falls in response. Thus, the job destruction rate, which is equal to 8F(R), unambiguously
rises. At a given unemployment rate, job creation falls because the fall in 0 implies a fall in
vacancies. Because the job creation rate has to increase to match the higher job destruction
rate, the steady state employment falls and the unemployment rate rises. We also see this
in the Beveridge diagram in Fig. 2, where the fall in 0 rotates the job creation line down
and the rise in R shifts the Beveridge curve out, increasing steady state unemployment.
Finally, wages may rise or fall in equilibrium because, on the one hand, wages rise with b
but, on the other, they fall with 0. In sum, higher unemployment income implies more job
destruction and less job creation.
Consider now the implication of faster arrival of idiosyncratic productivity shocks, an
increase in 6. In response, the option value of continuing a match increases so that the
reservation productivity must fall given 0 from Eq. (37), i.e., the JD curve in Fig. 3 shifts
down. Because higher 6 reduces the expected life of a job and so leads to less vacancy
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creation from Eq. (38), the JC curve shifts to the left. The equilibrium reservation productivity R falls but the diagram does not give a clear answer about the change in 0. However
by completely differentiating the equilibrium conditions, one can show that 0 also falls.
The implications of an increase in 6 for unemployment and for the job destruction and
job creation rates are not clear-cut. The job destruction rate, 6F(R), may rise or fall
because the direct effect from an increase in 6 can in principle be offset by the fall in
the equilibrium value of R. Although the fall in 0 initially implies less job creation, the
resulting change is unemployment is also ambiguous. In the Beveridge diagram, the fall in
0 rotates the job creation line down, but the ambiguity about the change in job destruction
introduces an ambiguity about the direction of the shift in the Beveridge curve.
Mortensen and Pissarides (1994), Mortensen (1994b) and Cole and Rogerson (1996) all
find that an extension of the model that regards p as a stochastic process characterizing an
aggregate shock are consistent with the time series characteristics of job creation and job
destruction series reported by Davis et al. (1996).

3.3. Social efficiency
There are two offsetting external effects of the decision to participate in any labor market
with search friction. Because the expected time required to fill a vacancy, v/m(v, u), is
increasing in v, the marginal vacancy has a congestion effect on other competing vacancies. However, the marginal vacancy also decreases the time a worker can expect to spend
searching for a job, u/m(v, u). For a class of related models, Hosios (1990) establishes that
these two externalities just offset one another in the sense that search equilibrium is
socially efficient if and only if the matching function is homogeneous of degree one
and the worker's share of surplus /3 is equal to the elasticity of the matching function
with respect to unemployment. This same condition is both necessary and sufficient in the
case of the Mortensen and Pissarides (1994) model as well as its extension by Merz (1995).
Hosios' efficiency condition characterize the solntion to a utilitarian social planner's
problem. Namely, in the case of a linearly homogenous matching function
13 --

um,(v, u)
m(v, u)

1

0A/(0)
A(0)

(40)

is necessary and sufficient for a search equilibrium to maximize the expected present value
of future aggregate income where A(0) = m(O, 1) = re(v, u)/u = 0~/(0) is the unemployment hazard rate. We provide a derivation of this result below.
Recall that new matches produce at rate p, subsequently productivity shocks arrive at
rate 6, the new value is px with x distributed F(x), and only jobs that have realization x >R continue. Hence, gross market output rate evolves according to

y ' = A(O)dtup + ~dt(1 - u)p f'R xdF(x) + [1 - 6dt]y,
where y~ =

(41)

y(t + dt) is the market output rate at the end of the time interval [t, t + dt) and
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y = y(t) is the rate at the beginning of the interval. As before, the path of unemployment

solves
u ~ = 8dtF(R)(1 - u) + [1 - A(O)dt]u,

(42)

where u ~ = u(t + dt) and u = u(t). The aggregate net income flow during the interval is
(y + bu - cv)dt after account is taken of unemployment income and recruiting costs.
The utilitarian social planner's problem is to choose a future time path for the decision
variables, the reservation product and tightness pair (R,O), that maximizes the expected
present value of future aggregate income, defined as market output net of recruiting costs
plus unemployment income. The value function for the problem solves the Bellman
equation

1)

L(y,u) = m a x ' ( - r,o ( \ l + rdt

[(y + bu - cOu)dt + L ( y ' , d ) ]

}

(43)

.

As the right side is a contraction map for all rdt > 0, a unique solution exists for the value
function L(y,u). Because the right sides of Eqs. (41) and (42) are linear in y and current
income is also linear in both given the decision variables, the contraction maps the set of
linear functions, a compact metric space, to itself. Hence, the solution is necessarily linear
by the contraction map theorem.
The first order necessary conditions required of an optimal choice of (R,O) are
[L, - LypR]SdtF'(R)(1 - u) = O,
{(LIP - L.)A/(0) - c]udt = O,

where Ly and L . are the constant partial derivatives of the value function. Note that the
second order conditions are satisfied at any solution if m(v,u) is concave in v and homogenous of degree one since then A"(0) < 0. By the envelope theorem, the partial derivatives of the value function must satisfy
Ly=

(')
~

L. =

[dt+Ly(1-dtS)],

[bdt + L.(1 - 6dtF(R) - A(0)dt) + Ly(A(O) - 8

f'
e

xdF(x))pdt].

Because the

first equation in each group together imply Ly = 1/(r+ 8) and
L . = p R L y = p R / ( r + 8), appropriate substitution into the remaining two equations yields
the necessary and sufficient conditions characterizing the stationary optimal decision pair:
c = A~(0)p(1 - R)
r+6
and

(44)
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By inspection, these necessary and sufficient conditions for social optimality are equivalent to the equilibrium conditions, Eqs. (37)-(39), given A(0) =-- 0~/(0), if and only if the
employer's share of match surplus is equal the elasticity of the matching function with
respect to vacancies, i.e., the Hosios condition (41) holds.
Because the participation externalities on the two sides of the labor market are off
setting, the job creation and job destruction flows can be either too high or too low
when social optimality fails. To see this, consider the dependence of the decentralized
equilibrium on the share parameter/3. In Fig. 3, the JC curve shifts left and the JD curve
shifts up in response to an increase in/3. Hence, the equilibrium value of 0 unambiguously
falls but the effect on R is not clear-cut. A complete differentiation of the equilibrium
conditions, however, establishes that R reaches a maximum when/3 satisfies the Hosios
condition (40). Hence, job destruction is always too low when efficiency fails but market
tightness is too low if/3 is above its efficient level and too high if it is below it.
4. Alternative models of wage determination

The search equilibrium framework is useful in the study of the unemployment effects of
alternative wage determination mechanisms (see Mortensen, 1989). Although most of the
literature on equilibrium unemployment incorporates the Nash bargaining assumption,
many of the most salient implications of the theory are robust to the wage mechanism
specifically assumed. In this section we explore the differing implications of several
alternative models of wage determination. We ask how the unemployment equilibria
obtained in each case compare with the efficient outcome, that chosen by a social planner.
First, we study a "competitive" mechanism that ensures efficiency and subsequently
consider the implications of a "monopoly union" wage model, an "insider-outsider"
model and an "efficiency wage" model.

4.1. Competitive search equilibrium
Moen (1997) and Shimer (1995) construct and analyze closely related wage formation
models that generate the socially optimal match surplus sharing rule characterized by the
Hosios condition, Eq. (40). As demonstrated by Greenwald and Stiglitz (1988) and by
Mortensen and Wright (1997), the same solution can also be viewed as the outcome of
competition among third party market makers who offer unemployed workers and
employers with vacant jobs a tradeoff between future income when matched and matching
delay. Perfect competition among match makers in this economy generates implicit prices
for expected waiting times and these prices provide the appropriate incentives for worker
and employer participation in the matching process in the sense that the marginal social
return is equal to the perceived private return of each agent.
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Suppose that each of potentially many middleman offers a particular element (/3,0) in
an available set of sharing rule and waiting time pairs, denoted as g~. Given that each
employer and worker can freely choose to participate in any one of the markets organized
by these middlemen, the values of holding a vacancy and of searching for employment
solve
FV

~(1
(/~,0)cs?(

1- R

(46)

and
rU =

max _b +/3h(O)

p

(47)

because the surplus sharing rule requires
1-R

J(1)-V

r+a

1 -/3

W(1)-U
/3

Free entry, V = O, implies that
1 -R)

c

(1-13) ~

(48)

p-- rt(-O)

must hold in every sub-market. Finally, the reservation product R is the submarket characterized by a given pair (/3,0) must solve

(

R +

r+6

R

)

( x - R)dF(x) p = rU = b + - - .
1-fl

(49)

In competitive equilibrium in this environment, no market maker earns pure profit. Out of
equilibrium, however, a market maker can profit by charging an arbitrarily small fee
provided that the sub-market characteristics offered (/J, 0 ~) (E g2 attract both employers
and workers. 12 To do so, both of the following inequalities must hold and one holds
strictly:
1 -R
(/ - fl:)~l(O') ~ 7 - g ) p

i [1

- c >-- rV,

-R\

b +/3 A(o )t 7V- )P >- rU
To eliminate such pure profit potential, then, every element (/3,0) of the equilibrium set g~
must satisfy the tangency condition
~2 For simplicity, we assume that m i d d l e m e n incur no costs.
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(50)

given the definition 07(0) = A(0). In other words, for any member of the equilibrium set of
sub-markets, the rate at which an unemployed worker who participates is willing to
exchange market tightness for a share of surplus once matched must equal the rate at
which any participating employers with a vacant job is willing to trade the two.
Since the zero profit condition for match making, Eq. (50), is equivalent to the Hosios
condition (40) for a socially efficient search equilibrium, Moen (1997) calls any pair (g2,R)
that satisfy Eqs. (49), (50), and V = 0 a competitive search equilibrium. When workers and
employers are respectively identical as assumed here, X2 is a singleton pair determined by
the unique solution to Eqs. (48) and (49) and the associated equilibrium worker's share of
match surplus is that which solves Eq. (50).
One interpretation of the tale told in this section is that the general inefficiency of search
equilibrium is due to incomplete markets. In particular, in a complete market model such
as that just described, waiting times are appropriately priced, search externalities are
internalized, and the overall market equilibrium is Pareto optimal. As it turns out, Pareto
optimality implies social efficiency given the linear preferences assumed. Obviously,
wages determined by bargaining or many other mechanisms are not likely to yield this
outcome.
4.2. Monopoly union

In many labor markets, terms of employment are determined by collective bargaining
agreements. The monopoly union formulation represents the standard approach to modeling wage formation in this context. In this Stackelberg game of wage and employment
determination, the union first sets the wage and then employers respond by determining
employment. The wage determination mechanism can be placed in a search equilibrium
framework by supposing that employers create and destroy jobs given a wage contract that
specifies the share/3 of match surplus obtained by workers. 13
Pissarides (1990) shows that a union would set the worker's share/3 at its efficient value
given by the Hosios condition (40) were all of its members unemployed. However, if the
union acts in the interest of employed workers instead, the share exceeds the social
optimum, but still the union does not fully exploit market power by appropriating the
entire match surplus. Thus, an "insider-outsider" conflict between members of the union
exists. Employed workers, the "insiders", want the union to choose higher wages than
unemployed workers, the "outsiders".
The proof is simple. If a union were to represent unemployed workers, it would choose
/3 to maximize the equilibrium return to search, which can be written as
13The worker's share of match rents is set as the parameterof a contingent wage contractrather than a fixed
wage level to quaranteejob destructionthat is individuallyrational from the view of both workerand employer.
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(

rU ~-- R +

r+6

R

)

(51)

(x - R)dF(x) p

by Eqs. (37) and (39). As the right hand side is increasing in R, the optimal choice
maximizes the reservation product. As noted above, a complete differentiation of the
equation system composed of Eqs. (37)-(39) implies that the equilibrium value of R is
a concave function of/3 which is maximized when the worker's share of match surplus
satisfies the Hosios condition, Eq. (40).
In practice, unions represent employed worker. Suppose that the union is a democracy
and the median voter is employed in some job with match product 2R. As Eqs. (23), (30),
and (36) imply

w(~) = u +/3p( r~~-) 'R
the share/3 that maximizes W(2) is defined by
2-R
/3=argmax~U+/3P(r~)
/3E{0,11 l

(52)

}.

Eq. (51) implies
Ou
r~=p

( r + 6F(R) "~ OR
r+6
]Off'

so the first order condition for a interior solution to the optimization problem is

-P ~

+-r

7~--~

o~ =0.

(53)

Hence, if more than half of all members are employed, 2 > R for the median voter, then
OR/O~3 < 0 at/3 = / 3 . But, we have already noted that R decreases with/3 only for values
above the efficient share.
Because the associated reservation product is less than the social optimal, the incidence of
unemployment, 6F(R), is also less than that for a competitive search equilibrium. However,
the expected duration of an unemployment spell, l/A(0) is longer than in the competitive
case. As these two effects of a higher worker' s share on the steady state unemployment rate
are offsetting, the qualitative relationship between the competitive and monopoly unemployment rates is unclear. Interestingly, unemployment duration is longer and incidence is
lower in European countries than in the US. As European labor markets are also more
unionized, the model may have explanatory power for these differences.
4.3. Strategic bilateral bargaining

The match surplus sharing rule characterized by the generalized Nash bargaining outcome
has also been interpreted as a solution to a strategic bargaining game. For example,
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consider the following simple setting. Imagine that both on meeting and alter a productivity shock is realized for a continuing match, worker and employer engage in a bargaining game obeying the following rules: The worker is allowed to make a wage demand with
probability/3. With complementary probability 1 - / 3 , the employer makes a wage offer.
After either a wage offer or demand is made, the other party accepts or rejects. In the event
of rejection, negotiation stops and worker and employer both search for an alternative
partner.
Given the rules of this simple game played under conditions of complete information,
the dominant strategy is to demand or offer a wage equal to that needed to make the other
party just indifferent between accepting or not. Given that rejection implies search, a
worker will demand the entire match surplus S ( x ) =- J ( x ) + W ( x ) - U - V while the
employer offers a future income stream equivalent to the value of unemployment, U.
The expected outcome for the worker in a continuing match is
W(x) =/3(u

+ S(x)) +

(1 - / 3 ) u

= u +/3[J(x) + W(x) - u -

v],

(54)

for all x. These bargaining outcomes yield the same wage contract as that derived for the
generalized Nash bargaining model with worker bargaining power parameter equal to/3.
In Rubinstein's (1982) model of strategic bargaining, the negotiation process cannot end
in the event of rejection given any strictly positive match surplus, i.e., no positive surplus
can be "left on the table". Furthermore, the identity of the party making the initial offer is
determined by the flip of fair coin and the parties alternate roles in subsequent negotiation
rounds. Rubinstein and Wolinsky (1985) show that the symmetric case,/3---- 1/2, approximates the unique solution to the bargaining game played by the Rubinstein rules if worker
and employer can costlessly search while negotiating and either switches bargaining
partners when search generates an alternative.
Binmore et al. (1986) and Wolinsky (1987), argue that other outcomes can also obtain in
general. For example, in the extreme case in which the arrival rate of an outside bargaining
option during the negotiation process is zero for both parties and the worker makes the
wage demand with probability/3 in each round, the expected present value of earning prior
to negotiation is
W(x) = max(/3[J(x) +

W(x)], U).

(55)

In other words, the worker receives a fixed share of match value, if that amount exceeds
the value of unemployed search, and the value of unemployment otherwise, where the
share/3 is the worker's probability of setting the terms. This outcome is the consequence
of the fact that the party who realizes the right to set terms in any round of the negotiation
will demand the entire value of the match less whatever must be transferred ex ante to
induce the other party to participate in the match. Although this outcome will generate ih~
same job destruction rule, the decision to invest in job creation is distorted even if the share
parameter/3 satisfied the Hosios condition.
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4.4. R e n t s h a r i n g w i t h t u r n o v e r c o s t s

The differences in preference over wages of the unemployed and those of the employed in
the monopoly union case is an example of what Linbeck and Snower (1988) have termed
"insider-outsider" conflict. The conflict arises in that case because the costs of finding a
job are sunk for an employed worker but not for an unemployed worker. Insider-outsider
conflict also arises in hold-up problems. L4Hiring and firing costs, which we interpret as the
fixed costs of job creation and job destruction respectively, motivate hold-ups.
Assume that the legal and economic environments are such that the firm is liable for
initial hiring and training costs and for subsequent firing costs in the event of job destruction but worker and employer are able to precommit to an enforceable wage contract
which determines terms of employment contingent on future events when they form a
match. In general, the wage structure that arises as a Nash bargaining solution has twotiers under these conditions with the property that the worker shares the initial hiring cost
and prepays expected firing cost by accepting a lower initial wage but later enjoys a higher
wage. 15 The lower first tier wage reflects the fact that hiring costs are directly relevant to
the decision to accept a match and that the possibility of incurring firing costs in the future
affects the value the employer places on the match. The higher second tier wage applies at
some later tenure when firing costs are directly relevant to continuation decision and when
separation without renegotiation would otherwise violate the interests of both parties.
Because the second tier wage is generally higher than the first tier, a worker, once
"inside", has an incentive to default on the original two-tier agreement by demanding to
renegotiate immediately after being hired. Indeed, as Linbeck and Snower (1988) argues,
evidence suggests that workers once employed do take actions designed to extract the quasirents created by recruiting, hiring, and firing costs, i.e., a "hold-up" problem exists. The
employment effects of such behavior can be studied in the seal'ch equilibrium framework by
comparing equilibrium conditions with and without the two-tiered wage structure.
We first introduce fixed hiring and firing costs and derive the two-tier wage structure
that they induce. Suppose the employer is obliged to pay hiring cost C in order to begin
production and firing costs T at time of job destruction. The former can be viewed as the
sum of application, processing, and training costs, forms of match specific investment.
Examples of the latter include the costs implicit in mandated employment protection
legislation and in experience rated unemployment insurance taxes. However, a pure
severance transfer, a payment to the worker by the employer, is not included in T. For
reasons pointed out by Lazear (1990) and Burda (1992), the equilibrium values of the

14Caballero and Hammour(1994, 1999) and Acemoglu(1996) discuss hold-upproblems in search and matching problems.
i5 Alternatively,the workercould "buy"rights to the job by making an initial transfer to the employer.This kind
of side payment is ruled out here on empirical grounds. One theoretical explanationfor why side payments of this
form are not observedis that no employercan precommitto a future employmentduration under the "employment
at will" doctrine.
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relevant decision variable pair (R,O) is unaffected by a severance payment although the
magnitude of the payment will effect the wages over the duration of the match.
Let the subscript i = 0 index the initial wage and values of a j o b and employment under
the terms of the two-tier contract. For simplicity, we assume that the second tier of the
wage contract applies to all matches once an idiosyncratic shock to match productivity
occurs. 16 The value o f a new j o b match to the employer under these assumptions and
notational conventions is
rJo = p - w 0

+ 6[f'RJ(2)dF(2)-F(R)T-J0],

(56)

while the initial value of the match to the worker is
rW o = w o +

W(s)dF(s) - F(R)U - W o ,

(57)

R

where J ( x ) and W ( x ) are the values of continuing the match to worker and employer under
the second tier contract. These value functions solve the analogous fnnctional equations

and
(59)
where w ( x ) represents the productivity contingent second tier wage contract.
The value of unemployment satisfies
r U = b + h(0)[W0 - U]

(60)

and, because the creation cost C is incurred when the match forms, the value of a vacant
j o b solves
rV = -c

+ ~/(0)[J0 - V - C] = 0

(61)

given free entry. Finally, the j o b destruction condition requires a future expected loss
greater in expected present value than the cost of termination, i.e.,
J(R) = -T.

(62)

The initial first tier wage rate satisfies the Nash condition
~6MacLeod and Malcomson (1993) mgue that the initial wage agreement will be renegotiated only if not doing
so would result in an inefficient separation, i.e., the destruction of the job when the sum of both partners future
income given continuation exceeds the firing cost. The contract we study has the same two-tier feature, yields the
identical job creation and job destruction decision, and is much easier to characterize. None the less, our contract
generates a much more "flexible" wage than theirs.
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w 0 = argmax(Wo

-

U)[3(Jo -

C

-

-

V) 1-'8.

(63)

The employer's threat point includes hiring costs in the initial bargaining problem because
they are not yet incurred when bargaining takes place and will not be incurred unless the
employer can expect to cover them with future income. As the first order condition
requires /3 (J0 - C - V) = (1 - / 3 ) ( W 0 - U), the initial "outsider" wage implied by
Eqs. (56) and (57) is

Wo =/3(p - (r + 6)C - 6T) + (1

-/3)rU,

(64)

given V = 0.
In the subsequent bargaining problem, the employer's threat point does not include
hiring costs, those are sunk. instead, the threat point is the negative of the firing cost which
would have to be paid were the job destroyed as reflected in the job destruction condition
(62). Hence, the second tier wage contract solves
Wl (x) ----argmax(W(x) -

U)l~(J(x) + T) 1

/~.

(65)

Here, the first order condition requires/3(Jo(x) + T) = (1 - / 3 ) ( W - U). Equivalently, the
"insider" wage paid after an idiosyncratic shock is
Wl(X) =/3(px

+ rT) + (1

-/3)rU

(66)

from Eqs. (58) and (59). Thus, hiring and firing costs reduce the initial wage, because they
reduce the ex ante value of the match but, given the value of search U, hiring costs do not
influence the insider wage because they are sunk whereas firing costs increase it, because
they represent a legal commitment that employer must pay in the event of a layoff.
As this definition of R, Eq. (62), and the form of the continuing wage contract specified
in Eq. (66) imply that the solution to Eq. (58) takes the form
x-R

J(x) = ( 1 - /3)p( 77-~ ) - T,

(67)

the reservation product solves the following generalization of Eq. (37):

( R ~ ~IR[x- R]dF(x))p + rT= rU.

(68)

The option value of continuation is augmented by the foregone interest on the firing cost in
the generalization, an implicit return attributable to continuing the match one more period.
As the job creation condition, that implied by V = 0, can be written
c =

~(0)[J0 -

c],

the following generalization of Eq. (38) holds:
c
7(0)

+(1-/3)(C+T)=(1-/3)

r ~

p"

(69)
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The employer's share of the total return on a new job-worker match now has to cover the
employer's share of all three types of costs, recruiting, which is all paid by the employer
and is sunk at the initial bargaining date, plus hiring and firing, both of which are shared
with the worker. Finally, the return to search is

rU = b +

/3c
-0
1-/3

(70)

as before.

A rent sharing search equilibrium is a two-tier wage contract {wo,wj(x)}, a tightnessreservation pair (O,R), and a value of unemployed search U that solves Eqs. (64), (66),
(68), (69) and (70). Once the pair (O,R) is determined, unemployment equilibrium is
obtained as before using the Beveridge equation, Eq. (34).
By reducing 0 for given R an increase in job creation cost C shifts the JC curve to the
left in Fig. 3. Equilibrium reservation productivity (and job destruction) and market
tightness (job creation) both fall in response. Market tightness decreases because fewer
vacancies are created when job hiring and training costs are higher. Job destruction
decreases because a decrease in market tightness reduces the worker's outside options
and so reducing wages. An increase in job destruction cost T shifts the JC curve to the left
and in the JD curve down in Fig. 3. Job destruction falls for both reasons: Since it is now
more expensive to destroy jobs, fewer are destroyed and since fewer jobs are created,
wages are lower and fewer jobs are destroyed as a secondary consequence. Because jobs
live longer given the reduction of R, the net effect of an increase in destruction cost on job
creation is ambiguous.
4.5. Insider wage
As already noted, hold-up problems arise in the absence of a two-tier wage structure.
Furthermore, new workers, outsiders, once hired have an ex post incentive to renege on the
two-tier structure by demanding the higher insider wage. Indeed, some claim that the twotier structure is infeasible as a consequence. In this section, we look at the implications of a
pure insider equilibrium, that which obtains when the second tier wage contract applies
initially as well as subsequent to any shock to match productivity.
Given that the initial wage is determined by the continuing wage bargaining outcome,
the initial values of a match are given by the values of the match at x = 1, i.e.,
W0 = W(1)

and

Jo = J(1)

(71)

replace Eqs. (56) and (57). In this case, the wage rate now solves Eq. (66) in all jobs.
Because turnover costs are not shared with workers in the insider case, one can show that
the free entry condition V = 0 implies
- -

c

7(0)

+ C + T = - ~ )( 1( ~ p . \ ,

1-R

(72)
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Consequently, market tightness is less at given reservation productivity than it would be
under a two-tier contract. Although the job destruction condition is the same as before
R +

r+6

[x - R]dF(x) p + rT = rU,

(73)

now the return to search is more responsive to market tightness than it was in the two-tier
case, i.e.,
rU = b + 1 fi- ~(c'O + (C + T)A(0)).

(74)

After substituting from this expression into Eq. (66), one obtains the insider equilibrium
wage contract
w(x) = (1 - fi)b + ~[px + rT + cO + (C + T)A(0)I.

(75)

A comparison with Eqs. (64) and (66) reveals that all workers earn more at a given level of
market tightness 0 when insiders impose a uniform wage. This fact is the essence of the
hold-up problem, by forcing the employer to bear the whole of the job creation and job
destruction costs, that firm's employed workers gain. However, in equilibrium all employers collectively have less incentive to create new jobs.
An insider search equilibrium is a wage function w(x), a reservation-tightness pair
(R,O), and a value of unemployed search U that solves Eqs. (72)-(75). Given the results
that we have already discussed, the implications of switching from the two-tier wage
structure to the pure insider equilibrium is to increase R (and job destruction) at every
given value of 0 and to reduce 0 (and job creation) at every given value of R. In Fig. 3,
these effects can be represented by shifts in the JD curve up and the JC curve left, reducing
equilibrium market tightness but having ambiguous effects on the reservation productivity.
Because of the fall in tightness, unemployment durations are higher in the insider equilibrium but the unemployment incidence effect is unclear.
4.6. Efficiency wage
The idea that the wage is set to motivate worker effort provides the basis for an alternative
theory of wage and unemployment determination. In this sub-section, a version of the
Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984) efficiency wage model is incorporated into the search equilibrium framework. As pointed out by Ramey and Watson (1997), a study of this synthesis
suggests that job destruction is excessive when a high wage combined with a threat of
dismissal is used to motivate workers.
Workers would rather take leisure on the job than supply effort is the critical assumption. An employer fires any worker found shirking but monitoring is imperfect. To motivate effort, the employer pays an "efficiency wage", one that equates the expected loss in
future worker income if caught shirking to the value of leisure enjoyed while shirking.
Formally, the wage is set so that the product of the monitoring frequency, denoted as 05,
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and the difference between the value of employment and unemployment to the worker,
W - U, is equal to the flow cost of effort, which might be regarded as equal to the value of
forgone unemployment income b, i.e., the wage solves
4,(W - U) = b.

(76)

Since the values of employment with effort and unemployment satisfy
r W ---- w + 8 F ( R ) ( U

W)]

-

and

rU = b + A(O)(W -

U)

given the reservation product-market tightness pair (R, 0), the efficiency wage equation is
b

w = b + ~ [r + 8 F ( R ) +

A(0)].

(77)

Note that the efficiency wage increases with both R and 0, because a higher wage is
required to compensate for a higher layofffrequency and because a higher wage is required
when an alternative job is easier to find to maintain the employment surplus needed to
motivate worker effort.
As the value of a job with worker productivity x satisfied
rJ(x) = px - w +

J(~)dF(2) - F(R)T

- J(x)

R

= p x -- w + ~

j-,

]

[J(2) - J ( x ) ] d F ( 2 ) - 8 F ( R ) [ J ( x ) + rl,

(78)

R

the solution is
x--R

where by definition the value at the reservation product plus firing cost equal zero, i.e.,
+ T = 0. By setting x ---- R and by substituting for J ( x ) using Eq. (79), Eq. (78)
implies

J(R)

R +
r + 8

(x - R ) d F ( x )
I~

p + rr = w = b +

[r + 6 F ( R ) +

h(0)].

(80)
"

Given the free entry condition
= r/(0)[J(1) - C] - c = 0,

rV

Eq. (79) implies
_ _

c

7(0)

1 - R

+ C + T = ( ~ ) p .

(81)

A n e f f i c i e n c y w a g e s e a r c h e q u i l i b r i u m is a wage w and a reservation product and market
tightness pair (R, 0) that satisfy Eqs. (77), (80), and (81). Because workers do not share job
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creation and job destruction costs in this case as well, the job creation condition is the same as
in the insider model. Comparison of the job destruction conditions reveal the differences
between the two models. Specifically, the rent obtained by worker in an equilibrium increases
with market tightness and turnover costs in the insider case and with the cost of monitoring
and the sum of the unemployment and employment hazards in the efficiency wage case.
The possibility of multiple equilibria is an interesting feature of the efficiency wage
model. Because the fight side of the job destruction condition, Eq. (80), is increasing in R
but the left side is increasing in R as well, there can be multiple values of the reservation
product consistent with a given value of the market tightness 0. Because the wage is also
increasing in 0, one can show that the JD curve defined by the job destruction condition is
upward sloping when the reservation product is outside the support of the distribution
match productivity but can slope backward in its interior if the expected gain from shirking, equal to b/d#, is large enough. Namely, the locus of reservation product and market
tightness pairs that solve Eq. (80) can be S-shaped, as represented in Fig. 4. As the job
creation condition, Eq. (81), defines a negatively sloped job creation relation between R
and 0 represented by the curve JC in the figure, three or even more intersections of the two
equilibrium relationships are possible.
The reason for the multiplicity is the positive feedback between the wage and the
reservation product. Namely, a higher reservation product requires a higher wage to
compensate for the increase in the layoff frequency while a higher wage induces an
increase in the reservation product. The necessary and sufficient condition for JD to
have a negative slope is that the marginal effect of the reservation product on the wage,

Fig. 4. Efficiency wage search equilibria.
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6FI(R)(b/4)), exceeds the marginal effect of an increase on the left side of the job destruction condition, (r + 6F(R))/(r + ~). On the support of F, this condition can be ruled out
only in the extreme case of a very small ratio of the productivity shock to monitoring
frequency.
When multiple equilibria exist, they are Pareto ranked. This fact is the immediate
consequence of two observations. First, as all the equilibria lie on the negatively sloped
J C curve, the equilibrium with the lowest reservation product most also be the one with the
highest degree of market tightness. Second, because the equilibrium worker return to
unemployment is rU = b + A(O)(b/qS), worker value of employment is W = U+r(b/ch),
and employer value is rJ(x) = (x - R)p/(r + 6) - T for all x --> R, all agents prefer the
equilibrium with the highest degree of market tightness and lowest reservation product. Of
course, this Pareto dominant equilibrium also yields the lowest unemployment rate since
both duration and incidence are minimum here on the set of equilibria.
If the equilibrium is unique, the comparative statics of the model are qualitatively
similar to the rent sharing models. For example, by shifting the job destruction curve
J D to the left, a higher unemployment income decrease equilibrium market tightness and
the reservation product. Note, however, that the response of the middle equilibrium point
is perverse. For example, unemployment falls in response to an increase in b if three
equilibria exist as illustrated in Fig. 4.

5. Labor market policy analysis
The equilibrium job creation and job destruction framework reviewed above is a relatively
new tool for labor market policy analysis. Still a small and growing literature exists.
Millard and Mortensen (1996), Mortensen (1994, 1995), Pissarides (1996), and Coe and
Snower (1996) use search equilibrium models to study the effects of payroll and emplo5
ment taxes and the provision of unemployment insurance (UI) benefits on employment and
some cases aggregate income. Ljungqvist and Sargent (1996) look at the interaction effects
of more frequent reallocation shocks and a more generous income support policy using a
related model. Millard (1995) studies the effects of employment protection policies
modeled as a tax on firing and Mortensen (1996) derives the effects of active labor market
policy in the form of a hiring subsidy using related versions of the Mortensen-Pissarides
model. Mortensen and Pissarides (1997) use a generalization of their model to study the
interaction effects of "skill biased" technology shocks and both unemployment compensation and employment protection policy.
These authors generally find that policy effects on unemployment can be large in
calibrated versions of their models, indeed the effects of policy differences are sufficient
to explain observed differences between US and European unemployment rates. Those
who raise the issue also find that the forgone output attributable to the disincentive effects
of labor market policy can be substantial. The purpose of this section is to illustrate these
results in the context of the rent sharing model rather than review the specifics of each
application of the approach.
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5.1. Modeling labor market policy

Both passive and active labor market policies are incorporated in the extensions considered in the section. Passive policies include unemployment compensation, payroll or
employment taxes, and employment protection policy. In the model, we assume that
unemployment income is augmented by unemployment compensation equal to pw,
where w represents the average wage paid by all employers and p denotes the replacement
ratio. Employers are assessed a tax proportional to the wage bill. Let ~- represent the
payroll tax rate. As employment protection policy inhibits the employers ability to fire
workers, it can be modeled as a contribution to the firing cost, T. Finally, active labor
market policy is interpreted as a hiring subsidy, a lump sum H paid to the employer when a
new worker is hired which is equivalent to a reduction in the private cost of job creation C.
In the sequel we interpret the wage as the earnings the workers receive net of a payroll
tax paid by the employer. Since (1 + z)w replaces w when computing the value of match
to an employer but not in the computation of the value of employment to a worker, the net
contribution of an increase in the wage to the employer' s and worker' s values of a match
are

OJo

OJ(x)

-(1 + z)

Ow

Ow

r + 6

and

OWo

OW(x)

1

dw

Ow

r + 6'

respectively both initially and for any subsequent realization of x by Eqs. (56)-(59). As a
consequence, the first order conditions for the bargaining problems (63) and (65) are now
(l + ~-)(l - / 3 ) ( w 0

-

u) =/3(J0

- v -

c)

and
(1 + ~-)(1 -/3)(W(x) - U) = / 3 ( J ( x ) + T),
respectively. In short, the tax affects the share of match surplus that worker and employer
receive. Because /3/(1 + r) replaces /3 and b + pW replaced b in all the equations that
characterize the efficient rent sharing equilibrium, the equilibrium conditions can be
expressed as follows:
w0(1 + r) = / 3 ( p - (r + 3)C - 6T) + (1 -/3)rU(1 + ~'),

(82)

w(x)(1 + r) = ~(px + rT) + (1 -/3)rU(1 + r),

(83)

c - ( 1 - ( /3)[
~ ) p - (1-n
T+
n-(O)

C)],

(84)
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p R+ - r+ A

(85)

(x-R)dF(x)
1¢

rU(l+~-)----[b+p~](l+T)+

+rT=rU(1

+~),

~cO
1-~"

(86)

The imposition of a payroll tax is equivalent in effect on the equilibrium reservation
product and market tightness pair to a proportional increase in the worker's private
opportunity cost of employment, unemployment income as represented by b + pw,
where the factor of proportionality is the payroll tax rate. This outcome is a consequence
of the fact that the bargaining solution is sensitive to the effects of the wage choice on the
size of the match surplus that the parties share. In short, they set the wage so as to minimize
the distortionary effects of the tax given relative bargaining power. 17
To close the model, we need the following expression for the average wage paid in
equilibrium
(l+T)#=(l+T)(F(R)wo+f~RW(X)dF(x))

= ~ (p-

(r + 6)(C + T))F(R) + p

+ rT

+ (1-

/3)rU(l +~-),

(87)

one implied by the fact that the steady state fraction of new matches, those for which
x = 1, is F(R) and the fact that F(x) - F(R) represents the steady state fraction of matches
with idiosyncratic productivity x or less given x < 1.
For the purpose of policy analysis, we are also interested in both the steady state
unemployment rate,
u --

6F(R)
6F(R) + A(0)'

(88)

and the steady state aggregate income net of recruiting and hiring costs, which is
y =p

F(R) +

R

xdF(x) (1 -- u) + (b - cO - C)t(O))u.

(89)

The latter represents a measure of overall welfare, one that does not necessarily move in
the same direction as employment.
5.2. The qualitative effects o f policy
The qualitative comparative static effects of changes in policy parameters can be derived
17In the US where the UI benefit is proportional to earnings in the preceding employment spell, the division of
match surplus is similarly effected by the replacement ratio. It does not appear in these equation because a
common benefit is assumed which depends on the average but not the individual worker's wage.
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using the two equilibrium relationships and these outcome measures. As both unemployment compensation and a payroll tax increase the effective "supply price" of labor, their
effects are qualitatively the same as an increase in unemployment income b. Namely, an
increase in either por ~-shifts the JD curve in Fig. 3 up and to the left but does not directly
effect the J C curve. The equilibrium responses are a decrease in tightness and an increase
in the reservation product, both of which induce a rise in unemployment. A hiring subsidy
shifts the J C curve rightward by reducing the private cost of job creation C but has no
effect on the J D curve. Market tightness increases but the reservation product rises reflecting the fact that jobs will have shorter lives when they are easier to create. Because
unemployment duration decreases but incidence increases in response, the net impact
on unemployment is ambiguous. A firing tax has the opposite effect on job creation and
decreases the reservation product given tightness, i.e., the J C curve shifts left and the JD
curve shifts down. Although the net effect is again unclear, an increase in T decreases
unemployment when incidence falls by proportionately more than duration increases.
Because aggregate income is not generally monotone in the unemployment rate, there is
no general prediction about the directions of any marginal change in a policy parameter
given that all policy parameters are positive. However, if the equilibrium with no policy
were the solution to the social planner's problem, as is the case when the worker's share of
surplus satisfies the Hosios condition, then a small value of any policy parameters would
be associated with a lower level of future income because all of the policies induce
distortions.
5.3. The quantitative effects" o f policy

Indeterminate direction of effects on both unemployment and income reflect the multiple
channels of influence on equilibrium outcomes incorporated in the model. Which effect
dominates is a quantitative question. Computing responses for specific functional forms
and parameter values is a feasible first step in providing quantitative answers, one pursued
in several papers in the literature. To illustrate the nature of their results, we report the
outcome of similar computational experiments for the rent sharing case.
A matching function of the Cobb-Douglas form is assumed, i.e., ln(,~(0)) = cdn(0)
where c~ is the elasticity with respect to vacancies. The distribution of shocks is assumed
to be uniform on the support [y,1], i.e., F(x) = (x - y)/(1 - y). The base line parameters
used in the computations are reported in Table 1. The policy parameters are chosen to
reflect values in the US case, productivity in a new job is normalized at unity, the elasticity
of the matching function is consistent with the Blanchard and Diamond (1990) and
Pissarides (1996) estimates, the workers' share of match surplus is set to satisfy the Hosios
condition for social efficiency, and the costs of recruiting and hiring a worker are consistent with survey results reported by Hamermesh (1993). Finally, unemployment income b
and the lower support of the distribution of market product ,/are chosen so that the implied
steady state unemployment rate is 6.5% and average duration of an unemployment spell is
one quarter, numbers that reflect the average experience in the US, over the past 20 years.
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Table 1
Baseline parameter values: efficient rent sharing
New job productivity
Interest rate
Matching elasticity
Recruiting cost
Training cost
Productivity shock frequency
Minimum match product
Value of leisure
Worker's rent share
UI benefit replacement ratio
Payroll tax rate

p - 1
r = 0.02 per quarter
o~ = 0.5
cOlA(O) = 0.3 per worker
C = 0.3 per worker
6 = 0.1
y = 0.64 per quarter
b = 0.35 per quarter
/3 = 1 - e~= 0.5
p = 0.2
~"= 0.2

T h e q u a n t i t a t i v e i m p l i c a t i o n s o f v a r i a t i o n i n the p a y r o l l tax rate a n d U I b e n e f i t r e p l a c e m e n t ratio o n u n e m p l o y m e n t a n d a g g r e g a t e i n c o m e are i l l u s t r a t e d i n T a b l e 2. T h e signs o f
t h e effects o n u n e m p l o y m e n t are o b v i o u s l y c o n s i s t e n t w i t h the k n o w n q u a l i t a t i v e i m p l i c a t i o n s o f t h e m o d e l a n d a g g r e g a t e i n c o m e r e s p o n d s in t h e s a m e d i r e c t i o n as e m p l o y m e n t in
t h e s e cases. T h e first p a n e l c l e a r l y s u g g e s t s t h a t the q u a n t i t a t i v e m a g n i t u d e o f e m p l o y m e n t
effects o f t h e s e t w o f o r m s o f p a s s i v e p o l i c y are large e n o u g h to p r o v i d e a n e x p l a n a t i o n for
t h e o b s e r v e d cross O E C D c o u n t r y v a r i a t i o n i n the u n e m p l o y m e n t rate. In p a r t i c u l a r ,
r e p l a c e m e n t r a t i o s a n d p a y r o l l tax rates i n t h e o r d e r o f 3 5 % are n o t u n c o m m o n in E u r o p e .
W e r e t h e US. rates b o t h i n t h a t r a n g e , t h e c o m p u t a t i o n s i m p l y t h a t t h e U S u n e m p l o y m e n t
rate t o o w o u l d b e o f E u r o p e a n m a g n i t u d e .
A l t h o u g h t h e efficiency loss o f a n i n c r e a s e i n e i t h e r the u n e m p l o y m e n t c o m p e n s a t i o n
b e n e f i t r e p l a c e m e n t r a t i o or the p a y r o l l tax rate is n o t all t h a t large i n a n e i g h b o r h o o d o f the

Table 2
Effects of the payroll tax (~-) and UI benefit (p) given a rent sharing wage contract
T=0.0

T=0.1

T=0.2

T=0.3

~--0.4

4.7
5.3
6.1
7.4
9.4

4.9
5.6
6.5
8.0
10.5

5.1
5.9
7.0
8.7
12.1

5.4
6.3
7.5
9.7
14.6

90.5
90.5
90.4
90.1
89.4

90.5
90.5
90.3
89.9
88.9

90.5
90.4
90.2
89.6
88.1

90.5
90.4
90.0
89.2
86.9

(a) Unemploymentra~(%)

p =0.0
p=0.1
p=0.2
p =0.3
p =0.4

4.5
5.1
5.8
6.8
8.5

(b) Income (percent o f p -- 1)
p = 0.0
90.5
p = 0.1
90.5
p = 0.2
90.4
p = 0.3
90.2
p = 0.4
89.7
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baseline values, they become very significant at higher tax and replacement rates, particularly as the two increase together. Although the US. would lose only about 1% =
100(90.5 - 89.6)/90.3 of its income per participant in the labor force were both the
replacement ratio and the payroll tax rate raised from roughly 20% to 30%, it would
lose about 4% = 100(90.5 - 86.9)/90.3 of income were they both raised to 40%. Indeed,
these numbers imply that liberal unemployment benefit and high payroll tax policies may
have a important impact on the average standard of living in Europe relative to the US
under the hypothesis that the model describes difference between the performance of the
two economies induced by known policy parameter differences.
The tables also suggest that the two policies have increasing and complementary effects
in the sense that a larger value of either the payroll tax rate or the replacement ratio
contributes positively to both its own marginal effect and to the marginal effect of the
other. As emphasized by Coe and Snower (1996), this property implies that a smaller joint
policy reform designed to reduce both the payroll tax and the replacement ratio m a y be far
more effective that a large reduction in just one of the two.
The u n e m p l o y m e n t and income effect of a firing tax T and hiring subsidy H are reported
in Table 3a,b. For reference, the tax or subsidy increment assumed, 0.3, is approximately
equal to 1 m o n t h ' s average output per worker.
There are three observations of interest. First, a e m p l o y m e n t protection policy lowers
unemployment in this experiment while a hiring subsidy increases unemployment. The
reason is the same in both cases: The effect on unemployment duration, l/A(0), is proportionately smaller than the offsetting effect on u n e m p l o y m e n t incidence, 6F(R). Second,
the marginal income effect of either a hiring subsidy or a firing tax can be of the o p p o s i t e
sign of the marginal employment effect. Finally, as the results along the diagonals of both
table imply, a hiring subsidy financed by a severance tax (H = T) can lower the unem-

Table 3
Effects of the firing cost (T) and hiring subsidy (H) given a rent sharing wage contract
H =0.0
(a) Unemployment rate (%)
T = 0.0
6.5
T = 0.25
6.0
T = 0.5
5.3
T = 0.75
4.6
T = 1.0
3.9

H=0.25

H =0.5

H =0.75

H--1.0

7.0
6.5
5.9
5.3
4.6

7.9
7.4
6.9
6.4
5.8

7.9
7.4
6.9
6.4
5.8

8.3
7.9
7.4
6.9
6.4

90.2
90.3
90.2
89.9
89.4

89.9
90.2
90.3
90.2
89.9

89.4
89.9
90.2
90.3
90.2

88.7
89.4
89.9
90.2
90.3

(b) N c o m e ~ e r c e n t ~ p = l )

T=0.0
T--0.25
T=0.5
T=0.75
T=I.0

90.3
90.2
89.9
89.4
88.7
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ployment rate with no loss in steady state income although admittedly the effect of such a
revenue neutral policy on unemployment is quite small in this simulation.
5.4. A call for research
As stated in the introduction to the section, the computational exercise is meant to be
illustrative. As an indication of results that are consistent with the general theory presented
in this chapter, they demonstrate potentially important implications of the framework.
However, more analysis of three kinds is needed. First, how sensitive are these quantitative
results to variation in parameter values? Second, how robust are they to alternative specifications of the wage determination process? Finally, econometric research within the
framework is required to generate valid information about the reasonable ranges of parameter values and about the actual wage determination process.

6. Wage posting games
The idea that employers set the terms of employment while workers choose among
available offers is consistent with how many labor economists view the wage setting
process. The presence of search friction in the form of incomplete information on the
workers side about specific employer offers is a source of monopsony employer power in
this setting. Relative to the bilateral bargaining formulation, the model's structure is
asymmetric in that it gives the power to set wages to the employer. However, unlike
the standard model of static employer monopsony, an employer's market power is
constrained by competition with other similar employers over time. The purpose of this
section is to review the results drawn from an analysis of a set of models in which
employers post wage offers and workers seek the highest offer.
The wage posting approach is consistent with the idea that each employer chooses a
particular wage policy, say to be either a "high" or a "low" wage firm. Those that offer
high wages are more attractive to outsiders and retain insiders more readily. Facing the
same trade off between wage, size and quit rate, some choose the high wage even though
profit generated per worker is lower, making up the difference in higher volume. More
productive firms find it profitable to acquire more workers by outbidding their less efficient
competition. Although "wage policy" plays no role in formal market models with
complete information, the recent work on search equilibrium in wage posting games
gives formal content to these ideas.
The models reviewed in the section were also motivated by a purely theoretical question. After the adaptation of optimal stopping theory to the price search problem, Rothschild (1973) asked whether it was possible to derive the distribution of wages that motivate
wage search as a market equilibrium phenomenon. In particular, does dispersion exist
even when all buyers and sellers are respectively identical? Interesting, the answer is a
qualified yes. As a consequence, the theory also has substantive content as an explanation
for wage differences across observably identical workers and jobs.
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6.1. The D i a m o n d p a r a d o x

As is well known, non-cooperative price posting under perfect information generates a
Bertrand equilibrium, one in which all charge a common competitive equilibrium price,
even when the number of competitors is small. Diamond (1971) was the first to solve a
fully consistent equilibrium version of the price posting game under imperfect information
about offers. He finds that o n l y the m o n o p o l y ( m o n o p s o n y ) p r i c e is offered in equilibrium
if the price setters are the sellers (buyers) of the good or service in question even when the
number of competitors is large. Indeed, Diamond's unique solution to a wage posting
game when workers and employers are identical yields the same outcome as a bargainingmatching model in which the employer has all the "bargaining power" in the sense that the
worker's Nash bargaining parameter /3 is equal to zero. However, because employers
capture all the match su~lus, there is no non-trivial equilibrium in which workers are
willing to participate if the cost of gathering wage information is strictly positive. This
result is known as the D i a m o n d p a r a d o x .
Formally, the structure of the model follows. There is a continuum of active employers
represented by the unit interval and a given continuum of potential worker participants
represented by [1,n] where n is the measure of workers per firm. Both workers and
employers are respectively identical. Each participating worker searches by drawing a
sequential random wage sample at frequency A, without recall from the wage offer c.d.f.
F ( w ) . Existing job-worker matches dissolve at exogenous rate 6. Under stationary conditions, the value of employment at a job paying wage w, denoted as W(w), and the value of
unemployment U given that worker search employers at random solve the following
continuous time Bellman equations:
r W ( w ) = w + ~[U - W(w)]

(90)

and
r U = b - a + f m a x ( W ( w ) - U, O)dF(w),

(91)

where b represents an unemployment income, any unemployment compensation plus the
value of time which would otherwise be gone once an employment spell begins, and a is
the out-of-pocket cost of search. Since the first equation implies that the value of employment increases with the wage, the optimal acceptance strategy has the reservation property
and the reservation wage, the solution to W ( R ) = U, solves the standard reservation price
equation
R = b - a + - r+6

R

[w - R ] d F ( w ) .

(92)

As participation in the labor market while not employed requires search activity and
because any out-of-pocket cost of search a is avoided when not searching, participation
requires U ~ b/r. Assuming that this participation condition holds, the potential labor
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force is fixed and equal to n. Hence, the measure of the stock of searching unemployed u
evolves according to
i~ = 8(n - u) - AuS(r),

where
S(R) = f

J

dF(x)
x~R

is the probability that a randomly searched employer is offering an acceptable wage and
8(n - u) is the exogenous worker flow from employment to unemployment. Hence, the
number of workers who participate in non-trivial equilibrium is
u --

an

(93)

+ aS(R)"

Again, let p, a positive constant, represent the value of a worker's marginal revenue flow
once employed. Given that the set of employers is represented by the unit interval, every
employer hires a flow o f workers equal to Au provided that her wage offer w is acceptable
and losses workers at rate 6 so that the steady state employment of a firm offering wage w
is l(w) = Au/6 if the offer is acceptable and is 0 if not. Hence, the expected present value of
the flow of profits is
[ A-(Pzw)n
7r(w, R, F ) ---- (p - w)l(w) = 1 6 + AS(R)

(

O

if w > - - R ,
(94)
otherwise.

A wage posting equilibrium is a reservation wage R, which is optimal chosen by workers

in these sense of Eq. (92) and taken as given by employers, and a offer distribution F,
also taken as given by each employer, such that every wage offered is profit maximizing,

i.e.~
w = argmax { ~r(w, R, F ) }

for every w on the support of F.

(95)

In short, an equilibrium is a reservation wage and wage offer distribution pair (R,F) that
represents a non-cooperative solution to a game in which each worker chooses his
reservation wage given the wage offers of employers and the reservation wage of
other workers and each e m p l o y e r chooses her wage offer taking as given the reservation
wages of the workers and the offers of other employers. 18
The Diamond paradox is easily stated: there is no equilibrium in which exchange takes
place if the cost of search is strictly positive. Instead, no workers participate. The proof is
~sThe assumption that an employer acts to maximize steady state profit is a simplification. Given that the
interest rate r is small relative to the offer arrival rate A, the wage offer strategies chosen in equilibrium
approximate those chosen were one to use the more appropriate expected present value of future profit criterion
in the sense that they are the limiting strategies as the ratio r/h tends to zero.
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simple. Given Eq. (94), the only solution to Eq. (95) is a wage offer equal to the reservation
wage no matter what other employers offer simply because a higher wage attracts no
additional worker, i.e., a unit mass on w = R is the only candidate for an equilibrium
offer distribution F. But given this offer distribution, R = b - a from Eq. (92) which
implies that the value of search unemployment is less than the value of non-participation
if cost of search is positive, i.e., U = W ( R ) ---- (b - a ) / r < b / r given a > 0 from Eqs. (90)
and (91). As a corollary, all workers participate and the common equilibrium wage offered
by all employers is b if a = 0.
6.2. W a g e d i s p e r s i o n : d i f f e r e n t i a l costs o f s e a r c h

One implication of Diamond' s paradox is that market failure is the inevitable consequence
of costly search and market power on one side of the market. Albrecht and Axell (1984)
show that this conclusion is a consequence of the assumption that all workers have
identical search and opportunity costs of employment provided that some subset of workers can search costlessly. The essence of their argument follows.
Suppose there are two groups of workers, indexed by i = 0 and i = 1, that face different
search costs ai satisfying 0 = a0 < al. Assume further, that the opportunity cost of
employment, bi, enjoyed while either searching or not participating is strictly larger for
the group with zero out of pocket costs of search, i.e., b0 > b~ = 0.19 In this case, the
reservation wages of the two types solve
Ri = bi - ai + ~ A

R, [w - R i ] d F ( w ) ,

i = 0 and 1,

(96)

and rUi =- R i ~ b i is necessary and sufficient for participation by worker type i. One can
easily verify, the workers with the lower search cost and higher outside option value are
more selective, i.e., R0 > RI. In steady state, the measure of each type who participate as
unemployed workers is determined by
ui =

+ AS(Ri)

i f U i >- bi/r, i = 0 , 1 ,
otherwise.

(97)

where ni represents the measure of the total labor force of type i workers per firm.
Obviously, only Diamond's outcome is obtains if only one of the two types participate. Given that both types will search when wage offers are high enough, the
possibility of an equilibrium in which both types participate needs to be investigated.
Because the application flow to every employer is A(u0 + ul) per period, both types
accept if the offer is R0 or more, but only type 1 workers accept for wage offers in the
interval [RI,R0), and those that accept are employed for an average spell of length 1/6,
employer profit is
~9The assumption that a0 = 0 is critical but bl = 0 can be regarded as a normalization.
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7"i'(w, Ro, R1, F ) = (p - w ) l ( w )

f h(p - w)nÜ + A(p - w ) m
8 + AS(R j)

if tv >--!R0

I

= ~h(p - w ) n l

if R 0 > w --> R1,

(98)

otherwise,
given that cost of search and opportunity cost of employment assumptions and Eq. (96)
imply R 0 > R1 for any offer distribution F. Hence, a steady state equilibrium with both
types participating is a triple ( R o , R b F ) that satisfies Eq. (95) with employer payoffs
defined by Eq. (98) and reservation wage rates that satisfy Eq. (96) provided profits are
non-negative and workers of both types are willing to participate.
Because an employer's payoff strictly declines with the wage offered between worker
reservation wage rates but jumps up as the wage offered crosses these two critical
numbers, a wage offer is profit maximizing only if it is the reservation wage rate of
some worker type. Hence, if there is a non-Diamond outcome, some positive fraction of
employers must offer R0 while the others offer R1 < R0. Of course, the expected profit
made by these two groups of employers must be the same by virtue of Eq. (95). Because all
offers are no less than Rb i.e., S ( R 1 ) = 1, the equal profit condition requires
¢r(R o, Ro, R 1, F ) - -

h(p - Ro)n o

+

8+hq

A ( p -- R o ) n 1

8+h

'

h(p - R1)nl
¢r(Rj'R°'RI'F)

--

6 + A

'

where q =-- S ( R o ) is the fraction of employers who offer the higher wage w = R 0 and 1 - q
is the fraction that offer the lower wage w = RI. Finally Eq. (96) and the assumption a0 =
b I = 0 imply that the value of reservation wage rates satisfy
R0 = b0

and

R1 -- r+Aq6(R° - R1) - al,

provided that R 1 --> r U I = b I = 0 so that type 1 workers participate.
By substituting from the last two equations back into the equal profit condition, one
obtains
(b0 - Ri)(8 + hq)
(b o + a~)(8 + A)

(p - bo)n o

(b o + ar)n I

(r + fi)(6 + Aq)
(8 + h)(r + 8 + hq)

after manipulating terms. As positive profits are required in equilibrium to guarantee
employer participation and the last term on the right is strictly increasing in q, a unique
fraction of the employers pay the high wage and the remainder offer the low wage if and
only if
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%

(p - bo)n o

(bo + al)nl

%

r + 8

r + 8 + A"

Because an open set of parameters satisfies these necessary and sufficient conditions,
equilibria with distinct wage offers generically exist. Finally, when the left hand inequality
does not hold, then q = 0 which implies that all employers offer the wage R1 = - a l < 0
and none of the workers participate. Similarly, all employers offer a single wage equal to
Ro = b 0 and type 1 worker participate if and only if R~ = (hb o - ( r + 8)al)/
(r + 8 + A) >-- 0, when the right inequality fails. Note in passing that a single wage
equal to the reservation wage of the high reservation type is always the outcome in the
limit with no friction in the sense that offer arrival rate it is infinite.
6.3. Wage dispersion: more than one offer

Diamond's paradox is also sensitive to the assumption that search is sequential without
recall. Burdett and Judd (1983) show that other equilibria also exist when workers are able
to compare two or more offers simultaneously. Indeed, if every searching workers chooses
among two or more randomly selected offers, then the outcome of the wage posting game
is identical to Bertrand's, i.e., all employers offer w = p. However, if some positive strict
fraction receive two or more offers and another fraction receives only one, the unique
equilibrium is characterized by a non-degenerate offer distribution. Furthermore, the
distribution converges to a point mass on p as the fraction that receive two or more
tends to unity and to a point mass on the common reservation wage R as the fraction
who receive more than one offer tends to zero. Hence, all intermediate cases lie somewhere midway between the single wage competitive (Bertrand) equilibrium and single
wage monopsony (Diamond) equilibrium even though wages are disperse.
Prior to the Burdett-Judd analysis, Butters (1977) proposed and studied a model that
satisfied the Burdett-Judd comparative shopping condition. In that formulation, employers
"advertise" wage offers by sending messages, "help wanted ads", to workers at random.
Each worker chooses among all advertised job offers received within some specified
"period", say a week. Given that offers arrive continuously over the week at frequency
A, the number received is a random Poisson variable. As the fraction of searching worker' s
who receive one and two or more wage offer during the period satisfy 0 < Aexp(-A) < 1
and 0 < 1 - exp(-A)(1 + A) < 1, respectively, the only equilibrium offer distribution is
disperse. Of course, one can interpret the arrival rate here as the outcome of the recruiting
activity by employers in Butters.
The Burdett-Judd comparison shopping condition is satisfied automatically when
unemployed workers search sequentially but employed workers search as well because
employed workers who find an alternative can compare it with the wage earned on their
current job. Mortensen (1990), Burdett (1990) and Burdett and Mortensen (1989, 1998)
use this fact to develop models in which wage dispersion is an equilibrium phenomenon
under quite general conditions. Because the solution can be characterized in closed form,
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its structure can and has been estimated using data on wages and unemployment spell
durations. This model and its implications are reviewed in the remainder of the section.
6.4. Search on the job

In order to incorporate on the job search, the duration of a job spell must be explicitly
modeled. Let 8 > 0 denote the exogenous rate of job turnover. Assume that employed
workers receive outside offers at alTival frequency A l > 0, generally different from the
arrival rate of offers conditional on unemployment denoted as A0> 0. Mortensen and
Neumann (1988) have shown that employed workers accept any offer greater than their
current wage and the unemployed accept all wage offers in excess of a reservation wage R
which in this case solves
R-b=(A

fro(
1 - F(x)
)dx.
0 - A 1) R r + 8 ~ - ~ l - ( 1 Z F ( x ) ]

(99)

Eq. (99) is a generalization of the reservation wage equation, Eq. (92), which holds when
search on the job occurs (where out of pocket search costs are ignored for simplicity). Note
that when the offer arrival rate is independent of employment status (as well as out of
pocket search cost), the reservation wage is simply equal to the unemployment income b.
Furthermore, the effects of the interest rate, the turnover rate and the form of the wage offer
distribution on the reservation wage depend critically on the difference between the two
arrival rates simply because the relative desirability of search while unemployed depends
on the difference between the two arrival rates. For example, given an improvement in the
offer distribution is the sense of first order stochastic dominance (an increase in 1 - F(x)
for all x), the reservation wage increases (decreases) if the offer arrival rate when unemployed exceeds (is less than) that when employed because search wbile unemployed
(employed) is more efficient.
Since employed workers move from one job to another without an intervening unemployment spell, the equality of worker flows into, h0[1 - F(R)]u, and out of employment,
8(n - u), yields the steady state unemployment rate
u=

6n

8 + h0[1 - F(R)]

(100)

as before, where n represents the number of workers per employer and the total labor
supply is fixed and normalized at unity.
By equating the flows into and out of employment at each wage offer, steady state
employment at each wage can be derived for any offer distribution. The flow into employment at a wage equal to w or less is ho[F(w) - F(R)]u given that only offers greater than or
equal to the reservation wage are acceptable. The worker flow out of the same category is
the sum of exogenous turnover plus the flow of quits to jobs offering a higher wage. The
latter flow is equal to (8 + hi [1 - F(w)])G(w)(n - u) where G(w) is the fraction of workers employed at wage w or less. Hence, the unique steady state distribution of workers over
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wage rates associated with any offer distribution is

G(w) = ( ~

A0[F(w ) - F(R)]u
6[F(w) - F(R)]
Al[l -- F(w)])(n - u) = (6 + All1 -- F(w)])(1 - F(R))"

(101)

In the case of a differentiable wage offer distribution, the steady measure of workers
employed per firm offering a particular wage w, its steady state labor force, is equal to
the ratio of the measure of worker earning the wage divided by the measure of firms
offering the wage, i.e.,

l(w I R, F) -- G~(w)(n - u) _
n/~a0(6 + A~[1 - F(R)])
F'(w)
(6 + A0[1 - F(R)])[6 + AI [1 - F(w)]] 2 '

(102)

provided F~(w) > 0 at w. Hence, the steady state profit per firm offering any wage w in the
support of F can be written

rr(w ] R, F) = (p - w)l(w I R, F).

(103)

A wage posting equilibrium is a common maximal profit earned by each employer rr, a
reservation wage R and a offer distribution F which satisfy Eq. (92) and
1r(w [ R, F ) = ~r

for all w on the support of F,

1r(w JR, F ) < rr

otherwise.

(104)

As the e m p l o y e r offering the lowest wage loses all of her workers to competitors
anyway, the profit maximizing condition implies that the lower support of the offer
distribution is the common reservation wage of all the identical workers. Given Eqs.
(102), (103) and w = R, Eq. (104) implies a single candidate for the offer distribution
function. Namely,

F(w) = k - - A ~ -

1-

,

for all w ~ [R, # ]

(105)

with upper support

~2(p _ R)
1~ = p

(8+

/~1) 2 "

After substituting from Eq. (105) into Eq. (99), one finds that the equilibrium reservation
wage can be represented as a weighted average of the unemployment benefit and worker
productivity.
(8 q- A1)2b q- (A 0 - a , ) A , p

R =

(6 + a l ) 2 + (a0 - a l ) a l

(106)

Finally, note that R < p so that 7r = 7r(R [ R, F ) = ~r(w ] R, F ) > 0 on the support of the
candidate. Because l(w ] R, F ) = 0 for all w < R and l(w ] R, F) = 1(~ [ R, F) for all
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w "> ~ , the candidate equilibrium wage offer distribution derived above satisfies the profit
maximization condition (104), namely ~-(w [ R, F ) < ~" for all w (Y JR, ~], and, consequently, is the only equilibrium offer distribution, z°
The Burdett-Mortensen equilibrium is in between D i a m o n d ' s equilibrium and
Bertrand's in the sense that both are limiting cases generated by the two extreme assumptions about the rate at which e m p l o y e d workers receive offers. Because ~ ~ R ~ b as
A ~---* 0, the support of the equilibrium wage offer distribution converge to a point equal to
the reservation wage as the offer arrival rate when employed tends to zero. Because
G(w) ~ 0 for all w < N and ~ ~ p as A 1"* eo, equilibrium converges to a degenerate
wage distribution with unit mass concentrated on the competitive outcome, wage equal to
the value of marginal product, as the friction vanishes in the sense that the offer arrival rate
when employed tends to infinite.
Note that the equilibrium distributions of wages offered and earned, F and G, have
increasing convex densities that are highly left skewed with mass concentrated to the right
toward the competitive wage p when A1 is large. Specifically,
(8+&]/
r'(w) =

1
H (P - R (p - w)

(107)

and
G~(w ) =

6(8 + Al)F/(w)
(8 + AI[1 - F(w)]) 2"

(108)

The left skew simply reflects the fact that all wage offers w are less than p but most are
concentrated near the competitive wage p, at least when A i is large. F r o m an econometric
point of view then, the Burdett-Mortensen model implies that competitive wage theory
has a highly asymmetric "error term" with a negative expectation.
6.5. W o r k e r and e m p l o y e r heterogeneity

Mortensen (1990) demonstrates that a mixture of the Burdett-Mortensen and the
A l b r e c h t - A x e l l outcomes is obtained when workers enjoy different unemployment benefits or search costs. In the generalization, wages other than those on the support of reservation wage distribution are offered but still the wage offer support generally is not convex.
Mortensen (1990) also shows how differences in employer productivity can contribute to
variance in wage offers. A n important characteristic of the equilibrium in this case is that
more productive employers offer higher wage rates. Burdett and Mortensen (1998) and
Bontemps et al. (1997) derive closed form offer distributions in the case of continuous
distribution of types for both of these cases. These results and their significance are briefly
summarized below.
20The possibility of an equilibrium offer distribution with mass points is ruled out in Burdett and Mortensen
(1989).
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First, consider the case of a continuum of worker types described by a continuous
worker supply price c.d.f. H(b). Assume for simplicity that when the arrival rate is independent of employment status, i.e., A0= A1 which implies R(b) = b for each type from Eq.
(99). All employers have the same labor productivity p. The only equilibrium wage offer
distribution is of the form

( 6 + A' ~ [ 1 f(w)

= ~

AI

][

~ (P - w)H(w) ]
(p - w)m(w)

(109)
'

where the lowest wage, w, is the largest solution to
w = argmax { (p - w)H(w) },

(110)

W

the highest wage, w, is the largest solution to
(P-q~)H(q0 _ (
(p - w_)H(_w)

~

)2

and w is in the support of F if and only if

w ~> w

~

(p - w)H(w) > (p - wl)H(w I)

for all w C (w, ~).

(111)

As H(w) is the Marshallian market supply curve in this environment, the lower support is
simply the monopsony wage by Eq. (110). Note, that the equilibrium offer distribution still
has an increasing density with a left skew although possibly less so in general than in the
case of no dispersion in the unemployment benefit.
Next, consider the case of a continuum of employer types described by the continuous
employer productivity c.d.f. J(p). Without loss of generality, assume that the lower support
p is no less than the common reservation wage R. The only equilibrium wage offer
distribution is

F(co(p)) = J(p),

(112)

where the wage-productivity profile w = co(p) is implicitly defined by the first order
condition for profit maximization, which is
2A, F'(w)(p - w) - [~ + A~(1 - F(w)] = 0

(113)

on the support of F. It can be shown that the only solution must be
w(p) = p -

R ~

~,~]~_j~

dx.

(114)

Note, the lowest offer is the common reservation wage, i.e., J(x) = 0 for all x --<p implies
co(p) = R, wage offers increase with productivity, i.e., J ( p ) > 0, but all offers are strictly
greater than the worker' s reservation wage but less than the value of marginal product and
R < co(p) < p for all p > p. In the case of R > p, employer's with labor product p < R
cannot earn a positive profit and therefore don't participate. The equilibrium offer distri-
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bution takes the same form with the truncated distribution of productivity J(p)/[ 1 - J(R)]
replacing J in Eqs. (112) and (114).
Obviously, the shape of the offer distribution is influenced by the shape of the distribution of labor productivity in this case. Indeed, because Eqs. (112) and (114) imply

F'(w) =

2A1
~2

,

(114)

(a + a~(1 - F(w))

the offer density is not generally increasing. Still, as Bontemps et al. (1997) show, Eq.
(107) holds in the limit as dispersion in productivity vanishes. Consequently, the theory
implies restriction regarding its form, particularly on the shape of its right tail. These are
characterized and used to develope an empirical test of the theory by Bontemps et al.
(1997).

6.6. Structural estimation
What might be called the "first generation" empirical search literature uses the stopping
problem to interpret empirical observation on unemployment spell durations and wages
earned immediately after such a spell taking the offer distribution as given. This literature
is reviewed in detail by Devine and Kiefer (1991), Wolpin (1995), and Neumann (1997).
The papers summarized in this subsection represents on going "second generation" literature in which authors exploit the structure of equilibrium search models in the estimation
procedures applied.
The fiterature starts with Wolpin (1987) and Eckstein and Wolpin (1990) who estimate
the Albrecht and Axell (1984) model using panel data on unemployment durations and
subsequent earnings. Although the model provides an acceptable fit to the duration data,
the fit of the wage data is less satisfactory because each point in the support of the wage
offer distribution is necessarily the reservation wage of some worker type in the model. As
the complexity of the computation of the equilibrium increases rapidly with the number of
types, only a small finite number of types could be considered.
The simple Burdett-Mortensen with homogenous workers and employers is consistent
with a number of stylized facts: wage offers generally exceed reservation wages, workers
with more experience and tenure earn a higher wage on average, larger firms offer higher
wage rates, and quit rates fall with wage offers in cross-section. However, in the absence of
exogenous worker or employer heterogeneity in labor productivity, the approach implies
increasing densities for both the wage offer and wage earned distributions. Specifically
both have left tails skewed away from the unique competitive wage for reasonable values
of the offer arrival rates. This implication is at odds with wage distributions which have
always have long and thick right tails. As a weaker version of the perfectly competitive
implication that every worker's wage is equal to her value of marginal product, it is not a
problem in principle. In either case, worker and employer heterogeneity are required to
explain the observed shape of earning distributions.
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Kiefer and Neumann (1993), Koning et al. (1995), and van den Berg and Ridder (1993,
1995) all estimate the simplest Burdett and Mortensen (1989) version of the model in
which all workers and employers are assumed identical using unemployment and job spell
durations and wage data drawn from panel data. They do so by assuming that the labor
market is segmented by the usual observable indicators of worker and employer heterogeneity - education, experience, occupation and industry. All the structural parameters,
e.g., the offer arrival rates and separation rate, are allowed to vary across the sub-market
segments but workers and employers within each sub-market are homogenous by assumption. Although the estimated models provide an accurate fit of both unemployment duration and cross-section wage data, the implied dispersion in the sequence of wages that an
individual can earn over a work life is too narrow, i.e., the implied return to experience is
too small.
B owlus et al. (1995, 1997) provide the first estimates of a version of the model in which
exogenous heterogeneity in employer productivity is allowed. They assume only a finite
number of employer types, each defined by a different value of labor productivity, p, in the
formal model. Because the model's solution cannot be expressed in closed form in this
case, their maximum likelihood estimation procedure requires the repeated computation of
a candidate equilibrium offer distribution F. Consequently, the computational complexity
of the approach grows rapidly with the number of employer productivity types allowed in
the support of J. Still their approach fits the data with only four or five points of support
and yields interesting and useful results. For example, in their second (1997) paper based
on US. data drawn from the NLS, their results suggest that the earnings distribution of
young whites stochastically dominates that of young blacks among those transiting from
higher school to work primarily because blacks are exposed to twice the subsequent job
destruction risk. The estimated offer arrival rates are essentially identical for blacks and
whites with the arrival rate when unemployed roughly three times larger than when
employed.
Bontemps et al. (1997) avoid problems of computational complexity by assuming a
continuous distribution of employer types. Their approach permits the application of the
first order profit maximization condition, Eq. (113), and the one to one association it and
continuity imply between the distribution of wage offers and the distribution of employer
productivity, Eq. (112). Exploiting these continuous relationships, they obtain joint estimates of the offer arrival rate and separation rate parameters, and a non-parametric estimate of the distribution of employer labor productivity using unemployment and job
duration data and earnings data drawn from a French panel survey on individual worker
histories. After stratifying the data by industry, the model fits well, even though workers in
each industry are assumed equally productive, and the fitted wage offer and wage earned
distribution satisfy the tail restrictions implied by the theory. As a further check of
adequacy, the authors compare the distribution of productivity over firms implied by
the wage data with an independent empirical distribution of value added per worker
derived from a sample of French firms in each industry considered. They find that the
shapes of these two distributions are broadly consistent with one another. Finally, their
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empirical results suggest that the most productive employers have significant monopoly
power and use it by paying wages substantially below value of marginal product while the
least productive have almost none and earn little pure profit.
The estimation methodology applied by Bontemps et al. (1997) is both simple and
powerful. As such, a brief sketch is appropriate. First, the authors use a kernel estimator
and the data on employed worker earnings to fit the wage distribution G. Conditional on
this estimate, call it G, and the parameter AJ& the inverse of Eq. (101) generates an
associated consistent estimate of the offer distribution /~ and its density. Second, they
substitute these estimates in the unemployment and job spell duration likelihood functions
and maximize to obtain consistent estimates of the parameters R, A0, A 1, and 8. 2j Third,
they use the first order condition, Eq. (113), and/~ to obtain an estimate of the inverse of
oJ(p). After inverting and substituting the result back into F, the associated estimate of the
distribution of labor productivity 3 is obtained using Eq. (112). Note, the method avoids
the repeated integration required to obtain w(p) using the equilibrium equation, Eq. (114),
which is required by a joint maximum likelihood estimation procedure.

7. Wage posting in a matching model
As suggested by the organization of this essay, the literature on search equilibrium
approaches to labor market equilibrium analysis has developed along two somewhat
different branches. Although the matching approach has found application primarily in
the macroeconomic literature on unemployment determination while the wage posting
approach has been used in empirical analysis of wage differentials, the separate lives of
these two literatures are difficult to explain, especially since several authors have contributed to both. As potential fruit, a graft of the two strands promises a joint theory of wage
offers and market tightness in which employers play the active role of both wage setter and
job creator.
A synthesis is sketched in this section based on Mortensen (1998). As his approach is
inspired by the related model of Acemoglu and Shimer (1997), the principal results
presented here are similar to theirs. First, although Diamond's equilibrium generally exists
in the synthesis, so does another equilibrium, one both strictly preferred by all agents and
stable under competitive rent seeking job creation behavior. Second, wage dispersion can
induce endogenous differentials in labor productivity rather than simply reflect exogenous
differences as in the extended version of the Burdett-Mortensen model. In our formulation, this result occurs as a consequence of a standard specific human capital partial
equilibrium result, an employer offering a higher wage has an greater incentive to make
match specific productivity enhancing investments because the future return on the invest
merit is subject to a less quit risk.
21 Since R varies one for one with b given the other parameters from Eq. (99), the reservation wage rather than
the unemployment benefit can be regarded as a structural parameter.
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7.1. S e a r c h a n d m a t c h i n g

As in the matching model, firms create "job sites" and each is either vacant or filled. In
equilibrium, the vacancy measure v is determined by a zero profit free entry condition. The
total labor force size is fixed. Each individual worker is either employed or not and the
measure of unemployed, u, evolves according to the usual law of motion. As in B u r d e t t Mortensen model, workers search while employed as well as unemployed and, consequently, the numbers in each category are inputs, along with the vacancy measure, in the
matching technology. Specifically, let re(v, u, 1 - u) represent the matching function equal
in value to the total flow of offers received by workers. It is increasing and concave in the
three arguments.
For simplicity, we assume that employed and u n e m p l o y e d workers are perfect substitutes in the matching process, i.e., only their sum matters. Because the total flow of
contacts must equal the sum received by both u n e m p l o y e d and e m p l o y e d workers, the
offer arrival rate is independent of employment status and an increasing concave function
of vacancies, i.e., as A0u + ) t l ( 1 - - U ) = m(v,u, 1 - u) = m ( v , u + 1 - u) =-- A(v) for all u,
A0 = A1 = A(w),

(115)

where A (v) is an increasing and concave function.
Workers behave as in the Burdett-Mortensen model: unemployed workers accept the
first offer no less than the reservation wage R defined by Eq. (99) and an employed work
accepts any offer in excess of that currently earned. The simplifying assumption that
employed and unemployed workers are perfect substittes implies that the reservation
wage is exogenous, i.e., R = b. Consequently, the steady state unemployment rate is
6
u = ~ + A(V)[1 - F(b)] "

(116)

Finally, the associated steady state distribution of earnings across employed worker is
G(w) =

6 [ F ( w ) - F(b)]

(6 + A(v)[1 - F(w)])(1 - F ( b ) )

(117)

from Eqs. (100), (101), and (115).
7.2. W a g e p o s t i n g

In the matching framework, it is the future expected return to the creation of a vacancy
which is the critical profit concept. W a g e s are set to m a x i m i z e this return and entry drives
it down to recruiting and hiring costs. Formally, the asset value of a vacant j o b solves
r V = max {r/(v)[u + (1 - u ) G ( w ) ] ( J ( w ) - V ) - c},
w>R

(118)

where ~(v) --= A ( v ) / v is the average rate at which vacancies are filled and c > 0 is the
recruiting cost per vacancy. The first term on the left is the expected return to vacancy
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creation, the product of the rate at wlfich workers are contacted per vacancy Ol(v)), the
probability that the worker contacted will accept (unity if unemployed given w -> R and
G(w) if employed where G is the distribution of wage rates across employed workers), and
the capital gain associated with converting a vacancy j o b to a filled one (J(w) - V). As
employed workers quit when they are offered a higher alternative wage, the expected
present value of the future flow of quasi-rents once a worker is hired, J(w), solves
rJ(w) = p - w + (~ + A(v)[1 - F ( w ) ] ) [ V - J(w)],

(119)

where w is the wage offered, p is match product, ~ is the exogenous separation rate and
A (v)[ 1 - F(w)] is the expected rate at which an employed worker finds a job paying more
than w. Finally, free entry eliminates pure profit in vacancy creation
V = 0.

(120)

Given the reservation wage, which is tied down by R = b in the case under study, a
steady state w a g e posting search equilibrium is an unemployment rate u, a vacancy rate v,
a wage c.d.f. G, and a wage offer c.d.f. F which satisfies Eqs. (116), (117), and (120) given
that every wage in the support of F is a solution to the profit maximization problem
formulated on the right side o f Eq. (118).
Because no employed worker accepts the lowest wage offer and all unemployed workers accept wages at or above the reservation wage, the lower support of the equilibrium
offer distribution is R = b. As F ( b ) = 0, an appropriate sequence of substitutions from the
other equations into Eq. (118) yields
c
n(v)

6max{
(p-w)
t"
~
(r + ~ + a(v)[l - k ( w ) ] ~ + a(v)[1 - F(w)])

(121)

But note, in the limiting case of r = 0 considered by Burdett and Mortensen, this equation
simplifies to
n(v)

-- 6 m a x / ( P - w ) l ( w [ R, F) },

(122)

W

where
l(w I R, F ) =

1
(6 + A(v)[1 - F(w)]) 2

(123)

is the size of an e m p l o y e r ' s steady state labor force when offering a wage w in the Burdett
and Mortensen model for the special case of offer arrival rates independent of emptoymen~
status from Eq. (102). 22 Hence, the equilibrium distribution of offers here is the same as h,
their model, namely
22However, in the case of a matching model ~l(w I R, F) represents the accumulated flow
per wo~e~
-'- - '-:
mcu
-- j m
:-- steady state.

o l f u m w qu~,.i r , . ~
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= (6+

A(v)

p-

w

In addition, however, the offer arrival rate is endogenously determined as the solution to
the lbllowing implication of Eqs. (122) and (124) and the fact that the lower support of F is
b
(3a(v)(p -

cv--

b)

((3 + A(v))2 "

(125)

As A(v) is increasing and concave, exactly two solution exist, one at v = 0, and the
second strictly positive under the Inada condition A (0) = 0, A/(0) = oo, and A/(oo) = 0 in
the only interesting case, that in which labor output exceed the opportunity cost of employment, i.e., p > b. Of course, these conditions are quite natural given the production
function interpretation of the matching function.
Only the positive solution is stable in the sense that the return to vacancy creation
exceeds (is less than) the cost for positive values to its (left) right. In short, a simple
entry process starting with positive vacancies will find the positive equilibrium. Finally,
note c ~ 0 implies that the equilibrium vacancy rate v ---, co. Hence, if the matching
function A(v) is unbounded, then competitive equilibrium with all workers earning the
common wage p is the result in the limit as recruiting costs vanish.
7.3. E n d o g e n o u s productive heterogeneity

As demonstrated above, more productive employers offer higher wages in equilibrium in
an extended version of the Burdett-Mortensen model characterized by an exogenous
distribution of labor productivity over employers. Acemoglu and Shimer (1997) show
the causality can be reversed in their model. That is, firms that offer higher wages also
have an incentive to differentiate themselves by investing in their worker' s. In this section
we show that the same result also holds in our synthesis of the matching and wage posting
approaches simply because higher wage employers enjoy lower quit rates. Hence, both
models suggest a parsimonious explanation for the positive correlation between the wage
and labor productivity across employers: The correlation may be the consequence of
strategic wage competition.
In the extension, let k represent the cost of training a new hire and let worker productivity be an increasing concave function of this investment denoted as p(k). The value
equations, Eqs. (118) and (119), can be rewritten as
r V = max {~7(v)[u + (1 - u)G(w)](J(w,k) - k - V) - c}
(w,k)

(126)

and
rJ(w, k) = p(k) - w + (6 + A(v)[1 - F(w)])[V - J(w, k)]

(127)

to reflect this extension where the maximization with respect to both wage and investment
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reflect the simultaneous choice of wage offer and training policy adopted by a particular
employer, After the appropriate substitution are made from equations (1 t6), (117), and
(120), the equilibrium characterization (t21) can be rewritten as
c _3
max {
p-w-k(r+~+A(v)[1-F(w)]
}.
~7(v)
(w.k)_>(b,0~ r + 6 + A(v)[1 - F(w)])(6 + A(v)[1 - F(w)])

(128)

In the limiting case of r = 0, the equilibrium wage offer distribution and training investment solve
max ~p(k) - w - k ( 6 + A(v)[1 - F(w)])~ = macx{ p(k ) - b - k ( 6 + A(v))

!

(129)

on the support of F given that w = b where any equilibrium vacancy rate solves
cv -

8h(v)

(~ + ,~(v))= max
I~0 (p(k) - b - k(6 + h(v))).

(130)

Provided that p(0) > b, the Inada conditions applied to the matching technology again
guarantee a unique stable positive solution for v. Furthermore, because the left side of Eq.
(129) is strictly increasing in F given w and is strictly decreasing in w, there is a unique
increasing function F(w) which satisfied the equation. Hence, the equilibrium in the
extended model is unique and wage offers are dispersed.
The only issue that remains is to characterize differences in the investment policy
adopted by employers that offer different wage rates. As the investment decision criterion,
implicit in the problem defined on the left side of Eq. (129), is strictly concave given the
assumption that p(k) is increasing and strictly concave, the investment decision has a
unique solution. Assume p~(0)= eo so that investment for an employer who offers
wage w, uniquely solves the first order condition
p'(k(w)) = 6 + A(v)[l - F(w)].

(131)

The optimal investment policy expressed as a function of an employer's wage offer k(w),
that implicitly defined by the first order condition, is increasing (k/(w) = - h ( v ) F ~ ( w ) /
p ' ( k ) > 0) because offering a higher wage lowers an employer's match separation rate, the
effective rate of depreciation on match specific capital.

8. Summary

This chapter has a simple message. Search equilibrium approaches to modeling market~;
characterized by friction in the form of information gathering delay and turnover c~:~t
have matured in the past decade. They are now capable of providing a framework J;,
understanding empirical observation on labor reallocation flows and wage dispersiot~ an~
for generating important new insights into the effects of labor market policy. We h;oi~
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f o r w a r d to f u t u r e a p p l i c a t i o n s o f t h e a p p r o a c h to m a n y o t h e r s u b s t a n t i v e q u e s t i o n s o f
interest.
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Abstract

Matched employer-employee data contain information collected from households and individuals as
well as information collected from businesses or establishments. Both administrative and sample
survey sources are considered. Both longitudinal and cross-sectional applications are discussed. We
review studies from 17 different countries using 38 different systems for creating the linked data. We
provide a detailed discussion of the methods used to create the linked datasets, the statistical and
economic models used to analyze these data, and a comprehensive set of results from the different
countries. We consider compensation structure, wage and employment mobility, and the relation
between firm outcomes and worker characteristics in detail. Matched employer-employee data
provide the empirical basis for further refinements of the theory of workplace organization, compensation design, mobility and production; however, the arrival of these data has been relatively recent.
© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
JEL codes: J3; J6; C1; C8

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
On the empirical side of these questions, the greatest potential for further progress
rests in developing more suitable sources of data on the nature of selection and
matching between workers and firms. Virtually no matched worker-firm records are
available for empirical research, but obviously are crucial for the precise measurement o f j o b and personal attributes required for empirical calculations. Not only will
the availability of such data produce sharper estimates of the wage-job attributes
equalizing differences function but also will allow more detailed investigations of
the sorting and assignment aspects of the theory, which have not received sufficient
attention in past work. (Rosen, 1986, p. 688).
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The recent stress on the role of specific as opposed to general human capital and the
development of agency theories of the e m p l o y e e - e m p l o y e r relationship may result
in the modification of some of the received doctrines but these theories also serve to
enrich the scope of the theory by pointing towards interesting and potentially important connections between wages, j o b mobility and institutional practices. Future
progress in this area will hinge crucially on the development of data which links
information on the individual characteristics of workers and their households with
data on the firms who employ them (Willis, 1986, p. 598).
In the decade since Sherwin Rosen and Robert Willis wrote these words, economists
have made enormous strides in finding and using matched e m p l o y e r - e m p l o y e e data. This
chapter reviews about 100 studies from more than 15 different countries. Virtually all of
these papers have been written in the last 5 years and many are still only available in
working paper form. As this chapter was being prepared more than 40 new papers using
matched e m p l o y e r - e m p l o y e e data appeared as a part of a conference organized specifically to investigate this issue. 1
F r o m the many papers that we discuss below, two broad themes emerge. The first is the
relative importance o f person and firm variables in the determination of compensation.
The second is the relative importance of individual mobility in relation to firm-specific
employment adjustments. These questions have now been addressed by dozens of
researchers. In contrast to m a n y other areas of e m p M c a l labor economics, the results
we discuss on these questions have largely been estimated from European, and not American, matched e m p l o y e r - e m p l o y e e data, a situation that was foreshadowed by evident
advance of the European statistical systems in providing support for the microeconometric
analysis of human resource decision making. 2 It is clear from the degree of professional
interest in these research efforts that the availability of the type of data Rosen and Willis
called for in the original handbook has already produced many important new results.

2. The different types of matched employer-employee datasets
In order to describe the potential that matched e m p l o y e r - e m p l o y e e datasets offer for labor
economists, we begin by describing the datasets that exist and some of the basic applications analyzing compensation, mobility, unemployment insurance and other aspects of the
labor market. Table 1 presents a complete summary of each of the datasets we describe as
well as basic references for further information and applications.
~The International Symposium on Linked Employer-Employee Data was held on May 21 22. 199,'; J~
Washington, DC. The preliminary versions of papers from this conference are discussed in this chapter. Sc~
Lane et al. (1997a) for an earlier review.
2 See Abowd and Kramarz (1996b).
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Two important dimensions distinguish the matched employer-employee data that we
present. First, some are cross-sectional datasets while others are longitudinal. Second,
some sampling designs focus on the employee while others use the firm as the primary
unit of analysis. 3 When considering issues of representativeness, we show that certain
samples, with a longitudinal component, are representative of the target population in the
cross-section without being dynamically representative. In particular, certain sampling
techniques do not permit entry and exit of individuals from the labor market and/or
entry and exit of firms, phenomena which cannot be ignored with matched employeremployee.
Most labor economists are not familiar with the methods used to construct matched
employer-employee data. We have, therefore, taken some care to describe the technical
details so that potential users of these data can use this chapter to select data sources that
are appropriate for the questions they wish to investigate.

2.1. Representative cross-sections of firms with representative data on workers
We begin with the basic design of datasets in which both the sample of firms and the
sample of individuals are cross-sectionally representative of the population under study.
We start by describing the French program since it follows closely a structure that has been
widely adopted across Europe. The Wage Structure Surveys (Enqu~te sur la Structure des
Salaires, ESS), performed by the French National Statistical Institute (INSEE) in 1986 and
1992, were initiated in 1966 by the European Statistical Office (ESO). However, after the
1966, 1972 and 1978 surveys, the ESS was abandoned by the ESO. INSEE decided to
resume this survey because of the importance of the information collected at each round
and the uniqueness of the statistical design. The ESS collects data on the structure and
amount of individual compensation within a sample of establishments from the manufacturing, construction and service industries.
The sampling frame has two stages: at the first stage, production units are sampled; at
the second stage, individuals employed at these sampled units are sampled. The target
population is all establishments with at least ten employees in general industry. In the
construction and in the service industries, the first stage sampling unit is the firm. Furthermore, agriculture, transportation, telecommunication and services supplied directly to
individuals are excluded from the scope of the ESS except for insurance, banks and all
industries where services are also supplied directly to firms. The universe is constructed
from the SIRENE system, a unified database recording all existing establishments and
firms in France. The sampling rates are stratified according to the industry, the region, and
the size of the unit - from unity for the establishments above 500 employees to 1/48 lbr
establishments between 10 and 20 employees. The sampling frame for the employees at
sampled units is based on the employee's year and month of birth. The sample is exhaus3Hildreth and Pudney (1999) provide an interesting methodologicaldiscussion of the statistical properties of
many of these methods of creating matched datasets.
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tive in small units and the sampling rate is 1/24 in the largest establishments (above 5000
employees).
In the 1986 version of the survey, annual and October compensation are available for
each sampled employee. The October compensation for each employee includes all
employee and employer-paid benefits but excludes non-wage benefits. It can be decomposed into total wage, overtime compensation and October-specific bonuses. The total
annual compensation includes all benefits and bonuses, even those not paid on a monthly
basis. Finally, information on the method of pay is given (time versus piece rates, for
instance). In 1992, total annual compensation, decomposed as described above, is available but the October compensation is not decomposed.
In both versions of the ESS, occupation, firm-specific seniority, age, country of origin,
hour schedule (number of hours and shifts), days of absence are measured for the
employee. In addition to this individnal-level information, the surveyed unit gives the
following information: total employment, existence of shifts and night work, existence of
a firm-level agreement, of a branch-level agreement. Since some questions in the 1986 and
1992 versions of the ESS were not formulated identically, the two surveys are not always
comparable.
The basic research data files for the ESS contain 16,239 establishments with 678,798
interviewed employees in 1986 and 15,858 establishments with 148,976 interviewed
employees in 1992. More detailed technical information on the 1986 version of the ESS
is available in Rotbart (1991). The technical report on the 1992 version of the ESS is not
yet available.
Salary structure surveys with the same structure as the ESS exists in most EC countries,
for instance in Germany (see Stephan, 1998) and the United Kingdom. Unfortunately, the
statistical offices in charge of collecting and storing these data have been generally reluctant to let researchers access them. In France, however, the policy for non-INSEE
researchers has been more generous (see Arai et al., 1997, among others). Statistics
Canada is now in the process of building such a dataset called the Workplace and
Employee Survey. Data collection should be completed by the end of 1997. A pilot,
designed to be one-fifth of the production version, was conducted in 1996 with approximately 1000 establishments and 6000 workers (see Picot and Wannell, 1996). In the
United Kingdom, the Office for National Statistics now allows contracted researchers
access to these confidential data.
Salary structure data also exist in Japan, based on a annual survey called the Basic
Survey on Wage Structure (see Abe and Sofer, 1996). The universe of establishments
sampled every year includes all establishments of the private sector with at least 5 employees and the public sector establishments if covered by the National Enterprise Labor
Relations Law or by the Local Public Labor Relations Law and at least 10 employees.
Each year, approximately 70,000 establishments with 1.4 million workers are sampled.
The survey is conducted during the month of July, with information recorded about the
month of June (apart from annual bonuses, which come from the previous fiscal year).
General information about the establishment is collected: industry, size, product, enter-
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prise to which the establishment belongs, entry wage for the youngest hires. Information
on individual workers includes: sex, age, education, type of contract, number of days and
hours worked, experience, job position, June earnings (before taxes), and annual bonuses.

2.2. Representative cross-sections of firms with non-representative data on workers'
In this type of data, a sample is designed to be representative of the cross-section of finns
(or other business units) in a given year and data on some workers are collected. Some of
the surveys have longitudinal or panel components but the sampling frame was, nevertheless, constructed using a universe that was fixed at a particular date. Hence, they are not
dynamically representative even though they are representative over time of the business
units and employees at risk to be sampled at that date.
The best example is the European Commission-sponsored research data collected in the
United Kingdom, called the Panel Study of Manufacturing Establishments (PSME). The
description is based on Hildreth and Tremlett (1994, 1995). The stage of the sample is
based upon an establishment universe called a business location and defined as the activities of a single employer at a single address. The sample of business locations is based on
British Telecom's (BT) business line records. If an establishment has a business telephone
line, it is included in the population at risk to be sampled. As seems natural given the origin
of the sample, the BT sample provided a contact phone number as well as an establishment
name, and address. This allowed the interview to be conducted over the telephone. BT also
reported the industry classification as well as size of the establishment. The sample was
restricted to manufacturing establishments only (Divisions 1-4 of the 1980 Standard
Industrial Classification, SIC code). Using this information, the fi~ame was stratified
according to area, size, and industry. Details of the sampling scheme can be found in
Hildreth and Tremlett (1994). The initial sample comprised 881 establishments of which
nearly a quarter (23%) was found to be out-of-scope for the survey.
From the original 881 establishments, 682 were in the scope for interview. Interviews
were conducted between February and April 1994 using Computer Assisted Telephone
Interviewing (CATI). The average interview lasted 45 rain and was conducted by interviewers at the Social and Community Planning Research (SCPR) telephone interviewing
unit. The questionnaire covering a range of areas of the establishment operation: ownership and control, markets and products, innovation and investment, employment and
human resources, financial performance, and, finally, detailed information on two workers
- the most recent hire and a randomly selected employee. There were several respondents
at each establishment - the Chief Executive or Senior Manager, the Personnel or Human
Resources Manager, and the Chief Accountant or Financial Director. Of the original
sample of 682 establishments within scope for the survey, 430 completed interviews, of
which 398 have consistent information on the establishment. Not all establishments gave
complete worker information on both of the employees. The number of observations for
the worker selected at random from the list of production line employees is 339 while the
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number of observations for employees selected as the most recent hire is 346. Only 312
establishments have complete information for both workers.
The Employment Opportunity Pilot Projects (EOPP) employer survey for the US is
based on a very similar sampling scheme as the PSME (the description is based on Bishop,
1994). The survey covers a sample of 3412 employers. It was sponsored by the National
Institute on Education (NIE) and the National Center for Research in Vocational Education (NCRVE). Interviews were conducted between February and June 1982. This survey
was a two-wave longitudinal survey of employers from selected geographic areas across
the country. The ES-202 list of companies paying unemployment insurance taxes provided
the sampling frame for the survey. Establishments in indusnies with a relatively high
proportion of low-wage workers have been oversampled. The survey was conducted
over the phone and obtained a response rate of 75%.
The second wave tried to interview all of the respondents fi'om the first wave survey.
Approximately 70% of the original respondents completed surveys for the second wave.
Seventy percent of the establishments have fewer than 50 employees and 12% have more
than 200 employees. In large organizations, the main respondent was most often the
personnel officer in charge of hiring. Employers who received the full questionnaire
were asked to select the "last new employee your company hired prior to August 1981
regardless of whether that person is still employed by your company." A total 818 employers could not provide information for a recent new hire. The employers who provided
inlbrmation on one new hire were also asked to provide data on a second new hire in the
same job but with a different amount of vocational education. Of the 2594 employers who
provided data on one new hire, 1511 had not hired anyone else in that job in the last 2
years, and 424 had not hired anyone with a different amount of vocational training for that
position in the last 2 years. As a result, data are available for 659 pairs of individuals who
have the same job at the same establishment. Missing data on specific questions used in the
model reduce the sample to about 480. The questionnaire focused primarily on training
activities on the job. See Bishop (1994) for more information on the questionnaire.

2.3. Representative cross-sections of workers matched with longitudinal data on firms
A representative cross-section of workers is often matched with longitudinal data on the
employing firms. The data source for the individual workers and the source for the
employing finns are not generally coordinated ex-ante, as was the case for the data
described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. In the United States, the Longitudinal Research Database (LRD) - a panel of manufacturing establishments (see McGuckin and Pascoe, 1988)
- has been linked by Troske (1998) with the 1990 Decennial Census of Population. In
France, the supplement to the 1987 Labor Force Survey on New Technologies contains the
firm identifier and the establishment identifier number for most employed workers, which
permits researchers to match with the Echantillon d'Entreprises (based on the BIC), a
dynamically representative sample of French firms or the Enqu~te Structure des Emplois
(ESE) (see Entorf and Kramarz, 1997, 1999).
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We first describe the Worker-Establishment Characteristics Database (WECD) based
on Troske (1998). The data for workers were extracted from the 1990 Sample Detail File
(SDF), which consists of all households questionnaires from the 1990 Decennial Census of
Population long form. The data for establishments come from the 1990 Standard Statistical
Establishment List (SSEL), a register of all establishments active in the US in 1990. From
the SSEL, a 4-digit SIC code giving the establishment primary industry and a geographic
code giving location were extracted. Only manufacturing establishments were retained.
Equivalent industry and location information was obtained for the individuals in the SDF
through individual responses coded by the Census Bureau (using Census industry codes,
however). All workers employed in manufacturing in 1990 who responded to the long
form are in the sample file. The number of individual observations is 4.5 million. These
individuals were at risk to be matched to an employing establishment.
The matching procedure has four steps. First, Troske standardized the geography and
industry definitions across the two data sources. Second, he eliminated all establishments
that are not unique in each location-industry cell. Third, he assigned a unique establishment identifier to all workers located in the same location-industry cell. Fourth, he eliminated all matches based on imputed industry or location data in the Census of Population.
To understand the first step, one must know that each Census of Population geographic
code consists of a region code, a state code, and a county code. Each county code is further
divided into incorporated and unincorporated areas. Each incorporated area gets a unique
place code. Finally, in highly populated places, a further subdivision, blocks, is added.
Since the 1990 SSEL only contains place codes, which are not the same as these Census of
Population location codes, Troske used the Census Bureau's Address Reference List
(ARF) to assign blocks to the 1987 SSEL which was then matched to the 1990 SSEL.
In addition, the Standard Industrial Codes (4-digits) were recoded into the Census Industry
Codes (3-digits).
The second step forces Troske to use only establishments that meet one of these three
criteria:
* Establishments that are unique in an industry-block cell;
• Establishments in the same industry-place cell with missing block codes when all other
establishments in the same industry-block cell have valid block codes;
• Establishments unique in the industry-place cell.
In the third step, Troske matched individuals using industry-block codes (first group
above). Next, all remaining workers were matched to establishments with identical industry-place codes (next two groups). All matches in which the industry or the geographic
code were imputed were deleted. Finally, all matches for which the total number of
matched workers exceeded the establishment employment were deleted. The resulting
dataset contains 200,207 workers employed in 16,197 manufacturing establishments.
Troske (1998) describes various tests of the quality of the WECD. On average, 16% of
an establishment's work force is included in the WECD. This match rate is correct given
the sampling frame of the SDF.
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Different measures of average earnings per employee result from aggregating individual
data to the establishment level and calculating per employee averages directly from the
LRD. These earnings measures are positively and significantly correlated. An analysis of
the structure of the establishments shows that large plants and plants located in urban areas
are over-represented in the WECD. This induces overrepresentation of white, male, and
educated workers in comparison to the original SDF data. 4
The techniques used to create the WECD have been extended by Bayard et al. (1999) to
create a cross-sectional matched employer-employee dataset that includes both manufacturing and non-manufacturing establishments. The new dataset, which is called the New
Worker-Employer Characteristic Dataset (NWECD), has not yet been as widely used in
empirical analyses; however, the addition of non-manufacturing establishments greatly
extends the potential of these data. The authors obtained their individual and household
data from the same 1990 decennial Census of Population SDF file described above. The
information on establishments was taken from the Bureau of the Census Standard Statistical Establishment List (SSEL), which provides the sampling frame for Census Bureau
surveys of establishments in virtually all regions and industries. The main difference
between the NWECD and the original WECD is the breadth of establishment data available. The SSEL has only limited employer information (employment, payroll, sales and
industry), whereas the WECD, which permits access to all of the LRD data but for
manufacturing only, contains detailed longitudinal information on establishments that
appear in the LRD.
Entorf and Kramarz (1997, 1999) have constructed similar data for France by matching
four different INSEE sources. The basic sources are the "Enqu&e Emploi," 1985-1987, a
single rotation group from the French Labor Force Survey, and the"Enqu&e sur la Technique et l'Organisation du Travail aupr~s des Travailleurs Occup~s" (TOTTO) from 1987,
a supplement to the labor force survey, which asked questions about the diffusion of new
technologies and the organization of the work place. In addition to the usual questions on
labor force surveys (earnings, wage rates, tenure, age, education, etc.) the supplement
contains a rich source of information on the use (e.g., intensity and experience) of microcomputers, terminals, text processing, robots and other well specified groups of "New
Technologies." Likewise, questions concerning the hierarchy of labor and working-time
schedules help in drawing more detailed conclusions concerning the impact of new technologies than would be possible by the analysis of usual labor force surveys.
Additional information on employing enterprises (a business unit in American terminology, not an establishment) for individuals in the EE and TOTTO was added using the
standardized Siren enterprise identification number, which was coded for the first time in
an INSEE survey for this particular year (1987) and survey (TOTTO). This feature of the
French INSEE classification system enables the researcher to employ information from
corresponding firm-level surveys (such as profits and share of sales going to exports, for
instance). Entorf and Kramarz used information from the 1985-1987 period. No informa4 Hildreth and Pudney (1998) consider likelihood corrections for these kinds of samplingproblems.
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tion on the employing firm in years 1985 and 1986 is available for workers who changed
firms between these dates and 1987. Entorf and Kramarz use two additional sources: the
"B~n~fices Industriel et Commerciaux" (BIC) and the "Enqu~te sur la Structure de
l'Emploi" (ESE). From the first source, which collects annual information on balance
sheets and employment, they use the measure of the annual average full-time employment,
the total capital in the firm as the sum of debt and owners' equity (this sum is equal to total
assets in the French accounting system), the annual operating income, and, finally, the
export ratio computed as the ratio of the firm' s exports to its sales. From the second source,
which collects information on the employment structure, they compute a proportion of
engineers, technicians and managers in the work force and a proportion of skilled workers
in the work force, both expressed as ratios using the employment measure described
above.
The survey "Enqu~te sur la Technique et l'Organisation du Travail aupr6s des Travailleurs Occup6s" (TOTTO) was performed in March 1987. It covers a total of about 20
million individuals in civilian employment. The probability of being selected is 1/1000;
thus the survey contains about 20,000 workers. Questions concerning the organization of
the workplace were asked to wage-earners and salaried employees only, questions
concerning the use of "New Technologies" were asked to all members (including civilservants) of the civilian work force (according to the definition of the OECD). The sample
used for cross-section estimation consists of 15,946 wage-earners and salaried employees,
based on TOTTO. The longitudinal sample where individual workers are followed at least
2 years and at most 3 years has 35,567 observations. When merged with firm-level
information, the cross-section dataset includes 3446 individuals and the longitudinal dataset reduces to 7965 observations. The firm-level data are based on a panel of firms covering the years 1978-1987. The firm-level information comes from an exhaustive sample for
large firms (more than 500 employees) and an INSEE probability sample plan for smaller
firms. The sample plan provides a weighting variable which is used in subsequent estimation in order to estimate the variance-covariance matrix that is representative of the
population of individuals (such that the bias arising from the higher probability of large
firms to be in the sample can be offset).
Starting in 1990, most individual-level surveys performed at INSEE contain the same
firm-level identification number, the Siren; mentioned above. This means that matched
worker-firm data are available on a regular basis. For instance, the "Formation, Qualification, Profession" 1993 survey on education and continuous training has the employing
firm for more than 90% of the employed workers in the dataset (see Goux and Maurin,
1997). We will also examine later longitudinal uses of the French Labor Force Survey, a 3year rotating panel for which the Siren is available in every year a worker is employed.
Other interesting examples of representative cross-section data for the employee
matched to longitudinal data for the firm include the Portuguese file used by Cardoso
(1997) and the British file created by Hildreth and Pudney (1997). Cardoso used Social
Security files (see the discussion in Section 2.4), to construct a random sample of 20% of
the firms, stratified by economic activity. For each such firm, information on workers
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employed in a given year is available-sex, age, skill, occupation, schooling, tenure, earnings split into different components (base pay, bonuses, tenure-related pay, overtime pay),
and hours. The sample of firms is designed to be dynamically representative of the Portuguese economy (starting in 1982). Hence, firms were initially sampled in 1983, the first
year available. Then, all sampled firms were followed until their death. All new firms are at
risk of being sampled at most once. Sampling frames like the one used to construct the
Portuguese data make it difficult to follow the workers from firm to firm since the plan
does not ensure the presence of the same workers from year to year. The Portuguese data
have been used primarily to assess firm-specific wage inequality at different dates (see
Cardoso, 1997). Hildreth and Pudney (1999) use the New Earnings Survey (NES), the
Joint Unemployment and Vacancies Operating System (JUVOS), and the Annual Census
of Production (ACOP), all for the United Kingdom. The different data sources permit
dynamic links but the ACOP rules for sampling establishments changed between 1994 and
1995, creating difficulties for longitudinal analyses.
2.4. Representative matched worker-firm panels (administrative origin)

Many matched employer-employee datasets are based on administrative files. In this
section we discuss some leading examples.
Every state in the US, except New York, maintains very complete information on
quarterly employment and earnings so that the State Employment Security Agency (or
State Unemployment Insurance Agency, depending on the state) can manage the state
unemployment benefits program. The exact details of these programs may vary from state
to state. However, such UI wage records cover almost all of the employment (at least 90%
of the work force but more in some states). Self-employed individuals are never covered.
Other categories, such as federal and military personnel, employees of the US postal
service, railroad employees, employees of religious and philanthropic organizations,
those who receive only commissions, and some agricultural employees may not be
covered in some states (Maryland is an example; see Burgess et al. 1999).
Starting with the base UI earnings tiles, the different states have constructed random
samples of the eligible work force. The sampling rate varies by state: 5% in Pennsylvania,
10% in Washington State to 100% in Maryland. Eight states participated in an early
attempt to coordinate such data, the Continuous Wage and Benefit History Project (Georgia, Idaho, Louisiana, Missouri, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, and
Washington, see Anderson and Meyer, 1994, who use these datasets for the period
1978-1984). Apart from the wage amount received by workers (total wages, including
tips, commissions, and bonuses, up to a ceiling of $100,000 that may depend on the state),
each quarterly record includes a person identifier, a firm identifier-the federal employer
identification number (FEIN), and some other firm characteristics such as the industry (4digit SIC), average monthly employment, total wages, taxable wages and tax rate as
computed by the State Agency.
Unemployment benefit claim records for any worker who filed for UI are also available
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in certain states (for an example, see Anderson and Meyer, 1997. These datasets contain,
for each claim filed, the worker's personal identifier, the date the claim was filed, the first
pay date and the exhaustion date, the total amount of benefits paid, the reason for work
separation, as well as personal characteristics (age, sex, race, schooling). In addition, it is
possible in some states, for some firms (mostly publicly traded firms) to merge with
financial data using the FEIN. Even though this is possible for only a small fraction of
firms - the largest, in general - more than half of the workers are employed in such
companies. Hence, financial data, balance-sheet information may be available for a
large share of the records at hand.
Lane et al. (1999) recently completed a pilot project in which the information from the
State of Maryland UI wage records was matched to data from the Current Population
Survey (also called the monthly household survey in the United States) and the Standard
Statistical Establishment List (SSEL, Bureau of the Census). The use of data from the
Current Population Survey provides demographic, educational and other individual and
household data to complement the earnings history in the UI wage records. The SSEL
provides longitudinal, but limited, data on the employing establishments.
Topel and Ward (1992) use the Social Security earnings reports made by employers to
the Social Security administration, a Federal version of data similar to the state UI reports.
The Longitudinal Employer-Employee Data (LEED) contain quarterly information for
over one million individuals for the period 1957-1972. In addition to employee and
employer identifiers, available individual characteristics are the age, the race, and the
sex. Earnings are reported on a quarterly basis (see Smith, 1989). According to Topel
and Ward (1992), top-coding problems, common with US Social Security-based data, are
minimized because of the quarterly reporting. Jacobson et al. (1993) use both types of data
UI and Social Security - or a subsample of the Pennsylvanian displaced workers that
they analyze.
The administrative source from which similar French data files were constructed are
derived from records received by the Tax and Social Security Authorities in order to
compute the wage-related taxes, to cross-check with employees' own income tax reports,
to compute employers' contributions to Social Security, and to manage employees' individual accounts for entitlements to pensions and health benefits. INSEE also receives these
files, called the D~claration Annuelle de Donn~es Sociales (DADS). As in the US, the
coverage is very broad, every employer except those employing only domestic staff must
report. INSEE files exclude agricultural workers as well as government employees from
the statistical operations (all of whom have special social security systems). Information
on the establishment consists of: Siren (firm) and Siret (establishment) identification
numbers, address, 4-digit industry code (APE), work force (December 31), and total
wage bill. For each individual employee, INSEE receives the name, national identity
number, occupation, number of hours (since 1993), start and end dates of the employment
period, employment status (full-time, part-time, home work, irregular), total compensation
(before as well as after deduction of social security contributions), total benefits in kind,
and total allowances for business expenses. Because of the work load that the data entry
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imposes, not all of this information is accessible at all dates. For instance, the employer
identifier is only available starting in 1976. The start and end dates of the employment
period are not on the research files that, for instance, Abowd et al. (1999a) have used (they
only have its length). Starting in 1964, only those workers born in October of an even year
were kept in the research files, resulting in a 1/25 sample of the private and semi-public
sector employees. The file used in Abowd et al. (1999) includes more than 1.l million
individuals and 500,000 firms for the period 1976-1987. Kramarz and Roux (1998) have
extended the dataset to 1995. This new dataset includes approximately two million indi=
viduals and one million firms.
Because of the centralized nature of the French statistical system, identical identifiers
(firm or individual) can be found in different data sources. It is therefore very easy to
match establishments fi'om the DADS with other firm-level or establishment-level data
sources such as balance-sheet information. It is possible, subject to the approval of the
"Commission Nationale Informatique et Libert6" (CNIL), to match the DADS with other
individual level datasets using the person identifier. However, due to the CNIL policy, this
has not been done frequently in the past. The most important example is the match
between the DADS and the Echantillon D6mographique Permanent (EDP). The EDP
collects for 1/10th of the population, information drawn from Civil Status registers on
marriage, births, deaths, as well as data from the decennial Censuses of Population (in
particular, completed education).
The French D6claration Mensuelle de Mouvements de Main d'Oeuvre (DMMO), used
by Abowd et al. (1999b), is another administrative data source in which all establishments
with 50 or more employees register all hiring or separations every month. Information on
the workers includes age, sex, type of contract, type of entry (shortterm contract (CDD),
longterm contract (CDI), or transfer from another establishment of the same firm), skilllevel for all entries and age, sex, seniority at exit, type of exit (end of shortterm contract,
quit, retirement, firing for cause, firing for economic reasons, transfer to another establishment of the same firm), military service, death, and skill-level for all exits. These movements are usually aggregated at the monthly level by categories of entry/exit and skilllevel. Notice that no wage information is available. The data source includes the establishment identifiers required to link to other information on the establishment and enterprise,
including employment structure. Thus the data are dynamically representative of establishments and of mobile workers.
Danmarks Statistik has constructed a similar database with longitudinal information on
workers and their establishments (IDA, see Leth-SCrensen, 1995) based on administrative
registers on individuals. All persons in the population are covered, irrespective of their
labor market status, and are identified by their person ID. Starting in 1980, annual information on each person's labor situation at the end of November is available. For persons
born after 1960, there are also references to the person IDs of their parents. Notice also
that, since the 1970 Census of Population was the first ever to include this person number,
it is possible to get information back to 1970. For all employed workers, the employing
establishment identifier is known. The information available at the establishment level
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consists of: years of operation, industry, and location. Many individual characteristics are
collected: sex, age, family and marital status, education, employment experience, unemployment history, income, full-time or part-time job, hourly pay, seniority. There are,
however, no other data on firms such as balance sheets, production, factor use or financial
information. The same kind of data, based on individual registers, are also available in
Norway (see Salvanes and Forte, 1997) and Sweden (Tegsj6 and Andersson, 1998).
In Japan, an establishment register called the Establishment Census forms the basis of
matched data that is dynamically representative. The information in the establishment
census has been matched to wage information in the Basic Survey on Wage Structures, a
probability sample of establishments with 5 or more employees. Other information on the
firms is taken from periodic censuses of manufacturing and commercial establishments.
See Hayami and Abe (1998) and Abe and Sorer (1996) for details.
In Germany, starting in January, 1973, in order to collect all the necessary information
for unemployment insurance and health-retirement payments, employers have been
required to report information regarding any employment relation subject to social security contributions (more specifically, at the beginning, at the termination, and on December
3 l st for any employee). The reporting form, known as the Historikdatei (HD), is collected
by the Bundesantalt fiir Arbeit (BfA). A 1% sample of the HD has been used by the Institut
for Arbeitsmarkt und Berufsforschung (IAB) to construct a research dataset called the
Beschaftigungsstichprobe (BS), from January 1, 1975 to December 31, 1990. The information reported in every record includes sex, nationality, education, gross earnings over
the spell (with both left- and right-censoring because of the floor and the ceiling in the base
formula for the computation of contributions), reasons for interruption of the spell (maternity leave, military service). As in other countries, self-employed individuals as well as
civil-servants are not covered by the data. The HD comprises 79% of the labor force in
1979 (see Dustmann and Meghir, 1997, for further references to this data file). In addition
to the BS file, the IAB has added information from another administrative data source, the
Leistungsempfangerdatei (LD). The LD provides information on all spells that resulted in
benefits from the BfA: unemployment benefits, unemployment assistance, and payments
while in training program. Individuals can be followed from employment to registered
unemployment spells. The IAB dataset (i.e., the BS plus the LD datasets) also contain a
plant and a firm identifier. Using the entire HD dataset, aggregate individual characteristics have been created at the establishment-level, making firm size and within-firm
educational structure available.
Similar data are also available in Austria (see Winter-Ebmer and Zweimtiller, 1997)
and in Italy (see Contini et al., undated). For Belgium, the data used by Leonard and Van
Audenrode (1996, 1997) are based on Social Security decl arations for the national pension
system of private sector workers and cover the period from 1977 to 1985.

2.5. Representative matched worker-firm panels (statistical surveys)
The French Labor Force Survey (Enqu&e Emploi, EE) is conducted every year by the
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French National Statistical Institute (INSEE). Because this survey routinely includes the
employer identifier (firm and establishment), it has become a standard for matched
employer-employee database upon labor force surveys.
The universe of individuals sampled in EE includes all ordinary households in metropolitan France. In 1990, INSEE started a new series of March EEs, administered to the
household sample every March for three consecutive years using a sampling frame based
on the 1990 census. The sampling rate is 1/300. There are three rotation groups, so the
sample is refreshed by one-third every year. Each year, a supplement (enqu~te compl6mentaire) is administered to the outgoing rotation group, one-third of the sample. Because
the sampling technique is based on housing in tracts built in French territory with further
inclusions or modifications in case of construction or reconstruction of buildings not
known at the 1990 Census of Population, it is possible to have a dynamically representative survey (see INSEE, 1994 for all the technical details on the survey methodology).
The data collected in the EE include both standard and more unusual questions from
labor force surveys-wage, country of origin, sex, marital status, number of children and
their ages, region of residence, age, detailed education, age at the end of education period,
occupation (4-digit classification), father's last occupation, mother's last occupation,
employment status (employed, unemployed, inactive), usual number of hours, seniority
in the employing firm, sector and size of the employing firm, nature of the contract
(shortterm, longterm, program for young workers (stage)) for each of the individuals in
the sample. Furthermore, each employed individual is asked the name and address of the
employment location. This information is given to the 1NSEE regional agencies where the
Siret (establishment identification number) is coded using the on-line SIRENE computerized system. This number is the unique establishment identifier that links the employer to
the rest of the French statistical system. The first nine digits represent the enterprise to
which the establishment belongs, based on an economic and not a financial definition.
Employer Siret number can be coded in the EE for more than 90% of the workers. Hence,
it becomes possible to use this type of dataset in the same fashion as the DADS was used in
Abowd et al. (1999a) (see Goux and Maurin, 1999). In particular, the EE can be matched
with other firm level datasets as the Echantillon d'Entreprises (based on the BIC), the
D6claration de Mouvements de Main d'Oeuvre (DMMO), a record of all entries and exits
in all establishments with at least 50 employees (see Abowd et al., 1999b). Such matches
have been performed by Entorf et al. (1999) to study New Technologies or Kramarz
(1997) to analyze trade, wages, and unemployment.
In the United States, a longitudinally representative matched employer-employee data
file has been created for the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979 Cohort (NLSy).5 The description is based on Abowd and Finer (1998). The creation required the
resolution of two conceptual difficulties and one procedural problem. The conceptual
difficulties were (1) defining an employer and (2) specifying the level of aggregation to
5As Hildreth and Pudney (1998) note, samples of this structure are representative for the target age group of
the populationbut the resulting sample of employersis not necessarily representative of employers.
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use on the employer unit. The procedural problem is to find a method for performing the
analysis that is consistent with the confidentiality requirements that have been specified for
NORC and the Center for Human Resource Research at Ohio State University, the two
primary contractors for the survey.
The simplest and most comprehensive definition of an employer is any organization for
which the respondent completed the employer questionnaire during any year of the NLSY. For the purposes of preparing the matched data file, this definition maximizes the
number of employers for which information would be available. Employers are divided
into primary employers (main job; full- and part-time employees) and secondary employers (no main job or several part-time jobs). Ultimately, all types of employers will be
covered; thus, private for-profit employers (firms), public sector employers (units of
government) and private not-for-profit employment (other organizations) would all be
included in the file. Some summary measures about the employer (size, type) are available
for all types of employers. Other measures (sales, profits, assets) are only available for
some private for-profit employers. Detailed analysis of the characteristics of the employing firms, therefore, requires careful attention to the type of firm. The level of aggregation
to use for the employer depends upon the purpose of the analysis and the prospects for
collecting data at that level of aggregation. Three potential definitions are possible: establishment (the physical location where work occurs), business or governmental unit (the
economic entity at which decisions are made concerning employment, investment, etc.) or
company/governmental aggregate (the entity required to disclose information to public
sources). Currently, the employer identifier file includes an ID for the company/governmental aggregate and the business/governmental unit, where possible. This level of identification permits merging information about companies and lines of business from sources
like Compustat and Dun & Bradstreet. More specifically, approximately 49,000 unique
employer names were checked for relevant (time period consistent) matches in a variety of
public sources.
This matching process was done in several phases. First, the raw files of the NLS-Y for
the years 1986-1994 were accessed to acquire the employer names for up to 5 employers
per year. The first stage match attempts to match the respondent employer names with
employer names in the Compustat (Standard and Poors) and CRSP header files. There
were approximately 159,000 non-blank employer name fields for the years 1986-1994.
Government coded employers, self-employed jobs, and employers with less than 50 workers were all eliminated. This left exactly 48,422 unique employer names eligible for
match. These employer names were placed in a database with the Compustat headers
and CRSP name histories. One by one, the respondents employers were checked against
the Compustat headers. At the end of this process, around 8000 employer names were
matched with Compustat and CRSP employers. These unique names accounted for
roughly 18% of the master list of employer names. In addition to checking for matches,
unmatched records were coded for additional checking, military employer, and public or
non-profit. Unmatched small employers are left initially unmatched. The second stage
match was used to double-check suspicious first stage matches, and further match
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unmatched first stage names that may be subsidiaries of publicly-traded parent companies.
A total of 9000 such names were resolved using the Directory of Corporate Affiliations for
several years both in printed and machine readable formats. These second-stage names
were then recoded to reflect their status as private companies, subsidiaries of public
parents, franchises, help-supply services. The third phase of the match procedure was to
check improperly coded government, non-profit, and military employers. Approximately
2000 employer names were checked and coded as religious organizations, military, federal
government, state government, local government, and educational institutions. In addition,
private and non-profit health care facilities were reserved for the future processing. The
fourth stage consisted of internal matching of companies with no publicly disclosed parent
that appear multiple times.

2.6. Non-representative cross-sections and panels of workers and firms
Not all datasets matching workers with their firms were designed by statistical agencies
with the avowed goal of representativeness of the set of workers or firms in a country, a
state, or any geographic unit of some importance. This is most apparent the matched jobfirm data that have been studied by Groshen (1996), who uses employer-based salary
surveys in many of her papers. In this subsection, we give examples of such datasets.
Our requirement for discussion herein is that multiple firms in which multiple workers or
jobs are surveyed be present.
Employers have conducted salary surveys for many years in which they collect matched
worker (or job) and firm information. We base our description of the American salary
surveys on Groshen (1996). Salary surveys are used by large employers as a source of
information on external wage opportunities of the workers they employ. These employers
are very different in nature and scope. Groshen cites the following examples: "the federal
government, most of the regional Federal Reserve banks, Hay Associates, Inc., the American Hospital Association, the National Association of Business Economists, and the
American Association of University Professors." Access to the data is generally granted
to the members of the collecting association, which may entail a large fee or to clients (in
the case of Hay Associates, Inc. for instance).
These datasets contain annual information on wages, including bonuses and incentives,
of all persons with a job in predefined occupations. They also have information on the
participating employers themselves: industry, total employment, and firm-specific
compensation policy elements. As is obvious from the list of organizations that collect
Salary Surveys, the coverage largely depends on the purpose of the user. Groshen notes
that "if a survey is geographically based, then the occupations covered will be those
commonly found and most comparable across industry: usually clerical, administrative,
maintenance, and managerial positions." Hence, occupations such as secretaries, drivers,
painters, accountants are often included. She adds that "These surveys have the advantages over industry and professional wage surveys that they allow control for regional
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wage differences, they include many different industries, and they are longitudinal in
establishments. While they do not cover all occupations, they do cover a broad mix .... "
Industry-based surveys differ in their scopes. They generally cover a large fraction of
those workers employed in a particular industry. This allows jobs and occupations to be
very precisely defined. In particular, for blue-collar workers, information on training, on
machines, and tools needed or used in the job is available.
Profession-based surveys focus on one narrowly-defined occupation and tend to be
national in scope since professions have generally a national market, the characteristics
of which the survey organizers want to know. In particular, information on the educational
background and employment experience of the participants is often collected. In his
chapter on executive pay, Murphy describes many of these surveys for CEOs.
All these different types of salary surveys have several common features. First, the
description of the job is very detailed, "two to three paragraphs long, and specify the
responsibilities, training requirements, how the job is done, what is produced, position in
the corporate hierarchy, the occupation of direct supervisor, and number of supervisees,"
according to Groshen. Furthermore, the jobs may be classified into job families defined as
all members of a career path. Finally, demographic information is usually not collected.
Although salary surveys are an important source of information in the private sector of
the American economy, Groshen is one of the few to use these for research purposes. A
number of researchers, however, have recently made use of similar Bureau of Labor
Statistics surveys of occupational or industrial salaries matched to employer information.
These are noted in Table 1 and discussed in the relevant sections below. Most of the design
features noted by Groshen apply to these surveys as well.
Brown and Medoff (1996) describe a dataset for which individuals interviewed for the
Survey of Consumers, a survey run by the Survey Research Center at the University of
Michigan, between September 1991 and March 1992 were asked to complete a supplement on their employer. Supplementary questions were only asked to workers with a
private-sector employer. These questions included workers' experience, seniority, occupation, and wage rate as well as information on the employer, more specifically, the
collective bargaining status, the number of employees, the industry, the age of the business, fringe benefits, personnel policies, and related features of the workplace. The sample
has 1410 private-sector workers of which 1168 gave information on the name and address
of their employer. Brown and Medoff asked Dun & Bradstreet to locate the employer and,
when located, to give the establishment and the company employment, the age of the
business, and the industry. All of 863 reported matches were hand-checked, generating a
set of 701 "clean matches" as described in Brown and Medoff (1996). Employers in those
clean matches are larger and older (longer in business) than the employers in the original
sample.
A recent study by Chennouf et al. (1997) uses matched worker-firm data for a small
sample of Algerian firms in the Algiers region. This dataset comprises 42 firms from
diverse manufacturing industries and 1007 employees. The available individual characteristics are the wage, the number of days worked, the education level, seniority, experience,
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age, sex, and the marital status. On the firms themselves, apart from the industry and
private/public status, valiables are mostly defined as an aggregation of the individual
characteristics of workers employed at that firm (average seniority, experience, and education).

3. Statistical models for matched employer-employee datasets
3.1. The basic linear m o d e l

Virtually all of the papers that we discuss below use a variant of the linear model that can
be identified with matched employer-employee data:
Yit = Xit/3 + Oi + ~ta(i,t)il 4,- ~"it,

(3.1)

in which Yit is some measured outcome (compensation, layoff event, etc.) for the individual
i = 1..... N at date t = 1.... , T; xiz is a vector of P time-varying exogenous characteristics
of individual i; 0~ is a pure person effect; OJ(~,t~itis a pure firm effect for the firm at which
worker i is employed at date t (denoted by J(i,t)), and Oit is a statistical residual. Assume
that a simple random sample of N individuals is observed for T years. The firm and person
effects in Eq. (3.1) can be decomposed into components relating to seniority and non-timevarying personal characteristics as follows:
~jit = (~i + y j s i ,

(3.2)

where sit denotes individual i's seniority in firm j = J(i, t) in year t, ~bi denotes the firmspecific intercept, and yj is the firm-specific seniority coefficient; while
Oi = c~i + uirl,

(3.3)

where ui is a vector of non-time-varying measurable personal characteristics, ~i is the
person-specific intercept, and ~ is the vector of coefficients on the non-time-varying
personal characteristics.
In matrix notation we have
y = X ~ + DO + F ~ + e,

(3.4)

where X is the N* X P matrix of observable, time-varying characteristics, D is the N* × N
matrix of indicators for individual i = 1 ..... N, F is the N* X J matrix of indicators for the
firm at which i works at date t (J firms total), y is the N X 1 vector of outcomes, e is the
conformable vector of residuals, and N* = N T . Balanced samples are not necessary but
simplify the discussion of the statistical models. The firm effect can also have higher
dimension, as for example in Eq. (3.2), but we use this simpler form for the discussion
herein.
The parameters of Eq. (3.4) are/3, the P X 1 vector of coefficients on the time-varying
personal characteristics; 0, the N X 1 vector of individual effects; ~, the J × 1 vector of
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firm effects; and the error variance, o~.. The parameter 0 includes both the unobservable (to
the statistician) individual effect and the coefficients of the non-time-varying personal
characteristics. Eqs. (3.1) and (3.4) are interpreted as the conditional expectation of individual outcomes given information on the observable characteristics, the date of observation, the identity of the individual, and the identity of the employing firm. In this section
we want to make precise the interpretation of Eq. (3.4) under classical least squares when
some of the effects,/3, 0, and tp are missing or are aggregated into linear combinations.
The discussion draws heavily on Abowd et al. (1999a).
3.2. Aggregation and omitted variable biases

The omission or aggregation of one or more of the effects in Eq. (3.4) can change the
meaning of the other effects in important and subtle ways that are not always clear from the
specific equation that various authors have estimated. Variations in the set of conditioning
effects, which give rise to omitted-variable biases, are one source of confusion about the
interpretation of the statistical parameters. The use of different linear combinations of the
effects in Eq. (3.4), which gives rise to aggregation biases, is another source of differential
interpretations for the parameters. These are considered in turn.
When the estimated version of Eq. (3.4) excludes the pure firm effects (~b), the estimated
person effects, 0", are the sum of the pure person effects, 0, and the employment-duration
weighted average of the firm effects for the firms in which the worker was employed,
conditional on the individual time-varying characteristics, X:
O* = 0 + (DIMxD)-IDIMxF~J,

(3.5)

where the notation MA =-- I -- A(AIA) 1A~ for an arbitrary matrix A. Hence, if X were
orthogonal to D and F, so that DIMx D = D~D and D~MxF = D~F, then the difference
between 0* and 0, which is just an omitted variable bias, would be an N X 1 vector
consisting, for each individual i, of the employment-duration weighted average of the
firm effects q~i f o r j ~ {J(i, 1 ..... J(i, T)}:
0 i • -- Oi =
t--I

T

The estimated coefficients on the time-varying characteristics in the case of omitted firm
effects,/3", are the sum of the parameters of the full conditional expectation,/3, and the
omitted variable bias that depends upon the conditional covariance of X and F, given D:
/3* = /3 + ( X I M D X ) - ' X I M D F ~ .

Similarly, omitting the pure person effects (0) from the estimated version of Eq. (3.4)
gives estimates of the firm effects, ~b**, that can be interpreted as the sum of the pure firm
effects, ~, and the employment-duration weighted average of the person effects of all of
the firm's employees in the sample, conditional on the time-varying individual characteristics:
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~** = ~ + (F;MxF)-IF;MxDO.

(3.6)

Hence, ifX were orthogonal to D and F, so that F;MxF = F;F and F;MxD = F;D, then
the difference between tfl** and tfl, again an omitted variable bias, would be a J × 1 vector
consisting, for each firm j, of the employment-duration weighted average of the person
effects Of for i C {J(i, t) = j for some t}:

•

i=1

t=l

Nj

'

where
N

7'

Nj = Z Z l(J(i,t)=j),
i--I t = l

and the function I(A) takes the value 1 when A is true and 0 otherwise. The estimated
coefficients on the time-varying characteristics in the case of omitted individual effects,
/3"*, are the sum of the parameters of the full conditional expectation,/3, and the omitted
variable bias that depends upon the covariance of X and D, given F:

t~** = ~ + (X;MFX) IX;MFDO.

(3.7)

Almost all existing analyses of equations like (3.4) produce estimated effects that
confound pure person and pure firm effects in a manner similar to that presented above.
The possibility of identifying both person and firm effects thus allows users of matched
employer-employee data to reexamine many important topics in labor economics using
estimates that properly allocate the statistical effects associated with persons and firms. Of
course, other identification issues also arise, such as in the estimation of person effects, so
that longitudinal matched data are usually required.

3.3. Identification of person and firm effects
Although Eq. (3.1) is just a classical linear regression model, the full design matrix
[X D F] has high column dimension. The cross-product matrix

X'X

X'D

X'F 1

D;X DID D;F I

(3.8)

!

FIX

F;D

F;FJ

is patterned in the elements D~D and F;F. The separate identification of the individual and
firm effects requires the presence in the sample of individuals who move from firm to firm.
The individual and firm effects are both identified whenever an individual that appears in
the sample works for a firm that employs at least one individual, also in the sample, who
moves to another firm, which, necessarily, also appears in the sample. The simplest
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example of the complexities of identification in this model can be seen by considering an
example in which there are three individual (1, 2, and 3), two firms (A and B) and two time
periods. Suppose that individual 1 is continuously employed at firm A, individual 2 is
continuously employed at firm B, and individual 3 moves from firm A to film B. Then all
three individual effects are identified (subject to the usual identification restriction that
they sum to zero) and both firm effects are identified (again, subject to the usual identification condition that they sum to zero). If individual 3 is not mobile (stays at firm A), then
firm effect B cannot be distinguished from person effect 2 and person effects 1 and 3 are
entirely within firm effect A.
There are many computational difficulties associated with inverting the matrix (3.8).
These computational problems are directly related to the fact that the basic statistical
model is neither hierarchical nor balanced. Thus, projecting onto the columns D, the
method usually called "within persons estimation," leaves a high-dimension unpatterned,
non-sparse matrix to invert for the solution for/3 and ~. Similarly, projecting onto the
columns of F, the method usually called "within firms estimation," leaves a high-dimension unpatterned, non-sparse matrix to invert to solve for /3 and 0. Clearly, the usual
computational methods for least squares estimation of the parameter vector [fi~ 0 ~ ~b~]I
are not generally feasible. Hence, one usually cannot compute the unconstrained least
squares estimates for the model (3.1). Correlated random effect models, which permit the
estimation of all effects without restricting the design matrix in Eq. (3.8), also require
solution of the full least squares normal equations (see Schefft, 1959; Searle et al. 1992 ).
See Abowd et al. (1999a) for a detailed discussion of the identification and estimation
issues in models using Eq. (3.1).

3.4. Aggregation and omitted variable biases for inter-industry wage differentials 6
Define a pure inter-industry wage differential, conditional on the same information as in
Eqs. (3.1) and (3.4), as K~ for some classification k = 1..... K. By definition, pure firm
effects are fully nested within pure inter-industry effects so that K~ can be represented as an
employment-duration weighted average of the firm effects within the classification k:

Kk ~Zi=iNTt~=l[l(K(J(i't))=k)tPJ(i'O]Nk'
where

J
gk =-- ~" I(KCj) = ~)Nj

j=l

and the function K(j) denotes the classification of firm j. If we insert pure inter-industry
effects as the appropriate aggregate of the firm effects in Eq. (3.1), then the equation
6This subsection draws heavily on Abowd et al. (1999a).
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becomes
Yit = Xit/3 -}- Oi q- KK(.l(i,t)) -~ (~,l(i,t) -- 14,K(,l(i,t))) q- 'Fil

or, in matrix notation as in Eq. (3.4),
y = X ~ + DO + F A t ¢ + ( F ~ - FAte) + e,

(3.9)

where the matrix A, J X K, classifies each of the J firms into one of the K categories; that is,
aj~ = 1 if, and only if, K(j) = k. The parameter vector •, K x l, may be interpreted as the
following weighted average of the pure firm effects:
K =-- (AIFIFA) 1AIFIFgJ,

and the effect (Ftp - FArO may be re-expressed as MFAF~. Thus, the aggregation of J firm
effects into K inter-industry effects, weighted so as to be representative of individuals, can
be accomplished directly by estimation of Eq. (3.9). Only rank(F~MFAF) firm effects can be
separately identified; however, there is neither an omitted variable nor an aggregation bias
in the classical least squares estimates of (3.9).
Estimates of inter-industry effects, K*, that are computed on the basis of an equation
that excludes the remaining firm effects, MFAF~b, are equal to the pure inter-industry effect,
K, plus an omitted variable bias that can be expressed as a function of the conditional
variance of the inter-industry effects, FA, given the time-varying characteristics, X, and the
person effects, D:
to* = K + (A~F~M[~Ix]FA) ~AIF~M[oIx]MFAF~,

(3.10)

which simplifies to t¢* = t< if, and only if, the inter-industry effects, FA, are orthogonal to
the subspace MFAF, given D and X, which is generally not true even though FA and MFAF
are orthogonal by construction. Thus, it is not possible to estimate pure inter-industry wage
differentials consistently, conditional on time-varying personal characteristics and unobservable non-time-varying personal characteristics, without explicit firm-identifiers unless
this conditional orthogonality condition holds. A similar argument applies to the estimates
of/3. Industry effects as defined by Eq. (3.10) are directly comparable to those estimated
by Krueger and Summers (1988) when they include person effects.
When the estimation of Eq. (3.9) excludes both person and firm effects, the estimated
inter-industry effect, u~**, equals the pure inter-industry effect, K, plus the employmentduration weighted average residual firm effect inside the category k, given X, and the
employment-duration weighted average person effect inside the category, given the timevarying personal characteristics X:
K** = K + ( A I F I M x F A ) - IA~FtMx(MFAF~t + DO),

which can be restated as
K** = (AZFIMxFA) - IAZF~MxFt~ + ( A F ~ M x F A ) - IA~FIMxDO.

(3.11)
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Hence, the raw inter-industc¢ effects consist of the sum of the properly-weighted average
person effect and average firm effect, conditional on X. Thus, analyses that exclude person
effects confound the pure inter-industry wage differential with an average of the person
effects found in the category, given the measured personal characteristics, X. The interindustry wage differentials in Eq. (3.11) are directly comparable to those studied by
Krueger and Summers (1988) when person effects are omitted.
3.5. Aggregation and omitted variable biases f o r inter-person wage differentials"

Another line of research attempts to explain inter-personal wage differentials conditional
on firm effects without explicit controls for unobservable personal heterogeneity. None of
the studies in this strain of the wage-determination literature includes both pure person and
pure firm effects, as defined in Eq. (3.1) or (3.4) above. In our notation, studies like
Groshen (1991a) estimate ~**, from Eq. (3.6), and/3**, from Eq. (3.7).
3.6. Firm-size wage effects

The repeated finding of a positive relation between the size of the employing firm and
wage rates, even after controlling for a wealth of individual variables (see Brown and
Medoff, 1989 ), has also generated many alternative interpretations. Properly modeled, the
firm-size wage effect can also be fully decomposed using matched employee-employer
data. Using our notation, a firm-size effect, 6, can be modeled using a matrix S, J x R, that
maps the size of firm j into R linearly independent functions of its size. Using the same
methods as above, we express the wage equation, Eq. (3.4), as
y = X/3 + DO + FS6 + MFsF~9 + e,

(3.12)

so that the pure firm-size effects are related to the underlying pure firm effects by the
equation:
6 =-- (SIFfFS) - ISIFIF~b.

(3.13)

The firm-size effect is also an aggregation of the pure firm effects and can be analyzed
using the same tools that we used for the inter-industry wage differential. The raw firmsize wage differential, 3"* (in our notation), can be represented as
6** ---- ( S ' F ' M x F S ) - I S ~ F t M x F ~ + (S'F'MxFS)-~SrF'MxDO,

(3.14)

which can be interpreted as the sum of the firm-size, employment-weighted average firm
effect and the similarly-weighted average person effect, conditional on personal characteristics, X, and firm size, FS.
3. 7. Other methodological issues

There are a variety of technical statistical issues surrounding the use of different
sampling frames to construct matched employer-employee issues. Recently, several
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teams of authors have begun to examine these issues. Hildreth and Pudney (1997, 1999)
examine the issues of non-random missing data, choice based sampling induced by the
matching process and correlated random effects modeling of the heterogeneity. They
provide full likelihoods for the hierarchical case (individual effects are fully within firm
effects) and some likelihood models for non-hierarchical case (individuals move from firm
to firm within the sample). Abowd et al. (1999c) address the issue of non-random missing
data following the match. Dolton, Lindeboom and van den Berg (1999) address the issues
of non-random missing matches (of the employer or employee), attrition and endogenous
sampling. Mairesse and Greenan (1999) consider the problem of modeling employee and
employer behavior when only a single employee observation is available per firm, as is
common in matched training surveys.

4. From theoretical models to statistical models: potential interpretations of the
descriptive models
We illustrate the relation between structural heterogeneity in the populations of workers
(heterogeneous abilities or tastes) and firms (heterogeneous efficiencies or technologies)
and the statistical heterogeneity in Eq. (3.1) using four economic models with very simple
population structures. In each case we derive the conditional expectation of individual
compensation given the identity of the employing firm and the individual. We then relate
the parameters of this conditional expectation to the statistical parameterization above.
4.1. M e a s u r e m e n t of the internal and external wage

Virtually all economic models of labor market outcomes require an estimate of the opportunity cost of the worker's time. In simple, classical equilibrium models without unmeasured person or firm heterogeneity, this generally corresponds to the measured wage rate.
In models of wage determination such as quasi-rent splitting or imperfect information
(efficiency wage and agency models), unmeasured statistical heterogeneity (person or
firm) breaks the direct link between the observed wage rate and the opportunity cost of
time. Moreover, such models usually make an explicit distinction between the compensation received and the wage rate available in the employee's next best alternative employment. The statistical model in Eq. (3.1), while not derived from an explicit labor market
model, contains all the observable elements from which non-classical labor market models
derive their empirical content. Indeed, the simplest definition of the components of the
external and internal wage rate based a structural model leading to Eq. (3.1) is given by the
following model:
Yit = Xit~ -j- ~it,

where {xit, vit} follows a general stochastic process for i = 1..... N and t = 1..... T with
E[{xi, v#}{Xns, Uns} [ i , n , s , t , J ( i , t ) , J ( n , s ) ]

#0

iff i = n or J(i,t) = J(n,s).
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Then,
Oi : E[xit~ q- l~'it I i] -- E[Xit ~ -]- Pit]

and

4'j = E[x,~ + ~,;t I J(i, t) = j ] - E[xit ~ + v;,].
4.2. A matching model with endogenous turnover
This model is based on Jovanovic (1979). Suppose that workers are homogeneous. There
are two types of firms, m and n, and two periods. In type m firms a worker's marginal
product and wage rate are always w*, and employment is always available in a type m firm.
In type n firms there is a matching process. Worker i's productivity is w* + ,ffin in both
periods with ezn drawn from a binomial distribution B ( - H , H , 1/2). The matching
outcome, gin, unknown to both the worker and the firm at the beginning of the first period
of employment, is realized at the end of the first period and becomes public information.
Workers are offered contracts at the beginning of the first period of the form (wl,w2) and
workers may leave firm n at the end of the first period. All workers are risk-neutral and
earn no rents. The equilibrium contract for firms of type n is (w* - H/2, w* + ei~). All
workers in type n firms with a bad matching outcome H quit to type m firms.
To simplify the model, we consider a stationary situation with nine workers who live for
two periods each, three born in period 0, three born in period 1, three born in period 2. Two
workers in each generation enter type n firms, one worker in each generation enters a type
m firm. Of the two workers who entered type n firms, let one draw a positive matching
outcome and the other draw a negative matching outcome. The worker with the negative
matching outcome leaves the type n firm for a type m firm when the matching parameter is
made public.
The structure of the data implied by this theoretical model is shown in Table 2. This
corresponds to the following parameter values in the descriptive model:
/~=

W*,

where/x is the overall mean;
O{i =

0, i =

1..... 9,

where o/i is person i person-effect;
('b,,;, %n) = (0, 0),
for the type m firm compensation policy; and

2'

'

for the type n firm compensation policy.
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4.3. A rent-splitting model with exogenous turnover
Suppose there are four different individuals, two types of firms, m and n, and two time
periods. Each of the two firms earns quasi-rents of qit, and the quasi-rents are split by
negotiation so that the workers receive a share sj of the quasi-rent in firm j. Suppose that
each firm employs two workers. With probability one, exactly one worker is randomly
selected to separate from the period one employer and be re-employed at the other firm in
the second period. All information about the workers and firms is known to those parties
but not to the statistician. All workers are included in the data sample and the typical
worker has wages of the form
Yit = Xi + sjqjt,

where xi is the measure of wage rate heterogeneity, i.e., the worker type, qjt follows a
binomial distribution B ( - Q , Q, 1/2), i = 1 ..... 4 , j = re, n, and t = 1,2.
Table 3 shows the relation among the theoretical parameters, xi, ~i, and Q, and the
statistical parameters of Eq. (3.1) for each worker and each period. The model cannot
be solved exactly. Thus, we use these relations to solve, by least squares, the moment
equations that determine the relations between the statistical parameters and the model
parameters. This yields
1

4

w h e r e / z is the overall mean;
al =

:(

c~2 ---- ~

-3smQ-

s~Q-

xi

+ xl,

xi

-}- X2,

i=1

- s m Q - 3s~,Q i=1

e~3 =

smQ + 3st~Q-

xi

+x3,

eq =

3smQ + S n Q -

xi

+x4,

where the o/i are the four person effects;
(chm, ym) = ( (s~ 4-sm)Q,2s,~Q)
and
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Table 2
Matching model with homogeneous workers"
Individual

Wage period 1

Wage period 2

Yll = / ~ + °gl q- (~m = W*
Y21 = /.t, + 0/2 -1- (~m = W*

Yt2 = /z q- 0/1 -}- q~m q- T m = w *

Y3~ = /X + 0/3 + qSm + 3',, = W*
Y42-- ~

q- 0/3 ÷ q~m = W*

YSI = /Z -{- 0/5 + (~f, = W*
(///2)
y61 = /z + 0/6 + ~bn q- %~ = W* + H

Y52=/X

+ 0 / 5 +qS~z + y , , = w * + H

Y71 = / x

Y72 = /x + 0/7 + q S m - - w *
Y82 = /x + 0/S + q~ = w * -- ( H / 2 )

+ 0/7 + 4},, = w * - ( H / 2 )

Y92 = /x + 0/9 + q~,z = w * -- ( H I 2 )
I n d i v i d u a l l enters type m finn in p e l i o d 1; i n d i v i d u a l 2 entered type m firm in period 0 (before period 1);
i n d i v i d u a l 3 entered type n firm in period 0 (before period 1), had a negative matching outcome and left f o r a type
m firm; i n d i v i d u a l 4 enters type m firm in period 2; i n d i v i d u a l 5 enters type n firm in period 1, has a positive

matching outcome; i n d i v i d u a l 6 entered type n firm in period 0 (before period 1), had a positive matching
outcome and remained in type n firm for period 1; i n d i v i d u a l 7 enters type n firm, has a negative matching
outcome and leaves for a type m firm in period 2; individuals 8 and 9 enter type n firm in period 2.

are respectively the type m and type n firms' policies.

4.4. An incentive model with unobserved individual heterogeneity
Following Kramarz and Rey (1995) , consider workers who are heterogeneous with
respect to a parameter q E [0, 1], which is known to them but not known to the firms.
Suppose, furthermore, that there are two types of firms, m and n, that differ according to
their technology, and that there are two time periods. At type m firms, workers are hired for
one period and have a level of productivity y* regardless of their q. At type n firms,
workers are hired in period one, produce y regardless of their q, and choose an effort
level, either 0 or E, to exert during on-the-job training. At the end of the first period,
workers in firm type n take a formal, verifiable test. If worker q exerts effort E, the test is
passed with probability q. Otherwise, the test is passed with probability kq, where
(0 < k < 1). At the beginning of the second period, the firm decides which workers to
keep and the workers may leave on their own. Workers who exert effort E have a level of
productivity in the second period of y + rq if they remain in a type n firm.
There are many type m firms and two type n firms, which compete for workers in both
periods. Workers in type m firms always receive a wage w*. Workers in type n firms are
offered a wage contract (w~(q),w2(q),b(q)), where wl(q) is the first period wage, w2(q) is the
second period wage, and b(q) is the bonus paid to those who pass the test. In equilibrium
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Table 3
Rent-splitting modela
Individual

Wage period 1

Wage period 2

1

Ytt : tz + cq + q~,,~-- xl - s,,Q
Y21 -- Ix + oz2 + (9,, = x2 - smQ
Y3t : ].L -~ OL3 q - ~ , , = X3 @snQ
Y41 : ~o~-[- ~4 + ~n = x4 -c s,,Q

Y12 = t~ + at + ~bm + %,~ = xl + smQ

2
3

4

Yaa = t3" -~- OL2 +

ff)n =

X2 --

snQ

Y32 : /x + e¢3 + ~b,~+ 3/,, = x3 s,Q
242 = ~ + oz4 -1~(~m = X2 -1-s,,,Q

The quasi-rent is - Q in type m firm in period 1 and q in period 2. The quasi-rent is q in type n firm in period 1
and - Q in period 2. Individual 1 works in type m firm in both periods. Individual 2 works in type m firm in period
1 and in type n firm in period 2. Individual 3 works in type n finn in both periods. Individnal 4 works in type n firm
in period 1 and in type m firm in period 2.

all firms o f both types m a k e zero profits b e c a u s e o f the c o m p e t i t i o n to attract workers.
Furthermore, i f y + 6(y + %) is c o n v e x in q (6 b e i n g the rate of discount of future earnings), the e q u i l i b r i u m contract will be such that w l ( q ) = y - q b ( q ) , w2(q) = y + %, and
b(q)=

d (Y + 6 ( y + ~cq)).
dq

All workers with type q, q -----p, will c h o o s e to enter one of the type n firms and will choose
to exert effort E w h e n b ( p ) >-- E / ( 1 - k ) p . 7 T o s i m p l i f y the model, w e suppose that % =
7 ( Q 2 / 2 ) and that parameters are such that p = 1/3. W e also suppose that there are nine
workers, three o f w h o m are e m p l o y e d by type m firms and the r e m a i n i n g six w o r k in type n
firms.
Table 4 shows the w a g e o f e v e r y individual in e a c h firm and in each period in terms of
the theoretical m o d e l , as w e l l as in terms o f the descriptive model. T h e s e equations can be
s o l v e d in order to express e a c h p a r a m e t e r of the d e s c r i p t i v e m o d e l using parameters of the
theoretical m o d e l . As in the rent-splitting m o d e l , the solution is not e x a c t - w e m u s t use
least squares to express the function of the theoretical parameters that is closest to the
statistical parameter. T o see why, consider the workers in type n firms. Individual 7 passed
the test and, consequently, r e c e i v e d a bonus. This result generates a seniority slope for
individual 7. Individual 8 did not pass the test and therefore r e c e i v e d no bonus in p e r i o d 2.
Thus individual 8 has a different seniority slope in the s a m e firm. The statistical p a r a m e t e r
%, m e a s u r e s the a v e r a g e seniority slope in the firm n. Thus, the resulting e s t i m a t e d
seniority slope w i l l be the least squares e s t i m a t e o f the average of the two slopes. W e
illustrate these solutions for all the statistical p a r a m e t e r s below.
The overall mean, ix, is g i v e n by the following:

~"1" ~

tZ = - ( ~

qi

~"I" 9

-~=

q~ +

~

+

3

3

7 Proofs of all these assertions can be found in Kramarz and Rey (1995).
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The individual effects, eel, i = 4, 5, 6, 7 are
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i=4,5,6,7

j=8

and those for individual i = 8,9 are

Oli

--

24

qJ(qi -- 2) + qk -- 5q{],
j=4.j-/-i '

"

where k = 8, 9, i ¢ k. Finally, the individual effects for i = 1, 2, 3 and the firm effects for
m are not separately identifiable, since there are no movements between firms. We arbitrarily set
cei = 0 ,

i = 1,2,3

for these individuals, implying a firm effect of

qSm =

&r[@36
[~

9
i=8

]

qi(qi -- 2) + E q~ +

2w*
3

2y
3

For type n firms, we have

= 36 [~'-~4

i=8

- ~-

+ 5"

The seniority slopes are
Ym = 0
for firm m and

~T [ ~_7

9

2]

Tn = ~[i~_4qi(3qi + 2 ) + 3 i ~ qi

"=

'=8

_1

for firm n.
Notice that the c~i of the workers in the type n firm depend upon their hidden characteristics qi as well as the characteristics of their fellow workers. Note also that the intercept in
type m firms is larger than that of type n firms. Finally, as mentioned above, the seniority
slope, Yn, in type n firms is the least squares average of the career paths in the firm,
depending on the success or failure of the test.
No single economic model is likely to explain a large, diverse labor markets like the
ones studied in virtually all of the papers we discuss below. Nevertheless, it is important to
keep in mind that it is not always possible to make a direct interpretation of the statistical
parameters (for individuals or firms) in terms of simple economic parameters. In general,
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Table 4
Incentive model with heterogeneous workers a
Individual

W a g e period 1

W a g e period 2

1

Yll : IX + ° t l -t- ~m = w*

YI2 = I X + cq + ~,,, + Ym :

w*

2

Y2t ~- IX -r- o~2 -t- q~m = w *

Y22 = IX -[ °t2 -}- @m + %n :

W*

3

Y31 : I X +

4

Y41 :

IX ~- OL4 ~- (~n : Y - 6~q]

°~3 + ~bm = w *

IX + o~5 + ~,, :

5

YsL :

6

Y61 = / 2 " -~ °/6 q ,°gn = Y - 6W~

Y62 :

7

YT1 = tx + c~7 + 4r, : Y - &rq~

8

Ysl = Ix + as + qS,, = y - ~"rq~
Y91 : Ix + ~9 + ~b,, : y - 6~-q~

Y72 = IX + °17 + ~,, + %, = Y + (3T/2)q 2 + 37"q7
Y~2 : IX + aa + d). + 3',, = Y + ( t T / 2 ) q 2

9

Y -

Y32 = P' + °~3 + qSm + %,7 = w *
&rq~

Y42 ~ IX -t- oz4 + d)n + 3"n = Y + ( 6 ~ / 2 ) q ] + 6Tq4
Y52 ~ IX + °~5 + qS,, + %, = y + (&r/2)q 2 + 6Tq5
IX + o~6 + q~,~ + %~ :

Y + (6"r/2)q 2 + 6'rq6

Y92 = IX + e~9 + ~b,, + 3',, = y + ( 6 # 2 ) @

I n d i v i d u a l s 1 - 3 belong to type m firm with q~, i : 1,2,3 b e t w e e n 0 a n d 1/3, i n d i v i d u a l s 4 - 9 belong to type n
finn with q~, i = 4 - 9 a b o v e 1/3. I n d i v i d u a l s 4 ~ pass the test and receive the bonus; individuals 8 and 9 fail.

the interpretation of a given statistical parameter depends upon all the elements of the
economic model under consideration.

5. New results with matched employer-employee datasets: compensation structure

5.1. Models with both person and firm effects
The papers we consider in this section all estimate a variant of the full model (3.1) and then
use the results to consider related sets of questions about the links between individual
heterogeneity, firm heterogeneity and observable wage differentials. We consider Abowd
et al. (1999a,c), Bingley and Westerg~rd-Nielsen (1996), Burgess et al. (1997), Goux and
Maurin (1999), Finer (1997), Leonard and van Audenrode (1996, 1997), and Leonard et al.
(1999). Belzil (1997) estimates the full model but is concerned primarily with worker
mobility, see Section 7.5 for a discussion. Entorf et al. (1999) also estimate the full model,
but their focus is on computer and wages, so this article is described in Section 7.4. Pacelli
(1997) estimates the full model but is concerned primarily with seniority effects; see
Section 5.3 for a discussion.
Abowd et al. (1999a) provide a very complete discussion of the statistical and economic
issues surrounding estimation of Eq. (3.1) for log wage rates, much of which is summarized in Section 3. In their analysis of the French data from the DADS (see Table 1), they
find that person effects, without controlling for non-time-varying personal characteristics,
Oi, or after such controls, c~i, account for 60-80% of the variation in log annual wage rates
while the full firm effect (including a heterogeneous seniority effect discussed in Section
5.3) accounts for only 4-9%. The two effects are not highly correlated (0.09-0.26, depending on the statistical model).
Abowd et al. (1999a) use the estimated person and firm effects to address a number of
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other questions. They show that raw interindustrial wage differentials, as defined in Eq.
(3.11), can be decomposed into a part due to the industry-average person effect and a part
due to the industry-average firm effect. The decomposition is exact when there is no
estimation error in the relevant industry averages and the large sample sizes from the
French data essentially eliminate this estimation error. These authors find that, for France,
90% of the raw inter-industry wage differential is explained by the industry-average
person effects and between 7% and 25% is explained by the industry-average firm effect
(according to the method used, the average effects are correlated at the industry level).
They perfolTn the same decomposition for the firm-size wage effect in France and the
results are that 90% of the firm-size wage differential is due to the firm-size-average
person effect and 25-40% is due to the firm-size-average firm effect (again, according
to the estimation method for the basic effects and allowing for correlation among the firmsize averages). These differentials are examined in more detail in Abowd and Kxamarz
(1996a, 1998a).
Abowd et al. (1999c) examine the same questions as Abowd et al. (1999a) using two
American data sources (Washington State UI and NLSY '79, see Table 1). As in France,
individual heterogeneity (Oi or ai) is the most important source of variation in log wage
rates for these American data, explaining about twice as much of the variance as firm-level
heterogeneity. Again, as in France and the other countries discussed below, there is only a
weak correlation between person and firm effects. The results concerning inter-industry
wage differentials are again similar to those for France. Industry-average person effects are
very important in explaining the raw differentials. In contrast to the results for France,
however, the industry-average firm effect is also important in explaining the raw differentials, although less important than person effects.
In a series of papers, Leonard and Van Audenrode (1996, 1997) and Leonard et al.
(1999), consider the wage determination process using longitudinal matched Belgian data
that are capable of identifying both firm and individual effects as defined in the full model
(3.1). Because their focus is on wage and employment mobility and, in particular, the
interaction of individual and firm wage components on the subsequent wage and mobility
of individuals, they model these effects differently. These authors use log wage equations
of the form

lnwit = xit/3tJ(i,t) -~ ~**it.l(i,t) -~ ~it,

(5,1)

where the firm-specific component of" the wage equation contains a firm-specific effect,
~*tJ(i,0, and a within-firm person effect l[l**itJ(i,t) -- ~l~:tJ(i,t). In the first paper (1996), these
authors fix t ~-- 1984. They show that there is considerable heterogeneity in/3 (coefficients
on functions of age, seniority and sex, education is not available in the data) and in
~f'f:*i1984J(i,1984). This heterogeneity is directly related to employee mobility. Higher composite firm effects, ~t*z~i1984J(i,1984) , a r e associated with lower mobility, a result interpreted as
supporting the hypothesis that the component of ~1~:*i1984J(i,1984) due to the average person
effect within the firm, 0j(i,1984), is less important that the effect due to the firm, ~/J(i, 1984).
Steeper profiles as a function of age or seniority are associated with lower separation rates.
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In the second paper (1997), these authors estimate Eq. (5.1) using samples of nonmovers and movers. The resulting parameters have the interpretation

O**~j = Oi + ,Pj,

,//~ = ~: + O~

~*% - O*/= o i - 0:.

(5.2)

(5.3)

They find that pay is persistent, by which they mean that the components of pay, ~*/and
~[J**ij - ~P*/ estimated on the observations prior to the move are significantly related to
compensation on the next job. There are two possibilities for the persistence of the effect in
Eq. (5.2). Either a substantial proportion of the effect is due to unmeasured human capital,
an interpretation of ~/, or there is non-random mobility, ~J(i,t)is correlated with tPj(i.s)when
J(i, t) =# J(i, s) because of the mobility decisions of the firms and workers. There is only
one explanation for the persistence of O**ij - ~'~i, as Eq. (5.3) shows, unmeasured human
capital. Leonard and Van Audenrode conclude, after considering some additional mobility
evidence, that the unmeasured general human capital hypothesis is the most reasonable
explanation for their results.
In the third paper, with Leonard et al. (1999), they estimate a version of Eq. (5.1) with
full heterogeneity in both the observable characteristics coefficients,/3, and the combined
person-firm effects, O**i:. They show that there is considerable persistence in these effects
by examining autocorrelation matrices. Because they do not use the longitudinal nature of
the data to distinguish person and firm effects, we discuss these results in Section 5.2. They
also relate the heterogeneous coefficients to productivity measures in the firm, results
which we discuss in Section 7.1.
Burgess et al. (1997) analyze data from the State of Maryland unemployment insurance
system (see Table 1). These authors are primarily interested in studying the effect of
reallocations of workers among firms on the resulting distribution of earnings. They
present several models of mobility that depend upon detailed knowledge of the parameters
in Eq. (3.1). They present two methods for estimating the model. In the first, they take a
subset of 4000 of the workers with 10-quarter continuous employment histories. These
individuals are used to select 2426 employers who ever employed these individuals. Then,
they add all of the other employees of these 2426 firms to the analysis sample but only for
the quarters in which these individuals worked for the 2426 employers originally selected.
The procedure is equivalent to selecting a probability sample of employers with probabilities proportional to the distribution of long term employment at a point in time. The
identification of the firm effects is with respect to this sampling frame, which is not
representative of the same populations as the other articles discussed in this section.
This sample is used to estimate a variant of Eq. (3.1) by full least squares. They also
use the methods of Abowd et al. (1999a) for comparison. Regarding the basic structure of
compensation, these authors report summary statistics on the correlation between firm and
worker effects (small and negative) and on the correlation between successive firm effects
for movers (essentially zero). The estimated firm and worker effects are used to study the
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effect of worker reallocation among firms on the distribution of earnings in the State of
Maryland. The individual effects (0i, the person effect including permanent differences in
observables like education) account for 55% of the variation in log wages. Firm effects
account for 35%. The small negative correlation of the firm and worker effects is associated with relatively large changes in the distribution of earnings over the period.
Bingley and Westergard-Nielsen (1996) consider the determinants of log wages using
the Danish IDA (see Table 1). They adopt the specification in Eq. (3.4) but they use a
random effects, say O* i + 49"j + iP*ij , that permits correlation between the person and firm
effects but assumes that both effects are orthogonal to all observable variables. The
rationale for considering this form of model stems from the method that the authors use
to sample the IDA data. They construct a 5% sample of workplaces (rather than employees) and, hence, there is no observed firm-to-firm mobility. Their person effect, O'i, is,
therefore, defined relative to the firm in which the worker is employed, rather than relative
to the employee's entire measured work history. Their firm effect is defined in a manner
that includes the average person effect within the firm (49"j = 49j + Oj). Finally, their
interaction measures the correlation within a firm of the random person and firm effects.
Thus, the authors force a hierarchical structure on the person and firm effects (see Scheffr,
1959; Searle et al., 1992) implying that their effects relegate a part of the person effect,
Oi - O*i - 4 9 " / - ~*ij, to the model residual rather than to the person effect they estimate.
Keeping these statistical qualifications in mind, they find that 38% of the variance (after
controlling for x,) is due to the person effect, 26% is due to the firm effect and 5,8% is due
to the interaction. Their commentary indicates that the person and firm effects are of
approximately equal magnitude and that the correlation between the two is not strong
(due to the small contribution of the interaction term) but, because of the sample design,
this conclusion is not strictly comparable to the other studies in this section.
Goux and Maurin (1999) use data from the French labor force survey (see Table 1)
matched with employer information to study the influence of individual and firm factors on
inter-industry wage differentials. Using Eq. (3.4), these authors estimate the underlying
model, identifying about 1000 firm effects and about 10,000 individual effects (over two 3year periods), by full least squares and by a correlated random effects method. They find
that person effects are more important than firm effects as components of the variance of
log wages. They also find that the correlation between firm and person effects is small and
negative. Goux and Maurin use the results of their statistical analysis of the components of
earnings to the decomposition of inter-industry wage differentials in Eq. (3.9), these
authors find that the inter-industry differences in average person effects are the main
source of inter-industry wage differences in France. The part of the inter-industry wage
differential explained by the firm effects is very small. There is more firm effect variation
within an industry than between industries.
Finer (1997) uses the matched employer-employee NLSY '79 data (see Table 1) to
estimate Eq. (3.4) directly by least squares and by a variety of other methods proposed by
Abowd et al. (1999a) and Abowd and Kramarz (1999). Their full least squares results
show that the person effect 0~, and its counterpart with observable non-time-varying effects
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removed, ai, explain about 35% of the variation in log hourly wages, while the firm effect
~0i~./(i,t),which includes a heterogeneous seniority effect, accounts for 5% of the variation.
The correlation between the two effects is -0.049.

5.2. Models with firm el~ects only
In this type of work, analysts estimate a variant of Eq. (3.1) in which person fixed-effects,
0, are absent. Thus, the estimated firm effect is the sum of the true firm effect, ~O, and the
firm-average of the persons effects, appropriately corrected for correlation between personal characteristics and person effects. The evidence discussed in the previous section for
Danish, French, and American data, suggests that the correlation between the person
effects and the individual characteristics causes a large omitted variable bias and prevents
a clean interpretation of the studies discussed in this section. The introduction of plant or
firm effects does not help to capture a lot of the correlation between individual effects and
personal characteristics because of the low correlation between person and firm effects,
again, as shown in all estimated equations discussed in the subsection above.
The papers considered in this subsection use data from a variety of countries. Two of
them use French data (Kramarz et al., 1996; Pelf, 1997), two use American data (Groshen,
1991a; Troske, 1999), one uses both American and French data (Abowd et al., 1998b), one
uses Belgian data (Leonard et al., 1999), one uses Portuguese data (Cardoso, 1997), and
one uses German data (Stephan, 1998).
The work of Groshen (1991a, in particular, and surveyed in 1996) is an important
precursor to the papers that use matched employer-employee data discussed in this
section. Groshen uses employer-based salary survey data to study the role of employer
effects on wages. Employer-based salary surveys contain information about the participating firms. Generally, however, the only characteristic of the employer used in the statistical analysis is the identity. Estimating Eq. (3.1) with the person effects replaced by
occupation gives Groshen's primary result, which is that establishment effects are a
very significant component of compensation. The papers discussed in this section try to
link this finding to basic characteristics of the establishment or firm.
Kramarz et al. (1996) first document the increasing inequality in France between 1986
and 1992, the dates at which the ESS was performed. A large part of this increasing
dispersion is due to firm-specific compensation policies as measured by the firm effects.
Indeed, the standard deviation of this firm effect increased by almost 30% between the two
dates. On the other hand, the observable characteristics explain a smaller fraction of the
variance in 1992 than in 1986. Furthermore, the authors compute a specialization index
proposed by Kremer and Maskin (1996) to examine whether workers with the same
observed characteristics are employed increasingly in the same firms. These indices
grow strongly between 1986 and 1992, implying that workers are increasingly employed
in firms with other similar workers. Another important feature, also found in Cardoso
(1997), is the decreasing importance of returns to seniority: the wage-setting rules rely
more on experience and less on seniority.
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For each firm, the authors estimate the fixed firm effects. These estimates are then used
in a second set of regressions that tries to explain the level and the growth of firm-effects
for all firms that are present in 1986 or 1992. In all these regressions, the establishment or
firm-level variables used as independent variables are the size, the existence of a firm-level
collective agreement, existence of an industry-level collective bargaining agreement, the
proportion of workers employed at different skill-levels, the existence and number of shifts
(in level at each date for the first two regressions and in difference (1992 minus 1986) for
the growth regression). Indeed, most variables matter both in 1986 and 1992, with the size
of the establishment, the proportion of highly skilled workers, and the existence of 4 or 5
shifts being the most important. Interestingly, these same variables are also best (positively) correlated the growth of the fixed-effects between 1986 and 1992. Finally, in order
to investigate the firm by firm compensation policies, the authors concentrate on a subsample of 132 establishments or firms for which they have a sufficient number of observations
both in 1986 and 1992 and perform firm by firm wage equations for both dates. They use
the estimated coefficients (on experience, measured as the experience prior to entry in the
firm, and seniority) to examine how they relate one to the other as well as their correlation
with mean experience and seniority at the firm. They show that the firm-specific intercept
is negatively correlated to the seniority coefficient, a feature also found in Abowd et al.
(1999a). They also find that the seniority coefficient is also negatively related to the mean
seniority; high-seniority firms do not reward seniority very highly. Finally, the authors
show that the evolution of the mean seniority at the firm (which increased by 3 years
between 1986 and 1992) is negatively correlated to evolution in the mean experience
(which only slightly increased) which shows that firms reduced drastically their hiring
of young workers and separated mostly from workers with little seniority.
Cardoso (1997) used a very similar dataset (described above) to examine related issues.
More specifically, she tried to understand the origin of the increase in wage inequality in
Portugal, an increase that started between 1983 and 1986, a timing that is identical to what
was observed for France (Kramarz et al., 1996). In addition, she showed that most of this
increasing inequality occurred within firms rather than between firms. Therefore, she tried
to identify the dimensions along which this within-firm inequality developed. First, she
computed a specialization index as in Kramarz et al. but, in contrast with what was found
for France, specialization decreased in Portugal between 1983 and 1992, i.e., workers with
different attributes have been working more and more together. Then, the author estimate a
hierarchical model of the following form:

y j = x; j + ej,
where yj is a (nj X 1) vector with nj being the size of the employing firm, where Xi is a
(nj x K) matrix of workers observables,/3j is the (K X 1) vector of coefficients, and ej is the
(nj X 1) statistical residual vector which is assumed to be distributed N(0, o'2I,,j) with/k
being the identity matrix of size k. Furthermore, each coefficient 13i is modelled as the sum
of a fixed component, /30, and a random component, c~i, normally distributed with zero
mean, F variance matrix, and independent of ej.
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The author estimated this model both in 1983 and in 1992. She displayed the distribution of these coefficients at both dates for the following variables: experience, tenure,
tenure smaller than 1 year, sex, and schooling. She also tested the equality of the two
distributions (using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). The main features that emerge from this
statistical analysis are the following. Apart from experience, all other returns changed
between 1983 and 1992. In particular, the gender gap increased, returns to schooling
increased very strongly, while returns to tenure decreased. Such conclusions are directly
related to the process of modernization that was taking place during this period, and still is,
in the Portuguese economy.
Troske (1999) examines the employer size-wage premium using the WECD (see Table
1). As in most earnings function, the author starts by estimating the following equation
lnwi = X i ~ + Zj(i) y -t- bti,

where Xi is a vector of individual i' s characteristics, Zj(i) is a vector of the employer j of
individual i's characteristics, and ui is a residual term. Among those employer characteristics, Troske uses the logarithm of the establishment employment as well as the logarithm
of the firm employment. First, he shows that all results obtained using the WECD, without
employers characteristics, are identical to those obtained using the 1990 SDF (Sample
Detail File, from the Census, used to construct the WECD). Then, Troske shows that the
size of the employing establishment or firm generates large returns (for instance, workers
in plants with log employment one standard deviation above mean log employment
receive 13% higher wages than workers in plants with log employment one standard
deviation below mean log employment, the equivalent number for firms is 11%). After
having established these basic facts, the author tries to find potential explanations for these
large returns. First, to check if these returns come from the fact that large finns hire more
skilled labor than other firms, he introduces measures of skills of the work force in the
above regression. More specifically, the added variables are the mean years of potential
experience of workers in the plant, the percentage of workers who are scientists, engineers,
or technical workers, the percentage of workers who have some post-secondary education
(but no college degree), and the percentage of workers with at least a college degree. The
returns to size of the establishment fall from 13% (see above) to 11%, and from 11% to
9%. Second, the author examines the capital-skill complementarity hypothesis by introducing the capital-labor ratio of the plant. Once the skills of the work force variables are in
the equation, the introduction of the capital-labor ratio reduces the coefficient of the firmsize variable (yielding a 6% premium). But, the introduction of this capital-labor ratio
does not reduce the establishment size-wage premium. Then, the plant age is shown to be
uncorrelated to the wage, once workers' characteristics are controlled for. To assess the
rent-sharing hypothesis as an explanation of the firm-size wage premium, Troske uses the
proportion of the total value of a seven-digit product produced by the plant and an
Herfindahl index of concentration computed at the primary five-digit product of the
plant. None of these variables affect the firm-size wage premium. The same diagnostic
applies to measures of the managerial skills at the plant, the proportion of supervisors at
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the plant (as a measure of the cost of monitoring). Finally, the inclusion of the logarithm of
total new investment in computers (in 1987) per employee adds no information as soon as
the size and the labor-capital ratio are present in the regression.
Troske's conclusion is consistent with the results reported by Abowd et al. (1998b).
Large employers appear to employ better workers. Most establishment or firm-level variables do not explain a large fraction of the firm-size wage premium.
Stephan (1998) uses a German dataset to examine similar questions to those we just
analyzed. This dataset, the GLS (see Table 1), has matched employer-employee information for two cross-sections (1990 and 1995) of firms active in Lower Saxony, one of the
largest German Lgnder. Each wave contains approximately 65,000 employees and 1500
firms. The sampling frame is such that for small firms all employees are included in the
data while less than 10% of employees are in firms with 1000 employees or more. In
addition to sex, tenure, age, contractual and effective working hours, shift or night work,
and wages (with information on overtime, taxes and social security contributions) reported
directly by the firm, schooling and occupation come from social insurance data, matched
to this survey by the German statistical office. Indeed, the structure of the dataset is very
similar to the French ESS. Stephan uses the hourly wage rate excluding overtime pay as
the dependent variable. For blue-collar workers, between-plant dispersion accounts for a
large fraction of the variance in wages (80% for females but less so for males) while this is
the reverse for white-collar workers (60% for males and 40% for females). Then, Stephan
notes that the inclusion of fixed-effects modifies the estimated coefficients in wage regressions. For firms with more than one sampled worker, the author computes establishment
fixed-effects from the first-stage regressions for the above four groups of workers. Stephan
finds that the dispersion of these fixed-effects is not different from those observed in other
countries and that the standard deviation of these fixed-effects has increased between 1990
and 1995. Since Stephan estimates at most four effects per firm, it becomes possible to
look at their correlation. He finds positive correlation between these effects. Finally,
Stephan also performs firm by firm regressions and analyzes correlations between various
estimated coefficients. His results show that returns to age and returns to tenure are
negatively correlated. The author's results give the impression that pay determination in
Germany does not differ widely from what is observed in other countries including the
United States.
Leonard et al. (1999) use a Belgian dataset (see Table 1) to examine productivity in
relation to firm compensation policy. To do that, they start their analysis by performing the
same kind of regressions as done by Kramarz et al. (1996) and Stephan (1998)-firm by firm
regressions of individual wages on observed characteristics in each year of their sample
period. This results in 695 (number of firms) times 8 (years) of firm-specific estimates of a
constant, age profiles, sex differentials, and white-collar/blue-collar differentials. They
find that, as in all other countries, pay dispersion between and within-firms has increased
over the period. By examining correlations across time of the estimated coefficients, as in
Kramarz et al., they find evidence of large persistence of pay policies (see Section 5.2).
These pay policies differ widely from firm to firm.
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Chennouf et al. (1997) estimate the same type of equation using matched worker-firm
data for a sample of establishments of the Algiers region (see Table 1). As in Cardoso
(1997), the authors try to control for the group effects when estimating Mincer's model
that includes both years of education and potential experience. Their results show that
returus to education decrease when firm-effects are introduced.
Abowd et al. (1998b) compare the relative importance of employer and employee
effects in compensation in France and in the United-States. For the US, they use the
1990 WECD while, for France, they use the ESS for 1986 and 1992. The basic statistical
model used throughout the paper is identical to the one described in the statistical section
in which the wage is regressed on worker's characteristics and a firm (or establishment)
specific constant as follows:
lnwit = Xit~ ÷ dpj~i,t) + ,s'it.
Then, the authors use the estimates to decompose the average wage at the firm into a part
due to the average observed characteristics of the workers employed at the firm and a part
due to the firm-effects, ~bj~i,t), to analyze the impact of compensation structure on firm's
productivity and profitability.
The wage equations give the following results. First, coefficients are not very dissimilar
across countries. A first noticeable difference is the shape of returns to experience which
are steeper and never turn down in the US whereas the French profile peaks at 34 years of
potential experience. A second interesting difference are the respective R 2 which are larger
in France (around 0.80) than in the US (around 0.60). Therefore, firm fixed-effects
obviously explain a larger fraction of wages in France than in the US.
Then, the authors present a table of correlation among the components of individual
compensation. Strikingly, the correlation structure is very similar in the two countries. In
particular, individual characteristics and firm fixed-effects are comparable in terms of their
contribution to the variation of annual wages (approximately from 0.6 to 0.7) with an intercorrelation of 0.25 in the two countries. None of the above results are inconsistent with
those of Abowd et al. (1999a,c) since the firm fixed-effect as estimated by Abowd et al.
(1998b) are a mixture of individual and firm fixed-effects (see Eqs. (3.4) and (3.7)).
Finally, the authors estimate the impact of the compensation structure on firm' s productivity and profits. They show that firms who employ workers with higher predicted wage
rates (based on observed characteristics) are more productive (both in terms of log valueadded per employee and of log sales per employee) in the two countries. The same is true
for firms with higher fixed-effects. However, none of these two components have an
impact on profitability.
This study confirms the above findings: the structure of compensation is very similar
across countries. In addition, the effects of the compensation structure on firm outcomes
appear roughly identical in two apparently different countries, France and the US.
Pel6 (1997) also uses the French ESS to examine the effect on compensation of the
coexistence of different methods of pay in the same firm for the same detailed occupation.
This type of dataset, by matching firm and workers, enables him to compare within a firm
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and within an occupation (in a 4-digit classification) workers paid under time-rates or
piece-rate (measured under different rules). There has been a great body of literature
dealing with the choice of method of pay and the wage differentials due to various
ways of payment. For example, Seiler (1984) showed that incentive workers receive
more disperse and higher earnings than time workers. Brown (1992) found that piecerate workers receive higher earnings than time-rate workers but when compensation is
linked to merit (an evaluation by supervisors), it is lower than time-rate.
The data come from the Wage Sta'ucture Survey (Enqu~te Structure des Salaires) carried
out by INSEE in 1986 (see above). For each worker, the age, seniority in the firm, sex,
method of pay, conditions of work (especially work in shifts), occupation are used as
control variables in the wage equation. Besides, for each firm or establishment, a the
identification number is used to identify workers employed at the same establishment or
firm. Four methods of pay are possible. The first one is time-rate, which consists in a
salary. The three other ones are bonus payments. The bonus is based either on individual
output, or on collective output or on both kinds of output. A worker can receive a bonus of
exclusively one of those three types. Pelt used the total wage in October 1986, the amount
and the type of the bonus (if it is the case) and the payment for overtime. He corrected for
differences in hours worked in order to compare wages for a same duration (which is
equivalent to use an hourly wage). To estimate the wage equation, he added indicator
variables for each bonus method. To control for the exact occupation in the firm, Pel~
introduced an indicator for each 4-digit occupation within each firm or establishment.
Only those couples (occupation-establishment) with two workers employed in the same
occupation within the same establishment under different methods of pay contribute to the
identification of the coefficients of the bonus methods variables. Therefore, the occupation-establishment fixed-effects are nested within the pure establishment fixed-effects.
The results are the following. First, he found that bonus payments lead to higher
compensation, result which is consistent with a selection of workers among the different
payment schemes. It is profitable to give incentives through a bonus payment only to the
best workers. But beyond this first conclusion, Pelt also showed that workers who get a
bonus also receive a higher base wage, when comparing within homogeneous groups of
workers of the same occupation in the same firm. High French minimum wages may
partly explain such an observation, by preventing firms to set a low value to the base
wage.
Other recent papers that include employer effects in wage equations and use matched
data to study the resulting estimates include Bronars et al. (1999) and Vainiom~iki (1999).

5.3. Models of the wage-seniority relation
How large are returns to seniority? This question has generated many important articles in
the last 20 years. Some authors argue that returns to seniority are large and pervasive (on
the order of 5% a year) while others find these returns to be small.
Although Topel and Ward' s data were based on a matched employee-employer dataset,
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the LEED file constructed from the Social Security reports by employers, these authors did
not use this aspect of their file. Indeed, they restricted their initial sample of over one
million individuals to a final sample of 872 persons. Therefore, they lost the potential of
looking at the inter-firm variability in the returns to seniority.
The possibility that returns to seniority might vary between firms has only been examined recently. Abowd et al. (1999a) allow for such variation in an exogenous mobility
framework using French data. Margolis (1996) reexamines Topel's two stage estimator on
the same French dataset. At least five other papers examine this issue of ilrm-specific
compensation policies, two on US data (Bronars and Famulari, 1997; Finer, 1997), two on
Norwegian data (Barth, 1997; Barth and Dale-Olsen, 1999), one on Italian data (Pacelli,
1997), and one on Portuguese data (Cardoso, 1997). Another paper (Dustmann and
Meghir, 1997), based on German data, allows for the possibility of firm-specific returns
to tenure even though the authors do not introduce firm fixed effects.
Abowd et al. (1999a) provide different estimation techniques for firm-specific returns to
seniority. These different estimation methods (see above for brief description) provide
estimates that differ in their levels but which are largely correlated across methods.
The consistent methodology, which uses first differences for workers who do not move
between two consecutive years, gives the largest estimates and, indeed, the closest to the
OLS results. Notice however that this methodology assumes that mobility is exogenous.
All other techniques examined in this paper give returns to seniority that are close to zero.
But all methodologies show that there is considerable between-firm variation in these
returns. And, furthermore, all of these estimated firm-specific returns are strongly correlated across estimation techniques. Unfortunately, these authors do not examine the same
question when mobility is endogenous.
Margolis (1996) tries to address this issue by allowing firm-specific compensation
policies to vary by entry-cohort (the cohort of entry refers to entry in the firm). The
data he uses are identical to Abowd et al. (1999a). Margolis compares OLS estimates
other techniques. First, he examines on French data the results using Topel's two-stage
techniques. He shows that based on French data, the returns to tenure are much lower than
those estimated by Topel, 2% against 5% using US data. But, Margolis also notes that
unobserved heterogeneity may well bias these results. Hence, he goes one step ahead of
Abowd et al. (1999a) by introducing within-firm cohort-effects. Although the value of the
mean value of the estimated seniority slopes is close to zero, Margolis (1996) finds even
more variance in the returns to seniority than previously found in Abowd et al. (1999b).
Bronars and Famulari (1997) examine similar questions use a US dataset, the WCP (see
Table 1), matching roughly 1700 workers and 241 firms. In addition, for 736 workers
employed in 130 establishments, retrospective information on the starting pay is available.
That allows the authors, first, to estimate returns to seniority based on a cross-section
equation that includes firm or establishment fixed-effects. Then, they look at within-firm
wage growth with, once more, establishment fixed-effects. Hence, the first estimates are
directly comparable to the OLS with firm fixed-effects given in Abowd et al. (1999a) while
the second are also directly comparable to the consistent estimates from the same authors.
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At least for men, the authors find that estimated returns to tenure are roughly equal to 1% a
year and approximately invariant across estimation techniques. This result does not hold
for women. In addition, women's wage growth is larger than man's wage growth. This
result, consistent with Abowd et al.'s (1999a) findings, demonstrates that exogenous
mobility is not a very reasonable assumption and that all these estimated returns to
seniority are likely to be biased upwards. Finally, Bronars and Famulari find important
variation across firms in returns to tenure; standard deviation of the estimated firm-specific
slopes is equal to 0.022, consistent with the French estimates giving a larger number based
on a much greater number of firms.
Barth (1997) estimates related coefficients for Norway. He uses a cross-section of 2321
workers employed in 549 firms. His base equation is identical to the one estimated by
Bronars and Famulari (1997). As found by Abowd et al. as well as Bronars and Famulari,
the estimated coefficients are identical across estimation techniques, i.e., OLS, firm
random effects, and firm fixed-effects. One additional year of seniority adds approximately
0.3-0.4% to the individual's wage, a much lower number than the one found in the US or
in France. Interestingly, Barth finds no evidence of correlation between seniority and firm
fixed-effects while there is a positive correlation between education or age and these fixedeffects. These final results are consistent with those given in Kramarz et al. (1996) (see
Section 5.2). Barth and Dale-Olsen (1999) examine the relation between wage-seniority
profiles and worker turnover using a heterogeneous firm effect model as in Eq. (3.2). They
show that employee lower turnover is associated with having higher initial wages (qSj) and
higher slopes (yj).
Cardoso (1997) examines identical issues with the same type of dataset, i.e., crosssections of matched employer-employee data (see Section 5.2 for other results using the
same dataset). Using a multilevel model with the associated estimation method, the author
confirms the heterogeneity of the returns to seniority across firms. Most estimated returns
are inferior to 1%. She also estimates the distribution of firm-specific starting wages
(hence, the firm-specific component of wage is either this latter part for the entrants or
the former part for those with 1 year or more seniority), negative indeed for most of the
distribution. Notice once more that these results are not widely different from those
estimated in all other European countries.
The technique used in Dustmann and Meghir (1997) for Germany is completely different. Even though their data is based on Social Security reports of firms, these authors do
not have full access to the matched employer-employee component of their data source.
But, the principle of their technique - instrumental variables - is directly applicable and
conceived for matched employer-employee data. 8 Their instruments are firm closure and
information on the job held two jobs ago (available only for workers with at least three
jobs in their dataset). Indeed, allowing for heterogeneous returns across firms yield surprisingly high estimates (which jump from 4.5% to 9%), casting some doubt on these exact
8That they should eventually obtain.
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values based on approximate data, for instance sector-specific firm closures instead of
firm-specific firm closure, on a selected sample of young apprentices, but showing the
fruitfulness of the general approach.
Finer (1997) uses the same models as Abowd et al. (1999a). He finds that the average
return to t year of additional seniority is 5% for the first 5 years and zero thereafter in the
NLSY '79 data. The standard deviation of the estimated seniority coefficient is of the same
order of magnitude, which indicates that in this younger sample there is still considerable
heterogeneity in the return to seniority.
Pacelli (1997) examines identical issues using a longitudinal sample of 1737 young
Italian workers under a period of 5 years with information on the employing firm
constructed from the R&P dataset (see Table 1). The methodology adopted resembles
Topel and Ward's. All estimates show that returns to seniority are, once more, smaller in
Europe than in the US, even when controlling for firm-specific variables in a wage growth
equation (see also Entorf and Kramarz, 1999, for similar results), but still significant.

6. New results with matched employer-employee datasets: wage and employment
mobility
In this section we consider models of the changes in wage rates and employment that have
been estimated using matched employer-employee data. All of the papers make use of
large longitudinal administrative data sources that are dynamically representative of the
target populations.
Jacobson et al. (1993) study the earnings losses of displaced workers in the State of
Pennsylvania. A 5% random sample of the quarterly earnings reports from the State's
unemployment insurance tax records for the period from 1974 to 1986 were matched to
employer data from the State's ES-202 files, which are also administrative data from the
unemployment insurance system. These authors define large involuntary worker displacements using the matched data. In particular, using the matched information about the
employer, these authors are able to define a mass-layoff displacement, where there is a
large reduction in the employment of the firm surrounding the displacement, and a nonmass-layoff displacement. They find that the earnings losses for mass-layoff displacements
are very large: initially 25% of predisplacement earnings, rapid recovery during the first
two post-displacement years to losses of around 15% of predisplacement earnings,
followed by many years of stable earnings with no further recovery. The non-mass-layoff
displacement sample has an initial loss of about 15% followed by a rapid recovery during
the 2 years following displacement in which the full earnings loss is recovered. For all of
the comparisons it is possible to use the earnings histories of workers who do not suffer
displacements as the comparison group, including the possibility of comparing workers
who were not displaced during the mass layoff, but who worked for the firm that incurred
the mass layoff, with those who were displaced. Using this information, these authors find
that individuals who are going to suffer a mass layoff also experience an earnings decline
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in the 3 years prior to the mass-layoff displacement. Workers who are going to be
displaced in a non-mass-layoff displacements do not experience a predisplacement earnings decline.
Topel and Ward (1992) use the quarterly LEED data for 1957 to 1972 (see Table 1) to
study the early career wage and employment mobility of young male workers. Although
these authors use the employer identifying information only to identify the within-job
wage growth, they are among the very few researchers to have used the LEED data in this
manner. They find that the typical young male worker holds seven full-time job during his
first 10 years in the labor force. Within job wage growth is one-third of total wage growth
over this period and between job wage growth accounts for the remainder. Wages grow at
an annual rate of 11%. Although the authors do not directly implement Eq. (3.1)~ their
basic model is consistent with this formulation and their method for identifying within and
between job wage growth.
Burgess et al. (1997, 1999) examine earnings dispersion using a decomposition similar
to those described previously. They first decompose wages into a person fixed-effect, a
firm fixed effect, a time trend, an unemployment effect, and a residual. Then, they examine
the share of earnings dispersion that can be attributed to the different components. In
particular, they focus on the share attributed to individual fixed-effects, the share attributed
to establishment fixed-effects, the share due to the correlation between individual and firm
fixed-effects, and, finally, the residual unexplained variance. Using a sample and a technique described above, they estimate individual and establishment fixed-effects for 2000
individuals and their 1432 employers based on a dataset with more than 2,700,000 quarterly observations. Their estimates show that 55% of the variance in log wages can be
attributed to individual heterogeneity while firm-effects account for 35% and the correlation between person and firm effects is virtually nil. Then, they try to assess the share in the
increased earnings dispersion over the 1980s that can be attributed to reshuffling of jobs
between and within employers. Their first estimates seem to support the idea that, indeed,
reallocation of jobs across firms was an important source of increase in the dispersion of
wages under the sample period.
Abowd et al. (1998a) examine job and wage mobility in France and in the US using
comparable matched employee-employer panel datasets for both countries. Most of their
analysis focuses on employment durations and wage changes both between and within
firms. The employment spells can be constructed because of the matched nature of the
data; the employer identifier is a crucial component when constructing the individual
careers across time and firms. Even though the analysis is still preliminary, the authors
findings show that, in contrast with the usual view that the French labor market is inflexible i.e., little employment mobility and considerable real wage stability, in France there is
substantial employment mobility, although the most mobile groups in France are not the
same as those in the United States, and there is substantial real wage mobility on changes
of employers.
Margolis (1998) uses several sources of matched employer-employee data (the DADS,
BIC and BRN) to consider the effect of firm closure on workers in France. He find that a
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large share (almost 60%) of workers displaced by firm closure find new jobs without
experiencing any interruption in their employment histories. In addition, falling into nonemployment appears to be a relatively transitory phenomenon for displaced workers, with
over three-quarters finding a new job within the year following displacement and essentially all of them being reemployed 6 years after displacement. Workers who separate for
reasons other than firm closure, on the other hand, have a much harder time, with 25 % still
without a job 6 years after separation. Wage changes for displaced workers in France
reflect a major difference between those who find new jobs quickly and those who do not,
with a wage penalty of over 20 percentage points for displaced workers who do not find
new jobs in the year following their separation. The pre-separation pattern of wages shows
a drop in the year preceding separation. Controlling for seniority differences causes wages
for displaced workers to be consistently below those of continuously employed workers,
even in the pre-separation period, and the penalty for finding a job slowly drops to under
10%.

7. New results with matched employer-employee datasets: firm outcomes and worker
characteristics
7.1. P r o d u c t i v i t y

In this subsection we consider studies that relate individual characteristics of the employees and of their compensation to the productivity of the enterprise or establishment. The
employer-level measures of productivity come either from direct measures of production
or value-added per worker or from full production function specifications.
Hellerstein et al. (1996) use the WECD (see Table 1) to study the relative productivity
of employee characteristics, estimated directly from a production function, that they
compare to the relative pay earned by these different characteristics, estimated directly
from a wage equation. They use a variety of production function specifications to capture
the marginal productivity associated with employee characteristics like sex, race, marital
status, age, and education. They use standard cross-sectional wage equations (estimated
for the US census year 1990, which is the only year of individual data available in the
WECD) to capture the market compensation associated with these factors. The find that
workers who have ever been married are paid more than never-married workers and that
there is a corresponding productivity difference of the same magnitude. On the other hand,
prime-age workers (35-54) are as productive as younger workers but earn a wage
premium. Wage premia for older workers (55-64) exceed all estimated productivity
premia for this group. The same technique is used to conclude that wage differentials
unfavorable to blacks are also associated with productivity differentials of the same
magnitude. Wage differentials favoring men are not associated with productivity differentials of the same magnitude. Bayard et al. (1999) extend the analysis of Hellerstein et al.
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(1996, 1997) to include non-manufacturing establishments using the NWECD (see Table
1). Their results are discussed below under sex segregation in the workplace.
Haegeland and Klette (1999) estimate similar productivity and wage models using
Norwegian data. They find that education, except those with the lowest education, premia
are directly and appropriately related to productivity differentials. Workers with highest
experience have wage premia that exceed their productivity while the opposite is true for
those in lower experience categories. The lower wages of females correspond to productivity differences of equal size.
Hayami and Abe (1998) use the Japanese matched data to estimate a full set of labor
demand equations for age and sex categories for retail trade to study the deregulation of
this labor market and the resulting effects on wages, employment and productivity.
Abowd et al. (1999a) develop a method for relating the firm effect, @ and the average
value of the person effects (Oi and its components 5j and ~i~) to firm-level productivity,
profitability and factor use. The profitability results are discussed in Section 7.1. To
measure productivity, they use firm-level value-added and sales per worker, averaged
over the period 1978-1988. They find that all firm-level compensation components related
to personal and enterprise heterogeneity are positively related to both productivity
measures.
Abowd et al. (1998b), also take the firm effects fiom tiaeir analysis of compensation (see
Section 5.2) and relate these to value-added and sales per worker for both the US and
France firm effects inclusive of the average value of person effects within the firm,
Oi + ~i, are positively related to the productivity measures.
Finer (1997) estimates an equation relating productivity, measured as in(sales/
employee), to the components of compensation structure. He finds that all compensation
structure components are strongly related to sales/employee.
Using the estimated coefficients of firm by firm regressions across time, Leonard et al.
(1999) examine the relation between firm-specific compensation policies and productivity
(measured by value-added per worker). Since they have multiple estimates of the same
coefficient for the same firm but different years, these authors are able to estimate this
relation with fixed firm effects. They find that firms with high wage levels (i.e., the firmspecific constant of the firm by firm regression), returns to age, white-collar pay premium,
or male pay premium also have high productivity.

7.2. Productivity and seniority
Kramarz and Roux (1998) use the DADS for the period 1976-1995 to examine the
relationship between within-firm seniority structure and firm performance. Hence, these
authors provide one of the first analysis of the impact of hiring and separations decisions
on firm-specific outcomes such as productivity or profitability as well as employment or
capital structures.
They first measure the seniority at the end of all job spells (either censored or noncensored). Then, these seniorities are aggregated at the firm-level for three subperiods
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(1977-1982, 1983-1988, 1989--1994) in order to compute firm-specific descriptive statistics of the seniority structure. Using the Echantillon d'Entreprises (see Table t) that gives
information on balance-sheet, skill structure, and employment, Kramarz and Roux estimate various equations relating tenure structure and firm performance. The use of three
subperiods allows these authors to perform instrumental variable techniques, in particular,
they estimate their coefficients with equations in first difference (subperiod 3 minus
subperiod 2) instrumented by the levels of subperiod 1. Their results show that a low
turnover rate is associated with higher productivity but a high turnover rate slightly favors
profitability. In addition, an increase in the within-firm variance of the seniority of the
stayers (i.e., those workers who stay employed at the firm until the end of the subperiod,
and, therefore, have censored spells) boosts profitability. Finally, capital, firm size, and the
capital-labor ratio are all positively related to low turnover rates.

7.3. Profits"
Four papers consider the relation between profits and firm-specific compensation or hiring
and separation policies using matched employer-employee data. In all cases, the profit
measure is operating income divided by total assets. Two papers focus on France (Kramarz
and Roux, 1998; Abowd et al., 1999a), one uses American data (Finer, 1997), and one
compares the French and the American case (Abowd et al., 1998b). The equation relating
firm level profits, 7rj, to firm level compensation policies, Oj and Oi, and other firm level
measures, zj, is given by
= zj3, + o ~ i + / 3 0 j + ej.

(7.1)

This equation is estimated directly in Abowd et al. (1999a) and Finer (1997) while Abowd
et al. (1998b) cannot separate person from firm-effects since they use cross-sections
(WECD and ESS for the US and France, respectively). Kramarz and Roux replace ~i
and 0i by the within-firm seniority structure (see Section 5.3).
Abowd et al. find that those firms with higher wages because of observed characteristics, Yj/3 (in zj), or with a larger firm effect, @ (thus, high-wage firms) are more profitable, while those employing high-wage workers (large values of 0j) are not. Finer finds no
effects on profits, although his data are from a sample representative of younger workers.
Interestingly, Abowd et al. (1998b) find no effect for the same equation as soon as Oj and 0 i
are confounded, a result which is fully consistent with the previous one. Finally, Kramarz
and Roux find that a higher turnover rate as well as a larger variance of within-firm
seniority tend to induce a larger profitability.

7.4. New technologies
We know that changes in the structure of wages were dramatic along the 1980s in the US
while unemployment increased in Western Europe. Many analysts have blamed the same
technical shocks that affected differentially the two continents. The role of computers has
been central in the indictment, in particular after Krueger's seminal work (Krueger, 1993)
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that showed that computer users were better paid than non-users. On both sides of the
Atlantic, researchers have tried to understand the nature of the computer wage premium.
Two sets of studies, one for the US and one for France, are of particular interest for us
since they use matched employee-employer datasets. They both demonstrate that new
technology (NT) workers were better paid than non-users even before using NT (Entorf
and Kramarz, 1997, 1999; Entorf et al., 1999) or that NT firms employed high-wage
workers even before implementing NT (Doms et al., 1997).
Doms et al. (1997) use the WECD (see Table 1) in conjunction with the 1988 Survey of
Manufacturing Technologies (SMT) among many data sources. The 1988 SMT contains
plant-level information on NT use in American manufacturing plants. The techniques
surveyed are production technologies such as robots, computer-aided design (CAD),
lasers, networks, automatic systems, or computers used on the factory floor. To assess
the technical development of the plant, the authors use the count of different techniques
used at the plant. The SMT is matched to the WECD. This allows Doms et al. to examine
the relation between the spread of techniques and education or the occupational mix of the
work force. To perform this analysis, since they do not know if individual workers use a
given technique, they create various plant-level measures of the educational or occupational structures. Results demonstrate that plants that use more advanced technologies
employ a more educated or a more skilled work force. Using the same framework, they
examine the relation between wages, once more averaged at the plant-level, and NT. The
analysis is performed for different subgroups (production workers, managers and professionals, other non-production workers) and include average characteristics of the group
under consideration together with plant-level employment and capital-labor ratio. These
results show that, as in Krueger (1993), technology use is associated with a premium even
after inclusion of workers characteristics. Then, using the LRD and the 1993 SMT, a
longitudinal analysis demonstrates that the most technology advanced plants paid their
workers higher wages prior to adoption of NT.
The same pattern emerges from the three studies performed on French matched
employee-employer data. However, since the datasets used in these studies are built
from the supplements on NT of the1987 and the 1993 waves of the French Labor Force
Survey (LFS) in which workers can be followed at most three times (from 1985 to 1987
and from 1991 to 1993, respectively), it is possible to perform an individual-level longitudinal analysis while controlling for the employing firm.
The data used in Entorf and Kramarz (1997, 1999) come from four different INSEE
sources. The basic sources are the French LFS, 1985-1987, a 3 year rotating panel, and the
"Enqu~te sur la Technique et l'Organisation du Travail aupr~s des Travailleurs Occup~s"
(TOTTO) from 1987, an appendix to the labor force survey that asked questions about the
diffusion of new technologies and the organization of the work place. Besides usual
questions from labor force surveys (salary, tenure, age, education, etc.) the appendix
contains information on the use (e.g., intensity, experience) of microcomputers, terminals,
text processing, robots and other well specified groups of "New Technology" labor. The
use of computers is described in more detail than in other surveys (see Krueger, 1993, for
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instance). The questionnaire provides explicit categories for using microcomputer for text
processing only, data entry and use of listings. "Terminal" even covers a distinction
between "reception only," "emission only" and both reception and emission while information on production techniques are also present.
In the first version of the TOTTO survey, only the 1987 employing firm is known (using
the standardized Siren enterprise identification number). This feature of the French 1NSEE
classification system enables the authors to employ information from corresponding fitTnlevel surveys (BIC, which collects annual information on balance sheets and employment
and ESE, which collects information on the employment structure).
In the cross-section, the approach is identical to Krueger's (1993). Entorf and Kramarz
regressed the log of monthly wage on a vector of characteristics of the individual Xi and
a vector of indicator variables for workers using one (or more) of the various NT groups.
These variables were supplemented with firm-level characteristics Z](i) (where j ( i )
denotes the firm at which i is employed), some of which are available from the complement to the labor force survey (working time schedules, sector, size) and the others from
the firm-level panel dataset (size, assets, profits, skill structure, export ratio). In all
regressions, they control for the usual observable variables. Their results show that, in
1987, a worker receives a 16% bonus for using modern computer-related NT. This
premium can be decomposed into two parts: for a worker with no NT-experience, a
NT worker receives a premium of approximately 6%. Returns from experience with NT
add 10% to the above premium (when estimated at the average level of experience in the
population of modern computer-related NT users). When firm-level variables are introduced, some of the above results seem to be attenuated: the coefficient of the modern
computer-related NT dummy is smaller (5%) and the standard error is larger. However,
the role of experience with modern computer-related NT is increased. The firm-level
variables that are used, even if they do not seem to be correlated with the individual NT
variables, are important and increase significantly the explanatory power of the regression. Most important is the skill structure : the more skilled the structure is, in terms of
larger shares of skilled workers and of managers, professionals and technicians, the
larger is the influence on the wage. This effect is particularly strong for the latter
category: a 1% increase in this share entails a 0.27% increase in the individual wage.
The profits (profits/assets) also have a positive impact on wages. Finally, total employment has no significant influence on earnings. Finally, if firm fixed-effects are introduced,
results are unchanged.
In the longitudinal dimension, all the above effects of NT almost completely disappear.
The coefficients on the NT indicator variables are never significantly different from zero.
However, even though NT use per se does not yield an immediate wage gain, coefficients
of the experience with modern computer-related NT variables are significantly different
from zero. In Entorf and Kramarz (1997), another version of the same equation in which a
dummy for each year of experience (1,2 ..... 9 and more) is included is estimated and results
are quite similar: returns increase until workers have 5-6 years of experience and then
slightly decrease. The introduction of the firm-level variables do not change these results.9
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In addition, these firm-level variables that represent the firm-specific policy have little
impact on the individual wage once individual fixed effects are introduced. Coefficients
are either not significantly different from zero or small (assets).
Most of the results that we have described for the 1985-1987 period also hold between
1991 and 1993. Most datasets are identical. A new feature of the LFS is the inclusion of the
employing firm identifier in every year while only the 1987 employing firm was known
previously (see above). In addition, the authors use a newly available dataset, the
"D@larations de Mouvements de Main d'Oeuvre (DMMO)," an establishment-based
survey on hiring and separations. Entorf et al. are therefore able to follow the workers
across firms in the 3 years of the panel.
Entorf et al. (1999) estimate wage equations with NT indicator variables without and
with individual fixed-effects as well as without or with firm fixed-effects. Returns to
computer use in 1993 are not different from those observed in 1987. The introduction
of individual fixed-effects has the same impact as obtained in Entorf and Kramarz (1997,
1999). Returns are maximal, 2%, after 2 or 3 years experience with NT. The introduction
of firm fixed-effects has no impact on the estimated coefficients, both in the cross-section
dimension and in the longitudinal dimension, l0 This is consistent with the Abowd et al.
(1999a) findings for France as well as those of Abowd et al. (1999c) for the US-firm
compensation policies (as captured by the firm fixed-effects) are not highly correlated with
individual observables and individual fixed-effects. To test other explanations of the
results (in particular, to control for firm-level idiosyncratic shocks), the authors use the
matched worker-establishment information on hiring, quits, and terminations coming
from the DMMO. Results are identical to those described above. Finally, Entorf et al.
use the quarterly LFS where workers are followed for three quarters after the TOTTO
survey to test whether NT workers are protected from unemployment. Indeed, they find
that in the short-run, NT users are protected from job losses. This result is stable, even
when using the D M M O information on quits and terminations to measure the business
conditions at the firm-level.

7.5. Creation and destruction o f jobs
In this part, we do not intend to describe the whole "creation-destruction" vision of the
labor market. Davis and Haltiwanger's chapter in this Handbook is fully devoted to this
task. In this subsection we concentrate on the new types of results that matched workerfirm data have helped to bring to researchers' attention. Many of the papers that are
discussed below use the basic definitions and analysis techniques that initiated by Leonard
9Since only the 1987 employingfirm is known,the 1985 and 1986 firm is unknownfor workers who changed
firm at one of these dates. Entorf and Kramarz (1999) use the 1987 firm also for the movers.
mAs indicatedin Abowdet al. (1999a), in the longitudinaldimension,firmfixed-effectscan onlybe separately
identified from worker fixed-effects when at least one worker in the firm quits for another firm in the sample.
Here, the authors are able to identify 494 of the 1045 firm dummies.
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(1987) and Davis and Haltiwanger (1992, 1996), neither of whom used matched
employee-employer data.
The analysis of worker flows, in contrast to the study of job flows, has been made
possible by the use of matched worker-firm data. The researchers who started this vein,
which is flourishing now, were Anderson and Meyer (1994). Using the CWBH dataset for
the years 1978-1984 (see Table 1), they compare worker turnover defined as the sum of
total accessions - recalls plus new hires - and total separations - temporary layoffs plus
permanent separations - to job creation and job destruction measures as promoted by
Davis and Haltiwanger. In addition, they use firm-level measures computed from their
individual-level data in relation with their measures of job turnover. They compute firmsize, quarterly payroll per worker, and tenure at the firm to create categories such as highor low-paying firm, high- or low-tenure firm. Then, they present a tabulation of job
creation, destruction, and turnover statistics for every of the above firm-level categories
(Table 2, p. 191). 11 For instance, Anderson and Meyer (1994) show that high and lowtenure firms do not differ in their temporary separation rates but widely differ in their
permanent separation rates. Indeed, the same pattern is exhibited for high and low-paying
firms. The same type of analysis is pursued on the number of earnings weeks lost after
separations followed by reemployment (Table 9, p. 212). They are able to show that the
distribution of weeks lost is extremely skewed (the mean is roughly 13 weeks as the
median is equal to 2 for total separations). In addition, they show that mean weeks lost
after a temporary separation are a decreasing function of firm size while mean weeks lost
after a permanent separation are an increasing function of firm size. Similar computations
are provided for high- and low-paying firms. These statistics being computed fi'om individual-level data, the authors also regress the above separations variables onto the (timevarying) firm-level variables and individual fixed-effects taking advantage of the structure
of the dataset in which workers can be followed from firm to firm (Table 10, p. 214).
The main disadvantage of the CWBH dataset lies in the absence of individual characteristics of the employed workers. Even though the states may have collected such
information for the beneficiaries of unemployment insurance, these complementary datasets are inaccessible to the researchers. Of course, for each individual, it is always possible
to compute a date of appearance and a firm-specific tenure, which is left-censored for all
observations in the first-quarter of 1978. But no information on age, sex, education is used.
The same problem affects the recent analyses of Lane et al. (1997b) and Burgess et al.
(1999). These articles have mostly focused on churning, the hires and separations in excess
of total job reallocation using the Maryland quarterly employment and earnings information from the unemployment insurance dataset (see above). The period of analysis, 19851994, is the only difference between the data used in these papers and those used in
Anderson and Meyer (1994). Lane et al. (1997b) provide an description of hiring and
exit flows. The individual data on the characteristics of the movers have been aggregated
11Hamermeshet ',d. (1996) also documentthe importance of worker flows as comparedto job creation and
destruction for data from the Netherlands, althoughthey do not use matched employer-employeedata.
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to the establishment-level and used as explanatory variables in the churning regression
(Eq. (1) in their paper). The longitudinal component of the dataset allows the authors to
include firm fixed-effects in this regression. One striking result, also found in Abowd et al.
(1999b) for France, is that most of the changes in employment are accommodated through
changes in the hiring rate.
Abowd et al. (1999b), who use an administrative dataset of all entries and exits in
French establishments (see Table 1), perform most of their flow analysis at the establishment-level. Their empirical analyses distinguished between flows of workers, directly
measured, and job creation and destruction, again, directly measured, using a representative sample of all French establishments for 1987-1990 (with more than 50 employees).
The most important findings were that (a) annual job creation can be characterized as
hiring three persons and separating two for each job created in a given year; (b) annual job
destruction can be characterized as hiring one person and separating two for each job
destroyed in a given year; (c) when an establishment is changing employment, the adjustment is made primarily by reducing entry and not by changing the separation rates; (d) for
the highest skill groups, 10% of months with firm-initiated exits also have new hiring in
the same skill group and, for the lowest skill groups, 25% of the months with firm-initiated
separations also have new hiring in that skill group; (e) the rate of internal promotion into
higher skilled positions is about three times the size of net employment changes inside the
job category; (f) two-thirds of all hiring is on short term contracts and more than half of all
separations are due to the end of these short term contracts; (g) approximately one-third of
all short term employment contracts are converted to longterm contracts at their termination; (h) controlling for between-establishment heterogeneity and common trends, entry
and exit of workers are both countercyclical.
Other studies that use matched employer-employee data to analyze these issues of job
creation and job destruction are Norwegian (Salvanes and Forre, 1997), Austrian (WinterEbmer and Zweimt~ller, 1997), Danish (Belzil, 1997; Bingley and Westergfird-Nielsen,
1998, Vejrup-Hansen, 1998; Albaek and SCrensen, 1999), Swedish (Persson, 1998), and
Finnish (Laaksonen et al., 1998).
Albaek and SCrensen (1999) examine the relation between worker flows and job flows
using the Danish IDA (see Table 1). In that respect, the type of analysis they perform is
close to Hamermesh et al. (1996) and even closer to Abowd et al. (1998). These authors
find that annual rates of hires and separations are much higher than the job creation or job
destruction rates-28% and 12% respectively for Danish manufacturing. They also find that
separations from existing jobs are dominated by quits. Another issue studied at length by
these authors is cyclicality of the flows. They show that worker flows are strongly asymmetric over the business cycle.
Bingley and WestergSrd-Nielsen (1998) use the Danish IDA to show that the Danish
labor market is dynamic and flexible. Among growing establishments two hires and one
separation are required for each net job creation. Among shrinking establishments they
find that one hire and two separations are required for each net job destroyed. Vejrup-
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Hansen (1998) finds that workers separated from establishments with job destructions
have unemployment incidence that is comparable to the general Danish population.
Salvanes and Forre (1997) use the individual information on the education-level of the
employed workers from their registers (see above) to examine creation, destruction, entry,
exit, and churning for ttu'ee groups of education. They find an asymmetric and inverse Ushaped churning curve (the churning rate, i.e., the entries and exits in excess of job
creation or job destruction, is larger for medium-education workers).
Winter-Ebmer and Zweimtiller (1997) examine the relationship between firm-level
measures of earnings dispersion and employment growth. To examine this issue they
use a firm-based random sample of the Social Security files for the period 1975-1991
(see Table 1). With the resulting 130 firms, for which they have all employed workers
(with their earnings - top-coded for 9% of them - and most other individual characteristics
but education), they compute within firm measures of earnings dispersion as follows.
Because of top-coding, they run a Tobit regression for each year and each firm. The
resulting standard error of the residual of this regression is used as a first measure of
dispersion due to all unobserved factors. They also perform the same regression using only
male workers (they do not have hours worked, hence working with males reduces the parttime probability). Then, they use these variables in their firm-level employment growth
regressions (1236 observations). These regressions are estimated without and with firm
fixed-effects. While there is some evidence with OLS that an increased earnings variance
reduces employment growth, the introduction of fixed-effects wipes out any such effects.
Interestingly, Belzil (1997) and Burgess et al. (1997) do the same type of analysis, but in
the reverse direction. They both use measures of employment growth (creation, destruction, reallocation, or churning) as additional regressors for explaining wage structure of
wage changes. 12 Belzil (1997) use a subsample of the IDA dataset to perform individuallevel wage regressions. Since the dataset is longitudinal and contains both employee and
employer identifier, it is possible to control for person fixed-effects as well as firm fixedeffects. Even though none of the reported regressions include firm fixed-effects, the author
states that the introduction of these effects does not affect the coefficients of interest, a
feature consistently found in France (Abowd et al., 1999a; Entorf et al., 1999), in the US
(Abowd et al., 1999c), or in Denmark (Bingley and Westergard-Nielsen, 1996). Belzil also
finds that employment creation, destruction, or reallocation affects wages, even though no
systematic pattern seems to emerge across the different subsamples that he analyzes.
DiPrete et al. (1998) use matched employee-employer longitudinal data from France
(LFS matched with firm-level information using the SIREN number, see Table 1) and
Sweden (LFS matched with establishment registers, see Table 1) to examine the relation
between the dynamics of employment of the employing establishment and job mobility.
They model simultaneously unemployment, exit from an establishment, job mobility
within an establishment, and entry into an establishment and estimate jointly five probit
12Other studies use employmentgrowth as a regressor in their analysis of earnings (Kramarz et al., 1996;
Entorf and Kramarz, 1997).But, they do not focus on the resulting estimates of employmentgrowthcoefficients.
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equations. In particular, they try to examine the age of the mobile workers and how the
selection process of such age category is determined in each country by the specific labor
market institutions that prevail. Even though their results are only preliminary, the estimation methodology and the way the different datasets are matched constitute an excellent
example of the potentialities of the use of matched employee-employer longitudinal data.
Hassink (1999) uses longitudinal matched Dutch data (see Table 1) to examine the
effects of firm and employee characteristics on the probability of layoffs. He conducts
parallel analyses using the firm's lay off rate and the individual's layoff event as the two
dependent variables. Using a specification that includes firm effects, firm characteristics
and individual characteristics. The effect of seniority is negative and essentially linear in
both equations. The minimum layoff probability occurs at age 32, a result that is interpreted as supporting Lazear-style compensation models.
Z6. Training

The potential of matched employer-employee data to address issues surrounding training
is enormous. Indeed, we believe that questions such as the identification of general versus
specific knowledge can only be addressed with such longitudinal datasets. And movements of workers between firms, workers for which we measure most individual characteristics would help isolate those firms which provide firm-specific training on one side
and those firms which provide general training on the other. Unfortunately, there are few
datasets that provide information on training of individuals together with employer information. Even though some are being built now.
Bishop (1994) uses the EOPP which provides retrospective longitudinal data on training
and productivity of two new hires at 659 firms. Using this pair, Bishop is able to estimate
all equations of interest by doing within-firm difference, therefore eliminating all firmspecific unobserved heterogeneity. The dependent variables are respectively the logarithm
of training time, the productivity at the end of first week, the starting wage, the current
productivity, the current wage, and the profit in the first months. The results can be
summarized as follows. New hires with relevant previous work experience, relevant
employer-sponsored formal training, and relevant vocational education tend to require
less training, to be more productive, and to receive higher starting wages and higher wages
after 1 year of seniority.
Similar questions are examined in a group of papers based on a newly available dataset,
the Multi-City Study of Urban Inequality for Holzer and Reaser (1996), the 1995 Survey
of Employer-Provided Training for Frazis et al. (1997) (see Table 1). Unfortunately, the
first of these two datasets only has one observation per person or per firm, while the paper
which uses the second dataset does not use the full potentiality of matched employeremployee data which makes most estimated coefficients difficult to interpret since they are
likely to be biased due to unobserved person or worker heterogeneity. Frazis et al. (1998)
extend this analysis to show that those establishments that encourage long term relationships, using pension plans and other employee benefits, also provide more training.
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Finally, Goux and Maurin (1997) use the French FQP dataset (see Table 1) to examine
the impact of training on wages and mobility. Interestingly, they show that having been
trained in the past years is associated with a higher wage (approximately 6%) in a simple
OLS regression. However, the introduction of firm fixed-effects reduces this effect to less
than 3%. Furthermore, when a correction for the selection bias induced by participation in
a training program is introduced, all effects of training on wages disappear. Hence, they
conclude that the higher wage associated to training is partly due to firm-specific compensation policies and partly due to unobserved worker heterogeneity.
7. 7. U n i o n s a n d c o l l e c t i v e b a r g a i n i n g

This section discusses the use of matched employer-employee data to study the behavior
of unionized firms and negotiated wage rates. We consider, in sequence, Abowd and
Allain (1996), Cahuc and Kramarz (1997), Lalonde et al. (1996), Hildreth (1996), Hildreth
and Pudney (1997) and Margolis (1993).
Abowd and Allain (1996) use data from the French DADS and BIC (see Table 1) to
model the division of the quasi-rent per worker in collectively bargained French wage
rate. t3 They fit an equation of the form

wj = x j + yjqj + ej,

(7.2)

where w i is the negotiated wage rate, xj is the opportunity cost of the worker's time, yj is
the bargaining power of the union, and qj is the expected quasi-rent per worker. The
heterogeneity in yj is modeled using q~ and other variables zj. Using the decomposition
in Eq. (3.1), the opportunity cost of the workers is modeled as

xj = 0j + 4~10,
where ~010is the firm effect at the 10th percentile of the French labor force. 14 The quasirent per worker has two components: an expected part, which is related to international
competition using export prices (from France or from the United States), and a measurement error, which is eliminated by the instrumental variable procedure (see Abowd and
Lemieux, 1993). Two empirical measures of the quasi-rent per worker were used-one
which eliminated only the opportunity cost of the workers' time and the other which also
eliminated an estimate of the opportunity cost of capital. The interpretation of the coefficient on the quasi-rent per worker is, therefore, the average part of the expected quasi-rent
per worker that goes to the workers. Abowd and Allain estimate that this coefficient is 0.4
in the French economy.
Hildreth (1996) investigates the same question as Abowd and Allain using the British
PSME, a panel of manufacturing establishments (see Table 1) and the British Household
13In an earlier effort, Abowd and Kramarz (1993) use the firm data frmn the BIC combined with occupation
data from the ESE and aggregatedwage data from the DADS to fit models similar to those in Abowdand Allain.
This earlier paper does not make direct use of matched employer employee data.
14Approximately 90% of French jobs are covered by collective bargaining agreements.
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Panel Study (BHPS). The basic wage equation is essentially the same as Eq. (7.2), except
that Hildreth specifies the relation using log wage as the dependent variable, which means
that the coefficient on qj cannot be interpreted as the bargaining power of the union. The
method of calculating the quasi-rent per worker is also different. Hildreth defines the
opportunity cost of the worker's time using a table of the usual weekly earnings crossclassified by education, age and sex, with further refinements for the location and industry
of the establishment. The appropriate value fi'om this table was subtracted from the valueadded per worker to get the quasi-rent per worker. There was no correction for the
opportunity cost of capital. Hildreth gets estimates that are much smaller than those of
Abowd and Allain, but of the same order of magnitude as those found in other studies
using British data (e.g., Hildreth and Oswald, 1993). The main difference appears to be the
interpretation of the bargaining power parameter. Abowd and Allain (following Abowd
and Lemieux) interpret this parameter as applying to the expected quasi-rent per worker,
that is, the part related to the price instruments, and not to the realized profit per worker,
which is much more variable.
Cahuc and Kramarz (1997) use the French ESS of 1986 and 1992 (see Table 1) to
examine the impact of the signature of a firm-level agreement on the stability of the work
force. In some sense, they try to find an exchange of voice, as approximated by the
existence of an agreement, against stability. Their analysis uses both the cross-sectional
dimension of the ESS, i.e., individual information on multiple employees in each establishment, and the longitudinal dimension, i.e., the same establishments can be found in
1986 and 1992. Cahuc and Kramarz start by examining the probability of signature of an
agreement at the firm-level. They show that this probability is positively affected by most
variables that increase the cost of turnover, more particularly by training expenses and by
the presence of workers with intermediary skills. Then, they examine the relation between
workers' seniority and the impact of the signature of an agreement between 1986 and
1992. The relevant regressions have approximately 50,000 observations and more than
250 firm fixed-effects. Results show that the signature of an agreement induces an increase
in the average seniority of the work force of roughly one month for every additional year
of the agreement.
LaLonde et al. (1996) use an unusually well-conceived matched dataset containing
longitudinal information on American manufacturing establishments and employee information on the conduct and results of union representation elections. The establishment
data come from the Longitudinal Research Database while the union election data come
from the National Labor Relations Board (see Table 1). A union representation election is
necessary in the United States before the employees of an ongoing business can negotiated
collectively over wages and working conditions. By following establishments over a
period of 4 years prior and 9 years after the election, these authors were able to measure
the effects of the newly formed union on total output, employment, other factor utilization,
wage rates, and productivity. LaLonde et al. present both short and long term evidence
comparing the profiles of establishments where the representation election was successful
(union wins) with those which had an unsuccessful (union losses) representation election.
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Following a successful representation election, establishments reduce their output, material purchases and employment levels permanently (an effect that lasts at least 9 years).
The establishments do not, however, experience higher wage rates.
Margolis (1993) uses data from the French Enquire Structure des Salaires (see Table 1)
matched with detailed information on the collective bargaining agreements supplied by
the Ministry of Labor to study the consequences of mandatory extension of the collective
agreements to firms and workers who did not participate in the negotiations, a common
practice in France. He finds that the willingness of employers to join the negotiation is
strongly affected by the probability that the agreement will be extended. He also finds that
the possibility of non-compliance with the collective bargaining agreement influences the
behavior of the firms during the negotiations. L5
Hildreth and Pudney (1997) use the British Panel Study of Manufacturing Establishments (PSME, see Table 1), which includes information on two workers: the most recently
hired and one randomly selected, cooperating, individual, to study the effects of union
recognition on firm outcomes. In the United Kingdom, there is no statutory requirement
that an employer recognize and bargain with a union. Employees can choose whether or
not to join a union independent of the employers negotiating stance towards that union.
Any collective agreement applies to all workers in the covered jobs regardless of the
employees' union status. Hildreth and Pudney model the two-sided decision process
that determines the union status of the employee and of the job using the matched data.
Their statistical models correct for a variety of sampling and self-selection problems. They
find that firms that recognize unions have lower quit rates and higher wage rates. Interestingly, the union wage premium is higher for individuals who are covered by the
collective agreement but who do not join the union. The results also suggest that applicant
workers do not find the jobs covered by a collective agreement more attractive than noncovered jobs, so there are not increased applicant rates for these jobs. These statistical
results generally allow for firm effects in all equations.

7.8. Other f i r m o u t c o m e s

The new data sources matching workers and their firms have allowed American researchers to re-examine classical issues of American labor economics: race discrimination and
sex segregation. All these new analyses have been based on the WECD (see Table 1 and
Section 2.3). The matched data using state unemployment insurance records have also
permitted the examination of the effects of changes in the tax system on layoffs and other
employment decisions. We discuss these applications, as well as those that do not have an
obvious place in other sections, in this subsection.

~5Non-compliancewith collectivebargainingagreementsin France is accomplishedby reclassifyingjobs into
lower pay categories and gamblingthat the labor inspector will not force a higher classification.
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7.8.1. Segregation of the work fbrce
Carrington and Troske (1998b) examine the extent to which blacks and whites are integrated at work. In addition to the WECD (see Table 1), the authors use the Characteristics
of Business Owners (CBO) database which give demographic information on owners,
employees, and customers of small businesses (hence complementing the WECD which is
particularly strong on large businesses). Then, the authors propose different measures of
segregation and assess their adequacy in a multifirm context. First, they define the Gini
coefficient as follows:

G = 1 - Z sbi Swi + 2
i

1

j=i + 1 Swj

'

where T is the number of firms, sbi and Swi are firm i' s share of the black and white sample
populations, respectively, and where firms are sorted in ascending order of Sbi[Swi. Then,
they define the Gini coefficient of random segregation in order to take into account the fact
that random allocation of black and white workers will never generate a zero Gini coefficient. Based on the comparison of the two Gini indices, they create a Gini coefficient of
systematic segregation.
Their results suggest that the national distribution of black and white employees across
employers is far from even, as some employers have mostly white employees while others
have mostly black. They also show that this segregation is due to black-white differences
in MSA residence. Most of the remaining interfirm segregation come from racial differences in occupation, industry, or by simple random allocation which can almost never be
rejected. Then, using more classical tools, they regress the black share of non-supervisory
employment in the establishment on the share of black supervisors, the black sample share
within each MSA, the log of establishment employment, the average age and education of
non-supervisory employees, and indicator variables for industry and region. They show in
particular that, using the WECD, black workers tend to be supervised by black managers
(and vice-versa for whites). While, using the CBO, they show that black workers are more
likely to work for firms with black owners and customers.
Finally, they decompose the black-white wage gap into a between and a within-plant
component. In particular, they use the same type of techniques already described at many
places in the preceding subsections, i.e., they introduce establishment fixed-effects.
Carrington and Troske' s results demonstrate that the wage gap is mostly a within-plant
phenomenon. Very little of the black-white wage gap comes from the allocation of black
and white workers into firms that pay systematically different wages. Moreover, a large
fraction of the within-plant gap is explained by the observable characteristics of the
workers even though a significant fraction cannot be explained. In addition, when
wages are regressed on the racial structure of the employing firm, it appears that blackmajority plants pay their black employees less than black-minority plants. But these blackmajority plants also pay their white employees more than their black employees.
The same authors use the same database, the WECD, and the same techniques to
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examine sex segregation (Carrington and Troske, 1998a). They find that the distribution of
men and women across plants is far from even. But, they also find that much of this
apparent segregation appears to be due to random allocation. Similarly to the race analysis,
they examine the plant female share of non-supervisory employees and regress it on
variables similar to those described above. Of interest are the following results that female
managers tend to supervise female employees and that women have higher employment
shares in large establishments. The analysis of the male-female wage gap proceeds along
the same lines as those presented for the black-white wage gap~ The authors show that
there is an important, even dominant in the case of blue-collar workers, role played by
between-plant segregation in explaining this wage gap. Therefore, men work in relatively
high paying plants while women work in relatively low paying plants even after controlling for observable characteristics of the workers. In addition, they demonstrate that workers, either men or women, are paid less if they work in largely female plants.
Hellerstein et al. (1997) continue the analysis of sex discrimination. They match the
WECD with information from the Longitudinal Research Database (LRD) to get information on the employing establishment or firm. They find that large firms or large establishments make more profts if they employ more women. No such relation exist for small
firms. In the present version of the paper at least, the authors are not able to provide a
definitive explanation of this phenomenon. Bayard et al. (1999) also study sex segregation
and male-female wage differentials. In the current version of the paper, they find that a
substantial portion of the male-female wage gap takes the form of wage differentials
within narrowly-defined occupations within establishments, results that stand in marked
contrast to Groshen (1991b), who found that sex-segregation into occupations within
establishments explained most of the gap.

7.8.2. Unemployment insurance and layoffs
In Anderson and Meyer (1994), these authors begin a long series of papers that used statelevel unemployment insurance system matched employer-employee data to study the
effects of the unemployment insurance tax and benefit system on a variety of outcomes:
layoffs, employment, wages, and UI benefit takeup. The 1994 paper is discussed in section
7.5. The data structure in the other papers is very similar and is not discussed again.
Anderson and Meyer (1996a,b, 1997) use the state unemployment insurance data and
the establishment employment information to establish a number of basic features of
the UI system and its effects on labor market outcomes.
Anderson and Meyer (1996a) studies the effects of firm-level experience rating on layoff
probabilities. Experience rating is the system of UI financing that increases a firm's UI tax
payments as the firm imposes benefit liabilities on the system. The effect of such financing
systems on a the firm's propensity to use layoffs and on its wage structure is an old an
important question in the labor economics literature. They use the same States as the 1994
paper. They use a form of Eq. (3.1) in which the dependent variable is the event that a
worker is laid off during the quarter. Both person and firm effects are included. The firm's
UI tax rate is included in the model and instrumental variables are used to correct for the
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endogeneity that experience-rating induces. They find that the elasticity of the layoff rate
with respect to the firm-specific tax cost is - 0 . 3 and the corresponding fraction of temporary layoff unemployment that can be attributed to incomplete experience-rating is 20%.
Anderson and Meyer (1996b) studies the adoption of experience rating in the State of
Washington UI system. Because the State of Washington adopted experience rating in
1985 to avoid a massive surplus in the system, these authors, who have data from 1979 to
1993 are able to provide direct evidence on the changes surrounding the adoption. They
examine in detail the changes between the last half of 1984 (third and fourth quarters) and
the last half of 1985 (again, third and fourth quarters). The change in the in the UI tax rates
that was induced by the adoption of experience ratings was based on layoff rates over the
period 1980:3-1984:2; however, the firm's only learned of the adoption of experience
rating in 1984: 3. Thus, this period represents an essentially exogenous change in the UI tax
rates. The authors report that the full amount of the market-level change in tax rates is
passed on to the workers in the form of lower earnings but that the firm-specific component
is borne completely by the firm. They report mixed results of the effects of the experience
rating on layoffs.
Anderson and Meyer (1997) use the CWBH data discussed in conjunction with their
1994 paper to study the effect of UI benefit levels and benefit tax treatment on the take-up
rate for UI. They explain the late 1980s-early 1990s decline in UI receipts. According to
these authors there is a strong positive relation between benefit levels and take-up rates.
There are smaller, but still important effects arising from the tax treatment and potential
duration of benefits. The inclusion of UI income in the US income tax base, therefore,
accounts for most of the recent decline in UI receipts.
Abowd and Allain (1997) use the State of Washington UI data (see Table 1) to study the
role played by workers and firms observable characteristics, as well as unobserved heterogeneity, in the probability that an individual participates in a short-time UI compensation
(STC) program. Short-time compensation programs allow firms to pay UI benefits to
workers whose hours have been reduced to avoid layoffs. These authors show that both
types of unobserved heterogeneity are strongly correlated with this probability, with the
individual effect having stronger correlation than the firm effect. In the context of Eq.
(3.1), the dependent variable is the incidence of short-time compensation. A person-effect
means that the individual has experienced short-time UI compensation and a firm effect
means that the firm has used short-time compensation. Thus, the results are interpreted as
meaning that some individuals have a greater propensity to be employed in short-time
compensation jobs than others and some firms have a greater propensity to use this form of
UI compensation. Firms with higher experience ratings were more likely to use short-time
compensation.
Needels and Nicholson (1998) also study short time compensation systems using UI
data from the states of California, Florida, Kansas, New York and Washington for the
period 1991-1993 for 3300 establishments. They use a statistical matching algorithm to
pair establishments with short-time compensation programs to those without. The statistical analyses are all conducted by differencing the paired establishments. Establishments
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with STC programs have higher layoff levels than those without, which they interpret as
evidence of unmeasured heterogeneity among the establishments.

7.8.3. International trade and other topics
Kramarz (1997) examines the impact of international trade on wages and mobility of
French workers using the matching of the French labor force survey with a unique dataset
on all imports (to France) and exports (fi'om France) of goods during the period 19861990. Origins of the imports and destination of the exports are known at the firm-level and
are disaggregated into eight groups of countries. It comprises all movements of goods
since it is an administrative data source from the customs administration. Matching is
performed using the Siren number present in both files. This import-export dataset is also
matched to the Echantillon d'Entreprises to measure total sales and total purchases. Hence,
the independent variables on trade in the regressions are the ratio of imports to total
purchases - a way to measure the reorientation of purchases from local markets to outside
suppliers - and the ratio of exports to total sales. Then, Kramarz computes the change in
these ratios between 1986 and 1990 for firmj and relates them to the probability of being
unemployed at date t + 1 conditional on being employed in the same firm j at date t (t
going from 1990 to 1993). He also examines the impact on the level of wage at date t in
firm j. All these regressions include individual characteristics from the LFS that one
expects to find in this type of analysis. In addition, to assess the impact of the competitive
pressure, he also includes the change of the ratio of imports to purchases of all firms in the
same 4-digit sector as well as in firms from the trade (retail or wholesale) industries.
Results are the following. The unemployment probability is positively affected by increasing imports from the 4-digit competitors of the firm; a best response for the firm being to
increase its imports. Hence, importing protects workers from unemployment when most
other firms in the same sector increase their imports. The impact of imports and exports on
wages have a similar structure. An increase of the share of firm-level purchases coming
from outside France between 1986 and 1990 negatively affect the level of future wages
while the opposite is true both for exports and imports from the firms of the same 4-digit
sector. Origins of the imports appear to matter. For instance if these imports come from
Germany, the impact on wage is positive, while if they come from developing countries or
from the UK, the impact is large and negative. Similarly, workers employed at date t in
firms that increase their share of exports to Japan have higher wages. Of course, these
results could be seen as evidence of the impact of international trade on prices or, on the
contrary, as showing nothing on international trade but capturing worker unobserved
heterogeneity.
Abowd and Kramarz (1998b) analyze the costs of separating from French workers using
the 1992 ESS (see Table 1). In this study, the authors used the individual-level variables:
total annual compensation inclusive of all employee- and employer-paid benefits and
bonuses but exclusive of non-wage-benefits, firm seniority, type of contract (permanent,
CDI, or temporary, CDD), number of days of employment in the establishment in 1992,
sex, age, nationality (French or non-French), skill-level (in 4 groups), bonuses for retire-
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ment and severance payments for workers that retired or were fired in 1992. They present
estimates of the structure of retirement, termination, and hiring costs using, representative
establishment-level data matched with individual-level information. These costs are
directly reported by the sampled establishments. Both retirement and termination costs
are increasing and mildly concave in the number of retired or terminated workers. The
fixed costs are very large. Hence, these costs act as fixed adjustment costs, giving the firm
an incentive to group exits instead of adjusting gradually. Termination costs are largest for
collective terminations as opposed to individual ones. These costs are largest for highly
skilled employees. Hiring costs also exhibit the same structure; concave adjustment costs
with a strong fixed component. But these hiring costs do not have the same structure for all
skill levels. Only hires of managers on longterm contracts (CDI) have an increasing and
concave impact on the cost. For all other skill levels and types of contract, hiring costs do
not depend upon the number of entries. Thus, for hiring costs, the firms have an incentive
to group the managerial hiring but no adjustment costs for other hiring. The costs of hiring
are much less important in France than the costs of separations (retirements and terminations).
Abowd et al. (1996) consider the following question: Are high-quality products
produced by high-quality workers? To do this they use the decomposition of wages
from Abowd et al. (1999a) and price measures of product quality. To measure the quality
of a product, they use prices for very detailed products (8-digit classification) collected at
the firm-level. Each basic product is allocated to a 6-digit basic commodity group. Therefore, quality can be measured as either the relative price of a 8-digit elementary product
within a 6-digit basic commodity group or as the price change of each elementary product
within the basic commodity group. Abowd et al. find little relation between worker quality
and product quality within basic products. Hence, technological differences among firms,
given basic products, seem very small. They conclude that, if worker quality and product
quality are positively related, the effect is apparently more important for sorting workers
among diverse and non-substitutable products than for explaining variation within groups
of imperfectly substitutable detailed products.

7. 9. Specialized applications
There are a variety of specialized uses of matched employer-employee data that we have
not discussed in detail in this chapter because they figure prominently in other surveys.
Pension data collected from the employers have been matched to several nationally representative cross-sectional and longitudinal databases in the United States including the
Health and Retirement Survey, Mature Cohorts from the National Longitudinal Surveys,
and the Survey of Consumer Finances. See the chapter on retirement issues by Mitchell
and Lumsdaine for a discussion of these applications. Health researchers have also used
administrative matched data to study productivity issues in the health service industry (see
Dunn et al., 1998, and the chapter on health issues by Currie).
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8. Conclusion
As the beginning of our chapter makes clear, new economic and statistical problems will
emerge as new types of labor market questions are investigated with detailed data concerning both the worker and the firm. Even though the analysis of matched employeremployee data is relatively new, we are already confronted with some puzzling new
results: the lack of correlation between person and firm effects in wage determination
and the enormous employment flows associated with job creation and destruction, among
others. To model such new facts, standard models of the allocation of workers among firms
must be modified.
New statistical problems have also emerged: the analysis of duration models with
correlated person and firm effects and the design of statistical models for non-random
matches, for example. To estimate such statistical models, some solutions already exist,
based on simulations, but they are extremely computer-intensive. Some simpler ones will
surely be implemented in the near future. These statistical models could also be useful in
other areas, such as health economics (doctors and hospitals-on one side-and their
clients-on the other) or education economics (schools and professors-on one side-and
their students-on the other) to resolve the same type of identification questions that the
analysis of matched employer-employee data have helped resolve.
An area that will be even more demanding is the formulation and estimation of structural economic models. As we show in our discussion of the relation between different
theoretical models and the simplest wage equation with correlated person and firm effects
and firm-specific returns to seniority, an enormous amount of detail is required to assign
the statistical effects to an economic model. Recovering the deep structm'al parameters
from statistical models that include such effects will surely be difficult. In addition, one can
argue that it is very unlikely that all firms follow the same model. Hence, the estimation of
structural models will force the researcher to address structural heterogeneity problems,
for instance, is rent-sharing more important than agency problems for a particular firm?.
Matched longitudinal employer-employee datasets should constitute the basis for
further refinements of the theory of production and of the theory of the workplace organization. The possibility of evaluating the various combination of workers, jobs, and
machines within a firm should allow labor economists to delve deeper into the internal
organization of the firm. Indeed, data collected in the future should give information on
each job in conjunction with each individual job holder in each individual firm. We are
back to the "get more data" conclusion, so that we can play the role of Rosen and Willis
for this volume of the H a n d b o o k .
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Abstract
Market economies experience high rates of job creation and job destruction in almost every time
period and sector. Each year, many businesses expand and many others contract. New businesses
constantly enter, while others abruptly exit or gradually disappear. Amidst the turbulence of business
growth and decline, jobs, workers and capital are continually reallocated among competing activities, organizations and locations. We synthesize the growing body of research on this process,
especially as it pertains to the creation and destruction of jobs. We summarize and analyze empirical
regularities related to cross-sectional, cross-country and cyclical variation in job flows. We also
relate theories of heterogeneity, growth and fluctuations to the large magnitude of job flows and to
systematic patterns of cross-sectional and time variation. Other major themes include the connection
between job flows and worker flows, creative destruction and the productivity-improving role of
factor reallocation, reallocation behavior and consequences in transition economies, and the productivity and welfare effects of policies that impede or encourage job flows. © 1999 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
JEL codes: J21; J23; J63; D21; E24; E32

1. Introduction
Market economies experience high rates of job creation and job destruction in almost
every time period and sector. Each year, many businesses expand and many others
contract. New businesses constantly enter, while others abruptly exit or gradually disap-
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pear. Amidst the turbulence of business growth and decline, jobs, workers and capital are
continually reallocated among competing activities, organizations and locations. We
synthesize the growing body of research on this process, especially as it pertains to the
creation and destruction of jobs.
Changes in the number and mix of jobs at individual firms and production sites reflect
many forces: the diffusion of new products and technologies, the success or failure of
research and marketing efforts, negotiations with employees and labor organizations,
learning by doing on the part of managers and workers, the costs of hiring, training and
firing workers, the costs of adjusting co-operating factors of production, changes in the
availability of inputs, competition from rivals, access to financial backing, ownership
changes and corporate restructurings, regulatol2¢ and tax law changes, and the growth
and decline of particular markets. As this list suggests, job creation and destruction are
part of a larger process of adjustment, reallocation and growth.
Much of the reallocation process, and much of our interest in it, centers on the labor
market. The creation and destruction of jobs require workers to switch employers and to
shuffle between employment and joblessness. Along the way, some workers suffer long
unemployment spells or sharp declines in earnings; some retire early or temporarily leave
the labor force to work at home or upgrade skills; some switch occupation or industry;
some change residence to secure a new job, migrating short or long distances, often with
considerable disruption to the lives and jobs of family members.
The workers who participate in this process differ greatly in the bundle of skills,
capabilities and career goals that they bring to the labor market; likewise, jobs differ
greatly in the skill requirements, effort and diligence that they demand from workers.
The diversity of workers and jobs, and their large flows, underscore the truly breathtaking
scale and complexity of the search, assignment and reallocation processes carried out by
the labor market and supporting institutions. Research in this general area has mushroomed in the past twenty years and is now the subject of several excellent surveys and
book-length treatments. 1The matching process and the prospect of match termination also
influence the nature of ongoing employment relationships and the patterns of investment
by both workers and firms, as emphasized in another strand of the literature. 2
On the macroeconomic level, the extent to which the reallocation and matching process
operates smoothly determines, in large measure, the difference between successful and
unsuccessful economic performance. The persistently high unemployment rates in France,
Spain and several other Western European countries over the past two decades point to the
enormous costs of a partial breakdown in the reallocation and matching process. 3 The
recent and ongoing transition to market-oriented economies in Eastern Europe and the
I See Mortensen (1986), Pissarides (1990), Devineand Kiefer(1991) and Mortensenand Pissarides (1999) on
the search approach to labor market analysis. Sattinger (1993) surveysassignmentmodels of the labor market.
2Parsons (1986, Section4) and Section 4 in Malcomson(this volume)review work in this area.
3Recent work on this topic includes Caballero and Hammour (1998b), Cabrales and Hopenhayn (1997),
Ljungqvistand Sargent(1996),Millard and Mortensen (1997), and chaptersby Machinand Manning,and Nickell
and Layardin this volume.
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former Soviet Union brought tremendous shifts in the industrial structure of employment
and in the ownership and operation of business enterprises. Large differences in output
movements, unemployment rates, private-sector expansion and other performance indicators in formerly statist economies suggest that the efficiency of the restructuring and
reallocation process varies greatly. A different line of empirical research focused on the
US economy suggests that job reallocation from less to more productive plants plays a
major role in longer term productivity gains. On another related front, much of the initial
and continuing impetus behind research on gross job flows reflects a desire to better
understand cyclical fluctuations in employment, output and productivity.
These introductory remarks suggest that job flows are closely connected to worker
flows, unemployment behavior, individual wage dynamics, the evolution of firms and
industries, economic restructuring, and aggregate productivity growth. Naturally enough,
then, much research on job flows stands at the intersection of labor economics, macroeconomics and industrial organization. New data on job flows and related theoretical
developments have helped build new bridges and solidify old links between labor economics, on the one hand, and macroeconomics and industrial organization on the other. Some
specific examples give content to this claim.
• Employer lifecycle dynamics: Cross-sectional evidence on gross job flows sheds light
on the lifecycle dynamics of establishments and firms. Dunne et al. (1989b) and Davis
and Haltiwanger (1992) report a strong, pervasive pattern of larger gross job flow rates
at younger US manufacturing plants, with detailed controls for size and industry in the
latter study. 4 The same pattern shows up repeatedly in empirical studies of firm-level
and plant-level growth behavior (Evans, 1987a,b; Dunne et al., 1989a; Troske, 1996).
This ubiquitous pattern highlights the connection between employer lifecycle dynamics
and the gross flows of workers and jobs, and it points to the importance of selection
effects in the evolution of plants and industries (Jovanovic, 1982).
• Reallocation and productivity growth: Recent studies by Baily et al. (1992, 1996),
Olley and Pakes (1996) and others find that the reallocation of jobs and factor inputs
from less efficient to more efficient plants accounts for a large fraction of industry-level
productivity gains. In related work, Basu and Fernald (1995) quantify the implications
of cyclical variation in factor reallocation activity for Solow-type measures of aggregate technology shocks.
• Reallocation and business cycles: Time-series data on gross flows shed new light on the
nature of business cycles and the connection between recessions and the reallocation of
workers and jobs. Empirical regularities in job flow behavior have helped stimulate a
renewed interest in labor market dynamics and a new generation of equilibrium business cycle models that emphasize frictions in the reallocation of workers and jobs (e.g.,
Mortensen, 1994; Ramey and Watson, 1997).

4 Similar findings hold in data on the Marylandprivate sector (Lane et al., 1996), the French private sector
(Nocke, 1994) and the Norwegianmanufacturingsector (Klette and Mathiassen, 1996).
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* Lumpiness, heterogeneity and aggregation: The pervasiveness and magnitude of large-

scale gross job flows underscore the dangers of reasoning about aggregate and industrylevel dynamics from representative-employer models. Large-scale heterogeneity
among employers implies considerable scope for aggregation to smooth away even
pronounced non-linearities and asymmetries in firm-level and establishment-level
employment dynamics (e.g., Caballero, 1992). Gross job flow data also point to considerable lumpiness in establishment-level employment changes. Taken together, lumpiness and heterogeneity imply that aggregate employment dynamics are closely
intertwined with the evolution of the cross-sectional distribution of establishmentlevel employment changes.
Research on job flows also addresses important topics that lie squarely within the
domain of labor economics:
• Reasons f o r worker mobility: Many prominent and insightful theories of worker mobi-

lity dynamics stress match quality and supply-side concerns such as job-shopping,
human capital acquisition, career progression and events that affect preferences regarding work (e.g., children). Without downplaying the importance of these considerations,
recent research on job flows highlights the major role of demand-side disturbances that
induce shifts in the distribution of job opportunities across locations. It is now apparent,
as perhaps it was not a decade ago, that a satisfactory account of worker mobility
dynamics in market economies requires a major role for demand-side disturbances as
well as for supply-side and match-quality effects.
• Worker sorting and j o b assignment: Many economic theories deal with assignment
problems that arise when workers are imperfect substitutes in production, or when they
differ in their ability or desire to work with cooperating factors. Assignment models
underlie the analysis of several important topics in labor economics including dual
labor markets, equalizing differences in wage payments, labor market sorting based on
comparative and absolute advantage, and the organization of workers into teams and
hierarchies (Sattinger, 1993). Worker and job flows across locations are among the
most important mechanisms by which the economy continually adjusts the assignment
of workers to each other and to cooperating factors of production.
The chapter proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces basic definitions and important
measurement issues. Section 3 synthesizes several of the main empirical regularities to
emerge from research on job creation and destruction behavior. Section 4 provides an indepth characterization of how job flows vary with employer characteristics such as size,
age, wages and capital intensity. Section 5 reviews theories and empirical studies that help
to explain the large magnitude of gross job flows and their systematic variation with
employer and industry characteristics. Section 6 takes up the relationship between job
flows and worker flows. Section 7 considers the connection between job flows and creative
destruction, drawing on two largely distinct lines of research: theoretical studies of reallocation and growth and empirical studies that quantify the role of between-plant factor
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reallocation in productivity growth. Section 8 considers the reallocation process in transition economies. Section 9 focuses on the cyclical dynamics of job creation and destruction.
Section 10 develops a theoretical model of costly factor reallocation and uses it to investigate the productivity and welfare effects of job flows. Section 11 concludes.

2. Concepts and measurement

2.1. Job flow concepts'
The concept of a job is a familiar one, but meaningful measurement and interpretation of
job creation and destruction statistics require careful definitions and assumptions. A job, in
our terminology, means an employment position filled by a worker. With this in mind, we
define gross job creation and destruction as follows:
Definition 1. (Gross) job creation at time t equals employment gains summed over all
business units that expand or start up between t - 1 and t.
Definition 2. (Gross) job destruction at time t equals employment losses summed over
all business units that contract or shut down between t - 1 and t.
Under these definitions, the net employment change is simply the difference between gross
job creation and destruction.
Some studies measure job creation and destruction using establishment-level employment changes, where an establishment (or plant) is a specific physical location at which
production of goods or services takes place. Other studies use firm-level employment
changes, where a firm (or company) is an economic and legal entity that encompasses
one or more establishments. For our purposes, establishment-level data are preferred on
both conceptual and measurement grounds. Firm-level data mask the job flows between
establishments of the same firm. In addition, accurate longitudinal linkages are more
difficult to achieve with firm-level data because of sometimes complicated changes in
ownership and organization (mergers, acquisitions and divestitures).
Most studies fail to capture job flows within establishments. Suppose, for example, that
an establishment replaces several secretaries with an equal number of computer programmers. Employment at the establishment is unchanged, so that calculations based on establishment-level data record no job creation or destruction associated with the replacement
of secretaries by programmers. A few studies summarized in Section 3. t seek to measure
job flows within establishments or firms. Section 4.3 suggests an indirect approach to
estimating job flows within establishments using only establishment-level data.
We interpret measured increases and decreases in employment at a business unit as
changes in desired employment levels rather than as changes in the stock of unfilled
positions. When a vacancy arises as the result of a quit, for example, the position can
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likely be refilled within three or twelve months, if desired. Since the highest sampling
fi'equency we examine is quarterly, we are reasonably confident in this interpretation. The
interpretation is buttressed by the fact, reported below, that measured j o b creation and
destruction occur primarily at business units that undergo substantial contraction or expansion during the sampling interval. 5
A useful way to summarize the heterogeneity of employment changes across business
units is to count the number of jobs that either disappear from shrinking units or newly
appear at expanding units. W e refer to this job destruction and creation activity as job
reallocation, because it entails the reshuffling of j o b opportunities across locations.
Definition 3o (Gross) j o b reallocation at time t is the sum of all business unit employment gains and losses that occur between t - 1 and t.
Job reallocation equals the sum of j o b creation and j o b destruction.
Another measure derived from establishment- or firm-level employment changes will
prove useful for understanding the sources of j o b reallocation and, in particular, the role
played by shifts in the sectoral composition of employment demand.
Definition 4. Excess j o b reallocation equals (gross) j o b reallocation minus the absolute
value of the net e m p l o y m e n t change.
Excess j o b reallocation represents that part of j o b reallocation over and above the amount
required to accommodate net employment changes. It is an index of simultaneous job
creation and destruction. 6 As we show below, excess j o b reallocation admits an exact
decomposition into two components: one that captures between-sector employment shifts,
and one that captures excess j o b reallocation within sectors.
As employment opportunities shift across locations, workers undertake conformable
shifts. Job-losing workers find employment at different establishments, become unemployed and search for a new job, or leave the labor force. N e w l y available jobs become
filled by jobless or already employed workers. Of course, workers often switch employers
or change employment status for reasons largely unrelated to the reallocation of jobs.
Thus, job reallocation should be distinguished from worker reallocation, which we define
as follows:
Definition 5. (Gross) worker reallocation at time t equals the number of persons who
change place of employment or employment status between t - 1 and t.
Blanchard and Diamond (1990) measure job creation as the sum of employment gains at new and expanding
establishments plus an estimate of the change in outstanding vacancies. The resulting job creation time series for
the US manufacturing sector differs little from the one defined in the text and plotted in Fig. 4.
6 Gross job reallocation rises with simultaneousjob creation and destruction, but - unlike excess job reallocation - it also rises with the absolute value of net employment change. For this reason, excess job reallocation is a
more appropriate index of simultaneous creation and destruction than gross job reallocation.
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W e elaborate on the connection between j o b and worker reallocation and consider other
measures of labor market flows in Section 6.
2.2. M e a s u r e m e n t issues and comparisons across studies

Several measurement problems and conceptual differences hamper easy comparisons of
gross j o b flows across studies and countries. 7 First, as noted above, the definition of business
units differs among datasets. As a related point, the procedures for defining the boundaries of
firms and establishments, even if applied carefully and consistently over time, differ among
data sources and especially countries. Second, the integrity of longitudinal linkages for
establishments and firms varies greatly across datasets and, in some cases, over time for the
same dataset. Failures to adequately track changes in organizational structure, ownership
and administrative identifiers in longitudinal business data can yield spuriously large gross
j o b flows, especially in the form of spurious entry and exit. Third, the concept of a j o b differs
across studies. Most studies calculate gross j o b flows from point-in-time changes for all
workers, but some studies use changes in time-averaged employment measures or restrict
attention to full-time or permanent workers. Fourth, the sampling interval differs across
studies, which influences the share of transitory employment movements captured in
measured j o b flows. Fifth, sectoral coverage and sampling frames vary markedly across
datasets. Some datasets are drawn from the universe of all business units in a sector, while
others are restricted to units above a certain size (e.g., 20 employees). Many datasets are
restricted to particular industries or regions or omit the public sector.
Another measurement difference across studies involves the growth rate concept. Some
studies use a traditional growth rate measure, namely the employment change from period
t - 1 to t divided by employment in period t - 1. This measure has two unattractive
features: it is asymmetric about zero, and it cannot accommodate births and deaths in
an integrated manner. An obvious alternative is the log difference, which has the advantage of symmetry about zero. However, the log difference is unbounded above and below
and hence does not easily afford an integrated treatment of births, deaths and continuing
employers. For these reasons, we prefer a non-traditional growth rate measure that has
become the standard approach to measurement in recent studies of gross j o b flow behavior.
Our preferred growth rate measure equals the change in employment between period t - 1
and t, divided by the simple average of employment in t - 1 and t. This growth rate
measure is symmetric about zero, lies in the closed interval [ - 2 , 2 ] , facilitates an integrated treatment of births and deaths, and is identical to the log difference up to a secondorder Taylor series expansion.
Differences in datasets and measurement procedures call for the exercise of sound
judgment and some caution in comparing gross j o b flows across studies and countries.
When making cross-country comparisons, in particular, we emphasize within-country
7 Our discussion here of measurement-relatedissues is brief. Davis and Haltiwanger (1998) discuss measurement in several US datasets at length, and Davis et al. (1990, 1996) extensively treat issues that arise in measuring
gross job flows in the Longitudinal Research Datafile for the US manufacturing sector.
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patterns that are less susceptible to distortions caused by differences in data quality and
measurement procedures.

2.3. Notation and formulas
Some notation helps to clarify the concepts introduced above and to spell out the relationships among them. Let EMPest denote the number of workers at employer e in sector s at
time t. St denotes the set of employers with positive employment in t or t - 1. S + denotes
the subset of employers that expand or enter between t - 1 and t, and St- denotes the subset
that contract or exit.
Gross j o b creation (Definition 1) in sector s at time t is

C,.t = E

AEMPest'

(1)

e~S ~

where AYt = Yt - Y/- J, and gross j o b destruction (Definition 2) is

Dst = Y . IAEMP~stl.

(2)

eES

The net sectoral employment change is NETst = C~t - D,t. Gross j o b reallocation (Definition 3) can be expressed as

R,t = ~ . IAEMP~tl = Cst + Ost.

(3)

e~S

Excess j o b reallocation (Definition 4) in sector s equals R,t - ]NET~tl. Given a particular classification of sectors indexed by s, the aggregate excess reallocation of jobs
satisfies the decomposition,

Rt - INETtl -----( ~ INELtl - INETt]) + ~ . ( R ~ , - IgEZ~tl).
S

(4)

S

The first term on the right-hand side captures between-sector employment shifts, and the
second summation captures excess j o b reallocation within sectors. Note that the first term
equals zero if all sectors change in the same direction.
To express the j o b flow measures as rates, we divide by a measure of size. W e measure
the time-t size of a business unit as the simple average of its e m p l o y m e n t in t - 1 and t:
Zest = 0.5(EMPes t + EMPes,t_l). Summing Zest over units within sector s yields Z,.t, the
size of the sector at t. In terms of this notation, the time-t growth rates can be written g~.,~ =
AEMP~st/Ze,,,t for unit e, and g~t = AEMP~t/Z~t for sector s. As mentioned above, these
growth rate measures lie in the closed interval [ - 2 , 2 ] , with endpoints corresponding to
exit and entry.
Using lower-case letters for rates, the sectoral creation, destruction and reallocation
rates can be written
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C,,

{ Z~,, I

dr,- Zs, - e C~S
Fst -

R,.x
"

-

Z~t

~,
~

,

(5)

zst jlgc.,,I,
[ Z~,t
[-~/Ig~s~l
Lst ]

- - c.~,,

(6)

+ d~,t.

(7)

,~

Eqs. (5)-(7) express the job flow rates in terms of the size-weighted frequency distribution
of employment growth rate outcomes. Eq. (7), in particular, states that the job reallocation
rate is equivalent to the size-weighted mean of absolute growth rates among business
units. The decomposition for the excess job reallocation rate can be written

xt:rt-lgtl:

~),g,tl-[gtll+[~)(rst

(8)

3. Key facts about gross job flows

3.1. Large magnitude
We begin our characterization of the facts by reviewing findings about the magnitude of
job flows. Table 1 presents average job flow rates from various studies on US data. The
studies differ in time period, sampling interval, sectoral coverage and definition of business unit, but some clear patterns emerge. First, and most important, the pace of job
creation and destruction is rapid. Using annual figures, roughly 1 in 10 jobs are created
and another 1 in 10 are destroyed each year. Second, rates of job creation and destruction
are somewhat lower for manufacturing than private-sector non-manufacturing. Third,
there is a large transitory component in the higher frequency job flows, especially the
quarterly flows, as the quarterly (annual) rates do not simply cumulate to the annual (5year) rates. Fourth, rates for between-firm job reallocation are typically lower than corresponding rates for between-establishment reallocation. This pattern reflects employment
shifts between establishments of the same firm.
Table 2 presents average annual job flow rates for 18 countries. Rather strikingly, high
rates of job creation and destruction are pelwasive. The constant churning of job opportunities that characterizes the US labor market represents the normal state of affairs for
both developed and developing economies. Differences in sectoral coverage, data quality,
and business unit definitions hamper fine cross-country comparisons, but Table 2 also
indicates that, within countries, gross job flow rates for non-manufacturing tend to be
higher than those for manufacturing.
The measures reported in Tables 1 and 2 do not capture employment shifts within
business units. A few studies, summarized in Table 3, provide some analysis of within-
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unit job reallocation. The Hamermesh et al. (1996) study for the Netherlands relies on
survey responses to questions about whether hires were to new or existing positions. Based
upon the survey responses, about 11% (0.8/(6.2 + 0.8)) of total measured job reallocation
arises from within-firm reallocation. Dunne et al. (1997) rely on a classification into
production and non-production workers to measure within-establishment reallocation.
They find that about 12% of total measured job reallocation reflects within-plant reallocation. Lagarde et al. (1994) exploit detailed information on job classifications to study
within-establishment flows. Measurement difficulties presented by worker movements
between job classifications cloud the interpretation of their results, but taken at face
value, Lagarde et al. find that within-establishment job shifts between skill categories
account for almost half of total job reallocation.

3.2. Predominance o f idiosyncratic factors

A second basic fact is the dominant role of plant-specific and firm-specific factors in
accounting for the large observed magnitudes of gross job flows.
Table 4 illustrates the pervasiveness of high job reallocation rates across manufacturing
industries. Virtually every 2-digit industry in each country exhibits an annual rate of job
reallocation that exceeds 10%. Interestingly, Table 4 also suggests that the industry pattern
of job reallocation intensity is quite similar across countries. A simple regression of
industry-level reallocation rates on country and industry fixed effects for the United States,
Canada and the Netherlands yields the following. The R-squared on country effects alone
is 0.08, the R-squared on industry effects alone is 0.48, and the R-squared on country and
industry effects together is 0.56. Further, the F-tests for flae specification with both effects
yield P-values of 0.06 for country effects and 0.03 for industry effects. In short, even this
small sample of three countries provides clear evidence of systematic industry-level
patterns in the pace of job reallocation. 8
The high pace of job reallocation in every industry suggests that a large fraction of gross
job flows reflects within-sector reallocation activity rather than between-sector employment shifts. We evaluate this hypothesis in Table 5 by reporting the decomposition (8) for
several countries and sectoral classification schemes.
A remarkable aspect of Table 5 is the inability of between-sector shifts to account for
excess job reallocation. For example, employment shifts among the approximately 450
four-digit industries in the US manufacturing sector account for a mere 13 % of excess job
reallocation. 9 Simultaneously cutting the US manufacturing data by state and two-digit
8Rank correlations of the industry reallocation rates make the same point. The pairwise rank correlation of
industry reallocation rates is 0.56 between the United States and Canada, 0.28 between the United States and the
Netherlands and 0.60 between the United States and Norway. Similarly, Roberts (1996) reports positive rank
correlations of industry-levelreallocation rates among Chile, Colombia and Morocco. The correlations reported
in his Table 2.6 are higher for excess reallocation rates than for gross job reallocation rates.
9 The average four-digitmanufacturingindustry has about 39,000 employeesand accounts for about 0.04% of
aggregate US employment.
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Table 4
Average annual job reallocation rates by country and industry ~

Food
Tobacco
Textiles
Apparel
Lumber
Furniture
Paper
Printing
Chemicals
Petroleum
Rubber
Leather
Stone, clay, glass
Primary metals
Fabricated metals
Non-electric machinery
Electric machinery
Transportation
Instruments
Miscellaneous
Total manufacturing

USA
1974-1992

Canada
1974-1992

Netherlands
1979 1993

Norway
1976-1986

17.9
12.7
16.9
25.2
25.8
20.7
12.5
17.1
14.0
14.2
20.3
22.4
20.4
16.0
20.0
20.5
19.5
18.4
10.5
14.4
19.0

19.5
12.3
21.3
27.8
26.2
27.7
11.1
22.0
18.7
15,6
21.5
24.2
23.0
13.3
27.7
27.8
24.6
20.6
28.1

18.4

15.3

19.1
23.4
20.8

18.3

14.6
16.3
12.1
10.1
12.1
17.5
15.6
5.2
18.8
16.4
11.3
14.6
19.7
28.5
15.6

12.6

21.9

15.7

12.7
13.2

6.3
18.7

18.3
15.5

a Sources: USA, Baldwin et al. (1998, Table 2) except the data for instruments and miscellaneous, which are
from 1973-1988 data in Davis et al. (1996); Canada, Baldwin et al. (1998, Table 2); Norway, Klette and
Mathiassen (1996, Table 6); Netherlands, Gautier (1997, Table 3.7).

industry yields a contribution o f only 14% for b e t w e e n - s e c t o r shifts. D a v i s and Haltiwanger (1992) report that e v e n w h e n sectors are defined by s i m u l t a n e o u s l y crossing 2-digit
industry, region, size class, plant age class and o w n e r s h i p type (14,400 sectors), b e t w e e n sector shifts account for o n l y 39% o f excess j o b reallocation. ~0 T h e s a m e finding holds up
in studies for other countries. For e x a m p l e , using detailed industry classifications (600
industries), N o c k e (1994) finds that o n l y 17% o f excess j o b reallocation in France is
a c c o u n t e d for by b e t w e e n - s e c t o r e m p l o y m e n t shifts.
T h e s e results p r o v i d e little support for the v i e w that h i g h rates o f j o b reallocation arise
p r i m a r i l y b e c a u s e o f sectoral disturbances or e c o n o m y - w i d e disturbances with differential
sectoral effects - at least w h e n sectors are defined in terms o f industry, region, size and
age. Instead, the results in T a b l e 5 i m p l y that j o b flows are largely d r i v e n by plant-level
and firm-level h e t e r o g e n e i t y in labor d e m a n d changes.
~0To appreciate the level of detail captured by this sectoral classification scheme, we remark that the average
nonempty "sector" contains only about five sampled plants.
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3.3. Persistence of underlying employment movements
How persistent are the employment changes that underlie the j o b creation and destruction
figures? A n answer to this question helps to understand business-level employment
dynamics and the character of the worker reallocation associated with j o b reallocation.
To the extent that measured j o b creation and destruction represent short-lived employment
changes, the changes can be implemented largely through temporary layoffs and recalls.
To the extent that plant-level employment changes are persistent, they must be associated
with longterm joblessness or worker reallocation across plants.
In thinking about how to measure persistence, we stress that our focus is on the persistence of the typical newly created or newly destroyed job. This focus is distinct from a
focus on the persistence of the typical existing job or the persistence of establishment size.
In line with our focus, we measure persistence according to the following definitions:
Definition 6. The N-period persistence of j o b creation is the percentage of newly created
jobs at time t that remain filled at each subsequent sampling date through time t + N.
Definition 7. The N-period persistence of j o b destruction is the percentage of newly
destroyed jobs at time t that do not reappear at any subsequent sampling date through time
t+N.
These persistence measures lie between 0 and 100% and are non-increasing in N for any
given set of jobs destroyed or created at t.
Table 6 summarizes the persistence properties of j o b creation and destruction over 1 and
2 year horizons for several countries. Roughly 7 in 10 newly created jobs survive for at
least 1 year, and roughly 8 in 10 newly destroyed jobs fail to reappear 1 year later. At 2
years, the persistence of annual job creation and destruction is somewhat lower. The most
important aspect of these results is the implication that annual j o b creation and destruction
figures largely reflect persistent plant-level employment changes. ~1

3.4. Concentration and lumpiness of underlying employment movements
Many studies find that births and deaths account for large fractions of job creation and
destruction. But, more so than most other gross j o b flow statistics, the measured roles of
births and deaths are influenced by sample design, the sampling interval, the unit of
observation (firm or establishment), and the quality of longitudinal links. Since available
~ It may be helpful to reconcile the high persistence of annual job creation and destruction with some wellknown facts about the importance of temporary layoffs in the US manufacturing sector. For example, Lilien
(1980, Table 11I)estimates that 60-78% of all manufacturing layoffs ended in recall during the years 1965-1976,
which might seem difficultto square with the results in Table 6. But Lilien also reports that 92% of manufacturing
unemployment spells ending in recall last three months or less. Hence, most of the short-duration temporary
layoffs are not captured by the annual job creation and destruction numbers, which are based upon point-in-time
to point-in-time changes from one year to the next.
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datasets often differ greatly along these dimensions, it is difficult to directly compare the
prominence of births and deaths across countries and studies.
On a conceptual level, births and deaths are simply the extremes of an underlying
growth-rate distribution. It is more informative to characterize how creation and destruction are distributed over the entire distribution rather than just reporting the mass at the
endpoints.
These considerations prompt us to characterize the distribution of job creation and
destruction over the underlying growth-rate distributions for studies that meet the following criteria: annual sampling frequency, comprehensive or nearly comprehensive sample
frame for a major sector, clearly defined observational unit, high quality longitudinal links,
and availability of the data (to us). Two studies fully meet these criteria: Davis et al.
(1996), who study the US manufacturing sector, and Albaek and Sorensen, 1996, who
study the Danish manufacturing sector. For these two countries, Fig. 1 displays the distributions of job creation (to the fight of zero) and job destruction (to the left of zero) over
intervals of the symmetric growth rate measure defined in Section 2.3. The intervals have
width 0.10 and are centered on the reported midpoints. Two additional mass points at +2
and - 2 correspond to births and deaths.
Fig. 1 shows that gross job flows in manufacturing are concentrated in a relatively small
number of plants that experience high rates of expansion or contraction. Table 7 makes the
same point, adding Canada and Israel to the data displayed in Fig. 1. All four countries
show high concentration of job creation and destruction at relatively few plants, and
equivalently, considerable lumpiness in plant-level employment adjustments.
This concentration, or lumpiness, carries some important implications that merit a few
remarks here. First, the lumpiness of plant-level employment movements points to a major
role for fixed costs in the adjustment of labor or cooperating factors of production. Put
differently, such lumpiness is difficult to reconcile with traditional models of convex
adjustment costs that long dominated work on dynamic labor demand issues (see Nickell,
1986; Hamermesh and Pfann, 1996). Some recent empirical work on employment
dynamics accommodates a much richer specification of adjustment costs (e.g., Caballero
and Engel, 1993; Caballero et al., 1997). In addition to characterizing microeconomic
adjustment patterns, this work shows how the cross-sectional distribution of outcomes for
individual employers influences the behavior of aggregate employment. Parallel work on
consumer durables and business investment, surveyed in Attanasio (1998) and Caballero
(1998), also highlights the interaction between the cross-sectional distribution of microeconomic outcomes and the behavior of aggregates.
Second, Fig. 1 and Table 7 contain an important message about the connection between
job flows and worker flows. As we discuss in Section 6, many firms experience worker
attrition rates of 10-20% per year. This high attrition rate suggests that most job destruction is easily and painlessly accommodated by workers who are nearly indifferent about
separation in any event. But Table 7 tells us that over two-thirds of job destruction in the
manufacturing sector takes place at establishments that shrink by more than 20% over the
span of a year. In other words, the bulk of the job destruction measured in annual data
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Fig. 1. Distribution of plant-level job creation and destruction. Creation (destruction) percentages are depicted for
positive (negative) growth rate intervals. Source: US, Davis et al. (1996); Denmark, Albaek and Sorensen (1996).

represents job loss from the point of view of workers. 12 The "job loss" component of
measured job destruction is even higher during recessions, when job destruction rates rise
and quit rates fall.
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Table 7
The concentrationof job creation and job destructioff~
Country

Sector

Percent of job creation or destructionaccountedfor by plants with growth
rates in the indicatedinterval
[-2,-1)

United States
Canada
Demnark
lsrael

[-1,-0.2)

Manufacturing 32.9
44.0
Manufacturing
77.7
Manufacturing 45.9
33.7
Manufacturing
84.7

[-0.2,0)

(0,0.2]

(0.2,1]

(1,21

23.1
22.3
20.4
15.3

30.7
24.8
23.4
21.8

45.1

24.2
75.2

37.4

39.1
78.2

Sources: United States, Davis et al. (1996); Canada, Baldwinet al. (1998); Denmark,Albaek and Sorensen
(1996); Israel, Gronau and Regev (1997).

Third, the high concentration of job creation and destruction may accentuate effects on
workers and local economies. A sharp employment reduction at a single large plant can
flood the local labor market, which increases the hardship that falls on each job loser.
Conversely, a sharp employment increase at a single plant can induce an in-migration of
workers and their families that strains the capacity of the local community to provide
schooling, housing, roads and sewers. The local economy effects of job creation and
destruction events are probably most important for manufacturing and a few other industries dominated by large establishments.t3 We are not aware of much research at this
intersection point between labor and spatial economics, but the growing availability of
matched longitudinal employer-worker datasets suggests that it may become an important
topic in future work.

3.5. Systematic differences across sectors: magnitude

Table 4 points to systematic differences in the pace of job reallocation across industries. It
turns out that there are many strong cross-sectional patterns in the intensity of job reallocation. We defer a detailed examination of these cross-sectional patterns to Section 4, but
Fig. 2 displays two of the most consistent and powerful relationships. These figures show
how the excess job reallocation rate varies with employer size and age in the US manufacturing sector. They also show the relationship of size and age to the net job growth rate,
a topic of independent interest. These figures are based on size-weighted plant-level
regressions of the employment growth rate and the absolute growth rate on a quartic in
employer size interacted with d u m m y variables for the indicated employer age categories.
~2This inferenceis less secure for non-manufactnringsectors for two reasons. First, worker attritionrates tend
to be higher outside the manufacturing sector. Second, we know of no studies that examine whether nonmanufacturingjob flows are more or less concentratedthan shown in Fig. 1 and Table 7.
13Davis and Haltiwanger (1991, Fig. 4.B) report that in 1986, for example, the average manufacturing
employee worked at a facility with nearly 1600 workers.
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Fig. 2. (a) Net growth rate for age classes, by employer size; (b) excess job reallocation for age classes, b y
employer size. Source: authors' calculations for the US manufacturing sector.

Age refers to the number of years since the establishment first had positive employment.
We use pooled data for the US manufacturing sector in 1978, 1983 and 1988, three years
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that allow us to construct detailed age measures. The regression specifications include year
effects.
Using the estimated regression functions, we calculated the fitted relationships of the net
growth rate and the excess reallocation rate to employer size and age. ~4Fig. 2 displays the
fitted relationships from the 5th to the 95th percentile of the employment-weighted distribution of plant size.
Some clear and very strong patterns emerge. Holding size constant, net growth declines
sharply with age; excess job reallocation also declines with age, except for the largest
plants. Holding age constant, net growth increases with size, and excess reallocation
declines sharply with size.
Nocke's (1994) study allows for a crude investigation of size and age relationships in
data on French job flows. His Table 10 presents employment-weighted net and gross job
reallocation rates cross-tabulated by detailed employer size and age classes. Using the
information in his table, we generated Fig. 3. The Nocke tabulations are equivalent to a
cell-based regression of net growth and job reallocation on detailed employer size and age
classes and are roughly comparable to the ones presented in Fig. 2. Although the patterns
are somewhat less dramatic, they are basically the same as in the US manufacturing sector.
These results highlight the important role of employer characteristics in accounting for
the magnitude of job flows, and they provide clues about the reasons for large job flows.
They also suggest that systematic differences in the size and age structure of employment
partly account for the industry differences in job reallocation rates in Table 4 and the
country differences in Table 2. The strong relationship of employer age to both net growth
and excess reallocation points to a major role for employer lifecycle effects. We return to
these and related themes in Section 4.
3.6. Distinct cyclical dynamics o f creation and destruction

This section addresses two straightforward questions about time variation in gross job
flows. First, does the magnitude of gross job flows vary much over time? Second, is there
an asymmetry in the respective roles of job creation and destruction in accounting for the
dynamic adjustment of employment?
Fig. 4 presents quarterly job creation, job destruction and net growth rates for the US
Manufacturing sector from 1947:1 to 1993:4.15 It is apparent that gross job flow rates vary
considerably over time. The job destruction rate ranges from 2.9% to 10.8% of employment per quarter, while the job creation rate ranges from 3.8 to 10.2%. Job creation and
destruction covary negatively, but the correlation of - 0 . 1 7 is small. A noteworthy feature
of the data is the relatively volatile nature of job destruction. As measured by the timeseries variance, destruction varies 50% more than creation in the quarterly data.
14We fit the excess reallocationrate as the differencebetweenthe fitted absolute growthrate and the absolute
value of the fitted net growthrate for each value of size and age.
~5We constructedthese time seriesby splicingBLS data on workerseparations and accessionsto LRD data on
job flowsusing the method described in Davis and Haltiwanger (1996, AppendixA).
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Fig. 4 points to distinctly different cyclical dynamics in job creation and destruction. As
expected, creation tends to fall and destruction tends to rise during recessions, but the
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cyclical behavior of the two series is not symmetrical. Job destruction rises dramatically
during recessions, whereas job creation initially declines by a relatively modest amount.
There is some tendency for an upturn in job creation one or two quarters after a spike in
destruction.
Fig. 5 presents annual job creation and destruction rates in the manufacturing sector for
eight countries. Unfortunately, the available sample period for most countries other than
the United States is quite short, and there are some important differences in the nature of
the samples across countries. The US and Canadian series are the most comparable, as
Baldwin et al. (1998) harmonized the measurement of the gross job flow series from
establishment-level data in these two countries. The series for Denmark, Norway and
Colombia are establishment-based and have been tabulated using procedures similar to
the US data. The German series are also establishment-based but less comparable, because
they reflect somewhat different measurement procedures. The series for the Netherlands
and the United Kingdom are firm-based, and the UK sample is restricted to continuing
firms with more than 20 employees.
It is apparent that job flow rates exhibit considerable volatility in all countries. Except in
Denmark and Colombia, job destruction is more volatile than job creation. The variance of
destruction divided by the variance of creation is 2.04 for the United States, 1.49 for
Canada, 1.48 for Norway, 1.0 for Denmark, 2.68 for the Netherlands, 1.69 for Germany,
0.68 in Colombia, and 18.19 for the UK. The especially high relative volatility of job
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destruction in the UK probably reflects the restricted sample underlying the study. We
show below, using US data, that the relative volatility of job destruction is systematically
lower for younger and smaller businesses.
3.7. Systematic diJ]erences across sectors: cyclical dynamics

The asymmetric cyclical behavior of job creation and destruction in the manufacturing
sector has attracted much attention in recent work. A natural question is whether this
cyclical asymmetry extends to non-manufacturing industries. Information about nonmanufacturing industries is limited to fewer studies, shorter sample periods and, on the
whole, lower quality data, but the available evidence points to important between-industry
differences in cyclical dynamics.
Foote (1997, 1998) shows that the relative variance of job destruction declines sharply
with an industry' s trend employment growth rate. He finds this relationship in anntlal data
on a broad set of Michigan industries from 1978 to 1988 and in annual data on 4-digit US
manufacturing industries from 1972 to 1988. Most industries in his Michigan sample
exhibit positive trend growth and show at least as much volatility in creation as in destruction. Foote also proposes an explanation for this relationship based on a mechanical (S,s)
model with a fixed set of employers. The basic idea is that a negative (positive) employment trend leads the cross-sectional density of deviations from desired employment to
bunch near the destruction (creation) boundary, so that job destruction (creation) is more
responsive to c o m m o n shocks. Foote's simple (S,s) model also yields quantitative predictions, and on this score the model deviates from the empirical evidence in two respects.
First, the relative standard deviation of job creation rises more rapidly with trend growth
than predicted by the model. Second, conditional on trend growth, the standard deviation
of destruction exceeds that of creation, in contrast to the model's prediction of equal
variability.
B oeri (1996) presents evidence on the cyclical behavior of gross job flows using annual
data for 8 countries (US, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Norway and
Sweden). The data for most countries are based on administrative records that cover
most or all of the private sector. Boeri finds that the variance of job creation tends to be
larger than the variance of job destruction in most of these countries. 16 However, the time
series for most countries are quite short and, in many cases, limited to rather quiescent
periods that lack sharp variation in employment growth rates. For example, Boeri's Chart
1 shows relatively little cyclical variation in Italy, approximately zero or positive employ~6Boeri argues that the US manufacturingpattern is an outlier, but the evidence presented in Fig. 5 indicates
otherwise. Boeri also argues that the measured volatility of creation and destruction in the US manufacturing
sector is distorted by the exclusion of (most) establishments with fewer than 5 employees. However, the very
small plants omitted from the LRD samplingframe comprise only 4% of manufacturingemployment,too little to
account for the greater measured volatility of job destruction. Foote notes that the cyclical behavior of manufacturing job flows in the Michigan data is unaffected by the exclusion of establishments with fewer than 5
employees.
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ment growth in all years in Denmark, a slow secular decline in employment growth that
eventually became negative but no apparent cycle in Sweden, and modest contraction (less
than 5%) in the early 1980s but no sharp cycles in France. In contrast, US manufacturing
employment contracted by almost 10% per year in the middle 1970s and again in the early
1980s but grew modestly in other years. These observations suggest the limited cyclical
variation in Boeri's sample may account for his failure to find sharp differences in the
relative volatility of creation and destruction.IV
Despite short sample periods and other data problems, the evidence amassed in Boeri
(1996), Foote (1997, 1998) and Fig. 5 clearly suggests that manufacturing and non-manufacturing sectors exhibit systematically different j o b flow dynamics. Another way to shed
light on this issue is to focus on the relationship between employer characteristics and
cyclical dynamics within manufacturing. In particular, the US manufacturing data are rich
enough to examine a variety of employer characteristics like size, age, capital intensity,
product market concentration and trend growth. The effects of these industry characteristics are interesting in their own right, but their study also enables us to explore what
might be special about manufacturing.
To pursue this approach, we conducted the following exercise. Using 4-digit quarterly
j o b creation and destruction rates for US manufacturing industries from 1972:2 to 1993:4,
we constructed the ratio of the time-series standard deviation of destruction to the standard
deviation of creation for each industry. Fig. 6 presents scatter plots of the log standard
deviation ratios against the trend employment growth rate, a measure of the employmentweighted firm size distribution, a measure of the employment-weighted establishment age
distribution, and the inventory-sales ratio in the industry. Table 8 shows related bivariate
and multivariate regression results.
The scatter plots show that the relative volatility of destruction falls with trend growth
and rises with firm size, plant age and the inventory-sales ratio. Table 8 shows that the
relative volatility of destruction also rises with capital intensity in a bivariate regression.
The size and age patterns confirm results in Davis and Haltiwanger (1992) and Davis et al.
(1996), while the trend growth rate pattern reproduces results in Foote (1997, 1998). The
capital intensity relationship is in line with the theoretical model of Caballero and
Hammour (1994), and the inventory relationship is in line with the theoretical model of
Hall (1997b).
~7The administrativedata underlying the job flow measures in Boeri's study are another concern. He provides
little information about data quality and longitudinal linkage procedures. While administrative (tax) data hold
great promise for longitudinal analyses, there are pitfalls in their use given the inherent difficultiesin maintaining
longitudinal identifiers. In the United States, for example, multi-establishment firms may have one or several
taxpayer identification numbers (EINs). EINs for establishments and firms may change for a variety of reasons
related to administrative convenience, organizational change and ownership change. These problems with
taxpayer identification numbers present serious difficulties in measuring job flows accurately. Ongoing analysis
at the US Bureau of the Census suggests that the identification number and associated longitudinal linkage
problems are more severe for small establishments, especially in retail trade and the service sectors. See Davis
and Haltiwanger (1998) for further discussion of longitudinal linkage problems in US datasets.
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The multivariate regression results in Table 8 indicate that several independent effects
underlie cross-sectional differences in the cyclical dynamics of creation and destruction. In
this regard, recall Foote's (1997, 1998) proposed explanation for the relative volatility of
creation and destruction. As Foote notes, trend growth does not help explain differences in
the relative volatility of creation and destruction among two-digit manufacturing industries. Even in the 4-digit industry data, much of the systematic variation in the standard
deviation ratios is unexplained by trend growth differences. This point can be seen in Fig. 6
by observing that the predicted standard deviation ratio at a zero trend growth rate is
substantially greater than zero. Foote's theory predicts that the ratio should be greater or
less than zero as the trend growth rate is negative or positive. Most importantly, the
relative volatility of destruction rises with firm size and declines with industry concentration after controlling for trend growth effects.
These results provide clear evidence that the cyclical dynamics of job creation and
destruction vary sharply and systematically with observable industry-level characteristics.
The pattern of results helps explain the somewhat different nature of job flow dynamics in
the manufacturing and non-manufacturing sectors of the economy. Except for product
market concentration, every statistically significant variable in the bivariate and multivariate regressions of Table 8 reinforces a tendency towards greater relative volatility of
destruction in manufacturing industries. Manufacturing industries exhibit slower employment growth, greater capital intensity, higher inventories, older establishments, and larger
firms and establishments in comparison to most other industries. Each of these characteristics is associated with a positive effect on the relative volatility of destruction.

4. Employer characteristics and the magnitude of job flows
4.1. S e c t o r a l d i f f e r e n c e s

Section 3.5 highlights important differences in net and gross job flow rates by industrial
sector and employer characteristics. This section expands upon Section 3.5 by summarizing the main empirical regularities found in previous work on sectoral differences in job
flows.
The most heavily studied characteristics in this regard are employer size and age.
According to Figs. 2 and 3, excess job reallocation rates decline sharply in employer
size and age, a pattern that stands out clearly in other studies. Fig. 7 depicts the relationship
between job reallocation and employer size for 8 studies spanning 7 different countries.
Some of the studies rely on firm-level data, others use establishment-level data. The
message is clear: job reallocation rates decline with employer size. A similar figure (not
shown) reveals that job reallocation also consistently declines with employer age. These
robust patterns with respect to employer size and age are quite striking in light of the major
differences among studies in measurement, country and sectoral coverage, and data.
The results in Fig. 2 on the relationship between net job growth and employer age are
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Table 4); Italy, Contini et al. (1995, Table 3.7).
also typical o f m a n y studies. F o r e x a m p l e , H a l l (1987), E v a n s (1987a,b), and D u n n e et al.
(1989a,b) all find that net g r o w t h declines with e m p l o y e r age, e v e n after controlling for
e m p l o y e r size.
In contrast, p r e v i o u s w o r k presents sharply different characterizations o f the relationship b e t w e e n e m p l o y e r size and net j o b growth. A c o m m o n finding that s e e m i n g l y contradicts Fig. 2 is that net growth tends to decline with e m p l o y e r size, e v e n after controlling for
e m p l o y e r age. This finding appears in E v a n s (1987a,b) and H a l l (1987), a m o n g others.
Controlling for age, D u n n e et al. (1989a,b) find that net growth declines with size for
single-unit establishments and is U - s h a p e d in size for multi-unit establishments.
S e v e r a l factors potentially contribute to the sensitivity of the size-net growth relationship, but the m o s t i m p o r t a n t consideration is probably regression-to-the m e a n effects. 18
E v a n s et al. investigate the relationship b e t w e e n the growth rate o f e m p l o y m e n t f r o m
period t - 1 to t and e m p l o y e r size in p e r i o d t - 1. In contrast, Fig. 2 depicts the relationship b e t w e e n the e m p l o y m e n t growth rate and the average of e m p l o y e r size in periods t 18Other considerations include the use of firm-level data in Hall and Evans, the use of different growth rate
concepts, and the weighting of employer-level observations. Hall and Evans measure growth as the log first
difference and use standard econometric selection techniques to adjust for omitted births and deaths. Dunne et al.
use the traditional growth rate measure, which allows them to include deaths but not births in their cell-based
regressions. Finally, these studies are carried out on an unweighted basis, whereas our analysis is employment
weighted.
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1 and t. As explained in Leonard (1987) and Davis et al. (1996, Chapter 3), regression-tothe-mean effects overstate the relative growth performance of smaller employers when
there is an important transitory component in (measured) employment. Davis et al. demonstrate that the e m p l o y e r size measure used in Fig. 2 (based upon the average of employment in period t - 1 and t) substantially mitigates these effects. 19
Beyond size and age effects, previous work documents several other sectoral patterns in
the magnitude o f j ob flows. Davis et al. (1996) find that excess j o b reallocation rates decline
in average plant-wages, decline in capital intensity, increase in plant-level product specialization, decrease in energy intensity, and increase with industry-level total factor productivity growth. C h o w et al. (1996), Konings et al. (1996) and Leonard and Zax (1995) report
strikingly smaller j o b flow rates in the public sector as compared to the private sector.
4.2. P l a n t - l e v e l r e g r e s s i o n s

Previous work on sectoral differences in j o b flow magnitudes is limited to one-way and
two-way tabulations by employer characteristics. To shed light on how j o b flow magnitudes vary with employer characteristics in a multivariate setting, we extend the analysis in
Fig. 2 to encompass a wide range of employer characteristics. W e pool plant-level data
from the L R D for 1978, 1983 and 1988, 2o and we then fit employment-weighted regressions of net employment growth and the absolute value of net growth to a variety of
controls and plant-level regressors. W e report results for the predicted variation in the
net employment growth rate and for the difference between the predicted absolute growth
rate and the absolute value of the predicted net growth rate. This difference yields the
predicted excess reallocation rate as a function of e m p l o y e r characteristics.
Control variables in the regression specification include year effects, 4-digit industry
effects, ownership-type effects and state effects. The other regressors are a quartic in log
employment interacted with detailed age (as in Fig. 2), a quartic in plant-level energy
intensity, a quartic in wages per worker, percentiles of the capital-per-worker distribution,
and a measure of plant-level product specialization, a~ To characterize the marginal influence of each employer characteristic on the net growth and excess reallocaton rates, we
evaluate the predicted variation associated with that characteristic while holding other
characteristics fixed at their medians. Figs. 8 and 9 display the results.
According to Fig. 8, the age and size related patterns exhibited in Fig. 2 continue to hold
after controlling for many additional characteristics. Holding age and other employer
19Other work on this point includes Borland and Home (1994), Baldwin and Picot (1995), Huigen et al. (1991)
and Wagner (1995).
20As noted above, these sample years allow us to construct the most detailed plant age measures.
21Wages per worker are measured as the ratio of total salary and wages to total employment; energy intensity is
measured as the ratio of energy expenditures to the total value of shipments; product market specialization is
measured as the share of the plant's shipments value accounted for by its chief five-digitproduct class -the seven
categories include complete specializationand then six remaining classes; and capital intensity is measured as the
adjusted book value of capital per worker. The adjusted book value makes use of a capital goods price deflator as
described in Haltiwanger (1997).
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characteristics constant, the net e m p l o y m e n t g r o w t h rate rises sharply and the e x c e s s
r e a l l o c a t i o n rate falls sharply w i t h e m p l o y e r size. H o l d i n g s i z e and other characteristics
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constant, the net growth and excess reallocation rates tend to fall with employer age. The
age effects on excess reallocation are more pronounced among smaller plants.
Net job growth and excess reallocation also show strong and systematic relationships to
several other employer characteristics. Net employment growth decreases in energy intensity, wages per worker and capital intensity. Excess job reallocation rises with energy and
capital intensity and falls with wages per worker. These fitted relationships are very strong,
and they highlight large predictable variation in the level and volatility of plant-level
employment growth rates. For example, conditional on other regressors, the 90-10 differential in the predicted net growth rate is about 10 percentage points for energy intensity, 6
percentage points for capital intensity, and 7 percentage points for the wage variable. The
predicted variation in excess job reallocation rates are similarly large.

4.3. Employer size and job reallocation
The evidence presented in Sections 3.5, 4.1 and 4.2 shows that excess job reallocation
rates decline sharply with employer size. This strong empirical regularity holds in every
industry, country and time period studied, and it survives the introduction of an extensive
set of controls for age, capital intensity, worker skill and other observable employer
characteristics. The same empirical regularity turns up in the industrial organization
literature as a negative relationship between firm size and the variance of growth rates
in employment, sales or other measures of economic activity (Caves, 1998).
A natural question is whether, and to what extent, this empirical regularity can be
accounted for by a simple statistical model that interprets each large unit as a collection
of independent smaller units. An affirmative answer suggests that the observed relationship between size and job reallocation is merely an artifact of how we draw the boundaries
of the firm or establishment. Thus, a simple statistical model can provide a useful benchmark for gauging whether there is an economic phenomenon to be explained and, if so, the
strength of the size-reallocation relationship.
We address this question as follows. For establishments of size z, we fit LRD data to a
grid of 203 annual growth rate outcomes on [-2,2], with outcome probabilities denoted by
the vector p. The outcomes are birth, death, no change and 200 subintervals of length 0.02
on ( - 2,0) and (0,2). We set the grid point for each subinterval to its mean observed growth
rate outcome in the data.
Now consider a large establishment that consists of n independent subunits of size z,
each of which has outcome probabilities p. Independence implies that the joint distribution
of growth rate outcomes for the subunits is multinomial with parameters n and p. Specifically, let x be a vector with elements corresponding to the 203 outcomes on [-2,2], and
let each xi be a nonnegative integer that denotes the number of subunits that experience the
ith growth rate outcome, for i = 1,2 .... , k = 203. The probability of each possible
outcome vector for the aggregate of the n subunits is given by

' ) . . . p p~
f(xln, p ) = ( nxl!'"xk!

~k .

(9)
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Using this fact, we can calculate the rates of job creation, job destruction and excess
reallocation implied by the statistical model for establishments of size z n for various
values of z, thereby tracing out the predicted relationship between size and gross job
flows. W e carry out these calculations for five alternative definitions of a subunit or
"small" establishment: z~ = 25, z2 = 5 0 , Z3 = 1 0 0 , Z 4 = 200, and z5 = 400. For each
value of z, w e use all observations in the symmetric (in logs) interval [0.9z, l.1 lz] to fit
p and select grid points. We select grid points separately for each value of z. 22
Fig. 10 plots the predicted relationship between (log) size and excess reallocation for
each value of z under the assumption of independent, equal-size subunits. 23 The actual
relationship is overlaid against the relationships predicted by the model of independent
subunits. The results show clearly that the predicted relationships are approximately linear
in logs and more steeply sloped than the actual relationship. Evidently, large establishments are not random collections of smaller establishments.
In fact, the visual test provided by Fig. 10 understates the failure of the independent
subunits model, because it ignores powerful correlates of size that also affect job reallocan The LRD contains over one million annual plant-level growth rate observationsin the 1973-1993 period, so
that the data afford ample leverage for estimatingp on narrow intervals about each z.
23We generated the predicted relationships by Monte Carlo simulation.
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tion intensity. The two most important correlates in this respect are plant age and the level
of plant wages. In particular, plant age and mean worker wages rise sharply with plant size,
but job reallocation intensity declines with wages and plant age. To account for these
correlates of plant size, Fig. 10 also plots the fitted relationship between excess reallocation and size based on a regression model that controls for plant-level age and average
wage. The regression-based relationship shows essentially the same degree of departure
from the independent subunits model for larger plants but a much stronger departure for
smaller plants.
While the model of independent equal-size subunits fails to account for the observed
relationship between size and excess reallocation, it remains an open question as to
whether a slightly richer model fits the data. In particular, consider a slight generalization
of Eq. (9) that replaces the parameter n by a smooth function of size, say n(size), with 0 <
nt(-) < 1. According to this model, a large plant is a random collection of subunits that
have the same growth rate distribution as small plants, but subunit size grows with plant
size. We plan to explore the performance of this simple model and its implications in
future work.
Our analysis of the relationship between size and job reallocation is also relevant to the
earlier discussion of within-plant and within-firm job reallocation in Section 3.1. In particular, statistical models of the sort set forth above could be used to estimate the "missing"
intra-plant (intra-firm) job flows in studies based on plant-level (firm-level) data. While the
specific model (9) is overly simple for this purpose, it is easily modified to specify n and p
as smooth functions of size and possibly other employer characteristics. Such models, if
successfully fit to data on job flows between employers, generate implied measures of job
flows within employers.

5. Theories of heterogeneity
This section draws together theories and evidence related to the reasons for cross-sectional
heterogeneity in plant-level and firm-level employment adjustments. We focus on how the
theories and evidence relate to the magnitude of gross job flows and cross-sectional
patterns in the magnitudes.
5.1. Explaining the magnitude of gross job flows
Sectoral shocks with differential effects among industries, regions, plant birth cohorts and
employer size categories are natural suspects as driving forces behind job creation and
destruction. As it turns out, however, the empirical evidence accumulated over the past
several years (summarized in Table 5) shows quite clearly that such sectoral shocks
account for a very small fraction of gross job flows. To the best of our knowledge, the
only favorable evidence for this type of sectoral shock interpretation of gross job flows
appears in Konings et al. (1996), who find that sharp employment contractions at stateowned manufacturing enterprises account for a large fraction of gross job flows in the
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manufacturing sector during Poland's transition to a market-oriented economy. More
generally, the Konings et al. study favors the view that in the early years of transition
from statist to market-oriented economies the huge employment shifts between industries
and from state-controlled to private enterprises account for a large fraction of overall job
flows. Other than such dramatic episodes of wrenching change, the magnitude of gross job
flows is not explained by sectoral shocks at the level of industries, regions and other easily
measured sectoral groupings.
The magnitude of within-sector heterogeneity implies that idiosyncratic factors dominate the determination of which plants create and destroy jobs, which plants achieve
rapid productivity growth or suffer productivity declines. One likely reason for such
heterogeneity in plant-level outcomes is the considerable uncertainty that surrounds
the development, adoption, distribution, marketing and regulation of new products and
production techniques. Uncertainty about the demand for new products or the costeffectiveness of alternative technologies encourages firms to experiment with different
technologies, goods and production facilities (Roberts and Weitzman, 1981 ). Experimentation, in turn, generates differences in outcomes (Jovanovic, 1982; Ericson and Pakes,
1995). Even when motives for experimentation are absent, uncertainty about future cost
or demand conditions encourages firms to differentiate their choice of current products
and technology so as to optimally position themselves for possible future circumstances
(Lambson, 1991).
Another likely reason for heterogeneity is that differences in entrepreneurial and
managerial ability lead to differences in job and productivity growth rates among firms
and plants. These differences include the abilities to identify and develop new products, to
organize production activity, to motivate workers and to adapt to changing circumstances.
There seems little doubt that these and other ability differences among managers generate
much of the observed heterogeneity in plant-level outcomes. Business magazines, newspapers and case studies (e.g., Dial and Murphy, 1995) routinely portray the decisions and
actions of particular management teams or individuals as crucial determinants of success
or failure. High levels of compensation, often heavily skewed toward various forms of
incentive pay (see Murphy's chapter in this volume), also suggest that senior managers
play key roles in business performance, including productivity and job growth outcomes.24
Another important source of heterogeneity involves the selection process whereby new
businesses learn over time about initial conditions relevant to success and business survival (Jovanovic, 1982). As learning about initial conditions diminishes with age, its contribution to job flows among plants in the same birth cohort eventually diminishes. This type
of theory provides an appealing interpretation of the strong and pervasive negative relationship between employer age and the magnitude of gross job flows shown in Figs. 2 and
8. However, it provides a seriously incomplete explanation for the overall magnitude of
job flows, because it fails to explain the large gross flows among mature plants. Based on
24Manyeconomicanalysesattributea key role to managerialabilityin the organizationof firmsand production
units. Lucas (1978) providesan early and influential formal treatment.
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some simple identifying assumptions, Davis and Haltiwanger (1992) conclude that learning about initial conditions in the sense of Jovanovic (1982) accounts for only about 10%
of gross job flows in the US manufacturing sector. The underlying reasons for this result
are straightforward: the fraction of employment in young establishments is small, and the
pace of job reallocation among mature plants is rapid.
Other factors that drive heterogeneity in plant-level productivity and job growth
outcomes involve plant- and firm-specific circumstances and disturbances. For example,
energy costs and labor costs vary across locations, and so do the timing of changes in
factor costs. 25 Cost differences induce different employment and investment decisions
among otherwise similar plants and firms. These decisions, in turn, influence the size
and type of labor force and capital stock that a business carries into the future. Thus,
current differences in cost and demand conditions induce contemporaneous heterogeneity
in plant-level job and productivity growth, and they also cause businesses to differentiate
themselves in ways that lead to heterogeneous responses to common shocks in the future.
The role of plant-specific shocks to technology, factor costs and product demand in
accounting for the pace of job reallocation has been explored in Hopenhayn (1992),
Hopenhayn and Rogerson (1993), Bergin and Bernhardt (1996), Campbell and Fisher
(1996), Campbell (1997) and Gouge and King (1997).
Slow diffusion of information about technology, distribution channels, marketing strategies, and consumer tastes is another important source of plant-level heterogeneity in
productivity and job growth. Griliches (1957) finds a gradual diffusion of hybrid corn
technology among US farmers. Nasbeth and Ray (1974) and Rogers (1983) document
multi-year lags in the diffusion of knowledge about new technologies among firms pro&tcing related products. Mansfield et al. (1981) and Pakes and Schankerman (1984) provide
evidence of long imitation and product development lags. Rhee et al. (1984) report that
foreign buyers and sellers were important transmitters of technical information in the
Korean industrialization process. The remarkable proliferation of differentiated computerware suggests an important role for information diffusion in the production and use of
computer products. 26
Between-plant heterogeneity in employment outcomes also arises from capital vintage
effects. 27 As an extreme example, suppose that new technology can only be adopted by
constructing new plants. In this case, technologically sophisticated plants enter to displace
older, out-moded plants, and gross job flows reflect a productivity-enhancing process of
creative destruction. While holding some appeal, this interpretation of gross job flows runs

25On large spatial variationin energyprices and in the timingof majorenergyprice changes,see Kingand Cuc
(1996) and Woo et at. (1997).
26Knowledge diffusion plays a key role in many theories of firm-level dynamics, industrial evolution,
economic growth and international trade. See, for example, Grossman and Helpman (1991), Jovanovic and
Rob (1989), and Jovanovicand MacDonald(1994).
27See Aghion and Howitt (1992, 1994), Caballero and Hammour (1994, 1996a), Campbell (1996), Stein
(1997), Cooleyet al. (1996), and Chaff and Hopenhayn(1991).
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counter to the prevalent findings that failure rates decrease sharply with plant and firm age
(e.g., Dunne et al., 1989a,b), and that productivity rises with plant age (e.g., Baily et al.,
1992; Bahk and Gort, 1993). As discussed above, empirical regularities related to plant
age and capital vintage are likely to reflect important selection effects. Depending on
precisely how one slices the data and the quality of measures for capital vintage, vintage
effects may be obscured by selection effects. Vintage and selection effects may also
interact in important ways. For example, although new plants may more readily adopt
technological advances embodied in new capital goods, the probability of successful
adoption may vary with managerial ability. Regardless of these barriers to clean identification of capital vintage effects in empirical work, the basic point remains that the
vintage of installed capital (properly measured) is probably an important source of heterogeneity in plant-level behavior. Similarly, the vintage of the manager or the organizational
structure may also induce plant-level heterogeneity (Nelson and Winter, 1982) and interact with other factors that contribute to differences in behavior among seemingly similar
plants.

5.2. Explaining cross-sectional variation in the magnitude of job flows
As shown in Sections 3.5 and 4, there is substantial variation in the pace of job reallocation
across sectors defined by industry and other employer characteristics. Important employer
characteristics include employer size, employer age, factor intensities and wages. Many of
the explanations for the overall magnitude of reallocation also have the potential to
account for cross-sectional patterns in job flow magnitudes. An obvious case in point is
learning about initial conditions as an explanation for sharply higher job reallocation rates
at younger plants. Empirical evidence is highly favorable to this view. Relevant empirical
studies include Dunne et al. (1989a,b), Davis and Haltiwanger (1992), Lane et al. (1996),
Nocke (1994), Klette and Mathiassen (1996), Evans (1987a,b) and Troske (1996) as well
as the evidence presented in Figs. 2 and 8.
Learning about initial conditions and differences in the plant-age structure of employment also help explain industry and sectoral differences in the pace of reallocation. Davis
and Haltiwanger (1992) find that differences in the plant-age structure of employment
account for about one-third to one-half of the variation in job reallocation rates across
industries, regions and employer size classes in the US manufacturing sector. A major role
for employer age in this regard, even conditional on employer size, is unsurprising in light
of Figs. 2 and 8.
Evidence for the US manufacturing sector indicates that the magnitude of gross job
flows declines sharply with plant-level wages. For example, Davis et al. (1996, Table 3.4.)
report that the excess job reallocation rate in the bottom quintile of the plant-wage distribution is nearly double the corresponding rate in the top quintile. The plant-level regression results in Fig. 9 confirm this empirical regularity after conditioning on a large set of
other employer characteristics.
Human capital theory offers a simple interpretation for this wage-related pattern in gross
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job flows. 28 Under a human capital interpretation of wage differentials, high-wage plants
operate with workers who have high average levels of human capital. Differences in
average wages across plants partly reflect differences in plant- and firm-specific components of human capital. Because specific human capital strengthens the durability of the
employment relationship in the face of changes and disturbances that alter the match
continuation value, the magnitude of gross job flows declines with average plant wages. 29
Simple statistical models like the one developed in Section 4.3 also have the potential to
account for much of the between-sector and between-size class variation in job reallocation. The basic idea is that large employers have lower rates of job reallocation, because
they smooth out the idiosyncratic disturbances that hit smaller units.
A related idea is that differences in the degree of product specialization lead to differences in job reallocation intensity. According to this hypothesis, diversified plants are able
to provide a more stable employment environment by diversifying the idiosyncratic
component of product-specific shocks. Davis et al. (1996, Table 3.6) provide some supportive evidence in that the pace of job reallocation is substantially higher among completely
specialized plants than more diversified plants. This phenomenon may contribute to
between-industry differences in job flow magnitudes, given Gollop and Monahan's
(1991) evidence that plant-level product specialization varies among industries. Another
related hypothesis is that the degree of product differentiation influences between-industry
variation in job reaUocation rates. Boeri (1994, Table IV) contains a bit of supportive
evidence for this hypothesis.
Yet another hypothesis emphasizes that the intensity of the shocks that drive reallocation varies across industries. A potentially important driving force is the pace of technological change and any associated process of creative destruction. In this regard, Davis et
al. (1996, Table 3.7) report that industries with more rapid productivity growth exhibit
greater rates of within-industry reallocation. This finding supports the view that industry
differences in the pace of technological advance contribute to differences in job reallocation rates. However, we find no marginal effect of total factor productivity growth on
excess job reallocation when we introduce industry-level productivity growth measures
into plant-level regression specifications similar to the one considered in Section 4.2.
5. 3. National differences in the magnitude of gross job flows

In our presentation of Table 2, we intentionally refrained from detailed cross-country
comparisons of job flow magnitudes. There are major pitfalls in simple comparisons of
this sort. Differences in sample coverage and in the definitions of business units cloud
direct comparisons of magnitudes. In addition, many gross job flow measures suffer from
serious longitudinal linkage problems in the underlying dataset. The ability to accurately
28Oi (1962), Becker (1975, Chapter 2), Jovanovicand Mincer (1981), and Parsons (1986) are especially
pertinent to the discussion at hand.
29Of course, this conclusioncouldbe overturnedif the varianceof shocksto the demandfor laborrises sharply
enough with specifichuman capital intensity.
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identify ownership and organizational changes varies across datasets, and the frequency of
such unidentified changes probably varies greatly across datasets for different countries.
In spite of measurement difficulties, some studies seek to interpret cross-country differences in broad measures of job reallocation intensity. Of particular interest is the connection between the role of institutions that impede employment adjustment and the pace of
job reallocation. Cross-country analyses (e.g., Garibaldi et al., 1997) find no apparent
relationship between the pace of job reallocation and mandated job security provisions,
but Bertola and Rogerson (1997) contend that the failure to find a relationship reflects
more than measurement problems. They argue that it is important to look at the full range
of labor market institutions and, in particular, the role of wage-setting institutions. They
show that policies that contribute to wage compression yield a greater pace of reallocation,
holding job security provisions constant. Accordingly, they suggest that the surprisingly
high rates of job reallocation in many Western European countries may reflect the impact
of wage compression policies that offset the impact of job security provisions.
We do not believe that strong inferences about the effects of economic policies and
institutions can be drawn from cross-country comparisons of aggregate job flow rates.
Aside from measurement problems and the limited number of data points, this chapter
compiles ample evidence that the magnitude of job flows vary quite sharply with industry,
employer size and employer age. Hence, the large country differences in the industry, size
and age structure of employment lead to major differences in aggregate job flow rates,
apart from any effects of labor market policies and institutions. Careful, disaggregated
studies are essential to convincingly identify the effects of policies and institutions on
labor market flows in a cross-country context.
A disaggregated approach has other advantages as well. It can greatly expand the usable
variation in the data, and it facilitates the study of how labor market policies regarding job
and worker flows influence the structure of employment. For example, Davis and Henrekson (1997, Table 9.12) report mild evidence that, relative to a US benchmark, the distribution of Swedish employment is systematically shifted away from industries with high job
reallocation rates. This finding suggests that Swedish policies that penalize job and worker
flows systematically alter the structure of Swedish employment.
6. Job flows and worker flows

The preceding sections focus on the flow of jobs across production sites rather than the
flow of workers. This section treats worker flows and their connection to job flows. We
consider the relative magnitude of various labor market flows and other evidence on how
job flows relate to worker flows.
6.1. Relative magnitudes
Davis and Haltiwanger (1998) review US-based research on the magnitude of worker and
job flows. Early work in this area (e.g., Blanchard and Diamond, 1990) relies on household
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surveys to measure worker flows and separate data on employers to measure job flows.
Drawing on several studies, our review concludes that total worker turnover (accessions
plus separations) in the United States amounts to about one third of employment per
month, and worker reallocation (Definition 5) amounts to about 25% of employment
per quarter and 37% of employment per year. B° Job reallocation accounts for about 3546% of worker turnover in quarterly data.
The relative size of job and worker flows varies over time and among industries. In
manufacturing, job reallocation accounts for a relatively high fraction of worker turnover,
even though job flows in manufacturing are smaller than in non-manufacturing. Cyclical
variation in the relative size of job and worker flows is large. Quits fall sharply in recessions (Hall, 1972) and job reallocation rises, which imparts strong countercyclic movements to the ratio of job reallocation to worker turnover (Akerlof et al., 1988; Albaek and
Sorensen, 1996).
Recent work exploits matched employer-worker data to examine how worker separations and accessions covary with employer-level creation and destruction. Table 9 reports
average accession, separation, creation and destruction rates from several such studies.
Each study finds an important role for job creation and destruction in worker accessions
and separations, but there are large differences in the creation-accession and destructionseparation ratios across studies.
Reported differences in the role of job flows reflect important differences in measurement procedures. To develop this point, we compare the Anderson and Meyer (1994) and
Lane et al. (1996) studies, both of which rely on administrative records for the US
unemployment insurance system. These studies rely on quarterly wage records for individual workers, but they process the records differently, and Anderson and Meyer also
draw on unemployment benefit records. 31
Both studies use quarter-to-quarter changes in employment levels and employment
affiliations to measure job flows and worker flows. In addition, Anderson and Meyer
include temporary layoffs spells that end in recall within the quarter in their measures
of separations and accessions. They identify these within-quarter layoff-recall events from
records on unemployment benefits paid, rather than from changes in the employment
affiliation or status of workers. They do not count within-quarter layoff-recall events in
their measures of job creation and destruction. Hence, Anderson and Meyer count short30Worker turnover measures the gross number of labor market transitions, whereas worker reallocation
measures the number of persons who participate in transitions.Worker turnover exceeds worker reallocation
for two reasons. First,job-to-jobmovementsinducetwo transitionsper transitingworker. Consider,for example,
two workers who exchange jobs and employers. Two workers move, but there are four transitions - two
separations and two accessions.Other worker mobilityeventsinduce equal-sizedincrementsto worker turnover
and worker reallocation.Second, worker turnovermeasures often encompassall separationsand accessionsthat
occur during an intervalof time, whereas worker reallocationmeasures typicallyreflect changes in employeror
employmentstatusbetweendiscretepointsin time. See Davis and Haltiwanger(1998) for an extendeddiscussion
of the relationshipsamong the various worker flow and job flow measures that appear in the literature.
3~The two studies also differ in that Andersonand Meyer limit attentionto employers that have 50 or more
employees at least once in the sample period.
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term worker flows in separations and accessions, but they do not count the corresponding
shortterm job flows in creation and destruction. In this respect, the Anderson and Meyer
results provide a lower bound on the true creation-accession and destruction-separation
ratios.
Lane et al. (1996) examine job and worker flows that involve "full-quarter" employees
and employment spells. A full-quarter employee in quarter t is one who receives compensation from the employer in quarters t - 1, t and t + 1. After restricting attention to fullquarter employees and employment positions, Lane et al. (1996) proceed to measure job
and worker flows using quarter-to-quarter changes in employment levels and employment
affiliations. Clearly, this procedure excludes the within-quarter layoff-recall events that
Anderson and Meyer capture in their accession and separation measures. The "full-quarter" requirement also excludes other shortterm worker and job flows. Given the probationary nature of many new employment relationships and, consequently, the very high
separation hazards in the first month or two of new matches (Hall, 1982; Anderson and
Meyer, 1994), the "full-quarter" requirement probably screens out a larger portion of
worker flows than job flows. In this respect, Lane et al. (1996) provide an upper bound on
the true creation-accession and destruction-separation ratios.
These remarks explain why Lane et al. (1996) consistently find a much larger role for
job flows than Anderson and Meyer (1994). The creation-accession ratio is 32% for the
private sector and 23% in manufacturing according to Anderson and Meyer (1994), but
50% in the private sector and 58% in manufacturing according to Lane et al. (1996).
Similarly, the destruction-separation ratio is 31% for the private sector and 25% in manufacturing according to Anderson and Meyer (1994), but 51% in the private sector and 62%
in manufacturing according to Lane et al. (1996). The especially large differences between
the two studies for the manufacturing sector reflect the high incidence of short layoff-recall
events in the US manufacturing sector.
Two messages emerge from this discussion. First, matched employer-worker data do
not automatically yield precise, unambiguous characterizations of the relationship
between worker flows and job flows. Measurement procedures matter greatly, as highlighted by the comparison between the Anderson-Meyer and Lane et al. studies. Sampling
frequency and sample coverage (industry, employer size, etc.) are also likely to have a
major bearing on findings about the relative size of worker flows and job flows. Second,
despite these difficulties (and related difficulties in the earlier literature), a wide range of
studies find that job flows underlie a big fraction of worker flows. The broadly similar
results for the United States, Denmark, the Netherlands and Norway indicate that this
feature of labor markets is prevalent across countries. In this respect, the findings summarized by Table 9 confirm findings in the earlier literature that compared worker flows and
job flows based on tabulations of separate worker and employer datasets.
6.2. Other evidence on the connection between j o b and worker flows

Some additional remarks help to flesh out the role of job flows in worker reallocation
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activity. First, the evidence on relative magnitudes neglects secondary waves of worker
reallocation engendered by job creation and destruction. For example, a person who quits
an old job in favor of a newly created job potentially creates a chain of further quits as
other workers reshuffle across the new set of job openings. It follows that the direct plus
indirect contribution of job flows to worker reallocation exceeds the figures reported in
Table 9. Hall (1995) advances a related argument to explain the cyclical dynamics of
unemployment flows. He shows that persistence in unemployment inflows can be largely
accounted for by the burst of pelananent job destruction that occurs at the onset of recessions. His story emphasizes that separations beget further separations because of high
failure rates in new employment matches.
Second, the facts about concentration and persistence in Section 3 shed light on the
connection between job flows and worker reallocation. Since more than two-thirds of job
destruction reflects establishments that shrink by more than 25% over the span of a year,
the bulk of annual job destruction cannot be accommodated by normal rates of worker
attrition. In other words, annual job destruction largely represents job loss to workers.
Since annual job creation and destruction primarily reflect persistent establishment-level
employment changes, the bulk of annual job creation and destruction cannot be implemented by temporary layoff and recall policies. Hence, most of annual job destruction
reflects permanent job loss that leads to a change in employer, a longterm unemployment
spell, exit from the labor force, or some combination of these events.
The role of plant-level job destruction in worker displacement and unemployment
depends partly on the extent to which establishments shrink by simply reducing accession
rates. Perhaps employers can implement even large job destruction rates by a cutting back
on new hires. Abowd et al. (1996) investigate how establishment-level accession and
separation rates vary with the employment growth rate in French data. They find that
employers mainly vary the hiring rate and not the separation rate to achieve net employment changes, provided that the establishment does not contract too rapidly - i.e., by more
than about 15% per year. Abowd et al. conclude that "establishments shrinking in a given
year reduce employment by reducing entry, not by increasing separations." Hamermesh et
al. (1996) report similar results in Dutch data.
We view these results as fully consistent with the claim that most job destruction is not
accommodated by normal worker attrition. Only a small percentage of employers contract
by more than 15% within a year, but these employers account for most of the job destruction. Thus, while it may be that most employers achieve employment changes by altering
the hiring rate, most job destruction reflects employers with high separation rates.
Putting these results together supports the view that job loss and job destruction are
costly events. Firms show a strong preference for natural attrition over costly layoffs as a
tool for reducing employment. Only when required employment reductions exceed normal
attrition do firms initiate separations at a higher rate. The spatial concentration of job
destruction at relatively few establishments adds to the costs of job loss, because it limits
the role of normal worker attrition. The temporal concentration of job destruction in
recessions adds to the costs of job loss for the same reason. The costs of job destruction
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in recessions are further compounded, because worker attrition rates (quits) are unusually
low, and because spatial concentration rises.

6.3. Job destruction and worker displacement
One way to assess the impact of job destruction on job loss is to consider the connection
between job destruction and unemployment flows. Davis et al. (1996, Chapter 6) and Hall
(1995) present evidence of a close connection between increases in job destruction and
increases in the unemployment inflow rate, especially for workers who consider themselves permanently laid off. Hall (1995) also emphasizes that the initial unemployment
inflow associated with job destruction and permanent layoffs at the onset of a recession is
only the beginning of the story, because the fragility of new worker-firm matches leads to
higher unemployment re-entry rates in subsequent periods.
Another way to evaluate the connection between job destruction and unwelcome job
loss is to consider the evidence on self-reported job displacement in the Displaced Worker
Survey (DWS) supplement to the CPS. According to the DWS, a worker is displaced if he
lost a job within a specified period of time because of a plant closing, an employer going
out of business, a layoff without recall, or some similar reason.
To investigate this connection, we compare job loss rates tabulated by Farber (1997)
using the DWS with measures of job destruction. The job loss rates from the DWS that
Farber considers pertain to various 3-year horizons from the early 1980s to the mid 1990s.
Job loss is defined as an involuntary separation based on the operating decisions of the
employer for one of the reasons given above. Farber converts the number of displaced
workers to a job loss rate by dividing through by the total number of workers at risk at the
survey date. Multiple job losers are not double-counted. Using this methodology, the
average job loss rate over a 3-year horizon is approximately 12%. This figures means
that 12% of the workforce experiences at least one separation that is classified as a
displacement over a 3-year horizon.
In contrast, the annual rate of job destruction in the US economy is approximately 10%
in manufacturing industries and somewhat higher in most non-manufacturing industries
(Table 1). To compare these annual rates to the 3-year job loss rates, it is not quite
appropriate to simply cumulate the annual job destruction rate to generate a 3-year
destruction rate, because some fraction of the annual job destruction is reversed and the
affected workers recalled. From Table 6, roughly 74% of annual job destruction in US
manufacturing persists for more than 2 years. The job destruction rate for US manufacturing over a 5-year horizon calculated by Baldwin et al. (1998) is approximately 26%.
Putting these figures together, and taking into account that job destruction rates are higher
for non-manufacturing, suggests that the 3-year job destruction rate exceeds 20% - a rate
that is much greater than the corresponding 3-year job loss rate in the DWS.
Fig. 11 compares the time-series movements in the Farber job loss rates and the 3-year
job destruction rates. 32 The job loss rates depicted are the overall rate and a rate for
32 The destruction series terminates in 1993.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of job loss rates and cumulative 3-year job destruction rate. Source: destruction tabulations
from the LRD and job loss rates from the DWS supplement to the CPS.

manufacturing. Even though the industry-level job loss rates excludes the "other reason"
category of job loss, the job loss rate for manufacturing typically exceeds the rate for the
whole economy. The cumulative job destruction rates are much higher than the job loss
rates, but the time series fluctuations in the manufacturing job destruction and job loss
rates are quite similar.
Several factors probably underlie the large gap between the DWS job loss or displacement rate and the job destruction rate. First, the job loss rate counts workers only once over
a 3-year horizon, even if they suffer multiple displacements. In contrast, a worker who
moves from one declining establishment to another could show up several times in the
cumulative job destruction figure, even if each job destruction event is permanent. Second,
a major difficulty in interpreting the displacement measure is whether all workers who
experience an employer-initiated separation consider themselves displaced. Third, as
discussed above, establishments accomplish job destruction through a variety of means
attrition, hiring freezes and layoffs - that vary in importance over time and space.
The basic point is that many factors influence the relationship between job destruction
and DWS measures of job loss. The large difference in magnitudes suggest that these
factors matter greatly, but the job destruction and job loss rates nonetheless show similar
patterns of time variation. Further study is required to understand the precise sources of the
differences between the job destruction and job loss rates.
The effect of job destruction on workers is a central issue in welfare analyses of the
reallocation process. On the one hand, the continuous reallocation of resources to their
-
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highest valued uses is a necessary component of economic growth. (In the next section, we
will see that much of aggregate productivity growth is accounted for by ongoing reallocation.) On the other hand, this reallocation process produces displaced workers who often
experience large and persistent earnings losses. 33 Beyond important unresolved conceptual issues, a major barrier to greater progress in understanding these issues is the availability of suitable data. Ideally, we need data that simultaneously tracks the movement of
jobs and workers and their relationship to earnings, unemployment, productivity and
output. The importance of the underlying issues argues for assigning a high priority to
the further development of integrated employer-worker datasets.

7. Job flows and creative destruction
7.1. Theoretical m o d e l s

A long-standing view holds that economic growth in a market economy invariably
involves reallocation. Schumpeter (1942) coined the term, "creative destruction",
which he described as follows (p. 83):
The fundamental impulse that keeps the capitalist engine in motion comes from the
new consumers' goods, the new methods of production or transportation, the new
markets .... [The process] incessantly revolutionizes from within, incessantly
destroying the old one, incessantly creating a new one. This process of Creative
Destruction is the essential fact about capitalism.
Creative destruction models of economic growth stress that the process of adopting new
products and new processes requires the destruction of old products and processes.
An important paper that formalizes this Schumpeterian idea is Aghion and Howitt
(1992). They develop a theoretical model in which endogenous innovations drive creative
destruction and growth. The creator of a new innovation receives monopoly rents until the
next innovation comes along, at which point the knowledge underlying the rents becomes
obsolete. The incentives for investment in R&D and thus growth depend on this process of
creative destruction. Appropriability and intertemporal spillover effects lead equilibrium
growth to be slower than optimal. The appropriablity effect arises because skilled labor
receives a portion of the rents generated by innovation. The intertemporal spillover effect
arises because current innovators are uncompensated for the knowledge benefits that they
provide to future innovators. Set against these two effects, research firms do not internalize
the destruction of rents generated by their own innovative activity. By itself, this business
stealing effect leads to an excessively high growth rate. Aghion and Howitt (1992) show
that the business stealing effect also tends to make innovations too small. On net, growth
may be more or less rapid than optimal.
33See, e.g., Andersonand Meyer (1994), Dardia and Schoeni (1996), Farber (1993), Hall (1995), Jacobsonet
al. (1993), Ruhm (1991) and Topel (1990) for studies of the impact of displacementon earnings.
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Some vintage capital models provide an alternative conceptualization of Schumpeterian
views about creative destruction. One class of vintage models (e.g., Caballero and
Hammour, 1994; Campbell, 1997) emphasizes the role of entry and exit. If new technology can only be adopted by new establishments, growth occurs only via entry and exit,
which requires input reallocation. Another class of vintage models (e.g., Cooper et al.,
1997) emphasizes that existing plants can adopt new technology by retooling. The retooling process may generate within-plant and between-plant job reallocation. For example,
retooling to adopt a skill-biased technological improvement can bring changes to both the
level and skill mix of the plant's work force. 34
In all of these models, the reallocation of outputs and inputs across producers plays a
critical role in economic growth. Stifling reallocation stifles growth. For several reasons,
the rate of growth and the pace of reallocation may deviate from optimal outcomes. In this
regard, Aghion and Howitt emphasize that agents (firms, innovators, workers) fail to
internalize the effect of their innovative activities on others. Caballero and Hammour
(1996a,b) emphasize that the sunkness of investment in new capital (human or physical)
leads to ex post holdup problems with many harmful side effects.
Even when reallocation is vital for growth, there are losers in the process. Losers
include the owners of the outmoded businesses that fail and the job-losing displaced
workers. Set against these losses to particular businesses and individuals, reallocation
leads to greater efficiency in resource allocation, increases in output and, according to
the Schumpeterian view, sustained economic growth. The next two subsections review
empirical studies that quantify the productivity benefits of factor reallocation and present
evidence on these benefits in US manufacturing. Section 10 considers some welfare and
productivity aspects of reallocation in a simple theoretical model of costly worker and
capital mobility.
7.2. Empirical studies of reallocation and productivity growth
The theories of heterogeneity treated in Section 5 and much theoretical work on creative
destruction characterize technical change as a noisy, complex process that involves
considerable experimentation (entry and retooling) and failure (contraction and exit).
The large-scale, within-sector job reallocation documented in Sections 3 and 4 favors
this view, but evidence on job flows alone says little about the strength of any relationship
between reallocation and productivity growth.
Several recent empirical studies of plant-level and firm-level productivity behavior
provide direct evidence on the role of factor reallocation in productivity growth. 35

34See, e.g., Dunneet al. (1997)and Abeland Eberly (1997)for analysisof howchangingtechnologyaffectsthe
mix and scale of factors of production.
35SeeBailyet al. (1992),OlleyandPakes(1996),Bm'telsmanand Dhrymes(1994),andFosteret al. (1998),all of
whomuse the LRD, Aw et al. (1997) who use finn-level data from Taiwan and Liu and Tybout(1996), who use
establishment-level datafor Chile, ColombiaandMorocco.Tybout(1996)containsa briefsurveyof the literature.
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These studies find that the reallocation of output and inputs from less-productive to moreproductive plants plays a major role in industry-level multifactor productivity growth. A
closely related literature investigates the connection between employment reallocation
and labor productivity growth. 36 The labor productivity studies yield a more mixed set
of results and a typically smaller role for reallocation.
To see the basic approach in these empirical studies, start with the expression

Pi~ = Z s~tpet,

(10)

eel

where Pit denotes an index of labor or multifactor productivity for industry i, Pet denotes a
corresponding productivity measure for plant or firm e, and s~t is the eth unit's share of
industry activity (e.g., output share). For convenience, we henceforth refer to the individual units as plants. Now consider the following decomposition of the industry-level
productivity index:
APit = Z Set 'mpet ÷ ~ . (Pet--1- Pit-1)mSet ÷ ~ AP~tAs~t + ~ set(P~t - Pit-,)
e~C
eCC
eGC
e~N
-- Z Set 1(Pet- 1 -- Pit 1),
eEX

(11)

where C denotes continuing plants, N denotes entering plants, and X denotes exiting
plants. The first term in this decomposition reflects within-plant productivity gains
weighted by initial shares. The second term is a between-plant effect that reflects changing
shares of industry activity, weighted by the initial-period deviation of the plant' s productivity from industry productivity. The third term is a covariance-type cross product that
reflects whether activity shares shift towards plants with relatively rapid productivity
growth. The last two terms capture the contribution of entering and exiting plants, respectively.
In this decomposition, the between-plant term and the entry and exit terms involve
deviations of plant-level productivity from the initial industry index. For a continuing
plant, an increase in its share contributes positively to the between-plant component when
the plant has higher productivity than average initial productivity for the industry. Similarly, an exiting (entering) plant contributes positively when its productivity is lower
(higher) than the initial average.
Several related productivity decompositions appear in the literature, and they differ
from Eq. (10) in sometimes subtle but important ways. The main distinguishing features
of Eq. (10) are (i) an integrated treatment of entrants, exits and continuing plants, and (ii) a
separation of between-plant and within-plant effects from covariance-type cross products.
Because they do not separate out covariance-type terms, some decompositions in the
literature are difficult to interpret for our purposes. For example, Griliches and Regev
36 See Gfiliches and Regev (1995) who examine Israeli data, and Baily et al. (1996) and Foster et al. (1998),
who use the LRD.
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(1995) measure the within effect as the productivity change weighted by the average of
shares in t and t - 1. This method yields a seemingly cleaner decomposition than Eq. (10),
but the resulting within effect then partly reflects reallocation effects.
Another important issue involves the treatment of net entry. Many of the decompositions in the literature that consider net entry (e.g., Baily et al., 1992) measure its contribution as a simple difference in the weighted mean productivity for entering and exiting
plants:

E Se'Pe'- E s'~,t-lPe,~ ,.
eEN

e~X

Even if there are no productivity differences among plants, this method yields a positive
(negative) contribution of net entry to industry-level productivity gains whenever the share
accounted for by entrants ( ~ EN s,~) exceeds the share accounted for by exiting plants
(~e ~ x s~,t ~). There are corresponding (and offsetting) problems in the treatment of the
contribution of continuing plants.

7.3. Evidence for the US manufacturing sector
We apply Eq. (11) to four-digit US manufacturing industries using plant-level data from
the Census of Manufactures in 1977 and 1987. 37We first decompose industry-level multifactor productivity changes using plant-level gross output to compute the shares (set). This
weighting methodology is common in recent work on multifactor productivity decompositions. Next, we decompose industry-level labor productivity changes using both plantlevel gross output and labor input to compute the shares. Labor-based shares are more
natural for labor productivity decompositions, but aggregation using gross output shares
helps understand the relationship between multifactor and labor productivity decompositions and the role of reallocation in productivity growth.
Our index of plant-level multifactor productivity is

lnMFPet = lnQ,t - ozxlnKe~ - aLlnLet -

OlMlnll/let,

(12)

where Q~t is real gross output, Let is labor input (total hours), K,t is real capital and Met is
real materials. In practice, we separate capital inputs into structures and equipment. We
measure outputs and inputs in constant (1987) dollars using industry-level price deflators,
and we set factor elasticities to industry-level factor cost shares. Our index of plant-level
labor productivity is the difference between log gross output and the log labor input.
Applying these measurement and weighting procedures to the plant-level data yields
industry-level productivity growth rates that correspond closely to the rates computed
directly from industry-level data.
Table 10, Panel A reports weighted averages of the industry-level productivity decompositions. Following Baily et al. (1992), we aggregate over the nearly 450 industries using
37 The measurement and analysis here follows closely Foster et al. (1998), and the results in Table 10 are drawn
directly from that paper. See that paper and Haltiwanger (1997) for detailed discussion of measurement issues.
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the average of nominal gross output in the initial and terminal years. In this way, we focus
on within-industry productivity dynamics and exclude any effects of shifting industry
composition.
Consider first the decomposition of the industry-level multifactor productivity changes.
The within-plant component accounts for nearly half of the overall within-industry growth
in multifactor productivity. In contrast, the between-plant component is small and negative. The cross-product term accounts for 34% of multifactor productivity growth from
1977 to 1987 in the average industry. This finding shows that a large fraction of multifactor productivity growth reflects rising output shares at plants that also experience
productivity gains. Net entry plays an important role as well, accounting for 26% of the
average industry change.
Taken together, the net entry and cross-product results show that 60% of the 10-year
increase in multifactor productivity for the average manufacturing industry is accounted
for by effects that involve the reallocation of output across production sites. Similar
findings appear in other work on the decomposition of plant-level multifactor productivity
changes. While the measurement methodology, decomposition technique and sectoral
coverage vary among studies, a large contribution of output reallocation across production
sites to multifactor productivity growth is a recurrent finding.
Panel B of Table 10 provides information about some underlying determinants of the
multifactor productivity decomposition. The productivity indexes are reported relative to
the weighted average for all plants in 1977. According to Panel B, entering plants have
higher productivity than the average level among exiting and continuing plants in 1977 but
slightly lower productivity than the continuing plants in 1987. Exiting plants have lower
productivity than continuing plants. In short, entering plants tend to displace less-productive exiting plants, but they enter with about the same productivity as continuing plants.
A simple cohort analysis, also reported in Panel B, reveals that plants that entered in
1983-1987 have lower productivity than plants that entered in 1978-1982. In other words,
the older cohort of entering plants is more productive than the younger cohort. This pattern
suggests that selection and learning effects play an important role in plant-level productivity dynamics, an interpretation that finds further support in the more detailed analysis of
Foster et al. (1998). 38
Combining the results on multifactor productivity with evidence in Section 3 on the
magnitude of job flows suggests that job reallocation plays an important productivity
enhancing role. However, the precise connection between job reallocation and output
reallocation is unclear. Put differently, output reallocation reflects many possibilities changing labor shares, changing capital shares, changing material shares and changes in
productivity itself. To shed further light on the connection between job and output reaUocation, we turn now to labor productivity decompositions and compare the results using
labor shares and gross output shares to aggregate over plants.
3xAw et al. (1997)presentsimilarevidenceof importantand distinctrolesfor learningand selectioneffectsin
Taiwan. Also, see Bahk and Gort (1993).
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The decompositions of labor productivity appear in Panel A of Table 10. Using labor or
output shares yields similar rates of average labor productivity growth over this period.
The contribution of net entry to labor productivity growth is also quite similar whether we
use labor or output shares. Thus, in either case, reallocation plays an important role in
labor productivity growth via net entry. 39
For continuing plants, large differences arise between results based on output weights
and results based on labor weights. The labor productivity decompositions based on output
weights are very similar to the multifactor productivity decompositions. In sharp contrast,
the labor productivity decomposition based on labor weights shows a much larger contribution for within-plant effects and a negative contribution for the cross-product term. The
between-plant contribution to labor productivity gains is small and positive using labor
weights. These results suggest that most of the 1977-1987 gains in labor productivity
would have taken place even if labor shares had been held constant at initial levels.
To shed some light on the differences in results, Panel C of Table 10 presents simple
correlations of plant-level growth rates in multifactor productivity and labor productivity
with each other and with the growth in output, labor, capital inputs and capital intensity.
Multifactor productivity growth is positively correlated with output growth but nearly
uncorrelated with the input growth measures. Labor productivity growth is more strongly
correlated with output and input growth. Labor productivity covaries negatively with labor
inputs and positively with capital inputs. These different correlation patterns for plantlevel growth in multifactor and labor productivity hold despite a strong positive correlation of 0.75 between the two productivity growth measures.
These results show that it is inappropriate to infer that all or even most job reallocation
reflects the movement of employment from less productive to more productive sites.
Instead, employment downsizing often accompanies or precedes large productivity
gains. For example, as described in Davis et al. (1996, Chapter 5), the US steel industry
underwent tremendous restructuring during the 1970s and 1980s. Much of this restructuring involved a shift from large, integrated mills to more specialized mini mills. Entry and
exit played a major role, but the restructuring of the industry also involved the retooling of
many continuing plants. The employment-weighted mean number of workers at a US steel
mill fell from 7000 in 1980 to 4000 in 1985. Baily et al. (1996) find that continuing plants
in the steel industry experienced substantial productivity gains while downsizing. Moreover, the downsizing episode in the early 1980s was followed by dramatic productivity
gains in the steel industry in later years (Davis et al., 1996, Fig. 5.8).
This discussion highlights the point that job destruction should not be presumed to
indicate poor performance for affected plants. As the steel industry example illustrates, in
some cases the job destruction is part of a within-plant restructuring process that yields large
productivity gains. It is also incorrect to draw the opposite inference - i.e., to equate down39In contrast to the findings here, Grilichesand Regev (1995) do not find much of a role for net entry in their
decompositionof labor productivity.The likelyreasonis the short horizon, three years,over which they measure
productivitychanges.Similarly,Liu and Tybout(1996) and Bailyet al. (1996) find little contribution of net entry
to annual productivitychanges.
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sizing with subsequent success. The weak correlation between multifactor productivity
growth and labor input growth shows that neither upsizing nor downsizing of employment
is an accurate indicator of strong productivity performance (Baily et al., 1996).
More generally, this discussion points out that the relationship of productivity growth to
the reallocation of inputs and outputs is quite complex. Plants often change the mix of
inputs as they change the scale of production. Some technological innovations lead to
large employment declines at plants that adopt the new technology. Other technological
innovations take the form of cost savings or quality improvements that enable adopting
plants to increase market share and input usage. Another complicating and interesting
factor is policy interventions that stifle or encourage reallocation. As shown in Olley and
Pakes (1996), productivity movements in the manufacture of telecommunications equipment appear closely related to the regulatory process and its effect on factor reallocation.
Important deregulatory events coincided with or shortly preceded large increases in the
cross-sectional covariance between plant-level market share and productivity.
The young empirical literature on reallocation and productivity growth has already
uncovered some provocative results. A better understanding of how input and output
reallocation are connected to industry-level and aggregate productivity growth probably
requires more structure than we (or the literature) have brought to bear. Given the importance of the topic, and the limits of our knowledge, this area of research merits a high
priority in future work.

8. Job and worker flows in transition economies
The transition from centrally planned to market-oriented economies in Central and Eastern
Europe and in the former Soviet Union would seem to call for the reallocation of jobs and
workers on a truly grand scale. Great reallocations have indeed been underway in these
economies, but the reallocation process has some distinctive and surprising features. As
emphasized by Blanchard (1997), Boeri (1997) and others, large net flows of workers
across firms and sectors have been associated with small gross flows and a stagnant
unemployment pool. On a similar note, the available evidence points to surprisingly
small gross job flows in post-communist transition economies. We review this and
other evidence below. We also try to place the evidence in perspective as it relates to
the broader transition experience and to the behavior of job and worker flows in more
settled market economies.
This section proceeds as follows. We begin with an overview of the post-communist
transition experience and the role of reallocation activity. 4° Next, we summarize the
evidence on broad patterns of reallocation activity in these economies. Lastly, we examine
gross job and worker flows in Poland and Estonia, two transition economies for which
more detailed data are available.
40The readermay wish to consultSvenjar's(1999)piecein this volumefor a moredetailedtreatmentof labor
markets in post-communisttransition economies.
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8.1. Background and theoretical issues
The post-communist transitions have been marked by dramatic output declines and
(except for Russia and the Czech Republic) sharp, sustained increases in unemployment.
To convey the magnitude of the output declines, we draw on de Melo et al. (1996), who
summarize outcomes for 26 countries in Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union plus Mongolia. The timing and extent of economic liberalization differs among
these countries, but most initiated or greatly accelerated the transition to a market-oriented
economy in the years from 1990 to 1992.
With this rough generalization about the starting point of transition in mind, consider
the following numbers. Among the 20 transition economies not afflicted by regional
conflicts, measured gross domestic product in 1993/1994 stood at only 70% of its 1989
level. 41 Among the six countries with regional conflicts, the corresponding figure is 45%.
The top-performing transition economies in this respect are Poland (88%) and Uzbekistan
(89%). While measurement problems overstate the size of the contractions, the existence
of large, persistent output declines is confirmed by other evidence and widely accepted by
informed observers. 4~
The demise of central planning involved several major sectoral and structural shocks:
large cuts in subsidies to state-owned enterprises, the freeing of relative prices, a collapse
in established patterns of domestic and international trade, the restructuring and (in some
countries) large-scale privatization of state-owned enterprises, and the removal of restrictions on private ownership and labor mobility. 43 Most transition economies also experienced extreme fiscal imbalances and brief or extended bouts of high inflation (Aslund et
al., 1996). Prior to economic liberalization, and relative to market economies, the transition economies had high employment rates, overly large industrial sectors, small and
repressed service sectors and compressed wage structures. In short, the economic liberalizations associated with the transition process introduced several major shocks into economies that already had a pent-up demand for reallocation.
Given the costly nature of much reallocation activity and the obsolescence of information, organization and physical capital developed under a regime of central planning, it is
not surprising that transition involved initially sharp output declines and slow recoveries.
Job loss brings unemployment and lost earnings even in well functioning market economies. This fact suggests that substantial unemployment and lost earnings are inevitable
consequences of any ambitious program to restructure state-owned enterprises.
4J By way of comparison, Blanchard (1997, p. 3) notes that "US GNP stood in 1933 at 70% of its 1929 level."
42 Fischer et al. (1996, pp. 47-49) provide a short, useful discussion of problems in the measurement of output
and its growth. Kaufman and Kaliberda (1996) use electricity consumption to proxy for true GDP growth in
sixteen post-communist transition economies. Their Table A.2 suggests that the true decline in GDP from 1989 to
1994 averages about 70% of the officially reported decline.
43 See Blanchard (1997), Svenjar (1999), Commander and Tolstopiatenko (1996) and the articles in Commander and Coricelli (1995) for description and analysis of these shocks with an emphasis on labor market implications. Rodrik (1994) treats the collapse of international trade among transition economies in Eastern Europe.
Brada (1996) discusses differences anlong countries in privatization.
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Capital reallocation is also costly. In an interesting case study of the closure of a
California aerospace plant, Ramey and Shapiro (1996, Table 3) find that equipment resale
prices average only 35% of net-of-depreciation purchase values. They also find low and
declining capital utilization rates at the plant for several years prior to closure. Both
findings point to a high degree of capital specificity at a large manufacturing facility the same type of facility that predominated in the pre-transition economies. The R a m e y Shapiro results strongly suggest that large reductions in the flow of services from the preexisting stock of physical capital are necessary consequences of the closure and restructuring of state-owned enterprises.
A sharp reduction in the flow of services from pre-existing information and organization
capital is another likely consequence of restructuring and reallocation in transition economies. The development of information and organization capital suitable for the new
market-oriented regime is likely to be slow. In this spirit, Atkeson and Kehoe (1997)
show how the reallocation of productive factors to new activities and organizations
involves a sacrifice of current for future (measured) output as the economy accumulates
a new stock of organization capital. When calibrated to US data on job flows by plant age,
their model implies that it takes 5-7 years before a transition economy begins to grow
rapidly. The central message of their analysis is that, even in a well functioning transition
economy, it takes several years before the favorable effects of economic liberalization
show up in measured output.
The evidence and interpretations related to reallocation activity in transition economies
are mixed. The rapid development of small private businesses in many transition economies, especially in the service sectors, fits the image of a creative destruction process
unleashed by economic liberalization. But other aspects of the transition process are more
aptly characterized as "disruptive destruction" or even "destructive creation". In this
regard, some potential pitfalls of economic liberalization are made clear in recent work.
Aghion and Blanchard (1994), for example, stress the negative fiscal effects of rapid
reductions in subsidies to state-owned enterprises. If subsidy cuts lead to labor shedding in
the state sector and large inflows into the unemployment pool, taxes on the private sector
may rise to support increased government expenditures on social insurance programs;
alternatively, budgetary pressures may induce the government to reduce investments in
public infrastructure that facilitate private sector growth. Either way, private sector job
creation and output growth are hampered. The main message is that excessively rapid
restructuring and job destruction in the state sector can slow down private sector job
creation.
Blanchard and Kremer (1997) stress the disruptive economic consequences of an end to
central planning. In their model, transition undermines the system of bilateral relationships
through which interfirm and international trade occurred under central planning. Given the
demise of central planning, they show how an improvement in private opportunities for the
sale of goods and services can disrupt the flow of intermediate inputs between state
enterprises. The result is a collapse of output in the state sector. Asymmetric information
about the value of private opportunities facing suppliers and thin markets in the supply of
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intermediate inputs are central to their explanation for the transition-induced output
decline. Blanchard (1997, pp. 43-45) presents suggestive evidence that disruptive effects
of this sort were important in certain transition economies.
Murphy et al. (1992) stress how the freeing of some prices, but not others, leads to the
diversion of inputs away from highest value uses. They analyze Russia's unhappy experience with partial price reform between 1988 and 1990. During that period, the input prices
offered by state enterprises were often set below market-clearing levels, which allowed
private firms to bid essential inputs away from the state sector by paying (slightly) higher
prices. Because more severely underpriced inputs were likely to be in shorter supply in the
state sector, the incentives for private sector entry were greatest in precisely those activities that diverted inputs with a high shadow value in the state sector. Under this regime,
private sector entry and job creation destroyed potential output in the state sector. The
Russian experience with partial price reform is but one example of the privately profitable
but socially inefficient diversion of goods and services in post-communist transition
economies. Credit subsidies, tax breaks, tariff exemptions and other special privileges
have contributed enormously to rent seeking and resource misallocation in these economies. 44
Furthermore, the demise of central planning and the introduction of economic reforms
do not ensure secure property rights and enforceable contracts in the post-communist
regime. Uncertain property rights and unenforceable contracts discourage investment
and distort the allocation of productive inputs, which in turn lowers output and slows
growth (Caballero and Hammour, 1996b). So, in addition to the other potential pitfalls of
liberalization remarked upon above, the legal institutions required to sustain a healthy
process of creative destruction were often lacking.
Despite these concerns about excessively rapid or radical reform, the weight of the
evidence for post-communist transition economies suggests that faster and deeper liberalization have been associated with smaller output declines and speedier recovery. 45 Taken
at face value, this cross-country evidence is hard to fully reconcile with most theories of
costly reallocation addressed to outcomes in settled market economies. It is also hard to
reconcile with theories of transition that emphasize the costs of rapid liberalization. As
Aslund et al. argue, the evidence instead suggests an important role for complementarities
between policy reforms (e.g., price liberalization and monopoly elimination) or positive
externalities in the transition process (e.g., private-sector growth promotes the diffusion of
useful information). The weight of the evidence also seems to support the view that
delayed privatization worsens medium-term economic performance, because it leads to

44See Aslundet al. (1996). Their footnote 50 reports a striking example of rent extraction: "The Russian Sports
Foundation, run by President Yeltsin's tennis trainer, was the main importer of alcohol into Russia in 1994 and
1995, as it was exempt from import tariffs and excise taxes. For 1995,the Russian Ministry of Finance valued the
tax exemptions of the Sports Foundation at no less than $6 billion, or 2% of Russia's GDP in that year."
45See de Melo et al. (1996), Fischer et al. (1996) and Aslund et al. (1996). Ickes (1996) sounds some cautionary
notes regarding the interpretation of the evidence.
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Table 11
Sectoral shifts in output at current prices, 1989-1994, post-communist transition economies, by country reform
group a
Country reform group

Advanced reformers
High-intermediate reformers
Low-intermediate refon~ners
Slow reformers
Affected by regional tensions

Cumulative
liberalization
index:'

3.91
2.55
1.66
0.90
2.11

Change in percentage of GDP

Industry

Agriculture

Services

- 11.2
- 11.0
- 1.9
2.9
-7.9

-3.7
0.7
-4.9
- 1.4
15.3

14.9
10.4
6,8
- 1.5
-7.4

~'Source: de Melo et al. (1996, Table 5). The table summarizes outcomes for 26 post-communist countries in
Eastern and Central Europe, the former Soviet Union and Mongolia. Countries are grouped and ordered by a
cumulative index of economic liberalization as follows: Advanced reformers (Slovenia, Poland, Hungary, Czech
Republic, Slovak Republic); High-intermediate reformers (Estonia, Bulgaria, Lithuania, Latvia, Albania, Romania, Mongolia); Low-intermediate reformers (Russian Federation, Kyrgyz Republic, Moldova, Kazakstan); Slow
reformers (Uzbekistan, Belarus, Ukraine, Turkmenistan); Affected by regional tensions (Croatia, Macedonia,
Armenia, Georgia, Azerbaijan, Tajikistan).
b The cumulative liberalization index is a composite of quantitative rankings in three areas of economic
liberalization: internal markets, external trade and payments, and the facilitation of private sector entry. Each
country was assigned an index value between 0 and 1 in each year from 1989 to 1994. The index values were then
summed over years to arrive at a cumulative liberalization index for each country. Hence, the cumulative index
reflects both the depth and duration of economic liberalization. See de Melo et al. (1996) for details.
g r e a t e r asset s t r i p p i n g in t h e state s e c t o r a n d g r e a t e r a p p r o p r i a t i o n of t h e i n c o m e flows
g e n e r a t e d b y state e n t e r p r i s e s ( K a u f m a n a n d K a l i b e r d a , 1996).
O n b a l a n c e , it s e e m s r e a s o n a b l e to m a i n t a i n t h a t t h e p o s t - c o m m u n i s t t r a n s i t i o n e x p e r i e n c e h a s b e e n c h a r a c t e r i z e d b y m a j o r u n a v o i d a b l e c o s t s (e.g., loss o f specific capital),
m u c h c r e a t i v e d e s t r u c t i o n , m u c h s o c i a l l y h a r m f u l d i v e r s i o n o f g o o d s a n d services, s o m e
d i s r u p t i v e d e s t r u c t i o n , a n d the o n g o i n g a c c u m u l a t i o n o f n e w a n d s o c i a l l y u s e f u l f o r m s o f
i n f o r m a t i o n a n d o r g a n i z a t i o n capital. T h e e v i d e n c e b e l o w o n r e a l l o c a t i o n activity in
t r a n s i t i o n e c o n o m i e s s h o u l d b e a p p r o a c h e d in this light.

8.2. Broad patterns o f reallocation in transition economies
T a b l e 11 r e p o r t s e n o r m o u s shifts in t h e s e c t o r a l c o m p o s i t i o n of o u t p u t for 26 p o s t - c o m m u nist t r a n s i t i o n e c o n o m i e s . E a c h c o u n t r y is r a n k e d b y a c u m u l a t i v e i n d e x o f e c o n o m i c
l i b e r a l i z a t i o n a n d p l a c e d into o n e o f five c o u n t r y r e f o r m groups. T h e t w o g r o u p s w i t h
the g r e a t e s t r e f o r m s h o w a t r e m e n d o u s r e a l l o c a t i o n o f o u t p u t f r o m I n d u s t r y to S e r v i c e s
b e t w e e n 1989 a n d 1994. T h e l o w - i n t e r m e d i a t e r e f o r m g r o u p also s h o w s a l a r g e i n c r e a s e i n
the s h a r e o f G D P in S e r v i c e s , b u t little d e c l i n e in t h e I n d u s t r y share. 46 T h e " s l o w refor46 As de Melo et al. (1996) point out, the shift to Services took place despite a precipitous decline in government services between 1990 and 1992 in the former Soviet Union.
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Table 12
Industry reallocation intensity, selected transition and other economies (standard deviation of employment
growth rates across one-digit industries, annual averages)
Country
Czech Republic
Slovalda
Hungary
Poland
Bulgaria
Estonia
Estonia
OECD
United States
United States

Period

1989-1991
1991-1994
1990-1993
1939-1942
1944-1947

Standard
deviation (%)

Source

20.9
14.2
9.0
20.3
11.0
2.7
8.5
3.4
6.0
6.4

Boeri (1996, Table 1)
Boeri (1996, Table 1)
Boeri (1996, Table 1)
Boeii (1996, 'Fable 1)
Boeri (1996, Table 1)
Haltiwanger and Vodopivec (1997)
Haltiwanger and Vodopivec (1997)
Blanchard (1997, p. 5)
Authors' calculations
Authors' calculations

mers" show comparatively modest changes in the sectoral composition of output. Finally,
countries affected by regional tensions show a very different reallocation pattern that
reflects a large-scale return to subsistence fanning.
Measurement problems notwithstanding, there is little reason to doubt the basic impressions conveyed by Table 11. On the whole, the post-communist transition brought about
major output shifts from Industry to Services. Greater output reallocations took place in
countries with deeper and earlier reforms. The main countervailing pattern has been a
return to Agriculture in countries afflicted by regional tensions.
Table 12 reports a measure of between-industry reallocation intensity for several transition economies and for several other countries. The measure, introduced by Lilien (1982)
to explain cyclical fluctuations in the US unemployment rate, equals the standard deviation of the employment growth rate across one-digit industry groups. The message in
Table 12 is clear: post-communist transition economies experienced enormous and
rapid shifts in the industrial distribution of employment, even in comparison to the transformations associated with the US entry into W o r l d W a r II and the demobilization after the
war's end.
Of course, the transition economies also underwent profound changes in the ownership
and control structure of business enterprises. Table 13 addresses this matter, showing how
the private sector share of G D P evolved in 17 post-communist transition economies. Once
again, tremendous change is evident: the private sector share of G D P rose from an average
of 14% prior to economic reform to 46% in 1995.
Impressive as they are, these numbers fail to convey the complexity and magnitude of
transition-economy changes in the ownership and control of business enterprises. Without
pretending to treat this issue in a serious way, we offer four remarks to supplement Table
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13. 47 First, the role of new private firms, as opposed to newly privatized state firms, varies
widely among countries. Second, many privatized firms are effectively controlled by
insiders - managers and workers - whose objectives differ greatly from those of outside
equity holders. Third, with the withering of central authority, even firms that remain in the
state sector operate with a very different control structure than in the pre-transition era.
Finally, the line between state and private sector activity is often blurry, especially in the
former Soviet Union, and many "unofficial" private activities take place alongside official
state sector activities.
Tremendous industrial reallocation and private sector growth would seem to set the
stage for large gross flows of workers and jobs. The available evidence says otherwise.
Table 14 summarizes the most widely available form of evidence on gross flows in the
post-communist transition economies - unemployment inflows and outflows. Except for
the Czech Republic, the table shows a stagnant unemployment pool with very small
unemployment outflow rates - especially flows from unemployment to employment.
The idea of a stagnant unemployment pool emerges as a chief theme in several multicountry studies of transition economies (OECD, 1994b; Commander and Coricelli, 1995;
Blanchard, 1997). The available evidence also indicates that a high fraction of open
positions are filled by workers who transit directly from another job, rather than from
unemployment or nonparticipation. Blanchard (1997, pp. 90-91) reports the fraction of
new hires that came directly from another job: 40% in Poland and 71% in Hungary in
1992, as compared to only 20% in the United States.

8.3. Gross flows in Poland and EsWnia

The two transition economies that offer the richest data on labor market flows are Poland
and Estonia. W e draw on evidence for these two countries in an effort to sketch a more
detailed picture of labor flows in the post-communist transition. In doing so, it is helpful to
note how the broader transition experience of Poland and Estonia compares to that of other
countries. Both Poland and Estonia undertook more radical liberalizations than most other
transition economies and with decidedly better outcomes. Poland implemented major
reforms in 1990; Estonia implemented major reforms in 1992. Both stayed the course
of liberalization - initial reforms remained largely intact and further reforms followed.
Initial conditions were also relatively favorable. Prior to 1990, the Polish and Estonian
economies were more liberalized than most other communist countries, and both countries
inherited a legacy of market-oriented economies in the p r e - W o r l d W a r II era.
Estonian policies have been especially, indeed remarkably, conducive to j o b reallocation, worker mobility and high employment. According to Noorkoiv et al. (1997), Estonian unemployment benefits average less than 10% of wages, and the eligibility period
47The ownership and control structure of business enterprisesin transition economies is a major research topic.
For studies that treat this topic in connection with labor market implications, the interested reader might wish to
begin with Blanchard (1997) and Commander and Tolstopiatenko (1996).
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lasts no more than nine months. Unemployment benefits are reduced or cut off for failure
to report regularly to the employment office, failure to accept a suitable job when offered,
and failure to accept temporary employment in public works. Subsidized job training and
assisted self-employment programs dominate unemployment benefits for many workers.
Furthermore, Estonia has no mandatory firing costs, very low m i n i m u m wages, no effective trade union movement, no restrictions on foreign investment, and no policy of propping up bankrnpt firms to avoid layoffs. The taxes required to sustain unemployment and
employment programs are less than 0.2% of GDP. Taxes to support pension benefits are
also small. In short, taxes (explicit and implicit) on employment, worker flows and job
flows are extremely low.
Table 15 summarizes some major changes in the distribution of Estonian employment
from 1989 to 1995. Private enterprises accounted for less than 2% of employment in 1989
but 35% by January 1995. Over the same period, the share of employment in establishments with 100 or more workers fell from 75% to 46%. Employees accounted for 99% of
the work force in 1989 as compared to 93% in 1995. These changes began before 1992,
when Estonia implemented deep economic reforms, and accelerated thereafter. More

Table 15
Employmentshares by employercharacteristics for Estonia, 1989-1995~
Year

1989
1992
1995

By enterprise type
Collective

Private

State

20.9
18.9
11.1

1.5
9.4
34.8

77.6
71.7
54.0

1- 19

20-99

100499

500+

7.6
12.4
25.8

17.2
20.3
28.0

34.7
31.4
23.4

40.6
35.9
22.7

By enterprise size

1989
1992
1995

By employmentstatus
Employee
1989
1992
1995

99.0
96.9
93.2

Employee/owner
b
0.5
1.2
3.2

Self-employed
0.5
1.9
3.7

a Shares are based upon employmenton January 1 of each year. The tabulationsare from Haltiwangerand
Vodopivec (1997) and are based upon a labor force survey of households.
bEmployee/ownerrefers to business owners with employees.
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detailed annual data in Haltiwanger and Vodopivec (1997) show slow, steady change from
1989 to 1992 and rapid change in each year from 1992 to 1995.
Worker and job flow rates for Estonia and Poland appear in Table 16. The Estonian
figures cover the entire economy and are broken down by type of enterprise. The Polish
figures derive from two different sources: one covers only continuing state enterprises in
the manufacturing sector; the other is broken down into state and private enterprises, but
the extent of coverage is unclear.
Gross job flows were extremely small in both economies prior to economic liberalization. (An exception is the Estonian private sector, which enjoyed very high creation
rates before and after 1992 but on a very small base.) To the extent that this pattern of
minimal job flows prevails in other centrally planned economies, it helps understand their
tendency to fall ever farther behind the productivity levels of market-oriented economies
with comparable factor endowments. In particular, the evidence suggests that centrally
planned economies choke off the productivity-enhancing role of job reallocation (Section
7).
Worker flows were also small prior to liberalization. In Poland, state-sector hiring and
separation rates were less than 20% per year. In Estonia, they were even smaller in 1989
and 1990, except for hiring rates in the small private sector. Annual quit rates (separation minus destruction) in Estonia were only 9% in 1989, 11% and in 1990 and 12% in
1991. These low worker mobility rates suggest that centrally planned economies also
choke off the productivity-enhancing role of worker sorting among employers and
occupations.48
Liberalization brought a sharp jump in the state-sector job destruction rate in both
countries. While the jump is large, the post-reform destruction rates are no higher than
in a typical US recession. 49 This finding is remarkable on two counts. First, even in the
post-reform period, gross job flows in transition economies are relatively small. Despite
tremendous shifts in the industry and ownership structure of employment, job destruction
in post-reform Poland and Estonia occurs at the same rate as in the much more modest
sectoral transformations that typify US recessions. Second, this finding provides an interesting perspective on the performance of more settled market economies. The United
States, for example, accommodates periodic episodes of annual job destruction rates on
the order of 15-17% with a 1-2% decline in aggregate employment and consumption that
persists for no more than 2 years. A similar job destruction intensity in the post-reform
transition economies involves much, much larger employment and consumption declines
that persist for several years. One can read this comparison as a sign of dismal labor market
48Theoretical models that incorporate a social return to worker mobility include Jovanovic (1979), Miller
(1984), Kremer (1993), Jovanovic and Nyarko (1997) and Davis (1997). Topel and Ward (1992) provide a
detailed empirical study of the connectionbetweenjob matching and wage growthamong young men. Jovanovic
and Moffitt (1990) estimate that the worker-job match quality improvements associated with worker mobility
increase GNP by 6-9% in the United States.
49The annual job destruction rate in the US manufacturing sector was 16.5% in 1975, 14.5% in 1982 and
15.6% in 1983 (Davis et al., 1996, Table 2.1).
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Table 16
Annual worker and job flow rates by enterprise types, Poland and Estonia ~

Worker hiring rates
Estonia, collective
Estonia, private firms
Estonia, state enterprises
Estonia, all employees
Poland, continuing state
enterprises, manufacturing
Poland, state sector
Poland, private sector
Job creation rates
Estonia, collective
Estonia, private firms
Estonia, state enterprises
Estonia, all employees
Poland, continuing state
enterprises, manufacturing
Worker separation rates
Estonia, collective
Estonia, private firms
Estonia, state enterprises
Estonia, all employees
Poland, continuing state
enterprises, manufacturing
Poland, state sector
Poland, private sector
Job destruction rates
Estonia, collective
Estonia, private firms
Estonia, state enterprises
Estonia, all employees
Poland, continuing state
enterprises, manufacturing

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

12.2
104.5
11.1
13.5
12.9

11.6
125.6
11.4
16.4
9.7

12.5
104.8
12.7
21.1

14.6
76.6
14.1
25.3

16.7
59.8
13.5
26.5

17.1

9.9
70.2
8.6
9.7
17.9

17.3

16.2

12.2

0.4
93.5
0.5
2.7
0.6

0.0
113.3
0.0
4.5
1.0

0.0
89.4
0.0
6.9

0.0
60.0
0.4
11.1

0.0
39.0
0.5
10.9

0.7

0.4
64.9
0.0
0.5
2.0

15.8
18.4
13.9
14.3
27.6

20.7
20.4
18.0
18.4
26.0

34.3
27.3
28.0
28.7

36.4
28.7
26.8
28.2

29.8
32.4
21.9
25.5

20.0

10.9
6.4
10.7
10.7
22.9

18.0

19.8

23.0

3.9
7.8
3.2
3.5
15.3

21.8
12.3
13.1
14.1

13.1
11.5
8.9
10.0

3.6

1.4
1.1
2.1
1.5
6.1

11.9
38.8

22.4
36.3

9.1
8.1
6.6
6.5
17.6

21.9
11.9
15.4
14.5

a Sources: (1) The figures for Estonia are from Haltiwanger and Vodopivec (1997) and are based upon a labor
force survey of households. They measure point in time to point in time flows - i.e., flows for 1989 are changes for
the period from January 1, 1989 to January 1, 1990. Job creation and destruction represent lower bounds on job
flows. (2) The figures for Poland (continuing state enterprises, manufacturing) are from Konings et al. (1996,
Table 2). They are based on firm-level measures of full-time employment. State firms include unincorporated
state-owned enterprises, joint stock companies with 100% state ownership, and majority state-owned firms. (3)
The other figures for Poland are from Coricelli et al. (1995, Table 2-13). The precise coverage of these data and
their relationship to the data used by Konings et al. (1996) are unclear.
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performances in the transition economies or as a sign of remarkable resilience in the
United States and many other market economies.
Liberalization also brought a sharp jump in worker mobility. In Estonia, the sum of
annual hiring and separation rates rose from 20-33% in 1989-1991 to 50-53% in 19921994. Over the same period, annual quit rates rose from 9-12% to 14-15%. The evolving
employment distribution plays a surprisingly minor role in this aspect of the Estonian
experience. Indeed, the rise in quit rates and the sharp jump in worker turnover rates holds
separately for each type of Estonian enterprise listed in Table 16.
The fragmentary Polish evidence also points to greater worker mobility as a consequence of economic reform. In the Polish case, composition effects appear to be the main
story. Within the state sector, the sum of hiring and separation rates changes little during
the period covered by Table 16. The quit rate at continuing state manufacturing enterprises
actually falls with the onset of major reforms in 1990. But sharp differences in worker
mobility rates between the Polish private and state sectors imply large increases over time
in economy-wide worker mobility rates. The sum of hiring and separation rates in 1992 is
34% in the Polish state sector and 75% in the Polish private sector. Projecting these figures
onto the rising share of employment in the Polish private sector (Table 13) implies an
increase in the economy-wide sum of hiring and separation rates from 46% in 1989 to 59%
in 1995.
In summary, the evidence indicates that Polish and Estonian labor markets are evolving
from a central planning regime with sharply curtailed worker mobility and job reaUocation
to a regime more like that of the United States or Western Europe. The Estonian economy
has already progressed a great distance toward US-style labor market flows (Tables 14 and
16). The evidence for Poland points to a less rapid evolution of the labor market and
perhaps an eventual destination more like that of labor markets in many Western European
countries.

9. Cyclicality in job flows
Prevailing academic theories of the business cycle stress the role of aggregate shocks that
induce broadly similar outcomes among households and among workers. See, for example, the fine collection of essays in Cooley (1995). These theories abstract from mobility
costs and other frictions associated with the reallocation of jobs, workers and capital. For
the most part, they also abstract from heterogeneity on the household and firm sides of the
economy. Because they abstract from reallocation frictions and heterogeneity, these
theories of the business cycle are silent about the behavior of job and worker flows. For
the same reason, they deliver rather stunted interpretations of unemployment fluctuations
and related phenomena.
Recent research on labor market flows has greatly stimulated attention on the role of
reallocation frictions and heterogeneity in aggregate economic fluctuations. Several facts
about labor market flows contribute to this stimulus. We mention a few. First, cyclical
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increases in unemployment predominantly reflect an increase in the number of workers
who experience permanent job separations (e.g., Davis and Haltiwanger, 1998, Table 5).
Second, postwar US recessions are characterized by an increase in the number of workers
who flow through the unemployment pool (e.g., Davis et al., 1996, Chapter 6). Third,
recessions often coincide with sharp spikes in job destruction activity for major sectors of
the economy (Section 3.7). This burst of job destruction largely reflects permanent
employment declines at the affected establishments (Section 3.3). Fourth, job loss often
leads to repeated spells of unemployment before the displaced worker settles into a new
stable employment relationship. As a consequence, cyclical increases in job destruction
lead to persistent increases in the aggregate unemployment rate (Hall, 1995). These facts,
and many others, point to an intimate relationship between aggregate fluctuations and the
intensity of reallocation activity, as reflected in labor market flows.
Once we build models that incorporate reallocation frictions and heterogeneity among
production units, two central implications become evident: (i) aggregate shocks influence
the intensity of reallocation activity, and (ii) shocks to the structure of factor demand can
drive fluctuations in the economic aggregates that occupy the attention of business cycle
researchers. The precise nature and strength of these influences depend on the details of the
economic environment.
Models with reallocation frictions also help to address some well-recognized shortcomings in prevailing theories of the business cycle. Standard equilibrium business
cycle models generate little amplification of shocks for standard specifications of technology and preferences (Campbell, 1994, Table 3). Standard models also fail to explain the
persistence properties of aggregate fluctuations (Cogley and Nasson, 1995; Rotemberg
and Woodford, 1996). As emphasized by Hall (1997a), the introduction of labor market
frictions improves the performance of standard models along both of these dimensions.
We now review recent research that investigates the relationship between labor market
flows and aggregate fluctuations. We focus on broad themes and omit many important
details of theoretical and empirical work in this area. As complements to our discussion
here, we encourage the reader to consult Mortensen (1994), Davis et al. (1996) and Hall
(1997a).
9.1. T h e o r e t i c a l p e r s p e c t i v e s

Most theories that incorporate job and worker flows adopt the premise that the economy is
subject to a continuous stream of a l l o c a t i v e s h o c k s - shocks that cause idiosyncratic
variation in profitability among job sites and worker-job matches. 5oThe continuous stream
of allocative shocks generates the large-scale job and worker reallocation activity
50See Aghion and Blanchard (1994), Andolfatto (1996), Blanchard and Diamond (1989, 1990), Burda and
Wyplosz (1994), Caballero (1992), Caballero and Hammour(1994, 1996a), Campbell (1997), Campbell and
Fisher (1997), Davis and Haltiwanger (1990), Foote (1998), Gautier and Broersma (1993), Greenwoodet al.
(1994), Hall (1991), Hosios (1994), Mortensen (1994), Mortensen and Pissarides (1993, 1994), Ramey and
Watson (1997), Yashiv (1995), Den Haan et al. (1997), Bergin and Bernhard (1996) and Saint-Paul (1996).
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observed in the data. To explicitly model the job and worker reallocation process, these
theories incorporate heterogeneity among workers and firms along one or more dimensions. Various theories also emphasize search costs, moving costs, sunk investments and
other frictions that impede or otherwise distort the reallocation of factor inputs. The
combination of frictions and heterogeneity gives rise to potentially important roles for
allocative shocks and the reallocation process in aggregate economic fluctuations.
Theories of cyclical fluctuations in job and worker flows can be classified into two broad
types. One type treats fluctuations over time in the intensity of allocative shocks as an
important driving force behind aggregate fluctuations and the pace of reallocation activity.
A second type maintains that, while allocative shocks and reallocation frictions are important, aggregate shocks drive business cycles and fluctuations in the pace of worker and job
reallocation. Although different in emphasis, the two types of theories offer complementary views of labor-market dynamics and business cycles, and both point toward a rich set
of interactions between aggregate fluctuations and the reallocation process,
9.1.1. Allocative shocks as driving .forces behind aggregate fluctuations
One can think of allocative shocks as events that alter the closeness of the match between
the desired and actual characteristics of labor and capital inputs (Black, 1987, Chapter 13).
Adverse aggregate consequences can result from such events because of the time and other
costs of reallocation activity. For example, the OPEC oil price shock of 1973 increased the
demand for small, fuel-efficient cars and simultaneously reduced the demand for larger
cars. American automobile companies were poorly situated to respond to this shock,
because their capital stock and work force were primarily directed toward the production
of large cars. Consequently, capacity utilization and output fell in the wake of the oil price
shock, even though a handful of plants equipped to produce small cars operated at peak
capacity (Bresnahan and Ramey, 1993).
in considering this view, it is important to emphasize that allocative shocks affect
tangible inputs to the production process (labor and physical capital) and intangible inputs.
These intangible inputs include the information capital embodied in an efficient sorting
and matching of heterogeneous workers and jobs, knowledge about how to work productively with coworkers, knowledge about suitable locations for particular business activities
and about idiosyncratic attributes of those locations, the information capital embodied in
longterm customer-supplier and debtor-creditor relationships, and the organization capital
embodied in sales, product distribution and job-finding networks. When allocative shocks
upset established patterns of production, they devalue information and organization capital
specific to that pattern of production (Caplin and Leahy, 1993; Blanchard and Kremer,
1997). Recreating information and organization capital suited to the new pattern of
production requires experimentation, time and expense (Atkeson and Kehoe, 1997).
Meanwhile, the productive potential of the economy is reduced by the obsolescence of
old information and organization capital. In addition, measured output may decline relative to true output because of a shift toward unmeasured investment activities (Section
10.3).
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These remarks make clear why the economic adjustments to these shocks are often
costly and time consuming. It follows that sharp time variation in the intensity of allocative shocks can cause large fluctuations in gross job flows and in conventional measures of
aggregate economic activity such as the output growth rate and the unemployment rate.

9.1.2. Reallocation timing effects
For many reasons, adverse aggregate shocks can lead to a concentration of certain reallocation activities during recessions. First, an adverse aggregate shock can push many
declining and dying plants over an adjustment threshold. During boom times, a firm
may choose to continue operating a plant that fails to recover its long-run average cost,
because short-run revenues exceed short-run costs, or because of a sufficiently large option
value to retaining the plant and its work force. Adverse aggregate shocks also lead to a
burst in job destruction and job search in the equilibrium search models of Mortensen and
Pissarides (1993, 1994).
Second, the reallocation of specialized labor and capital inputs involves foregone
production due to lost work time (e.g., unemployment or additional schooling), worker
retraining, the retooling of plant and equipment, the adoption of new technology, and the
organization of new patterns of production and distribution. On average across firms and
workers, the value of foregone production tends to fluctuate procyclically, rising during
expansions and falling during recessions. This cyclical pattern generates incentives for
both workers and firms to concentrate costly reallocation activity during recessions, when
the opportunity cost of the resulting foregone production is relatively low. This mechanism is highlighted in the models of Davis and Haltiwanger (1990), Hall (1991), Caballero
and Hammour (1994) and Bergin and Bernhardt (1996).
Third, the curtailment of credit availability that often accompanies a recession causes
investment cutbacks, employment declines and business failures among firms with imperfect access to credit markets, especially if those firms simultaneously experience declines
in cash flow. To some extent, the cutbacks and failures induced by a credit crunch are
likely to be concentrated among firms with weaker prospects for future profitability, but
they are also concentrated among firms that - for whatever reason - face greater difficulties in overcoming informational problems that impede the flow of credit. Thus, a credit
crunch induces a reallocation of capital and employment away from credit-sensitive
sectors and firms toward sectors and firms that are less dependent upon outside sources
of credit to fund current operations and investments. Blanchard and Diamond (1990)
discuss this idea in the context of cyclical dynamics in job flows.
Fourth, adverse aggregate shocks may trigger the revelation of accumulated pieces of
information that bear upon the desired allocation of jobs, workers and capital inputs. In
other words, an adverse aggregate shock can lead to an increase in the intensity of
allocative shocks. Schivardi (1997) develops this theme in an explicit theoretical model
that builds on earlier work on information spillovers by Caplin and Leahy (1993, 1994).
Davis et al. (1996, Chapter 5) and Horvath et al. (1997) provide related discussions.
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9.1.3. Non-convex adjustment costs
As we pointed out in Section 3.4, the lumpiness of establishment-level employment
adjustments points to a major role for fixed costs in the adjustment of labor or cooperating
factors of production. Fixed costs of adjustment can strongly influence the cyclical behavior of job flows. A key point is that the cross-sectional distribution of production units, in
terms of where they stand relative to their adjustment thresholds, influences the response
to aggregate shocks.
Fixed cost of adjustment induce a subtle relationship between microeconomic and
aggregate adjustment dynamics. Caballero (1992) considers an environment in which
individual employers face asymmetric fixed costs of adding and shedding workers. In
his setup, the adjustment cost asymmetry leads to greater lumpiness in destruction than
creation at the plant level but equally volatile fluctuations in destruction and creation at the
aggregate level. The heterogeneity among employers completely smoothes away the
pronounced asymmetry in plant-level employment adjustments.
Nevertheless, non-convex adjustment costs can interact with other features of the
economic environment to generate asymmetric cyclical dynamics in job creation and
destruction. In Caballero's (1992) environment, destruction is more volatile than creation
at the aggregate level, if aggregate shocks are positively serially correlated and negative
ones tend to be less frequent and stronger than positive ones. Campbell and Fisher (1996)
develop a related framework with asymmetric costs of employment changes and (S,s)
adjustment behavior. They show that fixed costs of job creation can cause the optimal (S,s)
bands to respond to aggregate disturbances in a manner that yields asymmetries in the
cyclical dynamics of creation and destruction. Foote's (1997, 1998) explanation for the
relative volatility of job creation and destruction, which we discussed in Section 3.7, plays
off of the interaction between lumpy microeconomic adjustment behavior and trend
growth in desired employment.
9.2. Normative issues

Caballero and Hammour (1996a, 1998a) highlight the potential for labor markets to
malfunction because of appropriability or hold-up problems. These problems arise whenever investment in a new production unit or the formation of a new employment relationship involves some degree of specificity for workers or employers, and there are
difficulties in writing or enforcing complete contracts. In their (1996a) model, Caballero
and Hammour show that efficient restructuring involves synchronized job creation and
destruction and relatively little unemployment. In contrast, the inefficient equilibrium
restructuring process that emerges under incomplete contracts involves the decoupling
of creation and destruction dynamics and relatively large unemployment responses to
negative shocks. As discussed in Mortensen and Pissarides (1994), appropriability
problems arise naturally in many search and matching models. Malcomson (1999)
provides a broad discussion of hold-up problems in the labor market.
Ramey and Watson (1997) highlight the potential for inefficient separation outcomes in
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a dynamic environment with incentive problems in the employment relationship. They
develop an equilibrium searcb model with the following key features: (i) employment
relationships that require cooperative behavior (high effort) to achieve efficient output
levels, (ii) difficulty in maintaining cooperative behavior in bad states of the world, and (ii)
sunk investments made by firms prior to match formation that influence the incentives for
firm and worker to sustain cooperative outcomes in the face of bad shocks. In the RameyWatson environment, fragile employment relationships can develop in which bad shocks
bring about a collapse in the incentives to put forth effort and sustain cooperation. In this
way, bad states of the world trigger inefficient separations. Larger sunk investments lead to
higher match surplus and hence stronger incentives to maintain cooperative behavior in
order to preserve the relationship.
Incomplete risk-sharing raises important normative questions with respect to labor
market flows. The welfare consequences of job creation and destruction activity obviously
depend on the availability of risk-sharing mechanisms to job-losing and job-seeking workers. Risk-sharing opportunities are also likely to influence the efficiency of job search
activity, separation behavior and match-specific investment decisions. Despite the importance of incomplete risk sharing in the context of job and worker reallocation activity, the
analysis of dynamic labor market models with incomplete risk sharing is in its infancy.
Gomes et al. (1996) is a first attempt to grapple with this issue. They analyze a dynamic
equilibrium matching model with incomplete risk sharing and aggregate shocks that
influence the distribution of match productivities and consumption levels. As modeling
and computation techniques continue to improve, dynamic labor market models with
incomplete risk sharing are likely to receive much greater attention.
9.3. Empirical evidence on the role o f allocative shocks

Many empirical studies shed light on some of the theoretical issues discussed above. One
issue that has received considerable attention is whether time variation in the intensity of
allocative shocks is an important driving force behind aggregate fluctuations. A provocative paper by Lilien (1982) documented a strong, positive time-series relationship between
aggregate unemployment and the cross-industry dispersion of employment growth rates in
postwar US data. He interpreted this relationship as supporting the view that half or more
of cyclical unemployment fluctuations were driven by sectoral shifts in labor demand or,
in our terminology, the intensity of allocative shocks. Abraham and Katz (1986) questioned this interpretation. They set forth empirically plausible conditions under which
Lilien's empirical evidence is consistent with the view that aggregate shocks are the
main driving force behind aggregate fluctuations They also documented a pattern of strong
negative comovements between unemployment and vacancies over the business cycle,
which they interpreted as confirming an aggregate shock view of unemployment fluctuations.51.
5~Blanchardand Diamond's(1989, 1990) conclusionthat allocativeshocksplay little role in dliving aggregate
fluctuations also rests heavily on this interpretation of unemployment-vacancycomovements.On the suitability
of this identifying assmnption, see Hosios (1994) and Davis (1987).
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The subsequent literature has tried various methods to identify the underlying contribution of allocative shocks to business cycle fluctuations. Many studies have adopted
Lilien's basic approach but explored alternative and arguably better proxies for sectoral
shocks. For example, Loungani et al. (1990) and Brainard and Cutler (1993) argue that the
dispersion in stock returns is a better proxy for the intensity of allocative shocks. Both
papers find that aggregate unemployment rises when stock return dispersion rises. Davis et
al. (1997) find similar results in regional unemployment fluctuations. Shin (1997) relates
unemployment fluctuations to intersectoral and intrasectoral dispersion in accounting
measures of economic performance. However, like Lilien's measure, stock return and
accounting measures of dispersion are outcomes and not direct measures of the intensity
of allocative shocks.
An alternative approach imposes identification assumptions in structural VAR models.
Blanchard and Diamond (1989, 1990), Davis and Haltiwanger (1990, 1996) and Campbell
and Kuttner (1996) pursue the idea that aggregate shocks and allocative shocks generate
different covariance properties for key variables like unemployment and vacancies or job
creation and destruction. In terms of job flows, the basic insight is that aggregate shocks
cause job creation and destruction to move in opposite directions, whereas allocative
shocks cause them to move in the same direction. This insight is helpful but provides
only qualitative identifying restrictions rather than exact identification. Davis and Haltiwanger (1996) and Campbell and Kuttner (1996) both conclude that these qualitative
restrictions are insufficient to pin down with much precision the importance of allocative
shocks as driving forces behind aggregate fluctuations. 52 However, the qualitative restrictions imply a systematic tradeoff between the contribution of aggregate shocks and the
contemporaneous response of job destruction to an aggregate shock innovation. Specifically, aggregate shocks are the dominant driving force only if they are allowed to have
disproportionately large contemporaneous effects on job destruction. In a related finding,
Davis and Haltiwanger (1999) report that energy price and interest rate spread innovations
lead to much larger short-run responses in job destruction than in job creation.
In another approach, Caballero et at. (1997) achieve identification by imposing a structure that permits the measurement of desired and actual employment at individual plants.
Their structure allows for nonlinear employment dynamics of the sort that arise in models
with fixed costs of factor adjustment, and it separately identifies common and idiosyncratic
forces that underlie changes in desired employment. 53 Under their approach to identification, they find that aggregate shocks are the dominant driving force behind aggregate
employment fluctuations. They also find a highly nonlinear plant-level employment

52These two papers also restrict contemporaneousand long run responses to aggregateshocksand allocative
shocks in order to achieveexact or over identification.
53Unlike the structural VAR approach, the CEH approachdoes not require assumptions aboutthe correlation
between aggregate shocks and the intensity of allocative shocks. Empirically, CEH find a negative time series
correlation between aggregateshocks and the secondmomentof the cross-sectionaldistribution of idiosyncratic
shocks.
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response to movements in desired employment - plants with large differences between
actual and desired employment adjust relatively more.
The findings of Caballero et al. (1997) are also relevant to asymmetric cyclical
dynamics in job creation and destruction. In particular, they find that the job flows generated by aggregate shocks in their framework exhibit the asymmetric cyclical patterns
described in Section 3.7 for the manufacturing sector. This result implies that it is possible
to account for the cyclical asymmetry in creation and destruction by allowing for sufficient
non-linearity in microeconomic adjustment behavior. Finally, several studies relate direct
measures of sectoral or allocative shocks to cyclical fluctuations in unemployment,
employment and job flows, in light of the major oil price shocks that struck the economy
in 1973-1984, 1979-1980 and 1986, most studies of this sort focus on energy price shocks.
Bresnahan and Ramey (1993), Davis and Haltiwanger (1999), Davis et al. (1997), Loungani (1986) and Mork (1989) develop evidence that energy price shocks drive aggregate
fluctuations by upsetting established patterns of production and triggering a costly reallocation process. Atkeson and Kehoe (1994) and Hamilton (1988) develop related theoretical interpretations.

10. Job flows, productivity and welfare: selected theoretical issues
This section provides a theoretical treatment of selected issues that arise in connection
with job flows. We set forth a simple model of job flows with costly worker mobility and
specific physical capital. 54 We use the model to address several topics: (i) the effects of
policies that impede job flows, (ii) the productivity-enhancing role of factor reallocation,
(iii) reallocation dynamics in transition economies, and (iv) the role of job flows in longterm growth.
10.1. A simple model o f investment and j o b flows

We introduce general and specific forms of physical capital into a model of Davis and
Haltiwanger (1990). The model incorporates two frictions as sociated with job creation and
destruction: the abandonment of physical capital and a time cost of moving for workers.
Consider an economy with a unit mass of consumer-workers distributed over two types
of production sites. A fraction//t of the workers begin period t matched to high-productivity sites, and the remaining workers are matched to low-productivity sites. Each period,
a fraction o-t of the high-productivity sites suffer adverse shocks that cause them to revert
to low-productivity status. As existing high-productivity sites suffer adverse shocks, an
equal (or larger) number of potential high-productivity sites becomes available. These
shocks to the spatial distribution of production opportunities inject a continuous stream of
allocative disturbances into the economy.
W h e n matched to a worker, low-productivitysitesproduce(QtLc) 1 ~K~ units of output.
54Other dynamic equilibrium models that incorporate both costly worker reallocation and specificphysical
capital include Bergin and Bernhard (1996), Caballero and Harmnour(1996a), and Den Haan et al. (1997).
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Here, Qt denotes the exogenously determined technology level, L~,governs labor efficiency
at low-productivity plants, and KL denotes the amount of general (i.e., mobile) physical
capital allocated to low-productivity sites. O p e r a t i o n a l high-productivity sites produce
(Q~LH) 1 '~K~ when matched to a worker, using analogous notation.
To make the potential new sites operational requires two forms of specific investment:
site-specific physical capital, and worker mobility from a low-productivity site to the new
site. These two investments capture the costly nature of job creation and match formation
in a simple manner. Let y denote the (expected) fraction of a period required for a worker
to move between sites, and let Ot denote the fraction of workers at low-productivity sites
that moves in period t. The nature of the investment in site-specific physical capital is
spelled out below.
We now formulate the aggregate production possibilities and laws of motion for the
economy. Aggregate labor efficiency units are given by
Qtlt = Q t { [ H t ( 1 - o-t) + (1 - Hr + o'rHr)Ot(1 - T)]LI4 + (1 - Ht + o-,H,)(1 - Ot)LL},

(13)
which reflects the assumption that mobility occurs after the realization of shocks. The
terms multiplying LH and Lc equal employment at high-productivity and low-productivity
plants, respectively.
An efficient spatial allocation of mobile capital requires equal amounts of capital per
labor efficiency unit at each site. Using this spatial allocation condition and the efficiency
units expression (13), we can write gross aggregate output as
(14)

Yt = (Qtlt) 1 ~ K ~ = Qtltk~,

where k, denotes capital per efficiency unit of labor in period t.
Aggregate consumption satisfies
C~ = ]11 - It - s[Ot(1 - Ht + o-,Ht)](~,

s > 0, q5 > 1,

(15)

where /~ denotes investment in general capital, and the third term captures the output
devoted to investment in specific physical capital. The quantity inside the square brackets
equals the number of new sites made operational during period t through specific investment and mobility. According to Eq. (15), specific physical capital is created subject to
increasing marginal costs. This assumption captures the appealing notion that rapid creation of specific assets is costly, and it facilitates the existence of a steady-state equilibrium
with interior solutions for 0 and H.
The two endogenous aggregate state variables in the economy satisfy
Ht+l = Hi(1 - o-t) + Ot(1 - Ht + o'tHt)

(16)

and
K t + 1 = I t q- ( 1 - - 6)K,,

where 6 is the depreciation rate for general physical capital.

(17)
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Consumer-workers order alternative stochastic consumption streams according to the
expected value of

~ fi'At U(Ct)
t--O

where the time discount factor fi E (0,1), At is an exogenous random variable that shifts
the desired timing of consumption, and U(-) is a period utility function obeying the usual
concavity and Inada conditions.
In this economy, we think of At and Qt as aggregate taste and technology disturbances,
and we think of err as indexing the intensity of shocks to the preferred spatial allocation of
factor inputs. These allocative shocks reflect location-specific disturbances to technology
and the performance of installed capital goods. 55 Shocks to the size of LH relative to Lc
could be incorporated into the model to capture a different notion of allocative disturbances. Exogenously determined government consumption could be introduced through a
straightforward modification to the aggregate resource constraint (15). These five categories of shocks - A, Q, o-, the ratio (LJLc), and government purchases - are likely to
induce different dynamics in gross job flow and investment activity.
Equilibrium outcomes in this economy hinge crucially on assumptions about market
structure. One key issue involves the sharing of consumption risks implied by costly
worker mobility across plants with different stochastic productivity streams. The second
key issue is the bilateral monopoly problem that potentially arises in connection with the
sunk investments made by workers and firms in new production sites. 56 We focus on the
complete markets case with full sharing of consumption risks and competitive wage
determination prior to sunk investments.
Under complete markets, and focusing on interior solutions, equilibrium dynamics
satisfy the Euler equations for general investment (I) and specific investment
(0(1 - H + o-H)):

AU'(C) =/3E[(1 + ~ :

- 6)AU'(C)],

(18)

AU'(C){s4,[O(1 - H + o-H)] ~-1 + [LL - (1 - T)LH]MPL}
=/3E{(1 - 5-)[s~b(0(1 - H + ~/)))q~ 1 + [yLH'-fffiL]]AU(~)}.

(19)

Here, a tilde denotes a next-period value, and the expectations are taken conditional on
current information, which includes knowledge of A, Q and o-. The factor marginal
products for general capital and labor efficiency units are given by MPK = ak ~ 1 and
MPL = (1 -- a)Qk ~.
As indicated by Eq. (19), the stochastic rate of return to specific investment is influenced
55In richer formulations of the model, they might also reflect shocks to the cost of locally supplied inputs and
demand for the site's output.
56See, for example, Gomes et al. (1996) on the first issue and Caballero and Hammour (1997) on the second.
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by several current and future factors. The first term inside the braces on the left side of Eq.
(19) equals current output devoted to specific investment in the marginal new site. This
term depends on the current marginal product of labor and the amount of worker mobility.
The second term in braces represents the current output foregone by moving one more
worker, a negative quantity when the time costs of moving are sufficiently small. These
two output costs are valued at AU~(C). On the right-hand side of Eq. (19), the (1 - #) term
represents a stochastic depreciation rate on investment in specific human and physical
capital. Other terms on the right side indicate that the rate of return to specific investment
also depends on the future level of specific investment and the future marginal product of
labor.
For suitable parameter values, this model exhibits a steady-state equilibrium with interior solutions for all variables. Table 17 displays steady-state outcomes for selected parameter settings. The outcomes look sensible, which encourages us toward further analysis
of the model.
10.2. Choking off the creative destruction process

Governments often implement labor market policies that impede job flows and, as a
consequence, the reallocation of workers and cooperating factors of production. These
policies can hamper the efficiency of factor allocations with adverse consequences for
productivity and welfare. Well-known theoretical analyses of this topic include Bentolila
and Bertola (1990) and Hopenhayn and Rogerson (1993).
To address this issue, we start from a steady-state equilibrium and trace out the dynamic
response to a complete shutdown of job flows in a non-stochastic version of the model.
That is, we set Ot = 0 for t --> 0, which we think of as an extreme version of policies that
impede job reallocation. To evaluate the welfare effects of this policy intervention, we
compute the equivalent consumption variation, x, as the solution to
log[C(1 - x)] _ ~ -

1 -/3

/3tlog(~Tr),

/t__0

where C denotes consumption
consumption path following the
Fixing the level of technology
into Eq. (18), and imposing 0 =
g,:

in the initial steady-state equilibrium, and Ct is the
intervention.
Q, setting U(C) = logC, substituting from Eqs. (13)-(17)
0 yields a second-order nonlinear difference equation in

('~I t + l )" l - ~ g ~t + l - K t + 2 + (1 - 6)Kt+l
=/311 - 6 + ce(Qlt+~) 1 "K~+I I ,
(Qlt) 1 ~K[ ~ - Kt+l + (1 - 3)Kt

t >-- O. (20)

The difference equation is not autonomous, because the coefficients involving It and lt+l
evolve over time in line with Eqs. (13) and (16). The path for physical capital following the
policy intervention solves Eq. (20) with boundary conditions K0 = / ~ (initial steady state)
and lim~ooKt = / ¢ (new steady state).
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Table 17
Steady-state outcomes in theoretical model (baseline parameter settings: a = 0.3,/3 = 0.99, 8 = 0.025, LA = 1,
Q=I)
Row

/
2
3
4
5
6

Other parameter settings
LH

O"

"y

q5

S

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.2

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.08
0.10
0.10

0.50
0.50
1.00
0.50
0.50
0.50

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.2
2.0

200
100
200
200
200
200

H~

General
capital
shareb

Specific
capital
share c

SUM

0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21

0.08
0.12
0.06
0.11
0.10
0.10

Outcomes
0

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.053
0.203
0.044
0.092
0.120
0.071

0.36
0.72
0.31
0.56
0.58
0.43

× 100 a

Unemployment
rate × 100 ~

Fraction of wealth
in specific formsf

7.3
14.9
6.5
9.2
11.9
8.9

1.8
3.6
3.1
2.2
2.9
2.2

0.15
0.22
0.14
0.23
0.20
0.19

a H, the fraction of workers who begin the period matched to a high-productivity site, is given by

H=(1)(MpL[(1-,Y)LH

+ /3( 1

o-)yLH LL]),/(4, ,3,

where

M P L = ( 1 - o O k °'

and

k=(

1+/38

/3) I/('~ 1)

/3~
~'General capital's output share equals I/Y.
b Specific capital's output share equals s[0(1 - H + o-H)]4Y.
c SUM is the job reallocation rate (the sum of job creation and destruction divided by employment), computed
as [20(1 - H + o-H)]/(1 - unemployment rate).
a The unemployment rate equals 0(1 - H + o-H)y.
The fraction of wealth in specific forms equals VaH/(VHH + VKK).

Fig. 12 displays the pre-intervention steady-state outcomes and the post-intervention
response path for a particular parameter configuration. 57 The ratio of high-to-low productivity is 2.4 for total factor productivity and 3.5 for labor productivity, which are in line
57 To simplify the numerical solution in a more complicated experiment below, we restrict attention to the full
depreciation case g = 1 for general physical capital. In this case, a simple change of variables reduces Eq. (20) to
a first-order difference equation.
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Fig. 12. Creative destruction shut down at time 0. cr 0.08, s = 100, y = 0.75, q5 = 2.2,/3 = 0.99, 6 = 1.0, o~ =
0.3, low productivity = 1.0, high productivity = 2.4.
with empirical e v i d e n c e on between-plant productivity differentials (see, e.g., Bartelsman
and Donas, 1997). The value o f y = 0.75 corresponds to an u n e m p l o y m e n t spell length o f
slightly less than 10 weeks.
The initial steady state exhibits a job reallocation rate of 10% per quarter and a frictional
u n e m p l o y m e n t rate of 3.6%. R o u g h l y 12% of gross output is devoted to i n v e s t m e n t in sitespecific physical capital. In practice, i n v e s t m e n t in specific forms of physical capital m a y
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involve foregone output rather than measured capital expenditures. For this reason, we
report output gross and net of specific physical investment costs.
The shutdown of creative destruction triggers responses that look like a consumptionled business cycle boom. Consumption rises by 20% in the intervention period and
remains above the pre-intervention level for 2 years. Unemployment and job reallocation
decline (to zero). Investment in general physical capital rises very slightly and then
declines slowly. Output rises initially, more so when calculated net of investment in
specific physical capital.
The time-0 increase in gross output reflects the increase in aggregate labor efficiency
units as workers shift from reallocation to production activities. The sharper, more
sustained rise in net output reflects, in addition, a shift in the composition of output
away from specific investment activities. In practice, certain specific investments (e.g.,
adjustment costs associated with changing the scale of operations) are unlikely to show up
in measured output figures. In this regard, net output exceeds its pre-intervention level for
one year following the shutdown of creative destruction.
These results suggest that policy barriers to job reallocation and creative destruction can
have highly favorable shortterm effects on standard measures of aggregate economic
performance. By enriching the model to include specific investment in information and
organization capital along the lines of Prescott and Visscher (1980), Jovanovic (1982) or
Atkeson and Kehoe (1997), it seems likely that the policy responses would look even more
favorable (in the short term) and be more persistent. Greater substitution possibilities
between specific and general forms of physical capital would presumably lead to a larger
impact effect on general capital.
Despite the favorable shortterm effects, choking off the creative destruction process
causes large welfare losses. For the numerical experiment in Fig. 12, the equivalent
consumption variation equals 25.8% of initial steady-state consumption. In other words,
the representative agent would be willing to forego one-quarter of consumption in the
current and all future periods to preserve the creative destruction process. This welfare loss
reflects the longer term decline in consumption and output caused by choking off productivity-enhancing factor reallocation (see Section 7).
This analysis suggests why societies might adopt policies that restrict job flows and the
creative destruction process, even though such policies cause large declines in productive
efficiency and welfare. In the short term, restrictions on job flows improve consumption
and other standard measures of economic performance. Looking beyond the model, such
policies may also function as second-best risk-sharing institutions or serve the interests of
particular constituencies at the expense of the general welfare. Furthermore, when job
flows and creative destruction have been suppressed for a period of time, a renewal of the
process may be accompanied by highly unfavorable shortterm consequences, as we
demonstrate below.
Our discussion of policies that impede job flows omits much important research on
employment security laws, job destruction taxes, firing costs and related issues. Lindbeck
and Snower (1988), Saint-Paul (1996), Bertola (1998), Booth (1997) and Mortensen and
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Pissarides (1994) contain rich treatments of these issues and extensive references to the
literature.

10.3. Unleashing the creative destruction process

We now reverse the previous experiment and trace out the dynamic response to unleashing
the creative destruction process. Starting from a steady-state equilibrium with 0 = 0, we
compute the transition path implied by Eqs. (13)-(19). 58 We think of this experiment as a
crude counterpart to opening up the creative destruction process in the post-communist
transition economies. While the experiment omits many important aspects of the transition
experience, it captures the pent-up need for factor reallocation.
Fig. 13 displays results for the same parameters as in Fig. 12. The shortterm fallout from
unleashing the creative destruction process is highly unfavorable by standard measures of
economic performance. Consumption initially declines by 21% and requires six quarters
to return to its initial level. Net output initially declines by 15% and requires three quarters
to return to its initial level. Of course, unemployment and job destruction rise sharply. We
conclude that even an optimally functioning transition economy can experience a sharp
and sustained deterioration in economic performance, as conventionally measured. Recalling our discussion of Atkeson and Kehoe (1997) in Section 8.1, this conclusion is likely to
be strengthened by the introduction of other mechanisms for the accumulation of specific
capital.
To our surprise, the initial pace of reallocation activity undershoots rather than overshoots the new steady-state levels. The job destruction rate and the unemployment rate
jump sharply at time 0 but to levels that fall well short of long-run values. (Compare the
transition outcomes in Fig. 13 to the pre-intervention outcomes in Fig. 12.) Evidently, the
consumption and investment smoothing incentives built into the model promote a gradual
movement towards high job flow and unemployment rates. Another relevant feature of the
model is the fixed relative productivity values, LH and LL. A richer specification in this
regard might lead to a large initial burst of reallocation activity to quickly pursue the most
attractive new opportunities.
Despite the shortterm pain, the longer term gains to unleashing the creative destruction
process are enormous in the example of Fig. 13. Output, labor efficiency and general
physical capital grow steadily following the onset of creative destruction, eventually rising
more than 75 % above initial values. Consumption eventually rises to 45% above its initial
level, and the welfare gain (equivalent variation) amounts to nearly 35% of initial
consumption.
58Substituting Eqs. (13)-(17) into (18) and (t 9) yields a system of two non-linear, non-autonomous,secondorder difference equations in H~ and Kr. After using a change of variable to reduce Eq. (18) to a first-order
equation, we numerically solve Eq. (18) and (19) one at a time, iterating back and forth between them until
convergence. At each iteration, we use a shooting method to solve Eq. (19).
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10.4. Job flows and longterm growth
S u p p o s e that Q and s grow at the steady rate Q, w h i l e A and cr remain constant over time.
A s before, let U(C) = log(C). Under these assumptions, the m o d e l exhibits a balanced
growth path with steady growth in consumption, general capital and output at rate Q and
along w h i c h the intensity o f reallocation activity remains constant:
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capital per labor efficiency unit = k = [

1 + q + 133 -- [3 11/c~

°43

]

~>
,

jobflows:o_H:([(1-T)LH[_~l(l_-~r)TLn-LL](l-°Ok~)l/(4~")
t (f Tj74;

unemployment =

yo-H.

(21)

(22)
(23)

It follows immediately from these equations that more rapid growth corresponds to a
lower stock (Iq) of relatively productive sites, smaller job creation and destruction rates,
and a lower unemployment rate. In other words, the model delivers a negative relationship
between longterm growth and the intensity of creative destruction activity.
This implication of the model runs counter to Schumpeter's "essential fact about
capitalism." Moreover, choking off the creative destruction process in this model causes
no permanent slowdown in economic growth. In sharp contrast, Aghion and Howitt's
(1992) model incorporates Schumpeter's view by inextricably tying innovation and
growth to the creative destruction process. Creative destruction is essential to growth in
their model, and more rapid growth corresponds to more intense creative destruction.
Similar remarks apply to the vintage models of Caballero and Hammour (1994, 1996a)
that feature exogenous technological improvements embodied in new capital goods.
In comparing these models of the creative destruction process, we immediately see that
theory makes no general prediction about the empirical relationship between longterm
growth and the pace of factor reallocation. The comparison also highlights two very
different views about the causal connection between longterm growth and factor reallocation. One view, illustrated by the numerical experiments in Figs. 12 and 13 ties creative
destruction to the level of productivity and output. Another view ties creative destruction
to their longterm growth rates.
The studies to date on job flows and factor reallocation provide little help in assessing
the relative merits of these alternative views of the creative destruction process. The
empirical work reviewed in Section 7.2 clearly points to a major role for factor reallocation in industry-level productivity gains, but it is not clear whether and how much factor
reallocation contributes to the longer term growth rate of output.

11. Concluding remarks
This chapter synthesizes and adds to the growing body of research on gross job flows and
related topics. Progress in this area has been rapid in recent years, but many key issues
remain unresolved and some important questions have as yet received scant attention. We
have pointed out some of the unresolved issues and open lines of inquiry along the way.
Our essay devotes little attention to some important topics that are closely related to the
behavior of job flows or their consequences: the job search process, employer-worker
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matching, earnings losses among job-losing workers, inefficient separations because of
asymmetric information and incentive problems, limited risk sharing and unemployment
insurance, wage-setting institutions and job creation, job security provisions, and other
policies that influence labor market flows and factor allocations. Fortunately, several of
these topics receive careful treatment in other Handbook chapters. See, especially, Abowd
and Kramarz, Bertola, Farber, Nickell and Layard, Machin and Manning, and Mortensen
and Pissarides.
An understudied line of empirical inquiry involves questions of how and why wages
vary with employer-level job growth and worker turnover. The advent of rich datasets that
link workers and employers and follow each over time seems likely to bring this type of
question to the forefront of future work on labor market flows. This development may
eventually bring about a much closer integration of work on labor market flows with work
on wage determination and other traditional topics in labor economics.
Recent work indicates that this process has begun. Belzil (1997) investigates how
individual wages vary with firm-level measures of job creation and worker turnover. He
exploits a remarkable dataset that links a random sample of Danish firms to their workers
and follows each over a twelve-year period. The dataset contains excellent controls for
standard human capital variables and is rich enough to permit worker and firm fixed
effects. Conditional on firm and worker controls, Belzil finds that male wages are higher
at firms with (contemporaneously) higher job creation rates. Results vary with sample and
estimation method, but the effect is very large: 2-4% higher wages for each additional
percentage point of (annual) net job growth. He also finds some evidence that wages are
higher at firms with higher rates of worker turnover (accessions plus separations). The
wage response to firm-level job creation and worker turnover is larger for new hires and
for workers who have low job tenure. These results clearly point to the role of entry-level
wages as an instrument for influencing the firm's job creation rate. They do not favor the
view that higher wages reduce turnover costs, but instead suggest that higher wages help
attract workers and compensate them for high separation risk.
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Abstract
In this chapter, I survey principal econometric studies of several important labor market issues in
Central and East European countries as they launched the transition from central planning to a
market economy. The topics covered include employment, wage and fringe benefits determination
in fil~s, individual wages and human capital, determinants of unemployment duration, and matching
of the unemployed and vacancies. The studies are of interest because one can observe the functioning
of nascent markets and institutions after prices and wages ceased being set by planners. Moreover,
the variation in relevant variables has been tremendous, thus permitting the researchers to estimate
precisely key parameters. © 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
JEL codes: J2, J3; J6; P2; P5

1. Introduction
In this chapter, I survey principal econometric studies of important labor market issues in
the Central and East European (CEE) countries as they launched the transition from
central planning to a market economy. As may be seen from Fig. 1, Central and Eastern
Europe contains countries that were until 1989 within the Soviet bloc, as well as others that
had separated themselves from it well before 1989 (former Yugoslavia and Albania). In
the survey, I focus on studies dealing with Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland,
Romania, Slovakia, and Slovenia. Because of the size and importance of Russia, I cover
some of the studies that analyze its emerging labor markets. I deal only peripherally with
Albania as relatively few studies have been carried out on this CEE economy. For space
limitations, I exclude the Baltic Republics.
Apart from dealing with inherently important topics, analyses of labor market phenomena in the CEE transition economies are of interest for at least four reasons. First, at a
fundamental level the studies provide information about the functioning of nascent labor
markets as the market system was gradually being created from a functioning or disintegrating centrally planned system. For an economist, the transition provides an interesting
laboratory, with tremendous variation in key variables. For instance, unemployment rates
rose from zero to double digits in all the CEE economies except for the Czech Republic.
Output, employment and wages were suddenly being set by firms rather than planners and,
in the first years of the transition, they registered enormous declines by western standards.
Analyses of the labor market are hence able to capture the "big bang" effect of introducing
a market system. From the policy standpoint, a particularly important issue is why the
unemployment rate stayed in the 3-5% range in the Czech Republic and rose to double
digits in all the other CEE economies. It is notable that the enormous rise in unemployment
in these countries occurred despite major declines in labor force participation, competitive
devaluation of the currencies, reductions in formerly generous unemployment benefits,
and introduction of active labor market policies.
Second, as I discuss presently, the local political response to the first few years of the
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Fig. 1. Centraland Eastern Europe.
transition was unexpectedly negative. The discontent of voters reflected their anxiety that
reforms require economic sacrifices without ensuring adequate social security. In this
context, the former (now reformed) communists were often perceived as being better
guardians of job security, living standards and social programs than the free marketoriented political parties. A major policy question that has arisen is how the transition
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economies can strike a balance between (i) reducing government intervention and
completing the introduction of market incentives, and (ii) providing an adequate social
safety net that ensures public support for the transition. Some of the studies provide
answers to this question.
Third, the policy debates have increasingly moved from macro stabilization (which
continues to be essential but requires standard policies), to microeconomic issues such
as enterprise restructuring and privatization, the introduction and enforcement of a marketfriendly legal framework, enhancing the functioning of a flexible labor market, and
attracting foreign direct investment. A significant emphasis has been placed on the link
between unemployment and the employment and wage behavior of privatized versus state
owned firms. Labor market analyses may be particularly useful in providing policy
guidance in this area.
Fourth, the economies of Central and East Europe were the first ones to enter the
transition process and they differed dramatically from one another in their initial conditions, policies and outcomes. The results of studies dealing with these economies may
hence provide important information for the policy makers in the numerous economies
that started transition later.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, I briefly review the principal features
of the centrally planned system and the main statistics relating to the CEE economies
during the transition. In Section 3, I describe the nature of data and principal data sources
used by researchers of labor market phenomena in the CEE economies. In Section 4, I
assess the findings of studies dealing with employment determination (labor demand) at
the level of the firm or industry. In Section 5, I discuss studies dealing with wage setting at
the firm or industry level, while in Section 6, I examine studies that analyze the provision
of fringe benefits by firms during the transition. In Section 7, I review the principal studies
that estimate individual wage determination in the context of a human capital framework.
In Section 8, I deal with studies of unemployment, focusing on estimates of hazards of
leaving unemployment and matching functions, respectively. Conclusions are drawn in
Section 9.
In view of the fact that researchers have started to study virtually all aspects of labor
markets in the CEE economies, I have naturally had to limit the topics that are included in
the present chapter. I have therefore unfortunately excluded a number of areas, including
studies of wage and employment bargaining, job creation and job destruction, labor and
total factor productivity, migration, and income distribution.
Poland and Hungary for instance entered the transition with a significant private sector in agriculture and
services and limited government control over enterprises. In contrast, the Czech and Slovak economies were
highly centralized and ahnost completely state-owned. Yet, the Czech Republic and to a lesser extent Slovakia
have carried out massive privatization of state property, while others, such as Bulgaria, Poland, and Romania,
have been much slower in privatizing their state sector. Some, such as the Czech Republic, have pushed through
massive privatization, leaving the restructuring of firms for later. Others have stressed more the commercialization of existing state enterprises (e.g., Poland), reorientafion of exports from east to west, attracting western
capital (Hungary), and creating new finns.
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2. Central planning, transition and labor markets
While it was functioning, the Soviet-type centrally planned system was characterized by
full employment of labor (zero open unemployment) and centrally set wages, prices and
output targets for state-owned enterprises. Income distribution was maintained at relatively egalitarian levels, all able-bodied individuals were required to work and enterprises
were allocated funds to provide the needed jobs. Financial flows were centralized and
subordinated to the fulfillment of the physical plan. Foreign trade was also centralized
through state trading firms and all the Soviet bloc economies were integrated into a
common trading area, the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA), also
known as COMECON. In each country, the construction of the annual and 5-year central
plans was an elaborate input-output exercise. In this exercise, planners used current and
past information from all parts of the economy to set ambitious but realistic targets for the
firms, the economy, and through the CMEA for the Soviet bloc as a whole. With the
centrally fixed prices, the system produced varying degrees of shortages and excess
demand.
After World War II, the Soviet-type system was gradually imposed on all countries of
Central and East Europe (CEE). 2 In the 1950s, the CEE countries grew rapidly and the
system was basically maintained, although some countries, such as Czechoslovakia,
implemented the system more rigorously than others, e.g., Poland. 3 Starting in the
1960s, many CEE countries experienced serious slowdowns in economic growth and,
as a result of popular pressure, the system started undergoing reforms. At the economic
level, full employment at centrally set (and low) wages was maintained but in many
countries the requirement to work (e.g., for housewives) was not fully enforced. Rather
than merely soliciting information and imposing targets, central planners increasingly
engaged in bargaining with enterprise managers about plan targets, employment levels
and financial allocations. Firms increasingly operated under so called soft budget
constraints, being able to receive bailouts from the central authorities when producing
losses. Moreover, firms could increasingly trade with one another outside of the scope of
the central plan and in some countries, e.g., Poland and Hungary, workers and managers
seized a significant degree of control over enterprises from the planners. By the time of the
fall of the Berlin wall and other revolutions of 1989, the system was rapidly disintegrating
in countries such as Poland and Hungary, but it still remained fairly intact in East Germany
and Czechoslovakia.
In 1990-1991, the CEE economies started the transition to a market economy. Most of
them first focused on maintaining or re-establishing macroeconomic stability, while liberalizing prices and dismantling the centrally planned System. The fall of the iron curtain
was also accompanied by a major opening to world trade. Planners stopped dictating trade
allocations, CMEA was officially abolished at the end of 1990 and tariffs, which had been
2Yugoslavia introdnced the Soviet system but switched to a more decentralized system of workers selfmanagement in the early 1950s.
3Poland for instance maintained private agriculture as well as some small private industry and services.
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Table 1
Inflation in selected transition economies (year-on-year percent change in consmner price level)~

Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Hungary
Poland
Romania
Slovak Republic
Slovenia

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

23.8
10.0
28.9
553.6
5.1
18.0
549.7

338.5
56.6
35.0
70.3
170.2
61.2
117.7

91.2
11.1
23.0
43.0
210.4
10.0
201.3

72.8
20.8
22.5
35.3
256.1
23.2
32.3

96.0
10.0
18.8
32.2
136.8
13.4
19.8

62.1
9.1
28.2
27.8
32.3
9.9
12.6

123.0
8.8
23.6
19.9
38.8
5.8
9.9

1083.0
8.5
18.3
15.3
154.8
6.1
8.4

a Source: Business Central Europe database at http://www.bcemag.com.

traditionally set at a low level (3-5% on average), provided only a limited barrier to
foreign trade. As a means of macroecouomic stabilization, wages or wage bills of medium
and large firms remained government-controlled in most CEE countries for several years. 4
While stabilizing, the new democratically elected governments designed and gradually
implemented plans for commercializing and privatizing state-owned enterprises, stimulating growth of new private firms and creating the legal and institutional framework conducive to the functioning of a market system.
As m a y be seen from Table 1, within a few years the CEE economies succeeded in
lowering the initial outburst of inflation that accompanied the disintegration of the
centrally planned system and the initial liberalization of prices. In most of these economies
inflation remained under control, but in Bulgaria and Romania there was a new outburst of
inflation in the second half of the 1990s. In terms of the gross domestic product (GDP), all
the CEE economies went through a major decline in the first 3 - 4 years of the transition,
followed by varying rates of growth thereafter (see Table 2). The initially high inflation
and rapidly declining output were followed with a lag by falling employment, with the fall
being greater in Poland and Hungary than the Czech and Slovak republics. Real wages also
fell in all the countries in the first 2-3 years of the transition as the countries devalued their
currencies, freed most prices and imposed wage (bill) controls.
The most salient development has been in the area of unemployment. As m a y be seen
from Table 3, all the CEE countries except for the Czech Republic have experienced
rapidly rising and persistently high (double-digit) unemployment rates. The high unemployment rates have been accompanied by long spells of unemployment. By contrast, in
the Czech Republic the unemployment rate has remained between 3 and 5% and unemployment spells have been short. The u n e m p l o y m e n t crisis in the CEE countries contributed to a political backlash as the post-revolutionary governments were soon voted Out of
office in all the CEE countries except for the Czech Republic. 5
4 See e.g., Commander et al. (1995b) for Hungary, Coricelli et al. (1995) for Poland, Ham et al. (1995) for the
Czech and Slovak republics, Beleva et al. (1995) for Bulgaria, and Earle and Oprescu (1995) for Romania.
5 In the Czech Republic, the coalition of most of the reformist parties lasted until December 1997.
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Table 2
Growth in real GDP in selected transition economies (year-on-year percentage change) a

Bulgaria
Croatia
Czech Republic
Hungary
Poland
Romania
Slovak Republic
Slovenia

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

-9.1
-6.9
- 1.2
3.5
- 11.6
-5.6
-2.5
4.7

-11.7
20.6
11.5
-11.9
7.0
-12.9
- 14.5
-8.9

-7.3
-11.7
3.3
-3.1
2.6
-8.7
6.5
-5.5

-1.5
-0.9
0.6
0.6
3.8
1.5
-3.7
2.8

1.8
0.6
2.7
2.9
5.2
3.9
4.9
5.3

2.1
1.7
4.8
1.5
7.0
7.1
6.8
4.1

-10.9
4.2
3.9
1.3
6.1
4.1
6.9
3.1

-7.4
5.0
1.0
4.0
7.0
6.6
6.5
2.9

a Source: Business Central Europe database at http://www.bcemag.com.

3. T h e nature o f data sources
R e s e a r c h e r s o f t r a n s i t i o n p h e n o m e n a h a v e b e e n f o r t u n a t e in that the centrally p l a n n e d
e c o n o m i e s c o l l e c t e d r e l a t i v e l y d e t a i l e d data on firms as w e l l as i n d i v i d u a l s and h o u s e holds. T h e f i r m - l e v e l data w e r e o f the c e n s u s type, c o l l e c t e d at v a r i o u s levels o f detail in
m o n t h l y , quarterly a n d annual intervals. T h e d e g r e e o f detail w a s the l o w e s t in the m o n t h l y
r e p o r t s and g r e a t e s t in the annual data. T h e h o u s e h o l d and i n d i v i d u a l data w e r e p r o b a b i l istic s a m p l e s carried out w i t h v a r y i n g , usually annual or m u l t i - y e a r , periodicity. T h e s e
data c o l l e c t i o n activities h a v e c o n t i n u e d to the p r e s e n t , a l t h o u g h in s o m e c o u n t r i e s the
w i l l i n g n e s s o f firms to f u r n i s h i n f o r m a t i o n has d e c l i n e d .
T h e m i c r o data o n firms a n d i n d i v i d u a l s h a v e b e e n t r e a t e d b y the statistical offices as
confidential. U n d e r c o n d i t i o n s o f a n o n y m i t y o f firms and i n d i v i d u a l s , r e s e a r c h e r s or institutions s u c h as the W o r l d B a n k h a v e b e e n able to obtain t h e s e m i c r o data for r e s e a r c h
p u r p o s e s f r o m the statistical offices o f the i n d i v i d u a l countries.

Table 3
Unemployment in selected transitional economies (end-of-yem"unemployment rate in percentage) ~

Bulgaria
Croatia
Czech Republic
Hungary
Poland
Romania
Slovak Republic
Slovenia

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1.7
11.4
0.8
1.9
6.3
0.4
0.8
4.7

11.1
18.2
4.1
7.5
11.8
3.0
4.1
8.2

15.2
15.5
2.6
13.2
13.6
8.2
10.4
13.4

16.4
14.6
3.5
12.3
16.4
10.4
14.4
15.4

12.8
14.8
3.2
11.4
16.0
10.9
14.8
14.2

11.1
15.1
2.9
11.1
14.9
9.5
13.1
14.5

12.5 d
15.9
3.5
10.7
13.6
6.3
12.8
14.4

13.7
17.6
5.2
10.8
10.5
8.8
12.5
14.8

~Source: Business Central Europe database at http://www.bcemag.com.
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From the early 1990s, all tile CEE countries have started collecting large quarterly labor
force surveys (LFSs) of large stratified random samples of individuals. The surveys are
relatively similar in design and coverage. They usually rotate households into and out of
the sample after four quarters, thus allowing researchers to obtain cross-sectional as well
as panel data estimates of various phenomena.
As transition progressed, a number of private firms started assembling data that became
commercially available for sale. Finally, a number of researchers and institutions such as
The World Bank and The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development have
carried out surveys of firms and households, These surveys were motivated by the occasional unwillingness of national statistical offices to release micro data or the desire of
researchers to capture phenomena that were not covered by the existing databases.

4. Employment determination
There has been considerable interest in employment adjustment by firms during the
transition. The interest stems in part from the fact that enterprise restructuring from a
relatively inflexible (centrally planned) mode to a more flexible (market) mode of operation is a key element of the transition and employment adjustment has in turn been
considered a principal measure of the ability of firms to start restructuring. 6 A number
of researchers have therefore used firm- or industry-level data to analyze employment
setting before and/or during the transition.
4.1. Basic estimates of employment elasticities with respect to output and wage

In estimating an employment (labor demand) equation, most authors use the following
specification:
L = L(WIP, Q,X),

(1)

where L is the number of employees, W is the nominal wage, P is the product price index,
Q is the sales or output of the firm, and X is a vector of ownership, legal structure, and
industry dummy variables that may affect the firm's demand for labor. The specification in
Eq. (1) corresponds to a labor demand function of an enterprise characterized by cost
minimization subject to an exogenously given level of output or it may be seen as an
approximation to other employment-setting relationships.
Basu et al. (1995) employ firm-level datasets covering the period both before and
during the transition in order to assess how firms changed their employment setting
behavior as the transition was launched. In particular, the attthors use annual panels of
firm-level data from the late 1980s to early1990s to assess how Czech, Slovak, Hungarian,
Polish, and Russian industrial firms adjusted their employment in response to changes in
6 See e.g,, Aghion et al. (1984) and Grosfeld and Roland (1995) for the use of this concept of restructuring in
theoretical modeling of the transition process.
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output, wages, and the ownership and legal form of the firm. D e p e n d i n g on the year, the
datasets cover over 4 1 8 1 - 4 9 1 4 firm s in Poland, 7 6 1 - 1 4 5 1 in the Czech Republic, 3 1 1 - 5 6 9
in Slovakia, 326 in H u n g a r y and 229 in Russia. In Poland, the Czech Republic and
Slovakia, the datasets cover all large and m e d i u m sized industrial firms. 7 The H u n g a r i a n
and Russian firms represent a smaller sample of industrial enterprises; the Russian panel
comes from a dataset of 394 Russian firms that account for about 10% of Russian m a n u facturing output. 8
In estimating Eq. (1), B as u et al. (1995) place considerable emphasis on the econometric
issues, some of w h i c h arise because of the nature of the transition. The authors for instance
treat W as e n d o g e n o u s and test whether the negative output shocks brought about by the
dissolution of the C M E A , the collapse of the Soviet market, and the restrictive macroe c o n o m i c policies i m p o s e d exogenous output (sales) constraints on finns. 9 Basu et al.
(1995) also strive to find the best c o m p r o m i s e b e t w e e n two goals: (i) allowing as m u c h as
possible for d y n a m i c s and (ii) permitting the data to reveal structural changes inherent in
the rapid systemic transformation. As a result, for each country the authors use consecutive
2-year panels of data and test for the stability of coefficients across the 2-year periods. Eq.
(1) is specified in a l o g - l i n e a r form, with the left-hand side variable and all the principal
fight-hand side variables entering in both current and 1-year lagged form (see e.g., H e n d r y
and M i z o n (1978), Nickell (1986), and Estrin and Svejnar (1993) for other applications of
this model). Formally, this first degree general distributed lag model is specified as 1°
logL t = c~0 + c~log(W)t + c~21og(W)t_ I + c~31ogQt + c~41ogQt_ I + c~51ogXt
+°L61°gX/-I + °~71°gLt 1-

(1')

O n the basis of F tests, B a s u et al. (1995) also conclude that the general distributed lag
model is preferred to the partial adjustment m o d e l (c~2 = c~4 = c~6 = 0), a traditional static
model (c~2 = c~4 = c~6 = c~7 = 0), and the fixed effects (first difference) model
(tea = - ~ 1 , a4 = - ~ 3 , ce6 = -c~5, and c~7 = 1). 1I
As m a y be seen from T a b l e 4(A), Basu et al.'s (1995) estimates suggest that Polish and
H u n g a r i a n firms displayed significant positive short r u n labor d e m a n d elasticities with
7 The total number of observations falls short of the total number of industrial finns as the authors had to
eliminate observations with missing data and that did not meet basic consistency checks.
The Russian sample was stratified by industry and region and drawn from the 1991 list of all Russian
industrial firms. The firms were sampled with replacement and they were asked to furnish data covering the
1990-1994 period. For the purposes of these and other authors' estimation, the number of usable observations
varies between 135 and 230, depending on the specification.
9 W/P and Q are instrumented by regional dummy variables, (1 year) lagged capital assets of the firm interacted
with industry dmmny variables and output in the neighboring 2-digit industry.
10While the equation may be viewed as a convenient flexible form, it can also be derived from a dynamic cost
minimization behavior of the firm (see e.g., Nickell, 1986).
H The shornerm elasticity of employment with respect to wage is given by eq, while the corresponding
longterm elasticity is (eq + ~2)/eq - a7). The short and longterm employment elasticities with respect to
output and the other variables are defined analogously.
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respect to output already in the pre-transition period of the late 1980s. In contrast, the
corresponding pre-transition elasticities in the Czech and Slovak firms are either very
small or statistically insignificant. 12 Thus the Polish estimates for 1988-1989, 1 year
before their respective big bangs, the estimated elasticities are around 0.3 for Poland
(1988-1989), 0.4-0.6 for Hungary (1987-1988), 0.1 for Slovakia (1990), around 0 for
the Czech Republic (1990). With the onset of the transition, the estimated labor demand
elasticities with respect to output rise to about 0.3 in Slovakia and 0.5-0.6 in the Czech
Republic. They also increase to about 0.4 in Poland and 0.7-0.8 in Hungary. The findings
are consistent with the perception that Polish and Hungarian firms were more marketoriented at the end of the communist regime than the Czech and Slovak ones. The results
also indicate that firms in all the CEE economies covered by this study started adjusting
employment to output more as the transition set in. Basu et al.'s (1995) estimate for Russia
yields insignificant employment elasticity with respect to output, indicating that, as late as
1993-1994, Russian firms tended not to adjust employment with fluctuations in output.
This finding is consistent with the overall observation that the Russian economy has been
much slower than its CEE counterparts in transforming itself to a market economy.
Basu et al.'s (1995) estimates of the labor demand elasticities with respect to own wage
are reported in Table 4(B). They suggest that these elasticities had been negative in all the
CEE countries before the transition started and became more pronounced in Poland,
Hungary and the Czech Republic as the transition took place. The pre-transition estimates
are around - 0 . 4 in the Czech Republic, - 0 . 3 in Slovakia, - 0 . 3 in Poland, and - 0 . 2 (but
statistically insignificant) in Hungary. Within 1-2 years after the transition was launched,
these estimates rise to around - 0 . 6 to - 1 . 0 in the Czech Republic, - 0 . 8 in Poland and
1.0 to - 2 . 3 in Hungary. In Slovakia, the estimates stay at about -0.3. As with the labor
demand elasticity with respect to output, the Russian 1993-1994 estimate of the labor
demand elasticity with respect to own wage is found to be insignificant.
In a related study, Basu et al. (1997) estimate the distributed lag Eq. (1/) on a 2-year
(1992-1993) panel of 161 Polish firms. The data come from a stratified random sample of
200 Polish firms that were surveyed in 1994 as part of a World Bank project. The sample
contains state-owned enterprises, privatized firms and newly established private companies.
As may be seen from Table 4(A), the shortterm elasticity of employment with respect to
output is estimated to be 0.2. This estimate is lower than the 0.4 short term elasticity estimate
obtained by Basu et al. (1995) for the population of all medium and large Polish industrial
firms during the 1990-1991 period. The shortterm employment elasticity with respect to
wage is estimated at -0.3, which is again lower than the - 0 . 8 elasticity obtained by B asu et
al. (1995) for the population of medium and large Polish firms (Table 4(B)).
Grosfeld and Nivet (1997) use panel data on 173 of the 500 largest Polish firms during
the 1988-1994 period. They estimate a first difference labor demand equation corresponding to Eq. (1). Using the entire panel of data, they test for structural breaks and identify
-

t2The big bang launch of the transition process dates to January 1, 1990in Poland and January 1, 1991 in the
Czech and Slovakrepublics. In Hungary,the process started earlier, dating in many respects to 1989.
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1988-1990, 1990-1991 and 1991-1994 as three structurally different periods. For these
three periods the authors then estimate the labor demand equation, assuming that the
regressors are exogenous and using the Hausman test to select between fixed and random
effects specifications. As may be seen from Table 4(A), the authors find that the estimated
labor demand elasticity with respect to output is rising from 0.06 in the 1988-1990 period
to 0.25 in 1991-1994.13 Their estimates are hence lower than those obtained by Basu et al.
(1995) for the population of four thousand large and medium sized Polish firms. Nevertheless, like Basu et al. (1995), Grosfeld and Nivet (1997) find that the labor demandoutput elasticity was significant already before the big bang of 1990 and increased during
the transition.
As may be seen from Table 4(B), Grosfeld and Nivet's (1997) estimates of the own
wage elasticity of demand for Poland range from - 0 . 0 3 in the 1988-1990 period to -0.13
in 1991-1994.14 As before, these estimates are lower than those of Basu et al. (1995), but
they do reflect the increase in the estimated elasticity between the late 1980 and 19901991.
K6116 (1997) examines employment behavior in annual panels of Hungarian firms that
were continuously in existence during one of three time periods. His samples contain 3250
firms during the 1986-1989 period, 2842 firms in the 1989-1992 period and 4800 firms in
the 1992-1993 period. Using first difference, log-linear employment equations, K6116
(1997) relates employment to real sales, real product wage, firm size and firm's export
status. Except for the wage, the explanatory variables are considered to be exogenous and
the employment equation is estimated jointly with a wage equation (reported later). As
may be seen from Table 4(A), K6116 (1997) finds the annual employment elasticity with
respect to sales to be 0.2 in both the 1986-1989 and 1992-1993 periods. 15As reported in
Table 4(B), K6116 (1997) estimates the labor demand elasticity with respect to own wage at
- 0 . 6 in the pre-transition period of 1986-1989 and at - 0 . 3 during the 1992-1993 transition period. Unlike Basu et al. (1995), K6116 (1997) hence finds a significant employment
elasticity with respect to own wage already before the transition. His estimates also
suggest that this elasticity decreased rather than increased in the early phase of the transition.
K6rosi (1997) uses the same methodology as Basu et al. (1995, 1997) to estimate labor
demand equations on the population of large and medium-sized exporting firms in
Hungary. His dataset contains annual data and covers the entire 1986-1995 period. As
may be seen from Table 4, K6rosi (1997) obtains very similar elasticity estimates to those
obtained by Basu et al. (1995) with their shorter and smaller panel. The elasticity of labor
demand with respect to output ranges from 0.5 to 0.6 in the pre-transition period and from
0.5 to 0.8 during the transition. The corresponding elasticity with respect to wage is in the
- 0 . 1 to - 0 . 8 range before the transition and in the - 0 . 4 to - 1 . 4 range during the
13The authors also find an elasticity of 0.09 for the intermediate period of 1990-1991.
14The authors also find an elasticity of -0.33 for the 1990-1991 period.
t~During the big bang period of 1989-1992, K6116(1997) finds the elasticity to be as high as 0.35.
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transition. Unlike K6116 (1997), K6rosi (1997) hence finds support for the hypothesis that
both elasticities increased somewhat during the transition.
Singer (1996) focuses on one of the principal disadvantages of using annual data,
namely the fact that they contain aggregation over time that smoothes shortterm variation
in the values of variables. He takes advantage of the fact that the Czech firm-level data
used by Basu et al. (1995) contain some information on a monthly basis and, using a
Nickell (1984) dynamic cost minimization framework, he estimates dynamic labor
demand equations with cost of adjustment using several thousand monthly observations.
Estimating equations on pooled data from 1992 and 1993 as well as 1992 and 1993
separately, Singer (1996) finds surprisingly low elasticities of labor demand, a result
that is not affected by varying the set of instruments. In particular, estimates based on
pooled data for 1992 and 1993 yield short and longterm labor demand elasticities with
respect to output of 0.025 to 0.06, short term elasticity with respect to wage of - 0 . 0 4 to
- 0 . 0 7 and long term elasticities with respect to wage of - 0 . 0 7 to -0.11. Estimates based
on 1992 data yield somewhat higher elasticities, while those based on 1993 generate
somewhat lower elasticities, especially with respect to wage. It is not clear why Singer
(1996) obtains such low elasticities, especially in 1993. One possible explanation is that
firms set employment annually rather than at shorter (monthly) time intervals. An alternative explanation is that enterprise behavior was temporarily affected ("frozen") by the
division of Czechoslovakia into separate Czech and Slovak republics in 1993. Overall,
while the substantive findings are surprising, Singer's is the first study (worldwide) that
uses a large dataset of monthly observations to examine dynamic labor demand.
At a more aggregate level, Brauer et al. (1997) estimate dynamic labor demand models
using monthly data for the industrial sector in Poland and Hungary. The Polish data cover
the period January 1990 to March 1995, while the Hungarian data cover the period January
1990 to December 1994. The labor demand equation corresponds to a CES production
function with a generalized lag model to introduce dynamics. The equation is estimated
jointly with a labor supply equation. The estimation method is three stage least squares,
with lagged values of variables used as instruments. As may be seen from Table 4(A),
Brauer et al. (1997) find the elasticity of labor demand with respect to output to be 0.36 for
Poland and 0.85 in Hungary. The corresponding labor demand elasticities with respect to
wages are estimated at - 0 . 4 5 and - 1.06, respectively (Table 4(B)). Hence, Brauer et al.'s
(1997) aggregated data generate estimates that are similar in magnitude to those of Basu et
al. (1995).
Commander and Dhar (1998) use Polish 2-digit level industry data disaggregated over
regions and covering the 1990-1994 period. The data cover all large and a significant
number of medium sized firms that existed (survived) during this entire period in Poland.
Commander and Dhar (1998) estimate first difference regressions on consecutive 2-year
panels of data. They relate changes in employment to changes in real sales, changes in real
wage and several other variables. As may be seen from Table 4(A), the authors find a
significant positive elasticity of employment with respect to sales. The elasticity fluctuates
between 0.7 and 0.9 during the 1990-1993 period and surprisingly falls to 0.1 in 1993-
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1994. With the exception of the estimate for 1993-1994, Commander and Dhar's (1998)
estimates are higher than those obtained by Estrin and Svejnar (1998) on the population of
large and medium sized Polish industrial firms and by Grosfeld and Nivet (1997) on their
sample of 173 large Polish firms. Commander and Dhar's (1998) estimate of the employment elasticity with respect to wage rises from - 1 . 0 in the 1990-1991 period to - 1 . 1 in
the 1991-1994 period. This estimate is slightly higher than the - 0 . 8 estimate obtained by
Basu et al. (1995) on the population of large and medium-sized industrial firms, somewhat
larger than Brauer et al.'s (1995) - 0 . 5 estimate based on monthly industry-level data, and
substantially larger than the -0.1 to - 0 . 3 estimates obtained on smaller samples by
Grosfeld and Nivet (1997) and Basu et al. (1997).
4.2. S t u d i e s o f f i r m s w i t h i n c r e a s i n g v e r s u s d e c r e a s i n g sales

Since employment adjustment is viewed as a key indicator of early restructuring of the
formerly socialist enterprises, researchers have wondered if employment behavior was
affected by the negative demand shock that occurred at the start of the transition as a result
of factors such as the disintegration of the CMEA and collapse of the Soviet market. In this
context, Estrin and Svejnar (1998), K6116 (1997), Commander and Dhar (1998), and
K6rosi (1997) examine whether employment behavior was different in firms that were
greatly affected by this shock (proxied by firms experiencing declining real sales) than in
firms that do not appear to have been greatly affected by the shock (those with increasing
real sales). The authors run separate first difference regressions on each set of firms and use
as explanatory variables the change in the firm's sales, in some cases interacted with
ownership and legal form dummy variables. In addition, they usually control for industry-specific effects by including a vector of industry-specific dummy variables. Except for
Krrosi's (1997) work, the research was part of a multi-country study employing a common
methodology. In particular, the authors estimate logarithmic employment equations that
correspond to Eq. (1), but exclude own wage from the right-hand side. The underlying
assumption is that capital and labor are not easily substitutable within a short (e.g., 1-year)
period. J6 Krrosi (1997) uses the general distributed lag model. The estimates are reported
in Table 5.
Estrin and Svejnar (1998) use the same data as Basu et al. (1995) and estimate the first
difference equation on contiguous 2-year panels. The estimation is carried out by both
OLS and instrumental variables (IVs). 17 The OLS and IV estimates are similar for all
countries except for Hungary, where the IV estimates generate implausibly large elasticity
coefficients (due probably to the relatively small sample). The authors find that in the
Czech and Slovak Republics firms with increasing sales had insignificant employment to

~6The selection of the commonempirical model was guidedby Olivier Blanchard.
17The authors used the firm's laggedcapital stock, regional dummyvariables, industry dummyvariables, and
ownership and legal form dummy variables as instruments. In Poland, they used output in the neighboring
industry (measuredby standard industry classification) as an additional instrument.
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sales elasticities in the 1989-1990 pre-transition period but that during the transition the
elasticities moved to the 0.4-0.6 range in the Czech Republic (1991-1993) and 0.3 in
Slovakia (1991-1992). A very similar pattern is found in both republics for firms with
decreasing sales except that one observes a small (0.04-0.1) and statistically significant
elasticity already in the pre-transition period. The Estrin and Svejnar (1998) results hence
parallel the findings of Basu et al. (1995) in indicating that the Czech and Slovak industrial
firms were unresponsive in their employment setting before the transition but quickly
started adjusting during the transition. The new information is that firms with declining
sales were reducing employment slightly already during the pre-transition period and that
firms with rising and declining sales displayed similar employment to sales elasticities in
the presence external shocks during the early transition.
With respect to Polish firms with increasing sales, Estrin and Svejnar (1998) find the
estimated elasticity to increase from 0.1 in the pre-transition period to 0.35 in the year after
the big bang. The corresponding elasticities for firms with decreasing sales are in the 0.30.4 range both before and during the transition. These findings also complement those of
Basu et al. (1995) in that they show that the employment setting in Polish firms was
responsive to output ah'eady before the transition and that this responsiveness came
primarily from firms with decreasing sales. As in the Czech and Slovak Republics, during
the early transition, when the external shocks occurred, both firms with increasing and
decreasing sales display similar elasticities.
Estrin and Svejnar's (1998) estimates based on Hungarian data suggest that firms with
increasing sales had an insignificant employment to sales elasticity both before and during
the transition. Firms with decreasing sales generate positive but insignificant elasticities in
the 1988-1989 pre-transition period and significant positive elasticities of 0.7 in the
transition period of 1989-1991. The results hence suggest that Hungarian firms that
suffered negative demand shocks adjusted employment while those that experienced
output growth did not.
Using the data described above, K6116 (1997) estimates univariate regressions of
employment on real value added. As may be seen from Table 5, K5116 (1997) finds that
the elasticity from the univariate regressions is relatively high (0.2-0.3) for firms with
decreasing output and insignificant for those with increasing output. The asymmetry
between firms with increasing and decreasing value added parallels that found by Estrin
and Svejnar (1998) in the smaller sample of Hungarian firms.
K6rosi (1997) uses the aforementioned data on Hungarian exporting firms to estimate
the general distributed lag model separately for firms with increasing and decreasing real
sales. While KSrosi's (1997) estimates vary across years, he finds positive elasticities for
both types of firms before as well as during the transition, with the estimates for the
transition period being generally higher than those before the transition. Unlike the studies
by Estrin and Svejnar (1998) and K6116 (1997), K6rosi's (1997) study hence suggests that
firms with increasing real sales adjusted employment to sales already in the pre-transition
period.
Commander and Dhar (1998) use the Polish 2-digit level industry data described above
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but covering the 1989-1990 period in addition to the 1990-1994 period. As may be seen
from Table 5, in the big bang period of 1989-1990, the authors find the elasticity of
employment with respect to sales to be very similar (around 0.2) in firms with increasing
and decreasing sales. Surprisingly, during the 1991-1994 period of transition, the authors
find the elasticity to be somewhat higher (0.3-0.5) in firms with increasing sales than in
firms with decreasing sales (0.1-0.2).

4.3. Other factors affecting employment
In addition to estimating elasticities of labor demand, several studies test whether firms
with different forms of ownership and legal form (type of legal registration and commercialization) display different employment patterns. With dummy variables for various
ownership and legal forms entered into the labor demand equations, Basu et al. (1995)
find that ownership and legal form of the firms have little systematic impact on employment. In the case of Czech and Slovak firms, the authors have enough variation in the date
of the founding of firm to be able to test if firms that had existed already under Communism behaved differently during the transition than new firms (newly established firms and
spin-offs from existing firms). Controlling for industry, ownership and legal form of the
firm, they find that the old firms have lower elasticities than the new ones in the Czech
Republic but that an opposite relationship holds in Slovakia. This suggests that managers
and workers in the Czech Republic (Slovakia) who continued during the transition in firms
that had operated under central planning were less (more) responsive to market stimuli
than those that started or spun off new firms.
Using the aforementioned sample of 161 Polish firms, Basu et al. (1997) analyze
employment effects of several variables within the framework of Eq. (1I). They find
that (i) privatized firms tend to have fewer workers, ceteris paribus, than state-owned or
newly established private firms, (ii) the quick ratio (liquid assets/current liabilities), which
is negatively correlated with financial distress of the firm, has a positive short term effect
on employment and (iii) firms with a greater share of output based on foreign design
employ more workers. Age of equipment, capacity utilization, perceived market share, and
the extent of unionization of the firm's labor force do not have a significant effect on
employment.
Grosfeld and Nivet (1997) estimate that privatized firms increased employment 20%
more and commercialized firms 11% less than other (state owned and not commercialized)
firms in Poland in 1990-1991. Moreover, privatized firms continued increasing employment by about 4% a year faster than other firms during the 1991-1994 period.
Earle and Estrin (1996) use the same Russian data as Basu et al. (1995) to assess if
layoffs are systematically related to certain explanatory variables. In particular, the authors
regress the "rate of layoffs" (number of layoffs divided by total employment in a given
year) on a number of explanatory variables that capture the firm's ownership, market
structure, international competition, and hardness of the budget constraint. The authors
find that the rate of layoffs is positively affected by the extent to which managers own the
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firm and, more generally, the extent of private ownership. In some specifications, they also
find an indication that government subsidies are negatively related to layoffs. Finally,
Earle and Estrin (1996) cannot reject the hypothesis that firm ownership by workers
and government ownership have the same effect on layoffs and that the degree of measured
competition does not affect layoffs.
Earle et al. (1995) use the same Russian dataset to examine the relationship between
employment and ownership. On the basis of 337 observations they find that newly established firms are on average much smaller in terms of employment than all other types of
firms. With 317 of these observations being of a panel form, the authors also run regressions with a lagged employment variable included as a regressor. In these specifications,
they find no significant relationship between employment and whether the firm is principally owned by state, workers, managers or outside owners. Hence, once controlling for
size in previous year, ownership does not appear to affect significantly employment
behavior of these firms over time.

4.4. Summary
The labor demand studies provide several important insights. First, they suggest that the
CEE countries were not homogeneous in their economic behavior under the communist
regime. In particular, the studies support the popular impression that Poland and Hungary,
unlike the Czech and Slovak republics, had more market-like economies already before
the start of the transition. The labor demand studies indicate that, unlike the Czech and
Slovak firms, Polish and Hungarian firms were adjusting employment to sales already
before the end of the communist regime. Moreover, the evidence from some of the large
panels of firm-level data suggests that this pre-transition adjustment was carried out
primarily by firms that experienced declining sales. These firms were presumably under
duress and, unlike their Czech and Slovak counterparts, faced sufficiently hard budget
constraints to cut down employment.
The second important finding is that as transition unfolded, firms in all the CEE economies started adjusting employment to output changes and the estimated elasticities rapidly
rose to levels that are by and large comparable to those estimated in western economies.
The "inexperienced" Czech and Slovak firms hence rapidly started adjusting employment
and the Polish and Hungarian firms appear to have further increased their adjustment. With
the possible exception of Hungary, the adjustment of employment to sales during the
transition is observed in firms with both increasing and decreasing sales. Interestingly,
Russian firms appear not have been adjusting employment with output fluctuations even as
late as 1993-1994, suggesting that the transition in Russia proceeded much more slowly at
the micro level than in CEE.
The third finding is that labor demand elasticities with respect to own wage had been
negative in all the CEE countries before the transition started and became even more
pronounced in Poland, the Czech Republic and possibly Hungary as the transition
unfolded. The negative relationship observed in the centrally planned Czech and Slovak
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republics raises the possibility that planners controlled wage bills but allowed substitution
between employment and wages within this constraint. The emphasis on wage bill was
also manifest in some of the wage control regulations issued during the early transition
period.
Finally, firm ownership and legal form (type of registration and hence corporate governance) are not found to have a simple and uniform effect on employment. In the large
samples, covering the early transition period, there appears to be no uniform effect. In the
smaller samples that extend further into the transition period, one finds some evidence that
privatized firms may at first reduce employment and then increase it faster over time.
5. Wage determination by firms
In addition to estimating labor demand equations, several authors estimate wage equations
using firm- or industry-level data. The estimated wage equation is usually of the form:

W = W(Q/L, X, Z),

(2)

where W is the average wage in the firm, Q/L is the sales (output) per employee, X is the
ownership, legal structure, and industry cum regional variables discussed above and Z is a
vector of structural and policy variables that may affect wages in a given firm (e.g., the
firm' s share of the industry output, the firm' s export to sales ratio, and the local unemployment rate). Some studies use Q rather than Q/L as an explanatory variable.
The focus on the wage-sales per employee relationship is particularly interesting in the
context of the transition economies. Under a strict planning system, wages are set centrally
and are unrelated to enterprise performance. Similarly, in a competitive capitalist labor
market, wages net of compensating differentials are expected to be equalized across
comparable workers. In reality, firms under central planning were expected to fulfill output
targets and the centrally set wages could be supplemented with bonus payments that
depended on the extent of plan fulfillment. Since available datasets usually measure
total annual earnings per employee, the authors are able to capture this potential link
between output and remuneration. As the central controls were gradually lifted and the
transition to a market system unfolded, average earnings started to depend on the nature
and enforcement of wage controls, workers' power and the firm's ability to pay. While
profit, calculated net of a reservation wage, would be an appropriate variable measuring
the "pie" that workers might try to capture, the profit data are relatively unreliable in the
transition economies. 18 As a result, controlling for industry differences in non-labor cost
via industry dummy variables, sales per employee is used to proxy for the firm's ability to
pay and hence the presence of rent sharing with workers. The Q/L variable is potentially
endogenous and some authors instrument it in their regressions. The motivation for
including local unemployment as a regressor in Eq. (2) is to test if local demand for
and supply of labor affect wage outcomes (the "wage curve" hypothesis). 19
is See e.g., Prasnikar et al. (1994).
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Basu et al. (1995) instrument Q/L and estimate the wage equation jointly with the labor
demand equation reported earlier, using contiguous 2-year panels of data in the general
distributed lag framework. As may be seen from Table 6(A), in the immediately pretransition period they find the estimated shortterm elasticity of the wage with respect to
sales per employee to be zero in the Czech Republic and Hungary, 0.2 in Slovakia, and 0.3
in Poland. Within 1-2 years after the big bang the elasticity is estimated to be at 0.3-0.4 in
all four countries. The results indicate that, except in Poland and to a lesser extent Slovakia, planners set wages relatively independently of the firm's performance, measured by
sales per worker. However, during the transition wages started to vary systematically with
revenues per worker, suggesting that rent sharing appeared as a phenomenon in all the
transition economies. There is some indication that private firms may pay higher wages,
ceteris paribus, in Poland and Slovakia, but the relationship is not robust and is absent in
the Czech and Hungarian equations. The wage semi-elasticity with respect to local
(district-level) unemployment rate is found to be statistically insignificant in all countries
except for Poland, where a negative coefficient of - 0 . 0 3 is found. Overall, the analysis
based on firm-level data hence indicates that there is virtually no detectable "wage curve"
effect in the CEE transition economies.
Basu et al. (1997) use panel data on 157 Polish industrial firms to estimate a first order
distributed lag form of the wage Eq. (2) for the period 1992-1993. 2o Controlling for
industry and region, they find the wage elasticity with respect to sales per worker to be
0.3 (Table 6(A)). This estimate is very similar to the 0.3-0.4 estimates obtained by Basu et
al. (1997a) on all medium and large industrial firms. The authors find no significant
association between ownership and commercialization of firms and wages, ceteris paribus.
Grosfeld and Nivet (1997) use the aforementioned dataset of 173 large Polish firms to
estimate a first difference form of Eq. (2), having first established by a Chow test that the
1988-1994 period contains two structurally distinct periods, namely 1988-1991 and
1991-1994. As may be seen from Table 6(A), the authors find the wage elasticity with
respect to output per worker to be declining from 0.2 to 0.1 between these two periods, but
the decrease is not statistically significant. As in the case of the employment to output
elasticity, their estimate is lower than that found on the population of Polish industrial
firms by Basu et al. (1997). Grosfeld and Nivet (1997) also find that privatized firms
increase wages about 15% faster than other firms during the 1991-1994 period.
Within the multi-country project focusing on behavioral differences between firms with
increasing and decreasing real sales, Estrin and Svejnar (1998), K6116 (1997) and
Commander and Dhar (1998) estimate log-linear first difference equations linking average
wages to sales in the sampled firms and examining how this relationship varied across
different types of firms before and during the transition. 21 Estrin and Svejnar (1998) use the
same data as they did in estimating the employment equation discussed earlier. As may be
J9See e.g., Blanchflowerand Oswald (1994).
2oThe dataset is the same as the one containingthe 161 firmsused in the employmentequation. However,four
firms lacked all the data needed for estimating the wage equation.
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seen from Table 6(B), for the Czech Republic the authors find very small (0.1) and
gradually diminishing wage to sales elasticities in both the firms with increasing and
decreasing sales. 22 For the transition period, these results are thus different from those
obtained by Basu et al. (1995) in that the use of sales rather than sales per worker does not
yield the link to wages and hence the implication that worker-insiders succeeded in
appropriating enterprise revenues (profits) once central controls were lifted. On the
basis of the Slovak data, Estrin and Svejnar (1998) obtain findings that parallel those of
Basu et al. (1995) in that the estimated elasticities rise from 0 in the pre-transition period to
0.3 in firms with increasing sales and 0.4 in firms with decreasing sales in the early
transition period (Table 6(B)). In the Slovak firms, the use of either sales per worker or
sales hence leads to the conclusion that workers appear to have been able to capture some
enterprise performance-related rents at the start of the transition. For Poland, Estrin and
Svejnar (1998) obtain wage-sales elasticity estimates that rise from a pre-transition level
of 0.1 to 0.4 during the transition in firms with increasing sales, and fall from 0.4 to 0 in
firms with decreasing sales. The results suggest that in the pre-transition period workers in
Polish firms experienced a relatively tight link between sales and wages in firms with
decreasing sales. However, once the transition was launched, the sales-wage nexus was
strengthened in firms with rising sales but it was severed in firms with declining sales. In
the pre-transition period, Polish workers hence shared the firms' (mis)fortunes on the
downside, while during the transition this link disappeared and they started sharing on
the upside. The Hungarian elasticity estimates suggest that most firms had no significant
relationship between sales and wages during the pre-transition and early transition period.
The exception is firms with decreasing sales, which generated a negative elasticity estimate of - 0 . 3 in the pre-transition (1988-1989) period. This raises the possibility that
before the transition Hungarian firms actually faced softer budget constraints than firms in
other CEE economies. However, as I discuss presently, K6116's (1997) analysis of a larger
dataset suggests that this finding does not hold in general.
K6116 (1997) uses the large 1986-1993 Hungarian datasets described earlier to estimate
wage-sales, wage-sales per worker and wage-value added per worker elasticities. In the
first difference, univariate regressions he finds continuously low (0.03-0.07) wage-sales
elasticities in the firms with increasing sales and even smaller and decreasing (from 0.03 to
0) elasticities in firms with decreasing sales (Table 6(b)). The wage-sales per worker
elasticities are similar, although the estimates for firms with increasing sales are somewhat
higher (0.04-0.13) than in the wage-sales case. Elasticity estimates from multivariate
regressions (including variables such as local unemployment and firm ownership) are
similar. K6116 (1997) also reports cross-sectional estimates that yield wage-value added
per worker estimates around 0.3 in 1986-1989 as well as in 1989-1992 and 1992-1993.
K6116 (1997) also includes local unemployment in some of the wage regressions to check
2~As mentionedearlier, these studies wereconstrainedto use the samemethodology.In this case the commonality meant that the authors used Q rather than Q/L as a regressor.
22The smallest value of estimates is foundfor firms with state and cooperativeownership.
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the wage curve hypothesis. The effect of unemployment is small (0.03) and statistically
insignificant in the first difference specification, but he finds a significant negative elasticity ( - 0 . 5 to -0.15) in the cross-sectional specification. Hence, the wage curve hypothesis receives little empirical support as an explanation of the annual change in wages but it
seems to be consistent with cross-sectional differences.
Commander and Dhar (1998) use the Polish 2-digit industry data and estimate wagesales per worker elasticities in a first difference log-linear regression. They obtain overall
estimates of around 0.3 for firms with increasing sales and 0.8-0.9 for firms with decreasing sales. Estimates for contiguous 2-year panels indicate that the elasticity estimates
remain roughly constant at 0.8-0.9 for firms with decreasing sales and that they are rising
over time from 0.3 to 0.7 in firms with increasing sales. The rising elasticity estimates for
firms with increasing sales are consistent with those obtained by Estrin and Svejnar (1998),
but the high and constant estimates for firms with decreasing sales are at odds with the
declining estimates found in the latter study.
Using the same Russian firm-level data described earlier, Earle et al. (1995) regress the
average monthly wages of workers and managers, respectively, on the various ownership
dummy variables. They find that newly established private firms pay higher wages to both
managers and workers than do other firms, but that all ownership coefficients are statistically insignificant once the lagged dependent variable is included as a regressor. Hence,
the de novo firms are on average smaller and pay higher wages, but their employment and
wage behavior is not significantly different once adjusting for the level of employment or
wages.
Finally, Jones and Kato (1996) use a 1989-1992 balanced panel of annual firm-level
data from three Bulgarian surveys to estimate the determinants of compensation of chief
executive officers (CEO) of these firms. With about 20% of the firms changing ownership
from completely state-owned to at least partially non-state-owned, the authors are able to
assess the effect of ownership on CEO compensation. Jones and Kato (1996) use a fixed
effects model, with the regression specified with traditional as well as non-traditional
explanatory variables. The authors find that in the traditional specification, including
firm size and accounting measures of performance, CEO compensation is strongly linked
to firm size hut essentially unrelated to return on assets or profit margin of the firm.
However, when labor productivity is included in the regression, the authors find a strong
relationship between this variable and CEO compensation in most specifications.
However, the relationship is significantly weaker in firms with complete state ownership.

5.1. Summary
The studies reviewed in this section indicate that, except for Poland, wages were set
relatively independently of firms' performance under communism. During the transition,
wages started to vary systematically with revenues per worker, suggesting that rent sharing
appeared as a phenomenon in all the CEE economies. This relationship is not found in
some studies, however, when total revenue rather than revenue per worker is used as an
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explanatory variable. Interestingly, evidence from Bulgaria suggests that the compensation of chief executives in not fully state-owned firms is positively related to labor
productivity.
As in the case of employment, the effect of ownership and commercialization on wages
is mixed. While there is some evidence that private films tend to pay higher wages than
other firms, the evidence is not robust and relates only to some countries. Finally, within
the firm-level studies, there is little evidence of a detectable "wage curve" effect.

6. Fringe benefits
Several studies have examined systematically the change in fringe benefit provision during
the transition, Estrin et al. (1997) use data from a sample of 200 Polish firms in the 19911993 period to examine the determinants of the provision of a number of benefits. Their
basic finding is that benefits were found much more in state-owned and privatized firms
than in newly established private firms. Most firms offered holiday subsidies, health care
and a housing subsidy, while some also provided child care facilities and food subsidies.
Estrin et al. (1997) first examine the determinants of the number of benefits provided by
the firms. They use an ordered logit procedure estimating the probability of the number of
benefits as a function of firm ownership, size of firm (proxied by employment), extent of
labor force unionization, two indicators of enterprise performance (the growth of sales
from 1992 to 1993 and the profit to sale ratio in 1993), the average wage in 1993, and a
dummy variable for firms in which the wage control tax was binding. The authors find that
state owned and privatized firms are not statistically different in their benefit provision but
that d e n o v o firms provide significantly fewer benefits. The effect of size is positive, while
that of unionism is insignificant. The rest of the findings are somewhat surprising in that
faster growing firms offer fewer benefits, the effect of profitability is insignificant, high
wage firms offer more benefits (wages and benefits are complements rather than substitutes), and firms constrained by the wage tax do not offer more benefits.
Motivated by the general belief that the provision of fringe benefits would decrease
during the transition, Estrin et al. (1997) also use managers' answers to questions about the
increase or decrease of social benefits to assess the effect of several explanatory variables
on the change in the extent of benefit provision between 1991 and 1993. With the
managers' answers falling into four categories (increase, no change, small fall, and
large fall), the authors use ordered logit to estimate the effects of the explanatory variables.
They find that state-owned and state-owned as well as commercialized firms experienced a
greater decline in benefit provision than privatized or newly established firms. The decline
was positively related to the size of firm, presumably reflecting the fact that larger firms
provided more benefits under the previous regime. The decline was related negatively to
profitability, suggesting that the financial situation of the firm affects the size of decline in
benefits. Interestingly, benefits are reduced more in enterprises where the wage control tax
was binding. The estimates from these "difference" regressions based on managers'
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opinions are hence different from the logit regressions related to the number of provided
benefits.
Earle (1997) uses data from 22 Romanian industries to test the hypotheses that (a) firms
attempting to reduce costs will have an incentive to lay off workers rather than reduce
hours of work since the cost of many benefits is incurred on a per worker rather than per
hour basis and (b) the value of benefits to workers exceeds their cost. He finds mild support
for the former but not for the latter hypothesis.
Filer et al. (1997) use 1993 data fi'om 3500 firms in the Czech Republic grouped at the
level of a two-digit industry classification. The authors regress benefits as a share of base
wage on four explanatory variables (sales per worker, percentage change in the labor force
between 1992 and 1993, percentage change in sales between 1992 and 1993, and percentage of privately owned firms in the industry). Benefits are measured narrowly (noninsurance benefits plus voluntary insurance) as well as more broadly (including also
bonuses and profit sharing pay). The authors find that fringe benefits were more important
relative to wages in industries with higher productivity and in industries with a higher
proportion of non-private (primarily state-owned) firms. Moreover, there was a negative
relationship between changes in the size of the firms' labor force and the broad (but not the
narrow) measure of benefits. This implies that shrinking firms made greater use of bonuses
and profit sharing. This finding is consistent with these firms being further along the
restructuring process - shedding labor as well as relying more on incentive compensation
schemes.
6.1. S u m m a r y

While data limitations prevent us from drawing strong conclusions about the provision of
fringe benefits by firms in CEE countries, there appear to be some clear patterns as well as
changes in the provision of these benefits. In particular, the Polish and Czech evidence
suggests that benefits are more prevalent in state-owned and privatized firms than in newly
established private firms. Moreover, the evidence from the Czech Republic and Romania
suggests that firms that are restructuring may be exploiting the incentive aspects of fringe
benefits.

7. Individual wages and human capital
A number of researchers have estimated Mincer-type earnings functions in the CEE
countries. A formal analysis of the returns to education is of major interest because the
Communist regime stressed equality and strove to privilege workers over the "intellectuals". A priori, one would hence expect that the rate of returns on education was low
under central planning but increased as these countries moved toward a market economy.
There is a competing hypothesis, however, namely that human capital and experience
gained under communism may not be very useful in a market economy. If correct, this
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latter hypothesis would predict that the rate of return to education and experience would
fall from the pre-transition to the transition period.
Flanagan (1994) provides the first set of estimates based on June 1988 and June 1991
surveys of wages in the Czech Republic. The 1988 survey covers 526,223 employees,
while the 1991 survey interviewed 10,373 employees. Since individual data were not
released, Flanagan uses data grouped into four schooling and 11 experience cells. For
each cell he has separate data on men and women. The dependent variable is the logarithm
of full-time monthly wage. As may be seen from Table 7, Flanagan's (1994) estimates
indicate that already in 1988 there was a significant positive effect (0.044) of each year of
schooling, with the estimated gender-specific coeffcients being 0.034 for men and 0.054
for women. By 1991 the estimated overall effect is 0.049, with the coefficient for men
being 0.44 and for women 0.53. The only statistically significant change is the increase in
the rate of return on education for men.
Flanagan (1994) also estimates the earnings function with education entered in the form
of categorical variables capturing vocational, high school and university education. In this
specification he finds a decrease in the rate of return to vocational education (from 0.11 to
0.07) and an increase in the rate of return to university education (from 0.31 to 0.39) for
men. Flanagan (1994) concludes that central planners provided positive returns to human
capital but that these were lower than those obtained in advanced market economies. Yet,
he also finds that by June 1991, the transition brought the returns to education to the level
observed in some market economies with centralized wage determination. Finally, Flanagan (1994) finds that the return on experience (gained under communism) declines during
the transition,
Chase (1997) uses micro data from four similar surveys to examine changes in the
earnings structure between Communist and post-Communist Czech Republic and Slovakia. The micro data were collected in the two republics in 1984 and 1993 and thus span a
longer pre-transition and transition period than the data used by Flanagan (1994). Chase
(1997) uses the Mincer specification with a generalized Tobit model to correct for possible
selection bias in the earnings function of women. As may be seen from Table 7, he finds
that return to education increased for men and women, with returns to men increasing
more than for women. In examining the return to different types of education, Chase's
findings corroborate those of Flanagan's: the exceptional return accorded traditionally to
those with secondary technical education is diminished as those with academic secondary
education experienced a large earnings increase between 1984 and 1993. Returns to
experience fell as private sector opportunities for younger, less experienced workers
became available. Finally, earnings structures are found to have changed more in the
Czech Republic than Slovakia. In particular, in the Czech lands earnings became more
dispersed, returns to education increased more and returns to experience fell more.
Rutkowski (1997) uses the Polish Household Budget Survey for 1987 and 1992 to
estimate the effects of education and experience before and during the transition. With data
on 25,456 individuals in 1987 and 6513 individuals in 1992, he finds that the rate of return
to an additional year of education rises significantly from 0.05 in 1987 to 0.07 in 1992
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(Table 7). Rutkowski (1997) also estimates the Mincerian earnings function using data
from the Labor Force Surveys for 1992, 1995 and 1996. As may be seen from Table 7,
these estimates yield a return to one more year of education of 0.08 in 1992, 0.07 in 1995
and 0.08 in 1996. The estimates also show that the rate of return in the private sector is
almost one percentage point higher than the return in the public sector. In contrast to the
increase in returns to education from pre-transition to the transition period, Rutkowski
(1997) finds that the return to an additional year of experience fell from over 3% in the late
1980s to less than 2% in the early 1990s.
In two interesting studies, Krneger and Pischke (1995) and Bird et al. (1994) estimate
human capital earnings functions for East Germany before and during the transition.
Krueger and Pischke (1995) use the 1988 Survey on Income of Blue- and White-Collar
Households in East Germany before the transition and the 1991 German Socio-Economic
Panel of Households for after the transition began. The sample size ranges from 43,532
individuals in 1988 to 1795 individuals in 1991. As may be seen from Table 7, the authors
find that the rate of return to education fell from 0.077 to 0.062, suggesting that education
from the communist era is less valuable in the market environment, counter to the findings
for the Czech Republic and Poland. Moreover, the already flat experience profiles have
become even flatter during the transition. Finally, in 1988, women had higher returns to
education than men.
Bird et al. (1994) use the German Socio-Economic Panel, which provides retrospective
data for 1989 and current data for 1991 for East Germany. The 1989 data cover 1134
individuals and the 1991 data cover 715 persons. Bird et al. (1994) find that the point
estimate of the rate of return to an additional year of education was 0.044 in 1989 and fell
to 0.041 by 1991 (Table 7). The 1989-199l decline is not statistically significant but the
rate of return in East Germany in this period is significantly lower than the rate of 0.067
found in the 1989 survey in the Federal Republic of Germany. The return to overall
experience did not change in East Germany between 1989 and 1991, but the return on
firm-specific experience decreased from 0.002 to becoming statistically insignificant at
0.001. A comparison of the East and West German estimates for the experience coefficients indicates that the experience-earnings profile was flatter in East Germany than in
West Germany.
The remaining studies use categorical variables to measure of education. Jones and
Ilaypernma (1994) use subsets of 1989 and 1992 Bulgarian worker surveys, covering 2090
and 2661 workers, respectively. They estimate augmented human capital earnings functions and find that the return to higher (15+ years) education increased significantly
between 1989 and 1992 for women, while for men there is no education effect found in
1989 and only a relatively small effect is found in 1991. The results are unaffected by using
monthly or hourly earnings as the dependent variable. The Blinder-Oaxaca and BlauKahn decompositions suggest that most of the male-female gap in earnings arises because
women receive a lower rate of return on their endowments. Between 1989 and 1992, the
gap increased by 25% because of changes in characteristics and by 53% as a result of
changes in returns to factors.
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Orazem and Vodopivec (1997) use Slovene administrative data on about 15,000 individuals in 1987 and 10,000 in 1991 to estimate human capital earnings functions with
education entered as a categorical variable. The authors find that average returns to
education rose for all educational groups relative to those in the least educated group.
Thus men with 4-year university education gained 23% relative to those with unfinished
elementary education between 1987 and 199l. The relative wage gains for women are
similar but less pronounced. Unlike in the other CEE economies, returns to experience are
found to rise from 1987 to 1991. The effect is driven by a sharp increase in relative wages
of retirement age workers, which is in turn probably brought about by large outflows of
pension-age workers from the Slovene labor force.
Halpern and Ktrosi (1997) estimate augmented human capital earnings functions using
1986, 1989, 1992, 1993 and 1994 Hungarian labor market survey data. The number of
individuals surveyed varies between 97,190 and 591,528. The authors find that the estimated return on university education relative to primary (8 years) schooling rises from
45% in 1986 to 62% in 1989 and remains in a 56 to 61% range thereafter. The relative
return to those with 12 years of education rises from 14% in 1986 to 20% in 1989 and stays
in a 16-20% range in the 1990s. The earnings-experience profile becomes flatter in the
/990s as compared to the 1980s, suggesting that experience from the communist period
lost some of its value.
7.1. S u m m a r y

Overall, with the exception of East Germany and to some extent possibly men in Bulgaria,
the various studies surveyed in this section suggest that returns to education increased
during the transition as compared to the pre-transition period. This suggests that education
acquired under communism has a higher payoff during the transition but that a rapid
introduction of a market economy and western wage scales, as happened in East Germany
with the unification, may result in a decrease in the payoff to this human capital. The
studies also indicate that women enjoyed a higher rate of return on education than men
under communism and that the gap narrowed as the transition started. In several countries,
there is evidence that return to experience obtained under communism fell during the
transition.
8. Unemployment
A fundamental systemic feature of the Soviet-type, centrally planned economies was the
non-existence of open unemployment. An equally distinguishing feature of the transition
to a market economy has been the rapid emergence of double-digit unemployment rates
accompanied by long spells of unemployment. The rise in the unemployment rate into
double digits occurred in all the rapidly transforming economies except for the Czech
Republic, where the rate remained at 3-5% and spells of unemployment remained relatively short throughout the 1990s. 23
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In view of the unemployment problem, researchers have examined two important sets of
issues. First, the discrepancy between the unemployment experience of the Czech Republic and the other CEE economies has posed a fundamental academic as well as policyrelated puzzle. Why has the Czech Republic been exhibiting so much lower unemployment rates than its traditional counterpart republic (Slovakia) and the other transition
economies? Are there policy lessons in the Czech case? Second, how can governments
of the transition economies strike a balance between (a) reducing government interventions and introducing market incentives, and (b) providing an adequate social safety net
that ensures popular support for the transition?
In trying to tackle the first set of issues, the researchers noted that, while all the CEE
countries had similar flows into unemployment from employment at the start of the
transition, the Czech Republic had a dramatically higher outflow rate of individuals
from unemployment (see e.g., Boeri, 1994; Boeri and Scarpetta, 1995). This basic finding
has focused the attention of researchers on the determinants of outflow from unemployment to jobs and led to a number of studies in many of the CEE economies. The studies
may be divided into those using individual data to estimate unemployment duration
(hazard) models and those using district or regional data to estimate the efficiency of
matching of the unemployed and vacancies.
The second set of issues has been approached through analyses of the responsiveness of
unemployment duration to the parameters of passive labor market policies (such as the
unemployment compensation system) and active labor market policies (such as the training programs for the unemployed). The motivation for analyzing the effects of passive
labor market policies is that they have provided a partial safety net (and thus mitigated the
opposition to the transition) but also may have generated economic inefficiency and large
government expenditures because of poor incentive effects and moral hazard. Similarly,
active labor market policies tend to entail considerable government expenditures that are
warranted during the austerity of the transition only if the policies result in successful reemployment of the unemployed.
8.1. Unemployment duration

Ham et al. (1998)examine both of the above issues by analyzing a) what explains the
differences in the outflows to jobs in the Czech and Slovak republics and b) the extent to
which the unemployment compensation system (UCS) plays a role in lengthening unemployment spells. Ham et al.'s (1998) data collection and analysis is motivated by the fact
that in comparing the Czech experience to that of the other CEE countries, policy makers
and researchers are hampered by the difficulty in accounting for differences in the relevant
laws and institutions, and differences in the definitions of economic and demographic
variables. To minimize this difficulty, the authors collected parallel micro datasets from
23The double-digit rates of unemployment emerged in all the CEE economies within 2-3 years of the
launching of the transition. Economiesthat delayed stabilization and transformation(e.g., Ukraine) maintained
low unemploymentrate for a number of years.
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the Czech and Slovak republics. They take the Slovak Republic as the best "comparison"
country for the Czech republic, because the two republics were one country from 1918 to
January 1993 (except during World War II). As a result, the two republics shared the same
laws, institutions, currency and government programs both before and during the early
1990s period when unemployment rose rapidly in Slovakia and the other CEEs. Moreover,
except for unemployment, aggregate economic indicators of the two countries were very
similar in the early 1990s (see Tables 1-3 and Dyba and Svejnar, 1995). The Czech-Slovak
comparison has a broader validity since the Slovak labor market indicators have been
similar to those of the other CEE economies.
The data used by Ham et al. (1998) consist of a stratified random sample of 1262 Czech
and 1292 Slovak men who registered as unemployed at the district labor offices between
October 1, 1991 and March 31, 1992. The authors followed these individuals from the
onset to the end of their unemployment spell or to the end of July 1993, whichever came
first. The sample includes both recipients of unemployment benefits as well as non-recipients (unemployed who were not eligible for unemployment benefits), thus permitting the
authors to use an additional measure of the effect of UCS on unemployment duration. 24
Ham et al. (1998) use weekly data on the duration of unemployment spells to estimate a
duration model. They denote the hazard function (the probability of leaving unemployment) in week r of the spell as
A(rlO) = [1 +

exp(-y(rlO))] ',

(3)

where
y(r[ O) = h(r) + ao(B(r ) + cq W + g(E(r)) + X ( r ) I I + O,

(4)

0 represents an unobserved heterogeneity component, h(r) is the effect of duration dependence on the hazard, B(r) is unemployment benefits in week r, W is the individual's
previous wage, g(.) equals a function of remaining entitlement E(r) in week r, and X(r)
contains variables measuring demographic characteristics and demand conditions in week
r. 25 The authors estimate the model by maximum likelihood and control for duration
dependence using a high order polynomial in log duration. They follow Heckman and
Singer (1984) and assume that 0 is drawn from a discrete distribution with J support points
and associated probabilities Pj ..... Pz 1. The number of mass points of support J is
determined by the data.
The identification of the unemployment benefit and entitlement effects is problematic in
most studies since benefits and entitlement are often a function of duration and they vary
little over the unemployed population. Ham et al. (1998) identify five sources of independent variation in benefit levels and two in the entitlement effects. Their methodology is
24Non-recipients are registered at the district labor officesfor a number of reasons, but primarily to receive
social welfare benefits.
~5All variables are individual-specific.
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instructive for other researchers of the CEE countries since the structure of the UCS is
similar in these economies.
The first principal result of the Ham et al. (1998) analysis comes from their Oaxaca-type
decomposition of the difference in the (non-linear) expected unemployment durations
between the Czech and Slovak republics. With the average unemployment spell being
four times longer in Slovakia than the Czech Republic, the authors find that nearly onethird of this difference is explained by differences in observable demand conditions (as
measured by district level unemployment and vacancy rates and industrial production) and
the industrial employment structure in the two republics. The remaining two-thirds are
accounted for by the different behavior of firms, individuals and institutions in the labor
market, as reflected by differences in the coefficients of the hazard functions. Very little of
the difference in expected unemployment duration comes from differences in the demographic variables between the two republics.
The second principal finding is that in both the Czech and Slovak Republics the generosity of UCS has only a moderate negative effect on economic efficiency in terms of
lengthening an unemployment spell. The elasticity of unemployment duration with respect
to the level of unemployment benefits is found to be 0.6 in the Czech Republic and not
significantly different from 0 in Slovakia. 26 The estimated elasticity of unemployment
duration with respect to the length of remaining entitlement to benefits is 0.55 in the Czech
Republic and 0.41 in Slovakia. These elasticity estimates are moderate in comparison with
the corresponding western estimates. Finally, during the last week of entitlement one
observes a higher exit rate among married and single men in Slovakia, as well as
among married men in the Czech Republic. This raises the possibility that the UCS has
a perverse incentive effect in that the unemployed delay taking jobs until they exhaust their
unemployment benefits. In fact, the size of this "last week spike" effect and the proportion
of unemployed that are involved are so small as to make this disincentive effect miniscule.
The various UCS results hence suggest that policy makers in both the low and high
unemployment transition economies have considerable latitude in providing an adequate
social safety net without jeopardizing efficiency. 27
The estimated coefficients on the demographic and demand variables indicate that the
effects are qualitatively similar in the two republics. However, the effects differ in terms of
the significance of some coefficients and also in that the absolute effects are greater in
Slovakia than the Czech lands because of the longer unemployment spells. In particular,
Ham et al. (1998) find that both Romanies (gypsies) and the handicapped have a much
longer unemployment spells than others in each republic (whether or not they receive
unemployment benefits). However, while in Slovakia the unemployed with only a compulsory education (8 years) have a significantly lower probability of finding a job than
individuals with secondary and university education, in the Czech Republic this effect
26The Slovakpoint estimate of the elasticity and the associated standard error imply a upper bound for the
elasticity of 0.1.
27For elasticity estimatesin western economies, see Devine and Kiefer (1991).
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holds only for non-recipients. Among the recipients of unemployment benefits, the least
and most educated in the Czech Republic have similar probabilities of moving from
unemployment - only individuals with vocational high school education have an easier
time finding a job. Similarly, while married men have shorter unemployment spells than
single men in Slovakia, in the Czech lands the effect holds only for non-recipients and in
relatively restrictive specifications for recipients. Finally, one does not find a significant
effect of age on the probability of exit in Slovakia but the effect is significantly negative in
the Czech Republic.
In a recent analysis of the women's data from the same dataset, Ham et al. (1999) obtain
broadly similar results as they do for men. Using a Oaxaca type decomposition, they find
that more than two-thirds of the difference in the Slovak and Czech women's unemployment durations is accounted for by differences in the estimated coefficients of their hazard
functions. The effect of the UCS (benefits and entitlement) on women's unemployment
duration, estimated separately for single and married women, is insignificant for single
women in both republics. While married women in both republics are somewhat sensitive
to changes in entitlement, the elasticity of unemployment duration with respect to benefits
is not significant. In terms of demographic variables, the findings that are different from
those for men suggest that in both republics unemployment duration is unrelated to age,
married women have a lower probability of leaving unemployment for a job than single
women, and both the least and most educated have a lower probability of exit than those
with secondary education.
Related to Ham et al. (1998, 1999) are four studies, two dealing with the Czech Republic and two with Slovakia. These studies address some of the same issues analyzed by Ham
et al. (1998, 1999) but they use panel data from the recently available Labor Force Surveys
(LFSs). They also use similar methodologies and it is hence useful to consider them
together before turning to studies dealing with the other CEE economies.
Sorm and Terrell (1997) use micro data from the 1994, 1995 and 1996 LFS to analyze
the flows of individuals across the principal labor market states in the Czech Republic
using quarterly panel data for individuals in approximately 11,000 households. The
authors constructed separate panels for cohorts of individuals that entered the samples
in the first quarters of 1994, 1995 and 1996 and they follow them from the second through
the fourth quarters of each year. The authors estimate multinomial logits for transitions out
of unemployment, employment and out of the labor force. I will only report on the analysis
of the unemployed. Sorm and Terrell (1997) find that no particular demographic group (in
terms of age, education, marital status, and gender) is having a particularly difficult or easy
time leaving unemployment for employment over the 3 years. For example, whereas in
1995 the probability of exit was positively related to the age of the unemployed, in 1994
and 1996 the effect was insignificant. In 1995 and 1996 the more educated found a job
more easily than the less educated, but in 1994 education was not a determinant of flows to
employment. Marital status and gender play no role except in 1996, when married men had
a higher probability of finding a job than single men or women (single as well as married).
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The one stable relationship is that the longer term unemployed have a more difficult time
finding a job than others in all 3 years.
Using the Czech LFS data, Finta and Terrell (1997) analyze the labor force transitions of
men and women separately, pooling data over 14 consecutive quarterly transitions from
1993 to 1996. They use a proportional hazard model (with a logit specification) and find
that the hazard of leaving unemployment for employment falls with age for both men and
women, is higher for the more educated compared to the least educated, falls for manied
women relative to single women but is higher for married men relative to single men, and
varies across regions for both men and women. Finally, those who were registered at the
district labor office (and hence more likely to be receiving unemployment or welfare
benefits) tend to have longer spells and those with longer unemployment spells have a
more difficult time finding a job.
In a parallel study, Lubyova and van Ours (1997a) use eight consecutive quarters of the
Slovak LFS during 1994 and 1995. The Slovak and Czech LFSs have a similar design and
the results may hence be compared to those of Finta and Terrell (1997) and Soma and
Terrell (1997) for the Czech Republic. Lubyova and van Ours (1997a) pool the data and
estimate separate models for men and women. They use a proportional hazard model with
a flexible baseline hazard and estimate the parameters by maximum likelihood. They find
that the probability of exiting to a job is (a) unrelated to age, (b) lower for single than
married males, (c) positively related to the level of education for men but not for women,28
and (d) negatively related to local unemployment rate. Unemployment benefit variables
and variables capturing the presence of children do not affect the hazard,
The impact of the Slovak UCS is also analyzed by Lubyova and van Ours (1997b). The
authors use Slovak district-level micro data on 10,790 unemployed in 1991-1992 and
18,603 unemployed in 1994-1995 to estimate the effects of 1992 and 1995 changes in the
Slovak UCS. They adopt a proportional hazard (competing risk) model with a flexible
baseline hazard and find that the changes in the entitlement period increased the outflow
but to destinations other than regular jobs. They suggest that the finding may mean that the
unemployed may be moving into subsidized jobs.
The other studies of unemployment duration in CEE analyze the determinants of duration within individual high unemployment countries. Most of these studies use the logistic
hazard model of Eq. (3) to examine the determinants of the probability that individuals
move across labor market states. Relatively few studies control for unobserved heterogeneity and they differ in how they identify the unemployment benefit and entitlement
effects.
Bellmann et al. (1995) use a November 1990 survey of 10,751 randomly selected
individuals in East Germany. The participants were interviewed twice at 4-month intervals, enabling the authors to construct a transition database. The authors use the data to
generate multinomial logit estimates of transitions from unemployment to employment at
2sWomenwith primary and university educationhave the same probability of exit to job, while womenwith
secondary educationenjoy a much higher probability.
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the start of the East German transition. They find that for men the outflow from unemployment is significantly lower for workers aged 50 or more, as well as for married workers.
Moreover, a 1% increase in the mean monthly unemployment benefit reduces the transition probability to employment by 0.7%, a figure that is somewhat higher than but broadly
comparable to the elasticity found by Ham et al. (1998) for the Czech Republic. For
women, Bellman et al. (1995) find that the probability of moving from unemployment
into employment rises with education but that age, marital status and other factors that
mattered for men do not have a statistically significant effect.
Abraham and Vodopivec (1993) use a rich set of administrative records that contain
information on labor market transitions of 46,102 individuals in Slovenia between 1986
and 1992. They estimate a hazard model of exit from unemployment to employment,
treating exits to out of the labor force as censored. The authors find that older workers
(aged 50 or more) and the least educated individuals had a more difficult time exiting
unemployment for employment already before the transition started and that this phenomenon continued during the transition. Coefficients that were insignificant before the transition but became significant during the transition suggest that (a) the unemployed with
higher education started to have a higher probability of finding a job than those with
middle school education, (b) those who became unemployed because of the bankruptcy
of their firm started to have an easier time finding a job than others, and (c) non-Slovenians
experienced longer unemployment duration than Slovenians. The effect of non-Slovenians
is interesting in comparison with the strong effect of Romanies in Ham et al.'s (1998)
analysis of the Czech and Slovak data.
Micklewright and Nagy (1995) examine the effect of a maj or reduction in entitlement in
the Hungarian unemployment compensation scheme at the end of 1992 on the speed with
which individuals left the unemployment register. The authors use micro data on 80,711
unemployed, 50,411 of which were administered under the 1992 scheme and 30,270 were
administered under the 1993 scheme. Using a non-parametric hazard approach, Micklewright and Nagy (1995) find little or no evidence that the introduction of the more austere
1993 entitlement scheme raised the job exit hazard, a finding which is consistent with that
of Ham et al. (1998, 1999) for the Czech and Slovak Republics. Micklewright and Nagy
(1995) also find very little rise in the job exit hazard near the time when unemployment
benefits expire. This suggests that the UCS does not contain negative incentives that would
induce claimants to put off taking a job until the unemployment benefits run out.
Micklewright and Nagy (1997) analyze the effects that the exhaustion of unemployment benefits and the probability of subsequently qualifying for means-tested social
benefits have on exit of individuals from unemployment to jobs. The authors are motivated
by the fact that long term unemployment has become a serious problem in Hungary, with
the exhaustion of entitlement to unemployment benefits being the single most likely way
of leaving the unemployment register. They use a sample of 28,600 individuals who
entered the Hungarian unemployment register in March and April 1994 and had a continuous or near-continuous employment history in the preceding 4 years. This made the
sampled individuals eligible for 11-12 months of unemployment benefits and almost
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one-half of them exhausted their entitlement. One-third of these exhaustees were surveyed
at random 3-4 months after the exhaustion of unemployment benefits in order to obtain
information about living standards and responses to incentives. Using non-parametric
hazard analysis, the authors find that there exists a group of about 8% of unemployed
who time the start of a new job to the exhaustion of unemployment benefits. They point out
that this is a relatively small group and show that job search behavior around the time of
exhaustion of unemployment benefits is not strongly related to the probability of entitlement to social benefits. Micldewright and Nagy (1997) go on to estimate a logistic hazard
model of duration in unemployment following exhaustion of unemployment benefits.
They find the elasticity of the hazard with respect to the expected social benefits to be
-0.7, which is moderate by western standards and parallels the authors' (1995) estimated
effect of the 1993 change in the entitlement to unemployment benefits. In terms of the
demographic and other variables, Micklewright and Nagy (1997) find that age and being
single has a strong negative effect on the exit hazard for men but not women, education
(except for university educated men) has a positive effect on exit hazard, and the effect of
local unemployment rate varies with specification.
Jones and Kato (1997) use a three-wave panel of data for a sample of 320 women and
143 men who were registered as unemployed in Bulgaria during the 1991-1992 period.
They estimate multinomial and binomial logit models of unemployment transitions. The
authors find that for women the probability of moving from unemployment to employment
is positively related to higher education, labor force experience, union membership, and
not receiving unemployment benefits, but that these factors are insignificant for men. In
fact, the only variables that increase the men's probability of moving from unemployment
to employment are affiliation with a political party and having participated in a retraining
program. The lack of significance of most coefficients for men may in part be brought
about by the small sample size.
Lenkova (1995) carried out a similar analysis on a Bulgarian micro dataset consisting of
351 randomly selected new unemployed in the last quarter of 1991, 640 new unemployed
in the last quarter of 1992 and 828 new unemployed in the last quarter of 1993. Lenkova's
(1995) analysis of the pooled data suggests that the hazard of leaving unemployment for a
job is negatively related to age, being a woman and receiving unemployment benefits.
In assessing the impact of training programs in Albania, Dushi (1997) administered a
survey to 1141 individuals from six Albanian districts. With 375 of these individuals
participating and 766 not participating in a training program, Dushi (1997) estimates
two hazard functions of leaving unemployment for employment with different specifications of unobserved heterogeneity (constant term vs. a discrete distribution with two points
of support). She finds that the probability of leaving unemployment for employment is
higher for those who participated in the training program and lower for those who never
worked before. There is no statistically significant relationship of the hazard to age, gender,
marital status, education local unemployment rate, number of children, and whether or not
the unemployed has been receiving unemployment benefits. In terms of the paucity of
significant coefficients, Dushi's (1997) results resemble those of Sorm and Terrell (1997).
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Finally, Foley (1997) uses panel data from Round 1 4 (1992-1994) of the Russian
Longitudinal Monitoring Survey to estimate several multinomial logit models, including
those of transitions from unemployment to employment. The survey contains data on 6500
randomly selected Russian households. Foley (1997) uses a sample of 1089 unemployed,
with 57% of the observations being censored. Since Russia does not have an effective
system of unemployment compensation, Foley's study is unique in that it analyzes the
effect of various factors on the length of unemployment spells in the absence of an
unemployment compensation system. Like Ham et al. (1998), Foley (1997) controls for
unobserved heterogeneity but finds that the estimated coefficients are not significantly
affected by this correction. Foley (1997) finds that married women experience longer
durations than married men before finding jobs, better educated individuals do not find
jobs more quickly than the less-educated ones and local unemployment rate is positively
related to the duration of unemployment.
8.2. M a t c h i n g f u n c t i o n s

A significant part of the western literature has approached the issues of exit from unemployment in the context of matching functions. The basic assumption in this literature is
that the outflow (number of individuals flowing) from unemployment to employment O is
a function of the number of unemployed U and the number of posted vacancies V,
0 = f ( U , V). The process of matching is seen as a technological process of search, with
both the unemployed and employers with vacant positions striving to find the best match,
given exogenous factors such as skill and spatial mismatch, as well as availability of
information. Some authors (e.g., Blanchard and Diamond, 1989; Pissarides, 1990) suggest
that the matching functionfdisplays constant returns to scale, while others have identified
reasons, such as externalities in the search process, heterogeneity in the unemployed and
vacancies and lags between matching and hiring, why increasing returns may prevail (see
e.g., Diamond, 1982; Profit, 1996). Increasing returns are conceptually important because
they constitute a necessary condition for multiple equilibria and possibly a rationale for
government intervention.
In specifying the matching process, the most frequently used functional form is CobbDouglas,
logOi, t = c + ~ u l o g U i , t _ |

+ ~vlogVi,t

l + oli q- At -}- '~i,t,

(5)

where U/,t 1, and Vi,t 1 represent the number of unemployed and vacancies at the end of
period t - 1, respectively, Oi, t denotes the outflow to jobs (the number of successful
matches between the currently unemployed and current vacancies) and constant c captures
the efficiency of matching. The terms cei, & and ~i,t represent the district-specific, timespecific and overall unexplained stochastic part of the matching process.
In view of the serious unemployment problem in the CEE economies, the literature on
the matching of unemployed and vacancies in these economies has grown very rapidly. It
has also produced contradictory results, in part because the studies use different meth-
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odologies and data. Methodologically, the studies differ especially with respect to (a) the
specification of the production function and treatment of returns to scale, (b) the extent to
which Eq. (5) is augmented by other variables that might affect outflows and (c) whether or
not they use static or dynamic models. In terms of data, the studies differ in whether they
use annual, quarterly or monthly panels of district-level or more aggregate (regional) data
and whether they cover short or long time periods.
In the first study in this area, Burda (1993) uses monthly Czech and Slovak district-level
data from October 1990 to May 1992 (with considerable gaps for Slovakia) to estimate
simple static matching functions, regressing the logarithm of monthly gross exits from
unemployment into employment on previous month's unemployment and vacancies. His
OLS estimates of Cobb-Douglas function parameters using pooled sample indicate that
the coefficient on unemployment is about twice as high as that on vacancies and that the
matching function displays constant or decreasing returns to scale. In Slovakia, the coefficient on vacancies is small and statistically insignificant in the cross-sectional estimates.
Boeri (1994) uses regional panel data for varying periods for the Czech Republic
(1991:3-1993:5), Hungary (1991:10-1993:3), Poland (1992:9-1993:3), and Slovakia
(1992:5-1993:6) to estimate a Cobb-Douglas matching function in vacancies and unemployment, with unemployment entered as a CES function of short and long term unemployment. His pooled OLS estimates also suggest that vacancies have a relatively small
effect on outflow to jobs and that the impact of long term unemployed is significantly
lower than the impact of short term unemployed.
Svejnar et al. (1995) estimate augmented matching functions in order to assess whether
factors other than unemployment and vacancies systematically affect outflow. The authors
use annual 1992 and 1993 data from the Czech and Slovak Republics and regress for each
annual cross-section the logarithm of the average monthly outflows in each district on the
logarithm of district-level unemployed and number of vacancies, demographic characteristics of the district, district demand variables, structural variables and the level of per
capita expenditures on active labor market policies. In their seemingly unrelated regressions across the 2 years they find the coefficient on unemployment to be about 0.8 in the
Czech Republic and about 0.4-0.6 in Slovakia, while the coefficient on vacancies is about
0.14-0.17 in Slovakia and insignificant in the Czech lands. In assessing the impact of
active labor market policies (ALMPs), such as job subsidies, public jobs creation and
training of the unemployed, the authors find that a 1% increase in per capita expenditures
on ALMPs increases outflows by 0.17% in the Czech Republic but has no statistically
significant effect on outflows in Slovakia in these 2 years. In addition, the analysis points to
demand conditions (captured by variation in industrial production rather than just by the
number of vacancies) as important determinants of the larger Czech outflow rate. In
particular, decreases in industrial output in the district are found to bring about a larger
decrease in the outflow rate in the Slovak Republic than in the Czech Republic. Tests of
equality of coefficients across the 2 years lead to a rejection of the null hypothesis,
indicating that the transition indeed changes the regime and that it is thus important to
allow for changes in the structure of the underlying model over time.
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Lubyova and van Ours (1994) estimate Cobb-Douglas matching functions on monthly
data for the period 1990:10-1993:12 in Slovakia and 1991:11-993:12 in the Czech Republic. In order to allow for matching across districts, they estimate the matching functions on
regional as opposed to the more disaggregated district-level data. The authors estimate the
matching function separately on the monthly data for each region and search for structural
breaks in order to allow for uneven transition process across regions. The estimated
coefficients point to strongly increasing returns to scale in all eight regions of the Czech
Republic and two of the four Slovak regions. The structural shift coefficients suggest that
there was a negative efficiency shift in two regions of the Czech Republic, a positive shift
in one Czech and two Slovak regions, and no shift in five Czech and two Slovak regions.
Boeri and Scarpetta (1995), use relatively long panels of monthly data for districts/
regions in Poland (1992:1-1993:12), Hungary (1991:1-1994:4), the Czech Republic
(1991:1-1994:4), and Slovakia (1990:12-1993:12) to estimate Cobb-Douglas matching
functions augmented by variables proxying for the prevalence of agricultural employment
and diversification of economic activity. They find that the coefficient on the logarithm of
unemployment ranges from 0.52 in Hungary to 0.78 in the Czech Republic, while the
coefficient on the log of vacancies ranges from 0.05 in Hungary to 0.28 in Slovakia. Except
for Slovakia, one can always reject the hypothesis of constant returns to scale in favor of
decreasing returns.
Burda and Lubyova (1995) and Boeri and Burda (1996) use district-level data to
estimate augmented matching functions with the aim of quantifying the effect of active
labor market policies. Burda and Lubyova (1995) use a combination of monthly and
quarterly Czech and Slovak data fi'om 1992:1 to 1993:12 in augmented regressions and
1994:7 in the non-augmented runs. Boeri and Burda (1996) focus on the issue of endogeneity of ALMP measures and use Czech quarterly data over the period 1992:I-1993:IV
in the instrumental variable estimation and 1992:I-t994:II in the OLS runs. Both studies
control for district-specific fixed effects by estimating in differences from district means,
include time dummies and allow for dynamics through a partial adjustment model. Both
studies find expenditures on active labor market policies to have a significant positive
effect on outflows to jobs under all specification (including in Slovakia in the Burda and
Lubyova, 1995 study). The estimates again display high coefficients on unemployment
and low (in Slovakia often insignificant) ones on vacancies.
Burda and Profit (1996) note that there is wide dispersion in unemployment rates across
regions of the CEE countries and that standard matching functions, estimated with district
level panel data, generate different coefficients across districts and regions. They present a
model of non-sequential search with endogenous search intensity and show that it can
provide a link between the spacial instability of the matching functions and spatial interdependence in matching. The model also induces more complex functional forms and nonconstant returns to scale in matching. In their empirical investigation, the authors use
district and regional data from the Czech Republic during the period January 1992 to
July 1994. They estimate augmented OLS Cobb-Douglas functions with lags in the
dependent variable and various proxies for regional interactions in matching. Burda and
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Profit find a statistically significant, non-uniform impact of surrounding districts on local
matching within a district. However, they cannot reject the hypothesis of constant returns
in matching.
Profit (1996) and Munich et al. (1997) tackle more systematically the issues of returns
to scale and specification of the matching function. Profit (1996) notes that if matching
does not lead to instantaneous hiring, static matching functions with autoregressive fixed
effects will yield biased estimates. He estimates a Cobb-Douglas matching functions
using panel data from 76 Czech districts during the period January 1992 to June 1994.
In order to correct for misspecification, Profit focuses on issues of autocon'elation, heteroscedasticity and validity of instruments and shows that constant returns to scale that are
produced by simple models turn into increasing returns in more sophisticated AndersonHsiao instrumental Variable and GMM models.
Munich et al.'s (1997) study is motivated by the fundamental puzzle posed by the Czech
Republic's high outflow from unemployment relative to Slovakia and the other CEE
economies, as well as the contradictory approaches and findings of the various other
studies. The authors carry out a comparative analysis of matching in the Czech and Slovak
republics with an emphasis on (a) using a translog rather than the more restrictive CobbDouglas specification, (b) separating the effects of new and longer term unemployed, (c)
employing a dynamic specification and estimating on contiguous panels to allow for
dynamic adjustment and regime change, d) testing and controlling for the endogeneity
of explanatory variables, (e) controlling for heterogeneity of the unemployed searchers,
and (f) accounting for the varying size of units of observation (districts). The data consist
of a panel of monthly district-level data on all 76 Czech and 38 Slovak districts. The Czech
data cover the period January 1991 to September 1996, while the Slovak data cover the
period January 1991 to December 1994.
The usual assumptions of a Cobb-Douglas form and constant returns to scale are
rejected in both countries in a number of years. The Czech estimates of the returns to
scale are precisely estimated and they range from 2.5 to 3.5 without a trend. The corresponding estimates of returns to scale in Slovakia show an increasing trend with the point
estimate rising from 0.5 in 1992 to 1.5 in 1993 and 2.8 in 1994. The Slovak estimates
hence suggest that the matching process in Slovak districts displays a dramatic change
over time, with the scale playing an increasingly important part. Vacancies and the newly
unemployed play a much more important part in the matching process in the Czech
Republic than in Slovakia. The Czech estimates yield vacancy elasticities that are all
significantly different from 0 and range from 0.7 to 1.2. In contrast, the estimated elasticities in Slovakia range from 0 to 0.3. The relative part played by the newly unemployed is
analogous to that played by vacancies. The estimated elasticities in the Czech Republic are
all positive, significantly different from 0 and ranging from 0.4 to 0.9. In Slovakia, the
estimates range from 0 to 0.2 and, with the possible exception of the 1993 estimate, they
are not significantly different from 0 at conventional test levels. 29 Finally, the estimated
a9The 1993 estimate is significantat the 10% test level.
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elasticities of the existing unemployed are high and statistically significant in the Czech
Republic, ranging from 1.0 to 1.9. The corresponding Slovak estimates rise from 0.4 in
1992 to 1.0 in 1993 and 2.5 in 1993, with the 1991 estimate not being significantly
different from 0 at conventional test levels. The existing unemployed thus contribute in
an important way to the outflow in the Czech Republic and increasingly so also in
Slovakia.
Munich et al.'s (1997) results suggest that the demand side of the matching process, as
proxied by vacancies, has been much weaker in Slovakia than the Czech Republic during
the transition. Indeed, while vacancies have been an important component of the matching
process in the Czech Republic, in Slovakia vacancies appear to have been an insignificant
factor in the outflow of individuals from unemployment. Moreover, while the Czech
matching process was relatively stable between 1992 and 1995, the Slovak process
showed a major development from having virtually insignificant parameters in 1992, to
becoming more structured by 1994.

8.3. Summary
In view of the high unemployment rate in all the CEE economies except for the Czech
Republic, the studies of unemployment in these countries have focused on the determinants of outflow from unemployment into employment and on the efficiency of matching
of the unemployed and vacancies. A particularly intriguing issue has been the difference in
unemployment between the Czech Republic and the counterpart republic of Slovakia (and
by implication the other CEE economies).
The estimates of the hazard models suggest that about one-third of the difference
between the Czech and Slovak expected unemployment durations is brought about by
differences in observable demand conditions, while the remaining two-thirds is brought
about by different coefficient of the estimated hazards (proxying tbr different behavior of
individuals, firms and labor market institutions). The second principal finding of the
hazard estimates from several countries is that the generosity of the unemployment
compensation scheme has only a moderate negative effect on efficiency in terms of
lengthening an unemployment spell. Finally, the estimated coefficients on the demographic and demand variables indicate that minorities (e.g., Romanies in the Czech and
Slovak Republics or non-Slovenians in Slovenia), handicapped, the least educated, and
often also the single and the old unemployed workers have a harder time than others
obtaining jobs. The estimated effects of gender and marital status vary across countries
and specifications. A number of studies find that the probability of moving from unemployment to employment is negatively related to local unemployment rate.
The results of the matching function studies indicate that great care must be taken in
collecting, aggregating and adjusting the data, specifying the functional form and selecting
the estimating procedure. In particular, there is some evidence that the usual assumptions
of a Cobb-Douglas form and constant returns to scale may be rejected when these factors
are carefully taken into account. The exceptionally low unemployment rate in the Czech
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Republic as compared to Slovakia and the other Central and East European economies
appears to have been brought about principally by (1) a rapid increase in vacancies along
with unemployment in the Czech Republic, resulting in a balanced unemploymentvacancy situation at the aggregate as well as district level, (2) a major part played by
vacancies and the newly unemployed in the outflow from unemployment, (3) a matching
process with strongly increasing returns to scale throughout (rather than only in parts of)
the transition period, and (4) ability to keep the long term unemployed at relatively low
levels. The matching function studies hence provide complementary evidence to the
hazard estimates in that they identify local demand factors (vacancies) and the efficient
behavior of agents and institutions (high returns to scale in matching) as being key to the
low unemployment situation in the Czech Republic. Some, but not all, of the studies point
to the importance of active labor market policies in increasing the efficiency of matching.

9. Concluding observations
The transition of the formerly centrally planned economies toward market economies
represents one of the most fundamental economic phenomena of the twentieth century.
Employment, output, wages and prices suddenly ceased being set by planners and became
determined by market forces in the context of the newly emerging institutions. The process
has been turbulent and in the early phases of the transition one observes major changes in
the values of key economic variables. These developments, together with increasing
availability of data, have attracted economic analysts to examine the underlying phenomena.
The studies surveyed in this chapter have generated a number of interesting findings.
First, in terms of labor demand one finds that the transition economies started from
different positions, with some of them displaying sizable and others basically zero elasticities of labor demand with respect to output. Despite this heterogeneity in initial conditions, firms in all the CEE economies have adjusted rapidly and started to display elasticity
values that are close to those observed in western economies. This is important since
employment adjustment is frequently viewed as a sign of successful initial transformation.
Available estimates suggest that wages were set independently of firms' performance
under communism but that they started to vary systematically with performance (proxied
by revenues per worker) during the transition. This suggests that rent sharing may be an
important phenomenon in the transition economies.
Except for the former East Germany, the transition has generally brought about a higher
rate of return on education. The market forces hence started to reward human capital and
forced a greater dispersion in wages than permitted earlier by the planners. The results of
several studies indicate that women enjoyed a higher rate of return on education than men
under communism and that this differential has diminished during the transition. Unlike
the return on formal education, the return on experience declined in a number of countries
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during the transition. This suggests that experience obtained under the centrally planned
system is not highly rewarded in the emerging market economy.
The rapid rise o f unemployment from zero to double-digit rates has been one of the
main issues facing all the CEE economies except for the Czech Republic. The numerous
studies reviewed in this chapter point to demand factors as well as the behavior of
individuals, firms and institutions in the labor market as determinants of unemployment.
This is important from the policy standpoint as governments formulate macroeconomic
policies and establish local labor market institutions. An important related finding is that
the generosity of unemployment benefit systems has only modest negative effect on
efficiency in terms of extending unemployment spells. This provides policy makers
with latitude in setting the parameters of the compensation system so as to ensure popular
support for the completion of the transition process.
Finally, relatively few o f the numerous labor market studies are able to identify a simple
and systematic effect of changes in ownership (especially from state to private ownership)
on employment or wage behavior. A systematic effect is observed in the area of fringe
benefits, where state-owned and privatized firms appear to provide more than newly
established private firms. Nevertheless, the lack of a strong ownership effect in general
provides a warning for policy makers against relying indiscriminately on privatization as
the principal tool of transition policy.
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Abstract

This chapter covers selected topics for the 80% of the world's labor force that works in the developing countries. These topics are ones that have: (1) received relatively great attention in developing
countries compared to developed economies (i.e., family enterprises, missing labor markets, geographical mobility, health/nutrition effects on productivity) because of their greater importance in
developing countries; (2) been considered more extensively for developing than developed labor
mm'kets because the nature of institutions, behaviors and available data permit more extensive
empirical examination of these topics (i.e., labor adjustments to shocks in the presence of imperfect
markets, information problems in labor markets), and (3) been considered extensively for both
developing and developed economies but with some different approaches and results for part of
the developing country literature (e.g., determinants of and labor market returns to schooling). The
discussion is organized around five broad topics: (1) The household enterprise model, surplus labor,
disguised employment and unemployment, complete markets and separability, and labor supplies;
(2) labor contracts, risks and incentives; (3) determinants of and returns to human capital investments
(including health and nutrition in addition to schooling); (4) urban labor markets, labor-market
regulations, international trade policies and manufacturing; and (5) distribution and mobility.
© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
JEL codes: Jl; J2; J3; J4; JO

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
This chapter is different in essence from most of the other chapters in the four volumes of
the Handbook o f Labor Economics. A l m o s t all of the other chapters are concerned with
generic and fairly narrowly focused topics in labor economics analysis, generally based on
labor markets in the United States, Canada and a few Western European and very few nonEuropean economies (e.g., Israel, Australia, Japan). This geographical concentration
contrasts sharply with the distribution of the w o r l d ' s labor force in recent decades, and
even more with the projected future distribution of the w o r l d ' s labor force (Table 1). The
share of the w o r l d ' s labor force in "High-income O E C D " countries (a subset of Which is
the focus of most of the chapters) was only 20% in 1965, 15% in 1995 and projected to be
10% in 2025. Therefore most of the Handbook chapters focus on a small and steadilybecoming smaller proportion of the world' s labor force.
H o w should this narrow concentration be interpreted? One possibility is that the cover-
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Table 1
The world's labor force by country income group and region a
Income group or region

World

Millions of workers b

Percentage of total

1965

1995

2025

1965

1995

2025

1329

2476

3656

100

100

100

272
363
694

382
658
1436

395
1020
2241

21
27
52

15
27
58

11
28
61

102
448
228
180
29
73
269

214
964
440
239
80
166
373

537
1201
779
281
204
270
384

8
34
17
14
2
5
20

9
39
18
10
3
6
15

15
33
21
8
6
7
10

Income group

High-income
Middle-income
Low-income
Region

Sub-Saharan Africa
East Asia and Pacific
South Asia
Europe and Central Asia
Middle East and N. Africa
Latin America and Caribbean
High-income OECD

Source: World Bank (1995, Table 1.1) from International Labour Organization sources.
b Ages 15-64.

age in m o s t o f these chapters is i n d e e d generic and e x a m p l e s just h a p p e n e d to be very
concentrated on the s a m e f e w e c o n o m i e s because r e l e v a n t i n f o r m a t i o n is m o r e available
for those e c o n o m i e s . But the basic analyses h o l d m o r e b r o a d l y for all e c o n o m i e s . A t a
general level, I find such a possibility intellectually attractive. I think that the basic
theoretical tools, e m p i r i c a l m e t h o d s and approaches o f labor e c o n o m i c s i n d e e d are applicable to all e c o n o m i e s . M o s t of the H a n d b o o k chapters, h o w e v e r , do not explicitly argue
that they are c o v e r i n g all e c o n o m i e s , but using particular e x a m p l e s f r o m a small subset of
e c o n o m i e s out of c o n v e n i e n c e . T o the contrary they often read as i f they are c o n c e r n e d
basically with the f e w e c o n o m i e s that are m e n t i o n e d explicitly. M o r e o v e r , w h i l e on a
general l e v e l it is attractive to say that the basic tools and m e t h o d s apply to all e c o n o m i e s ,
the specific application g e n e r a l l y depends on the specific institutions b e i n g e x a m i n e d ,
w h i c h w o u l d appear in m a n y cases to vary considerably across e c o n o m i e s .
This chapter c o v e r s labor e c o n o m i c s for the 80% or so o f the w o r l d ' s labor force that
lives and w o r k s in the d e v e l o p i n g countries. ~ T h e r e f o r e I a m a l m o s t forced to adopt a
different strategy than in m o s t o f the chapters in the H a n d b o o k o n L a b o r E c o n o m i c s . The
structure o f the m a j o r i t y o f the other chapters is to d e v e l o p systematically a b e h a v i o r a l
m o d e l that addresses a fairly well-defined specific issue (e.g., w o m e n ' s labor supplies, the
Svenjar's chapter covers about 5-6% of the world's labor force that also are included in Table 1 among the
low- and middle-income developing countries (according to the World Bank (1997) Albania, Armenia, Belarus,
Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Georgia, Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia, Poland, Romania, Russian Federation, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, and Ukraine account for 5.7% of the world's population).
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impact of education on wages) that unifies the previous literature, permits a basis for
evaluating empirical studies in the literature, and perhaps is tested against some (usually
US or UK) data. That is an attractive prototype, one that in many areas is the most
promising way for advancing our knowledge of labor market issues. But it does not
seem one that I usefully can adopt in this chapter. Were I to devote the whole chapter
to, say female labor supplies in Brazil or to labor mechanisms for coping with shocks in
rural India, I could do so. But that would not seem to remedy much what I see as the
problem of the limited coverage of 80% of the world's labor force.
The compromise that I have adopted in this chapter is to discuss selected topics related
to labor markets in developing countries. By discussing several different topics I hope to
be able to cover more broadly the work in labor economics in developing countries than
would result if I were to concentrate on a topic that is as narrowly defined as are the topics
in most of the chapters in the handbook, although of course the selective topical coverage
cannot be nearly as extensive for the 80% of the world's labor force considered in this
chapter as for the 15% of the world' s labor force on which most of the H a n d b o o k chapters
concentrate. A n inevitable cost, I am afraid, of the effort to cover a number of topics is
more superficial coverage of each topic.
That leaves the question of how to select which topics to discuss in this chapter. The
decision function that I use has three criteria: (1) topics that have received relatively great
attention for labor markets in developing countries compared to developed economies
(i.e., family enterprises, missing labor markets, geographical mobility, health/nutrition
effects on productivity) because of their greater importance in the developing country
contexts; (2) topics that have been considered more extensively for developing than
developed labor markets because the nature of institutions, behaviors and available data
permit more extensive empirical examination of these topics (i.e., labor adjustments to
shocks in the presence of imperfect markets, information problems in labor markets); 2 and
(3) some topics that have been considered extensively for both developing and developed
economies but with some different approaches and results for part of the developing
country literature (e.g., determinants of and labor market returns to schooling).
From a broad aggregate perspective there are a number of systematic differences in the
distribution and composition of labor in developing versus developed economies. Because
2 Sometimesit is claimedthat data are much better for developedthan for developingcountries,whichmay be
part of the reason that studies have concentrated so much on the former. Certainlyit would appear that labor
market data often are better for developed economies because of longer-establishedsystematic data collection
procedures (although for some developingeconomics, such as India, public data collection procedures were
establishedrelativelyearly), more educated populations,and more extensiveand more regulatedmarkettransactions. But there are other factors working in the opposite direction, such as lower costs of data collectionand
simplerinstitutions.The wellknownICRISATvillage-leveldata from rural India are an example.In parl because
of the low cost of labor, experimentscould be and were performed to ascertain the extent of risk aversionwith
prizes on the order of magnitudeof a months' wages (Binswanger, 1980) and enumeratorswith master degrees
resided virtuallyfull-timein the samplevillagesand collecteddetaileddata over a decade, includinginformation
of certain types that is veryhard to collectfor developedeconomies(e.g., data on exogenousproductivityshocks,
intrahouseholdfood allocation).
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these differences affect the choice of topics on which analysis has focused, a brief
summary of these features based on aggregate data is useful for perspective before turning
to the selected topics. 3
Table 2 provides means for three country groups defined in World Bank (1997) by per
capita incomes in 1995 for variables related to population and GNP per capita, labor force
participation and composition, human capital, and some non-labor inputs. Some salient
features of labor markets in developing (low- and middle-income) versus developed
economies come through strongly even in such aggregate data. In the developing economies (in comparison with developed economies):
1. Agriculture and other rural labor activities are much more important even though
average labor products in agriculture are relatively much lower than those in industry;
2. Non-wage labor (largely unpaid family workers, particularly in agriculture at lower
incomes) are much more important;
3. Labor forces are growing more rapidly;
4. Labor force participation rates among 15-64 year olds are higher (particularly for lowincome countries), in part because of much lower schooling enrollment rates among
those who are in the youngest cohort in this age range;
5. Human capital investments are lower, with larger gender gaps favoring males; and
6. Non-labor production inputs per worker are much smaller.
These differences shape much of the difference in emphasis in labor economics for developing than for developed economies. The literature on developing countries, for example,
has emphasized much more household enterprises in agriculture and rural-urban mobility
than has the literature on developed country labor markets.
The remainder of this chapter is organized with reference to five broad topics, selected
as indicated above, that have received considerable emphasis in the literature on labor in
developing countries: (1) the household enterprise model, surplus labor, disguised
employment and unemployment, complete markets and separability, and labor supplies;
(2) labor contracts, risks and incentives; (3) determinants of and returns to human capital
investments (including health and nutrition in addition to schooling); (4) urban labor
markets, labor-market regulations, international trade policies and manufacturing; and
(5) distribution and mobility.

2. The household enterprise model, surplus labor, disguised employment and
unemployment, complete markets and separability, rural dualism
As illustrated in Table 2, two major features of labor markets in most developing econo3There are substantial limitations withaggregatedata, manyof whichare reviewedin the symposiumedited by
Srinivasan (| 994), with the considerationof labor and schoolingin Behrmanand Rosenzweig(1994) particularly
relevant for this chapter. But suchdata of necessityshapeour understandingof the broadpatterns of labormarkets
and other aspects of economies.
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Table 2
Aggregate data on population and GNP per capita, labor force participation and composition, human capital
investments, and non-labor production inputs for low-, middle- and high income country groups ~
Low-income
economies

Middle-income
economies

High-income
economies

3180
1.9
430
3.8

1591
1.7
2390
-0.7

902
0.7
24930
1.9

57
61

58
62

64
67

21
29

52
60

63
75

7
10

16
20

31
33

Population and GNP per capita
Population (millions) mid- 1995
Population av. ann. growth (%) 1980-1990
GNP per capita US$1995
GNP per capita average annual growth rate
(%) 1985-1995
Population 15-64/total (%)
1980
1995
Urban population % of total
1980
1995
Urban population in cities > 1 million %
1980
1995

Labor force and composition
Labor force average annual growth rate (%)
1980-1995
Labor force part. rate (15-64) (%)
1980
1995
Female/total labor force (%)
1980
1995
Agricultural labor/total (%)
1980
1990
Industrial labor/total (%)
1980
1990
Agricultural value added per labor as % of
industrial value added per labor
1980
1990-1995
Non-wage labor as % of total labor 19801991 b
Non-wage labor in agriculture as % of total
labor 1980-1991 b

2.0

2.0

1.1

86
81

72
70

70
71

40
41

36
38

39
42

73
69

38
32

9
5

13
15

28
27

35
31

19
14
91

27
41

32
39
16

59

20

3

63
34

68
18

77
<5

Human capital
Life expectancy at birth (years) 1995
Adult illiteracy (%) 1995 total
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Table 2 (continued)
Low-income
economies
Female
Male
School enrollment% of age group
Primary
Female 1980
1993
Male 1980
1993
Secondary
Female 1980
1993
Male 1980
1993
Tertiary
1980
1993

Middle-income
economies

High-income
economies

45
24

23
14

<5
<5

81
98
104
112

99
101
106
105

103
103
103
103

26
41
42
-

48
62
53
64

98
97

3

21
20

35
56

Non-labor production inputs

Cropland/agriculturallaborer (km2)
1980
1994
Oil equivalentenergy use per capita (kg)
1980
1994

0.0058
0.0045
248
369

0.028
0.028
1537
1475

0.116
O.178
4644
5066

a Source: World Bank (1997, Tables 1, 4, 7, 8, 9, 12) except as indicatedin note b. Populationweightsused for
averages.
bWorld Bank (1995, Table A-2) with populationweights from World Bank (1997, Table 1)
mies are that (1) agriculture is a major (in the earlier stages of development usually the
major) sector of employment and (2) family farms/enterprises are major (often the major)
employers. Moreover, influential early two-sector aggregate development models of
Lewis (1954) and Ranis and Fei (1961) argued that in the early stage of development,
(i) workers could be shifted from traditional agriculture to m o d e m market-oriented sectors
("industry") without any reduction in agricultural output (for which reason these models
are called "surplus labor" models) and (ii) workers in traditional agriculture received their
average products (i.e., their share of total household production) so that was the private
opportunity costs of migrating to industry. Thus these models had assumptions about
agricultural households and labor markets that are central to their implications. Further,
much of the development literature on labor (and other) contracts (Section 3) and on
human resources and labor markets (Section 4) focuses on rural households.
For all of these reasons, a good starting point for considering analysis of labor markets
in developing countries - and how that analysis differs in some important respects from the
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analysis of labor markets in developed economies - is to consider models of rural households.
The standard model of labor markets used for developed economies distinguishes
between labor suppliers (households) and labor demanders (firms). For a substantial
proportion of both rural and urban households in developing countries, both labor supplies
and labor demands are determined within the same institution - family farms or firms.
Models for family farms in traditional agriculture date back to Chayanov (1925). Singh
et al. (1986) and Rosenzweig (1988a) provide summaries of the literature as of the mid1980s. I build on the latter for my initial discussion, but I add discussion of some aspects of
more recent contributions below.
2.1. C o m p l e t e m a r k e t s

1 first consider a basic one-period model for the perfect markets case (or, more accurately,
complete except for one market case - because in most of this discussion I assume that
there is no land market). Assume there is a household with given size (M members),
demographic composition (D dependants and N workers) and land area (A). The household
welfare function depends on average consumption of the M household members (c) and
average leisure of the N workers (l = T - T w, where T is total time and Tw is the time
worked by a worker):
(1)

U = U ( c , 1).

The farm production function gives the farm output (Q) as a function of land, labor used in
agricultural production (L), and other inputs used in agricultural production (F):
(2)

Q = Q(A, L, F).

The household budget constraint is
PQQ -

WL - PFF + WNT

+ I1o - P Q M C -

W N l = 11 + W N T + Y o - P Q M C -

WNI

= YF -- P Q M C - W N l = O,

(3)
where the P' s refer to the respective prices, W is the wage rate, Yo is other income, I I is
farm/firm profits, and YF is full income. The profit function is
/ / ( P Q , W, PF) -~ P Q Q ( A , L, F , ) - W L - P F F .

(3A)

Under the assumption that the functions have the desirable properties so that there is an
interior solution, constrained maximization of the welfare function subject to the production function and the budget constraint leads to optimal consumption, leisure, production,
sales/purchases of outputs, time worked by household members, labor used in production
and other inputs used in production.
The first-order condition for labor used in production is
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This also is the profit-maximizing condition for use of labor, and the profit-maximizing
condition for the other market input also is satisfied. So the constrained maximization of
household welfare yields profit maximization for the farm. At the profit-maximizing level
of labor used in farm production, the household may have positive or negative labor
supplied to the labor market ( = N T w * - L*, where * refers to the optimum levels).
Farm households with little land relative to their number of workers are positive suppliers
to the labor market and farm households with a lot of land relative to their number of
workers are negative suppliers (demanders).
In the case of complete markets for all but one input/product, the production-consumption decisions can be treated separately - as if in the first step the farm household maximized full income (which is equivalent to maximizing profits because the wage rate, total
worker's time and other income are given) and in the second step, the farm household
chooses its consumption bundle as if profits were given. This means that all prices and
assets that affect the profit maximizing decision also have an impact through profits on
consumption. But any prices that affect only the consumption decision do not affect the
profit maximizing decision. 4 Note that it is full income (profits) and consumption that are
separable, and not monetized income and consumption unless labor supply is fixed. The
separability result, moreover, does not depend on the simple one-period model. If the
model is extended to include S states of the world and T time periods so that all the
variables have subscripts s and t, the problem is still recursive. Land and labor used in
agricultural production for the sth state in the tth period appear only in the farm profit
function for the sth state and the tth period so the household can maximize welfare by first
maximizing profits for each state of the world in each time period and then making
consumption decisions. The simplification is tremendous - reducing a possible riskadverse household's dynamic behavior in a risky environment to a simple static profitmaximization problem.
The separability result does depend on there being no more than one missing market the market for land is the only missing market in the above example. Separability does not
exist if the labor market is not perfect, which has been the most -emphasized missing
second market in the literature. But other missing second markets also may cause separability not to exist (Srinivasan, 1972; Feder, 1985; Eswaran and Kotwal, 1986; Banerjee
and Newman, 1993). Consider the following simple example in Udry (1996b) in which
there are two states of nature, with a probability of ~ of state 1 and with multiplicative
production shocks 0s. With complete labor and insurance markets (but no land market and
no input F into production), the household's problem is to choose cl, c2, l, L to
maxTrU(Cl, l) + (1 - 7r)U(c2,/),

(5A)

4 In the model discussed here there are not may such prices because the consumption good price is also the
production good price and the leisure price is tied directlyto the price of labor for production. But more generally
households are often modeled as consuming some goods that they do not produce (often only such goods).
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s.t. PQIMCl + PQ2MC2 + W N l <-- (Pet 0j + P Q 2 0 2 ) Q ( A , N T - N1).
Separation holds and the household maximizes farm profit. In contrast, if there is no labor
market but a complete insurance market, the farm household's problem is to choose Cl, ca,
1 to
max~-U(c~, l) + (1 - ~)U(c2,1),

(5B)

s.t. P Q I M Q + PQaMC2 + WN[ <~ (PQlOl + P Q 2 0 2 ) Q ( A , N T - IV[).
Separation is violated because farm output increases in the farm household's labor endowment. If the labor market is complete but there is no insurance market the household's
problem is to choose Cl, c2, l, L to
maxTrU(cl, l) + (1

s.t. PQ1MCl Jr- WN1

-

7T)U(c2,

<-

l),

(5C)

PQ10tQ(A,L) - W L + W N T and

PQ2MC 2 + W N l <-- PQ202Q(A,L) - W L + W N T .

One of the first-order conditions is
)h(PQI0~QL -- W ) + A2(PQ202Q L - W) = 0,

(5D)

where A, is the marginal utility of income in state s. Separation does not hold because input
decisions depend on the ratio of the marginal utilities of income in the two states. An
increase in the household's labor endowment affects this ratio (increasing the marginal
utility of income relatively in the state in which the household has a larger production
shock if the household has diminishing absolute risk aversion) and thus changes input
decisions.
The first-order condition for the optimal leisure-consumption good combination is
UL/Uc

=

(6)

- WN/M.

The shadow wage of leisure generally is less than the wage rate because consumption per
family member increases less than the wage if work increases by 1 h if there are nonworking household members, ff the household had no land, this condition also would hold.
Therefore it might appear that labor supply behavior would be identical between farm
households and landless households if they faced identical prices and had identical full
income.
But that is not the case. Rosenzweig (1988a) shows that the household labor supply
elasticities with respect to both wages and the consumption/production good price differ
depending, respectively, on whether the household is a positive or negative net supplier of
labor to the wage market and on whether the household is a positive or negative net seller
of the consumption/production good:
~Tw,W

=

-- ~I,W ~ --

W ( N T w * - L*)/YF~x,y F,

(7A)
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The first term in each expression is the negative of the compensated price elasticity (and
must be positive in the first expression). The second term in both expressions is the
weighted full income elasticity, with the respective weights being the share of labor
market income in full income and the share of product sales in full income. The weights
in both cases can be positive or negative. Thus the overall elasticities depend, for given full
income, on the share of productive assets in total wealth.
Relation (7A) implies that the larger the share of land returns in full income for a given
full income level, the more likely households are negative suppliers of labor to the wage
market, the less are their income gains due to a wage increase, and the larger is their
elasticity of household member time worked with respect to wages. Rosenzweig (1980)
finds support for the model leading to this relation (see discussion of labor supplies below).
Relation (7B) implies that the larger the share of land returns in full income for a given
full income level, the more likely households are positive suppliers of the production/
consumption good to the market, the greater is their income gains due to a production/
consumption good price increase, and the lesser is their elasticity of household member
time worked with respect to the price of the production/consumption good. If a household
is a net supplier of these goods, leisure is a normal good, and leisure and goods are not
strong complements, the household labor supply falls with an increase in the price of
goods. If a household is a net demander of these goods, household labor supply could rise
with a price increase. 5
Even though labor supplies respond differently to price and wage changes in the
complete market model, depending on the composition of asset ownership, if there are
constant returns to scale in production, a reallocation of land among farmers does not
affect the efficiency of input use. That there is no land market, thus, does not preclude
efficiency because all other production inputs (including labor) are mobile across farms.
2.2. N o m a r k e t s

Some of the development literature (e.g., some modeling of subsistence peasant households) assumes the other extreme of no markets, or at least no labor markets. Sen (1966)
presents an autarkic model that can be viewed as a special case of relations (1)-(3), with no
purchased agricultural inputs (i.e., no F) and no labor market (i.e., no W a n d L = N T w ) . In
this case the first-order condition for the leisure-consumption tradeoff at the optimum is
UI/U ~ = QLN/M.

(8)

This is identical to relation (6) above for the complete market case with the critical
5 These, or course, are partial equilibrium results. From a general equilibrium perspective, price and wage
changes may be interrelated. For instance, an upward shift in the demandfor the good due to expandingurban and
international markets might cause an upward shift in agricultural labor demands and, if labor supplies are not
completely elastic, increase rural wages.
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difference that the marginal product of labor in the household under consideration represents the relevant tradeoff rather than the market wage because the opportunity cost of
increasing leisure by a small amount is foregoing the marginal product of that labor in
household production. Parallel to relation (6), the shadow wage of leisure generally is less
than the marginal product of labor because consumption per family member increases less
than the marginal product of labor if work increases by one hour if there are non-working
household members.
This model is consistent with so-called "surplus labor" if the removal of a working
family member does not change the marginal product of labor so that total output is
unaltered. This might occur if the remaining household members each increase their
time working by N/(N - 1) so total family time working is constant. Sen calls this situation one of "disguised unemployment" because the marginal product of labor is positive
but workers can be removed from the household without a drop in output. In order for
relation (8) to hold in the new configuration of household membership, the left side of
relation (8) must adjust for the presence of one less household member and one less worker
(i.e., the constant marginal product of labor is multiplied by (N - 1)/(M - 1) which is not
equal to the N/M that was relevant before the worker's departure except in the case in
which N = M). That is, if a worker leaves, the marginal rate of substitution between
leisure and consumption tradeoff between leisure and consumption must fall because
the (in this case same) marginal product of labor has to be shared with a proportionately
larger non-working share in the household. Thus the existence of surplus labor in this
model depends critically on the characteristics of the family preference function. 6
Because each household makes its decisions in isolation, these equilibrium decisions
reflect directly the preference and production function parameters and the initial assets of
households. This is inefficient because production could be increased with redistribution of
the same assets to equalize worker/land ratios. The welfare of households in general could
be improved with the introduction of a labor or a land market.

2.3. Tests' of" separability and of market completeness
Tests of separability have been proposed and applied to developing countries to see if the
complete market assumptions hold approximately empirically. Of course a complete set of
competitive markets in the strict sense does not exist in rural areas of developing countries,
nor anywhere else. But a broad variety of spot markets do seem to exist and, at least in
some contexts, appeal" to operate competitively. Moreover, informal mechanisms exist that
may fill at least some of the same functions as competitive markets (e.g., insurance
functions). Furthermore, most empirical studies of the farm household model have separ6 Simpler models can yield surplus labor. For example, Rosenzweig (1988a) suggests that the simplest such
model is one in which there is no labor market and the household does not value leisure so the optimizing
condition is UcQL = 0 if there are enough workers in the household both before and after the departure of a
worker.
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ability as a maintained assumption, so it is useful to test whether this assumption is
warranted.
If there is separability, as noted above, a farm household's dynamic behavior in a risky
environment leads to a recursive problem in which the first-step problem is static profit
maximization. Tests of separability generally have focused on the strong exclusion restrictions that are implied by the profit function in relation (3A); input demand and output
supply functions depend on prices and agricultural plot characteristics and on nothing else.
A basic estimation problem is that unobserved characteristics that enter into the agricultural production function, such as soil quality, may be correlated with observed household
characteristics that are excluded from such relations (e.g., wealth, assets, demographic
characteristics) so that separability is wrongly rejected. A related test used by Udry
(1996b) is to compare the distribution of plot-specific random shocks on output/area
and on labor input/area among plots operated by the same individual versus the distribution across all plots in a village. The maintained hypothesis is that the distribution of inputs
among apparently identical plots operated by the same individual is efficient, so if the
distribution of random shocks among plots in a village is the same as the distribution
among plots of the same individual, the distribution across village plots is efficient.
Table 3 summarizes all of the tests of separability of which I am aware. The available
evidence, taken at face value is somewhat mixed, although with an increasing number of
studies that reject separability and thus complete markets. Most of these studies must be
qualified because of possible omitted variables that may be correlated with the included
variables that are the focus of the tests (although if a linear approximation is adequate, the
last of the studies discussed controls for such variables with fixed effects). Subject to this
qualification, the majority of these studies reject the separability assumption necessary to
consider household consumption (including leisure choices) separately from farm household production. This has important implications for modeling and estimating time allocation decisions, including those related to labor-leisure choices. This literature to date,
however, is not very satisfactory in identifying the nature of critical market incompleteness, which may be important both for advancing further understanding and for considering possible policy implications. Basically it is posed in terms of the dichotomous
possibilities of complete versus non-complete markets - in terms of Fig. 1, whether the
complete-markets linear full income constraint or the no-markets production possibility
frontier is relevant. It does not distinguish, for example, to what extent the effective budget
set is kinked due to differential buying/selling prices (holding quality constant) as in the
dashed lines in this figure.

2.4. Empirical studies of rural labor supplies
Given the importance of agriculture and of own-farm/firm labor in developing economies,
not surprisingly much of the emphasis on labor supplies has been within this context. The
better empirical studies in this literature have incorporated or tested various specific
aspects of developing country contexts - distinctions between net suppliers and demanders
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Table 3
Summary of tests of separability
Samples

Test

Result

Source

Indonesian farm households

Household profits affected by
illness of household head
Land cultivated per
household worker affected by
household size and
composition
Labor (family and hired)
affected by household
demographic composition
Plot agricultural supplies and
inputs affected by land in
other plots, household size,
other income sources
Yield affected by household
manpower
Labor demand relations
affected by household
demographic variables
Net harvest profits affected by
planting season calorie
consumption
Land allocations conditional
on prices affected by
population

Accept

Pitt and Rosenzweig (1986)

Reject

Shapiro (1990)

Accept

Benjanain (1992)

Reject

Udry (1996b)

Reject

Gavian and Fafchamps (1996)

Reject

Fafchamps and Quisumbing
(1997)

Reject

Behrmanet al. (1997a)

Reject

Foster et al. (1997)

240 Zairian farm households
1985-1986

Indonesian rice farm households

Burkino Fasian and Kenyan farm
households

Niger farm households
Pakistani farm households

Pakistani rural households

Indian rural villages

Farm

Output

M

S

W

Complete M a r k e t ,
Full Income
C onstraint
No Market, Production
Possibility Frontier

Fig. 1. No market production possibility frontier for farm output versus leisure, complete mm-ket full income
constraint, dashed lines for lower selling than buying prices.
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of labor; missing or incomplete labor, land, credit and insurance markets; and multi-period
production processes.
Rosenzweig (1980) is an early example with static labor supply estimates that attempt to
explore some of the special features of labor supplies in rural areas of developing countries. Relation (7A) above implies that the larger the share of land returns in full income for
a given full income level, the more likely households are negative suppliers of labor to the
wage market, the less are their income gains due to a wage increase, and the larger is their
elasticity of household member time worked with respect to wages. Rosenzweig finds
support for the model leading to this relation (under the added assumptions that utility
functions are homothetic and leisure is a normal good) in that landless rural Indian households have lower labor supply elasticities than do rural Indian households with land.
Skoufias (1993b) is a more recent example of a static investigation similar to household
labor supply studies for developed economies. He examines time allocation of all family
members to the labor market, domestic production, leisure and (for children) schooling in
response to market wages for different household members in rural India. Previous studies
of household time allocations in such rural contexts had been few and based on crosssectional data, which means that they had not been able to control for unobserved heterogeneity (e.g., in tastes for different time uses, in productivities) that might be correlated
with right side observed variables (e.g., education) and thus lead to biases in the estimates.
This study uses panel data that permit control for unobserved heterogeneity and controls
for possible zero censoring in the dependent variables (i.e., many sample members do not
work in the paid labor market, many children do not go to school). The estimates indicate
that increases in the market wages of one household member have substantial effects on
the time use of other household members.
Jacoby (1993) develops a methodology for estimating structural time-allocation models
for self-employed households. The opportunity costs of time, or shadow wages, of household members are estimated from an agricultural production function that is flexible with
regard to substitution among different types of family and hired workers. The household's
structural labor supply parameters are recovered from variation in these shadow wages,
using instrumental variables (e.g., fixed production inputs, household demographic characteristics). Because the estimation does not rely on market wages, the implications of
utility theory and the hypothesis of efficient rural labor markets are not tested jointly and
perfect substitutability among different types of family and hired labor is not required.
Estimates are presented for peasant family labor supply behavior in the Peruvian Sierra.
These estimates suggest that these households indeed allocate their members' time as if to
maximize a household utility function in the sense that work efibrt is higher among
peasants who are more productive at the margin and thus face higher opportunity costs
of time. Skoufias (1994b) provides similar estimates, with control for fixed effects from
panel data, for rural India.
Newman and Gertler (1994) develop an estimable structural model to deal with three
aspects of farm/firm households that make empirical labor supply analysis difficult: (i)
households jointly determine the consumption and the labor supplies of household
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members each of whom may (or may not) engage in multiple activities (i.e., own-farm
production, wage labor), (ii) household members' activities are interdependent both in the
utility and the enterprise production functions, and (iii) marginal returns to working in the
household enterprise are not observed. The model consists of two types of structural
equations and an identity: marginal return functions for each activity for each household
member, the household' s marginal rate of substitution of household consumption for each
household member's leisure, and the household budget constraint. Conditional on the
structural relations assumed, the marginal returns to work in self-employment are identified without being directly observable and without estimating the enterprise production
function by using the Kuhn-Tucker conditions to infer the equilibrium values (or bounds
on such values) depending on participation decisions in wage versus sell-employment (or
both). They present limited-information estimates of this model for household consumption and labor supply decisions of rural Peruvian land-holding households and then use
these estimates to simulate the impact on consumption and on welfare (through induced
leisure as well as consumption changes) of poverty alleviation programs that increase the
returns to work (for females versus males) and for direct transfers. These simulations
indicate, for example, that an increase in female labor market returns leads to larger
changes in welfare and in consumption than does an increase in male labor market returns
because of the higher estimated household evaluation of male relative to female leisure
(given that in the base case prime-age males have the least leisure).
Skoufias (1996) explores intertemporal questions of substitution of labor supplies
among household members in a study that basically applies the intertemporal modeling
first developed for developed economies to the rural developing country context. He
explicitly presents the model and the related estimation issues (e.g., unobserved heterogeneities in marginal utilities of wealth, missing wage variables) and explores carefully
the sensitivity of the results to alternative assumptions and gives thoughtful discussion of
why the estimates are of interest for understanding behavior and for informing policy
decisions. He finds that the female intertemporal elasticity of substitution is significant but
small (as in estimates for the United States), with significant differences related to land
ownership and the production stage, which suggest that credit constraints limit intertemporal substitution across periods. The estimates for males are negative or zero. The low or
negative elasticities suggest that there are not strong labor-leisure tradeoffs, so seasonally
targeted programs such as public work programs during slack periods are likely to be
effective in increasing household welfare. The sensitivity of the estimates to land ownership and production stage suggest that credit constraints are more serious for landless and
small farm households in preharvest periods, so better developed credit markets would
benefit relatively these relatively poor households.
Section 3 also summarizes several other recent studies that adopt a dynamic approach to
labor supplies in rural areas of developing countries.
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2.5. Household formation
Most of the empirical analysis of labor issues related to households in both developing and
developed economies takes as given the households that are observed in the data. But
households are not immutable permanent institutions. Instead they change over time due to
behavioral decisions related to marriage and separations of individuals and of families in
extended households and mortality.
Jacoby (1995) investigates polygyny, an institution that has been widespread in many
parts of the world at different times and subject to substantial study, but not to prior
modeling and empirical testing within explicit economic models that incorporate women' s
productivity and the effects of incomplete markets and gender divisions of labor and
ownership. While there have been speculations by Becker, Boserup and others about
the economic determinants of polygyny and how they would change with development,
such speculations previously were not systematically modeled and tested empirically.
Jacoby develops a structural model of the demand for wives from a lifecycle model of
marriage and agricultural production decisions - given incomplete labor and land markets,
female specialization in non-cash crops and male control of land - that permits the
identification of wealth versus price (substitution) effects in a framework in which
wives are explicitly recognized as an alternative to other forms of productive capital (so
the latter is endogenous, not given). He then estimates this model with micro panel data
from C6te d'Ivoire that permit control for measurement errors and unobserved heterogeneities across farms and in preferences by using the panel features of the data and
sample-cluster-level crop shares (assumed to be independent of individual farmer preference heterogeneities) and lagged profit function residuals (with measurement errors that
are independent of those in current profits) as instruments. He first estimates agricultural
technology from profit functions (with control for fixed effects) and then uses the estimated farm-specific technology to estimate the demand for wives (with control for heterogenous preferences for wives, endogenous expenditures, and measurement errors in profit
heterogeneity). He is sensitive in these estimates to the assumptions that he is making and
how they relate to his underlying modeling, and explores how robust are the estimates to
some alternative assumptions. His estimates suggest that geographical variation in cropping patterns leads to variation in female productivity, which induces demands for different numbers of wives. That is, such demands are greater where women are more
productive and therefore cheaper conditional on wealth in the presence of incomplete
land and labor markets. But with the process of development through expansion of
"male" export crops, although the demand for wives has increased due to greater wealth,
the substitution effect of higher "prices" for wives (due to their lesser productivity with
the changed crop composition and maintenance of gender specialization across crops) has
lessened the extent of rural polygyny.
Other recent studies explore how better earnings endowments attract more schooledwives in rural India (Behrman et al., 1995, 1997b), how assortative mating on preferences
regarding schooling causes biases in the usual estimates of the impact of parental school-
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ing on child education (Foster, 1996) in Bangladesh, and how exogenous technological
change can affect own-farm labor and human capital returns and therefore induce breakups
of extended households with impact on measured income inequalities in rural India (Foster
and Rosenzweig, 1999). Some of these studies are discussed in more detail below in
Section 4.

3. Labor contracts, risks and incentives
Much of the development literature, as discussed in Section 2, has assumed extreme
possibilities regarding labor markets. One extreme is that there are rigid, institutional
determined, exogenous wages with surplus labor in rural areas. But this assumption
does not seem relevant even for densely-populated South Asia, the area which inspired
much of the literature on surplus labor. Rosenzweig (1984), for example, uses district level
and household level data to test various hypotheses about the functioning of rural labor
markets in India. Assuming that the land market is imperfect and land ownership is
exogenously fixed, and that geographical mobility across districts is unimportant, he
develops a competitive model of the Indian agricultural labor market with two types of
labor - male and female, and three types of households - landless households, households
with small plots, and households with large plots. Usin~ district level data, Rosenzweig
shows that wage rates vary systematically with variation in the factor availability, contrary
to the prediction of the exogenous wage hypothesis and consistent with the competitive
model.
But the other extreme assumption of complete markets also does not seem warranted,
either, a priori or on the basis of empirical tests of complete markets some of which are
summarized in Section 2 or on the basis of other evidence. For example, Ryan and
Ghodake (1984) report that in daily agricultural markets in villages in semi-arid tropical
India, male laborers were not able to obtain work in about a seventh of the days that they
were available. More fundamentally, the complete markets model cannot account for why
the family farm is the dominant organization in rural areas of developing countries, nor for
the existence of contractual arrangements such as sharecropping and the co-existence of
spot labor markets and longer-run implicit or explicit contracts.
In the 1970s and 1980s there was a rapid expansion in theoretical literature concerned
with how incomplete markets together with some of the special features of agricultural
production shape labor and land arrangements in rural economies. There has followed an
expansion of empirical tests of various aspects of these models.
These models generally emphasize one or the other of two principle themes, both of
which related to the basic multistage agricultural production technology.
(1) Risk: agriculture is risky, particular in poor environments, because of the importance
of fluctuations in weather (or other aspects of the state of nature, including disease and pest
virulence), a critical input, within the multistage agricultural production process. To
illustrate, the production process can be considered to have two stages, planting and
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hm'vesting, 7 so that the production function in relation (2) becomes

Qp = QP(A,Lp, Fp, Wp),

(9A)

Qh = Qh(A, Qp,Lh, Fh, Wh),

(9B)

where the subscript p refers to the planting stage and the subscript h refers to the harvesting
stage, W is weather, and Qp is an intermediate output. Assume that the weather realizations
occur at the start of each stage. In the planting stage, labor, land and other inputs have to be
committed without knowledge of the weather that will be experienced in the harvest stage
(although possibly with knowledge of the distribution of harvest weather). In the absence
of insurance markets and capital investments to mitigate the impact of weather (e.g.,
irrigation systems, greenhouses), risk-adverse farmers might seek contractual labor
arrangements that substitute in part for absent insurance markets.
(2) Labor effort and incentive problems: labor consists of both time and effort, so the
production functions in (9A) and (9B) further become

Qp = QP(A,LpEp, Fp, Wp)

(9C)

Qh ----Qh(A, Qp, LhEh, Fh, Wh),

(9D)

where E is the average effort of agricultural workers so LE is the labor in efficiency units.
Both time and effort affect negatively the welfare of their suppliers, so the utility function
in (1) for the ith period (production stage) becomes
U i = U ( c i , li, el) ,

with U e < 0,

(1A)

where e is average effort of household workers. Effort in some important agricultural tasks
(e.g., weeding and application of fertilizer and pesticides as opposed to harvesting) cannot
be costlessly or cheaply monitored because of the combination of production lags, imperfect observability by farmers of the intermediate product, the spatial dispersion and
heterogeneity in production conditions; there is not a distinct market for effort separate
from the market for labor time; and the time-wage alone insufficiently rewards effort.
Therefore contractual labor arrangements might be developed to create incentives for
laborers to provide effort. 8

3.1. Dominance of household farms in agriculture
Binswanger and Rosenzweig (1986) claim that the dominance of the household farm in
developing country agriculture is due, at least in part, to household enterprises being able
7The productionprocess may have other stages between planting and harvesting that may be important for
some purposes, but the basic points for the present discussion are illustrated by collapsing all of the pre-harvest
stages into the planting stage.
8Work effort and incentive problems also are claimed by some to be important in non-agriculturalsectors of
developing countries. See Section 5.1 below.
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to deal relatively well with incentives for efforts in difficult-to-monitor tasks (because
household members are the residual claimants on net revenues and have a long-run relation with the farm) and with risks (because of the relative effectiveness of family risksharing and consumption-smoothing arrangements in the market context of developing
countries). 9 As the household size increases, however, monitoring becomes more difficult
and the incentives for effort decline because the residual (profit) is shared among more
household members. Therefore, there tends to be a limit to the size of effective agricultural
households. Risk-sharing options tend to increase with numbers, but all family members
do not have to be co-resident to exploit risk-sharing possibilities. In fact, to the extent that
there are locally correlated shocks, having family members dispersed through migration
and marriage is likely to increase the risk-sharing possibilities. Large landowners can limit
their hiring of wage workers (with the accompanying incentive problems) by renting their
land out to other households because tenancy arrangements can make other households
residual claimants on profits with the accompanying incentive effects. For a few crops,
however, (i) there are large scale economies and coordination problems in harvesting and
processing and/or (ii) there is need for sustained care across crops cycles. These technological features may lead to a plantation system with large numbers of hired workers.

3.2. Day versus longer-run labor contracts

Day (" spot" ) and longer-run ( "annual," "crop-cycle," "permanent," "attached servant" )
labor contracts co-exist in many rural areas of developing countries. Explanations have
been proposed for this phenomenon based on both risk and monitoring effort.
Because of the uncertainty of weather in the harvest stage (even if effort is monitorable
costlessly), both net buyers and sellers of labor face risks with regard to the harvest wage
in the two-stage production process described above. Both net sellers and net buyers of
labor, even if risk neutral, find it optimal to reduce exposure to risk by hedging with both
types of contracts. The more risk adverse are households, the more attractive are the
longer-run contracts. Therefore risk-adverse net labor selling households are willing to
accept crop-cycle contract wage rates below the expected value of wages from the spot day
market, and risk-adverse net labor buying households are willing to offer crop-cycle
contract wage rates above the expected value of wages from the spot day market. Because
poorer households tend to be more risk adverse (e.g., Binswanger, 1980) and net labor
selling households tend to be poorer (i.e., due to less land ownership), crop-cycle wage rate
contracts are likely to be below expected spot wage rates.
If planting period work effort cannot be monitored until the harvests are realized (even if
there is no risk), employers have incentives to hire crop-cycle workers only for the planting period and additional spot workers if necessary for the harvest (Eswaran and Kotwal,
1985a). Crop-cycle contract workers are induced to provide the fight level of effort in the
9Ben-Porath(1980) and Pollak (1985) also discuss advantagesof householdsand families and how they relate
to the completenessof various markets.
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planting period because the expected worker welfare (inclusive of work effort) of the cropcycle contract exceeds the expected worker welfare of a series of spot contracts over the
crop cycle and because only if a worker is revealed to have devoted the fight level of effort
at harvest time will she/he be offered a crop-cycle contract for the next crop cycle. In this
model, in contrast to the case discussed in the previous paragraph, crop-cycle contract
workers are better off than spot contract workers and tend to continue across crop cycles in
their privileged labor market positions.
Annual or crop-cycle contracts are important in some rural areas (e.g., West Bengal, see
Bardhan, 1983), but not in others (Bell and Srinivasan, 1989). This may reflect differentials in risks or in labor incentives across areas, differentials in alternative mechanisms for
sharing risks or for inducing efforts across areas, or differentials across areas in the
correlations between harvest-stage wage rates and gross harvest incomes because, if
this correlation is high, the net income risk of net labor buyers is not tied tightly to
wage rate risk.
3.3. Implications o f land contracts f o r labor

Sharecropping and other tenancy arrangements are common in many developing countries. There is a considerable literature on land tenancy arrangements in developing countries (see Bell, 1988; Binswanger et al., 1995 and the references therein), some of which
has implications for the allocation of and the returns to labor. If a tenant household
sharecrops land (with a marginal share s of gross output from the sharecropped land
Q~), works part-time in own production (Q°), and works part-time in the labor market at
wage W, the equilibrium condition for maximizing the household welfare in (1) subject to
the production relation in (2) and the household resource constraint is to allocate labor
among production on own land (L°), production on sharecropped land (LS), and the labor
market so that
PQOQ°/OL ° = SPQ3Q"/cgL" = W.

(10)

If the marginal share crop rate s is less than one and there are no other contractual
stipulations, marginal returns to labor (and to all other variable inputs) are higher on
the sharecropped land than in own production or wage work. Theoretical modeling of
sharecropping to explain its existence in light this apparent inefficiency as compared with
fixed rent contracts is concerned, again, with dealing with risk and with incentives for
efforts.
If there are no insurance markets and no missing markets for effort, landlords and riskadverse sharecropping tenants share production risks, and can share them optimally if
optimal allocation of inputs on sharecropped land is enforceable. However, as Newbery
(1975) noted, risk reduction to the same degree can be obtained by the tenant household by
dividing household workers' time between a risky activity (own production) and a riskless
alternative (crop-cycle labor contract work). Therefore the risk sharing explanation of
sharecropping depends on the nature of alternative risk-reducing options.
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If there is no risk but there is the double coincidence of no markets for managerial skills
of landlords and for work effort of tenants, sharecropping can provide incentives for
landlords to provide managerial skills and for tenants to provide work effort (Eswaran
and Kotwal, 1985b). In this case, a fixed rental contract is inferior because it does not elicit
managerial efforts of landlords. If tenants gain experience or new technologies appear for
which the landlords do not have managerial skills, the advantage of sharecropping over
fixed rents is likely to decline. If labor tasks become routinized, wage labor is likely to
become more attractive relative to sharecropping.
Empirical studies have largely focused on the question of whether there is inefficiency,
not what determines contract choices. Studies that compare input intensities for the same
farmer on different plots with different land contracts find that observed input intensities
are lower on sharecropped than on fixed rent or own plots (Bell, 1977; Shaban, 1987).
Subject to the qualification that these results are not due to unobserved factors such as
unobserved aspects of soil quality and water availability, they suggest that sharecropping
does lead to less inputs than the two alternatives as in relation (10). Bell and Sussangkarn
(1985) report that tenants with greater risk-sharing activities (e.g., receiving more transfer
payments, with more non-agricultural household workers, with greater landholdings) are
more likely to engage in riskier tenant contracts. But this association does not demonstrate
causality because it may just reflect endogenous choices so that in riskier environments
tenants choose a portfolio of means to cope with the risk. Bell and Srinivasan (1989) report
that in ten villages in the Indian Punjab owners and tenants are more likely to share in
allocation decisions under sharecropping than fixed-rent contracts, as in the EswaranKotwal model. But there is little information on longitudinal developments in tenancy
arrangements, how they are affected by experience of tenants and by changes in markets
and in technology, and what are the implications for labor allocations and labor returns.

3,4. Empirical studies of rural labor supplies and risk
Fafchamps (1993) considers sequential labor decisions under uncertainty for small farmers
in a developing country in order to attempt to reconcile expressed concern for possible
manpower shortages with low average labor inputs. His approach is related on a general
level to that used by Rust (1987) and Wolpin (1984, 1987), but explicit differences (e.g.,
finite horizon, non-stationarity, continuous decisions, the state space not discretized and
data available only on the final, not the intermediate, state of nature). He posits a simple
structural model with: three agricultural production stages (planting, weeding and harvesting with the labor demands for the third of these proportional to product); nested constant
elasticity of substitution utility and production functions (with a priori equal utility effects
of leisure for the planting and weeding stages and moderate risk aversion in the former and
constant returns to scale in the latter) that are identical across households within a region;
households differing only with regard to land assets; no labor, land or intertemporal
markets; production shocks that are independent across the three stages; and rational
expectations concerning production shocks. Euler equations for this stochastic control
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problem are invertible. The two decision variables are for planting labor and for weeding
labor. He presents FIML estimates for a 3-year panel of small farmers in Burkino Faso.
Vuong's non-nested model specification test indicates that the stochastic control estimates
dominate those that result from considering a deterministic control problem. The estimates
indicate that farmers are willing to supply considerable labor hours if there are expected
returns to doing so (i.e., the intertemporal elasticity of substitution of leisure and the
elasticity of substitution between consumption and leisure both are high), but that the
low level of labor effort commonly observed in this area is the result of both low labor
productivity in rain-fed agriculture in this environment and of farmers' awareness that, in
the absence of a labor market, overly ambitious initial production plans lead to seasonal
labor constraints on production. Therefore there may be considerable gains from technologies that permit farmers to have greater control (particularly over water) and greater
flexibility to respond to states of nature as they develop, as well as from development of
the labor market.
Rose (1995) explores the impact of risk on labor supplied to wage markets, also within a
seasonal, multi-stage framework with a planting stage and a harvesting stage in the latter
of which weather shocks are revealed. She distinguishes between ex ante and ex post
market labor supply responses of agricultural cultivating households to deal with risky
production on their own farms. The ex ante response is to the riskiness of weather distributions in a particular location and the ex post response is to the weather realization. She
develops a two-stage model that incorporates both ex ante and ex post responses to wage
as well as crop income risk within a stochastic dynamic programming framework. She
then uses a 3-year national stratified random panel dataset for landed households in rural
India that is merged with another panel dataset containing characteristics of the districts in
which households live, including most importantly a 21-year series of rainfall data that is
used to compute a measure of the exogenous rainfall risk faced by farmers as well as other
indicators of bad weather. She specifies and estimates labor market earnings (related to
supply) and profit functions. The profit function is estimated with fixed and random effects
techniques, and Honore's procedure for estimating a fixed effects Tobit model is used to
estimate the labor earnings equation. The results indicate that: (1) profits increase and
labor supply falls in periods of good weather and high rainfall; (2) households facing
greater weather risk supply more labor to the market and receive lower profits than those in
less risky environments; (3) the effects of weather risk on production is reduced by
irrigation and by accessibility to banks and moneylenders; and (4) the availability of
non-agricultural employment increases labor income but also reduces profits by withdrawing resources from production and exacerbates the responses of profits and labor
supplies to shocks and risk.
In another study Rose (1999b) examines another aspect of labor supplies related to risk,
in this case the sex of a baby. She investigates the impact of a "gender shock" (i.e., birth of
a girl) on time allocations in rural Indian households because of income (due to the need to
pay dowries in the marriage market) and substitution effects (due to the higher returns
from investing in sons than in daughters). She presents an intertemporal model that
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generates predictions for these effects, conditional on whether or not the household is
constrained in the credit market. She presents careful empirical estimates that control for
unobserved fixed effects (e.g., preferences) and endogenous sex-related infant mortality.
Her empirical results indicate that the gender shock results in a decline in male leisure for
poorer households, but an increase for less poor households. For all households, women
work less following the birth of a son than following the birth of a daughter. These results
are consistent with the model predictions if poorer, but not less poor, households are
credit-constrained.
3.5. Empirical studies of imperfect information and labor markets"
In addition to imperfect insurance and effort markets, there are other types of incompleteness related to rural labor markets that may affect the type of labor contracts and indeed
may be illuminated if the same individuals participate in different labor contracts. Imperfect information in labor markets with heterogeneous labor is widely conjectured to be a
common feature of such markets. Only recently has there been systematic empirical
research investigating its importance in the developing country context in a series of
studies by Foster and Rosenzweig. These studies investigate some phenomena about
which there have been considerable conjectures in markets for developed country labor
markets as well as for developing country labor markets, but for which the nature of
institutions, behaviors and data have made possible more satisfactory empirical investigations in the developing than in more developed country contexts.
Two little researched but important issues in the study of labor markets with heterogeneous workers is how employers select workers and how worker contributions are
rewarded if employers have imperfect information about work effort. Foster and Rosenzweig (1994a) present evidence that employers have imperfect information with regard to
the productivity of heterogenous workers by obtaining direct measures of the completeness of employer information. Therefore they are able to consider the implications of such
information asymmetries and evaluate the extent to which casual rural labor markets in
developing countries exhibit these attributes using econometric tests from three large
micro datasets from rural areas of Asia. They find: (1) there is considerable variance in
productivity that is not associated with workers' characteristics observed by employers from one-fifth to two-thirds of the productivity variance; (2) there is adverse selection of
less productive workers into the time-wage sector of the labor market, with a 10% increase
in the unobserved component of a worker's productivity increasing the share of labor
market work time that the worker spends in piece-work by 6.6%; (3) employers discriminate statistically by paying time-wages that are 25-60% higher for men because the
distribution of productivity is higher for men than for women, but do not have taste
preferences regarding the gender of their employees (i.e., they pay the same for perceived
productivity independent of gender); (4) employers exhibit learning over time by observing workers, which exacerbates wage inequalities between men and women because the
latter have less labor market experience; and (5) nutrition affects productivity substantially
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but is not rewarded in the time-labor market presumably because of problems in monitoring productivity. This is the first paper to my knowledge to address critical labor market
questions regarding how employers with imperfect information about workers' characteristics and productivities select which heterogenous workers to employ and how workers
are rewarded.
The inability of employers to fully observe worker effort has a central role in many
contractual models of the labor and land markets that are summarized above. While there
is fairly good evidence regarding the disincentive effects of easily observed material input
use associated with sharecropping (e.g., Bell, 1977; Shaban, 1987), there is no evidence
regarding the impact on (much-harder-to-observe) work effort under such incentive
systems prior to Foster and Rosenzweig (1994b). In this paper they develop a simple
multi-stage model in which worker health is affected by effort and by calorie intakes
through the energy balance condition and that permits the use of time-series information
on worker health and the inputs to worker health (i.e., calories) to measure the effort effects
of different labor payment schemes that award workers differentially. The Euler conditions
from this model are tested empirically, with careful attention to estimation and specification issues (e.g., controlling for simultaneity and for individual worker effects using
within-round data on payments received under different payment schemes). The estimates
indicate that time-wage payment schemes as well as share-tenancy are associated with
substantial moral hazard. Workers supply about a third more effort when working on a
piece-rate scheme or on their own land than when working for time wages or under share
tenancy. Thus this paper provides the first systematic empirical evidence about the importance of moral hazard in labor markets and finds that it is substantial in the particular
empirical context considered.
How workers are matched with "jobs" is a fundamental issue in labor economics. A
number of matching mechanisms have been posited. Foster and Rosenzweig (1996a)
develop and estimate a Roy model of the allocation of heterogeneous workers to alternative productive tasks. This paper demonstrates that with data on piece rates and time
rates for the same workers it is possible to distinguish among three determinants of
worker-task allocations: (a) differences in the productivity of workers at different tasks;
(b) preferences of workers for different tasks; and (c) preferences of employers for different types of workers. In the context of rural agriculture to which the methodology is
applied, the empirical application attempts to explain the extent to which these three
factors explain the over-representation of women in weeding activities relative to men.
Using data from the Philippines, it is found that the greater proportion of women allocated
to weeding is due their lower skill level, that women do not have a preference for weeding,
and that employers do not prefer women to perform weeding tasks. The results further
indicate that employers engage in statistical discrimination in the time-wage sector in that
they assign women to weeding because women are on average of lower skill than are men.
This paper thus provides an explanation for the ubiquitous gender specialization in tasks in
agricultural societies. It shows more generally that inferences about the relative importance of worker and employer preferences as determinants of the allocation of workers to
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tasks cannot be made without a careful assessment of the importance of comparative
advantage and information asymmetries.

4. D e t e r m i n a n t s of and returns to h u m a n capital investments
Human resource investments are hypothesized to play a major role in labor market
outcomes in developing countries, as in developed economies. However, there are at
least two major differences. First, while there has been considerable emphasis on schooling as for developed economies, investments in human resources in health and particularly
in nutrition have received relatively much more emphasis for developing economies
because such investments are thought to have relatively high productivity effects in
very poor contexts. As is illustrated in Table 4, moreover, initial 1965 investments in
health and nutrition (as represented in this table by life expectancies at birth relative to
those predicted by per capita income in a cross-section for that year) have more predictive
power for economic growth over the next quarter century than do initial schooling investments (again, in 1965 and relative to those predicted by per capita income). Second, at
least some of the available studies of both the determinants and the effects of human
resources in developing countries place considerable emphasis on ways in which incomplete markets, such as are discussed in Sections 2 and 3, shape such investments.
On a general level the framework for considering the determinants of human capital
investments in developing countries is the same as that used for developed economies.
Differences relate to the differences such as those in the completeness of markets and in
the roles of households. Many of the essential features are summarized in B e c k e r ' s (1967)
W o y t i n s k y Lecture.
Private maximizing behavior leads to human resource investments at the level at which
the private present discounted marginal benefit of the investment equals the private present
discounted marginal costs of the investment. Fig. 2 A provides an illustration for one
Table 4
Estimates of the associations of initial 1965 human resources relative to the levels predicted by cross-country
regressions with subsequent economic growth for the 1965-1990 quarter century~
Dependent variable
real per capita GDP
annual growth 1965-1990

Initial schooling

Row l
Row 2
Row 3

0.39 (4.0)
0.15 (1.1)

Initial life
expectancy

0.14 (4.7)
0.10 (2.6)

Constant

R2

F

N

1.8 (9.1)
1.7 (8.2)
1.7 (8.9)

0.15
0.18
0.21

16.3
23.3
12.1

85
96
85

"t statistics are in parentheses to right of point estimates. The initial human resource positions are the actual
values minus the values predicted by a cross-country regression on a polynomial in per capita income for 1965.
Schooling is the expected schooling for a synthetic cohort. For more details see Behrman (1994b).
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Fig. 2. (A) Private marginal benefits and private marginal costs of human resource investments. (B) Private
marginal benefits and private marginal costs of human resource investments, with higher (dashed) and lower
(solid) marginal benefits. (C) Private marginal benefits and private marginal costs of human resource investments,
with higher (solid) and lower (dashed) marginal costs.

individual. The m a r g i n a l private benefit curve depends on the expected private gains (e.g.,
in wages/salaries i n labor markets) due to h u m a n capital investments. The m a r g i n a l
private benefit curve is d o w n w a r d - s l o p i n g because of d i m i n i s h i n g returns to h u m a n capital
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investments. ~0 The marginal private cost may increase with human capital investments
because of the increasing opportunity costs of more time devoted to such investments
(especially for schooling and training) and because of the increasing marginal private costs
of borrowing on financial markets. For a human resource investment at level H*, the
private returns net of costs are maximized.
If the marginal private benefit curve is higher for every level of human capital investment as for the dashed line in Fig. 2B, all else equal, the equilibrium human capital
investment (H**) and the equilibrium marginal private benefit (r**) both are greater.
The marginal private benefit curve m a y be higher for one of two otherwise identical
individuals except for the difference noted below because one individual (or whomever
is investing in that individual, such as the parents of young children): 11 (1) has greater
endowments (e,g., more ability and drive) that are rewarded in schooling and in postschooling labor markets; 12 (2) has lower discount rates so that the future benefits of human
capital investments have greater value at the time of the decision whether or not to invest;
(3) has human capital investments options of higher quality (e.g., access to higher quality
public schools or public health services) so that the marginal private benefits for a given
level of investment are higher, and the equilibrium investments greater; 13 (4) has better
health and a longer expected life due to complementary investments, so that the postinvestment period in which that individual reaps the returns to the investment is greater
and therefore the expected returns greater; (5) has greater marginal private benefits to a
given level o f such investments because of more extensive labor markets or labor market
discrimination that favors that individual due to gender, race, language, family, village, or
ethnic group; (6) has returns to human resources investments that are obtained more by the
investor or the relevant decision maker (e.g., if traditional gender roles dictate that children
of one sex, but not the other, provide old-age support for their parents, parental incentives
may be greater to invest in children who are likely to provide such support unless there is
an exactly compensating adjustment elsewhere such as in marriage markets); (7) has lower
discount rates, given risk aversion, because of better means for coping with risks through
insurance markets, public safety nets or whatever; (8) has greater marginal private benefits
J0Diminishing marginal retm'ns might be expected (at least at sufficientlyhigh investments levels) because of
fixed genetic endowments and because human capital investments take time (such as schooling and training) and
greater investments imply greater lags in obtaining the returns and a shorter post-investment period in which to
reap the returns from the investment.
lJ For some of these comparisons (e.g., the last three) the otherwise identical individuals would have to live in
different economies.
~2This means that to obtain an estimate of the impact of human capital investments on some outcome, one
cannot just consider the associationbetween the human capital investment and the outcome (i.e., the association
between years of schooling and wage rates), but one must control for the endowments underlying the different
human capital investments.
13if the investor (or the investor's family) must pay for greater quality, investment does not necessarily
increase with a higher quality option. What happens to the equilibrium investment depends upon where tile
marginal private cost curve for the higher quality option is in addition to the location of the marginal private
benefit curve.
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to a given level of investment because of being in a more dynamic economy in which the
returns to such investments are greater; (9) has greater marginal private benefits to a given
level of such investments because of greater externalities from the human capital investments of others in the same labor market; or (10) lives in a more stable economy so that the
discount rate for future returns is lower and thus the marginal private benefit of future
returns greater. ~4
If the marginal private cost is lower for every level of human capital investment as for
the dashed line in Fig. 2C, ceteris paribus, the equilibrium human capital investment
(H***) is greater, with the marginal private benefit (r***) at the higher investment
level lower. The marginal private cost might be lower for a number of possible reasons.
Compare two otherwise identical individuals except that one individual: (1) has lower
private cost access to educational and health services related to such investments because
of closer proximity to such services or lesser user charges; (2) has less opportunity costs
for time used for such investments (e.g., due to gender specialization in household and
farm tasks performed by children); (3) faces lower utility costs of such investments
because of cultural norms that favor some activities associated with such investments
more for some individuals than for others (e.g., in some societies, it is not thought desirable that girls past puberty intermingle with males outside of the family in transit to school
or in school so that the preference costs of schooling are lower for boys than for girls); 15 or
(4) is from a household with greater access to credit because of greater wealth or status or
better connections or better capital and insurance markets.
This simple framework systematizes four critical general points for identifying the
determinants of human capital investments and what is the impact of human capital
investments on outcomes of interest - in the present context labor productivity. 16 First,
the determinants and the expected outcomes are interrelated, as in any investment decision. Therefore the determinants depend not only on the conditions at the time of the
investment, but on expectations regarding the context in which the returns from the
investment will be reaped. There also m a y be interactions between the various human
resource investments, for example with better health and nutrition increasing the expected
returns to schooling. Further, to identify the impact of human capital investments on a
particular outcome, it is important to control for individual, family, and community
characteristics that reflect the conditions under which the investments were made. Otherwise the estimated effect includes not only the impact of the human capital investment, but
also the effects of individual, family, and community characteristics that directly affect the
outcome of interest and are correlated with the human capital investment because they
14Some of these possibilities tie directly into the new economic growth models that have received a lot of
attention in the past decade (e.g., the first is consistent with Stokey's, (1991) emphasis on the heterogeneity of
individuals, the seventh with a product composition more conducive to learning-by-doing as in Lucas (1988) and
Stokey (1991), and the eighth with the externalities broadly emphasized in this literature).
/5 For this case the marginal utilities of marginal private benefits and costs are equated.
16And for understanding under what conditions there may be efficiencyreasons for governments or for private
firms to subsidize human resource investments (Section 6.1).
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partly determine that investments. Second, empirically observed returns to human capital
investments are for a given macro economic, market, policy, and regulatory environment.
The actual returns may change substantially with changes in that environment, such as
those associated with changing from administrated to market prices, opening up an economy more to international markets, establishing greater macro balance, eliminating regulations on migration, or lessening discrimination in labor markets. Third, the marginal
private benefits of human capital investments in a particular individual may differ depending upon the point of view from which they are evaluated: (i) there may be externalities
such as those emphasized in the "new neoclassical growth models" or capital/insurance
market imperfections so that the social returns differ from the private returns; (ii) there
may be a difference between who makes the investment decision (e.g., parents) and in
whom the investment is made (e.g., children) which may result in gender (or birth-order)
differentials in incentives for investments in children given traditional gender (birth-order)
roles in old-age care for parent; and (iii) some forms of human capital investment may
have returns broadly throughout the economy and others may have returns only in specific
activities or productive units. Fourth, if the marginal private benefits equal the marginal
social benefits and if the marginal private costs equal the marginal social costs, optimizing
investments in human capital by private investors are socially efficient.

4.1. Determinants of health and nutrition investments

There is a substantial literature on the determinants of health and nutrition by behaviors of
households and other entities in developing countries (see Behrman and Deolalikar, 1988;
Jimenez, 1995; Strauss and Thomas, 1995; World Bank, 1995). I limit attention here to a
small subset of those studies, those that are most related to labor markets through focusing
on the role of income and on expectations regarding labor market outcomes.
4.1.1. Household income
If all relevant markets were complete and the only difference between two individuals
were that they came from households with different incomes, there would be no differences in human capital investments in the two individuals. However, it is widely believed
that there are associations between human capital investments in individuals in developing
(as well as developed) countries and income. This may reflect that such investments have
some consumption components and/or that income is associated with some of the determinants of human capital investments discussed with respect to Fig. 2, such as ability,
discount rates, access to capital and insurance or other markets, and access to public
services.
Empirical studies of household behavior determining health and nutrition investments
in developing countries generally have included income indicators among the right-side
variables, usually with reference to credit market imperfections if any explicit rationale is
given. In the past decade the greatest emphasis related to income in this literature has been
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on (1) the magnitude of income-nutrition associations and (2) whether there is complete
income pooling.
The magnitude of income-nutrition associations are of interest because on the order of
magnitude of a billion people in the developing world are thought to be malnourished
(which is widely viewed as undesirable in itself in addition to any productivity effects) and
some influential observers have argued that the most effective way to eliminate malnourishment is to increase income (e.g., World Bank, 1981). Engel curves for food purchases
for poor people typically indicate income elasticities of the magnitude of 0.6-0.8, from
which many observers concluded that nutrients consumed by members of poor households
would increase by about 6-8% for every 10% increase in poor households' income. (Some
have argued that for very poor households the nutrient elasticities with respect to income
would be higher, greater than one, e.g., see Lipton, 1983.) Inferences from such empirical
estimates underlay widespread optimism about reductions in malnutrition with income
increases. A revisionist position emerged in the past decade, however, that questioned
whether nutrient (in a particular, calorie) income elasticities were nearly this large based
on claims that previous estimates had overstated calorie-income associations because of
ignoring (a) the distinction between household food purchased/produced and food
consumed by household members that may be strongly associated with income due to
provision of food to household employees, mendicants and animals and wastage, (b)
measurement error that biased the estimated associations upwards (e.g., regressing food
expenditures on total expenditures), and (c) intra-food group substitution towards more
expensive nutrients associated with income (see Behrman and Deolalikar, 1987; Bouis and
Haddad, 1992; Alderman, 1993; Bouis, 1994; Subramanian and Deaton, 1996).
At this point the prevalent view seems to be the calorie-income associations are somewhere between those implied by the previous conventional wisdom and the revisionists,
suggesting a moderate role for income increases in lessening malnutrition. But it is striking
that for the most part this fairly extensive literature does not place the investigation of the
determinants (and impact) of nutrients within the context of the particular market configurations faced in developing countries, nor is there much attention to timing issues regarding income receipts and food expenditures. A recent at least partial exception to this
statement is Behrman et al. (1997a), who investigate calorie demands and the impact
calorie consumption on farm profits in rural Pakistan. They positive a two-stage production process as in relations (9C) and (9D) above in which planting season labor markets do
not reward greater efforts due to better-nourished workers because of monitoring problems
and credit markets do not permit poor households to borrow for nutrition investments in
the planting stage the returns from which occur at harvest time. They find that for poor
agricultural households (defined by small landholdings), the income elasticity for planting-stage calories is one, in contrast to a value of about zero in the harvest stage when
nutrients are much cheaper and harvest piece worker rates directly reward better current
nutrition. Thus placing the nutrient investment within the particular context of incomplete
markets and multi-stage agricultural production leads to different insights regarding the
nature of this human resource demand and its relation to incomplete markets.
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The income pooling question pertains to whether households effectively pool individual
incomes or whether it matters which members of the households control income. This
question originally arose in regard to bargaining models for intrahousehold allocations in
developed economies (Manser and Brown, 1980; McElroy and Horney, 1981). But, as
emphasized by McElroy (1990), the majority of the efforts to provide empirical tests of
whether incomes are pooled by household members have been for developing countries,
often with emphasis on investments in health and nutrition (e.g., Schultz, 1990b; Thomas,
1990, 1993, 1994; Strauss and Thomas, 1995; Haddad et al., 1996 and the references
therein). Many commentators summarize these studies to imply that (a) income is not
pooled in developing countries and (b) resources under control of women has much greater
impact on human capital investments in health and nutrition than do resources under
control of men. While conventional wisdom has been shaped considerably by these
studies, I find them less persuasive than do many because they do not control for unobserved abilities and preferences that arguably are correlated with the indicators of individual control over resources that are used (see Behrman, 1997a for further discussion).
These studies like those related to income and health/nutrition investments, moreover,
generally do not place the analysis very well into the specific market and institutional
contexts of developing economies.
4.1.2. Expected labor market returns
One important implication of standard models of human capital investments, as emphasized above with respect to Fig. 2, is that such investments are predicated in part on their
expected returns. Most of the empirical literature on such investments in developing
countries (and that on developed economies) does not directly incorporate this possibility
because of the problems in representing such expectations. I now consider briefly two
studies on health and nutrition in developing countries that do attempt to represent such
expectations.
Rosenzweig and Schultz (1982) argue that differential child mortality rates - w i t h
mortality being the equivalent to very poor health and nourishment - by sex across
India reflect differential expected labor market returns to investing in the human resources
of boys versus girls. They develop a simple model consistent with this argument, and then
present estimates of the model, using current adult labor force experience to represent the
experience expected for current children (arguing that such a representation is good for the
period that they consider because labor markets were relatively stable in that era). Their
estimates suggest that differential boy-girl mortality patterns in different parts of India are
consistent with the hypothesis that households invest in the children in whom the returns
are greatest (i.e., reinforce endowment differentials in light of market opportunities).
Pitt et al. (1990) develop a model that incorporates linkages among nutrition, labormarket productivity, health heterogeneity, and the intrahousehold distribution of food and
work activities in a subsistence economy. A household is assumed to have individuals in m
classes (defined by age and sex so that within a class the health and wage production
functions are the same for all members of the household). The household maximizes its
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consensus preference function that is defined over the health, food consumption, and work
effort of each individual (with positive effects of health and food consumption and negative effects of work effort) subject to (i) a budget constraint that posits that income from
labor and other sources must be greater than or equal to expenditures on food and other
consumption and (ii) production functions for health and wages for each class:

tI)k = hk(Nj, Ej, Gj),

(11)

wkJ = wk(Hj, Ej),

(12)

where H!J is the health of the jth individual in the kth class, Nj is the nutrient or food
consumption of the jth individual, E~ is the work effort of the jth individual, Gi is the health
endowment of the jth individual that is observed by household members but not by social
scientists, and Wjk is the wage rate for the jth individual in the kth class. 17 Nutrients and
endowments are posited to have a positive effect on health, health a positive effect on wage
rates, and effort a negative effect on health and a positive effect on wage rates. Health is
assumed to increase the marginal product of effort in producing wages, with all the
endowments effects working through health.
The first-order conditions indicate that the marginal cost of allocating nutrients at the
margin to an individual is lower the greater the extent to which that person's health
improves with more nutrition and that person's wage increases with better health. If
different classes of individuals participate in different work, as appears widely to be the
case in developing countries with respect to gender, and the wage effects of health vary
across types of work, the marginal costs of food allocated to different classes of individuals
may vary substantially. Within a class the distributions of food and work effort across
individuals depend on the distribution of endowments among those individuals. Compensation or reinforcement can be examined by investigating the first derivative of health with
respect to endowments, which includes the partial effects on health through both work
effort and nutrient intakes. In the case in which endowments enter additively in the health
production relation, there is compensation (reinforcement) if the sum of these two partial
effects is negative (positive). The cross effect o f j ' s endowment on i's nutrient consumption is more negative if the household preference function is non-linear with the consumption of i and j as substitutes the stronger is the relation between health and effort
productivity for j.
To explore empirically whether there is compensation or reinforcement, estimates of the
endowments first must be obtained. To do so, the health production function is estimated
directly and, based on the parameter estimates and the actual nutrients consumed and work
effort expended by each individual, individual-specific endowments are calculated. There
are two problems that must be dealt with in this "residual" endowment method. First,
because endowments are not observed by social scientists and they influence household
17 W o r k time is a s s u m e d to be the same for all individuals b e c a u s e there are not data on time allocations a n d
b e c a u s e casual observations suggest that there is very little leisure in the s a m p l e area.
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allocations, OLS estimates of the health production technology are not consistent. They
therefore use as instruments "food prices, labor-market variables reflecting labor demand,
and exogenous components of income" under the assumption that such variables "determine resource allocations but do not directly affect health status, given food and activity
levels." (Pitt et al., 1990, p. 1145) Second, the residually-derived endowments are likely to
be measured with systematic error because of random measurement error in the observed
inputs into the health production function such as individual nutrients, which carry over to
cause errors in the estimated endowments that in turn causes biases in the estimated impact
of the endowments on allocated variables. These biases tend to make households appear
more compensatory than they really are. t8 To obtain consistent estimates Pitt et al. (1990)
use instrumental variables in the form of estimated health endowments for weight-forheight, m i d - a r m circumference, and skinfold thickness from other survey rounds than the
one for which the allocation estimate is being m a d e under the assumption that the periodspecific measurement errors are not correlated across time periods.
The data requirements for this study are considerable: individual specific observations
on nutrient intakes, health outcomes, and work effort; sufficient cross-sectional variation in
exogenous instruments needed for consistent estimation of the health production function;
and repeated observations on individuals to purge estimated endowments of measurement
errors. They use data from the 1981-1982 Bangladesh Rural Nutrition Survey of 385
households in 15 villages and F o o d and Agricultural Organization/World Health Organization ( F A O / W H O ) classifications of the 14 occupations provided in the data as "very
active" and "exceptionally active" to characterize higher than normal work effort and
control for whether women were lactating or pregnant in the sample period to control for
non-work nutrient use. Estimates of the health production function for weight-for-height
suggest that the impact of calories is understated and the signs of the coefficients of the
work effort variables wrong if OLS is used instead of simultaneous estimators. Then the
residual endowments obtained from the consistently-estimated health production technology were used for the households with longitudinal data to obtain consistent estimates of
the impact o f individual endowments on individual nutrients. These estimates suggest
reinforcement in the sense that individuals with better endowments receive more nutrients
once there is control for the measurement error problem noted above (which, if not
controlled, leads to estimates that are opposite in sign, suggesting compensation); these
effects are about ten times larger for males than for females, which is consistent with their
model, given that their data indicate that women do not participate in energy-intensive
activities. Within-household estimates by gender with age-specific endowment effects
suggest that reinforcement is significant for males 12 years of age or older and for both
males and females in the 6 - 1 2 year age range, but that compensation m a y occur for those

~sPitt et al. (1990) show that, if the true impact of such endowments on nutrients is positive, the estimated
impact will be downward biased. But if the true impact is negative, the classical measurement error bias is
towards zero (and therefore positive) while the bias due to the correlation of the estimated endowment with the
measurement error in nutrients is negative, so the overall effect is indeterminate.
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under 6 years of age of both sexes (although the standard errors are large); for females 12
years of age or older the sign of the coefficient is positive but the magnitude is very small
and the standard error very large. Next, they explore what the impact of (instrumented)
endowments is on household income and on participating in an exceptionally active
occupation (in the absence of data on individual wage rates or earnings). Their estimates
suggest that there is a pecuniary return to health and effort, that adult males with higher
endowments are more likely to undertake exceptionally energy-intensive work, and that
adult female health endowments are relatively unimportant (in comparison with those for
adult males) in determining activity choices or household income. Finally, the net effect of
a change in own endowments on own health are calculated from the estimated health
production functions and the estimated endowment effects on the nutrient and work effort
variables in those production functions; the elasticities of own health with respect to own
endowments are 0.88 for adult males and 0.97 for adult females. Thus, on net Bangladeshi
households exhibit compensatory behavior with respect to adult health endowments so
that these elasticities are less than one, with adult males being " t a x e d " to the benefit of
other household members more than females. Therefore, by incorporating the expected
impact of nutrient investments in an integrated manner with the estimates of that impact,
not only do they c o m e to fuller understanding of how nutrient investments work but also to
a different understanding of the nature of intrahousehold allocations of nutrients, a question on which there has been considerable debate. 19

4.2. Productivity impact o f health and nutrition
In poor countries many people, including workers and students, have poor health or
nutrition. There have been many conjectures that such poor health and nutrition has
negative effects on productivities in the labor force and in forming human capital to be
used subsequently in the labor force (e.g., in schooling success).

4.2.1. Nutrition-based efficiency model
The nutrition-based efficiency model of Leibenstein (1957), Mazumdar (1959), Mirrlees
(1975) and Stiglitz (1976) systematizes the possible impact of nutrition on productivity as
~9Limitations in the data mean that some qualifications are appropriate. The use of the instruments for the
health production function to obtain consistent estimates of the production function coefficients and of the
residual endowments depends upon the assumption that there are no allocated inputs into the production of
health that are not observed, a strong assumption. If women's time in household production (not observed), for
example, has an effect on health, instrumented nutrients and work effort may be representing in part the impact of
women's time allocations since such allocations presumably respond to the same set of exogenous instruments.
The assumption that measurement errors in nutrient intakes are not correlated across periods may be strong if the
intrahousehold allocation of food was altered to favor certain groups identified by age or sex because of the
presence of outside dietary investigators. The measure of work effort based on 14 occupational categories,finally,
is quite crude, ignores what probably are substantially variations within such categories, and may impart a gender
bias since some have claimed that the FAO/WHO estimates understate energy used in various household
activities performed primarily by females.
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Fig. 3. Effortnutritionlocus with optimal work effort at M.
a possible explanation of downward rigidity of rural wages in poor labor markets that may
be associated with surplus labor. This, thus, is an alternative theoretical explanation for
surplus labor to the household models discussed in Section 2.
Central to the nutrition-based efficiency model is a modified agricultural production
function that is identical to that in relation (2) except the labor time is multiplied by
efficiency per unit time (E) as in relations (9C,D) which in turn depends on nutrients
consumed and therefore consumption (c):
Q = Q(A, L E ( c ) , F).

(13)

The efficiency per unit time as a function of c is zero until some m i n i m u m consumption
level and then increasing in c at a declining rate over the relevant range as in Fig. 3. 2o
Under the assumptions that there is an infinitely elastic supply of workers at the wage W,
that employers can appropriate all the additional product that workers with better nutrition
produce, that c depends only on W so that E ( c ) = E ( W ) and that the farm's land area is
fixed, profit maximization implies that employers select what wage they pay and how
much labor time they hire to maximize P Q Q ( A , L E ( W ) , F ) - W L - PFF. The first-order
conditions for this maximization imply
W*/E = 1/Ew,

(14)

where * indicates the maximizing choice. Thus the efficiency wage, which minimizes the
20There is some difference in the literature regarding what this functionalform is at very low levels of c.
Mirrlees (1975) and Stiglitz(1976) posit a non-convexitywith initiallyincreasingmarginaleffects of c (i.e., with
Ecc > 0) and then declining marginal effects (with E~c < 0). Bliss and Stern (1978) and Dasgupta and Ray
(1986a,b) posit a discontinuityat some minimumconsumptionlevel from no effect to decreasingmarginaleffects
(with Ecc < 0). The non-convexityin the former case leads to some peculiarities, such as unequal distribution
among household members may be optimal even if the family welfare functionis additive in individualfamily
member's utilities. With both forms the convex region is what is relevant for the basic possible explanationof
downwardly-rigidwages and unemployment.
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cost per level of effort, is chosen so that the average cost per unit of effort just equals the
marginal cost per unit effort.
In the simplest form of this model in which workers have no alternative income sources,
there would be no savings, no dependants, and no unemployed workers. If workers have
alternative sources of consumption (i.e., full income in relation 3 includes not only full
earnings but also positive net profits from own farming or positive other income) and if
employers are informed about workers' other income sources and their family composition, time wages vary depending on workers' alternative income sources and family
composition. Bliss and Stern (1978) show that if the employer is a monopolist, the
employer pays out time wages so that consumption of workers is equalized, which implies
lower time wages for landed than for landless workers (so that the former are hired before
the latter). Dasgupta and Ray (1986, 1987) show that if there is perfect competition, each
worker receives the same payment per unit of work effort, so those with higher levels of
alternative consumption sources who supply more effort per time unit receive higher
wages per time unit. Thus workers with more land (or other alternative consumption
sources) and fewer dependants receive higher time wages and workers with limited
enough alternative consumption sources and numerous enough dependants so that the
time wage is at or below the efficiency wage may be unemployed (in which case redistribution of assets towards these workers may increase output). Thus, predictions about
patterns of time wages and employment among potential workers with differing alternative
income sources and number of dependants depends on the labor market structure.

4.2.2. Empirical estimates of health~nutrition effects on labor productivity
Rosenzweig (1988a) reviews the evidence then available regarding the predictions of (a)
coexistence of high unemployment rates and downwardly-rigid wages, (b) wage diversity
and (c) direct productivity effects of nutrition in rural areas of developing countries. He
concludes that there is no support for (a) and (b) and that, prior to Strauss's (1986) study
(see below) there was no persuasive evidence on (c) because it was not clear from such
studies whether higher nutrient consumption caused higher productivity or higher income
associated with higher productivity caused greater food and nutrient consumption. More
recent studies are consistent with his summary regarding (a) and (b) (e.g., Richards, 1994
on Egypt).
Strauss (1986) is the first study of which I am aware that investigates the impact of
nutrition on productivity with control for their possible simultaneous determination. He
estimates the effect of a family' s average intake of calories per adult consumer-equivalent
on the productivity of on-farm family labor in Sierra Leonean agriculture. One of his
production function inputs is "effective family labor," which is a non-linear function of
actual on-farm family labor hours and the average availability of calories per consumerequivalent in the household. Effective family labor has a statistically significant coefficient
estimate in the agricultural production function, and effective family labor increases
significantly, at a diminishing rate, with available calories, calculated on a per consumer-equivalent basis. Strauss estimates the output elasticity of available calories on a per
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consumer-equivalent basis to be 0.33 at the sample mean, 0.49 at 1500 calories a day, and
0.12 at 4500 calories a day. His estimates imply that an increase in caloric intake results in
a substantial increase in the efficiency of an hour of labor (e.g., a laborer who consumes
4500 calories a day is 20% more productive than one who consumes 3000 calories a day).
These findings are robust to several alternative specifications and to changes in the instruments used for his first-stage calorie estimates. Strauss also notes that labor market wages
are not significantly related to caloric consumption, which is consistent with markets being
incomplete because nutrient-related productivity is difficult to observe.
Subsequent to Strauss's study, there have been a mamber of other empirical investigations that attempt to investigate the impact of nutrition and health on output/income/profits
or wages primarily in rural areas of developing countries 21 with some effort to control for
the endogenous choices that led to the observed nutrition and health states (Table 5). These
studies use some combination of nutrient and health indicators that refer to different time
periods: (i) calories, which refer to recent food consumption and energy availability, (ii)
weight for height or BMI (body mass index, weight/height2), each of which is a common
measure of short-run nutrition and health status, and (iii) height, which is a common
measure of long-run nutrition and health status. All of these studies attempt to control
for the possible endogeneity or omitted variable bias for the first two indicators through
using instrumental variable and/or fixed effects estimators. Most of the studies assume that
height can be treated as independent in such estimates - i.e., that height is independent of
any unobserved characteristics in the disturbance term that affect labor productivity although a few studies control for such possibilities. 22 The studies vary in their coverage
of the three groups of nutrition and health indicators. If the true specification includes all
three of these indicators, if all three depend on some common characteristics (e.g., genetic
health endowments) or if one is an input into the production of another 23 or if the same
anthropometric indicator is used to construct more than one of these three groups of
indicators (i.e., height is used for both b and c), and if all three are not included (or
controlled for) in the specification, the estimates of the included indicators may be biased
(despite the use of instruments) because they are representing in part the incorrectly
excluded nutrition/health indicators.
Though the estimates are somewhat mixed, for most part they suggest significant effects
of nutrition/health on agricultural production, net profits or wages and some variations by
gender with effects if anything more likely to be significant or larger for males than for
22 Thomasand Strauss (1997) is the only studyin this table with estimateson urban areas. Satinand Alderman
(1988) report that estimates that they made for urban areas were not very robust and therefore they do not give
these estimates, but only those for rural areas.
22 Aldermanet al. (1996b) use instrumentedheight with instrumentsfrom parentalhousehold characteristics.
Deolalikm" (1988) presents household and individualfixed effects estimates that control for height, but do not
permit estimation of the effect of height. Some of Haddad and Bouis' (1991) alternative estimates also use
individualfixed effects.
23For example, BMI productionfunctionswith calories included amongthe inputs are presented in Pitt et al.
(1990) and in Foster and Rosenzweig (1994b), both of which are discussed above.
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females presumably because of gender divisions of labor with males more concentrated in
tasks in which strength and bursts of energy are important.
These estimates also shed some light on possible intormation questions relating to
nutrition and health that tie in to the basic multistage agricultural production technology
that is discussed in Section 3. If the production process can be considered to have two
stages, planting and harvesting, 24 the production functions are (9C) and (9D). Assume that
the weather realizations occur at the start of each stage. In the planting stage labor, land
and other inputs have to be committed without knowledge of the weather that will be
experienced in the harvest stage (although probably with knowledge of the distribution of
harvest weather). As discussed in Section 3, effort in some important agricultural tasks
(e.g., weeding and application of fertilizer and pesticides as opposed to harvesting) cannot
be costlessly or cheaply monitored because of the combination of production lags, imperfect observability by farmers of the intermediate product, and the spatial dispersion and
heterogeneity in production conditions even on one farm; there is not a distinct market for
effort separate from the market for labor time; and the time-wage alone insufficiently
rewards effort.
The studies that are summarized in Table 5 are generally consistent with nutrition
having short term effects on labor effort and productivity that are not easily observed
during the agricultural planting season. 25 For five of the six agricultural production function/net profit estimates and explicit piece-rate wage estimates, there are significant positive effects of calories. Foster and Rosenzweig (1994b) further suggest that in one of the
two other cases in which there is a significant positive effect - that for peak season rural
Indian labor in Behrman and Deolalikar (1989b) - harvest piece rate wages dominate so,
even though the piece rate wages are not separated out explicitly, this estimate reflects the
same phenomenon. For only one of the other seven estimates of rural market wage effects,
in contrast, are the estimates of calories significantly positive.
In some of the studies in the top part of Table 5, moreover, the multistage nature of
production is central to the analysis. For example the piece rate wages are for the harvest
stage during which monitoring of harvesting productivity is relatively costless and the
estimated significant impact of calories on net profits in Pakistan is for planting stage
calories on harvest profits, with no significant impact of harvest calories on harvest profits,
24The productionprocess may have other important stages between planting and hm:vesting,but the basic
points are illustratedby collapsingall of the pre-harvest stages into the planting stage.
25Thomas and Strauss (1997, pp. 177-180) find significanteffects of calories for wage work but not for sell:
employment in urban Brazil and claim, in explicit contrast to the interpretationof Foster and Rosenzweig
(1994b), that "employers can observe the outputs (of better nutrition),such as better general health, improved
pallor and higher levelsof energy and effort, and those indicatorsmay be usedin settingwages of their workers."
But, as noted in Table 5, for most the sample that Thomas and Strauss use, the significantestimates that they
report imply negativeeffects of calories on wage rates received, which seems puzzlingif employerscan observe
indicators of greater calories consumedand such calories affect labor productivity.Therefore, althoughthey may
be correct that their results suggeststrongpositivewage effects of calories for those who consumevery low levels
of calorieseven thoughthe self-employmentselectedby such workersdoes not have suchreturns,the estimatesof
the negative wage effects of calories for most of the sampleraise questionsabout their interpretation.
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which is consistent with the monitoring problem being particularly severe for planting
stage activities. The two studies of which I am aware that explicitly compare nutrient
demand elasticities for small farmers between the planting and harvest seasons, moreover,
report much larger elasticities in the planting season than in the harvest season in India and
Pakistan (Behrman and Deolalikar, 1989a; Behrman et al., 1997a). 26 This pattern of
elasticities is consistent with limited capacities for transferring resources across production stages for small farmers and relatively high returns from using any extra resources to
increase own-farm productivity through consuming more calories in the planting stage
because of the absence of labor market rewards for such productivity in that stage due to
the monitoring problem, but the relative absence of such observability problems in the
harvest stage.
Thus these estimates, although based on a few samples, suggest that information
problems on work effort are significant for low-income agriculture in developing countries
particularly in planting and other pre-harvest production stages, ff poor households had
better means of transferring resources over times or if there were better means of monitoring work efforts, such problems would be lessened. 27 The extent of efficiency gains that
could be obtained, however, are not well-quantified.
Swamy (1997), finally, also provides a simple test of the nutrition-efficiency wage
model. He uses the estimates of calorie effects on productivity in rural India from Behrman
and Deolalikar (1989b) that are most favorable to this model (i.e., indicating the largest
response), and shows that, contrary to the claims of these models, a wage cut would lower
the cost per efficiency unit of labor.
-

4.3. Determinants o f schooling

Conventional wisdom is that, while the returns to health/nutrition investments may be
relatively high in poor and stagnant societies, schooling is the human resource with the
highest return in labor markets and elsewhere at somewhat higher levels of income and in
dynamic economies. Most of the empirical studies of the determinants of schooling in
developing countries have focused on household income and parental income, with a few
26There are many studies of the responsivenessof nutritionto income and some controversyover the magnitude of these responses that is discussed in Section 4.1, but most studies do not consider the possibility of
differential responses dependingon the stage of productionin agriculturaleconomies.
27It is useful to note that the rural employmentschemes that often are advocated to address rural seasonal
incomeproblemsdo not fully address this problemcausedby the nnobservabilityof effort becauseany household
member who is workingon such a scheme cannot be working simultaneouslyon own-farmproductionin which
the greater effort is rewarded. Such schemes may improvethe capacity of poor households to exploitthe greater
productivitywith better nutritionin own-farmproductionif they help provide additionalplanting-stageincome
through the use of some of the household'slabor on such employmentschemes so that the rest of the household's
labor can be better nourishedand therefore more productivein own-farmwork. But the increasedproductivityof
household own-farmlabor must offset the reductionin suchlabor in order for there to be incentivesto participate
in the employmentscheme.
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studies on other determinants such as opportunity costs, health and nutrition, risks and
expected returns.
4.3.1. Household income

As for health and nutrition investments, the implications of the standard human capital
investment model are that household income in itself should not affect schooling investment unless there are incomplete markets, Most empirical studies of schooling include
household income, apparently usually because of the perception (sometimes explicit) that
household income facilitates schooling investments because of imperfect capital and
insurance markets.
A recent survey in the Appendix of Behrman and Knowles (1999) of associations
between schooling investments with household income for 42 studies for 21 (mostly
developing) countries reports that estimates for about three-fifths of the schooling indicators used in these studies yield significant associations between household income and
schooling. Among the cases in which income elasticities can be estimated from the
information provided in the studies, the median is 0.07, with the estimated income elasticities tending to be a little higher for poorer samples and with small inverse associations of
the estimates with income reported in a number of studies. 2s Such low values for most of
these elasticities present a puzzle for those who perceive that there are high intergenerational correlations in income and that the income returns from income-associated schooling investments are a major mechanism through which intergenerational income
correlations are generated. This survey suggests that one reason that the estimated income
elasticities in many studies are low is the use of income indicators that may be contaminated by relatively large measurement errors as a representation of the true longer-run
income constraint and possibly endogeneity. To illustrate, explorations with Vietnamese
data suggest that using predicted income/expenditures yields estimates on the order of
magnitude of 50-60% higher than using current annual income measures. This survey also
suggests that another reason that most studies might underestimate income-schooling
investment associations is that indicators of schooling investments generally are limited
to schooling attainment or enrollments. But cognitive achievement (or other school
outcomes) may differ significantly with income for a given level of schooling attainment
and the age of completing a given schooling level also may be inversely associated with
income (leaving more post-schooling time to reap the returns from schooling). Illustrative
estimates for Vietnam in Behrman and Knowles (1999) suggest that such considerations
add significantly to the income-schooling investment associations, as does selectivity
regarding who continues in school (i.e., only high-ability children from poor families,
but almost all children from better-off families). Thus, this survey suggests that most of the
28 The largest estimates - those over 0.20 - are for low-income countries, areas or time periods: Crte d'Ivoire,
Ghana, Nepal, Taiwan for the 1940-1949 birth cohort, Northeastern Brazil, and rural Pakistan. But these are the
only cases in which the estimates surveyed exceed 0.20. In several cases beyond these six the specifications used
allow non-linear income associations and find diminishing marginal income relations, although the changes in the
elasticities implied by these inverse associations are small.
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empirical literature on schooling investments probably underestimates the importance of
household income, in part because of measurement issues and in part because systematic
conceptual frameworks are not used for the investigations.
One recent study of schooling in developing countries that lays out much more systematically than most of the literature how income and schooling investments might be related
in the presence of incomplete financial markets is Jacoby and Skoufias (1997). They note
that there had been considerable prior emphasis on both financial markets and human
capital as major factors in development, but not on their interaction. They also note that
there have been a number of recent studies to test the implications of incomplete financial
markets in both developing and developed economies, but that most of these studies shed
little light on the mechanisms by which consumption smoothing is attained. They investigate how child school attendance responds to seasonal income fluctuations in agrarian
Indian households using panel data. They study responses to aggregate and household
idiosyncratic and anticipated and unanticipated income shocks. They posit a dynamic
model of school attendance with different degrees of financial market completeness and
note that with incomplete markets consumption and schooling investment decisions are
not separable. Their estimation strategy is to relax successively restrictions on the relationships between school attendance and income shocks implied by successively more incomplete financial markets, all with control for unobserved household heterogeneity. Their
results indicate that seasonal variations in school attendance are a form of self-insurance
that significantly reduces the schooling of children in households that are vulnerable to
risk, which is likely to be a costly form of insurance, particularly for poorer households.
The results have a number of potentially important policy implications, such that expanding schools without understanding the nature of financial risks and market constraints may
have more limited effects on education than expected, effective compulsory schooling
laws or restrictions against child labor may have substantial negative effects on household
welfare, and improved shortterm credit and insurance markets may have important longterm benefits in the form of greater human capital investments.

4.3.2. Parental schooling
Conventional wisdom is that: (1) mother's schooling has widespread positive substantial
effects on child education; (2) these effects tend to be much larger than those of father's
schooling; and (3) therefore, ceteris paribus, there is a stronger efficiency case (given
education externalities) for subsidies for female than for male schooling. Behrman
(1997b) first discusses a general framework for thinking about the impact of mother's
schooling on child education and then surveys what is known on the basis of all 237
estimates on 22 (mostly developing) countries that were located. Examination of available
estimates in light of this general framework suggests that knowledge on the impact of
women's schooling on child education generally could be improved with more clarity
about what model is estimated, roles of possibly important unobserved variables such as
preferences and abilities, distinctions between particular and more-general total effects,
and use of broader indicators of both mother's and child's education that capture outcomes
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rather than primarily time-in-school inputs. Taken at their face value the central tendency
of current estimates is consistent with the "widespread" and "positive" part of point 1 of
the conventional wisdom, but not with the "substantial" part of point 1, or for the claim
that the effects of mother's schooling tend to be much greater than those of father's
schooling - and therefore not with a efficiency argument for large subsidies for female
schooling, or for larger subsidies for female than for male schooling.
Most studies, however, include among right-side variables some that possibly are
determined partially by mother's schooling. On the basis of a priori considerations, a
few studies that explore the effects of such procedures, and new estimates that characterize
all estimates that have been located, the usual specifications lead to a substantial underestimate of the total effect of mother's schooling and a smaller upward bias in the estimated relative impact of mother's versus father's schooling, with control for income and
less so school characteristics biasing the estimated effects towards mother's schooling and
control for number of children and community characteristics biasing the estimates somewhat less towards father's schooling.
Most existing studies do not control for possible biases in the estimated effects of
mother's schooling due to unobserved (by analysts) abilities and preferences that directly
affect child education and that are correlated with mother's schooling. A few studies
suggest that unobserved preference and ability endowments may affect importantly the
estimated impact of mother's schooling on child education, with estimates generally
(although not always) biased upwards by the failure to control for these endowments.
They also suggest that marriage market considerations may be critical for analyzing the
impact of mother's schooling on child education, and that such considerations at least in
some contexts increase the estimated impact of mother's relative to father's schooling. But
these studies also point to the sensitivity of the results to how such endowments are
controlled, including the limitations of partial controls through observed indicators. Therefore it is critical for interpretation that the underlying model be spelled out explicitly and
used directly as a guide to the estimation method because estimates using behavioral data
are necessarily conditional on particular assumptions about the underlying model and
explicit modeling makes it clear on what the interpretation is based.
I now review two recent studies of the role of parental schooling in child education in
developing countries that deal with some of the problems noted in this survey.
Behrman et al. (1999) examine the role of parents' schooling in child education in the
Green Revolution period in rural India. While the Green Revolution increased the rates of
return to men's schooling, given the gender division of labor there is not evidence of an
impact on the direct economic returns to women's schooling. Yet men in areas that
benefited from the Green Revolution married more-schooled women. This is somewhat
of a puzzle because, within household bargaining models, such women obtain a larger
share of the economic pie without contributing directly to the size of the pie. Among the
possible explanations are that men have pure consumption demands for more-schooled
wives and that more-schooled women contribute indirectly to the household by raising
more-educated children, a public good within the household.
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This study examines the latter possibility. It presents household fixed effect estimates,
controlling for unobserved characteristics of the father's household, 29 for Indian farm
household children's daily school and study hours with and without instl-umenting
mother's schooling (literacy). In this case the instruments are local technological shocks
when the father was of marriage age that the authors argue are independent of the disturbance term in the within-household estimates for time that children spend studying or in
school. 3° The instrumented estimates indicate an impact of m o t h e r ' s literacy that is more
than double the uninstrumented estimates. Also of interest is the impact of the control for
the father' s family endowments by using within-household estimates in a context in which
extended households make possible such estimation. OLS estimates of the determination
of children' s school and study hours yield significant effects of mother being literate and of
father having primary schooling. But within-household estimates, while still yielding
estimates that imply that mother being literate has a significantly positive effect of
about the same magnitude (with the exact magnitude depending on the instrumenting
discussed above), yield estimates of the effect of father's primary schooling that are less
than a fifth of the OLS estimate and that are very imprecisely estimated (and would not be
judged non-zero even at the 50% level of significance). That is, in this case, the apparent
direct effect of father's schooling of more-or-less the same magnitude as of mother's
schooling in standard O L S estimates evaporates in within-household estimates while
the estimated effect of mother' s schooling is robust to the estimation alternatives considered. Thus in the OLS estimates the estimated direct impact o f father's schooling on child
educational time use is strongly contaminated and biased upwards by proxying for household preferences regarding time use and possibly household resources. To the extent that
the within-household estimates of the effect of father' s schooling differ from the OLS ones
because of the control for household resources, of course, father' s schooling still may have
an important indirect effect. However, the authors downplay this possibility because, if
there were such an effect, it also would seem to be reflected in subhousehold allocations of
household resources so that father' s schooling would still seem to be important even in the
within-household estimates.
29Another of the studies that is included surveyed in the survey summarized above also controls for childhood
family effects, in this case for the mothers, by using data on adult sisters and half-sisters in Nicaragua (Behnrlan
and Wolfe, 1984). For completed schooling for females the within-estimates of mother's schooling are 30% of
OLS estimates and the within estimates of father's schooling are 40% of the OLS estimates. For household
income the within estimates of mother's schooling are significantlynegative in contrast to insignificantnegative
estimates for OLS, while the within estimates of father's schooling are 70% greater than the OLS estimates (and
significantly positive). These results are suggestivethat controlling for mother's endowments also may affect the
estimates importantly, and in some cases as much or more so for mother's as for father's schoolingeffects. But
generalizing from these estimates is somewhat risky because of their dependence on half-sisters to obtain within
effects. Also they do not control for measurement error, the effects of which, as is well-known, are exacerbated
with within estimates, although the result that the within estimates are larger in absolute magnitude in several
cases could not come from the classical measurement error model.
3oAs the authors note, if mothers' preferences related to child schooling are heterogenous and known at the
time of"marriages, then the instruments used may not be independent of the disturbance term in the child's time
use relation.
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In another recent paper Foster (1996) argues that estimates of parental schooling on child
education can be seriously biased if marriage partners self-select on the basis of unobserved
characteristics. To deal with this issue, he develops a model of the marriage market in
which potential mates care about the human capital of their offspring (a public good within
marriage) as well as their own private consumption. Under the assumption of transferable
utility, child investment is shown to depend on the income and tastes for offspring schooling o f each of the marital partners. The problem in estimating the decision rule is that, with
selective marriages, the unobserved traits of existing marital partners are not orthogonal.
The paper develops a simulation method for correcting for the selection bias that involves
explicitly solving approximately for the marriage market equilibrium. Using data from
rural Bangladesh, the estimates indicate that marital selection is quantitatively important,
significantly diminishing the effect of husband's traits by 35-55% and augmenting the
effect of w i f e ' s traits by 13-16% on the desired schooling of children. 31 This effect is
separate from biases due to mother's schooling being a proxy in part for her own unobserved tastes and productivity in child education, which are not considered in this study.
4.3.3. O p p o r t u n i t y costs

If markets were complete they would incorporate all costs of schooling, including most
importantly the cost of time. But labor markets for children, among others, in many contexts
are quite limited or non-existent. So private schooling investments decisions generally tend
to value time of children differentially and inefficiently. A few studies of developing
countries address directly the nature of opportunity costs of children in attending school.
Rosenzweig and Evenson (1977), for example, find that the combination of incomplete
labor and land markets in rural India result in significant positive effects of land ownership
on child on-farm labor and thus significant negative effects of land ownership on child
school attendance. Thus, despite the generally positive relation between household
resources and child schooling noted above probably due to incomplete capital and credit
markets, certain forms of household resources - in particular land that is a complement
with child labor for which market substitutes are not readily available - in some market
contexts cause a reduction of child schooling.
In most societies there is gender specialization in the provision of home health care,
with females providing most such care. Pitt and Rosenzweig (t990) develop and implement a method for estimating the effects of infant morbidity on the differential allocation
of time of family members within the context o f a household model in which health is
determined simultaneously. Identification of the effects of the health of person k on the
3LFoster shows that these directions of bias can occur when the unobservable component of assortative mating
is large relative to the observable component for women and there is no unobservable component for men (say,
because they primarily are income earners based on observed characteristics). The intuition is that, in this case,
the husband's schooling is positively correlated with the wife's unobservable so that, in estimates that do not
control for marriage selection, the estimated effect of the husband's schooling is overstated. This effectively
means that there is in the disturbance term an expression equal to the true minus the estimated effect of husband's
schooling times the wife's unobservable, which is negative so that the wife's schooling effect is underestimated.
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behavior of personj when the behavior of personj may affect the health of person k (e.g.,
through child care) is not easy in part because it is difficult to find instruments that directly
affect i's health but not directly that o f j (net of any indirect effects through i's health).
They assume that households have a consensus preference function defined over the home
time and health of each household member and a composite jointly-consumed consumption commodity with heterogeneity in such preferences across households. This preference
function is maximized subject to a budget constraint (which includes the wage for each
household member type as well as non-labor earnings) and a health production function
(which includes the home time of each household member, the health of every other
household member to allow for intrafamily health externalities inclusive of contagion
and/or health efficiency effects on home time, and private health-related goods and
selTices). They posit that the linearized demand relations for home time of household
members i andj conditional on the health of household member k in which the coefficients
on price of private health-related goods is the same for i and for j (e.g., if the health
production function is the same for i and j), which is a critical (and perhaps strong)
identifying assumption. The differenced version of these relations then gives the difference
in the home time of i andj as a function of the difference in their wage rates, any difference
in the impact of the price of the jointly-consumed composite commodity price on their
home time use, and any difference in the impact of the health of k on their time use.
Conditional on the assumptions underlying this relation, a consistent estimate of the
impact of the health of k on the difference in home time use between i andj is obtained by
using the prices of health-related goods as instruments. The data requirement for estimating such relations are severe: information on child health, the activities of all household
members, and the prices of health-related goods, as well as a large enough sample so that
there are enough families with the family types of interest with whom the within estimates
can be made (i.e., mothers, teenage daughters and sons, and infants). The 1980 Indonesian
Socioeconomic Survey linked with other information on prices and health programs has
such data for 5831 households. However, for both health and time allocations what is
available in this dataset are discrete indicators (dichotomous for health, trichotomous for
activities - labor force, school, home time), so Pitt and Rosenzweig adopt a fixed effects or
within-family logit procedure that is parsimonious in terms of parameters to be estimated,
permits identification, and controls for possible selectivity of households into this subsample. The estimates obtained indicate that teenage daughters were significantly more likely
to increase their participation in household care activities and to reduce their participation
in market activities and at school in comparison with teenage sons in response to increased
morbidity of infant siblings. Moreover, such estimates differed markedly from the estimates obtained if there was not control for the simultaneity of child health determination
and time uses of household members, although the conclusions need to be qualified
because the critical identifying assumption is strong.

4.3.4. Impact of nutrition~health on schooling
As noted above, one implication of the standard human capital investment model is that
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human resource investments may interact. In the presence of incomplete markets for
capital and insurance, such effects are likely to be inefficient. There have been considerable claims lbr both developing and developed economies that better child nutrition and
health, for example, cause better schooling success, with long-run benefits in terms of
economic productivity in the labor market that may not be realized efficiently due to
incomplete markets. But evidence is quite limited because numerous studies based on
socioeconomic surveys fail to model the process clearly and, perhaps for that reason, fail
to consider the endogeneity of child health, measurement error, and the impact of unobserved fixed and choice inputs. Until recently, the available studies using behavioral data
that were used to justify the claim of positive child health/nutrition on child success did not
permit clear interpretation because the choice element of child nutrition and health was not
controlled. Three recent studies for developing countries attempt to deal with these estimation problems.
Glewwe and Jacoby (1995) explore one dimension of the relation between child health/
nutrition and child school performance. They are sensitive to the treatment of child health/
nutrition as a choice rather than predetermined as in the previous literature and explore
how robust their estimates are to alternative methods of controlling for choices affecting
child health/nutrition within an explicit model of economic behavior (although their need
to depend on noisy recall data for their a priori most persuasive estimates limits their
success in their empirical application that otherwise uses basically cross-sectional behavior data). Previous studies in this literature, moreover, had focused on fairly static analysis of relations between indicators of child health/nutrition and outcomes such as test
performance and grade completed controlling for age. Glewwe and Jacoby instead
consider the dynamic sequence of age of initial enrollment (that they first demonstrate
can have a substantial impact on lifetime wealth), progress through school, and age of
school completion and entry into the post-school workforce. Their results indicate that
delays in enrollment are responsive to early child malnutrition, although the estimated
effect is reduced substantially (by almost two fifths) if there is control for unobserved
family and community variables, suggesting that indicators of child health/nutrition in part
proxy for such unobserved factors in previous estimates. Their empirical results therefore
suggest that: (a) estimates of the impact of child health/nutrition on child schooling
success may be quite sensitive to the underlying behavioral assumptions and the nature
of unobserved variables, (b) if there is not control for behavioral choices in the presence of
unobserved household and community factors the estimated impact of child health/nutrition on child schooling success is overestimated substantially so most of the previous
studies in this literature may be fundamentally misleading regarding the magnitude of the
impact of child health/nutrition on child schooling success, and (c) an important channel
through which child health/nutrition may affect earnings through schooling pertains to the
age when children start school, a channel that had been largely ignored in the previous
literature on child health/nutrition and schooling success.
Bebrman and Lavy (1997) show that a priori the biases resulting from ignoring household decisions affecting child health/nutrition in the presence of unobservable in estimates
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of the impact of child health/nutrition on child schooling success may be positive or
negative depending on which of a number of household allocation behaviors dominate
and what is the nature of any unobserved choice inputs in educational production. Then
illustrative empirical analysis, using rich data from Ghana, is presented, with the following
results: (1) IV estimates based on observed family and community characteristics similar
to those used in other studies suggest a downward bias in OLS. (2) Family and community
fixed effects estimates suggest that the direction of the bias in standard estimates is upward
and that the true effects of the range of observed child health on school success is not
significant despite the strong association that leads to the appearance of an effect in
standard OLS or IV estimates using family and community variables. (3) The usual
assumption that there are no unobserved choice inputs in educational production probably
leads to an upward bias in the estimated impact of child health on schooling even if there is
good control for the endogeneity of child health and measurement error. (4) Child health
also does not significantly affect child cognitive achievement through schooling attainment; consideration of the relations that usually have been used to investigate such a
possibility, moreover, suggests that the coefficients that are usually estimated are not
coefficients that represent the impact of child health on child schooling. (5) The preferred
estimates control for unobserved family and community fixed effects and are robust to
other estimation problems, so the standard estimates overstate the impact of child health in
the observed range on child schooling success.
Alderman et al. (1997) employ longitudinal data to investigate the impact of child
health/nutrition on school enrollments in rural Pakistan using an explicit dynamic
model for their preferred estimates. These estimates use price shocks when children
were of preschool age to control for behavior determining the child health/nutrition
stock measure. They indicate that child health/nutrition is three times as important for
enrollment than suggested by "naive estimates" that assume that child health/nutrition is
predetermined rather than determined by household choices in the presence of unobserved
factors such as preferences and health endowments. These results, therefore, reinforce
strongly the importance of using estimation methods that are consistent with the economic
theory of households to explore the impact of some choice variables on others using
socioeconomic behavioral data.

4.3.5. Impact of expected returns on schooling
Human capital investments are made under imperfect information with learning by potential investors about both individual ability and the returns to schooling. Ability varies
across individuals (e.g., due to genetic variation) and returns to schooling vary across local
conditions for adoption of new knowledge (e.g., due to variations in the suitability of new
agricultural technologies across space because of soil and weather differentials for the
Green Revolution).
Yamauchi-Kawana (1997) considers, within a particular developing country context,
the problem that households have in assessing whether to invest in schooling when the
returns to schooling may have changed. First he models the schooling investments within a
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two-period framework. Household members must decipher from uncertain production
processes the contribution of schooling to output under a new technological regime.
The schooling investment decisions must be made in the first period before these uncertainties are resolved in the second period. He shows that adjustments in perceptions of the
school return are faster if aggregate income volatility is less, if population density is
greater, and if there is the optimal number of highly-schooled versus low-schooled adults
in the community from which to infer the returns to schooling. Because each household
learns from others, but no one takes into account that others are learning from themselves,
there is an externality from the social learning.
He then uses this framework to guide analysis of a national stratified random rural panel
dataset from India at the start of the Green Revolution (in which new crop varieties created
at international agricultural research institutions in the Philippines and Mexico became
available in India, but the suitability of which varied considerably across locales because
of varying soil and weather conditions so substantial learning was involved regarding their
local suitability in each community). First, he estimates farm profit functions with panel
data to control for unobserved farm productivity factors in order to infer farmers' abilities
and village-specific schooling return differentials. Next, he investigates the school enrollment response to these estimated signals for ability and for the returns to school, with
learning weights that differ depending on the assets and volatility in each particular
context. These estimates imply an estimate of the optimal village proportion of educated
population for learning - and suggest that on the average the actual proportion of educated
households in the sample villages was significantly less than the optimal level for the
purpose of learning due to the positive externality provided to others when particular
farmers, some with and some without education, explore the new technologies.
4.4. Impact of schooling on economic productivity

There are literally hundreds of micro studies that purport to investigate the impact of
schooling on economic (e.g., wages, agricultural productivity) productivity in developing
countries within a static framework (see the surveys in Schultz, 1988; Behrman, 1990a,b,
1997b; King and Hill, 1993; Psacharopoulos, 1994; Strauss and Thomas, 1995). Table 6
reproduces a well-known summary of many of the studies on the wage outcomes. A few
studies tie together micro estimates of the impact of human resources with the distribution
of income or of earnings (e.g., Blau et al., 1988; Lam and Levison, 1991; Psacharopoulos
et al., 1992; Lam and Schoeni, 1993, 1994).
An effective way to summarize many of these results has been through the calculation of
the real rates of return to the costs incurred in schooling. This has been effective because
rates of returns permit comparisons among a wide range of investments, both within the
schoolillg sector and elsewhere in the economy. Typically these rates of return have been
calculated by comparing the direct economic outcomes for individuals with different
amounts or types of schooling (or for different types of individuals) and calculating the
rate of return to the private costs (primarily the time costs but perhaps also tuition, books
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Table 6
Percentage returns to investments in schooling latest year, regional averages a
Region

Sub-Saharan Africa
Asia b
Europe/Middle East/
North Africa b
Latin America/Caribbean
OECD
World

Social

Private

Primary

Secondary

Higher

Primary

Secondary

Higher

24.3
19.9
15.5

18.2
13.3
11.2

11.2
11.7
10.6

41.3
39.0
17.4

26.6
18.9
15.9

27.8
19.9
21.7

17.9
14.4
18.4

12.8
10.2
13.1

12.3
8.7
10.9

26.2
21.7
29.1

16.8
12.4
18.1

19.7
12.3
20.3

Source: Psacharopoulos (1994, Table 1).
b Non-OECD.

and m a t e r i a l s and o t h e r p r i v a t e costs) a n d to the social c o s t s (the p r i v a t e c o s t s plus p u b l i c
s u b s i d i e s ) to obtain, r e s p e c t i v e l y , the s o - c a l l e d " p r i v a t e " a n d " s o c i a l " rates o f return to
s c h o o l i n g . 32 T h e s e e s t i m a t e s are w i d e l y i n t e r p r e t e d to i m p l y that i n d e v e l o p i n g countries:
(1) the r a t e s o f r e t u r n to s c h o o l i n g are high; 33 (2) t h e y do n o t d e c l i n e very r a p i d l y w i t h the
level o f d e v e l o p m e n t ; (3) the i m p a c t o f s c h o o l i n g , p a r t i c u l a r l y for f e m a l e s , o n n o n - m a r k e t
o u t c o m e s is c o n s i d e r a b l e and g e n e r a l l y greater t h a n that o f m a l e s ; (4) the social rates o f
r e t u r n d e c l i n e w i t h s c h o o l i n g levels 34 ( a l t h o u g h the private rates o f return do n o t n e c e s s a rily do so b e c a u s e o f r e l a t i v e l y h i g h p e r s t u d e n t s u b s i d i e s to h i g h e r s c h o o l i n g levels), are
h i g h e r f o r g e n e r a l as o p p o s e d to t e c h n i c a l v o c a t i o n a l s c h o o l i n g , a n d at least as h i g h o n
a v e r a g e for f e m a l e as f o r m a l e s c h o o l i n g ; (5) variability in s c h o o l i n g is a s s o c i a t e d with the
v a r i a b i l i t y in i n c o m e d i s t r i b u t i o n a n d m o r e s c h o o l i n g is a s s o c i a t e d w i t h less p r o b a b i l i t y o f
b e i n g b e l o w the p o v e r t y line; 35 and (6) t h e r e is n o t likely to b e an e q u i t y - p r o d u c t i v i t y
32 Sometimes the Mincerian (Mincer, 1974) semilog relation between wages and schooling with control for
post-schooling experience (or age) is used to calculate the private rate of return to time spent in schooling instead
of in the labor market under the Mincerian assumptions (e.g., there is equilibrium so that individuals are
indifferent among various schooling levels and characteristics such as ability and family background enter into
the wage determination function so they are not correlated with schooling). The Mincerian formulation assumes
that there are opportunity costs to schooling at all ages, an assumption that Psacharopoulos (1994) and some
others criticize.
33 Such estimates imply, in fact, that investment in schooling is such a high return investment that they are not
completely credible on these grounds alone. Investments with a real annual rate of return of 16-24% (the social
rate of retnrn to primary school in the four developing regions given in Psacharopoulos, 1994) and with reinvestment of the proceeds of such investment implies that society can double the real invested assets in 2.9-4.3 years,
and the social real rate of 11-18% on secondary schooling implies the possibility of doubling real assets in 3.86.3 years. These estimates, moreover, understate the true social rates of return and overstate the true time that
social assets could be doubled by marginal schooling investments if there are positive externalities to schooling as
often is claimed. If developing countries have available such investments opportunities on a fairly broad scale
(i.e., in most of its children), it would seem that much higher economic growth would be observed than ever has
been experienced for any sustained period of time.
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t r a d e o f f in e x p a n d i n g s c h o o l i n g in t h e m o s t p r o d u c t i v e w a y b e c a u s e the r e t u r n s are h i g h e s t
for b a s i c ( p r i m a r y , t h e n s e c o n d a r y ) s c h o o l i n g for w h i c h f u r t h e r e x p a n s i o n is l i k e l y p r i m a r ily to e n r o l l m o r e c h i l d r e n f r o m v e r y p o o r f a m i l i e s a n d the t o t a l r e t u r n s are h i g h e r f o r
f e m a l e s t h a n f o r m a l e s . U n d e r the a s s u m p t i o n t h a t w a g e s are s t r o n g l y a s s o c i a t e d w i t h
p r o d u c t i v i t i e s , t h e s e c o n c l u s i o n s g e n e r a l l y are i n t e r p r e t e d to c a r r y o v e r to t h e i m p a c t o n
p r o d u c t i v i t y . 36
T h e r e are, h o w e v e r , a n u m b e r o f w e l l - k n o w n p o s s i b l e p r o b l e m s w i t h t h e m e t h o d o l o g y
s k e t c h e d out in t h e p r e v i o u s p a r a g r a p h . T h o u g h m o s t studies in this g e n r e do n o t a t t e m p t to
control for these problems, some of those that do report that such controls make considerable d i f f e r e n c e s in the e s t i m a t e d i m p a c t o f s c h o o l i n g . M o s t o f t h e e x i s t i n g studies do n o t
c o n t r o l w e l l f o r the b e h a v i o r a l d e c i s i o n s t h a t d e t e r m i n e w h o g o e s to w h a t t y p e o f s c h o o l
for h o w l o n g w i t h w h a t d e g r e e o f success. S i m p l e a n a l y t i c a l f r a m e w o r k s f o r s c h o o l
i n v e s t m e n t s , as well as c a s u a l o b s e r v a t i o n s , s u g g e s t t h a t i n d i v i d u a l s w i t h h i g h e r i n v e s t m e n t s i n s c h o o l i n g are l i k e l y to b e i n d i v i d u a l s w i t h m o r e ability a n d m o r e m o t i v a t i o n w h o
c o m e f r o m f a m i l y a n d c o m m u n i t y b a c k g r o u n d s t h a t p r o v i d e m o r e r e i n f o r c e m e n t for s u c h
i n v e s t m e n t s a n d w h o h a v e l o w e r m a r g i n a l p r i v a t e c o s t s for s u c h i n v e s t m e n t s a n d l o w e r
d i s c o u n t r a t e s f o r the r e t u r n s f r o m t h o s e i n v e s t m e n t s a n d w h o are l i k e l y to h a v e a c c e s s to
h i g h e r q u a l i t y schools. T h e r e f o r e s u c h studies i m p l i c i t l y a s s u m e t h a t s c h o o l i n g is distribu t e d r a n d o m l y a m o n g s a m p l e m e m b e r s r a t h e r t h a n t h a t the d i s t u r b a n c e s in t h e r e l a t i o n s
34The social returns to schooling may be non-linear, with increases for lower and middle schooling levels and
then declines for further schooling. Barros (1992) gives an example of the relation of schooling to adjustment
capacities, which may have social implications beyond private implications because of the social costs of
unemployment. During periods of adjustment the relative gainers are those who have the less specific human
capital to lose and who can acquire new specific human capital the most cheaply (where "specific" means
"specific" to a firm or to a particular job). Those with little or no schooling are likely to have little specific
human capital to lose, but also are likely to acquire new specific human capital at great cost. Those with more
general human capital are likely to be able to acquire new specific human capital relatively cheaply, but also are
more likely to have greater specific human capital from the past the value of which may be reduced or lost due to
adjustment. The costs of adjustment are likely to be greatest for those with the greatest gap between specific
human capital and general human capital (since the cost of acquiring new specific human capital is likely to be
inversely associated with the stock of general human capital). The relation between schooling and adjustment
capacity, therefore is an empirical question on which some limited evidence for Brazil suggests important nonlinearities with maximum adjustment capacities for those with medium schooling levels.
35Psacharopoulos et al. (1992), for example, examine the relation between schooling and income inequality
and poverty in the Latin American and Caribbean region. A decomposition of the inequality in the distribution of
workers' income (including only individuals over 15 years of age in the labor force with positive income)
indicates that variations in schooling attainment are associated with about a quarter of the income inequality.
Also low schooling attainment is the characteristic most associated with being in the bottom 20% of the
distribution of workers' income; on average those with no schooling have a 56% probability of being in the
bottom 20% of the workers' income distribution, while those with primary schooling have 27% probability, those
with secondary schooling 9% probability, and those with university schooling 4% probability. These results are
characterized by Psacharopoulos et al. (1992, pp. 40, 48) to indicate "the overwhehning preeminence of education" and that "clearly... education is the variable with the strongest impact on income inequality."
36The third conclusion and a small subset of the studies underlying the other conclusions use direct measures of
productivity, not wages, as the dependent variables.
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used to explore the impact of schooling on various outcomes are correlated with schooling
due to the failure to control for such factors so that the estimates in such studies probably
suffer from omitted variable biases. The association of schooling with labor market
outcomes such as wage rates and agricultural productivity (as well as with household
outcomes such as fertility and child health) does not necessarily represent causality
because in most estimates years of schooling is representing not only time in school,
but also factors that are correlated with years of school such as abilities, discount rates,
family backgrounds, and schooling qualities. To obtain insight into the impact of years of
school on such outcomes, one needs to control for these other factors, as do to a certain
extent some - but not many - of the existing studies.
A number of "revisionist" studies for developing countries, parallel to a similar literature for developed economies, have explored the impact o f some of these estimation
problems on estimated schooling returns with data or specification modifications of the
standard earnings function framework by controlling for: school quality (Behrman and
Birdsall, 1983), unobserved shared family background of adult siblings and of members of
the same household (Behrman and Wolfe, 1984; Behrman and Deolalikar, 1993), usually
unobserved abilities through new tests (Boissiere et al., 1985; Knight and Sabot, 1990;
Glewwe, 1996), selectivity (Schultz, 1988), dropout and repetition rates (Behrman and
Deolalikar, 1991), 37 measurement error, school quality and behavioral choices regarding
school attendance (Alderman et al., 1996b). In earlier surveys I have claimed that those
studies that do incorporate such controls for developing countries tend to find that the
"standard estimates" (i.e., those without such controls) may overstate the impact of
schooling attainment by as much as 40-100%, probably more so for primary schooling
and underestimate the relative importance of school quality improvements (Behrman,
1990a,b). 38 The recent ferment in studies of such questions for the United States (see
the chapter by Card in this H a n d b o o k ) has re-emphasized the point that random measurement error and other estimation problems may mean that some of these studies may not
overestimate schooling attainment effects as much as I earlier suggested, although there is
not yet a clear consensus regarding the rates of return to schooling in the United States,
there also has been increasing emphasis on relatively high returns to school quality in that
economy, and the issues addressed in the recent literature raise questions about some but
not all o f the estimates in the "revisionist" literature on rates of return to schooling in
developing countries. At this point I perceive that the "standard" estimates for developing
37Grade repetition is substantial in many developing countries (e.g., Latin America and the Caribbean have a
first grade repetition rate of 42%, and an overall primary school repetition rate of 29% according to recent
estimates based on a special UNESCO/OREALC survey) so the failure to control for grade repetition and school
dropouts in standard estimates may be quite important.
38Such factors are controlled generally by linking data used for the standard estimates with other information
about characteristics such as school quality, family background, and ability or by using special data on adult
siblings or family or community members to control for common unobserved characteristics (e.g., the estimate of
the difference in wage rates regressed on the difference in schooling for adult siblings controls for the additive
effect of common family and community background shared by the siblings).
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countries probably overstate the true schooling returns substantially but that there remain
some open questions about this literature to which studies of developing as well as
developed economies are likely to continue to contribute.
Beyond the "standard" and related "revisionist" literature, however, recent empirical
studies of schooling in developing countries have contributed to knowledge of the impact
of schooling within a dynamic context with explicit attention to various forms of market
imperfections.
Education may enable one to deal better with uncertainty by improving one's abilities to
learn, which is likely to be particularly important in dynamic environments in which there
are technological innovations and new market opportunities (Welch, 1970; Schultz, 1975).
These notions have been formalized recently in a target-input model in which individuals
choose an allocation of resources or inputs knowing the technology of production only up
to a stochastic "target" for the level of input use (see Rosenzweig, 1995 for details and
references). With repeated production periods, in each period the priors regarding the
optimal input use are updated based on past experience. Education can affect the production cure learning process in two ways: (1) Education can increase the precision of the
information that an individual has initially because of access to more information
sources. 39 In this case experience and education clearly are substitutes - alternative
ways of increasing the precision of one's priors. Therefore the returns to education are
high only with new technological options, and decline with more experience with any
given technology. (2) Education may enable individuals to gain more information from
each use of a technology than they would otherwise be able to gain - the more educated
may learn faster and be able to decode information acquired through experience more
effectively. If this is the only effect, at low levels of experience, education and experience
are complements rather than substitutes so that the returns to education at least initially
increase with experience with a given new technology. While this approach is stated in
terms of new technology, it should be clear that similar possibilities exist with the stochastic terms and learning relating to markets as well as to technology. This role may be critical
for entrants into a new market, whether they be youth searching for good matches in the
labor market or entrepreneurs entering a new domestic or international product or input
market.
It is useful to consider in somewhat more detail two examples of such studies, Foster
and Rosenzweig (1995, 1996b). There has been renewed interest in the fundamental issue
of what causes economic growth with its multiple implications for labor, with particular
attention focused on the role of information externalities. Evidence on the existence of
such spillover effects from aggregate data has not been persuasive. Foster and Rosenzweig
(1995) empirically implement a "target-input" model of agricultural technology adoption
in which there are potential information externalities associated with adoption by neighbors. The learning model yields an explicit representation for the profit function that
39For example, Thomas et al. (1991) give such an interpretation based on how the coefficientestimates of
mother's schooling declines as they include use of information sources in their conditional demand relations.
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depends on own and neighbors' accumulated experience with the new technology. The
profit function is estimated as both a linear approximation and in its exact non-linear
representation using fixed-effects instrumental variables procedure that accounts for
input endogeneity. The results indicate that the experience of neighbors as well as own
experience increase farm profits; there is both learning by doing and learning from others.
The adoption decision (the amount of land devoted to high yielding variety crops) is
derived from a Markov perfect game-theoretic model. A linear approximation to that
rule is estimated using a fixed-effects procedure to control for permanent unobservables.
It is found that own and neighbors' experience provide similar information about optimal
inputs. Moreover, the finding that increasing own assets increases the level of adoption
while increasing neighbors' assets reduces adoption indicates that the learning externality
is not fully internalized by the village. The results in this paper provide what is arguably
the best evidence to date on the existence of knowledge spillovers - the extent of which are
critical for efficiency arguments for public subsidies for schooling. 4°
Foster and Rosenzweig (1996b) provide a related analysis of the relationship between
schooling and technical change. Although other papers have provided evidence on the
long standing question of whether exogenous technical change increases the productivity
returns to schooling, they have not been sensitive to the role of human capital accumulation itself in the process of technical change. The analysis in this paper draws on panel data
for agricultural households in India during the period of the green revolution, which is
reasonably argued to correspond to a period of exogenous technical change that differs
across space because of differences in water and soil conditions. In addition, this paper
assesses quantitatively within a unified framework the extent to which schooling levels
respond to the increased returns and the extent to which the demand for schooling responds
to investments in schools. Geographic variation in the extent of technical change is
sufficient to identify profit function parameters that indicate the extent of technical change
in Indian districts and changes in the profitability of inputs such as schooling, irrigation,
etc. The estimation procedure takes into account that inputs evolve dynamically and that
there may be district-level unobservables that affect both profits and inputs. The results
indicate that the schooling return is on average augmented by exogenous technical change.
Moreover, the increase in the return to schooling is greater the higher is the rate of growth
in the area; having a primary education increased the impact of technical change on profits
by 70%. An approximate dynamic schooling decision rule is estimated that makes use of
the profit-function estimates of district-level technical change. In conformity with the
profit function estimates, the demand for schooling is found to increase with the level
of technical change. It is also found to increase with the availability of schools which
implies that policies that promote technical change are complementary to investments in
schools. This study thus provides perhaps the best available evidence that the returns to
school are high in the presence of new technologies.
40Besley and Case (1994) is another important study that also is concerned with the distribution of new
technologies in rural India and possible spillovers,but without the same focus on schooling.
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5. Urban labor markets, labor-market regulations, international trade policies and
manufacturing
Urban labor markets differ from rural labor markets in developing economies by having:
(1) more heterogenous production and therefore more heterogenous labor and more wage
variance; (2) higher returns to education and related skills (in part in governmental occupations) and therefore more concentration of more-educated and more-skilled workers; (3)
less dependence on weather and thus less seasonality and less problems due to incomplete
seasonal markets; (4) more geographical concentration of production activities so that
information is likely to be better and mobility greater with greater payoffs for job search
thus higher unemployment; and (5) more intense policy regulation and union activities in
part because of the greater concentration and greater scale economies and lesser costs of
monitoring compliance and in part because of the greater worker heterogeneity.
After a more extensive description of urban labor markets in developing countries with
emphasis on features similar to these, Rosenzweig (1988a, p. 755), concluded: "An
informed reader will see that most of the features of the low-income-country urban
environments described also characterize urban areas of high-income countries. And the
issues of the impact of governmental labor market interventions and trade unions and the
determinants and consequences of job search strategies, which appear particularly pertinent to such settings, form an important part of the core of modern labor economics. Few
distinct analytical models specifically targeted in any meaningful way to problems of lowincome country urban markets have emerged in the literature."
In my judgement a decade later this conclusion still holds. For that reason and because
some of the discussion above relates in part to urban labor markets (i.e., some of the
literature on the determinants of and the returns to human resource investments), I here
devote much less space to urban labor markets in developing countries than ! have devoted
above to rural labor markets in developing countries.
I first consider some aspects of urban labor market dualism, which has received more
emphasis in studies on developing countries than in studies on developed economies, and
then turn briefly to empirical studies on labor market regulations and on the impact of trade
policy changes on manufacturing - two policy areas in which some of the changes in a
number of developing countries have been larger in degree if not different in kind from
those experienced in developed economies.
5.1. Urban labor market dualism

A common description of urban labor markets in developing countries dating back at least
to Fields (1975), Mazumdar (1976) and Sabot (1977) is that they are dualistic. On one
hand there is a "formal" or "modern" sector comprised of mostly-larger, often relatively
capital-intensive, private and public relatively high-wage producers that are subject to and
more or less comply with labor market regulations. On the other hand, there is an "informal" sector comprised of small, mostly family enterprises that are relatively labor-inten-
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sive and low-wage and that are not subject to or do not comply with labor market regulations.
Much of the empirical literature on urban labor markets (most of it until recently) has
focused on testing whether there are barriers to mobility between the informal and formal
sectors by comparing wage rates (e.g., Mazumdar, 1981) or by comparing estimated wage
(or earnings) relations (e.g., Heckman and Hotz, 1986; Funkhouser, 1997a,b). These
comparisons often are interpreted to mean that there is urban labor market segmentation.
But, as at least the latter studies recognize and attempt to deal with in part, such comparisons are difficult to interpret because workers with identical observed characteristics may
differ in unobserved characteristics (e.g., innate ability, preferences) that affect their
selection into different sectors, lifecycle wage schedules may differ with different technologies and organizations but generally only wages at a point in time are observed, the
empirical classification of sectors is arbitrary, identifying the labor payment to unpaid
family workers is difficult, and the comparisons are conditional on the correct specification
ofthnctional forms. Of more fundamental interest than such comparisons, moreover, is the
question of the extent of mobility among such urban sectors (Section 6.3).

5.2. The effects of labor market regulations on formal-sector wages and employment
Bell (1997) uses time series and panel firm data (and individual data for Mexico) to
investigate the impact of minimum wages on formal-sector wages and employment in
Colombia and Mexico. She finds virtually no effect in Mexico, which she suggests is
because the levels of minimum wages were too low to be ineffective. For Colombia, in
contrast, she finds significant negative employment elasticities that imply reductions of
formal sector employment for low-skilled, low-wage Colombian workers of 2-12% for a
10% increase in minimum wages with firm fixed-effects estimates (although the estimates
appear insignificant without control for firm fixed effects).
MacIsaac and Rama (1997) explore formal-sector labor costs in Ecuador, which are
alleged to be high because of many policy-mandated benefits that are equal to 75% of the
minimum wage. They use household survey data to describe the associations between
average hourly earnings and various observed worker and employer characteristics. They
find that the effect of the mandated benefits is mitigated by a reduction (39% on the
average) in the base earnings that is larger in the private than in the public sector but
negligible for unionized workers. As a result, total labor costs for complying employers
increase only 8% despite the substantial mandates. They also find that, despite the
mandated benefits, interindustry wage differentials are comparable to those in Bolivia,
which is alleged to have much more flexible labor markets.
Gruber (1997) estimates the incidence of a sharp change in payroll taxation in Chile
(due to the privatization of the Social Security system in 1981) on wages and employment
in reduced-form relations. He uses plant data and finds that the incidence was entirely on
wages, with no effect on employment - a result that is robust to alternative estimation
strategies to deal with possible measurement error. As he notes, an important limitation of
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this approach is that the reduced-form estimates cannot disentangle the structural sources
of wage and employment changes.
Thus these thi'ee studies all conclude that most of incidence of the cost of legislated
benefits is on covered workers' wages, with relatively small impact on total labor costs and
on employment in covered sectors. If so, it is not the case that these regulations have much
impact on either the competitiveness of covered firms nor all the welfare of covered
workers. These studies are basically silent on the effects of such regulations on uncovered
workers. Nor do they investigate what determines compliance with labor regulations and
thus whether a firm effectively is in the covered or non-covered sector.

5.3. The effect of trade reform and adjustment on formal-sector manufacturing labor
The most radical trade reforms and economy-wide adjustments in recent decades have
been in developing economies and economies in transition. Yet there has been until
recently very little analysis of these experiences as compared with the much larger number
of analysis of the impact of trade reform on labor in developed economies. 4~
Revenga (1997) analyzes the impact of trade liberalization in 1985-1988 on employment and wages in the Mexican manufacturing sector. During this time period, average
tariffs on Mexican manufacturing were cut in half and the coverage of import licensing
was cut by three-quarters. She posits that firm wages are a weighted average of the union's
preferred wage outcome and the alternative industry or regional average, so that firm
wages can be decomposed into firm-specific wages from quasi rents that differ from
industry average wages, with unobserved heterogeneity in firm bargaining power. She
estimates this relation from time series firm data, using industry trade policies as instruments to attempt to break the correlation with the unobserved heterogeneity in the disturbance term. She likewise estimates firm labor demands conditional on output, again using
industry trade policies as instruments. She first documents that many of the rents generated
by previous trade protection were obtained through a wage premium by workers in the
protected sector, which she estimates totaled 25% of workers' earnings. She estimates that
trade liberalization shifted down industry product and labor demand which in itself
reduced real wages on the average by 3-4%. But there was an additional impact of almost
the same magnitude due to the reduced rents from protection. She also finds that her
estimated sharing rule for rents from protection is associated with the share of non-production workers among total workers, which she interprets as a measure of skills that are in
short supply so that they increase workers' bargaining power. Except for this measure,
however, she does not incorporate heterogeneity in workers into her analysis even though
it would seem that such heterogeneity in itself could account for deviations in firm wages
41There has been increasinginterest in characterizingthe changes in distribution and in labor market outcomes
that occurredwith international trade liberalization. These characterizations suggestheterogeneityin experiences,
with generally fairly quick unemployment adjustments and lowered dispersion between low- and higher-skill
wages in the earlier East Asian experience but increasing dispersion in the more recent Latin American experiences. See Horton et al. (1991, 1994) and Wood (1997) and the references therein.
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lrom industry levels even in the absence of protection. She also finds a significant negative
effect of reducing import quotas on employment, but no significant employment effect of
reduced tariffs. She interprets these results as being consistent with unions being able to
capture part of the rents generated by tariffs so these rents adjust rather than employment if
tariffs fall, but unions do not capture part of the rents generated by quota protection. But
this just pushes the question back a step - why can unions capture rents from tariff but not
from quota protection?
Currie and Harri son (1997) examine the labor market impact of Moroccan international
trade reform during the mid-1980s - including the virtual elimination of quantitative
restrictions on imports and a reduction of the maximum tariff from 165 to 45% over a
6-year period. They present an explicit model of an imperfectly competitive Cournot firm
in an industry in which domestic and imported goods are imperfect substitutes, there is an
industry-level quota on imports, and firms face upward-sloping labor supply curves. They
derive employment relations that depend on trade policy in part because they posit that
both the extent of market power and productivity (in the form of Hick's neutral technological change) depend on import tariffs and quotas. They note that trade liberalization can
reduce labor demand due to falling output prices but may increase labor demand due to
increased productivity and lessened market power. They also note that public-sector
enterprises may be constrained in their ability to reduce their labor force and that exporters
are more likely to reduce their labor demands the more distinct are products that they sell
in domestic markets from those that they export. They use time-series data on all Moroccan manufacturing firms (except those with less than 10 employees or with annual sales
less than US $11,000) for 1984-1989. They find that on the average employment was not
affected by the trade reforms, but firms in the most affected sectors and exporting firms
reduced employment significantly (3.5-6% in response to 21-24% decline in tariffs). They
explore why most private domestic-market-oriented firms did not adjust employment
significantly; they find that this does not reflect high adjustment costs due to labor market
regulation, but that these firms absorbed the loss in rents from the loss of protection
through reduced profits.
A number of questions remains unexplored in these studies - what is the impact on the
rest of the labor force including the informal manufacturing sector and all of services and
agriculture, what are the effects of entry and exit into the formal manufacturing sector,
what are the implications of workers being heterogeneous, what are the implications of the
fact that policies are choices and not clearly exogenous changes that are predetermined in a
statistical sense, what is the nature of dynamic processes, what is the impact of imperfect
information and of other aspects of incomplete markets? But these studies are examples of
a growing number of studies of major reforms in developing countries - with much more
substantial policy changes than in the much more-studied developed economies - that
should increasingly illuminate our understanding of how labor markets function.
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6. Distribution and mobility
Distribution is of interest as an objective for society that is separate from, although interrelated with efficiency, producfion and growth - often taking the form of concern about the
poorer members of society. Distribution and mobility are intertwined. Differences in
human capital investments for otherwise identical individuals that yield differences in
their labor market (or other) returns thereby yield differences in the distribution of labor
market returns. These distributional differences, at least within the standard human capital
model that is summarized at the start of Section 4, may create incentives for human capital
investments associated with actual or potential job mobility. A central feature of development, in fact, is the relocation of labor from less to more productive activities.
Such relocations may or may not require geographical movements. New products may
be produced or new technologies may be adopted, for example, that result in the reallocation of labor to more productive activities without any geographical movement. On the
other hand, scale and conglomeration economies and limited or missing markets for other
factors may mean that labor is reallocated to more productive activities substantially by
geographical migration. There has been some, but relatively little attention in the development literature to labor reallocations that do not involve geographical movements.
There has been substantial attention to labor reallocations that involve geographical
mobility, particularly in the form of rural-urban migrations. In most developing countries,
for example, there have been substantial migratory movements from rural to urban areas,
as well as smaller movements among rural areas and from urban to rural areas.
The human capital model of migration simply states that it pays to migrate from one
location to another particular location if the present discounted value of benefits exceeds
the present discounted value of costs and the gain is larger for that move than for any other.
The model suggests, therefore, that migration is more attractive for individuals for whom
time horizons are longer (e.g., because they are younger), who have lower discount rates
(because of taste heterogeneities or more education), who are better informed (if there is
risk aversion and insurance market imperfections), who are more adaptable (younger?
more educated?), who are better prepared to deal with up-front costs (if there are capital
market imperfections), who have less immobile capital (in some contexts, land, or location-specific production knowledge) and who gain more from diversification (if there are
risks that are not perfectly correlated over space and the individual is linked by family or
other relations across space). Such migration tends to be equilibrating by reducing differentials at the margin across areas through shifting, for example, homogenous labor from
areas in which wages are low to those in which wages are high. While this model is
presented usually with reference to migration, it clearly refers to any form of investment
in mobility.
In this section, I consider several dimensions of distribution and mobility that have
received attention in the development literature and in some cases have led to new analytical approaches in labor economics.
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6.1. Intertemporal aspects of distribution and the Kuznets hypothesis of inverted U pattern
in inequality with development
Because of data limitations, most empirical studies of distribution in developing countries
are based on cross-sectional annual data. Recently there have been several studies for
developing countries with intertemporal approaches to characterizing or modeling distribution, some of which are now reviewed.
Kuznets (1955) hypothesized that at very low levels of income, distribution would have
to be relatively equal because of subsistence minimums, but with the process of development distribution initially would become more unequal because those best suited by virtue
of their human capital (or lucky by virtue of their asset ownership) first would grasp new
income-earning opportunities while most members of society initially would be left
behind. But as opportunities increased with the process of development, increasing
proportions of society would have new income-earning opportunities, so eventually
inequality would decline. 4z Therefore there is an inverse U-shaped relation between
inequality and development.
This "Kuznets curve" relating to the hypothesized inverse U relation between inequality and development has received a lot of attention in the applied development literature.
Early cross-sectional studies seemed consistent with it. More recent longitudinal studies
(e.g., Anand and Kanbur, 1993) have not found support for such a relation. Fields and
Jakubson (1997) show that cross-sectional estimates that appear to support the existence of
such a relation are reversed once there is control for country fixed effects - and thus a
paradox between the previous cross-section and time-series results is resolved. They claim
that the cross-sectional estimates suggest support for the Kuznets curve even though the
time-series estimates do not because inequality is greater in Latin America than in Asia,
but the latter includes both lower and higher per capita income countries than the former. 43
While most explorations of this hypothesis have focused on aggregate data, there are
obvious implications of the hypothesis that, if human resources are not very mobile internationally, labor market returns to human capital that are in relatively scare supply as
development increases initially increase, but as more human investment is induced by
new opportunities the returns to such investments decline. Knight and Sabot (1983) explore
this possibility using cross-sectional data from Kenya and Tanzania. They find that the
expansion of schooled workers reduces the returns to schooling (the "compression effect")
and therefore reduces intraurban wage inequality more than the initial increased schooling
42 There may be other major factors that affect the income distribution as well. For example, Becker et al.
(1990) suggest that their may be multiple equilibria, with high growth options in which the cost of human capital
formation is low due to the large stock of human capital, so there are large human capital investments with
relatively low (and equal) returns.
43 Ravallion and Chen (1997) consider distributional changes in 64 spells for developing and transitional
countries based on matched household surveys in 1981-1994. They find no significant association between
growth and distribution if Eastern Europe and Central Asia are excluded, and a significantly positive relation
between growth and equality if Eastern Europe and Central Asia are included. But they do not control for the
initial level of development, so their characterization is only tangentially related to Kuznets' hypothesis.
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dispersion (the "composition effect") increases wage inequality. This exploration must be
qualified, however, due to the limitation of the sample to the major urban areas in the two
countries considered and the dependence on simple earnings functions with no investigation of the implications of endogenous schooling decisions.
Deaton and Paxson (1994) build on Eden's (1980) point that standard models of intertemporal choice imply that for a given birth cohort earnings inequality (and therefore
consumption inequality) grows over the lifecycle because of the changing impact of the
integral of accumulated shocks. They show that this result is more general than the certainty
equivalence assumptions required to justify the random walk consumption as is implicit in
Eden's paper, and that empirical examination of whether consumption dispersion increases
with age can be used to test alternative consumption theories (since if liquidity constraints
are effective consumption dispersion will track income dispersion). They then examine the
experience in Taiwan and in two developed economies for constructed data on age-cohorts
of individuals using a succession of cross-sectional surveys over recent 11-15 year time
periods and find in all three cases within-cohort consumption becomes substantially more
dispersed over time with similar rates of dispersion - which they claim is evidence against
models of perfect insurance - and that within-cohort dispersion of earnings increases with
age. They note that inequality increases with age have a number of implications: (1) with no
links between generations, with constant inequality in earnings distributions, and with
roughly stable population distributions across birth cohorts, inequality for each birth cohort
is consistent with approximately constant inequality in society as a whole (as observed in
the US for extended periods of time); (2) but if there were strong intergenerational links
through bequests such approximately constant aggregate inequality would not be observed
(which they claim is evidence against the extreme forms of dynastic models); and (3)
countries with rapid demographic transitions and aging populations (e.g., Taiwan and a
number of other Asian developing and developed economies) would be expected to have
increasing inequality, an additional reason beyond that suggested in the well-known
Kuznets (1955) hypothesis for initially increasing and then falling inequality in the development process. This is an interesting study that combines in a fruitful way a number of
tools from consumption theory, distribution theory, econometrics, and data analysis to
develop some new insights, although the results have to be qualified because of limited
attention to human capital investments (in their role as intergenerational links that may be
alternatives to bequests in addition to their role in affecting earning dispersions given
heterogeneity in such investments over the lifecycle), to endogenous changes in household
structures, and to the nature of the structural relations underlying the interesting descriptions of intertemporal distributions presented.
Deolalikar and Gaiha (1993) is the first empirical characterization of which I am aware
of whether households in poor areas of developing countries that are beneath the poverty
line in 1 year tend to below the poverty line transitorily or permanently. They use ICRISAT panel data over a decade from rural south India. They calculate alternative measures
of the percentage of households below the poverty line based on actual average poverty in
annual cross-sections (57%), expected average poverty based on estimates of income as a
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function of observed characteristics (62%), "innate poverty" based on estimates with
observed characteristics and unobserved characteristics (12%), ever-below the poverty
line (88%), and always below the poverty line (21%). They first show the sensitivity of
the estimation of the percentages of households below the poverty line to be quite sensitive
to the definition and time period that are used, and that the proportion of permanent poor is
much lower than the number of transitory poor, although still quite large. This paper is
basically descriptive, but it is important because it describes an important phenomenon
about which there has been much speculation but almost no prior evidence.
Foster and Rosenzweig (1997) raise an important but essentially ignored question in the
analysis of income inequality trends, namely that of defining the observational unit. If
households are taken to be the relevant unit, as is often the case, a complete understanding
of the evolution of income inequality requires an understanding of how households are
formed and dissolved, and specifically how household formation and dissolution are
affected by economic growth. Measures of the relationship between economic growth
and income inequality that are based on repeated cross-sections cannot properly address
this issue because individuals cannot be matched across households over time. In this
paper empirical estimates of the impact of economic growth on income inequality are
obtained using longitudinal data on rural Indian households during the green revolution
period. The empirical analysis is based on the structural estimation of a behavioral model
of a farm household in which the existence of a public good and differences in agricultural
productivity among household members (heads of separate but related nuclear families)
provide a rationale for joint co-residence. In the Indian agricultural setting, the initiation of
the green revolution (exogenous technological change) altered both the income potential
of nuclear and joint households and the incentives for co-residence. The model is parameterized, structural parameters are estimated and counterfactual simulations are
performed. The results of these exercises show that while technical change had only a
small effect on the distribution of incomes of dynasties (of households defined by their pregreen revolution composition), the green revolution increased income inequality of households (defined contemporaneously).
6.2. Geographical mobility

The form of mobility that is most emphasized in the development literature is geographical
migration, particularly between rural and urban areas. Much of the empirical literature
simply documents some of the basic implications of the basic human capital model of
migration, such as that wage differentials induce such migration selectively, more so for
young adults and for more schooled individuals. Behrman and Birdsall (1983), for example, note that most of what appears to be selectivity on unobserved characteristics for
migration in Brazil largely disappears if there is control for migration selectivity not only
on schooling attainment but also on school quality. 44 Despite considerable migration,
44But Robinsonand Tomes (1983) find that the returns to migrationin Canada are significantlyoverstated if
migration selectivity on unobservedability is not controlled, althoughthey do not controlfor schoolingquality.
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however, wage differentials appear to persist for long periods of time between urban and
rural areas, although such comparisons have to be qualified because of problems in
assuring that homogenous workers are being compared and prices are being held constant.
Not all migrants into urban areas, moreover, obtain jobs in the high-paying modern or
formal sector.

6.2.1. Harris-Todaro migration model
To reconcile ongoing migratory flows with persistent urban-rural wage discrepancies
Todaro (1969) modified the basic human capital model of migration to incorporate
employment risk, and Harris and Todaro (1970) incorporated this migration relation
into an influential two-sector economy-wide model of migration, wage and employment
determination. In this model the rural labor market is assumed to function competitively,
but the urban wage is set institutionally (e.g., governmental minimum wage) above the
initial rural wage with the probability of employment in the urban sector equal to the
number of urban jobs at the institutionally-set wage relative to the number of urban jobseekers. Therefore, with no costs for migration, migration occurs until the rural wage
equals the expected urban wage, which is the product of the employment probability
times the urban wage and the urban labor market distortion causes a misallocation of
workers across sectors and urban unemployment. If the institutionally-set urban wage is
increased and urban labor demand is inelastic, employment and output falls in both
sectors, urban unemployment increases less than proportionately to the urban wage
increase so the expected urban wage increases, and rural-urban migration occurs. If the
institutionally-set urban wage is increased and urban labor demand is elastic, employment
and output fall in the urban sector and rise in the rural sector and urban-rural migration
occurs. Whatever the urban labor demand elasticity, an urban wage subsidy with a fixed
urban wage induces rural-urban migration, reduced rural output and employment, and
increased urban unemployment.
Some aspects of the model are troublesome. First, if the urban-rural wage differential is
50-100% as has been alleged (although empirical comparisons do not seem to control well
for price and skills differentials), observed urban unemployment rates are far too low for
the equilibrium predicated by this model. For that reason, some (e.g., Fields, 1975) have
added an informal urban sector in which wages are much lower than in the modern sector
covered by the institutionally-set wage. But the difficulties in measuring the pure wage
return in the informal sector mentioned in Section 5.1 mean that empirical evidence on this
resolution is fuzzy. Second, the ad hoc exogenous minimum wage is troublesome because
governmental policies are the result of behavioral decisions that are not incorporated into
the model and because minimum wages do not appear to be binding in many cases (i.e.,
Bell, 1997 that is summarized in Section 5.2; Squire and Narueput, 1997).

6.2.2. Stiglitz labor "turnover" and "efficiency wage" models
Stiglitz (1976) has proposed one resolution to the latter problem by positing that monopolistically competitive urban firms incur hiring and training costs with labor turnover, so
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they pay a wage p r e m i u m over alternative wage rates to reduce turnover that is an inverse
function o f the urban unemployment rate. In this m o d e l urban unemployment is optimal in
the sense that the lost output due to unemployment is less than the output gain from lower
turnover costs. Stiglitz (1982) also develops other models in which the wage premium that
a firm offers determines what quality of workers that a firm can hire ("efficiency wage
worker quality m o d e l " ) and the absolute wage offered by the firm determines the work
effort of workers ("efficiency wage effort model"). In these "efficiency wage" models
unemployment persists in equilibrium. 45 As Rosenzweig (1988a) emphasizes, the optimality result in the Stiglitz "turnover" model depends critically on the maintained assumption that workers do not share in the cost of training and also implies that workers' wages
do not rise over their work lives (because they neither share in costs nor receive benefits
from training) - contrary to lifecycle wage patterns observed in many developing and
developed economies. Likewise the unemployment result in the Stiglitz efficiency wage
models depends on the lack of alternative contractual or sorting arrangements that minimize shirking or sort workers optimally and, again, systematic empirical evidence on the
critical behavioral relations does not exist.

6.2.3. Empirical studies o f households, migration and risk
The two-sector models described so far in this section contrast with the emphasis in
Section 2 on households being central to much rural decision making and on the critical
role of incomplete markets, including those for capital and insurance, in determining
household behavior. Nor can these models explain temporary (or seasonal) migration or
remittances, both o f which are widespread in many developing countries. Since the mid1980s there have been several empirical papers that focused on the role of households and
risk-sharing in the absence of insurance markets as critical for understanding some important aspects of migration in developing countries.
Lucas and Stark (1985) is the first study to investigate temporary migration and remittances within a household context. They use a national survey of households in Botswana
and find evidence consistent with (1) temporary migration is in part an insurance arrangement with higher remittances home if home household incomes suffer negative shocks, (2)
bequest prospects have a positive impact on who migrates and on how much is remitted,
and (3) remittances in part are returns for prior household investments in schooling.
Within the limitations of cross-sectional data, this study is suggestive of how households
and incomplete markets affect migration and remittances, although it is difficult to identify
45Others also have emphasized the importance of efficiency wage models to explain urban dualism in developing countries. Esfahani and Salehi-Isfahani(1989), for example, argue that under plausible conditions tile urban
dualism can be explained by differential observability of effort, which has the advantage over other explanations
in the literature of integrating a number of related stylized facts (e.g., difference in formal-informal sector wage
rates, unobserved productivity, unemployment, technology, factor intensity, operational size and management).
They argue that worker effort is less observablein the formal sector (because of larger enterprise size, greater task
complexity, and more extensive management structure) but under a plausible condition on the marginal disutility
of effort with respect to effort lower observability results in more effort, greater productivity, and higher wages.
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some of the above possibilities from others (e.g., households that receive greater remittances accumulate more wealth) without longitudinal data. Other subsequent studies have
examined further the relations among households, migration and incomplete markets e.g., Behrman et al. (1999), Foster (1996), Rosenzweig (1988b,c), Rosenzweig and Stark
(1989). 46 Rosenzweig (1988b), for instance, provides a formal framework for examining
some "transaction cost" issues related to the family. The model explains the geographical
pattern of marriages and the pattern of intrahousehold transfers as a response to the need to
smooth consumption in the absence of market insurance or state income maintenance
schemes. Daughters tend to "marry out" of their natal village, and the daughters in
each family are spread out geographically, as they would be if families were attempting
to diversify in the face of weather related risk, rather than concentrated geographically, as
they would be if the principal determinant of marriage destinations were the cost of
obtaining information about the marriage market.

6.3. Empirical investigation of urban informal-formal mobility
Perhaps the most emphasized aspect of developing-country urban labor markets in the
empirical literature, as noted in Section 5.1, is the possibility of dualism. But as also noted
there, most empirical studies of these markets have been limited to comparisons of wages
or wage functions, with a number of problems of interpretation.
Funkhouser (1997b) contributes to this literature by using a survey from E1 Salvador
with retrospective data that permits investigation of patterns over time in employment. A
model is set up with different wage functions by sectors, including worker unobserved
fixed effects and random effects with serial correlation. Changes in sectors occur between
periods if the second-period random error is large enough to offset any sector-specific
human capital accumulation and the serially-correlated component of the error. This
general framework then is used to consider alternative modeling/estimation strategies
regarding the number of periods and the existence of serial correlation - with insights
regarding what can be deduced (and, perhaps more importantly, what cannot be deduced)
regarding the causes of sectoral wage differentials under different assumptions. The multiperiod model, for example, permits additional insights beyond the usual single-period
framework by observing the wage changes of movers between the sectors, but if there
is serial correlation there still may be asymmetries under perfect competition of the sort
predicted by the segmented model (i.e., larger wage gains for those moving from the free
to the limited-access sector than vice versa). Examination of transition rates reveals
considerable mobility, particularly for males. Careful examination of wage change relations for various individuals reveals some interesting patterns: (1) high mobility; (2)
greater mobility for workers who are male, younger and less educated; (3) higher earnings
and higher earnings growth for workers continuously employed in the formal sector, but
highest earnings for those with some informal sector attachment for those who maintain
46The first two of these are summarizedin the discussion on parental schooling in Section 4.3 above.
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formal sector jobs rather than move in or out of the informal sector; and (4) asymmetry in
the sense that movers from the informal to the formal sector have higher wage gains than
vice versa. These patterns provide some support for segmentation having an influence
(particularly 4), but this support is limited because of the considerable mobility (particularly for males), the larger earnings gains for those with some informal sector attachment
for those who maintain informal sector positions, and the problem of identifying symmetry
due to segmentation from that due to serial correlation. This study contributes to the
literature by extending the perspective on modeling segmented labor markets in developing countries and lbcusing on wage changes and mobility rather than wage levels as in the
previous literature.
Pradhan and van Soest (1997) also consider informal-formal sector mobility in a sense.
They model female and male labor supplies within a static household utility maximization
framework similar to that used for a number of studies in developed economies, but with
an extension to include formal and informal sectors with both wage and non-monetary
differences (with the latter determining selection between the two sectors). Estimates for
two-adult households in urban Bolivia indicate: (i) substantial intrahousehold effects, with
elasticities in line with those reported for the United States; (ii) intersectoral wage responsiveness; and (iii) that non-monetary returns are greater in the formal than in the informal
sector. The identification of the sectoral work decision, however, seems to reflect an
arbitrary exclusion restriction of the non-monetary returns from the utility maximization
process that leads to the labor supply relations.

6.4. Distributional differences among demographic groups
In most societies there are some demographic groups for whom mean wages are lower,
even if there is control for observed differences in observed characteristics such as in years
of schooling and age. Examples include women in almost every society, indigenous
groups in Latin America and the Caribbean and most minority tribes and low castes in
Asia. Empirical studies largely have focused on possible differences in standard wage
relations (such as are discussed at the start of Section 4.1) as possible sources for these
wage differences.
Some suggest, for example, that as a result of these lower wages, the rates of return for
investing in the human resources of members of such groups on the average are lower than
for investing in men, members of the dominant group and of higher castes. But the leap
from low wages to low rates of return does not necessarily follow. Investments in individuals with low wages can have relatively high rates of return. This may be so for human
capital investments that take the individual's time, such as schooling and training, since
ceteris paribus low wages mean that the opportunity cost of time for such investments (a
major input into such investments) is relatively low. Also in some societies average wage
gaps conditional on schooling appear to narrow with more schooling - which may reflect a
number of factors that change with more schooling including greater labor force integration, more emphasis on intellectual rather than physical attributes, and lessening discri-
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ruination. Moreover, if the proportion of females and minority groups 47 that receives
higher levels of schooling and training is relatively low, if the distributions of innate
abilities and motivation axe the same across demographic groups, and if those individuals
who receive such human capital investments tend to have relatively high abilities and
motivations, the average ability and motivational levels of women o1" of minority group
members with higher levels of schooling and training will exceed the average ability and
motivational levels of men or majority groups members with the same levels of schooling
and training. Further, a greater proportion of the returns to human resources investments in
women and some minority groups may be in informal sector, family enterprises, and
household production activities that often are not incorporated into rate of return analyses
in tbe same way that are returns in terms of labor market activities.
There have been some efforts to explore whether rates of returns to human resources,
particularly schooling, differ among demographic groups, with more-or-less standard
wage relations. On the basis of micro data, for example, Behrman and Deolalikar
(1993, 1995) report that estimated rates of return to schooling in Indonesia are higher
for females than for males for schooling above the primary level in estimates that control
for unobserved household and community effects, Psacharopoulos (1993) reports that
estimated rates of return to schooling are lower for schooling for indigenous peoples
than for those of European descent in Bolivia and Guatemala, Schultz (1993a,b) finds
little evidence of selectivity differences between males and females in Thailand, Birdsall
and Sabot (1991) present a series of studies that investigate differences in schooling
returns among groups identified by gender, ethnicity, and caste, and Horton (1996)
presents estimates of declining gender wage residual differentials in seven Asian economies. There also have been a few studies that examine possible gender differences in
productivity of health and nutrition that are reviewed in Section 4.2. As noted there,
apparently because of gender specialization in tasks, these studies tend to find greater
impact of better nutrition/health on productivities or wages of males than females.
A few studies, many of which are reviewed in some detail above, have gone beyond
estimation of standard wage relations to explore for rural areas of developing countries the
nature of gender differences in labor markets or in intrahousehold allocations that may
lead to gender differences in labor markets (and other outcomes, e.g., Sen, 1990) and the
role of marriage markets in providing insurance in risky environments with missing
insurance markets. For example, Haddad and Kanbur (t990) report that individual distributions are more unequal than would be suggested by aggregation to the household level
because of gender differences, Behrman (1988a,b) and Behrman and Deolalikar (1989a,b;
1990) find that intrahousehold allocations favor males in agricultural production stages in
which food is relatively scarce and expensive and the productivity impact of nutrition/
health is relatively great for males due to gender specialization in tasks, Pitt et aL (1990)
find that calorie allocations that prima facie may appear to favor males actually tax males
47I use this term to refer to demographicgroupsthat are thought to be disadvantaged in a population even
though in some cases they may constitute a majority of the population (e.g., indigenouspeople in Bolivia).
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to benefit of other household members given differential energy expenditures related to
gender task specialization, Foster and Rosenzweig (1994a,b) find that gender wage differentials reflect statistical discrimination (and not taste discrimination of employers) based
on lower distributions of unobserved productivities for females than for males and imperfect information, Deolalikar and Rose (1998) find that the "gender shock" with the birth of
a daughter rather than a son effectively reduces household wealth and induces subsequent
increases in time devoted to labor, Jacoby (1995) finds that demands for wives in a
polygamous society depends on their agricultural productivity, Rosenzweig (1988b,c)
finds that exogamous marriages serve to provide insurance through diversifying risk,
and Udry (1996a) finds intra agricultural household inefficiencies in the distribution of
agricultural inputs across plots controlled by men and women.

7. Conclusions
Modeling of labor markets for developing countries has been distinguished from labor
economics more generally by differences in degrees of market completeness and in institutions, not by differences in kind. Earlier modeling of the development process often
made extreme assumptions about the nature of labor and other markets, particularly in
rural areas in which most people lived in developing economies. At one extreme, for
example, some influential models assume that such markets did not function, with the
result that there was "surplus labor" in agriculture that could productively be moved to
industry without a loss in agricultural output (e.g., Lewis, 1954; Ranis and Fei, 1961; Sen,
1966). At the other extreme, some influential models of reallocation of labor from agriculture to industry assume that rural labor markets approximately perfectly competitive
markets, although there are significant rigidities or information problems in urban markets
(e.g., Harris and Todaro, 1970; Stiglitz, 1974, 1982). In between, still other influential
models assumed that rural labor markets existed, but had rigid wages and substantial
unemployment because of nutrition efficiency wages.
The primary contribution of labor economics for developing countries in recent years
has been to develop and to test empirically tractable models that center on dynamic
behaviors of rural households within the context of some incomplete or missing markets
(e.g., insurance, information) and a range of more-or-less good substitutes for these
markets. These studies have led to a much better empirically-grounded understanding
of how such households function and what are the implications for efficiency and for
distribution of various market imperfections and what possible policy interventions
might have high payoffs. Not only have they been informative about economic behaviors
in the developing country context, but in a number of cases they have been informative
about basic labor economics issues that also are important in developed economies but
which are much more difficult to examine empirically in those economies because of data
problems and institutional differences and complexities. A few examples include the
nature and impact of moral hazard in labor contracts, the range of possibly micro adjust-
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m e n t s to s h o c k s , t h e n a t u r e o f i n t r a h o u s e h o l d a l l o c a t i o n s , a n d t h e m u l t i p l i c i t y o f f u n c t i o n s
of households.
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